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Aircraft performance, in its most general sense, can be defined as the

flight achievements an aircraft must execute for successful mission
accomplishment. obviously, expected performance parameters must be an
integral part of the design process of an aircraft. Given certain performance
expectations 'y the customer, the designer must make decisions regarding wing
loading, power plant selection, airfoil selection, planform configuration, and
myriad other considerations. All of these help to tailor the design to give
the aircraft certain desired performance characteristics.

It is also certain that actual performance characteristics will not
always be the same as those predicted by the designer. Herein lies the need
for performance flight testing. Performance flight testing is defined as the
process of deterrnining aircraft performance characteristics, or in a more
modern sense, evaluation of the energy gaining and losing capability of the
aircraft.

Determination of aircraft performance parameters, whether expected or
actual, are dependent upon our knowlede of certain furndamentals in several
different scientific disciplines. In order to predict or measure an
aircr•ft's performance, we must be able to estimate the aerodynamic forces
involved. 2iis requires knowledge of the properties ard behavior of the fluid
medium in which we operate, i.e., the earth's atmosphere.

"•hrefore, we must study atmospheric science, fluid dynamics,

thermdynamics, subsonic aerodynmics, and supersonic aerodynamics.
Performance prediction or measurent requires knowledge of the power plant/

,propulsion system characteristics of the aircraft. Hence, we must be familiar
with the theory and operation of basic turbine and turbine variant engines,
reciprocating Internal-cambustion engines, and propeller theory. We must also

understand the,. basic meamorments, instnwentation techniques, and equipment
in order to gather the data needed to determine che various elements of an
aircraft's pewformano. Finally# we must have knowledge of the struntural

limitatioA of the aircraft.
once we have a background in these various fields of study, we can begin

to answer .q.stions about the aixraftts predicted or actual performance such
asi



How fast wLll the aircraft fly?

How high will the aircraft fly?

How far and/or how long will the aircraft fly on a load of fuel?

How muh payload can the aircraft carry?

How long a runway is required for takeoff and landing?

How fast will the aircraft climb?

How expensive is the aircraft to operate?

What is the aircraft's maximum sustained turn rate?

These are only some of the most important questions that must be
answered.

We must determine the proper parameters to use in our analysis. As
stated earlier, this is dependent upon the type of propulsion system the
aircraft has. Reciprocating engines are normally rated in terms of power, and
therefore certain characteristics of propeller driven aircraft are given in )
terms of power required versus power available. Turbine engines are normally
rated in terms of thrust, and therefore it is more logical to analyze
performance characteristics in torms of thrust available versus thrust
required. Aircraft such as turboprops, turbofans, and rotary wing exhibit
some characteristics of both types of powr plants and must be analyzed

accordingly.
Performance can be subdivided into steady state performance and

accelerated perfomance. Steady state performance characteristics are
normally detemined by analysis of the basic thrust, weight, lift, and drag
forces involved in a quasi-equilibrium cndition, i.e., where the velocities
and other flight path parameters are either constant or are changing so slowly
that their rate of change can be neglected. For instance, top speed in level
flight occurs at the high sped intersection of either pcer required versus
powex available or thrust required versus thrust available curves, depending

upon the propulsion system Steady state rate of climb is dependent upon the
excess of power available over power required.

rn aoelerate analys we must consider accelerations along )
and noml to the flight path in addition to the basic parameters used to
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determine steady state perfance characteristics. Failure to consider
accelerated effects can often produce misleading results. For example, the
steady state absolute ceiling of an aircraft can actually be exceeded by an
accelerated maneuver known as a zocm climb in which there is partial
conversion of the kinetic energy of the aircraft into potential energy, or

altitudle.
Performance flight testing is conducted with several fundamental purposes

in mind other than determining the actual performance characteristics of an
aircraft. In fact, it is also used to:

1. Determine if the aircraft meets specific contractual performance
guarantees, or hard performance requirements as specified in the
user generated Stateamnt of Need (SCN).

2. Provide data to construct aircraft flight manuals for use by
operational aircrews.

3. Determine techniques and procedures to be used by operational

aircrews to attain optlmnu aircraft performance.
4. Obtain research information to advance aeronautical science or to

develop now flight test techniques.

As aircraft become more and more technologically sophisticated, it is
a'most certain that the future heralds the development of newer and better
methods of aircraft peft e prediction and determination. It is inmtzent

upon the experimental test pilot and flight test engineer to be in the
forefront of that developnent. Such expectations can begin to be realized
only if the test pilot and flight test engineer posses a wrking knowledge of
the material contained within this manual.

1.3
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CHAPTER 2

( IUNDAMDEALS OF AERODYNAMICS
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2.1

Aerodynamics is one of the branches of theoretical physics. The science
of aerodynamics oncerns itself with the determnation of the characteristics
of airflow past bodies of various shapes. Cnce the flow pattern has been
established, the ac forces acting on the body may be calculated.

7he cm*pex field of low speed (subsonic) aerodynamics-the bread and
botter of a utical engineers for fifty years-essentially vanished fron
the research and development scene with the advent of the glamorous "space
age." 7he last few years have seen a strong rebirth of interest in the field.
Under the pressure of still unsolved problems, new applications, increasing
requirements of both military and coumercial vehicles, and VSTCL technology,
submoc aerodynamics is once again beccxing a major research endeavor.
Problems such as the prediction of win stall, boundary layer control, and low
speed flying qualities loom as difficulties that the techniques and knowledge
of ten to fifteen years ago simply cannot handle.

Two essential ingredients of basic aerodynamics are the principles of
fluid dynamics and thomodynamics. Because this text is intended for the use
of flight test pilots and flight test engineers, these subjects will be
handled in a limited fashion.

2.2 THE AM PIME - ShSIC E

The earth's atmosphere at sea level is a mixture of several gases. The

a ite ntge by volum of the main constituents is 78% nitrogen, 21%
oxygen, 0 to 4% uater vapor* and traces of argon and other rare gases. Almost
all of the water vapor is oxentrated in the lower ten miles of the
atmosphere. Aside frm this concentration, twe mixture is practically
homogeneous , P to &ot so mile. -Above this -level, oxygen begins to
dissociate un.ler the inf 'A of ultraviolet radiation fron the sun. At
still higher levels, nitrogen also dissociates.

-here is no uil defined upsr limit to the anospere. Any uper limitt
is kfy afttray and ftends slely Won the dfinition of proeties

0OW reqid to =onstitute an AbWphRe.M The atmoso*X0 will be furthe
discussed and the standa ataqft : defined in CM1per 5.
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7he forces and ments acting on an object are due primarily
to the properties of the air mass through which it is moving (2.1:1). The
usual prpertLies %kich defle an air mass will nw be discussed.

2.2.1 Ses
Pressure is a measure of both speed and numter of molecules per unit

volbme. In other words, pressure is the net result of all molecular motions.
2hw static pressure of the air at any altitude within the earth's atmosphere
is a result of the mass of air above that altitude. This mass of air under

the gravitational attraction of the earth has weight.

W =mg

Pressure is a property expressed in terms of force (weight) per unit area.
The symbol for pressure is P or p, and may be subscripted to indicate

measuremnts under various conditions or locations.
The most omwon subscripts used throughout the textbook which apply to )

pressure and all the other air mass properties are:

a - anbient conditions

t - test conditions

0- free straew cditims

SL - standard fea level conditions

1, 2, 3, et. - spwecific conditions

2.2.2 1 ature

Tveq ature is a msure of molecular motion. On an absolute scale,
tratue is measured thoretically from that point Were molecular motion

ceas. Thme are bo Scales of absolute teqerature: the Rankine and Kelvin
scales. The two ram widely kouw tezerature scales, based on the boiling
Wad freeztin points of water, are the Fahrenheit and Centigrade scales. The

Xybol, for is a capital T and may be acmWanied by any of the
prevJiualy, -mtib ' acripts. g F lahrenheit and Rankine scales are )
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related through the expression

T(0 R) = T(°F) + 459.67

Similarly, the relationship between Centigrade and Kelvin may be expressed as

T (5C) T (C) + 273.15

Absolute temperature mist always be used in engineering calculations.

2.2.3 Density
The density of air is perhaps the property of greatest importance in the

study of aerodynmics. Density is defined as mass per unit volume and is

symbolized by the greek letter rho (p). Density decreases slowly with

increasing altitude from the surface of the earth.
With respect to density, the field of aerodynarics is normally divided

4.- into two regims: Incmpressible Flow - flow at low velocities where changes
in density of the air may essentially be neglected, and Compressible Flw -

flow at velocities sufficiently high that density changes cannot be neglected

(2.1:65). Definition of the dividing velocity between the two regimes
requires that two other quantities commonly used in aerodynamics also be

defined.

Speed of sound (a) is a function of absolute temperature and is defined

by the relationship

Speed of sound is also called sonic velocity and is the velocity at which
=%all distuaes are propagated through the itmosphere.

ach (4) in a velocity divided by a characteristic speed of soun,.

i V

Uti-izing thesm definitions, we may state that the assurption of

room-pess fla susually va~l up to 14 0. 3.
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2.2.4 Euation of State
For a large nurber of prcblems in aerodynamics, air can be treated as an

ideal or perfect gas. A perfect gas is defined as one which is homogeneous,
continuous, and nonviscous. For a perfect gas, the properties temperature,
pressure, and demsity are -related by the equation of state

P = (2.1)

It should be noted that pressure, temperature, and density are point
properties and can have different values frcin one point to another. Thus,
Equation 2.1 relates those properties at a point. The R in Equation 2.1 is
known from thermodynamics and the kinetic theory of gases as the gas constant.
Equation 2.1 closely describes the behavior of the atmosphere in the lower
layers and is an adequate re.Lationship for the portion of the atmosphere where
aircraft performance data ,s of interest. However, when pressure is reduced
to such a degree that the number of molecules in a given area is reduced to a
point where uniform pressure no longer exists, Equation 2.1 is no longer
valid. Because of the rarity of the atmosphere and the change in the mean
molecular weight of the air due to dissociation, Equation 2.1 as given is not
valid above 55 miles.

Three iqiortant ratios are used in aerodynamics for atmospheric
property relationships. These ratios relate the anbient static property value
to the sea level standard property value. They are

& (delta) =r pressure ratio(2)
SL

0(theta) * T teqperature ratio (2.3)

and

a (sima) - - density ratio (2.4)
S2.4
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Through the Equation of State, Equation 2. 1, it can be determined that

6 = (2.5)

2.2.5 Velocity
Velocity is a measure of the motion of a fluid. Velocity is a vector

quantity and has both magnitude and direction, and is also a point property.

2.2.6 Viscosity
Early aerodynamic theoy neglected the fact that air is a viscous fluid.

For many of the problems in aerodynamics, air ma-v be treated as if it were, in
fact, an inviscid fluid. However, for flow very close to an object in a
region termed the boundary layer, the effects of viscosity must be accounted
for. An in-depth discussion of viscous flow, including definitions of
viscosity and the boundary layer, is found in Section 2.7 of this chapter.

Standard sea level values of the fundamental properties of air are
sun•arized in Table 2.1.

TABLE 2.1

STANDARD SEA LEVEL PROPERTIES O' AIR

_W Value (§Nlish) Value ($I)

2 ~ 5 2Pressure P 2116.22 lb/ft2  1.01325 x 10 N/m2

Teaperature T 590 F (519°R) 15°C (288.150 K)

3•3Density 0 0.0023769 slugs/ft 1.2250 kg/ 3

Sonic Velocity a 1116.4 ft/sec 340.3 m/sec

Viscosity u 1.2024 x 10 "iblft sec 1.7894 x 105 kg/m sec

Gas Oonstant R 1716 ft lb/slug OR 287 J/kg oK

Ah
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2.3 TE••NICAL NATICNS AM DEFINITIS

In the field of aerodynamics, certain terms are so frequently used that

they have beam part of the flight test vocabulary. Definition of many of
the terms is also necessary to facilitate discussion of certain concepts in
the rainder of this chapter and the rest of the textbook.

Ambient conditions (subscript a) are static atmospheric conditions which
are normally the same as.. the corresponding free stream conditions.

Free stream conditions (subscript -) are atmospheric conditions measured
remotely (theoretically an infinite distance) from an aerodynamic body
which are out of the body's influence.

Dynamic pressure (q) is defined as
q --

where P is density and V is true velocity.

Equivalent Airspeed (Ve) is defined as

Ve -V 7 "

where V is true airspeed and a is density ratio

Pressure coefficient (C or AP/q) is defined as
p

2P - PO P-P

or alteatively

2 .

where P is the static sre at sae point and Y is the ratio of
qpecific heats.

A stremline, is a line whose tmwjmt at any point represents the
direction of the instantaneous velmity vector. In steady flow,
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streamlines do not change with time, since succeeding particles follow
the same path as that of previous particles (2.1:234).

critical mach (m,,) is the aircraft fli•it Mach at which the air flowing
over some part'f the aircraft first reaches sonic velocity city and
shock waves begin to fore on the aircraft at this point.

2.4 A1RODIMIC FLH REGEMES

7here are many assuqitions that can be made to simplify the very complex

general aerodynamic flow problem. For low subsonic Mach, it can be assuzd
that air is an ideal, nonviscous, and incompressible gas. Using these

assumptions, many two- and three-dimnsional aerodynamic problems can be

solved. These ideal subsonic solutions can often be modified to show the

effects of viscosity (Reynolds number effects) and effects of caxressibility

(MNach effects).

For flow next to a surface, the viscosity of the air must be considered.
"* Viscosity plays an important part in aerodynamic flow separation, stalls, and

in tIh oomputation of skin friction drag.
For superesnic flow, air can be considered to be an ideal, nonviscous,

but coupressiblo gas. Using these assmations, which are vulid for fHow away
from surfacet, presme -distributions can be calculated for many aerodnamic

shapes.-
Tile trwonic flight relibe is extrwely complicated. Ioth subsonic and

aupersonic flows exist simitamously. !he interaction betueen these two

types of flow plus the viscous effects on the aircraft s=face create a

condition that defies direct =Uavmtical analysis. Tthe are several

* definitions of the trsnok speed ranqe: however,, the most useful is that it,

begins Q sonic flow (Mach 1.0) first occurs somc iere on the aircraft and

ends when the f low is essentially supersonic.

Analysis of hypersonic flow ra*Lires a knowledge of all the above flight

regimes. The high tperattres and low densities associated with hypersonic

flow also require the oonsideration of air as a non-ideal, rarefied gas. That

transbar effects hiQch are negligible for suhiaoic# trzataic, and superswiic

flow amnt also be comxsered above Mach 5.0.

me Flight Regimes may be categrized as show in Table 2.2.
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TABIE 2.2

FLIGHT REGME DEFINITION

Flight Regime Mach Range

Subsonic 0 < M < Mcr (a 0.7)

Transonic 0.7 < M < 1.2

Supersonic 1.2 < M < 5.0

Hypersonic 5.0 < M

2.5 FLUID FIUW EQtATIONS

We must now investigate the effect that velocity has on the static

properties of air. As a fluid moves, we shall examine the changes that take

place in its properties along a streamline by using a device known as a

venturi tube which is illustrated in Figure 2.1.

P)
"V-- V-

p

FIGURE 2. 1. FIOW OF AIR TTIOUGH A VEMIURI

From the law of conservation of mass, what enters the tubo at Station 1

must exit at Station 3. The mass flow rate can be rmpresented by the proCuct

pAV at any station. Therefore, since mass is conserved,

P1 AlV 1  2 ~A 2 V2  P3 A3 V3 (2.6)

2.8
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0
For the same mass of fluid to pass Station 2 as Station 1, the velocity and/or

density must increase because the area has decreased. Considering the

incompressible case iihere density is constant, Equation 2.6 between Stations 1

and 2 is

A 1 V = A2 V2  (2.7)

Solving this relationship for V2 1

V (2.7)

Since A1 is larger than A2, V2 must be greater than V1 , by the ratio A1/A2.

This fundamental relationship (Equation 2.6 or 2.7) is known as the continuity

equation. The relationship holds true for the ccapressible case and can be

writtan for any two stations in the flow. If the average fluid properties for

¶ { all streamlines far uwstream are used, the relationship is also true across

all streamlines in the flow. This principle also illustrates that for

subsonic flow, the velocity is least where the streamlines are far apart, and

as the velocity increases, the streamines are closer together.

From Newton's Second Law

F- ma& (2.8)

we can derive a relationship known as the siler or momentum equation.

dp = - pVdV (2.9)

The d-rivation of this eqation may be found in Appendix F.

This equation cam be integratod bet•w tw pints along a strqwline for

an incwpressible, inviscid flow to yield

V2 41V1 2S+ 1 -= P + 2 12.01
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Since the Points 1 and 2 were completely arbitrary choices, the same equation

mist apply to conditions at any other points, therefore

V2p + p -- = constant (2.10)

This equation yields the relationship between pressure and velocity between
any tuo points along a streamline in an incompressible, inviscid flow. The
relationship does not hold true for compressible flow. However, we can

integrate the Euler equation to get a more complicated relationship which does

hold true for compressible flow whea we have not assumed constant density for

the integration process.

Another way to derive the Bernoulli equation, as this relationship is
called througliout the literature, is to consider the flow from an energy
standpoint.

We know from basic physics that the kinetic energy of a substance can be
represented as )

E = 1/2 mV2  (2.11)

Since density (p) is defined as mass per unit volume, we can represent the
kinetic energy of a umit volume of a flowing fluid by the relationship

KE 1/2 oV2  (2.12)

The potential energy in a fluid can be tlhoght of as the staic pressure at

sawe particular point. Erom the law of conservation of energy, we know that
enera must be oonserved as we move along a streamline thriough the venturi
tube. Although there are other forms of energy, we need to ccisider only the
potential energy due to the static pressure at a point along the streamline
and the kinetic energy due to a point mass of air moving along the streamline.
gerefore, we can say that (2.1

TOWa BMW (VJ 10 Votentia DI9 (FE) + Kieti Energy (KE) (2.13) •

aM must remain ootant as we move from Station 1 to Station 2. We already
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know that the velocity increased in nvving from Station I to Station 2 from
the derivation of the equation of continuity. Therefore, as the velocity
increases along the streamline, the static pressure must decrease for the
total energy to remain constant.

The kinetic energy term in Bquation 2.10 is 1/2 pV2 . This is the

relationship previously defined as dynamic pressure and given the symbol q.
Therefore, potential energy (static pressure) plus kinetic energy (dynamic

pressure) is equal to a constant along a streamline. This constant value is
termed the total pressure of the flowing air. This concept of total pressure

is very important for caoressible flow, and relationships for its use in this
context are presented in Chapter 6.

The energy equation is needed to complete our inventory of basic
equations of fluid flow. However, it is needed only for the caopressible flow
case and uses basic thermodynamic relationships. The thermodynamic
relationships needed for compressible flow and the energy equation are
discussed in Chapter 6, Supersonic Aerodynamics.

2.6 AEROYNMIC FOC[ES

The fluid properties p, p, T, and V which have been defined and discussed
fully define a fIlw field. The most practical consequence of the flow over an
object is the generation of aerodynamic forces. These aerodynamic forces
exerted by the airflow on the surface of an object immersed in an airstream
stem from only t Sources:

1. Pressure distribution on the surface

2. Shear stress distribution (friction) on the surface

Pressme exerted by -the air on the aurface of a solid object always acts
normal to the surfae. This surface pressure varies with location. The net

urbalance of the varyinrg pressure distribution over the surface creates an
nio force. This resultant aerodynamic force is usually resolved into

two co•mpoents: one Perpendicular to the relative wind and known as lift; the

other parallel to the relative wind in the direction opposite to the aircraft
motion, ,khm as drag. ThO lift, force is discussed in Chapter 3.
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The shear stress, T, is defined as the force per unit area acting
tangentially on the surface due to friction. Shear stress is a point property
and varies along the surface. The net unbalance of the surface shear stress

distribution also creates a drag force on the body. So we see that pressure

distribution contributes to both lift and drag on a body, but shear stress
distribution contribotes only to the drag force. Drag is fully discussed in

Chapter 4.
Although the pressure and siear stress distributions are the primary

source of aerodynamic forces, there exists a functional relationship with
respect to the properties of the fluid and the properties of the body inmersed
in the fluid.

2.6.1 Dimensional Analysis (2.2:224, 225)
One cmuon method used to obtain func.tional relationships between aero-

dynamic parameters is to use dimensional analysis. Data frao two or mcre
different environments may be ccapared if "dynamic similarity" exists.
Dynamic similarity exists if appropriate dimensionless parameters are the same )
in two or more gecmetrically similar flow systems.

As the name inplies, we are interested in din•%nsions fundamental to our
study, i.e., mass (M), length (L), and time (T). To extend the analysis into
the hypersonic regime, we would also have to include teoperature, but we will
confine our study to velocities less than hypersonic. The object of our
endeav is to obtain the mot significant and independent dimensionless para-
meters for the particular phywical system. One fact that must be noted is
that we, canMot detemAre how cne dimensionless parameter %ill vary with
another, only how to organize our e Iperiments and plot our experwoental data.

2.6.2 Bucki.Mhcmiru '1XtiOw (2.2.2,24, 2.25)

The basis for the dimesional analysis technique is tho Bucki• ha m
lhOrm . BwXkiIgfiM qeulated that for N nwmt-er of variahles in any equation

such as

f 'l x2 , X3... , x-A 0 (2.14)

and for k. nuabar. of nuamm•tall dbwe=in uw4 to meare the, variables,
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then the equation may be expressed by a minim=.u of N-k independent
dimensionless groups. The total nu•ber of dimensionless groups is

S.. .. N! ,(2.15)

(k + 1)1 (N- k- i)!1

These independent groups are designated Ir' 2•2 '3' ""' •N-kW Each of these
groups (N-k) will consist of k quantities in ccmwn called repeating
variables. These repeating variables must include all of the k fundamental
dimensions. For a fluid system, the most significant groups will result if
the repeating variables are chosen such that one is a gewmetric
characteristic, one is a fluid property, and one is a flow characteristic.
Mien the repeating variables are chosen, each one oi the remaining original
quantities is included with each one of the w groups. In order that the w
groups be dimensionless, any one quantity in each may appBar to the first
power, and the others will appear to sane unknown power which mst be found.

t ~ These powers are found by equating exponents of like fundamental quantity and
solving using simktaneous equations.

The resultant aerodynamic force at a set angle of attack is a function of
density, velocity, reference area, coefficient of viscosity, and speed of
soundor

f[F, p, V, S, i, a] - 0 (2.16)

A cording to the Buckingham v Itheor we have N - 6 variables of which there
are k - 3 uamental antities -mMss (M), length (L), and time (T).
Therefore, Otere are a miium of N-k - 3 dimaenasiless g%=as, and the total
muber of di.sSionl gr*IPG is 15. We will designate the gr*ips as w1 , w20
ar v." Since • are cncene with aerodwicss, we will pick as our k - 3

.3-
"nrptinq variable S for the geumtric characteristic, o for our flid
pwperty, and V fo our fio at' Ta IM may Urite

f .(S# , F)

'2 * f(S, O, V, a)
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3 - f(S, , V, U)3

or cosiderizm only "1'
"a b cF1 (2.17)

Each of these variables =mtt no be represented in terms of their

fundauental dimensions. 1Iese reiaticiihip are presented in Table 2.3.

TABLE 2.3

DDMICNAL ANALYSIS VAIABLES

Variable Di•mesio

s L2

v Lei1

F

a UlT)

Subosttuting the fuxndantal dimeistow ito aaaat.ioo 2.17

*(L 2) a oL.3)b (wT-l)C (ti21 T2) I

Racal' that the, 'a were defin~ed as di menic'ntei gru . 2=00mor,

or.

I? T . .P . L(2. 3b + c +,1) ,p -2.C
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S
S 1  -1 V-2 F

or

F

In place of using 'i, which has little meaning, we can call this dimensionless
quantity t the ftrce coefficient, CF. 2wrefore,

cF F (2.18)

PV2S

Sbiilarly, we can determine ir2 and f3 as the Reynolds number, Re, and the
Mach, M. Thus,

CFp f (Re1) (2.19)

ibr vayLr angle of attack

CF - f(Re, M, a) (2.19A)

: e dTh ensional analysis tectniquo has only developed functional

relationships. However, the resmts are extreely useful, These functional
relati will be used throughout the textbook to:

1. Presnt perfonnan characteristics in.a practical manmnr

2. Minimize flight test verification testing

"3. Facilitate carparison between different airaft or engine
conniuais

4. Dve~lop stanrda• day data reduction tediqe

COne lnxrat limitation seuld be kept in mind when using the results of
OWan dimiosiaral analy&sis the ftncthional relatiorahip. derived arie only as
g9oc as the OCIigNal asumpiw*4 a. U W "Ms that all iqxftant -variables
ma "-t beI, a• xstas •ot At&* " tAt, and l tations of

smlfying assWpt s on the- Analysis re~ults- nuit be understood.
Anoter fwctknal relationghip Vich can be devedope by the use of

"" aalyis, r an engine with ofe c ra•,a.itic rotation Speed a.
fbimd deim qn.ssy and $-Us IS S IA i qUAtUM 2.20.
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f, N (2.20)

The parameter, Fn/S which is engine thrust divided by pressure ratio, is
called a corrected thrust parameter. Mhe parameter M is the Mach. The
parameter NI T-, which is engine revolutions per minute (RPM) divided by the
square root of the tuz~erature ratio, is called a corrected RPM parameter.
The functional relationship defined by Equation 2.20 has wide arplication in
performance flight testing. Two conclusions which can be drawn frao this
functional relationship and will be discussed in detail in Chapter 11, Cruise
Performance, are:

1. If at any tw points in the operating envelope the Mach and
corrected RPM parameter are the same, the corrected thrust
parameter will be matched, and

2. If test Mach and standard day Mach are the same (they alwaysare) and corrected RPM parameters are the sane for test and
standard conditions (they are for optimum cruise performance
missions flown at a constant weight-pressure ratio), then test
corrected thrust parameter is equal to standard corrected )
thust parameter.

2.6.3 TM ninq Flow
Another matheatica el for aerodnamic forces re• lts when the force

required to tum a str~sam~bA in ioupes~ible, nonvisCous flow is exandined. II
Sinoo the flow dx~m in Pige 2.2 is nonvisomo, the magnitude of vector V1  [VI
and V2 is the sawz as Wxcm in quation 2.21.

1v21"w.v (2.21Nmftfts secxWK lw can bewrgitten

t- A&V, (2.-22)

lk" is Mntafto an MPOaiaf for the magntuas of the for-e in
Eg"UMn 42.22 o bp writtmn as

S" (0AV) (2.23)
. .- :. ,Z .2

v i -1. (2.24)
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CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA, A

va

FIGURE 2.2. TU04ING FLOW MOE1)

From the law of cosines

V 2 v '-cos o) (2.25)

Substituting Equation 2.25 into Equation 2.23 gives

F A 2 1 cosl (2.26)

which can be written using the definition of dynamic pressure as

F 2 qA "'C(csO) (2.27)

,¶The angle betwien the resultant aerodynamic f•-ce and the vertical shown
in Figure 2.2 can be found graphically or by trigonometry to be 8/2.

4 he.refe, a momentum analysis using Newton's second law, such as the one
just perfonned can be used to determine a resultant n c force for any

subs.nic turning flt which can be similarly meled. The geciitry of the V
particular. fiki will determine the area, A,, aid turn angle e, in equation 1

22.17
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2.27. 'his type of analysis gives good results for turning vanes and

deflected jets.

2.7 VISOOSIT(

S&all as it is, air viscosity plays a major role in aerodynamics.
Viscosity is normally thought of as associated with fluids or liquids. A
highly viscous liquid is a very sticky one -which pours slowly. By caoparison,
the viscosity of air is small. 7he failure of the early mathematical theories
to describe real fluid flows was due to the fact that the theory neglected

viscosity.

2.7.1 Coefficient of ViscosiZ

Suppose that a solid cube is attached at its base to a surface, and a
force, F, is applied at its upper surface. The cube will deform slightly as
shown in Figure 2.3.

FI

4 ~~FIGUM 2.3. DEWOWIAT -OF A SOtID CJE 3
0
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For a solid, a "shear modulus" is defined in terms of a shearing stress

divided by shearing strain or defoaation. Thus,

Sha Mouls BE shear stress
shear strain

But unlike a solid, a fluid will not sustain a shear under static conditions.

Fluids often act as if they were layered, with one layer sliding over another

and, by frictional effects, trananitting force to the adjacent layer. This is

called laminar flow. This condition analogous to the elastic cube is shon in

Figure 2.4.

-V + AV--O•

S - -

FIGURE 2.4. LAINAR FOW HOM IS14

i As the upper face moves at a velocity, V +.,&VI, it drags the lower face along •

• •,at a velocity, V# due to the preamem of shear fors in the element. The "

difference in velocity, AV, ftmugh the thicbmass of the element, hy, is

pr~23.ifllto the viscosity of the flui. Thus,, a po ricatyconswtan

P~ can bewritten a
osshear stress 2

Coeffcien of vie2LotYtyu -it th3c)-eE

! ...
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9
shear stressT (2.28)

g•tyvelci~ gadint /•ly- av/7 1-t-sec

So the coefficient of viscosity is considered a dynamic shear modulus. It is

a measure of how easily one layer of a fluid slides over another layer, a

measure of the resistance to flow. Newton first saw this fundamental

relationship shown in Equation 2.29.

dV (2.29)

-khere the coefficient of viscosity, p, is the proportionality constant
relating shear stress to velocity gradient. Fluids for which Buation 2.29

applies are called "Newtonian fluid s" of whtich air is one.

2.7,2 Nature cf Viscosity )
In a gas, viscosity is caused by a momentum e•change between adjacent

layers of molecules. The magntude of the viscosity (or coefficient of
viscosity) for a 2 may be showm by considering two planos of gas

separated by a distann A., defined as the mean t'ansverse distamze that tlw
molecules txavel between coLlisions as shion in Figure 2.5.

:: ... .. .... :-•- .:. V + A V

llu=~ 2~.5.. ISO PLAMa OP EIIM

4 1

The kbar plane Is WVing -at a Velocity of V and the upper plane moves at

"a velocity of V + AV. Due to molecular agitation, there is a -ntinual intr- )

chmp oi alemiles fm ow plane to awrvb.. Um 1w speed A .-':
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the lower plane are accelerated upon reaching the upper plane; however,
Newton's second law implies that there is an inertia force in a direction

opposite to this acceleration. Conversely, there is an inertia force in this
opposite direction due to the deceleration of molecules migrating to the lower
plane from the upper plane. There results a shearing force per unit area
(shear stress) which is a function of the transverse mean molecular velocity,
the density, and the change in velocity.

Figure 2.6 further illustrates the mechanism by id•ich viscous forces are
developed. Consider two parallel streams of air having different velocities. -
Since the velocity of airstream A is greater than that of airstream B, the
mmejtum of the molecules in stream A is greater than the momentum in stream
B.

p NONWSOOIS WAUl

UPRSTREAM A

( PE~~ONVWCOAS PARTITION~f

NOkVISCO4I WALL

PIC-= 2.6. lNlANIS4 OF VISOU EMUK MO&VEfln

tDw to the ratsm wolaauar mo~tion, noleoulas from stream A wa4er- Over
into straw. B and vice vers. ur aeite~r of wlecales go (LtnC A to B as
go fnb to A* sotiUwe iiswonot etangeofmass.

2We averag e ilLAity of those ucl~eue going fma A to B3 is greaster than
tie average V010city Of those goig ft=n B to AX The mWacules ccninc from
strewm A taxi to increaae the veloc-ity and yMMnta of stream B, %hile the
wilfodas of stre an tend wo &crease the velocity and nmentum of stream A.
1lW streaM VelOcities adjacetnt to the interface betietz streams A and 8 adjust Q

to SUMs aerage veAcity, as slwat in Pi~pre 2.7. until thaev is no disconti-C nuwity -in veloity beie te o stream.
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FIGURE 2.7. DEVELOPED VELOCITY GRADIENT

The end result of this process is fully developed uniform flow as shown

in Figure 2.8.

FIGURE 2.8. FULLY DEVELOPED UNIWO1M FalO

Thus, the nm. 'anism that causes shear or viscous foroas in a gas is

proportional to the tim rate of change of mmntum.

Viscous forces F = --•V) (2.30)

-Mand since the net mass exchanged is zero (vdm 0)1, ,

r = d•t = AV (2.31)
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Equation 2.31 shows that the viscous or shear force, F, is proportional to the

rate at which the molecules pass from one stream to the other.

In a gas, temperature affects molecular activity. Shear stress is a

function of the transverse mean molecular velocity, the density, and the

change in velocity. From Kinetic Theory of Gases, the absclute temperature of

a perfect gas is directly proportional to the kinetic energy of its molecules,
and the coefficient of viscosity, u, is proportional to the sTuare root of the

absolute temperature as shown in Equation 2.32.

C C •(2.32)

Actually for air the coefficient of viscosity varies more closely with the

three-quarters power of the absolute taqperature, For temperature in the

range of interest for flight test, .1900 to 6100 R, the coefficient of viscosity
may be expressed within +0.5 percent by the linear equation

V
I= (74.0 + 0.575 T)10- 9  (2.33)

where T is teqperaturo OR (2.3:11).

If standard day temperatures for sea level and 50,000 feet are inserted

into Equation 2.33, it will be fixnd that the coefficient of viscosity changes
only about 20% between these altitude extremes. Density, on the other hand,

changes about 87%. }BV this reason, the coefficient of viscosity is samtinms

called a "weak" function of temperature in the literature. Often in
aerodynamics .4t is taken to be a constant; h~mever, this assumption must be

made with caution. ContraLy to intuition, viscosity is independant of

pressure.

A liquid bmves in just the o•osite way. Meating a liquid decreases
its viscosity. Liquid viscosity is a function of intermolecular attraction,
and the'attractive force between moleaces decreases as the distance between
;,,•nle01les ireaaes; conequently, the liquid viscosity decreases. To

visoalize this #Wxsenonerx, ewision %bat happens wihen miaple syrup is poured on
'> hot pamnakes. Maple syrup is very thick and hard to pour from a bottle (high

2.23
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viscosity). As soon as it touches the hot pancakes, it becaoes thinner and
flows easier (viscosity decreases).

Regardless of the mechanism by which viscous forces arise, whether fran a
mnentun exchange as in a gas or from intermolecular attraction as in a
liquid, they are manifested primarily as. shear stresses transmitted between
the various layers of the fluid or between the flcWing fluid layer and a solid
surface. Shear or viscous stresses normal to a surface are generally
considered negligible in gases.

Viscous effects are responsible for two important phenomena encountered
in the study of fluid flow. First, viscosity causes dispersing effects which
tend to dissipate all disturbances in a flow such as pulsations, vortices,
turbulence, jet wash, etc. An example is the reduction in the size of surface
waves on water as they travel away from their source. Second, viscosity is
primarily responsible for the formation of a boundary layer on the surface of
a solid body in fluid flow.

2.7.3 Boundary Layer
The boundary layer is a thin sheet of retarded fluid in, diately adjacent

to the surtace of 3 body immers.ed in a flowing fluid. It is caused by the
shear stresses in the fluid which slow the molecules nest to the surface to
zero velocity. Von Karman suggested that this condition of zero velocity at
the Surface can probably be explained by the molecular or atomic structures of
the solid and the fluid. Both consist of particles, atoms o,. molecules. The
motion of the molecule in an airstream consists of a forward motion in the
stream direction, on which a rando= motion is superposed. The atCMa of the
solid have. a fixed mexn position with empty spaces between. If the molecules
enter the eupty spaces of the solid, they lowe their forward velocity by
collision with the solid molecules; and, if they rebound, they return with
random velocity without prefm=ene for any flow direction. Hmwe, Von Karn,
cocluded that the average velocity of the airflow right at the surface is
zero, or equal to the velocity of the solid When the soliA is moving (2.4:74).

This leads to an important conceptual point in theoretical aerodynamics..
a flow field can be split into two regions, one extremely thin region where

* friction ic imp~ortant, namely in the )botudazy layer nearu the surface, and
another region of frictimoless flcu Jgfetimes called potential flow) outside
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the boundary layer. It has already been pointed out that the Bernoulli
equation can be applied anywhere in the flow field outside the boundary layer.
This concept was first introduced by Prandtl in 1904, and it remoluticnized

modern theorectical aerodynamics (2.5:116).
It can be shown eperhmentally and theoret2i-ly that the pressure

through the boudary layer in a direction perpendicular to the surface is
constant. This is an important phenomenon. It is why a surface pressure
distribution calculated from frictionless flow through use of the Bernoulli
equation many times gives accurate results for the real-life (viscous) surface
pressures; it is because the frictionless calculations give the correct
pressures at the outer ede of the boundary layer, and these pressures are
transmitted without change through the thin boundary layer right down to the
surface. In Figure 2.9, on which the boundary layer thickness has been
greatly exaggerated for clarity, the static pressures at Points 1 and 2 are
the same.

BOUNOARY LAYER

FIGURE 2.9. EXAGGM D BOUNDAR LAYER THICKNESS (2.5:116)

!The above statements are reasonable for slender aerodynamic shapes (like
fuselages and airfoils); they do not hold for regions of separated flow over
bbmt bodies (2.5:116).

So as air flows over a body, a boxuy layer is formed. At the surface, x
the velocity is zero. Ite viscosity of the fluid causes shear stresses utich
'etard the velocity of the fluid near the surface. This shear stress

ida ceases as distance frmu the surface increases until the viscous effects
disame and the velocity of the air beccks that of the fiee stream at the
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* top of the boundary layer. A typical velocity profile through the boundary
layer is show in Figure 2.10.

The characteristic features of the boundary layer velocity profile are:

1. A second-order curve shape indicating a decrease in velocity

near the solid body with an associated loss of mimentum.

2. Zero velocity at the surface of the solid body.

3. Incal free stream velocity at the top of the boundary layer.

V - FREE STREAM VELOCITY

INTO STREM" ThICKNE

FIGMME 2.10. VELOCITY PROFILE IN THE BLUMM LAYER

The developnent of the boudary layer may be studied by periodically

injecting drops of dye into a uniform liquid stremn as it approaches and
passes over a flat plate as in Figure 2.11. To ,obseve a gaseous bounary
laert, Mko way be inWefted into the gas or sl1 cIoton tufts may be
attached to the eurace to be studied.

Observing the reslting patterns, two caacteristics ommn to the
igrth of all bowdry layers are noted.

1. "Me boundar layer beoaies thicker as the distance, x,. f=tm the
leading edge of the-body in, eaes.
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2. The velocity profile changes with increasing x distance.

DYE FREE STREAM TOP OF
INJECTION VELOCITY SOIUDARY
POINT AR

o 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0
0 0 oomo 0 a ~0

a 0

FIGURE 2.11. DEVELORM OF THE BOU NRY LAYER

!he thickness of a boundary layer and velocity distribution in a boundary
Slayer can often be predicted with a high degree of accuracy once the flow

situation is completely described, that is, type of f luid, velocity of f low,
geoietric shape, and physical cordition of the body, etc. This viscous f low
in the boundary layer will be of connern when skin friction drag is studied.
1e ooncept of a nonviscous fluid were all viscous effects occur inside the
bonary layer will bece clearer as aerodpadc problems are discussed and
the soluticas of nonviac problem am cavared with ewimtal viscw
(real-wrld) results.

2.7.4 Ignolds -xri~r
The characteristics of a boundary layer in a flMv depend on the cwbined

effects of velocity, density, viscosity, distancer from the leading edge, etc.
2.M effect of the mxt iq rtant parmters is cmbined into a d eicx8less9

peanter called Reynolds n~wter,R.
Te grouping of these tern and the physical interpretation *s first

observed by Osborne Reynls, for ufm the quant.ity ums nme&d The Reynold&
rAuft is defi~d as

II V
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Reynolds deerved that *i;en dye ws injected into a fluid flow, a very

straight, fine line persisted for a certain distance downstream. At this
point, the flow became unsteady, causing the line to oscillate, until further

dm~mstream the flow became violently dist~urbed,, causing the dyeline to

dissipate comipletely.
From his ts, he cncluded that transition was directly related

to the quantity (P V 1)IP for the fluid. 7his conclusion was not immediately

obvious to Reynolds; in fact, it took many years of research and contemplation

before he published his findings.
The flow prior to this transition is said to be laminar, that is,

consisting of specific lamina with no cross flow currents between lamina to

disturb the dye. The flow &wistream of the transition is said to be

turbulent, consisting of random cross flow and rotational currents which

dispese the dye.
The transition region between these two conditions may be thought of as

being part laminar and part turbulent. The significance of these two types of

flow and their relationship to the parameter (P V 1)/P was probably not fully )
realized by Mynnolds. Howar, the Reynolds number is very valuable when

determining the aerodynamic prerties of an aircraft and when applying wind

tunnel data to full scale aircraft. The latter use is the reason that

Paynolds number is often called a scaling factor.
A better physical graqi of the moaning of the Mynolds nuter is obtained

if it is viswd in tens of the fices acting on the fluid of vtich there are

fu:

1. Inertia forces

2. Viacou forces

3. Pressuze forces

4. Qoavitationa1 orofs

4 ~~Gzvity usually has no noticeable inf lum on aerodynmuic phe*murena aroud a

ving or fuselag and is neglected. gat leaves three othex fre .Ach must

balance in a fre equation. 2he pressire forc smes to balance the other

two ftres. Tis, it is enough to cc1h1er the vivous and inartia fawes.
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PsywIds postulated that the ratio of inertia forces to viscous forces was the
govmternn similarity parameter reeded to relate the flow patterns about
ge•tricaly similar (tjects in diffrent flow fields.

viscA FRCFES s sisT TID (2.35)FEWmz SEE s RS• x AREA(235

.M*de that shear stress, T P* dV/dy

A dimemional analysis of Euation 2.35 yields an imonrtant result.

let I a characteristic length (like the distance back froM the
leading edge or chord length for an airfoil)

V - a characteristic velocity of the flow

S- a mass density of the flowing fluid

U coefficient of viscosity

mm mass (L

t W tin (L/V)

suhetitutiM thse units intO Euation 2.35,

LVV P-V J = L. = % (2.36)

, A - L parameter

Viscositýy

Ih te= jP/P is..c aU• v)n,,at vI andi t• Wms use in the
Aft. "Te tic' "t=O Re Vl/v-

C9This *WKc~t is helpfu WMe trying to understan the f 1w mitutic
doscribed by a ftynoids Wriber for- a lanliar, transition, or turbulent

2.29
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boundary layer. It may be said that laminar flow results vhen the viscous

forces are large enough to overcome the oscillations caused by the dynamic
forces, that is, low Reynolds number. Conversely, turbulent flow occurs when

the dynamic foroes become so large that they overcome the viscous damping
forces, resulting in cross flow or turbulence, that is, high Reynolds number.

Transition is directly a function of the Reynolds number. When
transition occurs in a certain measured distance, such as at R = 530,000 for

e
flat, relatively smooth plates, this Re is called the critical Reynolds
number, Re r. By increasing the velocity or density, or decreasing the vis-

cosity, transition will occur in a shorter distance because Recr occurs
sooner.

It should be noted that the critical Reynolds number also depends on two
other variables, namely the initial turbulence in the fluid and the roughness
of the surface over which the fluid is flwing.

2.7.5 Boundar Layer Growth and Transition
Many aerodynamicists, mathematicians, and theoreticians have devoted

their lives to the study of the boundary layer phenonon. one common gcal
was to be able to predict transition and describe the velocity profile
throughout either a laminar or turbulent boundary layer on an object. Many
mathowtical theories have been proposed, many experiments performed, and many
books, jounrals, and reports written. Still, no single equation defines the
"general" boundary layer for any object.

Without going into detail, simple equations for oaquting lamimir and
turbulent bowdary layer thickessies will be presented to show the relative
sizes of both. H ,wer. a brief discussion of the difference betwee laminar

and tud*u1Mnt flow is in order. In l~ainar flow, t&. fluid particles move

along parallel stremlines with very little mixidng. IThe only interaction
betusen layfes is the rand= molecular motim thruglout the fluid. A "fluid
particle* is cxiisdertA to contain a very large mi*er of moleeles. W11y a

wisall mmentum ewinge occurs between layers in laminar flow since individual
Smoleaul" are involved. .HA•vero when the low is turbulent, entire fluid

particles are intoxmingled, causinga lare mmitum mdange in the fbAd.
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The understanding of laminar and turbulent flow and the contribution of
the Reynolds number to predicting transition can be used in this simple
discussion of the boundary layer. As might be anticipated fran Reynold's
experiment, flow over a solid surface is ideally laminar until the Re is
reached (transition), after which the flow becomes turbulent. cr

The boundary layer grows thicker as the flow passes over the surface
(Figure 2.11), and has a characteristic velocity profile (Figure 2.10). The
shape and rate of growth of this velocity profile are dependent on whether the
flow in the boundary layer is laminar or turbulent.

As a flow with uniform velocity approaches and passes over a smooth flat
plate as shown in Figure 2.12, a laminar boundary layer develops which grows
according to Equation 2.37 (2.1:311).

6L 5-2x (2.37)

where

6 L = laminar boundary layer thickness

x = the distance from the leading edge of the plate

Re = Reynolds number based on the characteristic length, x

WMn the Reynolds number reaches the critical value, transition begins.
In the transition region the flow is neither laminar nor turbulent but is
mixed, with the lower portion being primarily laminar and the upper part being
primarily turbulent.

A region of partial separation sometLnes occurs near the surface but
eas coe transition has been ac=nplished. In effect, the transition

region is one in 4dch the turbulent boundary layer is born and the laminar
layer is shrinking to a fraction of its original size. 'On an airfoil, the
tranition rgion decreases in size with iz.masing reynolds number. Fr
typi.cal values of in-flight Tayholds mber, ithe region is amall enCawq to be

~~ toe be
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FREE STREAM T
VELOCITY TUREULENT-----j TRANSITON o

PARTIAL LAMINAR SUBLAYER
SEPARATION

FIGURE 2.12. BOUMARY LAYER TRANSITION OVER A FLAT PLATE

After transition, a laminar boundary layer continues to exist as a small

sublayer next to the surface, with the velocity profile in the sublayer being

nearly linear with a very steep gradient. This laminar sublayer is only on
the order of one percent of the total boundary layer thickness (2.1:388).

A turbulent boundary layer on a flat plate grows rapidly according to

Equation 2.38 (2.1:400).
_0.37 X

0.7 (2.38)IT (R 0.2

where

6T = turbulent boundary layer thickness

x - the distance from the leading edge of the plate

Re - 1'ynolds number based on the char-cteristic length, x

eriviental ocxarison of the rate of growth of the various types of
boundary layers has shown that the turbulent boudary layer grws roughly ten

times faster than the lminar boutdary layer.
It sheld be noted that Equation 2.38 applies only to a turbulent

boundary layer %hich has been turbulent effectively from the leading edge; if
the layer is laminar for an areciabl distance, the problem becames more
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c a dand x -t be measured frcm some point between the leadin edge
and transition (2.1:401).

Normally, for smooth flat plates or smooth airfoils, a laminar boundary

layer will initially form and transition to a turbulent boundary layer at the
critical Reynolds number for the flow ccnditions. However, many factors can
cause a turbulent boundary layer to initially form, e.g., surface roughness or

flow turbulence.

2.7.6 Velocity Profiles
The velocity profiles in laminar and turbulent boundary layers show a

very significant difference when the ratio of velocity in the boundary layer
over free stream velocity is plotted versus the percentage of the boundary

layer thicimess as shaAn in Figure 2.13.

II 1.0 LAMINAR
W BOUNDARY

.8 LAYER

*.6- TURBULENT
! .BOUNDARY

.4- LAYER

11l .2-

.2 .4 .6 .8 1.0

YSLUOCI!tONOARY LAYER
VOLOCITYOUTSIOR OUNAftfLAYERv

=3GME. 2.13. MUM LAW VER = P"IU'UI O1N A FLAT PLM

1The magnitude of the velocity in the turbulent boudary layer is Mrxh
greater than in the laminar boudary layer. 7he turbulent boundary layer has

ably nme e y in the lower levels near the object's surface than a
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corresponding laminar layer. This occurs because the turbulence mixes more of
the high energy air from the upper levels into the lower levels.

2.7.7 Skin Friction

The velocity profile is the primary factor which deten.dmes the skin

friction on a surface. The shear stress for laminar flow was given by

aquation 2.29,

dV (2.29)

and since the flow next to t'- surface is always laminar even when turbulent

flew exists above it, the viscous resistance can be calculated. This
calculation is possible because shear stresses in the boumdary layer, other I
than those caused by the velocity gradient, dl/dy, at the surface, cannot be

transmitted to the surface. Shear stresses in one layer of fluid affect only
the adjacent layer of fluid. The velocity gradient at the surface is the only

one needed tW calculate the skin friction.

Skin Friction = TA vA (2.39)

where A is the am the shear stx•ss is acting upon. It can be own that more

sk:i friction is produced by a turbulent bonndury layer than by a laminar

boundary layer, since at the surface dV/dy is greater in a turbulent bouridary

layer as shwn in Figure 2,14.

It appears almost universal in nataro that systems with the maxiau
amowt of Odisorde'r" n-e favoed. For aera ynad•, this means that the vast
majority of practi;--1 viscmu flows are turbulent. The bwunary layers on.

practical aircraft are turbUet with the excreptim of small regions neat the

leading edge. Conseqaently# the skin friction on thesL awfaae-s is the

higher, turbulent value. fbr the aexodpmicist who is striving to educe
.4

drag, this is unfortunate (2.5:120).

:.3
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AC TURBULENT

LAMINAR

•v

FIG= 2.14. ECUNDARY LAYER VCWCITY PRIOFILES

sthile less -skin friction is created on an object by a lin bounary

layer, atteipts to maintain laminar flow are not usually practical because of
separation problAeMs. urbulent bowuary layers help prevent flow field
separation. Quite frtquntly, separation and the esulting increase in
preSSUr draq cause a much greater incease in the total drag or, an object
than dos the incrase in skin frictiondraqg du• to the normal formati(o of a
turbulent bwMdary laer. Conseqw-ntly, it cannot be said in geaeral that
"either laminar or turbulent f£lw is preferable. Any preference depends oi the
specific application (2.5:133).

2.7.8 Separation and Pssure Gradient

Wvrn fluid flow no longer CoM&=z to the gecretric contour of a body, it
is said that the flow has separated frnm the kx,'. M= separation occurs,
the Inandary layer detaches frn the surface of the body,. Sepoation is a
function of the velocity gradient in the bourary layer. A steep velocity
graient at the surface helps amet separation even tna it isxeasAs the

skir friction ca theý sface.
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Sharp surface contours may cause separation, since the inertia of the
moving fluid may cause it to flow away from the surface when attempting to

negotiate a sharp corner. While this cause may be the most obvious, it is not

the primary cause of separation, since corners sharp enough to produce

separation are easily avoided on most aerodynamic shapes. On the other hand,

at high angles of attack, the leading edges of some wings appear as a sharp

cornez to the airflw, causing leading edge separation. Obviously, this is a

very undesirable characteristic.

The pressure gradient over an object in a flowing fluid is the primary

cause of separation. The typical velocity profile in Fiurue 2.10 is altered
somewhat when there is a pressure gradient along the objF.ct. The pressure

gradient is defined as dP/dx; that is, the pressure changes a given amount,

dP, as the stream moves a length, dx, over a surface (dx is positive in the

direction of flow).

A positive pressure gradient is one in which the pressure increases as x

increases, whereas a negative pressure gradient is one in which the pressure

decreases as x increases. An example of a negative pressure gradient is found

over the forward upper surface of a wing while a positive gradient exists over

the aft upper surface as shown in Figure 2.15.

NEGATIVE I POSITIVE
GRADIENT GRADIENT

NEGATIVE f

FIGURE 2.15. UPPER SURFACE PRESSURE DISTRI=BtION ON AN AIRFOIL

When the fluid in a boundary layer flows into a negative pressure

gradient, that is, a region of lower pressure, it tends to accelerate, causing

the velocity profile to increase or beccre fuller as shwn in Figure 2.16.
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NO /y GRADIEMT7'

SNEGATIVE/ PRESSURE
- / GRADIENT

V

FIURE 2.16. CHANGE IN VEOCITY PROFILE WUE TO
NW3ATIVE PRESSURE GRADIENT

For flow to continue into a positive pressure gradient, the kinetic
energy of the fluid velocity must be dissipated. Therefore, the velocity in

the boundary layer decreases when flowing into a positive pressure gradient.

The longer the flow in a boundary layer acts against a positive pressure
gradient, the thinner the velocity profile becomes as shown in Figure 2.17.

POSITIVE
PRSMURE

CGRADIENT-n.

POSI E PESMGRADIENT

* 2.

, . ~FIGURE 2.17. OW flN VEWCIT• PPOFILE D TC •SITIVE PRJ• GADI•T
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Velocity in the boundary layer will decrease due to a positive pressure

gradient until the flow reverses direction. This reversal of flow direction,

called separation, occurs at a point on the surface where the velocity

gradient, dV/dy, equals zero. The effect of a positive pressure gradient on

the velocity profile of a stream as it flows along a surface is shown in

Figure 2.18.

-r-t-ADVERSE (PO8MVE)
PRESSURE GRADIENT

SEPARATED
BOUNDARY

BOUNDARY LAYERLAE

dV.

-~0

F'IGURE 2.18. EFE~r OF ADVERE PRESSURE GXRADIEW

Separation will occr only due to a positive pressure gradient. it can
be shown that separation will not occur due to a negative gradient. For this

reason, a positive pressure gradient is often referned to as an adverse
pressure gradient, since separation is an undesirable condition. By the saw
reasoning, a negative gradient is terwd a favorable pressure gradient.

the f£j•ui particles in the boundary layer xust respond to the forces

produced by this pressure distribution. on an airfoil between tIe fontard
stagnation point and the point of mnimum pressure (maxinma velocity), a

boundary layer particle is pushed dowmstream by the favorable pressure

gradient. But due to viscous effects, the particle in losing same energy, and

by the time it reaches te point of minixmn pressure, its-moentum is less

As it continues on t~mrd the trailitq edge, it is literally going up a

pres e ##hill* but it starts with redced nmIantum. So it mist flow against

S2.38
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both an adverse pressure gradient and greater viscous force. With this

combination of reduced n~mentum and retarding viscous force, it is inevitable

that the particle will stop before reaching the trailing edge. 'Thus, it
separates from the airfoil, forming a wake. 7he flow beyond this point shows

"back flow" from the trailing edge moving toward the separation point, as

shown in Figure 2.18.

To forestall separatimo of the boundary layer in the presence of an
adverse pressure gradient, the boundary layer must ha•v the highest possible

kinetic energy. If a choice is available, a turbulent boundary layer is pre-

ferable to a laninar layer because the turbulent velocity profile shows higher
local velocities near the surface.

2.8 SMtWRY

The relationships discussed in this chapter are the basis for the study

of aerodynamic theory, and the practical application of this theory is the

basis for all the elements of aircraft perfonmancia.

2.3F.
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2.1 A flying wing with a chord of 12 ft is cruising at 400 ft/sec at 10,000

ft on a standard day. What is the flight Reynolds number based on wing

chord legth?

2.2 An F-15 is traveling at 700 1TAS at 60,000 ft on a standard day. What is

the flight Mach?

2.3 Vhat true velocity (ft/sec and kts) is an SR-71 maintaining at Mach = 3.0

cruise at 65,000 ft on a standard day?

2.4 A T-38 flying on a standard day stabilizes at 37,000 ft at 96 percent RPM

at Mach 0.80. Later at another point in the mission, while performing

aerobatics, the pilot notices that at 45,000 ft with his power set at 96%
RR4, he is accelerating through Mach 0.8.

a. Ompute the flight dynamic pressure for the two points described
above.

b. khat is the ejtxvalent aireed at the 45,000 ft pcint described

above?

2.5 An aircraft •.tabilizes at a pressure altitude of 30,000 ft in level
uaccelrated flight. 11* ambient teqprature at that level is measured

to be -60°F. Is it a standard day? FXM: Amtient sure in D/ft2,
6, 0, and a.

2.40
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72.1 2.4 0 (No Units) ANSWERS

2.2 1.22 (No Units)

2.3 1,718 kts; 2,905 ft/sec

2.4 a. 203 lb/ft2 ; 138 lb/ft 2

b. 341 ft/sec

2.5 0 = 0.771; 6 = 0.297; ay 0.385 (No Units)

2.41
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3.1 ODUTIC

Now that the fundamentals of aerodynamics have been introduced, we shall

look at how lift is developed on airfoils and wings. Moment characteristics

will also be studied.

Airfoils are sinply a two-dimensional concept useful for the study of

certain parameters which determine the characteristics of real, three-

dimensional wings.
The wing is the primary aircraft ccmponent responsible for the develop-

ment of lift. Other aircraft catponents such as the fuselage, nacelles, and

tail can and do produce lift. H ver, these ccmponents are primarily of
interest to the designer and will not be considered here. Application of lift
production by the wing to the total aircraft will be considered.

Separation of lift and drag, which does not occur in nature, is done here
to facilitate discussion. Drag will be thoroughly discussed in Chapter 4.

3.2 AIRFOIL TERIINOLOGY

The first step in the study of airfoils is to define an airfoil and other
terms which describe its g mtric aid &erodynamic characteristics.

Airfoil (wis section) is a irfa0 fomed by a streamlined contour.

Ohord !Ane is a straight line between the leading edge and trailing edge
of t rfoil. "*he eqth of- the chord line is generally given the
syzbol c.

Mean Camber Line is the line described by points uiich are equidistant
Efri thej~r ad lcw0r swfrEts of the airfoil..

Caxter is a measure of the'uxrvature of ar. airfoil as evaluated by the
Mg"U of the mn caWrr line above or .benl the chord line.

Ihlddmess is the distaroe babtwee the and lower aurfaces of the

Relative Wind (V or V,) refers to the wotiW of air relative to aniRUM11 N equal and o~osite to the forward velocity of the
aircaft.

[[2
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Anqle of Attack (a) is the angle between the relative wind and the chord
Sl ne.

Center of Pressure (cp) is a point on the chord of an airfoil through
which the resultant aerodynamic force acts.

SResultant Aerodic Florce (F or RAF) is the vector. sumnation of all of
the aerodynamic forces acting on an airfoil.

Lift (L) is the ccmpnent of the resultant aerodynamic force
perndicular to the relative wind.

Da (D) is the omponent of the resultant aerodynamic force parallel to
the relative wind.

Aroyamic Center (a.c.) is a point on the chord of an airfoil about
which the moment coefficient is practically constant for all angles of
attack.

Figure 3.1 is an illustration of the geometric characteristics defined
above.

PPER SURFACE

~THICKNESS
~MEAN CAMBER UNE

"pp OWTRAILING~EDGE

\LOWER SURFACE

FIG=m 3.1. AInftL NmM,42 RE
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In Figure 3.2, the aerodynamic characteristics are illustrated.

IFT ( RESULTANT

CENTER OF / AERODYNAMICPRESSURE-• FORCE

ANGLE OF ATTACK (a )

RELATIVE C O DLNWIND VQ HRDLN

FIGURE 3.2. AERODYNX41C PARAMITMS

3.3 AIOIL SBCTION DESI(NATION

The geanetric proportions of an airfoil section are conveniently

exquessed in ter of three main variables:

1. Sape of the mean line

2. Thickness

3. Thickness distribition

A great nmtber of airfoil sectins have been developed by e\erimenters in the

United States and elsewhere. In onder to provide a reliable bssis for design,

the N.A,, in 1929, started dewvent of a systematic series of sections that 4

have since prcvided clear proof of the influence of changes in shape of the

mean line and changes in thickness of the airfoil on aerodynadc
dcaraceristics. Basing the' series upon the assumtion that the thickness

3.3
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distribution is the least important of the three previously mentioned
variables, the NAA chose the average thickness distributions fran two well-

known, successful airfoil sections as a basis for a major part of their early
tests: they were the Clark Y (U.S.A.) and the Gottingen 398 (German). By
varying the percent thickness and shape of the mean line but keeping the
thickness distribution fixed, two series of airfoil sections were developed,
the original four and five digit series.

3.3.1 Four-Digit Series
The four-digit series is based upon a mean line defined by two second-

degree parabolas that are tangent at the point of maxim=m camber. The code
used to define the resultant contour of the airfoil is ccqmoaed of four
digits: the first gives the amnount of maximm cader in percent of chlrd, the
second gives the position of the maximum canber in tenths of chord, and the
last two give the maxlmm thickness in percent of chord. The following
exanpie may clarify the preceding explanation

2415

MUUIMUliA i•U MAMUM

CAMBER to WO. CAMNER POIMON THICKNES8 iS
"MUNDRUEOTh" I AT IOURTENThS FIFTEEN-
OF CNORD OP CHORD HUNDREDTHS

OF CHORO

3.3.2 Pi-e-Digit series

The five-digit series has the aae thickness distribution as the four

digit sewries, but is based upon a mean line defined by a cubic in the forward

put of the airfoil,, which beco s tanent either to a straight line or to an

inverted cubic that foms the after portion. The designation for the five-
digit series is soMeat similar to that for the fdur-digit series and may be

showi by the follmixig emnIss:
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23015

MAXIMUM MAXIMUM AFTER MAXIMUM
CAMBER IS CAMBER POSITION PORTION THICKNESS
TWO. 1 AT THREE OFMEAN IS FIFTEE-
HUNDREDTHS TWENTIET14S OF UNE IS HUNDREDTHS
OF CHORD CHORD STRAIGHT OF CHORD

23115

SAMEAS AFTER PORTION SAME AS
ABOVE OF MEAN LINE ABOVE

IS iNVERTED
CGUIC .

Theoretical co.derations have irdicated that by having the Wost

negative pressure on an airfoil oc•r closer to the trailinq e40g t).On 0 -he
four- or five-digit sarievi 4nm by reducing the W-=lute '-"4uO O t1h Amt

negative gressure the drag iwy ba rwduced xnd the high-ae~d calhcteristicu
iromd. s led to several airfoil series t Nt are cr-act-rized by a
maxioum thickwss occurring o Wxe, in the vicinity of the mid-ch•rd.

One of the earliest of this tya was origxnl.1v a .wfii for desirable

hiqh-qxed characteristics." it is a modified f*u--&-dit series in which the

first four digits have their uwal meaning, %tile a qxix of digits Tt.lljowming
a dash indicates thickness distribution. Z-v -t digqit within this group

indictates isagirag-edge rid&ius aocorexng w the folXliwing

0 desi•ttes shrp leeadirn edge
3 designates one-ftour•t r-ca four-digit radius
6 desi~natetS nor' qlt td itus
9 desig ateS three ti• n a-l- f -•di-gt radius

2* zvxwW digit gives the position of the maxiz.mw thickness in tenths of

chord. For ex&We *.
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2409-04

SAME AS SHARP MAXIMUM
FOUR. LEADING THICKNESS AT
D1GIT EDGE FOURTENTHS
SERIES CHORD

Mtre extensive tests ware subseqently run on other airfoils designed
prilarily for law dns characteristics, the most successful of which were the

1-series, 6-series, and 7-series. The numbering system is somewhat similar
for these three grous, but each will be discussed separately.

3.3.3 The 1-series Airfoils

This group is defined as a sytunetrical airfoil having a minim=w (Most

negative) pressure occurring well back fro% the leadLng edge. Changes in

airfoil chsaracteristics within the series are then accoplished by changing

the thickims and the sh.pe of the mean line as in the four- and five-digit

airfoils, the differexca being that t0h airfioil is desiqned to gie law drag

at a particular angle of attack or lift ccefficient. The seco digit refers
to the poit,;n of minzim premre for the basic synuetrical sectimi at zero

lift, in tenths of chord. The digit after the hyien refers to the design
lift coefficient in tenths, and the last two digits refer to the maxim=

thickness in percant of clnrd. For exanpie,

16-218

1-SERIE1S MINIMUM basic" UPr MAXIMUM
AIRFOIL PIEhhhIR1E AT COEFFICIENT THICKNESS Is

SIX-TENTNSOF 180.2 EIGPTEEN-
CHO FO HUNDREDTHS
SYNMMIrhCAL OFCHORD
BASIC SECtyON &
AT ZERO UlIT

* " i
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The mean line is usually curved in such a manner that it produces an

approximately constant chordwise difference in pressure between upper and

lower surfaces at the design lift coefficient, which produces an approximately

constant load per inch on the chord. However, the meai line may be curved so

as to produce an apprcximately constant load fram the leading edge to the 60%

percent chord, say, and then a linearly decreasing load to the trailing edge.

This change in "loading" is indicated after the airfoil designation:

16-218, a = 0.6

SAME AS UNIFORM LOADING TO SIX-
BEFORE TENTHS OF CHORD, THEN

LINEAR DECREASE TO
TRAILINC. EDGE

Frequently, if the loading is uniform so that a = 1.0, the load designation is

deleted.

One of the most useful 1-series airfoils is the 16-( ) series, which is

usually referred to as the 16-series.

3.3.4 The 6-series Airfoils
The system of designation is similar to that for the 1-series airfoils,

but additional information is given by another number that shows the range of

lift coefficients, in tenths, above and below the design lift coefficient, for

which a favorable pressure gradient exists on both surfaces.

65,3-218

6-SERIES SAME AS FAVORABLE SAMEAS
AIRFOIL BEFORE PRESSURE GRADIENT BEFORE

FROM LIFT
COEFFICIENT OF
-0.1 TO +0.5
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In contrast to all the preceding airfoils discussed, the thickness distri-

bution of the above airfoil deperns upon its maximum thickness. A second

subgroup with a thickness distribution obtained by linearly varying all

ordinates in proportion to the maxinum thickness is designated as in the

following example

65(315)-218AN N
SAMEAS PERCENT THICK AIRFOIL SAME AS
BEFORE FROM WHICH THICKNESS BEFORE

DISTRIBUTION WAS LINEARLY
DERIVED

A third subgroup is based upon a theoretical rather than individually derived

(first subgroup) or linearly specified (second subgroup) variation in thick-

ness distribution with maxiuim thickness. All digits have the same meaning as

in the first subgroup. For example,

653-218
Again the above airfoil has a distribution of thickness that depends upon its
maximn thickness. A fourth subgroup obtained by a linear variation like the

second subgroup is specified like the second subgroup

65(315)-218
All the 6-series airfoil symbols may be followed by a loading term as in the

1-sories.

3.3.5 The 7-series Airfoils

This series was designed to produce a minimum pressure at different

percent chord on the upper and lower surfaces. For example,
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747 A 218

7-SERIES FAVORABLE cAVORABLE SERIAL SAME AS
AIRFOIL PRESSURE PRESSURE LETTER TO 6-SERIES

GRADIENT FOR GRADIENT FOR INDICATE
FOUR-TENTHS SEVEN-TENTHS THICKNESS
CHORD ON CHORD ON DISTRIBU-
UPPER SURFACE LOWER TION AND
AT DESIGN Cle SURFACE AT MEAN LINE

DESIGN CC

All the 7-series airfoils have thickness distributions that are individually

derived, hence do not vary linearly with maxiim= thickness.

3.3.6 Supersonic Sections
Supersonic flight poses problems that are entirely different from

subsonic. A series of airfoils, based on theoretical considerations, has been

developed by NACA. All airfoils are characterized by a knife-edge leading

edge. The numbering system may best be illustrated by an example.

1 S-(§_)(03)-(50)(23)

SERIES NUMBER 1 MAXIMUM
DESIGNATES WEDGE THICKNESS OF

LOWER SURFACE
IS THREE-

2 DESIGNATES HUNDREDTHS OF

CIRCULAR-ARC CHORD

MAXIMUM
SUPERSONIC ,THICKNESS OF,,.NC3- - , LOWER SURFACE IS

AT50 PERCENT
CHORD

MAXIMUM THICKNESS;
OF UPPER SURFACE MAXIMUM THICKNESS OF
IS AT 50 PERCENT UPPER SURFACE IS THREE-
CHORD HUNDREDTHS OF CHORD
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Exanples of sane cartn airfoils of the various groups described are

depicted in Figure 3.3' (3.1:61-67).

FOUR-DIGIT

AIRFOIL.S NACA 0015 NACA 4415

FIVE-DIGIT
SERIES

AIRFOILS NACA 23015 NACA 23115

I-SERIES
AIRFOILS '--AIRFOILS NACA 16-015 NACA 16-515

NACA 65,2-015 NACA 65(218)-4156-SERtES • ,- 0.5

AIRFOILS

NACA 652-415 NACA 60(421).415

7-SERIES
AIRFOILS NACA 747A01 5 NACA 474A41 5

SUPERSONIC NACA 15$- (70)(03) - (70)(03)
AIRFOILS .. . .

,ACA 28- (30)(03) - (30)(03)

FIGURE 3.3. EXAMES OF COMON AMRiL SECTTLs,

3.3.7 Other Airfoil esigcnation Systems
This extensive ccoverage of the NACA airfoil designation system should not

be construed to mean that it is the only system ia existence. There are
several other systems in existence. Exanples are thA Gottingen (German), the

St. Cyr (French), and other types of systems and special airfoils developed in

other countries and even by specific aircraft manufacturers.

The NACA system has been in existence for over 50 years, and many NACA
airfoils are still used throughout the international aerospace industry.
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3*4 WIMG T1EhnLOGY

The following terms are used to describe the geometric and aerodynanic

characteristics of wings.

Wing Area (S) is the reference wing area used in computing aerodynamic
coefficients. In the U.S., it is generally the main "trapezium!" area as
shown shaded in Figure 3.4.

REFERENC~E
WING AREA,

FIGURE 3.4. RWERECE WING AREA

Wing S (b) is also a reference dimension measured wLngtip to wingtip
as shown in Figure 3.4.

Mean Ars ic Chord (MAC) is a theoretical chord for an imaginary,
straght, n which has the same force vectors as the actual
wing throughout the speed range of concern. 7he true mean aerodynamic
chord is difficult to cohute for many modern aircraft wings since they
can be tapered, swept, elliptical, or other-wise irregular, but can be
calculated by the relationship
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1 
b/4"

c~dy (b/2

-b/2 - 2 d
CC b/2 cd I

cdy -b/2

-b/2

In practice, it has been found that the MAC can be approximated
gemetrically as shown in Figure 3.5.

Tager Patio (X) is the ratio of the tip chord to the root chord of a
wing.

Swee(A) is the angle the quarter chord line of the wing makes
withalateral live perpendicular to the fuselage refer-ence line. Sweep
aft is normally considered positive, and forward sweep is negative.

Aspect Ratio (AR) for any wing planform is defined as the ratio of the
span squared to the area.

Ct - T

FIGURE 3.5. MAW AEROIDUAIC CHORD DEER41NATIC
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Figure 3.6 summarizes geometric characteristics.

I 1b4
S - WING AREAM 8 FT

b - SPAN, FT
o - CHORD, FT

AR - ASPECT RATIO

AR - b/c
AR - b2/s

1*.-- b~~---r C- ROOT CHORD, FT

C1 - TIP CHORD, FT
S-TAPER RATIO

-Ct/CR

A - SWEEP ANGLE, DEGREES

PIGURE 3.6. StU4WAI OF WING MOM=C WRACrOUSTICS (3.2:62)
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3.5 AIRCRAFT REFERECE SYMM

Figure 3.7 illustrates a Water Line (W.L.), _Base Line (B.L.), and

Fusalage Station (F.S.) reference system. The reference system used in

aircraft general arrangement diagrams is not standard among contractors. Scre
contractors refer to Water Lines as Fuselage _Reference Lines (FRL). Lockheed

picks a line about down the center of the fuselage as W.L. 100 and defines
this line as the fuselage reference line. in almost all cases, these lines,
or stations, are measured in inches fran the base zero line. The F-104A base
zero lines are shoun in Figure 3.7 (3.3:35). Location of the F-104A MAC is
shown using the system described above.

.25 MAC E-1
F.S 472.8 S-196.1 F

b - 21.94 FT
F.8.0 MAC - 9.55 FT

B.LO

0' 5' 10' 20W

M.8 472.5 TLATW.L 103.4

.~4 T..-FRL

rW.L. 100

W.LO

FG 3.7. E AIMPT GERAL ARRANG1I' DIAM (3.3:35)
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3.6 INFINITE SPAN WING THEORY

In 1878, Rayleigh studied dhe flow arouid a circular cylinder and found

that, if the cylinder is exposed to a uniform flow or moves uniformly through
a fluid at rest, d'Alembert's theorem applies, and there is no force acting on

the cylinder. No lift and no drag exist. But, according to the Kutta-

Joukawski theorem, the superposition of a circulatory flow upon a uniform flow
produces a force perpendicular to the direction of the original flow, or

perpendicular to the direction of motion of the cylirner.
If a clockwise circulatory motion is superinposed on the circular

cylinder in the uniform stream, the streamline pattern shown in Figure 3.8

results. The velocity over the top of the cylinder is increased, and the
velocity over the bottom of the cylinder is decreased. Fran the Bernoulli
equation, there is a net upward force developed on the cylinder perpendicular

to the uniform stream. A two-dimensional infinite wing can be represented
mathematically in this fashion by a bound i'rtex which moves with the wing at
the wing's aeralyrnamic center. Thezefore, an infinite wing so represented

develops lift perpendicular to the relative wind without -reating drag

(3.4:33).
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V INCREASED LOCAL
VELOCITY DOWNWASH

V UPW DECREASED LOCAL

VELOCITY

CYLNDERWITHOT-CIRCULATION V

CYLINDER WITH CIRCULATION

ZERO
M ET
UFT

POSITIVE
+ LFT

MAGNUJS EFFECT BY
ROTATING CYLINDER

P==UR 3.8. DJVEORW OF LIFT (C4 A CflRVtAR CY&IDWER (3.2:17)i



In order to find the lift force on a practical shape such as an airfoil
L in fluid flow, it is necessary to know the value of the circulation. Theory

indicates that the geometry of the body and the free stream velocity do not

determine the value of the circulation (3.5:96).

In a viscous flow (hoemer small the viscosity), the circulation is fixed

by empirical observation. Experiments show that when a body with a sharp

trailing edge (such as an airfoil) is set in motion, the action of the fluid
viscosity causes the flow over the upper and lower surfaces to merge smoothly

at the trailing edge; this circumstance, which fixes the magnitude of

circulation around the body is termed the "Kutta condition."

In 1902, Kutta assumed that viscosity set the value of circulation even

though he could not give a physical explanation for this phenomenon.

Experiments at that time and since have shown that his assumption accurately

corresponds to reality. Sane years later, Prandtl gave a complete description

of the physical mechanism by which circulation develops through use of his

bourdary layer theory. Boundary layer theory is beyond the scope of this
course, but the essential feature of Prandtl's explanation is that even for

enormous values of Reymolds nuamter, shear stress rmnins finite and viscosity

does not vanish. Even a very small value of viscosity is enough to prevent
the back-f low around the sharp trailing edge of wi airfoil toward the rear

stagnation point as shown in Figure 3.9. Vorticity develops to cause the flow

to maure sothly at the trailing edge as desribed by the Kutta condxition

(3.6:37).
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FIGURE 3.9. IDEAL NONVISCOS FIDW PAST A CAMBERED AIRFDIL WITH ZERO
C.UIATION AT AN AN GEZ OF ATTACK (3.5:97)

The resulting circulation superinpsed on the uniform free stream flow

causes the velocity traversing the top of the wing to increase, and the

velocity below the wing to decrease. According to the Kutta-3oukowski

theorem, this produoes a force perpendicular to the uniform ftee stream flow

as shmi in Figure 3.10. Therefore, an infinite wing with mi airfoil cross-

sectional shape develops lift perpendicular to the relative wind without

creating drag.

UPWASH - INCREASED LOCAL

00 WN WASH POSITIVE UFT

VELOCITY

FIGUWE 3.10. VJS(flIS FLOW PAST AN AIRFOIL WIT CIrOJLATION AT AN AN= OF
A~r= (3.2:17)



3.7 FINITE SPAN WING THEORY

Lanchester, in 1907, %s the first man to attack the problem of a wing

with a finite aspect ratio. He also had the idea that a wing must really

behave like a vortex and induce a flow field around the wing, So he replaced
the wing mathematically with a bound vortex at the wing's aerodynamic center;
however, according to HelmhDltz, a vortex cannot begin or terminate in the

air. It must end at a vll or form a closed loop. Landcester concluded that,

if the bound vortex ends at the wingtip, the continuation must be a free
vortex extending dounstream from each wingtip. Lanchester's published drawing
of a vortex system looks very much like that in Figure 3.11 (3.4:48).

" /-G0UNO OR UNE VORTEX

F ~TRAINING 04 IMPVORTEX

DEFLECTEO AISTRUEAM

WaIN AcNOhyAMIC CENTEN

ROUND VORTEX 0NLV'pswab

COUP0EO 0hUND AND
"TIP VOTITCLES

FAEM.M 3.11. WING VREX SYTEZ4 (3.2:67)
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The system of free vortices gives rise to a field of induced velocities

in which each vortex sets up a circulatory motion of air. The vertical

ccmponent of these induced velocities is called downwash (or urwash).

Dcwnwash occurs in the wing wake in the vicinity of the wing and, in par-

ticular, at the wing's aerodynamic cmiter. Ltwash occurs ahead of the jdng

and outboard of the wingtips. The mmentmum uvdrted to the air to direct it

downward by the wing reslts in a reactive lift fore on the wing. N! the

aircraft proceeds, air i! continually deflected douwmrds and the mmentum per

unit time is equal to the lift force (3.4:50).

Lanchester 'as tbG first to point out that the kinetic energy of the

dowwash field represents thl: worz necessary to sustain flight. one important

mis•yiwr-ce is, that n.o work is necessary if the wing is infinitely long.

Lanitv zýr ne'a that given tv wings with the saw lift and saw area but

wi-h -dfferent spans, the viek is less for tle longaer wing than for the
.sihnrte.r (3.4.-50),ý

SPradt is cradited with developing wing theory. He systetatized

la ester's ideas and developed a theory to solve two problems. First, if
the distribotion of lift along the wing,%mn is knom, the flow pattern of the
velocities and the eney necessary to obtain the lift distributio can be

calculated. Seond, the lift distribution alonq the span can be calculated

iwen the geaetry of the wing is given. Many methods havo siice been used to

solve these tuo problems analytically (3.4:54).

Figure 3.12 illustrates iepresewtative lift distribution per foot of

snan for several different planforms. This illustration provides a basis for

appreciating the effect of area distribution and uape along the span.
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3.8 AE DYNAMIC O)�'FICI�XS

The de&nitions of the prixnaiy aerodynamic �efficients CL, CD� and CM

follcw directly fran �uation 3.1 and Figure 3.13.

UP? F

I
I

I

(+)
REI�ATIVE WIND ________________________

3. �ich �s der.e�mined fr�tt� d �ior�1 ar�i1ysis in O�apter � �ation
2.1S) -

(3.2)

S�nc� lAft �$ dr� � defiYied as � c�er�ts c� the r lt�o�t �

* d�iaridj� � � lift xe�ficient and drag �oe�f'ci*�t a�e d�inad �

* �j�tj�g� 33 �4 �*4*

c� ti * ($3
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Assuming there is an aerodynamic moment as well as a resultant aero-
dynamic force, the momnt coefficient can be defined as shown in Equation 3.5.

C m = (3.5)CM Sc

A nose-up imaent is defined as positive as shown in Figure 3.13. Generally, a
positively cambered airfoil section will generate a negative or nose-down

quatLj.ns 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 are used to determine CL, CI, and Cm directly

fl = wind tnrel tests since S and c are mnown and D, L, M, and q can be

mea-.rýd. Throughout the literature, lower case subscripts are used to define

airfoil sec-tion characteristics, i.e., C1 , Cd, and Cm. Upper case subscripts,
CW. C, and CM, are used to define wing or total aircraft characteristics.

3.9 POR1CES CtN V. AIMRAF

e r a ai•iplifted aralysis, it will be assumed that all forces act through

the center of gravity, cg, of the aircraft and that the og is located at the

.: enter of pressure.
"ecai• se of aircraft yamywtry about the x-y plane, the following concepts

S-il1 b" diwesed in two dimensions, namely x and z, without losing

- aity. fiwe n the flow situation to two dimensions is a common
practiee when W scussing basic aerodynamics.

x Fn

W

V2

°IGWI 3'4. .ORKS ON A AIPCRAFT IN nIwi

, .: : • .. , , " .; . , : .....
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The aircraft in Figure 3.14 is in stabilized level flight if Fquations

3.6 and 3.7 are satisfied.

pzF = 0z
L = W (3.6)

Z% = 0

Fn = D (3.7)

If net thrust, Fn, exceeds the drag, D, the aircraft will accelerate along a
flight path and is said to have excess thrust.

Fe S Fn - D (3.8)Fex -n

If the lift, L, is greater than the weight, W, the aircraft is said to be
maneuvering and has an acceleration in a direction perpendicular to the flight
path which is equal to the ratio of lift to weight force. This ratio is then
defined as load factor, n, and is sometimes called "g" force.

n - L/W (3.9)

The performance and flying qualities of an aircraft are directly related
to the hnroes acting on the aircraft. Thrst is attributable to the poer-
plant(s) while lift and drag result from air flwing over and through the
aimcraft.

3.10 P&.SU.E DISTRXBUTIr,4

The previously discussed Beroulli equation explains how aerodynamic
fores are produced on a body in subsotic flight.

P4 IpV 2  onstant (3.10)

Since the total pramure is onstant, if velocity increases, static pressure
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must decrease; conversely, if velocity decreases, static pressure must

increase.
Figure 3.15 shows typical streamlines and areas of increased and

decreased velocity on an airfoil at a high angle of attack. Airflow

accelerating across the top of the wing reduces pressure, and airflow

decelerating underneath the wing increases pressure.

INCREASED VELOCITY

DECREASED VELOCITY
(. STAGNATION POINT

FIGURE 3.15. AIRFOIL STRhAL=

Note in Figure 3.15 that the streamlines move cler together as velocity
increases and further apart as velocity decreases. lIds is caused by the

requirment for constant mass flow between streamlines.
Figure 3.15 also shows a well defined forward stagnation point where the

average airflow velocity equals zero and the total pressure exists on the

airfoil. 1is forward stagnation point is where the f low divides into flow

over and uncr the wing.
Thieoretic~ally, nonviecxm theory shows that there is also an aft

stagnatioa point at the trailing edge of the aixfoill howeer, in practice,
because of viscous effects, total pressare r ery is never actually

*1 achieved.
Figure 3.16 shows the preasre distribution caused by the streamli..

pattern. Thes pressure plotted is shown~ relative to thie free stream static
pressure. "he outwrd arrow on top of the airfoil indicate press=ue less

9! 3.25



than free stream; therefore, an integration of each incrmental pressure times
its effective area results in a lift force. Unfortunately, this area of
pressure less than free stream is sometimes called an area of "negative
pressure" or "suction." This is a poor choice of terms from an engineering
stardpoint.

The inward arrows on the bottan of the airfoil indicate pressure greater
than free stream; therefore, an integration of each ital pressure times
its effective area also results in a lift force.

t -O MODERATE (I HIGH

FIGURE 3.16. PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION AS A FU4ICN OF AN(L OV ATTACK FOR'
SYMLMC AI IL

The shape of the pressure distribution is a strong fuction of angle of
attack and airfoil shape. Figure 3.16 shows how pressure distribution changes

with wigle of attack on a symmetric airfoil.
Figure 3.17 is a plot of calculated pressure distribution caepared with

the wind tmnnel measured result. The theoretical result is from early
bo-!hi*oal circulation ftmo.

The ptessure coefficient can be related to velocities around the airfoil
using the B=nULi equation. hm the definition of nressure coefficient,

(3.11)C q q-
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the Bernoulli equation, Equation 3.10, can be written in terms of the

(pressure, P, and dynamic pressure, q, at any given point on the airfoil as

PT = Pa. + q• = P + q (3.12)

RearrangiNEq uation 3.12 gives

P - PW - . - q (3.13)

Substituting &quattion 3.13 into Ejuation 3.11 gives
, q. -

S--(3.14)

SubstitutAng the definition of dynamic pressure

C -1 - • - (3.15%

zqmti* 3.15 siapuiiies to
2C 1 (VlV (3.16)
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In subsonic flow, the pressure coefficient is a very coaplex function of
the velocity around the airfoil; nevertheless, it can be related to a plot of
pressure distribution like the one shown in Figure 3.17. Figure 3.18 shows
points on the airfoil and flow areas corresponding to those shown in Table
3.1. Equations 3.11 and 3.16 were used to construct Table 3.1.

FIGURE 3.18. AIROIL PRESSURE DISTRIBLMONC

TALE 3.1. PPZFSURE CO MCIM RELATIONSHIPS
F"RM FIGURE 3.18

Area or Velocity Pressure C_
POint V P

>PP1 0 UI 1.0

3 a.
3 P1  0
4 ,V ,:P (-) •

4 W

S #AKIM MM1U" MrNIt414
5A•(MOST NEG.)

-*esme coefficient is particularly useful for calculations in

m4womitc flight since it is ximtant along flat aezdynamic surfaces, an ')
wmM sipersoraic Adnq Sections have flat aerodpnaic surfaces.



3.11 THE LIUF CURVE

A symmetrical airfoil at a zero angle of attack produces as much upward

force as it does downward force so the CI versus a curve for a synmetrical

airfoil section shows zero lift at zero angle of attack. This is illustrated

in Figure 3.19.

c • ~(a)/"

(b)

(C)

(a) POSITIVELY CAMBERED
(b) SYMMETRIC
(c) NEGATIVELY CAMBERED

FIGURZ 3.19. LIFT CVWES F SYMMETRIC AND cAE AIPFOIIS

A positively cambered airfoil, however, has no such symmetry at zero

angle of attack and therefore produces lift, as shown in Figures 3.19 and

3.20. Wnsequnt1ly, the angle of attack required Lo produce zero lift, % OL'

is ao negative angle which depends on the shape of the airfoil and amount of

cmter.

Ci
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FIGURE 3.20. CAMBERM2 AIRFOIL PRESUJRE DISTRIBUTION
AT ZERO MLE OF ATT=

Even tux~jh the prcasure distribution on an airfoil rhaiges drastically
with angle of attack, an iiorptant characteristic of the lift curve is that it
is linear through most of its range except in the region of stall at maxi•im-=

lift coefficient. Since it is linear, the slope is constant and is equal to

S-: a ( 3 . 1 7 )

The equation for the straight line portion of the lift curve (CL versus 0)
can be written as

Symmetrical Airfoil

CL - (a 3.18)

or,, in genexal for any aifo~il

CL - ~ (cz - ca0L) {aa - (O) (3.19)

Values of lift carve slope can have undts of per degree, and they are
also given in dimensionless fham as *V r radian"; therefore, a typical lift



S

curve slope could be written

a = 0.10 per degree = 5.73 per radian

3.12 ZER) LUT LINE

ftequently, it is ccvenient to reference the angle of attack to sare

line other than the chard line. Such a reference line is the zero lift line

which is freuently used for flying quality wrk.

The Mero lift line is defined as a line parallel to the relative wind and

passing through the trailing edge of the airfoil ten the airfoil is at zero

lift as sxP6A in Figure 3.21.

ZERO LIFT LINE

4 RELATIVE WIND

_( . "WE ,V*,NO

FPl=E 3.21. VEO UFr LIM

3.13 VARIAB1A= AFkBZrMI LIFT CIJWJE

It ws sbDa in dizmensioral analysis that

S- f (N R4, a) (2.19A)

A oolujsm &au was that gaetrically similar shapes coared at the same
Macho rWynolds rmuber, and arvli of attack have the sme lift coefficient.

IThe linear variatictis of lift coefficient with angle of attack hav, alroady

been shmm on the lift crve in Figure 3.19. lypical variations of the lift

aire with Mach and Reynolds number will be shown in the folwing paraqraphs.
•.Variatio= in lift curve with wing section aM plan form
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which affect the geometric similarity of aerodynamic bodies will also be

shown. Uhese are airfoil thickness, airfoil camber, wing planform shape, and

aspect ratio.

3.13.1 Lift Curve Variation with Mach

Mach effects occur because air is a ctcpressible fluid. ýhile the

imxpressibility of air is negligible at low speeds it becomes very inportant

at speeds approaching Mach 1.0 and above.

As the velocity of the air increases over an airfoil, at low speeds there

is a negligible change in the air density; however, at high speeds, a caMnge

in velocity causes a finite, Tnon-neqligible change in the air density. This

effect can be seen from Equation 3.20 which will be derived in Chapter 6,

Supersonic Aerodynamics.

"do 2 - (3.20)

At low speeds (M - 0.2), a 10% itnrease in velocity causes a 0.4%

decrease in the density. Ibkaver, at high sp.s IM = 0.8), a 10% increase

in velocity causes a 6.40 decx-rea in the density. Thus, the cq-ressibility

of the air becuas significant as the Mach increases.

Sinte the Mach is a parameter which describes the margnit-ude of the

effects of xxrressibility, the termis "*cpress-bility effects" and wMach
eff-as" are used intechweably.

76e effect of omiessibility on the lift coefficient can be se-x from an
equation proposed by Glauert for tUin airfoils. Equation 3.21 which is

aiplicahle to the linear portion of the lift curve shows that the slo.o of the

ccapressible lift curve i=eases with incxea&Ing Mach over the slope of te

incrxpre ib ft cuirve.

(~) (3.21)
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BEuation 3.19 was derived earlier for the linear portion of the lift

curve.

dCL
CL - (a - aOL) (3.19)

If the dCL/da in Equation 3.19 is considered the "compressible" slope of

interest, then Equation 3.21 can be substituted into Equation 3.19.

CL1 (3.22)

Equation 3.22 shows that all of the lift curves pass through the angle of

attack for zero lift shown in Figure 3.22.

CL .4

.8 1

/ /0

aOL 0

FIGURE 3.22. EFFECT OF MACHI ON THE LIFT CURVE

"rigura 3.22 shows the increaae in lift curve slope with MWch, or that -4
1ift coefficient L.ceases at the sawe angle of attack as Mach increases.

:This eftect does riot continue indefinitely -because Ejation 3.21 fran which
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it was derived is not good above the critical Kr., uer- shock wa.es begin to

form on the airfoil surface. In fact, as will be sho-. ia Chapter 6,

Supersonic Aerodynamics, at supersonic speeds the trend is re-versed (slope

decreases).

Note also in Figure 3.22 that C7 1a decreases as mach increases.

As a general rule this is true, although exceptions can be found. This is not

indicated mathematically in the analysis given. it is determined by wind

tunnel or flight testing. This discrepancy serves to indicate the limitations

of the mathematical approach to the problems of flight, particularly in the

transonic region (3.7:94).

3.13.2 Lift Curve Variation with Reynolds Number

Lift coefficient variation with Reynolds number is shown in Figure 3.23.

C1.

4% Rf INCREASING

0

FIGURE 3.23. -T OF RELVKW N MtRER ON THE LIFT CURVE

Reynolds number effects become significant at the high lift ccefficients

.btaied when apgoaching the stall angle of attack for a given airfoil. It

can be seen that the mixlna C is &Uand at the highest Reyniolds number.

The RVynolds nwiber descrixes whether the fkM will be lawinar or

turUlent. The Refyolds nuber of the flew masured at different points in
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the bomdary layer along an airfoil describes how long the boundary layer will
remain laminar and at what point there will be a transition to a turbulent
b•dry layer.

As the angle of attack is increased, turbulent flow in the boundary layer
on an airfoil will resist separating from the surface longer than laminar

flow, therefore creating more lift on the saw airfoil. This effect follows

directly from the discussion of separation and pressure gradient earlier in

Chapter 2.
The pressure gradient over an airfoil surface describes at what point the

boundary layer (whether laminar or turbulent) will separate from the surface.

A coapromise must be reached between laminar and turbulent boundary layers on

an airfoil. The boundary layer on the upper portion of a typical airfoil is
laminar at the leaitng edge extending rearward, then beccomes turbulent and

eventuaily separates ft.xx, the aLrioil toward the trailing edge.

Consider flow over an airfoil at a constant free stream Reynolds number.
As the angle of attack of the airfoil Lncreases, the local velocity in the
boundary layer on the airfoil increases; hence, the local Reynolds number

increases over the upper surface. The increase in velocity decreases the
pressure on the upper surface, causing a larger adverse pressure gradient on

the aft portion of the airfoil.
The increased local Reynolda nuaber and pressure gradient cause

transition to turbulent flow and separation to occur farther forward on the

wing. This forward inurement proceeds slowly as the angle of attack is
increased through muoerate angles (less tan So to 100) hbut increases rapidly

at high angles.
Now, consider what haqens to the aerodynamic lift at Moderate to high

angles of attack when the free stream Reynolds number is increased. An
increase in the free stream Reynolds nwuber represents an increase in the
energy of the flow, i.e., since V2 is a measure of kinetic energy. Because of

this additional energy, the bomdary layer be=m tzabmlent farther forward
on the surface and is able to remain attached logier, ceparatitng nearer the I v

trailing edge. Since there is les searation, the airfoil has a higher

Even after the bowidary layer has bemie ompletely turblnt, increasing

Reynolds numbter still adds enetgy to the boundary layer and delays separation,

C ~i.e., the lift cuirv shawl in Figure 3.23 will stay linear to higqher angles of-
"attack.

3.3
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3.13.3 Lift Curve Variation with Wing Section

Figure 3.24 shows the lift characteristics of five typical NACA standard

airfoil sections. Cne characteristic feature of all airfoil sections is that

the slope of the various lift curves is essentially the same (3.2:29).

I 2.0- Re - 6,000,000

THEORETICAL 
6 6:1•-412

1.5- MAX SLOPE-\ 0 •4412

>631-012
1.0- 0.11 83-009

I. 63-006

0.5

8 4 8 12 16 20

F=W, 3.2 4. LIFT CHNR zMSTiCS OF TyPiCAL
NACA.A1 1L-S.36.(3 .2t28)
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For each of the airfoils shown, the section lift coefficient increases

linearly approximately 0.10 for each degree increase in angle of. attack. For

each airfoil, a 59 change in angle of attack would produce an approximate 0.5

change in section lift coefficient. Evidently, lift curve slope is not an

important factor in the selection of an airfoil. Also shown on Figure 3.24 is

the theoretical maximun lift curve slope, 2ir per radian or 0.11 per degree

(3.2:29).

An inportant lift property affected by airfoil shape is the section max-
imun lift coefficient, C Mx. ¶Ihe effect of airfoil shape on C'max can be

appreciated by comparison of the lift curves for the five airfoils in Figure

3.24. The N•A airfoils 63-006, 63-009, and 631-012 are synmetric sections of

increasing thickness in percent cbord. The effect of thickness on C max is

obvious from these curves. The 12% thick section has a C' approximately
max

70% greater than the 6% thick section (3.2:29).

"The effect of carber is illustrated in Figure 3.24 by the lift curve of

the NNA 4412 and 631-412 sections. Both airfoils have the same thickness and
thickness distribution, but the 631-412 section has additional canber. The

lift curves for these two airfoils show that increasing camber has a benefi-

cial effect on C£ . Note also that both of these cambered wing sections

have considerably higher values of C ~ than the three ayvmtric sectionts
max

shown. The canbered NASA Wlitcomb GM(W)-l airfoil has also been shown to
develop C values of nearly 2.0.max

3.13.4 Lift Curve Variation with Wing Planform

It should be noted that all wings or aircraft do not have linear lift
curve slopes. That is, the planform has a great effect on the slope of the
curve. For inkenon, a delta wing, a highly swept wing, or a short straight

wing will have a lift curve similar to that shown in Figure 3.25.
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STRAIGHT WING

SHORT STRAIGHT
CL DELTA OR HIGHLY

cx

FIGURE 3.25. PLANFOW nFECS ON THE LIFT CJURVE

Notice the well defined angle of attack for maximim CL for the straight

wing, while the other curve depicts a region of angles of attack for which the

CL is maximum. The F-106 and T-38 exhibit this type of CL versus a olrve.

When the stall region of angle of attack is reached, no abrupt aircraft

gyration is noticed (except a high rate of sink), and the angle of attack may

be increased still further with no abrupt effects.

3.13.5 Lift Curve Variation with Aspect Ratio

Aspect ratio also affects the lift curve. A straight, t

airfoil is sdrxm in Figure 3.26.

AR - b/c

.:FI•GURE 3.26. DEI•NITICt OFAP M RATIO
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Not all wings are straight with a constant chord. The aspect ratio of

any wing can be deterinned if the wing area and span are known. For exanple,

the aspect ratio of the wing sbovin in Figure 3.27 is

Sb2 (20) 2 400 - 2.67
AR-- = f = 150 =2-7

FIGURE 3.27. ARBITRARY WING PLANyORm

A wing of finite span des not develop the maximum possible lift for any

given angle of attack because of tip losses. The airflow over a finite wing
is extremely ocmplex because of different pressure fields on the upper and

lower surfaces. Generally, wten the wing is lifting at moderate angles of

attack, the pressure on the top surfaces is slightly lor than atmspheric,
while the pressure on the lower surface is slightly higher than atmospheric.

Air reqxwd to pressure forces, always trying to flow from regions of high

pressure to low premmre. '¶erefte, in flight, air spills out from below the
w:gtip, and rushm up into the region of low pressure on the top of the wing.

The pressures above and below the wingtip try to equalize, with the result

that on the upper aide of the wing, near the wingtips, the pressure is not
"quite as low as over the rest of the wing. By the eme process, the positive

pressure under the wing is not as high near the tips as under the inner

*~~ ~ C , io of the wing because of this outward and upward flow.
Lift, hich is due to the difference in air pressure betwm the lower
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and upper surfaces of the wing, is not uniform across the span because of this

loss of efficiency near the tips. A typical lift distribution along the span

of a rect wing is shw in Figure 3.28.

.... REGION A.... ]--T -- ----
(fllTi IJJ"I

WING

FIGURE 3.28. TYPICAL SPANWISE LIFT DISTRIBUTION

Note that the lift is essentially constant in the center of the wing, but

decreases to zero at the tips. Intuition suggests that if a section were

added to this wing at the middle, the overall efficiency of the wing would be

increased. Region A would be extended approximately by the amount of the

additional ding section. With the longer wing, the loss of lift near the tips

will be a smaller percentage of the total lift. So in this elementary way,

it Should be apparent that aspect ratio is an 1qportant wing property. A wing

so long that it has no wingtips at all is called an "infinite wing." It has
infinite aspect ratio, no tip losses, and uniform lift across the span; but it

is sitply a tool of the theoretical aerodynaaiiciat and wind tunnel analyst.

Since near the tips of a finite wing air is flowing outward, there is a
saall spauwise flow over the entire lower surface. Wien this flow is

supeposed on the primary rearward flow, a flow field zeults such as shown in'

Figure 3.29. Alw shown in Figure 3.29 is the effect of the inward spanwise

ccimponent on the flow field on the uppe surface of the wing. This spanwise

flow could not oc=r with the theoretical infinite wing since it has no
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LEADING EDGE

TRAILING EDGE

FLOW FIELD ON UNDERSIDE OF WING

INBOARD FLOW

STRONGEST
NEAR TIPS

LEADING EDGE

TRAILING EDGE

FLOW FIELD ON UPPER SURFACE OF WING

FIME 3.29. UPFER AND L Fn=INE WING FlW FIELDS

At any point on the trailing edge of the upper surface of the wing, a

streamline of air is moving rearward, inward, and downward. And on the lower

surface along the trailing edge, streamlines are moving rearward, outward, and

&vw ard. Ttese streamlines from the upper and lower surfaces converge to

form tiny vrtices all along the trailing edge. These small vortices are
entrained in the strong flow at the tips. The tip vortices are powerful air

movements giving an upward motion to air outside the wingtip and a downward

motion to air behind and insi the span. *ese tip vortices are s1 in Im

Figure 3.30.

- i
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FIGURE 3.30. TIP VORICES ON4 A WING

whe result of tip loeses then is a decrease in the wing's lifting
ability. The shorter the span, the more area that is affected by these

losses. Therefore, a low aspect ratio wing would have to be at a higher angle
of attack to develop the same lift coefficient as a high aspect ratio wing of

the s wing area. The effe•ts of aqxwt ratio on the CL versus a curve are
shown in Figure 3.31.

... A
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e AR INCREASING

FIGURE 3.31. EFFECT OF ASPECT RATIO ON THE LIFT CURVE

3.14 FLIGHT TEST LIFT CURVE DETERK!NATION

For determining the lift curve from flight test it is convenient to

obtain the lift ocefficient in terms of equivalent airspeed, or Mach.

The lift coefficient was defined as

=L (3.3)CL ig

Using the definition of load factor and dynamic pressure, Euation 3.3 can

be written

nW (3.23). % .'.pv2s

SSubtituting the definition of equivalent airspeed and density ratio, Equation

3.23 can be written

i. * nW 841.5 nW (3.24)
1 V2 S2

2 0e e
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TO find the lift coefficient in terms of Mach, the definition of Mach,

the expression for determining the speed of sound, and the perfect gas law can

be used to write Equation 3.23 as

CL ~nW (.5
= 1481 6 2 S(3.2)

Equation 3.24 and 3.25 are used to determine lift coefficient from flight
test. Fbr example, in stabilized level flight load factor is equal to 1.0,

and the weight can be determined by subtracting fuel used from aircraft start-
engine gross weight. Equivalent airspeed (or pressure ratio and Mach) are

readily obtained from calibrated pitot-static systems. Note, one advantage of

Equation 3.24 is that it is independent of altitude. If the angle of attack
is also measured during a series of stabilized, level flight points, then the
lift curve can be determined. Equations 3.24 and 3.25 are useful for all

sorts of subsonic aerodynaiic analysis, such as the one which follows.

3.15 VARIATION IN STALL SPEED WITH ALTITWE

As previously discussed, Reynolds number has a great effect on separation
and therefore stall speed of an aircraft. This effect on stall speed can be
illustrated if the Reynolds number is written using the definition of

equivalent airseed as shown in Equation 3.26.

Re 1AV Ve ~ .§~ V q-(3.26)

Sinoe viscosity, p, is only a weak function of tetperature, it varies

little with altitude and so my be considared constant along with, the other
teom= in brackets in Equation 3.26. Therefore, at the sahe Ve, Reynolds

number decreases with inareasin altitude as density decreasas. Figure 3.32

shows the effect of increasing altitude on the lift curve and on C
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f. - ALTITUDE INCREASING
- P DECREASING
- R. DECREASING
- C• DECREASING

FIGURE 3.32. EFFECT OF INCREASING ALTITUDE ON CLmax

There are several considerations which determine how stall speed is

defined; however, the most comnrnly used definition is that it occurs at the

i equivalent airspeed corresponding to

Equation 3.24 can be written in terms of stall speed as

8 41.Sn 5 113.27)
stall

S/~~84C1 .
anin ~(ye) Stall4.5n (3.28)

Since Paynolds mvraer dereases with altitude (density daevaing) and

decreases as Peynolds number decreases, stall speed increases as altitude
increases. This trend of stall speed increasing with altitude will be noticed
in flight test when stalls are perfomzrd at low and high altitudes. Stall
indicated airspeed will irm se with increasing altitule,, assuming indicated
airspeed, calibrated aitOeed, and equiapmet aW.sed all vary u the
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Equation 3.28 also shows that for a given stall speed increases

with increasing aixcraft Aeight and load factor and decreases if wing area is

increased.

3.16 HIGH LIFT DEVICES

Basically, high lift devices are used to increase 1a Maneuvering,

slow speed flight, and landing require high lift coefficients. Equation 3.28

shows that to obtain the lowest possible landing or final approach speed

(typically 1.1 or 1.2 times stall speed), the maximu= lift coefficient should

be large.

Stall SCI8 4 1- (328

In order to provide lift coefficients greater than the maximum lift
coefficient of a given airfoil, it is necessary to resort to special hardware.

Devices of this type are slots, slats, boundary layer control (OW), and flaps
(both leading and trailing edge). Soae of thes- devices are charactei-

istically low speed devices, i.e., slots and =W, whilo others are suitable

for both high and low speed applications, i.e., flaps and slats. Numerous

variations of these devices have been proposed and used an operati(xual air-

craft. Each type will be defined and their individual effects on an aircraft

discuss-d briefly.
Basically, increasing the total Lift of an airfoil can ba act rsplished by

any one or combination of three methods. 2we first would be increase the wing

area, the seco.d, ir=eaze the cmixr of the wing, and the thir ould be to

delay separation tthro-~ me iwas of boundary layer contx-ol.

3.16.1 Fa
Flaps are high lift devicoa which are basically hinged leading or

trailing ecqe v1ig seftis. They increase lift by Increasing the carbete or

area of the wing.

3.16.1.1 TraU•in~ •3qg Fla_?. Trailing edge flaps are normally 15% to 25% oi

the chord; although thi4, can be foua-id up to 40% chord.
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Several arrangents are comnonly used. The basic types of trailing edge

flaps are shown in Figure 3.3.i.

BASIC SECTION

PLAIN FLAP SPLIT FLAP

SLOTTED FLAP FOWLER FLAP

FIGURE 3.33. •ASIC TYPES OF TRAILING EDGE FLAPS (3.2:40)

The plain (or simple) flap shown in Figure 3.33 is a simple hinged

portion of the wing trailing edge. The split flap is essentially a plate

deflected from the lower surface of the wing.

The slotted flap is similar to the plain flap, but the gap between the

main wing section and flap leading edge is given a specific contour so that

high enetgy air from the l,.'er surface is ducted to the flap upper surface

when the flap is deflected. The high energm. air from the slot re-energizes

the upper Firface boundary layer and delays separation.

The fowler flap arrangement is similar to the slotted flap; however, when

extended it lowers and translates aft, thus increasing wing area as well as

camber. Because of the unique movueent of this type of flap, the .chani- i-

quite heavy and complicated and therefore may not be practical for certain

aircraft appl'cations.

Figure 3.34 shuws that all four hic trailing edge flap types provide a

significant Ilcrease in C ,, As expected, the more camlicated the flap
"max

arrangement, the larger the increase in C . Note that addition of flaps
max
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does not change the lift curve slope but that the lift curve shifts parallel

to itself for all four basic flap types shown. Therefore, any required value

of lift coefficient oc=.urs at a ILJer angle of attack.

FOWLER

3.0 - SLOT ED

2.5-SU

Ww 2.0 /
0 N PLAIN

1.5

1.0 K BASIC
SECTION

.5

-10 -5 0 5 10 15 20

SECTION ANGLE OF ATTACK
0 0 , DEGREE$

FIGURE 3.34. WFWT OF TRA4ILING EDGE FLAPS ON THE LIFT aI:%VE (3.2:40)

The effectiveness of flaps on a wing configuration depends on many

factors. One important factor is the amount of wM.g aiea affected by t1*

flaps. Since a certain amount of wingspan is normally x:eserved for ailerons,

the actual wing ;d.mzi lift poperties will be less than that of the flapped

two-dizmensional section. Recently attekpts (suwe more successful than others)

have ben made to increase total aixcraft lift coefficient by using full-span
flaps in conjunction with spoiers Cor roll control.
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3.16.1.2 Leaing Edge Flaps. There are many variations in the design of
leading edge flaps. Many leading edge flaps also form leading edge slots when
extended. Figure 3.35 illustrates several types of leading edge flap devices.

(a) DROOPED LEADING EDGE G ACELEA DINPEDGE FLAP

(b) UPPER SURFACE LEADING (d) FLAP HINGED ABOUT LEADING
EDGE FLAP EDGE RADIUS

FIGURE 3.35. VARIOUS LEADING EDGE FLAP DEVICES (3.8:9-5)

A currently popular leading edge flap which pivots about the leading edge
of the airfoil was introduced in 1942 and is referred to as a Krueger flap.
Figure 3.36 is an illustration of a Krueger flap currently in operation. The
obvious ccmplexity of this device serves to point out that use of certain
types of high lift devices is necessarily restrictive in application.

MINIMUM RADIUS
FIBERLASSOF CURVATURE

SKIN PANEL 12 IN

KRUEGER FLAP IN \ .. FULLY EXTENDED
STORED POSITION POSITION - OPERATION
FOR CRUISE FUGHT TO 250 KT• KRUEGEIR DURING

EXTENSION

"FIGIRE 3.36. B-747 VARIABLE CAMBER LEADIN EDGE KRUER FLAP (3.8:9-5)

The czmbination of a slotted-Krueger and a twlti-sectioned-Fowler flap is
sh•wn in FA,, 3.37.
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FIGURE 3.37. KRUEGER-FOWER FLAP CONFIGJRATION

3.16.2 Boundary Layer Control (BLC)

Slots and slats are aerodynamic means of affecting boundary layer
control. Boundary layer control may also be acccmplished by artificial means

such as blowing air provided by a compressor over the wing or by drawing the

low energy boundary layer through the surface of the wing by sane suction

device.

3.16.2.1 Slot, A fixed slot is in effect an aerodynamic boundary layer
control device since it takes high energy air fran the lowr surface of the

wing and ducts it through the wing into the low energy boundary layer on the

uaper surface, as shown in Figure 3.38.

FIGURE 3.38. FIXED SLOT
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In doing so, it delays separation and allows higher lift coefficients to be

developed. A slot is relatively ineffective at low angles of attack but

becomes very effective at high angles, thus inproving the high lift

characteristics without significantly coapromising the low lift
characteristics. Slots are used only on very slow speed aircraft since they

cause very high drag at higher speeds.

3.16.2.2 Slat. A slat operates on the same principle as a slot except that

it is located near the leading edge and acts like an additional airfoil in
front of the basic airfoil. Its function is to direct air flow over the

leading edge of the airfoil, as shown in Figure 3.39. Fixed slats also cause

high drag at high speed.

FIGURE 3.39. FIXED SLAT

A slat may also be of the movable type which remains retracted at high
speed and extends at low speed and high angles of attack, as shown in Figure

3.40. This increases the wing area slightly as well as increasing the flow

over the upper surface of the wing.

3..5
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FIGURE 3.40. MOVABLE SLAT

The slot or extended slat simply delays stall to a higher angle of attack 1
as shown in Figure 3,41.

CL •/ SLOTS,

SATS,
OR BLC

/,

FIGURE 3.41. EFFECT CO SL/lS, SIA[T, OR B& C N THE LIFT CURVE

3.16.2.3 BLc.jN aWA Wuticn. Figure 3.42 illuttrates bourdary layer control

techniques-
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BLOWING BLC

SUCTION ULC

0-0-

FIGURE 3.42. BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL

Boundary layer control has exactly the same effect on the lift curve as does

the use of slots or slats as shown in Figure 3.41.

( Almost any combination of slots, slats, flaps, and BIC can be found today

in modern aircraft designs. Slots or extended slats used alone increase

maximum lift coefficient; however, they can produce undesirably high angles of

attack at low speeds as shn in Figure 3.43. For this reason, slots or slats

are usually used in conjunction with flaps since flaps provide a reduction in
the maxinum lift coefficient angle of attack. Figure 3.43 summarizes various

high lift devioes used together. WING FLAPS

SLOTS, SLATS, OR BLC

/ / ', WT.os
/ WING WITH SLOTS,

CL ~ SLATS ORB1LC

!' /
BASIC WING

0

FIGURE 3.43. HIGH Lin DEVICES
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Figure 3.44 shows the maximu= sectional lift coefficient generated by the

various high lift devices on a typical NPWqA airfoil.

4.0 MC 4A1
4. NAA .64jAM2 KRUEGER-FOWLER FLAP

\ PLUS SUCTION
3.5-

S\ KRUEGER-FOWLER FLAP

I 3.0

FOWLER FLAP

2.5-
I q SPLIT FLAP

2.0- KRUEGER FLAP

1.5 , _, ____ BASIC AIRFOIL

FIGURE 3.44. MXIMM SMMCIMAL LIFT CCEFFICIMS (3.5:416)

3.16.2.4 Vortex Generators. Althouh they are not generally considered high

lift devices, vortex generators also prevent separation aerodynamically. As

shown in Figure 3.43, these devices are rows of small vanes placed perpen-

dicular to the surface of an aircraft, each acting like a small wing whose

wirqtip vortax bring. high enexV air from outside the b=W~ary layer down
into the )idazy layer, thus re-energizing it.
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FIGURE 3.45. VORTEX GENERATORS (3.9:154)

Vortex generators normally add little toward increasing maxim=m lift
coefficient. They are generally used to prevent local areas of separation

( such as in front of an aileron, which causes the flow over the aileron to stay
attached to a higher angle of attack than the rest of the wing. The
"strategic" placement of vortex generators is an art rather than a science.

3.17 AEYNAMIC MOMENTS

It is appropriate that aerodynamic moments are the last major topic to be
considered in this chapter since they are caused by lift and drag. Like lift
and drag coefficients, pitching mmient coefficient was defined earlier in

4 Equation 3.5

q•c (3.5)

4 For an airfoil, aerodynamic mments are most often expressed in terms of

4,' their value about the wing's aerodynamic center, ac. The aerodynamic center
was defined earlier as the point on the chord about which the moment
coefficient is practically constant for all angles of attack. The location of

Ci the aerodynamic center is generally considered to be constant. In fact, two-
dimensional incapressible airfoil theory predicts the ac to be at the 25%
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chord point for any airfoil regardless of camber, thickness, or angle of
attack. Actual airfoils, which are subject to real fluid flow, may not have
the ac at exactly 25% chord; however, its actual location is rarely forward of

23% or aft of 27% chord. For all practical purposes, the aerodynamic center
can be assumed to be at 25% chord. In fact, much wind tunnel moment
coefficient data are presented about 25% chord, and no attempt is made to
precisely locate the aerodynamic center (3.1:118).

Mmments are created on an airfoil by asrmietric upper and lower pressure
distributions over the surface of the airfoil. The variables affecting

pressure distribution are angle of attack, camber, and thickness. The effects
of thickness can be eliminated immediately, since increasing the thickness

causes identical increases in the pressure distribution on the upper and lower
surfaces proportionately, so that there is no net contribution to the mcuent.
Effect of angle of attack and camber will be discussed on symmetric and

cambered airfoils individually.

3.17.1 Symmetric Airfoils )
The angle of attack affects the mn-ent on a symetric airfoil directly.

When angle of attack increases, lift increases, but the mmient arm about any

point remains constant since the center of pressure, cp, remains stationary at
about quarter-chord length behind the leading edge. The aerodynadic center is

also statimuary at quarter-cbord.

Figure 3.46 illustrates a syetric airfoil at angle of attack for zero

lift, saL. Since a symmetric airfoil has no camber, the pressure distribution
is symetric, and there is no moment at OL about any point on the chord. The
only moments created are those due to angle of attack.

FIQGE 3.46. SY*MMC WING SECTZO AT AN=E OF TTAC MOR ZERD LIFT (3.2:48)
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Since there is no amoent about any point on the chord at aOLw there is no

mnt about the ac. If there is no nuaent about the ac at aOL, and monents
about the ac are constant with angle of attack, then the moment (and moment
coefficient) about the ac for a symmetric wing section is always zero as shown

in Figure 3.47.

/ ADDING CAMBER

C. / OR FLAP

//\

SSYMMETRIC, NO FLAP

CM"i 0-

ADDING CAMBER OR FLAP

F== 3.47. MMMTh (ICN ' OF Y04 COEFFcIET ABOUT THE • ER•DDyN~4IC
CWM WITH AN=AE OF ATMACK FOR S MMRIC AND CAMBERED
AIRFOILS

3.17.2 Cambiered Airfoils

C Angle of attack also affects the moment rn a cambered airfoil directly;
hotever, for cambered airfoils the cp location is not constant, but moves
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forward with increasing angle of attack. The aerodynamic center for a

cantered airfoil remains stationary at quarter-chord. Figure 3.48 illustrates

a cambered airfoil at aOL.

V

FIGURE 3.48. CAMBERED WING SECTION AT ANGLE OF ATTACK FOR ZERO9 LIFT (3.2:48)

The effects of camber are apparent from Figure 3.48. Since the airfoil
is at cOL, the sum of the aerodynamic forces perpendicular to the relative

wind is zero; however, the pressure distribution is not symmetric, and there
is a small resultant negative ncment about the aerodynamic center. Since the

muments about the ac are constant with angle of attack, the moment coefficient
about the ac for a positively cambered wing is always a sall negative
constant. Since moments are additive, the total momant on a cambered airfoil

is the sum of: monents due to camber and moments due to angle of attack. The
nmoent coefficient about the ac for a cambered wing is shown in Figure 3.47.

3.17.3 Properties of Manents
Some useful insight into the properties of moments, as applied to an

airfoil, is obtained from an expansion of the basic definition of the nment
about some arbitrary point, n, on an airfoil as shown in Figure 3.49.
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L FD

I 'Q

RELATIVE WIND

FIGURE 3.49. MOMENTS CO AN AIRFOIL

From Figure 3.49,

S= -L cos a(CP -N) - D sin a (CP - N) (3.29)

Changing the distances N and CP to a percent of the chord, c, i.e.,

C C

"n -L c cos o (cp - n) - D c sin a (cp - n) (3.30)

Making a small angle asmWition, that if an angle (nmasured in radians) is

small, the oosine of the angle equals one, and the sine of the angle equals

the angle, and assuming that the lift is of much greater magnitude than the

drag,

eCos 1

sin a

L >>D

then

<:Mn c, -Lc l'-n) - 0) (3.31)
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Tofind C~h divide Mn by qcS, obtaining

C L (cp- n) (3.32)

Cn= CL (n - cp) (3.33)

or, solving for ep

cp =n - C-- (3.34)

Equation 3.34 is a general equation relating the percent chord location

of two points, cp, and an arbitrary point, n, to the mureat coefficient about

this arbitrary point, n, and the airfoil lift coefficient.

If n is the percent chard to the aerodynamic center of the airfoil
(nl ac) thenC C% ý and S'luatimi 3.34 becooes

C.
-P --- c (*3.35)

From equation 3.35 it can be san that for a s*=tric ai•rfoil wtere C

xs zemc# q equaia ac. This is the case since both cp and ac ure located at

quarter- chord. if Cm is not zero, cp becomes infinite at zero lift. Since
ac

is constant and negative fur positively cambered ai.xfoils, cp is always

positive as CL goes to zero. As CL incre-se frMo zero, the cp location

appmaches the ac at quarter-chord very rapidly since C is a %vry s=all
Mac

negative constant.
Became the qP is connuall)Y - Ving as CL is varied, it is not a
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conveni'ent reference for aircraft stability and control analysis. A more

useful expression for the m-nt coefficient about any point, n, is obtained

when Equations 3.34 and 3.35 are equated.

CM Cmmn mac
n-----= ac - - (3.36)

SCL

or, rearranging Equation 3.36

C =C + CL (n- ac) (3.37)
n ac

From Equation 3.37 it can be seen that the total mcment coefficient on an
airfoil is the sum of the constant C plus the moment caused by lift and

-"mac

that at zero lift the moment coefficient at any point along the chord equals

C.mac

Equation 3.37 iL extremely convenient for flying quality analysis, In
fact, in the longitudinal static stability course, it will be found that

04uation 3.37 is used to represent the wing's contribution to the total

aircraft equilibriun (balance) equation. More often than not, the arbitrary
point, n, is taken as the aircraft center of gravity, cg, so Equation 3.37 is

usually written

C = C + a(cg-ac) (3.38)
og9 Cac +C c

3.17.4 variables Affecting Cm
..ac

Figure 3.47 shows that C n' is a constant for both symmt-ric and carbeared
mac

wings, i.e., either zero or a n gative constant. For most positively
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cambered airfoils, the negative constant is small. Supercritical wing

sections have a Cm about twice that of a conventional cambered section due
mac

to their aft loading.

Positive canter causes the negative ncment coefficient shown in Figure
3.47. Increasing the camber increases this negative moment; therefore,

lowering flaps creates a more negative nxm~nt coefficient since lowering flaps
effectively increases wing canter. This effect of deflecting a flap is the

same as that of increasing camber on the symmetric airfoil shown in Figure

3.47.
The reflexed wing shown in Figure 3.50 tends to reduce the effects of

camber by creating a down lcad near the trailing edge of the wing. In fact,
if enough reflex is incorporated in a wing either by an upward moving control

surface or fixed reflex, the negative pitching moment due to camber can be
completely overpfvered. All tailless aircraft must have some means of
adjusting the reflex of the wing for stability and control considerations.

F-iGAM 3.50. EF• OF 11M• R&LXI

3.17. 5 San
Equation 3.38 is a .vry useful moment coefficient expression used to

relate airfoil moment ooefficients to an aircraft cg.

C Cm + CL (og - ac) 03.38)
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In Equation 3.38, 0m is zero for syimetric airfoils, a negative constant for

mac
positively cambered airfoils, and can be "adjusted" to any desired value
(zero, positive, or negative) by properly reflexing the airfoil trailing edge.
For all practical purposes the aerodynamic center of any airfoil is located at
the quarter-chord position.

The treatuent of umtents for the total aircraft is covered extensively in
Flying Qualities.

(-
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3.1 A T-38 weighing 11,000 lb with a wing area of 170 ft 2 is stabilized in a

4-g turn at 20,000 ft on a standard day at an equivalent airspeed of 500

ft/sec. How much lift is the aircraft generating? What is the

coefficient of lift (CL)?

3.2 The RF-4C has a wing reference area of 530 ft 2 . If its wingspan is 38.41

ft, what is its aspect ratio?

3.3 Given the lift curve shown below, estimate the lift curve slope at a Mach

of 0.9. Draw the estimated 0.9 Mach lift curve.

1.0

CL
- CM - (.40 TO.70)

0 8 16 (x (DEG)

3.4 Find the pressure coefficient at Point P. The wing is traveling at 300

ft/sec on a standard day at sea level.

P" 2,000 LB/FT'

)
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3.5 Plot changes in CL vs a (synmetric airfoil) for:
a. Increase in aspect ratio
b. Increase in Reynolds number

C. Extension of leading edge (LE) flaps

d. Extension of trailing edge (TE) flaps

3.6 The wing of an aircraft operating at 10,000 ft on a standard day has a
stagnation point where the pressure is 100 lb/ft 2 higher than atmospheric

pressure, and a maximum velocity point where the pressure is 200 lb/ft 2

lower than atmospheric. Assume that Bernoulli's equation applies.

a. What is the free stream velocity in ft/sec?

b. What is the maximum tangential velocity on the wing surface in

ft/sec?

c. Where on the wing is the static pressure a minimum?

3.7 A T-38 is flying at 40,000 ft on a standard day at 500 ft/sec TAS. What

is the Bernoulli constant (total head) for this flight condition? How

does this answer canpare to the total pressure of 471 lb/ft 2 obtained
when corpressibility is considered? What is the aircraft's flight Mach?

3.8 On a standard day an aircraft with a wing area of 691 ft 2 and a wingspan

of 58.8 ft is in stabilized level flight cruising at an altitude of

38,300 ft and at a true velocity of 400 kts. The aircraft weighed 50,000

lb at takeoff and has since burned 10,000 lb of fuel. The SAC pilot also
consumed his three lb lunch immdiately after takeoff. The ten engines

on the aircraft are producing 300 lb of thrust each.

a. What are the aircraft lift and drag coefficients for these flight
conditions?

b. The sam aircraft in preparation for landing has slowed down to an
airspeed of 150 ft/sec (V ) at a gross weight of 18,478 lb in cruise
configuration and has stabilized in level flight. Each engine is

now producing 166.3 lb of thrust. What are the aircraft lift and

drag coefficients for these flight conditions?
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ANPSWF

3.1 44,000 lb; 0.87 (No Units)

3.2 2.78 (No Units)

3.4 1.084 (No Units)

3.6 a. 338 ft/sec

b. 585 ft/sec

3.7 465 lb/ft 2; M = 0.52 (No Units); A = 1.27%

3.8 a. 0.40, 0.03 (No Units)

b. 1.00, 0.09 (No Units)
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4.1 :UnT CTICN

If a vehicle is to fly, it must first overcame the resistance to its

motion through the air. This resistive force, acting in a direction opposite

to the direction of flight, is called aerodynamic drag.
A propLlsion systga, either propeller driven, jet, or rocket, carried in

the vehicle produces thrust to overcame the drag force on the vehicle. If the

propulsive force or thrust is just equal and in opposite direction to the drag
force on the vehicle in flight, the vehicle is said to be in steady or

equilibrium flight. If the thrust exceeds the drag, the vehicle will

accelerate.
The drag on an aircraft can be considered as the sum of many component

drags, such as the drag caused by the wings, fuselage, tail, etc. The
aircraft designer is usually interested in component drags when estimating the

total drag of a proposed aircraft. The wind tunnel engineer is also
interested in canponent drags, values which he can measure experimentally on

mcodels in a wind tunnel. From these measureinents, he attempts to predict the

drag of a proposed or actual aircraft.
The flight test engineer is more interested in the total drag of an

aircraft configuration, or in changes in total drag with changes in

configuration, e.g., differences in drag between two different external store

loadings. Total aircraft drag, rather than cauponent drag, is the major

consideration in aircraft performance determination. Total drag is what is
normally determined from flight test measurements.

All aerodynamic forces are caused by pressure distribution due to

pressure forces acting perpendicular to the aircrafc surface or by shear

stress distribution due to frictional forces acting tangentially to the

aircraft surface.

4.2 SKIN CTPICN DM

Skin friction drag is drag caused by the viscosity of air flowing over
K the aircraft and is proportional to the shear stress on the aircraft surface

caued by the airflow.
Skin friction drag has long been recognized as an LRtant factor in

"4.1
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aircraft design. However, little emaq sis was placed on reducing it, until

the development of high speed subsonic and supersonic aircraft. The advent of
high speed aircraft made skin friction drag a major concern, and the designs

of modern day aircraft reflect the increasing iqmortance placed on reducing

this drag.
Skin friction drag on an aircraft is created on all of the surfaces of

the airframe exposed to the airstream, that is, wing, fuselage, tail, etc. On
aircraft with small wing surfaces, like the F-104, the skin friction drag on
the fuselage surfaces is certainly greater than that on the wing surfaces.
When discussing skin friction drag, the drag caused by the whole vehicle or

object must be considered.
Skin friction drag is caused by viscosity which creates a boundary layer

on aerodynamic surfaces. If there is no boundary layer attached to the
object, that is, when separation has occurred, there is no skin friction drag
on the object after the poiht of separation.

There are two basic ways to decrease the skin friction drag. Although
impractical from the standpoint of total drag, one way to eliminate skin
friction drag entirely is to detach the boundary layer fran the object. This
would create zero skin friction drag on the object, but would create a huge
increase in drag due to separated flow far outweighing the benefits of zero
skin friction drag.

A more practical method is to delay the transition from a laminar to a
turbulent boundary layer, since less energy is available in a laminar boundary
layer to create skin friction drag. This is extremely difficult to do
because any small disturbance in the flow field can cause the boundary layer
to transition from laminar to turbulent flow. Recall that more skin friction
is produced in a turbulent boundary layer because of the greater velocity

gradient at the surface.
Analytical expressions have been empirically developed for calculating

the skin friction drag on scme simple shapes. Fbr exanple, Equation 4.1 can
be used to calculate the total (both sides) skin friction drag on a smooth
flat plate at zero angle of attack.

D 2 Cf (4.1)
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where Splate is the flat plate's area. If the boundary layer is laminar, then
an expression for skin friction coefficient developed in 1911 by Blasius is

Cf = 1.328 (4.2)

%4ere Reynolds nurber is based on the length of the flat plate (4.1.313).

If the boundary layer is turbulent, then Equation 4.1 still applies where

C -,= 0.072 (4.3)
(Re) 0.2

and Reynolds number is based on the length of the flat plate.

Equations predicting the skin friction drag of a flat plate have very

little flight test application; however, Equations 4.2 and 4.3 can be used to

demonstrate two practical considerations for all aer•dynamic surfaces.

1. A turbulent boundary layer does generate more skin friction drag
than a laminar boundary layer, In fact, the turbulent skin
friction drag coefficient is several times as larqe as the laminar
coefficient.

2. It would appear from examination of Equations 4.2 and 4.3 that
increasing Reynolds number at constant velocity always decreases
skin friction drag since Reynolds number is in thedeinoainator in
both equations. This is not the case. If the boundary layer is
turbulent and Reynolds rinunmer is increased, skin friction drag
coefficient decreases. This is normally the case for real airfoils
in-flight since they have primarily turbulent boundary layers. If
the boundary layer is laminar and Reynolds number is increased and
the boundary layer remains laminar, then skin friction drag
coefficient decreases. If increasing Reynolds number causes the
boundary layer to transition from laminar to turbulent flow, then
skin friction drag increases. This pbenomena is shown in Figure
4.1. Although Figure 4.1 shows analytical and wind tunnel data for
a flat plate, airfoils behave similarly.,

If the flow Reynolds number is increased to its critical value,

transition from laminar to turbulent flow will occur, and skin friction drag

N will increase. Equation 4.2 only applies below a Reynolds number of 728,000,
which is the critical Reynolds number determined experimentally for a flat

plate.
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FIGURE 4.1. SKIN FRICrICN CURVES FOR A SWM FLAT PLATE

4.3 PRESSURE DRAG

Pressure drag arises because of the overall pressure distribution on an

object. The difference between the forces caused by the high pressures on the

forward portion and low pressures on the aft portion of the object is pressure
drag. Pressure drag is scmetimrs called form or wake drag because its

magnitude is proportional to the size of the wake produced behind an object.

Pressure drag always occurs in the real case. The total pressure is

never comletely recovered at the aft stagnation point, and there is always at

least a small wake of separated flow behind any aerodynamic shape as in Figure

4.2.

Streamlining is used to delay flow separation as far aft on a body as
possible, thereby allowing the pressures on the rear surface to approach those

on the forward surface. The secret lies in the situation which arises when a
boundary layer is required to flow from a region of low pressure to a region

of higher pressure, that is, against an adverse pressure gradient. If tha

boundary layer flow separates, the pressure drag increases spectacularly

This situation is averted by streamlining.
The result of separation is that the pressure at the trailing edge never

cares up to the stagnation pressure at the leading edge. Thus, there is a net

pressure force in the aft direction. This retarding force is pressure drag.
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It is proportional to (1) how low the pressure is in the separated region, and

(2) the cross-sectional area in the wake. Both of these factors depend on how

far aft the boundary layer travels before it separates. In turn, the

separation point depends on (1) how steep the adverse pressure gradient is,

and (2) how nmuh energy is in the boundary layer.

At angles of attack below separation, pressure drag is con.idexed to be

independent of angle of attack; therefore, it is defined as occurring at angle

of attack for zero lift. With blunt objects, the pressure drag is usually

many times greater than the viscotr- skin friction drag and accounts !br the

caiparatively large drag of unstreamlined fonns.

Consider the three aerodynamic shapes in Figure 4.2, thie streamlined

object, the sphere, and the flat plate. All have the sane circular frontal

cross-sectional area and are immersed i. the same air flow.

As expected, the streamlined object produces the least amount of pressure

drag. Due to the streamlined shape of the object, the adverse pressure

gradient behind the point of maximum thickness is very shallow, and the

boundary layer follows the surface contour almost to the trailing edge. Mhen

P'r'Pt+W POINTY

I't + 14 PPý 0

WAKIE

C" IGURE 4.2. P1RFSUE L~DZ Wr f3R4L=NZ AM LU4STPEA4LINr BDIM~
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the energy in the boundary layer is no longer sufficient to overcame the

shallow pressure gradient, the flow separates fran the surface, forming a

small wake. The size of this wake is an indication of how much dynamic

pressure has been converted into static pressure before separation. Had all

the dynamic pressure been .onverted into static pressure, no separation would

have occ-urred and there would be no pressure drag. The small low pressure

wake behind the streamlined object creates a pressure differential. in a
direction parallel to the flow. This pressure differential nultiplied by the

cross-sectional area of the wake is the pressure drag.

The sphere produces considerably more pressure drag than the streamlined
object because the adverse pressure gradient on the back side of the sphere is
quite steep ccmpared to the pressure gradient on the back side of the

streamlined object. The steep gradient dissipates the flow energy faster,
causing separation to occur farther from the horizontal centerline of the
splere than on the streamnlined object, creating a larger low p,-ssure uake
behind the sphere. The wake si'e behind a sphere is a function of Reynolds

nu;,ter.
Of the objects shmwn, the flat plate creates the greatest amnnit of

pressure drag, since the adverse pressure gradient bohirki the plate Nas, if)

theory, an infinitely stevp slope. Ilie flow enrgy in the bounda•y layer
cannot ovvroome this gradient, and the flow separates at the edges of the
plate rather than making an abrupt 180° turn, leaving a very large low,

pressure wake behind the plate.

4.3.1 Iýyoldi• N.irber Effect on Pressure Drag
eXriments Using a sphere as the test object Show a definite relation-

ship between pressure drag and the particular Roplold- number ot the flow.
Consider the flow aboat the sphere in Figure 4.3. If the f low did not

separate, the pressure on both the front and rear sides of the sphare vould be
equal, and there Would be no P res dr&g. Hmever, de to a strmog adverse

pressure gradient after the 900 point, t'e flow does separate. Where the flow
separates beren the 900 and 1800 points depends on the energy in the

i. n&dary layer. (*Mosly, an early leparation wiUl create a large wake and a

large presmzre clr&~j.
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To forestall separation of the boundary layer in the presence of an
adverse pressure gradient, a turbulent boundary layer is preferable to a
laminar boundary layer since it has more energy as was explained earlier. As
flow Reynolds number increases, the transition point moves forward around the
surface becatuse the critical Reynolds number is reached sooner. This fact has
p-actical importance. For example, the drag of a simooth sphere increases with
increasing airspeed up to a certain point, after which it decreases and then
"ultimately increases again as shown in Figure 4.4.

DRAG REGION 1 3

INSTASILITY

0 ® "=

FIGURE 4.4. DRAG VERSUS VEIOCITV FOR A SMOOTI SPHERE AT LOW4 MACH

In region 1, the flow is laminar over the sphere and separates near the
shoulde. The drag is primarily pressure drag since a sphere is a "blunt"

C • body. At speed 1 the transition point has moved to the shoulder and coincides
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with the separation point. As the velocity increases further, the region of
the transition flow averlaps the original separation point. The additional

energy in the partially turbulent flow now helps the boundary layer go farther
toward the aft end of the sphere before it stalls and sepaates. Thus, the
pressure drag is redmced. Finally, when the velocity reaches point 2,
transition is cumplete before the separation point is reached. Beyond point
2, the drag again increases with increased speed, but now along a more gentle

curve.
Another way to look at the same problem is to examine sphExe drag

coefficient as a .unction of Reynolds number as shown in Figure 4.5.

0.5 -

TRANSITION -

0.3 4- ----.--- 0 OD--- -,-

CO

0.3i

0 2.

2.0 4.0 6.0
OIN X 1O-3

FIGURE 4.5. VARIATION OF SP•PRE DRW COE'FICItU WiM1 REYNOLU NLZ'I3ER
(4.1:197)

Figure 4.5 clearly shows that as Reyrolds numtber increases, transition
from a laminar to a turbulent boundary layer causes a dramatic decrease in

drag coefficient which results in a decrease in drag.
The ordinary golf ball operates at lcw Reynolds numbers and would have

very high pXessure drag if the bmndary layer were lamij-a. The dimples force
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the boundary layer to become fully turbulent and delay separation, thus
greatly reducing the pressure drag of the ball. In the early days of the
game, golf balls were smooth. But wind tunnel tests have shown that over the

entire range of speeds at which golf balls leave the tee, the dimpled ball has

less drag. The drag reduction is a major one. With a swing which drives a
ddimled ball 230 yards in flight, a smooth ball is driven only 50 yards in

experiments on a golf course.

While spheres are not shapes that are normally used on aircraft, the
theory discussed concerning pressure drag and the effects of Reynolds number
is directly applicable to aerodynamic shapes.

Turbulent boundary layers are more effective than laminar boundary layers
in delaying separation. However, an aircraft surface would not be roughened

(as in the case of the golf ball) to induce a turbulent layer because of the

tremendous increase in skin friction drag that would result.

4.3.2 Boundary Layer Control

4 The aerodynamic and artificial means to delay separation also decrease
pressure drag at high angles of attack, i.e., slots, slats, suction, and

blowing. However, the primary purpose of bouhnary layer control as used in
present day aircraft is to decrease stall speeds by delaying separation, and
not to decrease pressure drag. The reason is that the energy required to
effect a decrease in pressure drag through boundary layer control is usually
more than the benefits gained from this drag decrease. In fact, because of

operational considerations, high values of pressure drag are sometimes
desirable in the power approach an-d landing configurations.

4.4 PROFILE DRAG

Profile drag is a measure of the resistance to flight caused by the air

on the profile of the aircraft. Tthis resistane to 1ight is the sum of .skin
friction and pressure drag. Profile drag is sometimes called boundary layer
or viscous drag since neither skin friction nor pressure drag would occur if
air t'nre nonviscous. Since the viscosity of air is small, in 1783 the French
mathematician, d'Alembert, assumed it could be neglected campletely. This led

C him to the conclusion that if a body were moved through the air, and viscous
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forces ware neglected, the body would encounter no drag. This conclusion

becane known as "d'Alembert's Parodox" and was finally resolved by Prandtl in

1904. Figure 4.6 illustrates classical ideal nonviscous flow past a circular

cylinder.

FIGURE 4.6. IDEAL NONVISCOUS FOW PAST A CIRCULAR CYLINDER (4.2:33)

Since there is no viscosity, thiere is no skin friction; therefore, no
skin friction drag exists. The flow is also symmetric fore and aft with

stagnation points and total pressure recovery on the front and rear of the

cylinder. Since the streamlines are symmtric, the pressure distribution fore
and aft calculated from the Bernoulli equation is also symmtric; therefore,
no pressure drag occurs. Since both skin friction and pressure drag are zero,

there is no profile or total drag. Therefore, viscosity must be responsible

for both skin friction ard pressure drag. [

For the symnmtxic airfoiA in an inviscid flow at zero angle of attack
shown in Figure 4.7, the results are not quite as obvious. Since there is no

viscosity, there is no skin friction drag, but the pressure distribution is
not symmetric fore and aft. Nevertheless, the fore and aft components of the
pressure force exactly canoel.
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FIGURE 4.7. IDEAL NONVISCOUS FLOW PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION AROUND
A SYMIETRIC WIE SECTION AT ZERO) ANGLE OF ATTACK

However, nonviscous flow does not occur in the real case. In fact, a
flat plate can be used to illustrate the extremes of profile drag. The flat

plate perpendicular to the flow in Figure 4.8 shows the case of almost all

drag being presmi..:, drag. Therefore, nature and experience are again
reconciled, and d'Alembert's paradox is removed by properly accounting for the

presence of viscosity (4.3:195).

WAKE SEPARATION

STAGNATION POINT J

FIGURE 4.8. FUCW PAST A FLAT PLME PMEP)DICULAR TO THE FLOW
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The skin friction drag on the two small edges parallel to the flow

becomes negligible in c1rparison to the drag caused by the resulting pressure
differential between the front and rear sides of the plate. There is a low

pressure region, or wake, behind the plate in which some motion exists in the

fonr of eddies and free vortices. The pressure over the front of the plate is

high compared with the lower pressure on the rear of the plate, producing a
net retarding force or pressure drag.

The very thin flat plate parallel to the flow shown in Figure 4.9 shows

the other extreme in profile drag where almost all drag is skin friction drag.
Only a small wake is created, and pressure drag is very small compared to skin

friction drag.

WAKE

FIGURE 4.9. FLOW PAST A FIAT PLATE PARALLEL TO THE FLOW

Since a flat plate is an extreme case of pressure drag, it has been taken
as a standard by which to compare values of profile drag for aerodynamic
shapes. Depending on the size and shape of the flat plate and on the Reynolds

number at which wind tunwel tests are conducted, values of drag coefficient
based on the plate's area have been obtained; 1.28 is the accepted low
subsonic value for a large plate in the flight range of Reynolds numnber. Flat
plate drag can be written,

D. =CD q Splate 1.28 q S plte (4.4)

where S is the flat plate's area.
plate

In expressing the drag coefficient of simple nonlifting shapes, it is

convenient to base the ocefficient on total projected frontal area. Such an
* area is aczetimes referred to as the "proper area" for the particular shape of

*[ the body, and the r drag coefficient is defined as the proM~r drag )
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Scefficient, C . For exanple, in Equation 4.4, the flat plate's area is
it

also its proper area, and the drag coefficient, % = 1.28, is the proper drag

coefficient.

Using this notation, the proper drag coefficient for any nonlifting body

can be defined as

D_- (4.5)
C f qSlr

where Sit is the projected frontal area. Now the drags of various aerodynamic

shapes can be ccqxured with the drag of a flat plate of the same frontal area.
If the ratio C /1.28 is greater than one, the shape is less "efficient" than

a flat plate. Figure 4.10 gives the drag coefficients of various aerodynamic
shapes and the corresponding value of the ratio C /1.28.

OBJECT COW C0o /1-2S OBJECT Co CO 11.A20
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Note from Figure 4.10 that a streamlined shape having 3/1 length/diameter

ratio gives the lowest value of drag coefficient, namely, 0.045, which is only

3.5% of the drag coefficient of the flat plate.

4.5 INTFEREOE DRAG

Interference drag is generated when several objects are placed in the

same airstream creating eddy currents, turbulence, or restrictions to smooth

flow. For example, the air flowing along the fuselage collides with the air

flowing over the wing in the area of the wing root. The effects of this

collision can be reduced by allowing a smoother merging of the two air

currents by installation of a fairing at the fuselage-wing root junction as

shown in Figure 4.11. If an external store is hung on the wing of an aircraft

and the drag of the aircraft and that of the store are known, the drag

actually produced is greater than the sm of the drag of the individual

components because of the interference drag created (4.4:39).

Any time two parts of an aircraft are joined or any object is placed on

or in close proximity to an aircraft, interference drag is created. In sane

cases, however, overall drag can actually be reduced by proper streamlining of

the flow. An example of this beneficial effect is evidenced in the addition

of the conformal tanks on the F-15.

INTERFERENCE DRAG

AIRFLOW

AIRFLOW OVER WING

RURIMRIT AIRFLOW

FIGURE 4.11. 1MM DRAG (4.4:39)
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4.6 PARASITE DRA3

Parasite drag is the sum of profile and interference drag. Parasite

drag on an aircraft is the drag which is not caused by lift or campressibility

effects. Aircraft parasite drag is a constant for a given aircraft velocity,

i.e., independent of angle of attack.

7he customary method for determining parasite drag is to perform wind

tunnel testing. Classically each part of an aircraft (wing, fuselage,

empennage, etc.) is individually tested. Then the total parasite drag is the

sum of each increient of drag. The drag equation can be written

Dp = CD qS (4.6)
p

Since an aerodynamic coefficient is completely arbitrary, it may be based on

any area. O~nventionally, the standard area is the wing area. However, for
such external stores as bombs, drop tanks, and missile launchers, the
projected frontal area or proper area, defined in Section 4.4, is used.

To determine the increment in drag coefficient that has to be added to an

aircraft's drag coefficient due to carrying an external store, the

relationship in Fquation 4.7 is used.

Drag store = ragaircraft (4.7)

C qSw AD qS (4.8)

from which CD St

A = S (4.9)

Whiere S is the wing area, S¶ is the store's projected frontal area, and Cf

is the store's proper drag coefficient defined in Section 4.4.

IC 4.6.1 Drag Counts

S•Since it is awkward to speak of increments of drag coefficient based on
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wing area, it is customary to use the expression "counts of drag" where one
count of drag is a drag coefficient of 0.0001. Thus, a rocket launcher which
increased the airplane's parasite drag coefficient by 0.0010 would be said to
have ten counts of drag. The term "drag index" is closely related to this. A
drag index of ten, for example, means that this configuration has ten counts
of drag more than the basic configuration of the airplane. Aircraft flight
manuals often use the drag count system in presenting performance data.

4.6.2 Equivalent Flat Plate Area
Instead of indicating the aerodynamic characteristics of a bomb or an

aircraft by a parasite drag coefficient, frequently an "equivalent flat plate
area" is used. This means that the bomb could be replaced mathematically by a
flat plate having the same drag as defined in Equation 4C4.

p = Clateq Slate (4.4)

where

CDplate = 1.28 (determined from wind tunnel testing).

Therefore

%~ qS = 1.2 8 qS Plat (4.10)

or

CD S8( 
.1

Splate - (4.11)8

The equivalent flat plate area is a convenient and graphic way of expressing
the parasite drag of a body. A drag coefficient of 0.003 has little
significanoe to someone unfamiliar with the noamal magnitude of barb
coefficients. An equivalent flat plate area of one square foot has a very
definite physical significanoe. Often, wind tunnel external store testing
data are presented in terms of equivalent flat plate area. Sometimes aircraft
are coqnared aeroaknically by cmputing their equivalent flat plate areas.
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4.7 LDXMED DRAG

The portion of the total drag force that is due to the production of lift

is defined as induced drag.

Wien a wing is producing lift, there is a static pressure differential

created across the wing with pressure well below atnmspheric on most of the
top surface and slightly below atmnspheric on most of the bottom surface.
This pressure differential induces a circulation about the wing as the high
pressure air beneath the wing tends to flow into the low pressure area on top
of the wing. For the two-dimensional or infinite wing, no tip vortex flow is
added to this situation because there are no wingtips. The upwash ahead of
the wing is equal to the do&mwash behind it, so these velocities cancel each
other out. The circulation about the wing is called a bound vortex, and
because the upwash and downwash velocities are equal and opposite, no induced

drag is produced. This situation is illustrated in Figure 4.12.

S"fAIRPLOW•

((b

DOWNWASH

FMGURE 4.12. BOOND VCMi( ON AAN FINITE WING (4.4:41)

Notice that there is no downwash at the aerodynamic center, the point where

the aerodynamic force is generated. This is the reason that there is no
induced drag in pure bov-di•nnsicnal flow (4.4:40).

Ir the three-dimensional finite case, tip vortex flow must be
superinposed on the bound vortex. Not only does the air flow over the leading

C.. eg and create the Circulation of the bound voxtex, but it also flows around
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and over the wingtips. As the wing moves through the air mass, the air trying
to flow around thl 4ngtip causes a vortex behind the wingtip. This wingtip
vortex induces a spanwise flow and creates vortices all along the trailing
edge of the wing. The trailing edge vortices are strongest at the tips and
diminish in intensity progressing toward the center line of the wing as shown
in Figure 4.13.

WING UPPER SURFACE
TiP VORTEX

WING LOWER SURFACE -

VORTICES ALONG
TRAILING EDGE

FIGURE 4.13. VORTE FLW CN A FINITE WING (4.5:64)

At the center line of the aircraft, there is no trailing edge vortex
because the equal and oposite vortices from the left and right sides of the
wing cancel each other out. This is also illustrated in Figure 4.13

This carbination of the bound and trailing edge vortices produces
vertical velocities as shown in Figure 4.14.

- AIRFLOW FINAL"��- OWNWASH
• VELOCITY

AC DOWNWASH M

S2w

FIGURE 4.14. VE•RICU, VELCITY fUE D rTO VkM 'WI CK A FINITE WING (4.4:42) )
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SThe dashed line shows the path of the air mass as it flows over the wing.

Notice that for the finite wing, there is a downwash velocity at the aero-

dynamic center. This downwash velocity vector added to the free stream

relative wind vector results in a local relative wind vector that is inclined

to the actual flight path. The magnitude of the downwash vector varies frao

wingtip to wingtip as the intesity of the trailing edge vortices varies.

With the action of tip and bound vortices, a final vertical veloci.ty, wl,

is inparted to the airstream by the wing producing lift. In Figure 4.15 the

flow at the wing aerodynamic center is deflected at an angle s/2 which is

evaluated to be,
w

tan e/2 - V- (4.12)

CO

TAN /2 - L i RAF

U( i" e/2

""- FINAL DOWNWASH
j W ANGOE, e

2AVERAGE RELATIVE

WIND AT WIN$ AC W1

FIGURE' 4,15. INDUCM FznM P1,=

Aerodyna•ic theory dLeAvreLV by I'randtl s that wc 2w. Or in teims of

an Oindu•c.d angla of attack, a.

tan a W (4.13)

Swhek,# u, - 0/2 and is ifin,cd as the angle betbee the free strvean relative!iC wind~ and the average relAtive wind at the wing aerod~ynamic c~3tar.
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The resultant aerodynamic force on a wing acts perpedllcular to the local

relative wind. For an infinite wing the local flow is the same as the

relative wind; hoe•ver, because of the downwash past a finite wing, the local

airflow is inclined donmward with respect to the relative wind (being the

vector sum of the downwash velocity and relative wind velocity). Thus, the

resultant aerodynamic frrce vector taken perpendictlar to the air flow past

the wing leans aft with respect to the relative wind and has a ca.ponent that

tends to retard motion. This component, labeled Di in Figure 4.15, is the

induced drag. Equation 4.14 show~s that the magnitude of the induced drag

depends on the induced angle, ai. It can be shwmn from the gemetry of the

lift and drag on an airfoil in Figure 4.15 that the induced drag is

D =Loi. (4.14)

where ai is measured in radians and is small (4.1:153).

The problem in calculating the magnitude of indrced drag arisoi fr-an the

difficulty in determining the induced angle of attack, a,, in Fquation 4.14.

In summary then, the canting downward of the relative wind from its

original direction has two major consequences:

1. The angle of attack of the airfoil siction of the wing measured at
the aerodynamic center is effectively reducod in comparison to the
angle of attack of the wing referenced to the free stream relative
wind.

2. Induced drag is developed. There are at least three physical
interpretations of induced drag. First, the wingtip vortices alter
the flow field about the wing in such a fashion as to change the
surface pressure distributions in the direction of increased drag.
An alternate explanation is that, because the local relative wild is
canted dcvnmwrd, the resultant aerodynamic force vector is tilted
back, hence, it contributes a componnt of force parallel to the
free stream relative wind. A third physical e))lanation of the
source of indced drag is that the wingtip vortices contain a
certain amoumt of rotational kinetic energy. This errjy has to
coie from somewhere; in fact, it is 'ipplied by the aircraft
propulsion system, where polar has to tv- added to overcome the
increment of drag due to i -duced drag (4.3:180).

%he term =Maad drag" was ooined by Mu*k in 1918. Induced drag can be

ooisidered as the toll levied by nature for the privilege of flying. Since
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the furction of lift is to overcare weight, induced dr-ag can be correctly
described as "drag due-to-lift." Fortunately, the thrust, or power required,

to overcame induced drag is not excessive, especially at higher velocities

(4.6:110).

4.7.1 Effect of Planform on Induced Drag

The induced angle of attack, ai, is a minimun if the local dcwnwa-sh
velocity, w, at the wing aerodynamic center is uniform across the span.

Therefore, as shown by Equation 4.14, a uniform local downwash across the span
is desired to minimize induced drag. Prandtl discovered that if the lift

distribution over a wing is a semi-ellipse with major axis equal to the wing-
span and one-half the minor axis equal to the maximun local lift and located

at the midspan, the local downwash is constant along the span. This elliptic

lift distribution occurs naturally on an untwisted wing of elliptical

planform, like that of the British Spitfire, and is shown in Figure 4.16.

SEMI-ELLIPSE - LIFT

~10,4
if j ELLIPTICAL

-CONSTANT DOWNWASH
FIGURE 4.16. LIFT DISTRIBUTIN FOR UNIFOR4 DOWNWASH VELXCITY

Only elliptical wings have uniform downwash veiccity. Other wing

planforms develop downwash distributions which are not constant across the
wingspan. The trailing vortex distribution, downwash distribution, sectional

lift coefficient distribution, and lift distribution across the wingspan are

mutually dependent and are determined by wing pianform. Prandtl found that,

if the wing has an elliptical planform, where induced angle of attack is
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constant across the span, then

Ci (4.15)
iAR

According to quation 4.15, the smaller the aspect ratio, AR, the later the
induced angle of attack and thus, the greater the downwash. Substituting

Equation 4.15 into Equation 4.14 gives,

2

Di=La qS CZ (4.16)

with Di = CDi qS, then

qDi (4.17)

for a wing with an elliptical planform.

Equation 4.17 can be modified so that an induced drag coefficient can be
defined for any given planform by inserting a constant, e, into the

dencminator as 3hown in Equation 4.18.

2
CZ- (4.18)CDi VAR e

Equation 4.18 is used in the total drag coefficient equation for any wing
planform or for an entire aircraft. The constant, e, defined as Oswald's

efficincY factor, can be deteorriied for any given aircraft configuration from
flight test data. Aircraft efficiency factors genierally range frcm about 0.5
to 1.0, with a value of 1.0 beiag for an elliptical wing planfon,, without a

4.7.2 Effect of Load Factor on Induced Drag

Defining t for flight Mach less 0= bcit as
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CDt l -CD- + (D (4.19)

Substituting Equation 4.18 into Equation 4.19 gives

2

+ CZ (4.20)CD total = Dp T AR e

Multiplying Equation 4.20 by qS, total drag may be expressed as parasite drag
plus induced drag as in Equation 4.21.

Dtotal =CD qI + S(.1

Using the definitions of lift coefficient and load factor
L

CL=L

L
S -w

Equation 4.21 can be written

2
D t % qS + _) ' Q (4.22)

Using the definition of aspect ratio

AR b2 /S

Equation 4.22 can be written

Dtota CL) q + n 2  (W ( )(4.23)
p

'The factor W/b in the second term of Bqation 4.23 is known as span loading
Sand is an aircraft design parameter. Note for a given weight, induced drag

decreases as increasing wingspan squared. For a given span loading, induced
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drag increases as load factor squared. 7here is four times as much induced

drag at 2 gIs as there is at l-g. At 4 g's there is 16 times as much induced

drag. So it takes lots of thrust to maintain a steady, constant speed 4-g

turn because of this large increase in induced drag. This relationship is

important in aircraft turning performance.

4.7.3 Reducng Induced
From observation of Equation 4.18, it appears there are two ways to

reduce induced drag: increase aspect ratio, or increase aircraft efficiency

factor.

2
= i (4.18)

ij r AR e

Since increasing AR and e have the same effect on induced drag and on the

drag polar, ARe is sometimes defined as effective aspect ratio.

Wings with straight leading and trailing edges are much easier to
construct than elliptical planform wings, so tapered wings are primarily used

on aircraft. Fortunately, the tapered wing with a proper taper ratio has an

Oswald's efficiency factor close to 1.0.

There are tuo common ways of increasing Oswald's efficiency factor of a

given tapered wing. One way is to change the airfoil section along the span

to provide an elliptical spanwise lift distribution. This may be done by

gradually changing i characteristic of a given airfoil along the span such as

the thickness ratio or camber. The second way is to twist the wing gradually

along the span so that the tip airfoil section angle of attack will be

different from the root airfoil section angle of attack.

Another method is to attach endplates, winglets, or tip tanks to the

basic wing design. These reduce the intensity of the wingtip vortices %hich

result fro= the pressure differential between the upper and lowr wing

surfaces. Te result is the sae as an increase in aspect ratio. In fact,

the efficiency factor of an airfoil with properly located tip tanks can be

higher than for the basic wing.

To review,, there are five posciblE ways to obtain a high Oswald's

efficiency factor:
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1. Design an elliptical planform wing

2. Twist the wing

3. Change airfoil sections along the span

4. Design a tapered wing using methods 2 and 3 above

5. Design a wing with endplates, winglets, or tip tanks

It can be seen frao Equation 4.18 that induced drag and the efficiency

factor have a noticeable effect on the performance of aircraft flying at low

speeds (high CL).

4.8 WAVE DRAG

Wave drag, often called compressibility or Mach drag, is the drag which

results when flow over the surfaces of an aircraft exceeds Mach 1.0.
Supersonic flow over aircraft surfaces results in the formation of shock

waves, causing a sizeable increase in drag due to the large pressure changes
across the shock. Behind the shock wave, the flow field must operate in an,

adverse pressure gradient due to the large increase in static pressure as the
velocity is slowe to a lower supersonic or subscnic value. Recall that the

flow is nore prone to separate when operating in an adverse pressure gradient.
The net drag cbe to this higher pressure behind a shock wave is the wave drag.

The vector resolution of the pressure force perpendicular to the surface
illustrated 4n Figure 4.17 clearly shows a omqximt in the drag direction.

1p f? •f•WAVE

FI'1'U 4.17. PRESS= DS TBrION ON RIPMMIC SHAPE W lM RESULTANT WAVE
DRAG
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4.9 MISCELLANEOUS TYPES OF DRAG

The follwing definitions and explanations are offered for various other

terms used to describe types of drag.

4.9.1 R

Pain drag is drag due to ram compression in the diffuser of a turbojet or

turbofan engine. This term is widely used in propulsion. Net thrust is
usually defined as gross thrust minus ram drag.

4.9.2 Cooling Drag

Cooling drag is drag due to eneigy loss when air is forced past cylinders

on an air cooled reciprocating engine. This is a n.ajor scoirce of parasite
drag on reciprocating prcoeller driven aircraft. Much flight test tine is
usually devoted to minimizing cooling drag while providing adequate engine

cooling.

4.9.3 Trim Drag
Trim drag is an additional drag force which results frtm= the use of the

horizontal tail in trirmming the aircraft, i.e., in maintaining longitudinal
equilibrium. At high speeds, the tail usually carries a download, which means
that the wing must provide additional lift. Therefore, the drag also
increases, and the necessary increase in incidence -lso causes critical Mach
to be reduced. This effect is particularly inportant at high altitude, and if

the tail moment arm is short. Tailless aircraft also suffer from high trim
drag. One of the advantages of the Canard configuration is that, with the
tail in front of the wing instead of behind it, it carries an upload for trim

at high speeds. ¶ls is equivalent to providing negative trim drag
(4.7:292-293).

4.10 ToAL DRA

'Fr flight test purposes, it is often not necessary to make such a

detailed breakdow of total drag. It is oonventional to make the following
breakdown: all drag w-ich is not a fUnction of lift is called parasite drag,
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and all drag which is a function of lift is called induced drag. If the

aircraft velocity is greater than the critical Mach, wave drag accounts for

the losses due to shock waves. The total drag nay be written as the sun of

the major ccmponent drags.

Dto = Dp + Di + ( (4.24)

Using the definition of the drag ooefficient, Equation 3.4, total drag can be

written as

D

Dtotal = Ctotal qS (4.25)

Individual omponent drags can be written as

D", the parasite drag = CpqS (4.6)

DI.,the induced drag CDqS (4.26)

Dthe wave drag = %qS (4.27)

Substitution into E4uation 4.24 yields

D tta ' CtoalqS -%C qS +%rD qS + (; MqS (4.28)

or

Ctt aCD P + CD1 +4 (4.29)

4.11 $UMMAWY OF~ MAJOR DPAG CATEZCOUM

Aerodynaic drag can be broken down into three major categories.

parasite drag, indixd drag, and Mach or wave drag. There are also four sub-
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categories of drag whose relationship to the three major drag categories is

shown in Figure 4.18.

TOTAL DRAG

PARASITE DRAG rIDCD0MACH/WAVE DRAG3

INTERFERENCE1 POFILE DRAG
DRAG

SKIN FRICTION PRESSURE DRAG
DRAG

FIGURE 4.18. DRAG3 CLASSIFICATION

4.12 THlE DRAG POLAR

The relationship between lift and drag is normally shown on a plot of CL
versus% CD, wich is known as adrag polar. Fo isncfihtweeCM=0

". i (4.19)

It was already discussed that induced drag is directly related to the
generation of lift. Induced drag coefficient ws defined as
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S
CDL=• (4.18)

C ARe

utwere e, Oswald's efficiency factor, is a constant for a given configuration.

Recall that Cto could then be expressed as

2 C (4.20)

total

Experiments have proven that in subsonic flight CD is almost a
constant. P

A general equation for a parabola is

y2 = 4 p (x - a) (4.30)

where "p" is a focus and "a" is a constant which represents the intercept on

the x axis.
When , t, AR, and e are all constants, Equation 4.20 can be written

_2 AR e' - 14.31)

A direct ompwarison between Equation 4.30 and 4.31 shows that the relationship
between lift and drag coefficients is a parabola which is nO(nally called the

drag polar shown in Figure 4.19. This concept was first introduced by Eiffel

in about 1890. Eiffel conducted drag experiments by droping various bodies

frw the Eiffel Tower and measuring their terminal velocity (4.3:260)
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CL - CL PJZ.-.--ARABOLA

~~.PARABOLA DRA POLCT AL

-ACTUAL
DRAG POLAR

ANNCA1STANT

SYUMETRC AIRFOIL SECTION POSITIVELY CAMBERED
AIRFOIL SECTION

FIGURE 4.19 BASIC DRAG2 POLAR

Notice that two dif ferent representations of the basic drag polar are

presented. Recall frcm airfoil theory that a sy~nntric airfoil develops no

lift at zero angle of attack. ~Therefore, no induced drag would be produced,
and the total drag muist be a min~lim= for C 1 = 0. However, a positively

caunbered airfoil can develop lift at zero angle of attack. The mininun drag

value is not where C 1 is zero, which is usually saw~ negative angle of attack

where the aifo~il might have saw additional pressure diag due to its
intclination to the airstre.. in fact, the _irun drag on the airfoil cay be

at sawn small positive angle of attack where thue airfoil is developing lift,

but the negative effects of pressure drag due to the wake have decreased
szignificantly.

9mn the total drag of an aircraft is considered, the miniimxn drag
cxnfiquration '*ould normally be where the parasite drag is equal to the

induced drag. if th-e aircraft is prodlucing no lift, then there is no induced
drag. 'The miniuun drag would then oonsisit entirely of parasite drag.

Each of the subsequent drag polars illustrating effects of various
paraNoters on the basic drag polar may vatry as in Figure 4.19.
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4.12.1 Variables Affecting Drag Coefficient

We know fran dimensional analysis that

f (M, Re, a) (2.19A)

and that geanetrically similar shapes caipared at the same Mach, Reymolds
number, and angle of attack have the same drag coefficient. The basic drag
polar illustrates variation of drag coefficient with angle of attack in the
guise of lift coefficient. Variations of Mach and Reynolds number will
produce changes in the basic polar. Drag coefficient is also affected by two
planform variables, aspect ratio and efficiency factor. The following
discussion will illustrate the effects of all these variables on the basic
drag polar.

4.12.1.1 Drag Polar Variation with Mach. When the flight velocity is greater
than the critical Mach, the drag coefficient increases. Below critical Mach,
the low speed polar is unchanged. This effect is shown in Figure 4.20.

SU~~ < Mcr

M> Mcr
CL

CO
FIGURE 4.20. E Fo MA! ON THE DRAG POLAR

Drag coefficient data arm often presented versus Mach at constant values
of angle of attack, or uore caonly constant lift coefficient as shOn in
Figure 4.21. In plotting Figure 4.21, parasite drag coefficient and lift
"coefficient are oonstant, and Mach drag coefficient is zero until critical

Mach is reached. Figure 4.21 shows no increase in C until after the critical
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C I INCREASING

CDC

°olr

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

MACH

FIGJRE 4.21. VARIATIoN OF DRAG COEFFICIENT WITH MACH AT CONSTANT LIFT
COEFFICIENT

Mach is exceeded, then a sudden increase in drag coefficient called drag

divergence is experienced. This is caused by the formation of shock waves on

the aircraft. The total drag coefficient nmst now include a term to account

for wave drag.

W - CDP + wRe + C, (4.32)

4.12.1.2 D'ag Polar Variation with Reymolds NWNWr. The primary result of

increasing Reyuolds nurber on the drag polar is to increase the available

maximu= lift coefficient, as shown in Figure 4.22.

4
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S

-PARABOLA
CL Re INCREASING

j-Re INCREASING

CD

FIGU=E 4.22. M= OF P-ZN* .S NU*MBER CN UME DRAG K)LAR

The previous discussion of ILeynolds wmtber effects on the lift curve also

4 ~explains w~hy thle uiaximrn cL zcurs at the highest reynolds nuuiter on the drag

polar. Increasip Reynolds nijmer delays separation and allow tho drag polar

curve to remain parabolic to a higher ang!L of attack (lift ooefficieant).

After separation, the total skin friction drag on the aIrfoml will decrease;

hmIver, presro/t dta i=ras drtticaly. Threfore, at a given lift

coefficient at high anglas of attac, toal drag is i'r" at higher Reymnolds

Since tiv IWynolds n-tber of the flcw va-wrim.u h-ý, lonq the Ltxxndary

layer will remain Lvdnar before trwitionzng to turbulent flow, skin

friction drag at lower angles of attacK iz Ucw zaffoc•W by charoes in

Reynolds nibar. Depending on the f low sitt ation the drag polar could show a

decrease in as shoxn in Figure 4.22 or it w'"d increse.
p

4.12.1 3 DRK Polar Varitio; with Oswald's Efficiency Factor. k)4uation

4.3;, which epressed the- drag cq>•fficient versus lift coefficient cuxve as a

pxabola, can be u- to) wp ct ý%uvqcs in the drag polar due to changes in

Osid'is efficiency factor.
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ir ARe C \(4.31)
CL (Ctotai.

Increasing Oswald's efficiency factor, e, in Equation 4.31 increases the "4p"

constant term in the general equation of the parabola (Equation 4.30).

Mathematically, increasing the value of the "4p" term causes the parabola to

"open up," i.e., for any given value of drag coefficient, lift coefficient

will be larger. This effect is shown in Figure 4.23.

CL

Co

FIGU•E 4.23. ETf T X • F' =W'S MIMED=I'i- FPAM CN nJE DRAG IOLAR

4.12.A.4 Dnag Polar Variation withl Aspect lbtio. Equation 4.31 can also be

USe to predict chanes in the drag polar due to changos in aspect ratio.

2 /R (4.31)CL=5~ -C 3 )

Increasing aVeCt ratio, AR, in Euation 4.31 again causes the parabola to

"open up* aw results in larger values of lift coefficient for any given value

of drag coefficient as sliou in Figure 4.24.
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4

CL
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CD

FIGURE 4.24. EFFECT OF ASPECT RATIO ON THE DRAG POLAR

4.12.2 Effect of Flaps on the Drag Polar

It is very difficult to make generalizations about the effect of flaps on

the drag polar since flaps have such a wide variety of configurations as shown

in Figure 4.25. In general, flaps increase parasite drag coefficient. They

are usually installed to increase maximum lift ccefficient. As can be seen in

Figure 4.25, for some given values of lift coefficient, there are cases where

total drag coefficient decreases with flap extension.

3.0- FOWLER

2.5 -- SLOTED

CL
2.0- PI

1.5

1.0- BASIC WING
SECTION

0.5

0 .05 .10 .15

CD

FIGURE 4.25. EFFECT OF FLAPS ON THE DRAG POLAR (4.5:40)
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I
Flaps are normally used in high angle of attack configurations such as

takeoff and landing. Figure 4.26 illustrates the effect of flaps on the drag
polar during flap extension or retraction. This figure points out that flap
management should be exercised with care by the pilot due to large increases
in drag during their extension.

2.5-

2.0 FLAP RETRACTION
2.0-

CLEAN
¶ 1.5- CONFIGURATION

CL

1.0-~ FLAPS DOWN

.5- FLAP EXTENSION

0.10 0.20 0.30

DRAG COEFFICIENT
CD

FIGURE 4.26. EFFECT OF FIAP OPERATION ON DRAG POLAR (4.5:44)

4.12.3 Lift Drag Ratio
The lift-drag ratio, L/D, is of importance in flight testing since it

directly determines the glide, cruise, and flame-out landing speeds and also
affects other areas ok performance. The lift-drag ratio can be determined
directly fra'it a drag polar since

L %4 %

Therefore, the slope of a line conmecting the origin of the CL versus CD graph
withi any point on the polar is the lift'drag ratio as shown in Figure 4.27.
The mriximum L/D is the point of tangency of this line fram the origin with the

polar.
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•

ACTUAL CL VS CC)

CLL.C

AR LCONSTANT

D6
0 

CD

FIGURE 4.27. AIRCRAFT LIFT-DRAG RATIO

Aircraft lift-drag ratios are. also quite often plotted versus lift

coefficient or angle of attack as shown in Figure 4.28.

25-
LID

20-

10

5-

- -F--i-7i
-8 0 8 16 24

oc(DEG)

FIGURE 4.28. LIFT-DRAG RATIO FOR A WING XF ASPECT RATIO 6 WITH A NACA 23012
AIRFOIL SECTION (4.1:114)
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4.13 FLIGHT TEST DRAG POLAR DETERMINATION

The flight test relationships for determining lift coefficient shown

below were derived in Chapter 3.

CL nw = 841.5 nW (3.24)
0 e e

nW (3.25)
14816 M2 S

ay the same reasoning used to obtain Equations 3.24 and 3.25, Equations 4.34

and 4.35 can be derived to express total drag ccefficient in terms of

equivalent airspeed and Mach.

S Dtota 841.5 D totaCDtotal 120 totl (4.34)

total 1/2Po De

ctotal (4.35)

total 1481 6 M2 S

If stabilized level flight is assuned, then net thrust is equal to total drag,

and Equations 4.34 and 4.15 can be written

Fn 841.5 FnSVn2 (4.36)
Dtotal 1/2 .0 S e

0Oe e

Fn (4.37)

total 1481 6 M S

Equations 4.36 and 4.37 are flight test relationships for determining

drag coefficient. Equivalent airspeed (or pressure ratio and Mach) are

readily obtained from pitot-static measurements. Net thrust can be determined
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from in-flight measurements of engine parameters such as engine speed, flight
Mach ntmiber, ambient temperature, exhaust area, etc.

Since the actual relationship between CL and C does closely apprcoxumate

a parabola, plotting CD versus ý produces a straight line as shown in Figure

4.29.

CdC 0

2
/dCL

CDp

2T CL

FIGURE 4.29. FLIGHT TEST DRAG POLAR DETERCINATION

A general equation for a straight line is

y -= + b (4.38)

where "m" is the slope of the line, dy/dx, and "b" is a constant. A

comparison between Equation 4.38 and Equation 4.20 rearranged,

y =x + b (4.38)

CDtota lARe +% (4.23)

shows that the slope of the versus curve is
dCD1•. ••'•"CD~ (4.39)

4.2
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rom Equation 4.39 Oswald's efficiency factor, e, can be determined fron

flight test data by measuring the slope of the % versus q curve. This curve

can also be extrapolated to zero lift coefficient where parasite drag

coefficient can be determined as the intercept on the y axis or "b" in

Equation 4.38 as shown in Figure 4.28.

4.14 DRAG 'EFTS ON LEVEL FLIGHT PERFORMANCE

SThe variation of total drag coefficient and total drag with velocity and

Mach in stabilized level flight is important for aircraft performance

analysis. Equation 4.20 is valid below critical Mach.

2
CZ (4.20)

total p AR e

Substituting the flight test relationship, Equation 3.24 into Equation 4.20

gives

nW
CL = (3.24)

1/2 P0 V, S

+1 ~ 1/2~0 ~(4.40)

In stabilized level flight for a given aircraft configuration and constant

weight, Equation 4.40 can be written

total p(4.41)

where

K 1  w AR-e S (4.42)
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S
and

K1

Cýi - 4 (4.43)

e

Equation 4.41 can be plotted as shown in Figure 4.30 since CD and K1 are

constants.

W CONSTANT

CO ••,•"CDTOTAL

CDD
W CDp

CD! 
V

FIGURE 4.30. VARIATIN IN DRAG COEFFICIENT WrITH VELOCITY FOR STABILIZED LEVEL
FLIGHT

If Mach effects are considered, the CDM has a value other than zero

at speeds greater than critical Mach, arn drag coefficient versus Mach

typically looks like Figure 4.31.
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W - CONSTANT

CONSTANT ALTITUDE

, 0  \ c

CDI

Mr 1.0

FIGURE 4.31. VARIATICN IN DRAG CO0WFICIET WITH MACH FOR STABILIZED
LEVEL FLIGHT

To obtain the -variation of total drag with velocity and Mach, Equation

4.41 is nuiltiplied by dynamic pressure and wing area.

K1
•total + (4.41

Dtotal 0 totaal S CD qS + V4qS (4.44)

Expressing dynamic pressure in teims of equivalent airspeed, Euation 4.44 can

be. written

S(1/2 P )1 (1/2 P0 V) S (4.45)

which can be simpl~ified to

Dtotal= K 2 3. (4.46)

.e
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0
where

K 2 = CD 1/2 P0 S (4.47)

and

K 3 = K1 1/2 P0 S (4.48)

Equation 4.46 can be plotted as shown in Figure 4.32 since K2 and K3 are
constants.

SW - CONSTANT

FIGURE 4.32. VARITI() IN WAM DRA WITH VELOIT FOR STAMILIZD LEV
FLIGT

Plotting Dtota1 for values of Ve less than Mcrit, we see that the drag
decreases to scme minimum value and then increases. As airspeed, Ve,
increases, the angle of attack required to maintain level flight decreases,
i.e., CL decreases. Therefore, Di decreases. U.t the same time the parasite
drag increases. The point where the induced drag equals the parasite drag
produces minimum drag, and therefore is where LiD is a maxivium.

If Mach effects are oonsidered, then a drag rise cue to cmpressibility
begins at critical Mach, and drag versus Mach typically looks like Figure
4.33. Note in Figure 4.33 that Mach drag and total drag keep increasing

supersonically, which nust be the case since increasing values of thrust are
C reqaired as ed increases supersonically.
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FIGURE 4.33. VARIATION IN TOTAL DRA WInN MACH FOR STABILIZED LEVEL
FLIGHT

An actual drag polar for an early supersonic fighter aircraft is shcv in
Figure 4.34 along with variations in drag coefficient with Mach for constant

values of CL.
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g•FIGURE 4.34. DRKOAG W •IERI.Src C• IN EARLY SUE•ZIC FIQ(rEFR (4.8:142)
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4.15 IAMINAR FIXW AIRFOILS

since maintaining laminar flow reduces skin friction drag, much effort
has been expended in the past and much is going on today to achieve this goal.

Laminar flow airfoils are created using one or more of several design

techniques.
The first design criterion is that the airfoil be smooth, because rough

spots or bumps trigger, turbulence and consequently create turbulent flow in

the boundary layer. Current efforts are being made to develop "super smooth"

surfaces, mainly through the use of composite materials.

Another important factor is the location of the maximw thickness to
chord ratio, t/c, of the airfoil with respect to the distance from the leading

edge. Locating the maxinun thickness further aft, at approximately 40 to 60%

chord moves the minimum pressure point farther from the leading edge and
creates a long, shallw, negative (favorable) pressure gradient as shown in

Figure 4.35.

j CONVENVTONAL

LAMNAR FLOW

FI

FIGURE'• 4.35. CC:0tAESOF4ci v•rIcz'•AL CAE• • tz•tt•r~i wnZ•; sa'riot•S .
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This favorable pressure gradient tends to delay boundary layer transition to

turbulent flow. The muaxim thickness point cannot be located too far aft, or

an increase in the total drag due to separation will negate the decrease in

skin friction drag. The reason separation is more likely to occur is because

of the increased steepness of the adverse pressure gradient aft of the maxium=

thickness point as shown in Figure 4.35.
Designing an airfoil with a small thickness to chord ratio reduces the

local velocity in the boundary layer, -which in turn reduces the local Reynolds
number. This causes the critical Reynolds nmiber to occur farther aft of the

leading edge of the airfoil, which prc1wtes the desired goal of keeping the

flot in the boundary layer la1mnar farther along the swrface; however, the

airfoil cannot be too thin. It m•%st be thick enough to provide a useable

negative pressure gradient wixich cn develop skf-icient lift and is large
enough to help delay transition.

Another design feature tc be considetWd for a useable Ia~iinar airfoil is

the shape of the leading edge. Dxperbix-nits have shown thzt a parabolic shape

is more desirable than shap o& circular lead-itg edges. Because of the
relative thinness of laminar flow airfoils, care has to be taIen with leading

edge radius design to prevent leading edge stall at high aangles of attack.

W eadingc ecxe stall is generally considered disasterous.

A laiinar flw airfoil e4-hibits a decrease in skin friction drag thzrough

a rather restricted range of lift coefficients. Usually the airfoil is

designed to give the greatest decrease in skin friction drag at low Cf s, or
at high speeds. lie drag polar for a laminar flow airfoil with the typical

"drag buk-t" is ocapared to the drag polar for a nonlaminar airfoil in F'igure

4.36.

By vaiying the camier of the airfoil, the designer can place the drag

bucket around the desired lift coefficient without sacrificing any of the

ef fectsr of &aminarizaten.
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FIGURE 4.36. LAMNAR FWCW WI%5 SWION DRAG POWA

Unforturly, in spite of very encouraging wind tunnel results which

vii ½inar flow drag pzAlars, significant drag reduction in-flight has not

been realized. LaminAx flow camnot be naintained for any significant distance

along eitkr a, -uselage or a wing surface, and- the drag bucket dcos not appear
-n -a; polars derivod from flight test data, Laminar flow airfoils are

historically interesting and are widely discussed in the academic literature,

but to date results of their use have been disappointing fron a practical

point of view.

However, if laminar flow could be maintained oxi just an aircraft winci,

the reductiocni in skin friction drag would be sufficient to gr9atly increase

aircraft range. The idea of using suction to keep a lamiar boundrary layer

attached and stable was tried on Uhe X-21 by Northrop about 1960. Sparrnise

slots ere milled into a jet transport wiNg, and suction was applied.

Although the nrcept was proa-wn sound, the airpLane suffered f ra the

practical d1 ficulties of keeping the highly unstable laminar boundary layer

fram transitioning to a turbulent layer or separating from the wing. The

scheae was finally ababdoned, but the concept prunises great gains in long

range cruise performanoe if it can be successfully employed. Today, lawinar

flow control is a high cost, high risk, but potentially high payoff gaeble.

Unfortwnately, most design methods used to reduoe skin friction drag tend

to cause early boundary layer separation. This creates pressure drag which is

often uuch Lager than the reductian in skin friction drag.
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PRCBLEMS

4.1 Sh<om below is the drag polar for the YX-007 in the poer approach

configuration obtained from flight test. 7he YX-007 has a wingspan of 40
ft and a wing area of 400 ft 2. Determine:

.4
CD

.3

110 2.0

-C 

2

(a) The aircraft's asopmt ratio.

(b) The aircraft's parasite drag coefficient.

(M) Te aircraft's efficiency factor(e).

(d) he equation for the aircraft as a fiuction of the lift
total

coefficient.

(e) If the flnal approach is to be flown at 80% of maximn lift
c."efficient, what is the final approach equivalent airspeed
I -"" if aircrafm w•ig.t = 12,100 lb?

M(f) Te final a a h L/D ratio if the a roach is flown at 80% of
Inncku lift cwfficient*

(g) The aircraft's equivalent flat plate area in the power approach
xrnfimration given that the drag coefficient of a flat plate is
1.28.

4.2 Givell the following drag polar, determine:

ADCUTDAT: lngwan 60 ft2Wing Area - 900 ft

Cruise Configuration
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CD

0 NO EXTERNALrSTORES

.1 -2 EXTERNAL TANKS

1.0 2.0 2

0 0

(a) Aircraft's parasite drag with 2 external tanks installed.

(b) The drag count of the 2 external stores.

(c) The aircraft's maximum L/D with the 2 external stores.

4.3 For the aircraft represented by th• plot belm-. find ircin.mm lift-drag

ratio. &-4 parasite drag coefficient;

20~

10--

.6.

0
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4.4 on a standard day an aircraft with a wing area of 691 ft 2 and a wingspan

of 58.8 .ft is in stabilized level flight cruising at an altitude of

38,300 ft and at a true velocity of 400 kts. 7he aircraft weighed 50,000
lb at takeoff and has since burned 10,000 lb of fuel. 7he ten engines on
the aircraft are producing 300 lb of thrust each.

(a) What are the aircraft lift and drag coefficients for these flight
conditions?

(b) The same aircraft in preparation for landing has slowed down to an

airspeed of 150 ft/sec (Ve) at a gross weight of 18,478 lb in
cruise configuration and has stabilized in level flight. Each
engine is now producing 166.3 lb of thrust. Mhat are the aircraft
lift and drag coefficients for these flight conditions?

(c) Write the o equation for the aircraft as a function of lift

coefficient.

(d) Compute induced, parasite, and total drag for the aircraft in Part
A.

(e) Write the total drag equations for the aircraft described as a
function of weight and Mach or equivalent velocity. What is the
&vantage of the equivalent velocity equation?
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4.5 Two 500 lb bombs with a total drag count of 15 are installed on an A-37.

The drag coefficient equation of the A-37 with the barbs installed is

given below. 7he aircraft wing area is 184 ft 2 .

2

CýW = 0.0235 + 0. 0 62CZ

(a) What is the drag coefficient equation of the A-37 after the bombs
are removed?

(b) If the asect ratio of the A-37 is 6.2, what is the Oswald
efficiency factor with the bombs installed? What is it after they
are remmed?

(c) The same baxbs are to be installed on a AF-6 whose wing area is 120

ft 2 . The drag coefficient equation of the AF-6 is given below.

What is the new drag coefficient equation with the bcars installed?

20.03 + 0.0OWC

(d) What wms the equivalent flat plate area of the AF-6 before the baobs
were installed? What is it after they are installed?

11
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ANSWRS

4.1 (a) AR = 4.0

(b) C%) = 0.05
p

(c) e = 0.80

(d) CD= .05 +.10~

(e) Ve = 150 ft/sec
(f) L/D = 6.35

(g) sate - 15.63 ft 2

4.2 (a) CD 0.075
p

(b) 500 ounts

(c) L/D/max - 5.77

4.3 L/D/max = 20; CD - 0.01
p

4.4 (a) 0.40; 0.03 (No Units)

(b) 1.00; 0.09 (No Units)

(d) 1,137 ib; 1,901 lb; 3,000 lb

4.5 (a) %- .0220 + .062c•

(b) 0.828 (No aitts)

(d) 2.81 ft 2 • 3.03 ft 2
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5. 1 ITRODU=TICK

The propulsive and aerodynamic forces acting upon an airborne vehicle are
a function of the temperature, density, pressure, and viscosity of the fluid
through which the vehicle is traveling. Because of this, the test engineer
needs sane means for determining the variation in fluid properties of the
atmosphere. From previous measurements, it has been shown that these
properties have a daily, seasonal, and geographic dependence and in fact are
in a constant state of flx. Solar radiation, water vapor, winds, cloxds,
large and small scale turbulence, and human activity can cause rapid and
significant local variations in the atmosphere. A complete, accurate, and
timely description at any one location is presently not possible, but with
good weather forecasting some degree of success is possible. The flight test
engineer cannot begin to oope with these variances of nature, so a standard
atmosphere was constructed to describe the static variation of the fluid
properties. With this standard atmosphere, calculations can be made of the

(stan&xrd fluid properties, and when variations from this standard occur, it
can be used as a method for calculating or predicting vehicle performance.
Because of this dependence on the standard atmosphere for determining vehicle
perforomc, it is necessary to understand how the standard was obtained and
how to use it.

5.2 DIVISIM2S AM LM OF TM ATMOPHEME

lThe atwsphere is divided into four major divisions which are
associated with certain physical characteristics, The division closest to the
earths asuface is called the a. Its uper limit varies from

: ap• oxtely 28,000 feet and -46°C at the poles to 56,000 feet and -790 C at

the equator. Thse temperatures Vary FxM day to day and with the seasons of
the ye&r. This zwcessitateas that a standard be establishied for ctzmparison
VUrpoSe. These stanckrds will be discussed in late- sections.

4Iin the e, the t t~re decreases with height. This phpncin-
anonreu••ta frtm= the fact that the lower portion of the atmosphere is ainost

9ranapar•it to moat smt wave radiation received fran the smn. Thus, a large

h •5.1



portion of the sun's radiation is transaitted to and absorbed by the earth's
surface. The portion of the atmosphere next to the earth is heated from below
by long wave radiation from the earth's surface. 7his radiation in turn heats

the rest of the troposphere mainly by convection, conduction, and re-radiation
of the long wave energy. Most turbulence is caused by convection or vertical
currents, and practically all weather phenczenon are contained in this
division.

The second major division of the atmosphere is the stratosphere. This

layer of air extends from the troposphere oatward to a distance of
approximately 50 miles. However, the designation for this division has lost
some popularity in recent years since the original definition of the
stratosphere included constant temperature with height. Recent data have
shon that the temperature is constant at 216.650 K only between about 7 and

14 miles then increases to a.proxiately 2700K at 30 miles, then decreases to
aproximately 1809K at 50 miles altitude. Since these temperature variations
between 14 and 50 miles destroy one of the basic definitions of the

stratosphere, sawm authors have divided this area into two divisions:
Stratosphere, 7 to 14 miles, and Mesosphere from 15 to 50 miles. TIe boundary
between the stratosphere and the troposphere is called the qro use. In the
stratosphere, motion is mainly horizontal, and little turbulence is found.

The third major division is the ionophere. It extends from approxi-

mately 50 miles to 300 miles. Large mubers of free ions are present in this
layer, and a number of different electrical phenomenon take plac in this
portion of the atmoephere. The temperature increases with height to a kinetic

teperature of 1500'¼ at 300 miles. Uhis layer of the atmosphere is beconing

more and more in•ortant with the develpmrent of e vehicles.
The fmwth major division is the 9 2 . It is the outex• st layer of

the abux,.*ee. It stArts at 300 miles and is also characterized by a large

nuber of free iots. Umhe molecl temperature increases with height in this

area,, but the kWotic ateis practicaly castant with height. Also,
the atmosphere is extremely raue in the outezmst layer; the density varies by

several on~rs of mapitue and is dpepweAt upon the activity of the sun and
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Figure 5.1 presents the stand1ard atnw~phere teqperature lapse versus geo-

potential altitudie. 7he range of seasonal taxperature variation is shown by

the double arrow lines.
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5.3 STANDARD AflMSP1ERE

As mentioned previously, the physical characteristics or nature of the

atmosphere are not constant but change from day to day with the seasons of the

year. Since the performance of an aircraft is a fuction of the physical

characteristics of the air mass through which it flies, it will vary as

physical characteristics of the air mass vary. Thus, some standard air mass

conditions m=st be established in order that performanoe data can have same

meaning when used for cniparison purposes. As will be shown later, in the
case of the altinater, the setting of a standard will allow for design of an

instnment for measurirn altitude.

At the present time there are several atmosphere standards which have

been established. The most camion one in this country is the ARDC 1959 model

atucsphee. A more rwent one is the U.S. Standarxd Ataosphere - 1962. The

Europ4an nations, at least until recently, used the ICAO (International Civil

Aviation Organizaticn) standard atnnsphere. All of these standard atmosphere&

were developed to aroximate the standard average. day conditions at 40to

45% latitude.
All three of these standard attospheres are basically the swe up to an

altitude of apprnimtely 66,000 feet, Both the 1959 ARM and the 1962 U.S.

Standard Atrephere are defiel- to.an upwe limit of approxtmtely 440 miles,

but at higher lel there are *se wxkd differawes between the 1959 and
1962 at et, The standard atavjtre used by the Test Pilot School in
the perfozmance data reduction pwogar is the 1962 ataoýcn-. Ampa4Lx B
gives the 1962 amoeplere in tabular fo= to 110,000 fit

In the U.S. Stdard &AtWnO re 1962 it is assmmwd that;

1. The abwTphere is a We.r gas (oaeys the equation of state

NOfE: P/P 9 Cali c -t qn arrafy be usd for aircraft pnrforwnce
data since molecilar wight of aitt is cotsid&ed cutstant up to 55
miles altilhe,.

2. "Se air is y.
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3. The standard sea level conditions are TSL= 150 C = 288.15°K,

P.s - 29.921 in Hg = 760 m Hg.

4. The gravitational field decreases with altitude. gSL= 32.1741
2ft/sec

5. Hydrostatic Be.ilibrium exists:

dPa -p gdh (5.1

¶This equation is derived by looking at the forces acting cn a vertical coluum

of air of unit area. (See Figure 5.2)

PO+ dPs

UNIT AREA

•. - -.

iPP

....- $ 5.2. RMS ACT= ON A VMVMICAL

""•". w M.iR (r MT AW

N C.

• . .. ,, . .. - .. - . . .. . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . .. . . 1 5, • . ... )



6. Vertical displacment is measured in geopotential feet. Geo-
potential is a measure of the gravitational potential energy of
a unit mass at a point relative to mean sea level. It is
defined in differential form by the equation

GdH = gdh (5.2)

where

h = tapeline altitude; i.e., the actual distance fran mean sea
level to a point in the atmosphere, feet

g = acceleration due to gravity at the same point, feet/sec2

H = geopotential at the point, geopotential feet

G = a dimensional constant, 32.17405 ft 2/sec2 - geopotential
feet for the above system of units.

Each point in the atmosphere has a definite geopotential as "g" is a function

of latitude and altitude. In a physical sense, geopotential is equivalent to
the work done in elevating a unit mass fram sea level to a tapeline altitude

expressed in feet. For most purposes, errors introduced by letting h = H in

the troposphere are insignificant. Making this assumption, there is slightly

more than a 2% error at 400,000 feet. Appendix B compares tapeline altitude h

to geopotential altitude H.

7. Temperature variation with geopotential is expressed as a
series of straight line segments: (Figure 5.1)

(a) The temperature lapse rate (L) in the troposphere (sea
level to 36,089 geopotential feet) is 0.00198120 C/geo-
potential feet.

(b) The tenperature above 36,089 geopotential fset and below
65,600 geopotential feet is constant -56.50 C.

5.3.1 Euations for tho Standard Atmosphere

Fran the basic assumptions for the standard atmosphere listed above, it

is possible tco derive the relationships for temperature, pressure, and density

as fýunctions of geopotentia3.. Coabining Fquations 5.1 and 5.2, we can see

tha-t

dPa G - GdH (5.3)
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Ncw if we eliminate p by using the perftv-t gms 1'hw

dPa G dH (54)

Pa R Ta

SLooking at assumption 7 above, it can be seen that

Ta = f( 1H)

This means then from equation 5.4 that

Pa = f 2 (H)

Fran the perfect gas law then we can show that

f = f 3 (H).

The equations for our staml-ard atmosphere are derived in Apperdix F using

Equation 5.4 and our basic assumptions. For geopotentials below 36,089

geopotential feet

Ta (5.5)

TamL

Pa (1-KH) K2 (5.6)

- - K 2-15 2-1
- K ( H-K1 )H
PSL

where
K,~ aS 6.87!559x 1-/eonilfe

- 5.2559
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For geopotentials above 36,089 geopotential feet and below 82,021 geopotential

feet

T = - 56.500C = 216.660K (5.8)

-K3 (H-36089)S PSL 0. 223358e (5.9)
PaSL

a -K3 (H-36089) (5.10)So = -- = 0.29707a
0SL

where

3 4.80614 x 10-5/geopotential feet.3= RTa

From the above equations, pressre, temperature, and density are tabulated in
Appc-ndix B.

5.3.2 The Measureant of Altitude

With the establishment of a set of standards for the atmosphere, there
are several different means by which to determine altitude above the ground.
This also leads to defining the type of altitude as detemined by the means
eaployed. Tapeline altitude, or true altitude, is the actual linear distance
&bome sea level and can be detemined by triangulation or radar. In actual
practice, this is only important in climb ece tests and for deter-

mining the ballistic trajectory of a missile,
Since a set of standards has been established which denotes the standard

pressure, te -watiwe, and geopotential, there are now weans by which altitude

may be datenrided.
A ta•xerature altitude can be obtained by takirg a tenlerature gauge a•nd

Tmodifying it to read in feet for a rs•-espondin tierature as determined

from standard tables. Sinose imersiona and nmutaniard lape rate are the

rule rather than the em tio and tepwrature changes greatly between day and
night, with the seasons of the year, and with latitude, such a technique would
yield :AnraIMBS r5.8tg.



If sane instrument were available to measure density, the same type of
technique could be employed, and density altitude could be determined.

If a highly sensitive accelerometer could be developed to measure the

acceleration of gravity in terms of feet, then geopotential altitude could be
meAsured. This device would give the correct reading only when in level-

unaccelerated flight.

A fourth technique, a much more practical one, is based on pressure
measurement. A pressure gauge is used to sense the ambient pressure. Instead

of reading pounds per square inch, or millimeters of mercury, it indicates the
corresponding standard altitude for the particular pressure sensed. This
altitude is called pressure altitude and is the parameter on which all flight

testing is based.

5.3.3 Pressure Variation with Altitude

The fourth technique is the one on which present day altimeters are
designed 1* should be obvious that the instnment will not give a true

(i reading except when the pressure at altitude is the same as that for a
standard day. IT most cases, pressure altitude will not agree with the

geopoterA-ial altitude.

For further understanding -f the atmosphere, consider pressure variation
with &.titude as applied to the operation of the altimeter.

Mort pesenc day r-Ittmtars are designed to follow Fqation 5.6. This
equatA-yn is used to etemine rtmdard variation of pressure with altitude
bei10 the tropopause. An example of the variation described by Equation 5.6
is plotted in Figure i.3.

Ir is this curve which the altimeter presents as a reading of al "itude.
If the pressure does not vary eactly as described by this curve, Ucn the
altimar wll be in e•tr. A provision is mad n the construction of the
altimeter in ne form of an eltiiheter setting, %1*%'Ly the scale reading can
be adjusted up or down (the same as moving the curve of Figure 5.3 wr-ically)
so that the altimeter will read tr'e elevation of the ground if tix aircraft
des-ends to gromd Xvel.
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FIGURE 5.3. PRESURE VARIASTION WITh ALTITWE

Figure 5.3a sh&os the pressure variation with altitude for a standard day

ard non -st ddays. ( ntardardday wi,1 be referred to as Test day.)
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M1WE 5. 3L. STAMMA DAY AND) TEST DAY P9EMJR
VARTIO1 WITH ALTM E

If an aircraft is flying at some true altitude on a test day, the
altimeter will sense the oorrespord3ing pressure as shown by the intersection
of the dashed lines. However, since the altlmeter is built around the
standard rve (shown by the solid cuve), the instrunent will indicate the

. altitude labeled "pressure altitude.*

ma~ order to swe how] taeqature affects the pressure lapse rate, con-
side DFation 5.4. Ftm this equatLon, it is aparent that dH/dP -f(T),

1 •ch is the slpeof the =v" in Pigures 5.3 aud 5.3a.



This means that for a higher temperature, the negative slope of the curve
will be greater. Inspecting Figure 5.3a, it is noted that for every constant
pressure, the slope of the test day curve is greater than that of the standard
day curve. Thus, the teaperature for the test day is w.nmar than that for the
standard day. This variance betwen true altitude and pressure altitude is
not as inportant as it might seem at first. As mentioned previously, true
altitude is important only in climb performance tests and for certain

Sballistic purposes. In a later chapter, climb performance will be discussed,
and the technique by which presmre altitude may be corrected to give true
altitude will be explained.

The forces acting on an aircraft in flight are directly dependent upon
air density. Thus, in theory, density altitude is the independent variable
which should be used for aircraft performance ccmparisons. Howver, from a
practical standpoint, since density is determined by pressure and temperature
through the equation of state relationship, pressure altitude is used as the
independent variable with test day data corrected for non-standard
tenperature. This greatly facilitates flight testing since the test pilot can
maintain a given pressure altitude regardless of what the test day conditions
are. Twenty-thousand feet pressure altitude is the same from one day to the
next and from one aircraft to another. The parameter that does vary is
teaperature. By applying a correction for non-standard temperature to
per a data, the data can be presented for any day conditions. Presented
in this ftm, pressure, density# and tapeline altibtnes are all equal.

5.4 ALTMflM 'I¶EO

most altibte mearsmnts are mule with a sensitive absolute presr
gauge, an altimeter, scaled so that a pressure d ese indimtes an altitude
.incra in aawrdnce with the U.S. Standard Atupser. If an altimeter
setting is 29.92, the altimeter reads pressume altittbe or calibrated

altituda, H., uhather in a standard or no •standard atmophere. An altimeter
setting oar than 29.92 moms the scale so that the altimmtr indicates field
elevation %han the aircraft toches the growd. In this ca , the altimeter
indication is baing adjusted to show tapeline altitude at that one elevation.

4• ItIn flight testing, the altimeter setting shuuld be 29.92 so that the altimeter
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reading is pressure altitude. As shown earlier, pressure altitude is not

dependent on temperature. The only parameter which varies the altimeter

indication is atmseric pressure. Therefore, in flight testing, pressure

altitude is used as an it variable.

The altimeter is constructed and calibrated according to the follwing

relationships. These equations are the sae ones which define the standard

atmosphere.

= (1 - 6.87559 x 107 6H) 5 .2559  (5.6)

for Hc < 36,089 ft

Pa ' PaSL(O.223358e-4"80614 x 10-5 (Hc -36,089)) (5.9)

for 36,089 < Hc < 82,021 ft

where
P• = atmospheric pressure, inches Hg

SHc pressure altitude, feet

P 29.92126 in Hg

The heart of the altimeter is an evacuated metal bellows which expands or

contracts with changes in outside Pressure. The bel.cls is connected to a
series of gears and levers which cause a pointer to mve. It is thrcgh this

Snetuork that Eations 5.6 and 5.9 are mechanized. The whole mechanism is
placed in an airtight case which is vented to a static sourc; the indicator
reads the pmesu-e mspplied to the case. Altionter construction is shown in
Figure 5.4. The distinction beren ambient presure, Pa' and static

! psi J that P isP as m ed by a pitot-static systan.
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For the incomressible case, density remains constant. Integrating

Equation 5.11

P + OV c (5.12)

The constant, C, applies to the flow as long as energy is not added to or

subtracted frcm the system.

P2 - PT

f j j 3 P&I VV2 . 0

v7PT

--m~ll AIRSPEED
v INCREASING

i ~ ~I'I 'Il•

FIGMM 5.5. Pnw-GwIC SOIDQTIC
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Fran Figure 5.5 and Equation 5.12

V2 v2
P +P 1 V2 buP1  + a P2 + Pa butV2  0

172
SP1 + a2 P2

Changing subscripts gives

V2
Pa + aT PT

Dynamic pressure, q, is defined as

aV2

therefore

0a2 = -513

True airspeed, in the ino rjessible case, is

V2 10 P Pa (5.14)
a 7(a

It is possible to use a pitot-static system and build an airspeed indi-
cator to conform to this equation. However, there are disadvantages in doing
s0.

1. Density requires measuremnt of ambient temperature, which is
difficult in flight.

2. The instrment would be caqplex.

In adtition to the siMple bellows shown in Figure 5.5, ambient taperature and
pressure would have to be measured, omnerted to density, and used to modify
the output of the simple bellows. An instmnent of this ctmplexity cannot

meet the aaracy requiremnts of flight testing.
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0
3. EXcept for navigation, the instrument woud not give the pilot

infrnmation he reuires. For exa=ple, wtien landing, the aircraft
should be flown at a constant CL, a fixed amount before stall CL

LIFT = IL ST 1 PaV21D

VL W2WVIANDS = SPa

Thus, the pilot would have to car•ute a different landing speed for each
condition of weight, pressure altitude, and teqperature.

4. Because of its complexity, the instrent would be difficult to
calibrate accurately.

(7 Density is the variable which causes the deficiencies in a true airspeed
indicator. A solution to the problem is to assume a constant value for den-

sity. If Pa is replaced by PSL in Equation 5.14, the resultant velocity is

termed equiivalent airspeed, Ve*

e (5.15)

A MltipLy by

a 2
Ve - - - Vr/5. (5.16)

It is rsc possible to bWild a simrple airspeed indicator which.measures
the quant.ity - a Such a systen requires only the bellows system shown

"C5.n 1ig7e 5.5 and has the faLlcing advantages,
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1. Because of its simplicity, it has a high degree of accuracy.

2.* The iiklicator is e-,zy to calibrate and has only one curve of error,
versus equivalent Ve.

3. Ve is a measured quantity of use to the pilot. Using the landing
case

a a

W M L~ V2

V

Thus, in computing either lazxing or stall speed the pilot need only consider
one factor - weight.

4. Since, Vef (PT Pa) it does ot va with tenature or
density. Thus, for a given value o PT Pa' we have an important
relationships

V %

Ve as derived for the inow/ esible case was the airsp•ed used prim~arily
before World War Ii. HMMer, as aircraft speed and altitude, capabilities

increased, th- earr resulting fru the ammation that density rmnains
Constant beca2 significant. Airspeed indicator for today's aircraft Mist be

built to omsier 4sirn±1ty.. __ _______________________

5-5.2 C.. .True AiW.e.d .rT.ry

?. lD-'s equatiotn is used to develop the equations for cmpressible flow.
Before Interating, several rela-timdi are used to replace the density
term.
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0

P-g _ • 1.4 forai.r

P 1 = --- = C
(r~g (0g) Yo r

pY

Substitutin this texm into Equation 5.11 and Lntc9Tatirq gives Sernoullils

equation for caxsibl flow
112

eqaiz r 0 3sibe k

4t P

Applying this to t, ps- -s• mstmi L niquxe 5.5-gvor

Sinmo

Y

ttuted in Sqation .15

+j (5.20)

a T Y
"a
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P

If the right side of Equation 5.20 is multiplied and divided by -a and the

relation ý 1-7 -y P( is wed

V-2 pa

Add and subtract Pa PT

Pa Pa

PT PT Pa PT Pa +
a aa a * a

Equation 5.21 becomes

y P '
[(= a -11 (5.22)

or

V [2] P a P P + - (5.23)

or

t -j (5.24)

Equation 5.24 is the compressible true airspeed equation for subsonic
airspeeds. A new term was introduced in Equation 5.24. Oq cmpressible," qC.
It is defined as

q % aPT -2 (5.25)

It is not eual to W 2. Under conditions of 1c altitude and low speed it
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approximates the dufinition of dynamic pressure. The relationship between qc'
"q caopressible," and q, "dynamic pressure," is

14 14 M6

qc = q 1  - + 40 1600 (5.26)

T'is series converges rapidly as yach beccmes small.

5.5.3 Calibrated Airspeed
The compressible flow true airspeed equation (Equation 5 24) has the same

disadvantages as the incompressible flow true airspeed case. Additionally, a
bellows xituld have to be added to measure Pa. It should be noted that the
salohe pitot-static system in Figure 5.5 only measures PT - Pa" In order to
modify Equation 5.24 to be useful in measuring only the quantity (PT - %),
both p a and Pa are replaced by the onstant PSL and PaSL' The resulting
airspeed is defined as calibrated airspeed, Vc

Vc! -7 L P
$4 L J 1

Or more sinply,

Vc f (PT - a) f (q0 ) (5.28)

An instrwwnt dssigtd to fOLLOW Equation 5.27 has the follorig

1. The indicator is sinple in design and construction, accurate, and
easy to calibrate.

,2. Vc is of direct use to the pilot.- The qumnt-t, Vc is amao to

Ve in tV e case, snce, at: low aq.rpeeds and nmo-rate
altitudk Ve V The aircraft stall speed, landing speed, and

* . 5.2i



handlirg characteristics are proportional to calibrated airspeed for
a given gross weight.

3. Since a temperature or density term is not present in the equation
for calibrated airspeed, a given value of (PT - Pa) has the sawe
significance on all days or

. v (5.29)

Equation 5.27 is limited to subsonic flow. If the flow is supersonic, it
mast pass through a shock wave in order to sl•w to stagnation conditions.

There is a loss of total pressure when the flow passes through the shock wave.

Thus, the irdicator does not measure the total pressure of the supersonic

flow. The solution for supersonic flight is derived by considering a normal

shock compression in front of the total pressure tube and an isentropic

compression in the subsonic region aft of the shock. The normal shock

assuTption is good, since the pitot tube has a weall frontal area.

Oonsequently, the radius of the shock in front of the hole may be considered

infinite. The resulting equation is known as the Rayleigh Supersonic Pitot

Equation. It relates the total pressure behind the shock PT to the free

stream ambient pressure P and free stream Mach V/a).

Pa a) 2 v - T -1] (5.30)

B.dtion 5.30 is used to calculate the ratio of dynamic pressure to free

stream ambient pre,.re

Y-1

'aa

E•quaticnn (5.22) is -used to calculate thdi ratio for msbscnic flow.
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p - p Y

PT1 -1qC+ (5.32)
aa

If the values of Pa and a for sea level standard conditions are inserted into

Equations 5.31 and 5.32, the resulting functions are defined as the calibrated

airspeed equations.

a-- = + 0.2 -I (5.33)P a s , -c

For Vc <_ as1

qc 166.921 (Vcasl) 7

16 . 2 ( /a9 2. -1 (5.34)
a., (%c/ar1 ) 22.

(.

qc= differential pressure, in Hg

~T Pasubsonlicand

qc -Pý a suesnc

V calibrated airspeed, kts

aSL= 661.48 kts

P a 29.92126 in Hg

Airspeed indicators are constructed and calibrated according to these
equations.

In operation, the airspeed indicator is similar to the altimeter, but

instead of being evacuated, the inside of the capsule is connected to the
total pressure source, and the case to the static pressure source. -The
instrument then senses total pressure (pj) within the capsule and static
pressure (P.) obtside it as shown in Figure 5.6.

Ci
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TO STATIC-PRESSURE INSTRUMENT CHAMBER
SOURCE YCSLPOINTE

'CAPSULE

TO TOTAL-PRESSURE Er TRA.N F - - GLASS

SOURCE GEARTRAIN

"DIAL

FIGME 5.6. AISPEED IMICAMR SCHEMATIC

5.5.4 Euivalent Airg?2 d
Equivalent airspeed was derived fran incompressible flow theory and has

no real meaning for the ccmpressible case. However, it can be an important

parameter in analyzing certain performance and stability and control factors

as they can be shown to be functions of equivalent airspeed.

The definition of equivalent airspeed when applied to Equation 5.24 is

Ve =

Vein T [(~ +1~ -](5.35)
Ve P.

5.5.5 Detrj V t from Flight Test Data

From flight test data V and H. can be determined. The method progresses

fra V. to V to Vt. B d i

Ve Vc - AV 3
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"AV v -V ve (5.36)

AVc f (PT- Pa =a f(VcHR) (5.37)

Although AVc is termed cowpressibility correction, it has in fact nothing
to do with caopressibility effects. This quantity is found in the first

chapter of the Performance Section of most flight manuals. AV can be

determined by entering with known values of Vc and Hc, and it is independent
of aircraft type.

The next step is to correct Vc to Vt. Th do this, the temperature at the

test altitude must be known in order to determine the test atmospheric

density.

C t Ve/ Ve a7-SL

To review

Hc - f(Pa)
vc a f (PT-Pa)

IVc - f (PT - f, •, (vc, Hc)

Ve - - (f ( T- , Pa)

La a
PSL

Vt f (P•" Pat Pa' Pa) f f(PT• Pal Pa FTa)

S- &V c
V 

5
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5.6 MACHML71'! THEORY

Mach, M, is defined as the ratio of the true airsped to the local

atmospheric speed of sound.

Vt Vt
a

buvt

p

M Vt

Substituting this relationship in the equation for Vt (Equation 5.22)

'a (( -yPT -Pa + ~
or

1 (5.38)

Y-1 Pa
or

PT+ 1 .2)

This equatic,,, which relates Mach to the free stream total and anbient
presmses, is good for supersonic as w1l as subsonic flight. It must be
ruemewbred, however, Ciat P' rather than PT is meamsured in supersonic flight.
By using U* Rayleigh pitot e*ati*n and substituting for the constants,
Equation 5.31 is used to fEA quaticn 5.40.
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(1 + 0.2 M2) 5 -1P a -(5.39)

forH < 1

q 166.921 M(5.40)

for M1 -12 )2"5

form > 1

The Mackmeter is essentially a carbination altimeter and airspeed
indicator desigred to solve these equations. An altimeter capsule and an air-
speed capsule sintltaneously supply signals to a series of gears and levers to

produce the Mach indication. A Machmeter schematic is given in Figure 5.7.
Since the ccnstruction of the Macdmeter requires two bellows, one for qc

and another for Pa, it is complex, difficult to calibrate, and inaccurate. As
a result, the Machmeter is not used in flight test work except as a reference

ISTATIC
PRIESSURE

I I)

I ~ALTITUDE DIAPH4RAGM3
DIFFERENTIAL

3 TOTAL PRESSURE
. ,-mm -mam--,m m PRESSUR DIAPRAGM

FIGURE 5.7. ZMUM SCHEMk=

J5.i
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F)

Of importance in flight test is the fact, obvious frai Equations 5. 39 and

5.40, that

M f (PT-Pa Pa) = f (Vc' H)

As a result, Mach is indfendent of temperature, and flying at a given Hc
ard Vc, the Mach on the test day equals Mach on a standard day.

ES = MS¶V

Since many aerodynamic effects, particularly in jet engine-airframe

performance analysis, are functions of Mach, this fact plays a major role in

flight testing. )

5.7 INSTRE4Er ERIOR THEORY AND CALIBRATICN

Several corrections must be applied to the indicated altimeter and air-

speed indicator readings (Hi, Vi) before pressure altitude and calibrated

airspeed can be determined. The indicated readings must be corrected for

instrument error, pressure lag error, and position error, in that order. The

instrument error is the subject of this section.

The altimeter and airspeed indicator are sensitive to pressure and pres-

sure differential respectively, but the dials are calibrated to read altitude

and airspeed aczording to Equations 5.5, 5.9, 5.33, and 5.34. It is not

possible to perfect an instrument which can represent such nonlinear functions

exactly under all flight conditions. As a result, an error exists called

instruent error. Instrument error is the result of several factors:
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1. Scale error and manufacturing discrepancies. This is primarily due
to an imperfect mechanization of the controlling equations.

2. Magnetic Fields. Any change in the relation of metal components
changes the associated magnetic fields.

3. Tebperature changes.

4. Coulucb and viscous friction. Coulomb friction is sinply dry
friction as in the meshing of two gears. Viscous friction is
involved between a fluid and solid, for instance, a lubricated
bearing.

5. Inertia of moving parts.

The calibration of an altimeter and airspeed indicator for instrument error is
usually conducted in an instrument laboratory. A known pressure or pressure

differential is applied to the instxument to be tested. The instrument error
is determined as the difference between this known pressure and the instrument

indicated reading.
Data are taken in both directions so that the hysteresis can be

determined. Hysteresis literally means "to lag" and is the combination of all

the errors in the indicator. Hysteresis is then the difference between the

"up" and "down" readings. An instrument with a large hysteresis must be
rejected as it is difficult to account for this effect in flight. As can be
seen from the major causes of error, an instrument vibrator can be of some
assistance in reducing instrument error. Additionally, the instruments are
calibrated in a static situation. The hysteresis under a rapidly varying
situation must be different, but it is not feasible to calibrate instruments

for such conditions.
As an instrument wears, its calibration changes. Therefore, each instru-

iment should be calibrated periodically. The repeatability of the instnwrnt
is determined from the instrument calibration hisxory. The repeatability of
the instrument nust be good for the instrument calibration to be meaningful.

Instrument wi tc AVi) are determined as the differences
between the instrument corrected values (Hict Vic) and the indicated values

S(Hi, Vi)

Auc * ic i (5.41)
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AVi •±• - (5.42)

Or, to correct the indicated values

Ii+ 'Sc= Hic

V, + "Vic =Vic (5.44)

An example of an instrunent error calibration chart is shown in Figure 5.8.

I.-4

o +

+++

+ + +

+ *+ +* +4

I + ++ +4.

+ +44-

Vi Indicated Reading STD KNOTS

FIG=E 5.8. AISPED INSTRMUKT CALMiATInoe

Use of the subscript ic denotes a quantity correct:W for instrument error such
as Vic or a qantity computed using P. rathe than , such as• % .
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5.7.1 Pressure Lag Error

The altimeter and airspeed indicator are subject to an error called

pressure lag error. This error exists only when the aircraft in which the

instrýnts are installed is changing airspeed or altitude. In this case,

there is a ti•e lag between the time when the pressure change occurs and when

it is indicated on the instrwent dial. This effect on the altimeter is
obvious. In the airspeed indicator, the lag may cause a reading too large or

too small depending on the proportion of the lag in the total and static
pressure systems. Converted to feet or knots, this error is often

insignificant. However, it may be significant and should be considered in

certain maneuvers such as high speed dives and zoom cllw~s inI which the

instrnment diaphragms must undergo large pressure rates.

Pressure lag is basically a result of:

1. Pressure drop in the tube due to viscous friction.

2. Inertia of the air mass in the tubing.

3. Instrument inertia and viscous and kinetic friction.

4. Finite speed of pressure propagation, or acoustic lag.

A detailed mathematical treatment of the response of such a system would

be difficult and is beyond the scope of this text. It has been found that

mathematical prediction of the lag constants has not been satisfactory. A
ground determination can be made by placing a known varying pressure source to
the total and static pressure ports of the pitot-static tube and then

correlating this with the indicated values. Airborne determination is
possible, but it is complicated and has not normally resulted in satisfactory

performance. The altimeter and airspeed indicator lag corrections &H and

Vic are considered negligible for the majority of flight tests. A good

reference for lag error calculations is (5.4: 28 - 47).
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5.7.2 Position Error
Determination of the pressure altitude and calibrated airspeed at which

an aircraft is operating is dependent upon the measurement of free stream

total pressure, AT, and free stream static pressure, Pa, by the aircraft
pitot-static system. Generally, the pressures registered by the pitot-static
system differ fram free stream pressures as a result of:

1. The existence of other than free stream pressures at the pressure
source.

2. Error in the local pressure at the source caused by the pressure
sensors.

The resulting error is called position error. In the general case,

position error may result frcm errors at both the static and total pressure

sources.

5.7.2.1 Total Pressure Error. M an aircraft inres through the air, a static

pressure disturbanoe is generated in the air, proucing a static pressure

field around the aircraft. At subsonic speeds, the flow perturbations due to

the aircraft static pressure field are very nearly isentropic . nature and

hence do rot affect the total pressure. Therefore, as long as the total

pressure sme is rot oated behind a propeller, in the wing wake, in a

body laye, or in a region of localized pupersonic flbw, the total
.arC$"Re errors d to the positiom of tha total pressure tead are usually

negligible. Nonallyo' it is possible to Iocate t~w total piressure pickcup

properly &-4 avoid any Wlf~iculty.
An aircmift caPoble of supersonic speeds should be supplied with a

nosebocrn pitot-static system so that the total presaure pickup is located
ahead of any shock wves fbned by the aircraft. This condition is esamntia,
for it is difficult to xorrect for total pressure errors' Qhich esult when

oblique shock waves exist ahead of the pickup. The shock ae due to the

pickup itself is msidered in the calibration equation discussed in the

section anl CALIBMTEI) AMBPW
Failure of the total pressure sensor to register the local pressure may

result from the shape of the pitot-static head, iclinatien to the flow angle 3
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of attack, a, or angle of sideslip, 8), or a combination of both.
Pitot-static tubes have been designed in varied shapes. Some are suitable
only for relatively low speeds while others are designed to operate in
supersonic flight as well. 7herefore, if a proper design is selected and the

pitot lips arre not damaged, there should be no error in total pressure due to

the shape of the probe. Errors in total pressure caused by the angle of
incidnce of a probe to the relative wind are negligible for most flight

oniditions. Ccaumy used probes produce no significant errors at angles of

attack or sideslip up to aproximately 200.

From these axrgments it can be seen that with proper placement, design,

and good leak checks of the pitot probe, total pressure error can be assumed

to be zero.

5.7.2.2 Static Pressure Error. The static pressure field surrounding an

aircraft in flight is a function of speed and altitdfe as well as the

secondary parareters, angle of attack, Mach, and PReynolds number. Hence, it

( is seldmi possible to find a location for the static pressure source where the

free stream pressure is sensed under all flight conditions. Therefore, an

error in the measurmnt of the static pressure due to the position of the
static. pressure orifice generally exists.

At subsonic wees, it is often possible to find soe position on the

S fussLk where the static pressure error is sull u•iler all flight cunditions.

Aixcraft IUzited to bs=.onw pwds are best instrumented by use of a flush
static pressurc port in sch a Ijition. Exanples of such positions are &
in Figixre 5.9.

On WWrdc aircraft d mzebom italtlatico is advantages Zor the

am~uranu-tt of stAtic pmesure. At supers,-ic gpeeds, utwkn the Low wave is
llocawtd downstr& of the st,-tiic pressure orifices, there is no error due tc
the• a---craft prossure field. Any error which may exist is a zeslt of thi

-pobe itself. Avaible ieide•ee suggests that free stream static pressure is
WmOW if the static ports axe located more than 8 to 10 tube dibmters behind
the nose of the pitot-static tube and 4 to 6 dUmotAus in front of the

cIVc (Fiqure. 5.101
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FIGURE 5.9. TYPICAL SUBSCNIC STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION ON AIR1RAFX
FUSELAGE. 1 - 6 ARE POINTS OF MINIMUM STATIC PRESSURE ERROR

a~--- TO 10 04T

AIRFLOW I
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FIGURE 5.10. DMACHED Sf=)K WAVE IN FRJNT
OF PITOT-STATIC PrBE-
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S
In addition to the static pressure error introduced by the position of

the static pressure orifices in the pressure field of the aircraft, there may

be error in the registration of the local static pressure due primarily to

inclination of flow. Error due to sideslip is often minimized in the case of

the flush mounted static ports by the location of holes on opposite sides of

the fuselage manifolded together. In the case of boom installations,
circumferential location of the static pressure ports reduces the adverse

effect of sideslip and angle of attack.

5.7.2.3 Definition of Position Error. It has been seen that position error

is caused at the static pressure source by the pressure field around the

aircraft and the pitot-static probe. This development assumes the total
pressure source to be free from error. The pressure error at the static

source has the symbol APp and is defined as

&P P - Ps" (5.45)

The corrections for this error are tenred position error corrections.

Airspeed position error correction, AVpC, is developed as follows

vc f (P (p- Pa)

Vic f (PT -PS)

AV~c % Vic f(4P

Altinter position eiror correction, an is

Ric = f(Ps)

Hpc f .(
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H c -Hic + AP (5.47)

Mach position error correction, AM is

M f (

( PT - P )Mic "Ps

AM.C M Mi (AP

M = Mic + (5.48)

The sign convention used results in the position error correction being

the samne sign as AP p. It can easily be seen that if Ps were greater than %a'

the airspeed indicator would indicate a lower than actual value. Therefore,

P P and 4VPV would both be positive in order to correct Vic to Vc. This same

logic applies to the AiPo and A .
Since aP p is the source of position error for all three parameters, there

must be a mathematical relationship between position error corrections. These
relationships have been developed, but it is beyond the scope of this text to

present the development or the equations. However, these functions have been

placed in graphic form and are contained in the references. Additionally,
several ratWie" simple computer programs have been developed to obtain one

position on-or correction f-rcm another.

By dimensional analysis, it can be shown that the relation of static

pressure (Ps) at any point in a pressure field of an aircraft to the free

stream pressure (Pa) depends on Mach (M), angle of attack (a), angle of

sideslip (8), Reynolds numier (Re), and Prandtl number (P).

"53Psi• --" "fl (Hie, 0, Re, Pr)
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S
Neglecting heat transer, Pr is approximately constant; Re effects are

negligible as long as the static source is not located in a thick boundary

layer; and it is assumed that sideslip angles are kept small. The relation

simplifies to

PS-- = f2 (M,ct)

With no loss in generality, this equation can be changed to read

f (-%(ic 5.49)
qcic 3 (Mbic

because

qcic = PT  - Ps

and

Mic = f (cic\ic•

and 
Ls

2nW nW 1 2icL 2 6 2 X SP

s Mic Sic SL

The term APp/qcic is the position error pressure coefficient and is useful in

the reduction of position error data. Fran the definition of •ic,

%i- = 4 (Mc' i

Fran Equation 5.50 it can b1 seen that there aze three major variables in

any particular pitot-3tatic system. These are Mach, weight-load factor

cambination, and the altitude at which the aircraft is flying. The importance

of one of the assumptions must be emphasized. Angle of sideslip was assumed

to be small. At large angles of sideslip, an additional variable is

introdued.
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There are nunerous methods of presenting position error data in graphic

form. once the variables in Equation 5.50 have been determined by means of

calibration, a chart can be prepared for all weights and all load factors for

the given aircraft in a given configuration (Figure 5.11). Other ccamon

methods of presenting position error data are AV PC versus Vic, AH versus

V c and AML versus M.c

5.7.2.4 Low Mach Effects. For Mach less than 0.6, the effects of

capressibility may be considered negligible. Without introducing serious
error, it may be said that the pressure coefficient is a function only of lift

coefficient.

Since C, = 2nW/PsL VS and in the low Mach range Ve Vc, it can be
assuned that

2nW

SL c

CL 2nW 
i

2nW (5.51)
c SL cv2

or

A c f 
(5.52)

Fran Equation 5.52 it can be seen that for low speeds at a constant Vic,
the position error is a function of nW or more simply angle of attack. For

aircraft with small weight changes, AP versus Vi generalizes into one curve.
This *generalization will not apply to such aircraft as the B-52 where large

variations in weight occur.

Since AP is constant for a given Vic, the curve of AV versus Vic will
p Papply to all altitudes. If weight changes are significant, a family of curves

is generated as in Figure 5.12.
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If App is constant for any given Vic, (assuming no weig7 h effects), then

the altitude position error correction, AHpc' is a function of altitude. This
is because a pressure increment is equivalent to a different tapeline altitude

at each pressure level in the atmosphere. This results in a series of curves,

one for each pressure altitude as in Figure 5.13.

'To discuss Mach at low speeds, is expressed in tpnms of Mach.

nW 2
Cic 6ic Mio Y Sp (5.53)

c aSL

Thus, at a constant Mic a family of curves for various nW/.ic values

will result.

6ý versus Mic is plotted in Figure 5.14. It merely serves to

illustrate that for many pitot-static systems in which AVpo versus Vic is a

single curve, AM versus Mic is a series of curves, one for each

representative altitude, in the low speed rrlime.

z

H

INCR~EASING

.4.

Vc INDICA TED.AIRS8PED- KNOTS

FMUtRE ý .13. 'UN SPED ALTITUDE PKSITIM ERROR CORRCTICN
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Mi¢ INSTRUMENT CORRECTED INDICATED MACH

FIGURE 5.14 ILM SPEED MACH POSITIO ERROR CORRWTION

5.7.2.5 Mediimn Subsonic and Transonic Mach Effects. In the Mach range of 0.6

to 1.1, the position error pressure coefficient will in general depend on both

Mic and CL so Equon 5.50 must be consideredic

qci 4. (Mi c ic

At high speeds, large changes in airspeed produce relatively smiall
charges in C. As a result, the effect of lift coefficient diminishes as

airspeed icwras. Mach begins to affect the pressure coefficient materially
ah' m 0. 5-6 2=0m Mach inxeasingly tends to becom the control-
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ling parameter in the high speed regime. The existence of any CLic

effect should be investigated by plotting curves of APp/qcic versus Mic for
the values of nW/6 ic The result of a typical nosebocm system is shown in
Figure 5.15. This crve would be a single line if there were no CL• effects.

As the aircraft passes critical Mach, shock formation occurs over the
various components of the aircraft. As these shock waves approach the static
source, the sharp pressure rise which precedes the shock wave will drastically
affect the static system. In this region, APP/qcic rises rapidly and is
strictly a function of Mach (reference Figure 5.15).

I + 1 \ , w

0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 3
M0, INDICATED MACH

FIGURE 5.15. INDICATE MACH CORRECTED FOR
INST5iENMT ERROR, Mic

Because Mach 1.0 will be a different Vic for each altitude, the airspeed
position error correction is in the form of a family of curves with altitude

being the variable (reference Figure 5.16).
Using similar logic as in the low speed case, the AHs data is a series

of curves. If plotted against Mic, the lines are displaced vertically with
increasing altitie. If plotted against Vc t Lins are displaced both

horzonall an vrtically.
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FIGUBE 5.16. VELOCITY POSITIM ERROR ILLUSTRATING ALTIWDE AND
MACH EFFECTS

5.7.2.6 Supersonic mach Effects. An aircraft capable of supersonic flight

should be equipped with a noseboom installation. In this case, the aircraft

bow wave passes behind the static pressure ports at a Mic of 1.03 or so. At

higher Mach, the effect of lift coefficient on the position error pressure

coefficient is zero, as the pressure field of the aircraft is not felt in

front of the bow wave. Therefore, any pressure error that does exist is a

function of Mach only. In the usual case this error is quite small and may be

zero.

5.7.2.7 Extrapolation of Results. The position error pressure coefficient

has been shown to depend on both Mic and CL
ic

f (vij, sc)or f # -A)

4W
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For aixcraft with small weight effects and at higher speeds for all aircraft,
the effect of lift coefficient variation is negligible. In these cases, a
calibration at one altitude can be extrapolated to other altitudes at the same

mach.

-iAPP is a function of Mach only.q~cic

The existence of c effects should be investigated by performing tests at
CLic

two altitudes and plotting the curves of AP /qcic vs M.c for values of nw/6ic.
A single line occurs if no wight effects are present. Equation 5.39 can be

rearranged to give PT/Ps as a function of Macb.

PT (+ .M 31for M. <1.0

Differentiating at constant PT gives

dP 1.4PS. Mic

making the aproximation

dP aPs -p Pa P

di Mi= MjAM=p=-AM•p

thus 
I

hAPp 1.4 Ps Mic

AMC 1+. 2 (5. 54)
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It has already been shoun that AHpc is a function of APp only. Using Equation

5.4 and the approximation that

dP Ps ps -a = pp

gives

-lp G A-P-C
P R Ts aS

Combining this with equation 5.54 results in

2
.007438 (1+0. 2MW

AHp T asM i

Therefore for Mi = Mi

( Pc2) Ts2

or

Ta and T are the standard air terperatures corresponding to Hi. 4,':1 t.(•. s• s2( .,ic ,
reectively. This equation can be used for AJLc errors up to 3000 f.?: with

no loss of accuracy.

rim
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5.7.2.8 Presentation of Position Error Correction. As discussed earlier,
position error is expected to be most dependent upon Mach, configuration, and
perhaps angle of attack or nW/6. The instrument corrected form of Mach Mic
and pressure ratio, 6ic, are generally used as the independent variables. The
equations use th3se values because in nost data reduction problems the
instrument corrected values are known while the calibrated values are unknown.
That is, pitot-static measurements are usually made fron. the point-of-view of
the test aircraft. Position error can be evaluated as a function of
calibrated values just as well.

Mo'st test pitot-static bomis are very insensitive to change in angle of
attack or sideslip, in fact angles of 100 or more may have little effect on
the static or total pressure readings. Insensitivity to angle of attack
simplifies the calibration problem because data taken at: one altitude can be
extrapolated to other altitudes, and the number of calibration flights can be
reduced. The sensitivity to angle of attack should be determined early and is
done by comparing measurrements made at the same Mic and configuration at a
differe-t nW/6ic. Tests at a different weight W, altitude dic or loading --
n will suffice, but generally a change in altitude is the easiest to perfoi.n
and will affect nW/6ic the most. Reynolds number effect may also become
significant with large changes in altitude.

Either of two plots may be used for the comperison, 4PP/qcic versus Ric
or AM vrs M,.,r. As shmwn in FiguLr 5.17, thenr there is no sensitivity to
angle of attack. the results of tests at different nW/6 ic values converge.
Conversely, if the. reults do not convergej,_psition error cannot, be
extrapolated except over small changes in altitude, weight, and loading, and
separate measurewents nust be made througlet the operating nW/6ic range of
the aircraft.
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FIGURE 5.17. NACHME~TF•R 1OSITION F2U•3R CORRECTION AS A FUCIO• OF

(

At 1ow Mach•n/i break of fe will usually occur on any pitot- static

installation. Since xm~t performane evaluation such as clirt, cruise, and

desetis& doe betweenO 0.6 and .95 M~ch, Ui•eb•k offs are Of rcon-

sapienc. It is quite iuportant, however, to keep the nw/6ic pa~ea-.

aonstant during the .lw speed points in orde" to carnlate the data on a

particular test. All 1ow s~eed points sheuld be flown at clo~o to th• same

wegtor the altitude should be adjusted.

Position error cxr.cion shl'd be presented with dota points in the

form it was n•s~e. tCur•s can be fared in, and then the. fared value c•n

be used for etxtapolation cr ccxmpxtation of other foims of position error.

Scme forim of regresio may be utsed to curw-f .-it the data, •ut curve vaLu-es

,ontzi&e the data inteva are m~ningles. Depnding uo th goodness of

. fit, curve values within the data inteival imay not be good either. In any

•o.case, regression •zst be used with care, aid presentation of data points alon

f•with regressed curves aikds a aeasure of oxdfde~e.ti C
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5.8 PITOT-STATIC SYSTE4 TYPES

Many different types of pitot-static systems exist; thiese are classified

primarily by mounting location.

5.8.1 Fuselage Mounted Systems

Due to the curvature of the nose section, a low pressure area is created

which tends to became lower with increasing airspeed or decreasing CL. The
static source can be placed where the position error is smal1 for the
important phases of flight such as cruise and will remain relatively small for

the entire performance envelope if the aircraft operates below the transonic
range. This type of system is subject to sideslip errors. By cross

manifolding static sources located on opposite sides of the aircraft nose, the
error is minimized; however, the error is present and noticeable.

The system is extrenyly poor for transonic and supersonic operation.
Because so many factors can affect the formation of shock waves on the
fuselage, the error beczcmes erratic, nonrepeatable, and assumes gigantic

proportions in the high supersonic regime.

5.8.2 Noseboam Systems
The static source lies in a high pressure area forward of the fuselage.

The pressure trands to increase further witi increasing alrspeed up to Mach
1.0. The curves of both AM versus Mic and V PC versus SVic tend to
generalize into a single curve belc;; the critical Mach. Aircraft

configuration changes, angles of attack, and sideslip up to approximately 150

do not affect the system. The various position errors, while large at high

subsonic speeds, are consistent and repeatable throughout the flight envelope.
The positi, errors drop to zero above Mach 1.0 and remain zero out to mach

number 2.0 tc 2.5.

Because of its major advantages, the nosebocm system is used on nearly

all test aircraft throughout performance ani flying qualities testing. It is
the only system which can meet the accuracy and repeatability requirements of

flight test work.
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5.8.3 Wingbonm Systemav
A wingboom system has basically the same advantages as a noseboom system

until shock waves are fored in the transonic area. Te shock waves from the

fuselage then impinge upon the static sources. This results in erratic and

inconsistent errors frm that speed into the supersonic range.

5.8.4 Coqaensated Systems

Pitot-static heads have been designed to create a local low pressure area

in the vicinity of the static sources. Such a head can be milled to

carensate alnmst exactly for the general high pressure region existing in the
area of a nose mounted test boom. Position error below critical Mach can be

brought alhost to zero.

However, there are several disadvantages to such a system. In supersonic

flight, where free stream conditions exist around the boom, the curved head

creates a large built-in error which increases with increasing Mach. Further,
the error does not generalize, but tends to exhibit altitude breakoffs at both

subsonic and supersonic speeds. For these reasons, the system is normally
unsuitable for flight test purposes, and its operational use in Mach 2

aircraft is soewhat suspect.

5.9 FREE AIR TMPEA7t1RE MEASURW 4T

Knowledge of the air temperature outside an aircraft in flight is

essential to true airspeed measuren t. Further, accurate touperature
measurements are needed for erxjine control systems, fire control systems, and

for accurate bxmb release oniputations.

IFrom the equations derived for flow stagnation conditionc

TT 1+Y;1M (5.55)
l+~-t4

ST 1.

If this equatim is expressed In texms of true airspeed,

-5 (5.56)
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These temperature relations were derived assuning adiabatic flow or no

addition or loss of heat while bringing the flow to stagnation. Isentropic

flow is not required. Therefore, Bquations 5.55 and 5.56 are valid for

supersonic and subsonic flows. If in fact the flow is not perfectly

adiabatic, a recovery factor, Kt, is used to modify the kinetic term, and the

relations are

TT Kt (y -i)

tt
ST 2

TT Kt(y- ) t
T 2 ygRT

If the subscripts are changed to show the case of an aircraft and the

appropriate constants are used,

TT Tic + K+M2 (5.57)
Ta Ta 5

TT a .. Ta + 7592 (5.58)

Where

Tic = indicated temprature corrected for instrument error in OK

TT w total temperature in OR

Ta = free stream aubient tepperature in K

Vt a true airspeed in knots.

The recovery factor, yt, is the para'ntkr nmst often used to indicate how
closely the total tnaerature sensor actually observes the total tenperature.

The value of K varies from 0.7 to 1.0. Fbr test systm1s a range of 0.95 to

1.0 is more owmo. Tere are a number of errors possible in a temperature

indicatirg syst. The3e may, in certain instaliations, cause the recovery
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factor to vary with airspeed, but in the general case the recovery factor is a
constant value. The following are the more significant errors:

1. Resistance - Temperature Calibration. In general, it is not possible to
build a resistance temperature sensing element which exactly matches the
prescribed resistance - temperature curve. A full calibration of each
probe must be made, and the correction, ATic, must be applied to the
data.

2. Conduction Error. It is difficult to make a clear separation between
recovery errors and errors caused by heat flow from the temperature
sensing element to the surrounding structure. This error can be reduced
by insulating the probe. Performance data lead to the conclusion that
this error is small.

3. Radiation Error. When the total temperature being measured is relatively
high, heat is radiated from the sensing element, resulting in a reduced
indication of temperature. This effect is increased at very high
altitude. Radiation error is usually negligible for well-designed
sensors when the Mach is less than 3.0 and the altitude below 40,000
feet.

4. Time Constant. The time constant is defined as the time required for a
certain percentage of the response to an instantaneous change in
tenperature to be indicated on the instrment. When the temperature is
not changing or is changing at an extremely slow rate, the time constant
introduces no error. Practical application of a time constant in flight
is extremely difficult because you must know the rate of change of
temperature with respect to time. The practical solution is to use
steady state testing.

Tenpoerature indicating systems normally use resistance temperature
sensing elements in which the electrical resistance of the element varies with

temperature. A bridge balance system is used to show this resistance change

on an indicator.
There are many probe designs. The guiding aim has been to reduce or

eliminate errors due to conduction, radiation, ar4 angles of attack or
sideslip. Two exatples are shown in "'igures 5.18 and 5.19.
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INNER RADIATION SHIELD.•
SENSING ELEMENT' /-OUTER RADIATION SHIELD

FIGURE 5.18. TOTAL TE4PERATURE SNSOR (NON DE-ICED)

NXOE: A. Indicates the throat area for flow inside the sensing
element.

B. Indicates the throat area for flow outside the sensing
element.

C. Indicates the throat. area for flow outside the inner
shield.

RIGHT ANGLE
BOUNDARY LAYER PRODUCES
CONTROL HOLES-\ PARTICLE

SEPARATION

"OPEN WIRE"SENSING .W rl
ELEMENT.- "' J I•

REPLACEABLEELEMENT •

-- 4AIRCRAFT
SKIN

FIGURE 5.19. TOTAL TERATMRE S "SOR WITH BOUDARY U= CONTROL
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5. 9.1 Determination of Temperature Probe Recovery Factor

The temperature recovery system has two errors which must be accounted

for, instrument correction, ATic, and temperature recovery factor Kt.

Although &Tic is called instinnt correction, it is more than that. It

accounts for many system errors collectively from the indicator to the

tei'Perature probe. The ATic correction is obtained under controlled

conditions with the entire system operating static, with a known temperature

source.

The temperature recovery factor Kt is a measure of how adiabatic the

temperature recovery process is (is heat added or lost?). A value of 1.0 for

Kt is ideal, but values greater than 1.0 may be observed when heat is added to

the sensors by conduction (hot material around the sensor) or radiation

(exposure to direct sunlight) and vice versa. The test conditions must be

selected to minimize this type of interference.

Normally temperature probe calibration can be done simultaneously with

pitot-static calibration. Indicated temperature, instrument correction,

aircraft true Mach, and an accurate ambient temperature are the necessary
data. The ambient temperature may be obtained fron a pacer aircraft, weather

balloon, or tower thermneter. Accurate ambient teerature may be

particularly difficult to obtain on a tower fly-by test because of steep

teqperature gradients near the surface and low sun angle early in the morning.

Although turbulent air provides mixing and a better sample of ambient

terperature to the tcwer thermometer, it is a poor set of conditions for

position error calibration.

The temperature recovery factor at a given Mach may be computed by

Equations 5.59 and 5.60.

T T + AT (5.59)
ic i ic

S5 (5.60)
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The results for subsonic calibrations can be plotted as (Tic/Ta - 1) versus

M2/5, and the points should fall on a straight line that goes through zero.

1The slope of the line is Kt as illustrated in Figure 5.20.

SLOPE - Kt

Tic& Tl~--•-1

Ta

M2

5

FIGURE 5.20. SUBSONIC TEMPERATURE RECOVERY FACTOR Kt

Temperature recovery factor wray be dependent upon Mach at high Mach. A

method of presenting the results of tests over a wide range of Mach is

shcwn in Figure 5.21.

1.0

TEMPERATURE
RECOVERY
FACTOR

KI

0
MACH

FIGUE 5.21. TEMPERATRE REOMW FACTOR VERSUS MACH
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5.10 PITOTr-STAIC CALIBRATION TESTS

The initial step in any flight test is to measure the pressure and

density of the atmosphere and the velocity of the vehicle at the particular

time of the test. There are restrictions in the current state-of-the-art as

to what can be accurately measured (for example, density cannot be determined
fram a direct reading instrumnent), and there are inaccuracies within each

measuring system which must be determined and corre-ted for.

The importance of this phase of flight testing should not be
underestimated. Failure to correct properly for pitot-static and temperature

errors will render worthless all performance data and most stability and

control data as well. For this reason, calibration tests of thie pitot-static
and temperature systems camprise the first flights in any test program.

The objective of any pitot-static calibration test is to determine
position error, usually in the form of altimeter position error correction

p. The test is designed to produce an accurate calibrated altitude H1c,

velocity Vc, or Mach M for the test aircraft. As covered previously, position
error is most sensitive to Mach, configuration, and perhaps angle of attack

depending upon the type of static source. The test method should be chosen to
take advantage of the capability of the instrumentation. Altimeter position

error correction A is usually evaluated because Hc is fairly easy to
determine, and the error can be read more accurately on the altimeter. For

emmple, at 2,300 feet and 400 knots an altimeter position error correction of

100 feet corresponds to approximately two knots of correction in airspeed and
a four thousandths correction to Mach. Once position error is deterained in

one form, the remaining forms may be calculated because the position error

coefficient has been determined.

S.10. 1 Te l -r y

The tower fly-by produces a fairly aocrate calibrated altitude, Hc, by
triangulation. The aircraft is sighted through a theodolite, as shown in
Figure 5.22, and the reading is recorded along with twer pressure altitde on

each pass.

5C
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AIRCRAFT HEIGHT - hTR - -31.4 FT/DIVISION

FIGURE 5.22. E TOWER FLY-BY LINE

The calibrated altitude of the aircraft is the sum of the pressure altitude of

the theodolite at the time the point was flown plus the altitude above the

theodolite as determined by triangulation.

H cTest Aircraft Hrer + 'kheodolite Reading (5.61)

In the Edwards fly-by towr the aircraft is 31.4 feet per theodolite division

above the reference line.

Although the tower fly-by method is simple, aocurate, and requires no

sophisticated equaipnt, it has some disadvantages. It does not produce an

accurate calibrated velcity (Va), it is limited to subsonic flight, and angle

of attack changes due to decreasing gross weight may affect the data. Angle

of attack effects are most prevalent at low speeds, and all low speed points

)
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should be flown as close to the same gross weight as possible. Passes should
be made at least one wing span above the ground to remain out of ground

effect.

5.10.2 The Pacer Test .

The pacer calibration is flown in formation with another aircraft whose

instrument and position error calibrations are known. The test aircraft may

be lead or wing, and the formation is flown with the aircraft level with and

abreast of each other so neither aircraft is disturbed by the other's pressure

pattern. Half a wing span between aircraft is minimum spacing.

The pacer aircraft provides the test aircraft with calibrated altitude HC

and calibrated airspeed V at each test point. This method of calibration

takes less flight time and can cover any altitude and airspeed as long as the

two aircraft are compatible. Angle of attack effects may be eliminated by

flying a range of airspeeds at a constant nw/6. Normally angle of attack

effects within several hundred feet of the test altitude are snall enough that

(i calibrations may be done at a constant altitude rather than a constant nW/6.

In any case, the results of the test are usually presented as position error

correction for various altitudes rather than the various nW/6's in the final

report.

Data cards should be made out the same for both aircraft including Hi,

Vi, Ti, fuel, and time. A preflight ground block should be taken to check the

instruments and verify the serial numbers for instrument correctiais, but the

ground block is not needed for data reduction.

5.10.3 The Speed Course

The speed course method produces accurate true airspeed VT by flying

reciprocal headings along a course of known length. Tha speed course may 1,ar

in sophistication from low and slow along a runwey or similarly marked course

to high and fast when speed is computed by radar or optical tracking. Mach is

, cmputed from true airspeed and temperature and cuAdre to instrumt

Scorrected Mach to determine Mach position error Am
As shown in Figure 5.23, the course is flown in both directions at thesane indicated airspeed with the heading held pj3allel to the course. The

aircraft is allowed to drift with the wind. Time from start to finish is used
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to corpute speed for each direction, and the speed (not the time) is averaged

for true airspeed. The wind is assumed to remain constant for both passes.

The data to be recorded for each pass include HIi Vi, Ti, fuel, and course

time. Indicated airspeed is the most important parameter to hold constant,

and good results depend heavily on accurate ambient temperature.

KNOWN DISTANCE )

SNOO Edwards speed course is marked in statute miles, not nautical
miles.

FIGURE 5.23. SPEED COURSE

5,10.4 Radar Method
The radar method is used for calibrations at airspeeds unsuitable for

toý*r fly-by or pacer techniques (i.e., transonic and supersonic speeds). The

procedure requires an accurate radar-theodolite system and a pacer aircraft.

If a pacer is unavailable, then the position error of the test aircraft must

be known for one value of airspeed at the test altitude. Pitot-static

calibration using radar is usually done in conjunction with the pace

-calibration during TPS missions.

An inportant aspect of this method is the pressure survey required before
the test calibrat~mo can be done. ft do this, the pace aircraft flies at

* .5
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O constant airspeed and altitude through the air mass to be used by the test

aircraft, The radar continuously neasures the pacer's tapeline altitude fran

start to ,-'ish of the survey. Since the altimeter position error of the

pacer is known, the actual pressure altitude flown is known. The pressure

altitude of the test aircraft is then sinply the tapeline difference between

the test and pace aircraft corrected for non-standard taeperature.

H H +(H- Rtas
ct cpace+( - %ace Ta- (5.62)

The tracking radar used at the Flight Test Center is accurate to approximately
ten feet, but HR varies with the divergence of the lapse rate fran standard

day conditions.

As soon as possible after ccimpletion of the pressure survey, the test

aircraft follows the pacer aircraft through the airmass along the same ground
track. A tracking beacon is required in the test aircraft both for accurate

radar ranging and to allow ground controllers to provide course corrections

when necessary. A typical tracking plot is shown in Figure 5.24.
Because this meth•d is used for transonic and supersonic portions of the

calibration test, an accurate time correlation is necessary to properly relate
radar data to aircraft instrumentation data.

* PRESSURE ALTITUDE FROM AIRCRAFT
o TAPELINE ALTITUDE AS GIVEN BY RADAR

39,O00 .

S38,000 . . ... ...... -, -

U'0.

0 2 4 6 4 10 1 4 16 1 0 2
'., 38,0 00 ... ... .. .. . .. ... .....

oIM E, ,. (SEC)
FIGURE 5.24. RADAR TRACK= Tin HIS'iy OF pA= ppZSURE SURVEY
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5.10.5 Smoke Trail Method

The smoke trail method requires a smoke-laying pacer aircraft. Rather

than flight in formation, the pacer lays a soAke trail at the test altitude at

a Mach where its position error is well defined. Thne test aircraft then

ompletes a series of level accelerations and decelerations along the smoke

trail where calibrated altitude can be calculated accurately. The method is

particularly well suited for testing in the transonic and supersonic range,

and large amounts of data can be recorded when photopanels or onboard
recorders are used. Figure 5.25 is an illustration of a combined radar/snoke

trail method.

SMOKER TEST AIRCRAFT

FIGURE 5.25. IAIJVJIE TIRAL IMNJW0

5.10.6 T~r-ailing [Bo* Method
The aircraft static prolsure P. is cin•ared directly with tie static

pressur1 Pa mmaured by a static s=orce on a bcab slaed bu4y suspended on a

long lenth of pressure tubing belcw the aircraft. The trailing bomb, like

the aircraft, may have a static source error. This error is usually

detertUid by calibrati•n in a wvnW tunrel. )
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The length of tubing required to place the bcu-b in a region where local

static pressure approximates free stream pressure is at least 2x the aircraft

wing span. Since the boad is below the ajxcraft, the static pressure is

higher, but the pressure lapse in the tubing is the same as the free stream

atmospheric pressure lapse. Thus if the static source in the bomb is attached
to an altimeter next to the aircraft, it will indicate free stream pressure at

altimeter level.

Accuracy depends upon the calibration of the bomb and the accuracy of the

pressure gauge or altimeter used to read the trailing bomrb's static prevssure.

Stability of the bomt at speeds above .5 Mach must also be considered.

Figure 5.26 illustrates a typical trailing bomb.

7. DFFERENTIAL-PRESSURE
RECORDER (CAPSULE TYPE)

TO AIRCRAFT

STATIC-PRES-URE
SOURCE

18tH [__ORIFICESJ

?IGUM 5.26. TYPICAL RA.I.L BOM

5.61
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5.10.7 Trailing Cone Method

With the trailing cone method, the aircraft's static pressure P is
S

ccvpared to the static pressure Pa measured by a static source trailing behind

the aircraft. A light weight cone is attached to the tube to stabilize it and

keep the pressure tube taut. A schematic of a trailing cone is shown below.

The aconracy depends on the location -,f the static ports which should be
at least six diameters ahead of the cone. The distance behind the aircraft is

also inportant. Due to the uncertainties involved, the trailing cone has been
used as a secondary calibration method. The aircraft's pitot-static

instruments are calibrated with the trailing cone in place_ by tower fly-by or

pace imethods. These results are used to calibrate the cone il.staliation. The
cone can be used with good results as a recalibration check of that aircraft's

instruments or primary calibration of aircraft of the same model. A typical

trailing cone is shown in Figure 5.27.

NYLON - METAL rNYLON FIBERGLASS
TUBING ~ ORIFICES TUE--IN C N

ORIFICES

FIGURE 5.27. TYPICAY., TRAILING CONE
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5.10.8 Data Cards

One particularly important part of planning for any flight test is the
in-flight data card. It should be set up to be a maximum help to the crew

during the flight and should emphasize the most sensitive flight parameters.

For oonvenience, the data reduction inputs for a camputer program should also

match the order of test point parameters. Most of the machine-reduced data

inputs for performance calibrations are in the following order: H., Vi, Ti,

fuel, time. An additional par~meter such as RPM or fuel flow may be added for

s'rre flights. A sample tower fly-by data card is shown in Figure 5.28.

l.os T_ 38 1bWV4R FLYB 1 ____

ATO. 6Rto WT- "VowigR OTA

%m Vj T, tx& O"a | .o iePI.
"__• ... . .. T 'AU

3

4 
+H

FIGURE 5.28. T(IER FLY-BY DATA CAMDS

Hi is read first because it is the most critical parameter, and the otier

parameter's are listed in order of decreasing sensitivity. Vie tower

operator's data card should include the tower elevation and the same point

numbers and Vaim with columtns for theQ&,lite reading, time, and perhaps tower

pressure altitude. The time entry allows corrlation between towr and flight

data poii.ts while the pressure altitivie entry verifies the trend of pressure

"altitude. Space should also be included on both cards for repeated or
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additional data points. Well prepared data cards add to the convenience and

execution of the mission and the accuracy of the measureents.

5.10.9 Techniques

There are a few important tips on flying technique during pitot-static

calibration flights. During stabilized points, the aircraft should be

coordinated, and altitude and angle of attack should be held as steady as

possible. Pitch bobbling or sideslip may induce error, so resist making a

last-second correction. A slight climb or descent may cause the pilot to read

the wrong altitude, particularly if there is any delay in reading the

instrun~nt. If altimeter position error is being evaluated, then read the

altimeter first. A slight error in the airspeed reading will not have much

effect. Make sure all ground blocks and in-flight data are read with 29.92

set in the kollsman window.
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PROBLES

5.1 This problem is designed to introduce you to the US Standard Atmosphere

model, scme of the associated constants, and the perfect gas law.

GIVEN:

Density 0.74591102 kg lm = 3.281 ft

Ambient Temperature 1.94 OF ikg = 2.205 lb

FIND:

1. Ambient temperature OK

2. Density in ihn ft-3

3. Density in slugs ft-3

4. Ambient pressure lbs ft- 2

5. Ambient pressure in Hg

6. Are these standard conditions?

7. If so, what altitude?

5.2 This problem is designed to introduce you to the altimeter equation and

its various forms.

GIVE.

Pa = 10.0 in Hg

FIND:

1. Hc in ft

2. What is standard Ta (0C) for this altitude?

GIVEN:

H 39,020 ft

5C
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FIND:

3. Pa in H9 and lbf ft -2

4. H c= f( P = f(

5. Does temperature affect the relationship between

a. H1 and Pa?

b. h and Paý?

6. What does hotter than standard do to the pressure lapse rate?

5.3 This is an example in the use of the airspeed equation as it applies to

the airspeed indicator, Mach, and equivalent airspeed.

1. Find the correction factor to correct AH to Ah as a function of G
and Temp. c

2. GIVEN:

T = 220oK HC = 43,320 ft PT = 7.0 in Hg

a. Find 6 and Pa (in Hg)

b. Find qc (in Hg). In words %: is" ."

c. Pind a (in ft/sec and kts). a f( ) or f(

d. Find VT (in ft/sec and kts). VT f(

f. FindV (kts). VC a f( f.

g. Find Mach•M VT/a

3. V C 800 kts. Find % (in Hg).

5.4 Given an airpLa&m trimrd in level flight

Ta 489K Vt = 368 kts

C = 19,950 Tic -7.8C

Find a, M, Ve, and Xt (Temperature reox•ery factor)
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1.0

.08 - - - -- -

.02

b .02 "ALTITUDE, FT

P Pp

0
41 "10,000

-. 02 : mr30,000 -

38,000

-. 0o - , I8 11 1 1
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0

MACH (Mic)

Variation of static-pressure error of a wing mounted boon

5.5 Find: AIL , AVpc, ad for an aircraft at 10,000 ft, Mic 0.5, ard

standa•d day.

5.6 Reduce pitot-static tooer fly-by data, Refer to instwxwrnt corrections

listed.

Ground Block Data

Ranp Elevation 2303.4

0700 Hi = 2210 AHic , -22'

0830 Hi - 2270 8Vic - C.2

Towr Data

Theodolite Elevation 2305.5

0730 TV - 2.5

Ta 22.89C
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A/C Data 300 kts = VAIM

1Hi = 2305 ft

Vi = 302kts

Find Hc, H.cIIPAP1SIPIp

5.7 This problem is an exercise in position error data reduction.

Pacer

Pacer data

Hi = 19,950 AHic = -30

Vi = 329 AVic = -3

Coefficients for pacer position error are 58, -317, 884, 0, 0, 0

FIND: Hc

Test aircraft data

Hi = 20,100 AHic , -30

Vi - 326 "Vic - -1.5

Find test Hic' Vic# Mic, and eHdc

Find 20,000 H±cs Vie Mic , and AP

5.8 This prcblem is designed to introduce you to the TPS Pitot-Statics

Cwpwter Program. After working this pioblem, you should be able to

reduce your tcer fly-by, pacer, and radar data. Using the data below
deterrals.:

a. Aipe vs Vic and Mic

(extrapolate this data to 10,0001, 20,000', 30,000', and 40,000')

b. AV vs Vic
PC

C. AM s Hic

d. AP•q v Mic
P cic v

e. (Tc/Ta -1) vs M 2 /5
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S
Tower Fly-by Data

Pilot - J. Goldenanm Ranp Gross Wt - 12,019#

Data - Today's Date Data Source - Cockpit

Fuel Source - 3790

A/C - T38 S/N - 63-135

Instrument Serial Numbers - Use current S/N's

Ground Blocks: TlOD Hi

08:20 2170

09:50 2150

Point Hi vi Ti Fuel TOO TR TaC)

1 2150 301 34 3200 08:43 2.5 21

2 2170 349 40 2850 08:49 4.5 22

3 2120 404 45 2600 08.54 4,5 23

4 2020 497 60 2300 08:59 5.0 24

5 1860 587 75 1900 09:03 4.5 25

Pacer Data - 20,000' PA

(Test aircraft is same as in Part 2.)

Pace Aircraft - Rr-4C SIN 850

Data Source - Cockpit

Instrument Serial Numbers - Use current S/N's

Test and Pace A/C twaerature - Indicated

Using the data below:

a. Plot A vs Vic and czn~re to extrapoAeted TFh data fr= Part 2.
b. Plot AV and Vv -Vve and cavre.

PC ~c -ic ~ic
c* Plot AN vs M and caypare to 2300' TFB data.

d. Plot /T -1 •vs 2/5 for both methos and cctutnew H
Tic Ta

factor.
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DATA

Points Hi Vi Ti Fuel PH. PVi PTi

1 19,990 201 -15 2580 20,400 202 -15

2 20,020 246 -10 2400 20,100 248 -10

3 19,860 295 - 5 2380 20,000 297 - 5

4 19,820 348 3 2300 20,070 352 3

5 19,760 396 11 2230 20,090 400 11

6 19,790 444 19 2170 20,050 446 19

Radar Data - 20•000'

(Same test aircraft as in Pauts 2 and 3.)

Paoer Data:

i - 20,000o' V 300 T a -4.6 0C

Test Aircraft Data:

Points V-- Radar Alt

1 19915 351 19700

2 19770 390 19612

3 19870 440 19822

4 20070 451 20045

5 19740 463 20272

6 20090 471 20288

7 20810 479 20375

8 21490 490 21131

9 21540 511 21328

10 21890 525 21737
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From the data determine:

a. AHl versus Mic and ccmpare to PACE data fran Part 3.

b. APP/qcic and plot along with US and PACE data to determine MIL SPEC

compliance.

E 20

-19

V t -

TIME

PACE RADAR ALTITUDE

5. Redo Part 4a using the Standard value of T amb at 20,000. Note the
chage n •t•due to (1)1 nonstaix~rd tempelratur n (2) climbing

20001 during the Mach run.

15.71
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ANSWERS TO PITOT-STATIC PROBLE4S

5.1 1. OK = 256.450

2. p = 0.0465 lm/ft3

3. P = 0.001447 slugs/ft 3

4. Pa = 1146.6 lb/ft 2

5. Pa = 16.21 in Hg

6. Yes

7. 16,000 ft

5.2 1. Hc = 27,375 geo. ft

2. Ta = 233.91% = - 39.230 C

3. Pa = 5.805 in Hg = 410.6 lb/ft2

Ga a

5.3 1. Gh= T" 4H
g Ta c

2a. 6 = 0.15778, pa 4.72 in Hg

b. qc -2.28 in Hg

c. a - 975.5 ft/sec w 577.2 kts

d. VT - 753 ft/sec = 445.6 kts

e. Vc = 215.4 kts

f. Ve - 204.1 kts

g. M -0.772

3. %c - 42.94 in ig

5.4 a = 613.6 kts, M = 0.60, V0 = 196.4 kts, Kt 0.972

5.5 AHll 153.6 ft, AVp - 4.24 kts, AmN - 0.0089

I
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5.6 Hc = 2285.3 ft, Hic = 2283 ft, AHp = 2.3 ft, APp/Ps 8.44 x 10-,

AvP = 0.0776 kts, Q 1.326 x 10.4

5.7 Hc = 20,155.6 geo ft.

For test aircraft:

H = 20,070 geo ft. Vi - 324.5

Mi = 0.7025
ct AHp85.6

",PC t

For 20,000:

H 2 = 85.7 H2 = 19914.3PCt 2 0, 0 00  IC2 0 ,0 0 0

=324.9 Mic = Mic

Vic20,000 20, 00 0 = t
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CHAPTER 6

SUPERSIC AERW•YNAMXCS



6.1 INTRODCX'I'ION

Some of the basic concepts of Aerodynamics and Thermodynamics have

previously been covered. Thesc related to determination of the fluid flow

around various shapes and the resultant forces acting upon the shapes. Fluids

previously studied were assuned to be incompressible. This assumption reduced

the number of variables involved and allowed relatively simple solutions to

previously complex sets of equations. (This is an everyday activity of the

engineer, but care must be taken to make sure the assumptions made to provide

an idealized solution to a physical system are still valid if the idealized

solution is applied to a different physical system.)

Incompressible flow is a iryth. However, for low speed air (M <0.3) tCe

idealized incompressible flow solution was accurate enough. This was the case

for aerodynamics up to the late 1930's. But as speed increased, so did the

requirements for new idealized solutions to physical systems using different

assumptions. In this chapter, the assumption of incanpressible flow will be

dropped, and the flow field will be considered compressible. Results obtained
from the study of compressible fluids will then be applied to transonic and

supersonic flow situations.

6.2 TYPES OF IDEAL GASES

A real gas is a ccmpressible, viscous, elastic, nonhomogeneous, and

chemically active fluid, and the physical principles governing its behavior

are not understood completely enough to permit the exact mathematical

formulation of a general flow problem. Even if it were possible, the

resulting equations wuld defy solution. Utilizing reasonable assumptions

which can be verified by experirent, specific physical systems can be

described by equation, and the necessary properties determined.

The use of three different, idealized fluids has been found acceptable
for solving fLuid dynamic problems involving subsonic, transonic, and

supersonic flows. In each idealized fluid, the fluid is assumed to be

homogeneous and non-chemically reacting. The assumption of a homogeneous

fluid is acceptable until the mean free path between gas molecules becomes a

significant fraction of the size of the object being studied. The assumption
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S
of a non-chemically reacting gas is good up to fairly significant

temperatures.
A perfect fluid is one which is inccmpressible, inelastic, and non-

viscous. The perfect fluid asstmption gives reasonable results when analyzing
flow outside of a boundary layer at less than M = 0.7.

An incompressible, inelastic viscous fluid differs from a perfect fluid
because of viscosity. This fluid assumption gives reasonable results for flow
at less than M = 0.7 inside a boundary layer and in wakes behind an object.

A compressible, nonviscous, elastic fluid will be used in this chapter.
This fluid assumption provides reasonable results for flow outside of the
boundary layer up to hypersonic speeds (Mach - 5.0). Elasticity is defined as
the change in pressure per unit change in specific vwoume and accounts for the

finite propagation of a sound wae..
Analysis of a viscous, compressible fluid is very complex and relies

heavily on experimental evidence for confirmation of the theory. Hypersonic

flow requires the consideration of a viscous, compressible, nonhomogeneous
disisociated, and chemically active fluid. It can be seen that the complexity
of this analysis is much greater than subsonic and supersonic flow analysis.

6.3 AE1MODYNAMIC CCNSIDERATIGN OF COMPRESSIBLE FLOW

Aerodynamics is concerned with the changes in piessure that occur over
bodies of various sizes and shapes and the causes; and effects of these
changes. A large part of early aerodynamic research was based on the
assumption of a nonviscous, inelastic, incompressible fluid. The assumption

of incawpressible, inelastic flow was acceptable at Iow speeds where a small
chahge in pressure caused virtually no change in the density of the fluid.
The assumption of a nonviscous fluid was acceptable as long as the viscous
effects were restricted to the vicinity of the surface (in the boundary

layer).
With the advent of high speed flight, these assumptions had to be

reconsidered. The inelastic flow assumption implies that pressure variations

are instantaneously felt everywhere in the fluid. In reality, they are
transmitted at a finite speed, the speed of sound,,

As the velocity of an aircraft approaches sane sizeable fraction of the
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speed of sound (one half or more), the results obtained from incaxpressible

flow relations are found to be significantly in error due to the effects of

campressibility.

Viscous effects and boundary layers can be omitted froa this discussion

by studying the flow on an object outside of the boundary layer.
Flow is defined as being canpressible when a change in pressure is

accompanied by a change in density, and the amount of ccmpressibility depends

on the velocity of the fluid flow. All gaseous flow is compressible, and even

the so-called incompressible flow experiences sare degree of ccmpression. In

the incompressible case, the velocity is so low that the change in density is

insignificant catpared to the change in pressure.

The introduction of a new variable, density, in aerodynamic problems

requires the introduction of an equation of state and other thermodynamic

relations to describe the changes in pressure, density, and temperature. The

study of compressible flow combines the science of fluid mechanics and thermo-

dynamics.

The general solution of a campressible flow problem consists of finding

three unknown velocity components and three density and pressure changes with
respect to the space coordinates x, y, and z. The mathematical complexity of

this solution obscures many of the fundamental concepts cf compressible flow

which are quite clear when the flow is analyzed in one or -.w dimensions. In
this chapter, fluid flow equations will be dev loped for one-dimensional flow,

and then modification necessary to use the equations for two-dimensional flow

will be discussed.

6.4 ONE-DIMENSIONAL FLOW APPROXIMATION

One-dimensional flow generally implies straight line or linear motion;

however, it need not be this restrictive. The equations of "one-dimensional"

fluid flow can apply to flow through a passage in which the cross-section

varies slowly so that components of velocity nonral to the primary direction

of flow can be considered negligible. For instance, flow in a curved channel
can be considered onci-dirensional as long as the radius of curvature is large

compared to the lIngth of the segment of channel that is under consideration.

( The channel need not be constant in area as long as the divergence or con-
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vergence is small compared with the distance along the channel.

The channel may either be bounded by physical boundaries such as the

walls of a pipe or wind tunnel or by streamlines such as those surrounding an

airfoil in flight.

The cciressible flow equations which relate the flow velocity to the
pressure, temperature, and density are obtained fron three fundamental con-
servation principles and the equation of state for the fluid in question.

1. Conservation of Mass

2. Conservation of Momentum

3. Conservation of Energy

4. Equation of State

The assumptions that are made when first developing the compressible flow

relations are: the flow is steady, one-dimansional, nonviscous, adiabatic,
and the fluid conforms to the equation of state for a perfect gas. As
restrictive as these assumptions may seem, they do not seriously limit the

validity of the resulting equations.

The one-dimensional assumption can be extended to other than linear
motion with certain restrictions, and viscosity can be ignored when flow is

examined outside of a boundary layer. The adiabatic assumption can be
justified by the fact that the temperature gradients, which are the driving

potential for the transfer of heat in a flow, are small, causing the heat
transfer, dq, to oa small or negligible. The perfect gas assumption is good

for air up to moderately high teperatures.

Under these assumptions, the conservation equations and equation of state

may be written

Conservation of Mass: (Continuity Equation)

m = pVA = constant (6.1)

Applying the product rule of differentials and dividing by pVA gives
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dp +dV 0 (6.2)

Conservation of ?Mnntum: (Mmentum Equation)

dP + pVdV = 0 (6.3)

Conservation of Energy: (First Law of Thermodynamics)

dQ - dw - dE (6.4)

Equation of State: (Thermally Perfect Gas)

P = p R T (6.5)

Before deriving the compressible flow equations, the concepts of total
properties, speed of sound, Mach, and sound wave propagation must be studied
in detail.

The speed of sound is a furriamental parameter in compressible flow theory
and is the speed at which small disturbances (sound waves) propagate through a

compressible fluid.

Mach is the most important paranmter in ompressible flow theory, since
it conaros the speed of sound in a fluid (a significant measure of

compressibility effects) and the speed at which the fluid is flowing.

6.5 TOTAL (STAGNATION) PROPERIES

Tenperature, density, and prcsura are normally thought of as static

properties of a gas. Since we will be dealing entirely with a flowing gas, it

beomne convenient to define a new temperature, density, and pressure to
include a velocity ccponent. We will find that not only does it simplify

calculation, but, under certain corliticxis, it is more convenient to measure
the total values of temperature, density, and pressure than the static values

and velocities.
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6.5.1 Total Tenperature
Consider the restricted steady flow energy equation fran Derivation F. 4

in Appendix F.

h + 2 =constant

The kinetic energy term may be coabined with enthalpy to form a new term,
total enthalpy, hT

V2ht 7-- h + 7-- = constant (6.6)

Consider a calorically perfect gas, then

h = CpT

CT +- C p W+ (6.7)

p p

hT = Cp TT (6.8)

where TT =- T + V2 /2C and is called the Total or Stagnation Temperature.
Thus the Total Temperature at a given point in a flow is that temperature that

would exist if the flow were slowed down adiabatically to zero velocity.
Physically this means in a flowing gas the molecules have superimposed on

their randon motion the directed motion of the flow. The kinetic energy of

the directed motion is the cause of the difference between static and total

temperature. If, in sane manner, the velocity of the airstream is reduced to

zero adiabatically, and in the absence of shaft work, the resulting static
teaperature of the gas becomes equal to the total temperature of the flowing

fluid. This will be true whether the "slowing down" process occurs reversibly

or irreversibly. Therefore, a thermnmeter fixed with respect to the duct will

measure total temperature (neglecting heat transfer effects) because it

reduces the velocity of a small portion of the stream to zero.
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Although the same final temperature TT is attained dhether the slowingS~down process is reversible or irreversible, the pressure and density finally

reached will vary with the degree of irreversibility associated with the

slowing doAn process. For pressure this may be illustrated as follows: in

Figure 6-1, imagine the flowing gas at station (1) to be brought to rest
adiabatically by means of a duct diverging (dashed lines) to an extremely

large area (X) where the flow velocity, in the limit, is zero. If the

diverging duct is frictionless, the slowing down process from (1) to (X) is

isentropic and is shown as the vertical line fr om (1) to (2) on the
temperature-entropy (T-S) diagram. If the diverging duct is frictional, the

slowing down process from (1i to (X) is irreversible but adiabatic (hence, ds

> 0) and is shon by the line of increasing entropy, (1) to (3), on the T-S

diagram.

The final tmperature attained at (2) and at (3) is the same; since by

the First Law of Thermodynamics written between station (1) and (X) for each
of these processes,

C T + V C (frictionless process) (6.9)p 1 2 2V2

CT 1  + -= T2 (frictional process) (6.10)

However Pb Pc.

P 

001 TT__
T- I

FIGURE 6. 1. TMALPRESSURE ANDDENSI FOR R~wE1i=L
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6.5.2 Total Pressure

The total pressure of a flowing aas is defined as the pressure obtained

when the gas is brought to rest isentropically. Thus the pressure

corresponding to state (2) on the T-S plot in Figure 6.1 is the total pressure

of the gas in state (1), hence P(2) = Pc = PT- The pressure measured by

a pitot tube placed in a subsonic flowing gas at any given station corresponds

very closely to the total pressure of the gas at that station since the

slowing dawn process preceding the Ditot tube is basically isentropic.

6.5.3 Total Density

Total density of a flowing gas is defined similarly to pressure as the

density obtained when the gas is brought to rest isentropically.

6.5.4 Mathematical Relationships for Total Pro ies

By use of the perfect gas law and the equation of stace for an isentropic

process

pp-Y = constant (6.11)

The following relationships between static and total values of pressure,

density, and teirperature can be developed

Y_1

1

Since total properties are constant throughout an isentropic flow and are

easily measured, they are useful and convenient tools when evaluating the

changes in caqpressible fluid flow. The subscripts o, t, or T are used to

denote total properties. In this text, "T" is used.
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6.6 SPE)D OF SOMD

The quantity

a (6.14)

is call.ed the speed of sound or acoustic speed since it is the speed with

which sound waves propagate through a fluid. Equation 6.14 is derived for a

nonviscous fluid; therefore, it is only valid for small disturbances which do

not create any shear forces in the fluid. (Derivation F. 1 in Appendix F.)

Sound waves are, by definition, "small"; the criterion being that the
velocity qradients in a fluid, dv, due to the pressure disturbances, are so

=nall that they create negligible shear or friction forces, and that

a,•dV

It follows that the motion of a sound wave through a fluid is an
isentropic pheyKnion (ds - 0), since it does not disturb the "disorder" of

the fluid, i.e., the dP, do, and dT in the fluid caused by the passage of a
sound wave are very small. In reality, the size of an audible sound wave is

so small that the entxopy increase near the wave is negligible, and Equation

6.14 is quite acurate for ccmputing the speed of sound wave propagation.
Itwriting Eqaation 6.14 in terms of a2  gives a pressure-density

relationship for a fluid which may be used to eliminate the pressure term in

the imemntum equation

df + pVdV = 0 (6.3)

a2d + pVdV 0 (6.15)

Equation 6.15 is bqportant for later derivation of ccmpressible flow
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relations, and the inference of isentropic conditions must be remembered when

using it.

If

P = P (p, S)

then

aP aP
dIP = S ds + r .

and the substitution for dp in the momentum equation cannot be made as con-

veniently. If the flow conditions are isentropic, dS = 0, then

dP aP

and dP can be eliminated from the mnomntum equation. Sincre an isentropic

process has bean asstrred, Equation 6.14 shulid be correctly written as

a-

The speed of sound may, be evaluated for a perfect gas frwn the conwarva-

tion of o•rgy equation and the equatioa of state. The relationship between P

and P evaluated for an isent.ropic pzomes. is•

- corm tafnt (6.11)

Taking the natural log of this equation and dif ferentiating,

in P- ln P 1n c

dP•: -- " -" - I•. ~p



or

dP P
dP (6.16)

Substituting p = - (Equation of State)

d&dP a2
- a = y RT

or

a =F R (6.17)

Thus the speed of sound is a function of temperature only.

A "ccokbxk" equation for the speed of sound at a local air temperature

a (knots] 29 VT [utR (6.18)

or

a Ift/see) 49 4 "I(6.19a)

6.7 MACi

The Madi is defined as the ratio of a flow velocity to a speed of soud.

.M -- (6.19)
a

If the Mach is defined in terms of a local speed of sound, it is called

the local Mach. The Mach may be defined in terns of the speed of sound at

sc, given point in the flcw, i.e., the ratio of an aircraft velocity to the
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speed of sound based on the ambient temperature (as opposed to local
teiperature). M-en the local Mach is used, it will be written without a

subscript.

For flow in channels, ducts, and nozzles, it is sometimes nmre convenient

to refere,, the Mach to a specific place in the flow. When this is done, the

Mach is written with a subscript or a superscript, i.e.,
V V Q

ST - or M*

where

aT is the speed of sound at the stagnation teapearature, T,,.

a* is the speed of sound at local sonic conditions. The concept of the

Local sonic conditions will be discussed later in this chapter.

"mewriting Equatiot 6.19 as

2 2

N2  v V

a2 ~

it can be semi that V2 is a measire of the directed or kinet .c energy of the

fluid flow and that the teperature teim in the denaunator is a mnaa-ur of

the internal or random the=l energy of the fluid.

This initerpretation points out the two disadvantages of using Mach in
flow descriptions:

1. Mach is proportional to the velocity of the flow and also to a
tweature.

2. Mach tenci3 toward infinity as the flow velocity increases.

These limitations will became apparent when working with hypersonic fluid

flow or at extreme altitudes where the fluid is no longer a continuous medium.
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6.8 nDf-DMlM ,,AL PF43PAGATICN OF SXt WAVES

Sound waves are a series of alternate compression and rarefaction pres-
sure pulses artwh as might be caused by a tuning fork. Ihey are propagated or

transmitted in all directions in a fluid at a gi<ven speed proportional L the

temperature of the fluid. :f the disturbance which is causing sound waves is

motionless in the fluid, these waves appear to radiate out from the disturb-

ance in a series of concentric rinqs like ripples on a pcnd as in Figure 6.2a.
If the disturbance is muviw in the fluid, the wave pattern is quite dif-

ferent since each wave is eaitted from a differezt point in the fluid. For

example, if the disturbance is traveling at so=e speed whichi is less tin the
seezi of sound in the fluid, the wave pattern is distorted as sahoiyi in Figure

6.2b. In this case, the sourd wave outnuns the distturbance, foming a series

of circles one inside the others I-it with different cente"rs.

If the disturbanco travels at exactly the spmd of azound, the we" front
and the disturbance travel together, foniug t1h pattern shown in Figure 6.2c.

Each successive wave reinforces the next wave, foming a uave front. This is

a ound ogave front, which is, by definition, isentropic.

If the disturbance travels at greater than sonic v*e1c.ty, it outrwuns t-.h
wave patterns which radiate ott froM the point whner tiey wvre aititte,
forming an oblique iavofront trailnag ehJind the disturbaer (Figure 6.2d).

6.8.1 Mach, Anles

This isentropic Wave front (Figure 6.2d) i-s aunmdas to the oblique

shock wave, and the angle bebten the wave front and the directuin of the
disturbiance's motion in called the Mach wqve angle or Mach angle, u.

In the paragraph "Cblique Shock Waves," it will be shwi that t. is the
smallest possible wave angle for any pressure disturbance. It is tlh angle of
a zero stmenth shock wave (ax isontropic slck wave) vttich is nothing more

than a sound wave.
The triangle formed by the Mach angle is called the Mach cone, and from

the gecnetry of the lach om)e it can be seen that
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(a) •(b)

STATIONARY .SOURCE SOURCE MOVING AT
SUBSONIC VELOCITY

• (c)(d)
IMACH

MACH4 WAY&•

SOURCE MOVING AT SOURCE MOVING AT
SONIC VELOCITY SUPERSONIC VELOCITY

FIGURE 6.2. SOUM WAVE PROPAGATION
FRTC A P0DI? SOUR= (6.1:160)
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i adt a 1

where dt is a given time interval, and

Mach Angle = sinl' (6.20)

6.8.2 Activity Envelope
The real significance of the propagation of sound waves relative to the

speed of the disturbance is the envelope they describe. It can be seen that

sound waves or pressure dLsturban.es are not transmitted upstream when the

Mach is equal to or greater than one.

The pattern of Figure 6.2d illustratas the three rules of supersonic flow

give.n by VWn 'arnian in 1947 in the Tenth Wright Brothers aLcture. These rules

are based on the ass.=Vtion of =nall disturbances. They are qualitatively

applicable, Ivcever, to large disturbances.

a. The rule of forbidden s9lnalt3. The effect of pressure changes
ra by a moving at a speed faster than sound cannot reach

points ahead of the body.

b. The %=v of activity am •z of siience All effects produced by a
SiimIi at a pereonic speed are contained within the zone of
activity lbaided by the Mach cone extending downstream from the
body. C0 versely, any arbitrary point in a sersanic strcn can be
affected only by disturbances emanating fr source points lying on
or withirn a cone of the vertex angle u extending upstream frou the
point considered. The region outside of the zone of activity is
called the zone of silence.

c. The rule of •oncentrated action. The effects produced by the motion
oCf fA WJect at mq,*crso~c" spoials are cunoentratecl along the Machi
lines. Extrapolating this rule to large disturbances, we can
bsorve its qualitative application in the concentration of effects

cJ,,nq a wa~c ve aotxianyinq a body at spupsonic speeds.
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6.9 CLASSIFICATION OF SPEED RANS

It is clear that there are at least two basic speed ranges to be

onnsidered: subsonic speeds where the Mach is less than one and supersonic

speeds where the Mach is greater than one. When describing the aerodynamics

of an aircraft, a range is found extending fran high subsonic speeds to low

supersonic speeds which is not described by either the subsonic or supersonic

flow equations. This is the transonic speed range.

The local flow over an aircraft in transonic flight is part subsonic and

part supersonic. The interaction between the two types of flow causes aero-

dynamic phenomena which have characteristics of neither subsonic nor super-

sonic flow. These phenmena begin at the critical Mach and continue until the

flow on the aircraft is ccmpletely supersonic. This range is from about Mach

0.8 to 1.2.

Since the tzrnsonic range is difficult (in scoe cases impossible) to

describe m/thenatiually, it will be discussed after more knowledge is gained

about supersonic flow.
_,&zerly low velocities are studied a.s incmparessible flow, and

extremi~y high velocities typify hj/sonic flow, which is of current interest

to space scientists concerned with orbital and re-entry velocities.

The hypersonic speed range as considered to begin at Mach 5.0, hut some

hypersonic characteristics appear at speods as low as Mach 3.5. Hypersonic
flow is characterized by hig t•eratuire which cause ionization, gaseous

dissociation and rexbination, extraxw wav,. angýoes, boundary layer inter-

actibi, aid high )eat transfer rates.

6.10 MSTWIC FLOW

The isentropic flow prooss was defined as being both adiabatic and

reversible. Thee oomditions are miry nearly met in One-diensional,

nonviscous, shock-free fkow where both the cross-sectional area of the stream-
tube and t•be flow direction are oonstant or change very slowly. The non-

ViSCUS aSSW• tiai is extremely nrortant whe flow in a channel is
onsidered, al boday layer interaction muses irreversible chanes in

flow properties.
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The isentropic flow assumptions, while seemingly quite restrictive, are

very useful when evaluating one-dinensional flow conditions existing outside

of a boundary layer and between shock waves. Special relationships will be
derived later in this chapter for evaluating the changes occurring because of

shock waves.
Valuable insight into a great mruber of real aerodynamic and fluid flow

problems can be gained fran the ability to predict isentropic changes and
changes caused by shock waves in supersonic flow. A few of the isentropic
flow equations will be derived from the one-din-ensional, conservation

equations. Many others can be derived when needed or may be found in most
iexts on supersonic aerodynamics and fluid dynamics.

Since the stagnation properties PT' PT' and TT can be experimentally

reasured or calculated from energy concepts at any place in an isentropic

flow, it is useful to obtain relationships between these stagnation properties
and the free stream properties of the flow in terms of Mach, that is,

Pp

Using Equation 6.7 which was developed for adiabatic flow

t W C + V,2 (6. 7)
2

cpTT~r = c(T ÷ (6.21)

To write *uation 6.21 in tems of Mach, where M2  V V2/yTr divide the
equatian by CT

pA
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TTV

T- + V lv

but

R--iy- nce• R = C - C and y =C/C%

therefbre,

TT 1 + M2 (6.22)

This is a very i9Portant equation relating stagnatico temperature to free
stream teaperature in terms of flow Mach for an adiabatic flow process.
Notice that the flow does not have to be isentropic for this oquation to be
valid. This eqxation should be reoognized as the one used to detemine the
ambient air teaperature, T., fram flight test data

kt(Y - 1) M
i--c - + (6.23)

Ta 21;.

where kt is a reoery factor that describes the effi:iency of the adiabatic F
1 proces betaeen the ambient air and the tapperature probe. The tw

equations are identical when the rewvery factor, kt, is equal to ow, i.e.,
the probe is perfectly inslated f2a the ambient air.
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To obtain an expression fBr PT/P as a function of Mach use Equation 6.12

F -" ) 
(6.12)

Substituting Equation 6.22 into this equation,

PT = ( M2 (6.24)

(11

Substitut~ing Equation 6.22 into Equation 6.13,

I

(,Y - (6.25)

It should be noted that it is not necessary for the stagnation properties
to actually exist at some point in the flow to write the equations relating
them to the free stream pressure, density, and temperature. It is only
necessary to assume that the flow at sre given point could be slowd

iLentrepically to zero velocity.
It was prwiously stated that the stagnation properties remained constant

throughout an isentJpic flow. The proof of this stataemnt begins with the

fact that temperature is a direct meam*e of the internal enery of a flow.

The internal energy of an adiabatic flow is constant since no heat is

exchanged with the svrrounlings. If an adiabatic flow is slowed isentro-

pically to zero velocity, the stagnation tevperiture measured would be a

constmt thxOxjot the flow.

If visoous or othe ireversible effects um present in the adiabatic

flow, the stagation terperature would still remain constant since no heat is

exdianpd with the r n . The presen of viscous and irreversible
effects nwo that s of the kinetic e*Argy of the flow is oonverted to

mal energy, but the stagnation t of the flow remain constant
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for reasons stated.
By integrating the entropy relation, rearranging terms, and evaluating at

stagnation onditions
Y

SST= In + ln c
-TT

It can be seen that PT is constant in isentropic flow, since sT and TT are

ostant. Frm the equation of state, PT = DTT' it can be seen that PT

is also constant in isentropic flow.

Because PT' PT' and TT are all constants in isentropic flow, the ratio of

free stream conditions at two different stations in the flow may be obtained

by taking a ratio of stagnation properties evaluated at the two stations,

i.e.,
P I/PT 

P1 P
V2/Pl/2

Resulting tenerature, pressure and density ratios are show below.

1 2-1 (6.26)

2 2

1 + 2 M2(6.27)
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S+
p_ (6.28)

Values of P/PT' p/PT' and T/TT are tabulated versus Mach (at y = 1.4
for air) in the apendices of most thermodynaLics books. 7he same quantities
are plotted versus Mach in Reference 6.4.

Since Mach is a quantity that may be measured in the flow problem and
stagnation properties are constant in isentropic flow, use of these charts and
graphs simplifies the work required to calculate P, p, and T at a given
station in the flow.

6.11 FLOW IN ( 4VEr4MT-DIVERM= STREAKPlBES

Understanding the characteristics of a ompressible fluid flowing through
a streamtube is very important in supersonic aerodynamics. If viscous effects

(- are to be neglected in the streamubbe, the boundary layer streamline may be
used as the streamtube boxndary. For this discussion a streamtube is defired
as any convergent or divergent section bounde either by physical walls or by
streawlines as shix in Figure 6.3. Suh a streamtube might be forvwd by the

• TROUT

MFWlA 6.3. OMPMi DEU.MM SM_1A .E
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0
inlet or exhaust duct of a jet aircraft or between- converging and diverging
streamlines as the air flows over the surface of the aircraft. Also, a
supersonic wind tunnel uses convergent-divergent designs to obtain Mach
greater than ore in the test section.

Coupressible flow through a convergent-divergent streamtube is quite
different from the classical flow of an incompressible fluid through a
venturi. At low velocities, the flow situation is almost identical to the
venturi, but at high velocities the change in density causes a complete

reversal of the low velocity trends.
Consider steady, nonviscots, compressible, isentropic flow in the

streamtube shown in Figure 6.3. In steady flow, the mass entering at Station
I is equal to the mass leaving at Station 2, and the continuity equation may
be used to describe the flow conditions

da + dV+ dA.0 (6.2)V A

Substituting the definition of the speed of sound into the momentum
equation as done in Equation 6.15 yields

a2 do + PVdV - 0 (6.15)

or

do VdUV
a -72a

14ltiplying the right side by V

0 12d (6.29)
0 -

arvi s•ubtitutin; this into the -ontinuity equation above gives

2dV dV -A
A. 0

?3
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or

-- = (M 2-1) -- (6.30)A

Equation 6.30 describes the flow situation caused by compressible fluid

flow in streamtubes. Defining a diverging streamtube as having a positive dA,

i.e., an increasing area in the direction of the flow, and a converging

streamtube as having a negative dA, the following conclusions can be drawn:

1. Mhen the Mach is less than 1.0, a diverging streamtube causes a
decrease in velocity, and a converging streamtube causes an increase
in velocity.

2. When the Madc is greater than 1.0, a diverging nozzle causes an
increase in velocity, and a converging nozzle causes a decrease in
velocity.

S3. Wien the Mach is 1.0, dA must be zero.

Examining Equation 6.29 may give a physical understanding of what happams

to subonc or supersonic, ccopressible flow4 in a streamtube.

p -dV (6.Z9)

It can be seen that for Mach less than 1.0, a small change in velocity results
in a proportionately smaller change in density.

For air flowing at Mach of 0.3, 0.9, 1.0, and 2.0, consider the density
effects caused by an arbitrary 10% increase in velocity (dV/V 10%).

At M-0.3; -0.9%

S - 0.9; -8.1%

Cl
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M1.0; = -10%

M - 2.0; -- : -40%

Notice that for all Mach, an increase in velocity results in a decrease

in density. The magnitude of the density change is proportional to the Mach
squared consequently, as the Madh increases, the change in density beoes,
more prorunced.

It is interesting to note that Equation 6.29 indicates the validity )f
the incompressible flow assumption. It shows that at low Mach, a change in
velocity results in a very small change in density, and as the Mach increases,
the asstmption becomes poorer, until at Mach 1.0, the change in velocity is of
the sawm wagnitude as the change in density.

To oemplete the picture, an equation must be obtained relating density
clange to avea change as a function of Mach. If in the derivation of Equation

6.30 the value of dV/V had been mbstituckc instead of dc/o, the following

relation would ha-e been baine

(A L (6.31)

In the Med"q discussion, it was fotsd that for subsonic wmd
supersonic Mach the density always decreased for increased velocity. This
leads to the question, what shape is required tt produce this decrease in

dcnsity and increase in velocity? Fraa ESuation 6.31 it can be. s&mn that for

subsonic speed (M < 1.0), a decroase in Oarmity (and an increase in velocity)
is caused by a oonverging dart (negative dA). That is, the tactor (1/14 - 1)
is positive for SdboiC %*eds. $Sperxic, this factOr is negative;
therefore, a divering dact (positivo M c• wes a docrease in density (and a
oormrding increase in velocity).

QmaUtatively speakin, the decrease in dansty is a seond~ ordt~t of foct

6.2)
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and can usually be neglected for flow at low Mach because a reduction in area
creates only a proportional increase in velocity. At high subsonic spees,
the reduction in density bexzis more significant, but the density still is
able to decrease fast enough to allow the velocity to increase as the fluid
flows into a converging duct. At supersonic speeds, the density does not
de=eas fast enolxh in a converging section; therefore the nozzle must

diverge to further reduce the density and allow an icrease. in velocity.

(nly the case of accelerating flow has been considered, but it is obvious
that the reverse of the descoibed conditions is also true. That is, a
sbsoic stream is slamal dcxn by a diverging section, and a supersonic saeain
is slowed down by a converging section. 11he genral ccnclusicos of the
cmnvergent-div-ezet etreantube problem may be swimarized as Shcwn in Figure

6.4. INCOMP'•tSStI..LE

(SUBSONIC)

j~• anena . l n e<::.. a -

-,ONVERGiNG "MIVERGING
|leCftw VELOCITY DECREASING VeLO.CI"
S6CMWASM U ME9SN1 INCRtAS4M RESSIURE

CONSTANt" DEST cO~t•!A~ DEN~lY

COMPGESMIUIE-

OECMAEINGM VLOCIIY I NCREN*AWM VEOC*IY

SNODE�NTY ICRSSN D TY

]PIG= 6.4. C'ARtSJ OPa WrSSL M M IAm4WSS1SDLS PLOd
JMA W l (6.2:205)
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6.11.1 Flow at the Throat
The flow in a convergent-divergent streamtube has been discussed at scue

length, but now the specific flw characteristics at the throat of the

streamtube must be stadied.

The wininm cross-sectional area of a convergent-divergent streamtube is
called the throat, and at this section, the derivative dA/dx = 0, or dA - 0.
Two conditions can exist at the throat since dA is zero, Either dV and/or
(MŽ - 1) mast eTqal zero to satisfy Equation 6.30.

Tfe first condition, dV = 0, is characteristic of flow in a subsonic
streamtulr in which the fluid accelerates to a maximum msubonic speed at the
throat and then decelerates again in the divergent section. It is also
characteristic of supersonic flow which decelerates in the converging section,

reaching a lwaer saperscric or exactly sonic velocity at the throat and then
accelerates again in the divergent section.

The sec condition, (M2 - 1) = 0, is characteristic of what is called
choked flow. It oxurs Zen m 1 1 at the throat. This condition exists
whenevr the ftai is aoclerated from sutionic to supersnic speeds by a
nozzle or when f low is dcelerated frm supm rnic to sutsonic speeds by a
diffuser. lay dainiitian, a nozale 4owlerates flow, tl4te a diffuser deeol-

erates flow.
Flow the4i a strewtuk* i4 causW by a pmesure- diffemrttial etwen

the inlet d exit. lreasiiw tie inlet prsure or lowering the exit
presasure caus an increase in the flow velocity and the mass flow rate.

Sin•e the mxiw•a sulsnic velocity 000fl at the thrat, sonic velocity (HMl)
is attainrd first at th throat, and fartter reuctitn in exit pressure will

not iicrease the velcity at this point. h'Ais may be smen by considering the

rechnd~m which coaume a cbane in the mia: flow rate and the flow velocity in
the onvergent-diwexrant &a tube (Figure 6.5).

If the exit pDresure is exacty epoal to the inlet pressure, no flow will
o0.=W'-rhe are We the alUes of exit presaftr for a given inlet pressure for

wich isentropic flw exists thrca• out the moZle and sonmc velocity is
*ttained at the throat. Tiese valies are called the first, second, and third

critCal Prsssr. Bhbeen Pressrde euilibriun and first criticsl pressure,
the flx wil a ,elerante i the ox•ergmt partio of the streamtube amd then

* deelerats Mtba4 the diverging portirm, r ninzg sufcnic tlmugoua t. This
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NORMAL SHOCK IN

P DIVERGENT SECTION
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____________UNDEREXPANDED REGIME

M

1.0J

ENTANCE THROAT EXIT
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FIGURE 6.5. PRESUR AND MAH VARIATION
1TURH A COVERGING-DIVERGING STREAMMMU
(6.3:157S
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is called the venturi regime. If the pressuare is reduced tu the first

critical pressure at the exit, the flow vilI accelerate tiurough the convergent
portion, reach sonic velocity at the throat, and t•en decelerate back to a

subsonic value. Once sonic conditions have been attained at the throat,

further reductions in exit pressure, will not affect 4Nat happens upstream of

the throat. The maximum mass flow rate has been achieved for that inlet
pressure, and the streamtube is said to be choked. Further reduction in exit
pressure beyond the first critical point will produce a normal shock someiwhere
in the divergent portion of the streamtube until the second critical pressure
is reached. At the second critical pressure, a normal shock standr at the
exit plane. Further reduction in exit pressure beyond the second critical
value will produce oblique shocks or a combination oblique-normal shock

outside the streimatube as shown in rigure 6.6a. This is called the

overexpanded condition, indicating that the streamtube is too long, and will
occur until reaching the tteid critical pressure. The third critical value is

the only pressure for widch no sf=cks occur anywhere in the streamtube flow

field, and supersonic flow is maintained downstream of the throat. This is
the on-design condition. Further reduction in pressure below the third
critical valve is an undereqxAndad coidition, indicating the streaitube is too
short, and e2: .na.n fans will iorm outside the streamtube as illustrated in

Figure 6.6b.

(a) OVEREXPANDED FLOW

• I
(b) UNUEREXANOEO FLOW

FIGUR 6.6. PUSUIE ADJUSTr OUTS=
A NMZ=E OR ST!EAMMM (6.3:219, 220)
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6.11.2 Mass Flow in a Choked Streamtube

The mass flow rate of a gas (i = pVA) increases with increasing

pressure differential between the entrance and exit of a subsonic, converging-

diverging streatntube until sonic velocity is attained in the throat. Mien

sonic velocity is reached, it has been shown that the velocity and density at

the throat are fixed; consequently the mass flow rate, m, is fixed or the

streamtube is choked. Sonic velocity is the maximum velocity that car oc-,ur

in the throat; therefore it fixes the maxirm= mass flow through the streamtube

for given entrance conditions.

This should not be interpreted to mean that a choked streamtube is

passing the maxiamm mass flow for the streamtube; it is passing the maximum

mass flow for given entrance conditions. Since the streamtube was assunr

izentropic, th'is is the same as saying a choked streantube is passing the
maximum mass flow for given stagnation conditions.

A choked streamtube makes an excellent metering device for gaseous

fluids. By adjusting the stagnation or entrance conditions, the exact mass

(fiow can be measured and calculated. In reality, a well designed metering

stram&tube passes within 2 - 3% of the mass flow calculated for an isentropic

streantube.
An equation for the mass flow rate through an isentropic streamtube can

be derived by substitutbig appropriate values into m pVAi

A M (6.32)

+ ~Y -1 [M2 fý l. 2

If the streamline is choked, M = 1 and A A*a
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6.11.3 Local Sonic Conditions

When a streamline is choked, specific values for P, p, T, A, etc., are

cetennined at the throat. These unique values are designated with a super-

script, *, and are written P*, p*, T*, A*, etc. The concept of the local

sonic area, A*, where M = 1, is similar to the stagnation condition concept.

Both refer to flow conditions at some specific Mach, i.e., M = 1 for local

sonic conditions and M = 0 for stagnation conditions.

It is not necessary for the flow to be actvally at Mach 1.0 to define the

loc&l sonic values. To determine local sonic conditions at some point in a

flow, it has to be assume that the area of the channel could be varied to the

value A*. Mhen this is done, the prevailing conditions at the section with
ar-a A- are local sonic conditions.

For instance, in an isentropic flow, A* can be inagined at any point,
that is, the channel can be reduced in area to that which would reduce a
supersonic stream tc Mach 1.0 or increase a subsonic stream to Mach 1.0.

Pro -ties at local sonic conditions in an isentriopc flow may be con-
,eiiently evaluated in terms of stagnation conditions, which are usually known
or easily mewsuxed. The qeneral procedure is to evaluate the identities

" T P* OT TT
TT

usixqEk uation 6.24

P + 114 2 (6.24)

and that local Ac ccnditicna are defined % K 1 1, gives

_
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and

p,= P T (6.34)

The P* and T* can be easily derived, and for air, y = 1.4, the local

sonic properties as a function of stagnation properties are

P* = PT (.528) (6.35)

P* = PT (.634) (6.36)

T* = T (.833) (6.37)

6.11.4 M*

The concept of local sonic ccnditions allows a dimensionless parameter,
M*, to be defined. Mach, M, is a very convenient parameter but has the
disadvantages listed in the paragraph, "Mach."

Often it is convenient to work with the parameter M*, which is the flow

velocity V, divided by a*, the speed of s=4nd at local sonic conditions.

M' - (6.38)

It sIxaId be noted imnediately that M* does not mean Mach at a place

where M - 1 like all other starred quantities but is defined by Squation 6.38.

Unique relations between M and 14 can be derived for adiabatic flow
wdusi the definition of M* and the energy equation for a perfect gas (refer
to ARendlx F, Derivation F.5)
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2 M2 (6.39)

S2 M*2
M2 + 2 (6.40)

From these two equations it can be seen that W is a simple index of
when the flow is subsonic and v*1en the flow is supersonic, i.e.:

when M< 1; M* < 1

M>1; M*>1

M 1; M*=

M=0; M*=0

awe M* =+ IF (for air)

Equation 6.39 is tabulated in Reference 6.4, and if M* is kno, then M

can be found or vice versa.

6.11.5 Area Ratio
JUst as it is convenient to work with dlmensionless parameters p!/p,

etc., it is convenient to use a dimensionless area ratio, A/A .
Equating Equations 6.32 and 6.33, this parameter is found to be

A 1 =2 .Y+ 1)
n [( )( + (6.41)

and is always gater than e. For a given value of A/A , there are always

two values of M, ne for subsonic flow and the other for mc flow.
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6.12 NO44AL SHOCK WAVES

Shock waves are observed as a discontinuity between supersonic and sub-
sonic flow. The flow passes from supersonic to subsonic speeds in an
extremy short distance which is of the order of magnitude of the mean free
path of the molecules in the flow. The kinetic energy of the supersonic,
upstream molecules is instantaneously converted to pressure-volune (pv) and
therma1 energy.

Eperimenta studies of normal shocks in supersonic wind tunnels show
fivefold pressure increases and threefold velocity decreases behind the shock.

These changes occur in a distance too small to be measured on a photographic

plate, but theoretical calculations and experimental measurements indicate a
distance of the order of 10-5 inches.

Because changes cbe to a normal shock ooe in such a short distance, the
changes are highly irreversible, and a shock wave is not ismntropic. Two
valid a ons made when studying normal shocks are that:

1. The flow through a shock is adiabatic.

2. Te shock is very thin and has a constant cross-sectional area
between the front and rear face.

With these two asm•Vtm and the conservation equations (see "One-
Dimensional Flo wtio), the dups in flow properties caused by a
shock can be derived as fwuxtins of M, i.e., 21P, P2//1, T2/T, .
Them derivations are conceptually simple but involve lengthy vathwnatical

equation juggling which is carried out in most textbooks on copressible flow;
therefore only the results of the derivations will be listed (refer to
• ix F. Derivation F.6).

SA pictoria . taon of a namal shock and the change in flow
Fropmaift &zcot the shck is show in Figure 6.7.
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FIGURE 6.7. FICW PROPERTIES IN THE VICINITi
OF A NaM SHOCK

6.12.1 Norml Shock E~uations

The notation used to describe the flow situation must be established

before listing the normal shock equations. For these relations, the following
assumptions were made:

1. All property changes occur in a constant area

2. Flow across the shock is adiabatic

3. Flow upstream and dovstrew of the shock is isentropic

P2 -y+2y?4 2

--2 1 1 (6.42)
P1

p2  + (y -1
__ I (6.43)

p1 ~ ( (+ 1)I4

T2 (±z+4W.I) L i + •w J (6.44)

I F+ 1
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-2 (6.45)

[Y

Values of P2/P1 , P2 /1, T2/TI, and I2 are tabulated versus Mach, M1, (at
y = 1.4 for air) in the appendices of most tbenrdynamic books. The sawe
quantities are plotted versus Mach in Reference 6.4.

6.12.2 Noumal Shock Suamary
A shock wave is an extxly thin discontinuity which fonrs between

supersonic and subsonic flow. The shock wave is an adiabatic process with no
stagnation temperature loss across it, but as can be shown by entropy con-
siderations, there is an accopanying stagnation pressure loss.

Supersonic flow alwys exists upstream of a shock wave, and the upstream
stagnation pressure is greater than the donstream stagnation pressure.

General flow properties can be caipared and tabulated as

( V1  > V2  si < s2

T1" T2 P1 < P2

1I> PT2 M 1 •> M2

Tz > 0 T a1< <a 21 21 2
T.. T1 < T2 a* 1 " a*2

: I1 <P2M*I > M*2
1 < 2 1 2

6.13 SUPESONIC PITOT TUBE

SThe 10 in stagnati presmre acoss a normal shock affects the
stagiation POSSUM S Nmid b, aircraft pitot •t•tic Byatn (Figre 6.8).
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PITOT TUBE

M>I

P,

NORMAL SEGMENT
OF OBUQUE SHOCK

FIGURE 6.8. PITOT 'lBE IN SUPERSONIC FLOW

To determine Mach from free stream static pressure and stagnation

pressure behind a normal shock standing in front of a pitot tube, the Rayleigh

Pitot Relation is often used

'r2  /(6.46)

2 Y-1

BY Mlasurire P1 and PT2 ,4 cAn be determined, and in many ccapressible

flow txtbooks, these values are ploUtd versus M1 for Yair - 1.4.
When using Equation 6.46, the free stream static pressure must be

1 umeasured in front of the shock wave. This is a very difficult procedure for
an airraft in aiparsonic flight. Experiments have proven that if the static
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source is approximately ten pitot tube diameters behind the shock wave, the

static pressure measured is quite close to free stream static pressure.

On the pitot booms of supersonic aircraft, static pressure measuring

holes will be found at varying distances fran the end of the boom. The

location of these holes usually has been determined experimentally to produce

the closest approximation of free stream static pressure in supersonic flight.

6.14 OBLIQUE SHOCK WAVES

In the last paragraph on normal shocks, shock wave theory was presented,

and the thermodynamic and kinematic changes that occurred when the flow

traversed a normal shock were studied. Next, the changes that occur when flow

passes through an oblique shock must be considered.

A normal shock is a special form of a pressure discontinuity in a fluid.
In general, the discontinuities observed experimentally are inclined to the

free stream velocity and are called oblique shocks.

( Oblique shocks occur in supersonic flow because continuous compression

waves caused by a concave, curved surface in the flow ter to merge, forming

an oblique discontinuity at a finite distance from the surface.

When flow is forced to change direction suddenly at a sharp concave

corner, an attached, oblique shock forms at the corner.

Oblique shocks occur in almost all supersonic flow situations of

practical interest, but the mere existence of supersonic flow does not inply

that there rust be shock waves saniwhere in the flow.

Developing the relations between the fluid properties on the two sides of

an oblique shock is not as formidable a task as it might seem, because many of

the normal shock equations with a slight modification apply equally well to

oblique shocks.
Suppose a stationary observer sees the flow at Station 1 suddenly

dcelerate and ocapress to the conditions at Station 2 because it has

traversed a normal shock wave (Figure 6.9).
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FIGURE 6.9. SHOCK PROCESS AS SEEN BY STATIONARY OBSERVER

Next, imagine that the observer moves along the shock wave in a downward

direction with a velocity Vt. The mwoing observer would see a flow situation
in which the shock is inclined to the free stream flow and in which the flow
undergoes a sudden change in direction when it crosses the shock (Figure

6.10).

ý.4
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FIGU3BE 6. 10. SHOC PfcXEss As s= BY waNGI OwmEvER

The oblique flow pattern nst•r•ted in this muler has equal tangential

velocity cxupomnts, Vt. On both sides of the Shock. Dy plaCing a solid all

along one of the streamlines in Figure 6,10 aM I-otating the pictre wo that

inwning velocity, V1 , is horizital, the supersonic flow situation in the

neighborhwod of a acnave omaez is d9--crUd (ngure 6.11).
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FIGI 6,11. StJP2NIC FLOW IWOY A CORER

By ionpa-ting a tnifoxu velocity tc the flow field along any shock, a

straight segsent of an oblique shock may be transforned into a nonmal shock.

'lb fix this ctompt1 ixrnider the falling rain in Figure 6.12.

= a\

FIQWt 6.12., 9A=AG Ift AMl (k)SfW UIEM OF (JZA If(

3 rolative to an obzcer at rest, the rain is falin vertially. Relative to

an obere moing p.4endicu0r to the rainfall, the rain is deseing at an
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Let the rain be alawd down instantaneously at saoe altitude. An
observer in a ba]2 •n at this altitude sees the rain falling vertically and
slowing down at this level as shown ý-y the A'gle lines in Figure 6.12. The
pilot of an aircraft travctig with a horizontal velocity Vt at this altitude
sees the path of the raincops as though they were being deflected as they
pass through this level (double lines in Figure 6.12). The pilot's
observation is also correct, for relative to the aircraft the drcps are being
deflected. Essentially, the velocity of the aircraft has been superimposed

upon the changing velocity of the raindrops.

A careful comparison of Figures 6.9 and 6.10 will show that the thermo-

dynamic properties of P, p, T, a, and s are unchanged by the motion of the ob-
server. On the other hand, V MI, 'T TT are altered when the observ-

er's nmotion Vt is superimposed on the normal shock flow situation.
The magnitude of Vt is drbitrary and depends upon the angle the oblique

shock makes wit'1" the horizontal streamline in front of the shock -nd the
velocity of 47he approaching flow. This presents an additional degree of

freedom in th= oblique shock relations.
An Additional degree of freedom .-ean. that although only one independent

parameter, i.e., approach Mach, M, is required for normal shock relations,
two independent parameters are required for oblique shock

relations, i.e., M, and wve angle, 0.

6.14.1 (blique Shock Relations

Linca a shock appears to be norml or oblique depending upon the relative

motion of the observer, the diff,.eais between noral end oblique shocks can
be explained in geometric terms.

The flow orientation, flow notation, and angle descriptions used when

modifying the normal shock equations are shown in Figure 6.13.

The muber of degrees the flow mnust turn due to the concave corner is
called the turning anrle nr wege anigle, 6. The angle the oblique shock makes
with the incming (upstream) streamlines is called the shock wave angle, 0.

Coneitions upstream of the oblique shock have the subscript 1, and
conditions doaitream have the sxipt 2.
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OBLIQUE SHOCK

FIGURE 6.13. .IALYSIS OF VEOCI=TY CaG ACROS AN OBLIUE SHOCK

Frzu this figure, it can be seen that

N = M11 P.n 0 (6.47)

where

MiN - Flow Mach in front of a nonal shock

14 , aFlow Mch in front of an olque sk=k

Consequently, all of the rcial shck eqautiow rAn be modified to apply

to ob" !'que shocks by substituating M1 sin 0 everyb~twe Xi appear. Me oblique
shock aqtions are

S- y . . t 4- e. . 0 ( 6 . 4 8 )

17
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"F2 +(~) ~ i~l (6.49)
-L (Y +1)N sin 2 e

T2 2y 2 2 12 (6.502(~ = M, sin e- ) + iin2____ (650T-Y (y+l) 8

usin 2 0 +2 (.1

sin ~ ~ sn (e6) 2_ 81

1

1! 1

2 1
(Y+ 1(in 8 L2 MI sin 2PT6 

1 1 2 

y 2

PTI (,+l .l s2 27M sn

6.14.2 Minim anda Maximm, WaveAnges

In the normal shock analysis, it was found that a shock can only occur
when the free stream Mach is greater than one. The same is true for oblique
shocks; the free stream Mach compnent normal to the shock must be greater

than cne.
The minifmu mae angle for a given free stream Mach of M, > 1 can be

found from, Equation 6.47

Yii M, sin 8 1

or
"('tin) (6.53)

t1

Notice that the minimn oblique shock wave angle, e( Min)' for the given

free stream Mach, N, is the same as the Mach angle, p, (Equation 6.20)

wx1 by an1 isentvpic pressure distabance travel4ing at M, > 1.
This shows that an oblique shock wave at mirAum wave angle to the free

stream fUmW is a zero strme! or ise6tropic shock.
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The maximnu oblique shock wave angle for a given free stream Ivlach is 900.
This is the limiting case and is a normal shock.

6.14.3 Relation Between 0 and a
From Figure 6.13

i= Vt

tan (0-6) =
V2t

Eliminating V1t from these equations, then using the continuity equation,
Equation 6.49, and a great amount of algebraic and trigonometric manipulation:

__(_-_ (y-1) M sin2 e + 2tan =0-6) _ (6.54)
tan e ~ (Y+1) M2. sin2e

For a given Mj, Equation 6.54 is an implicit relation between e and 6. It
may be rewritten to show the dependence of 6 explicitly (after much

trigonometric manipulation).

z~ si 2 01(6.55)
tan6 2 cot 0

4 (y+cos 2 0) +2

is equation may be solved for various ocirbinations of Kach, mS, and
wave angle, e, and plotted as in Figure 6.14.
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FIGUMP 6.14. 'TURNING ANCIE AS A FUNCTION CF WAVE ANGLE FOR
FOLO THMUGH AN OBLIQE SHOCK

Careful study of this figure will reveal several points of great interest
wh~en analyzing the flow through an oblique shock wave.

The existence of a maxiimum and min~im= wave angle is verified by the fact
that Equat~ion 6.55 become~s zero at 6O- w/2 and at 0 -sin' 1 1/m V

The turning angle, 6. has amaxinum value for agiven value of M,
'Taming angles larger than this maxima angle cause the oblique shock to
detach from the surface at the con~cave corner. If 6 is less than 6ma, an
attached oblique shok will form.

TIhere are two possible oblique shock soluticons for a given turning angle,
6, and a given 141 The weak shock solution is represented by the solid liras
in Figure 6.14, and the stron shock solutioin by the dotted lines.

The strong shock solution (the oblique shock with the greater wave angle)
is characterized by sfudsnc flowu down~stream of the shock and by large energy
losses in the shock. As a general rule, systems in nature tend to minimize

their losses; therefore the weak shock occars more frequently. Ikwever, thereZ
is no ki)axw ~ ntia law wdiicl4 predicts the type of shock that will occur
for a given free stream Mlach and a given turning angle.
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The locus of points for which the Mach behind the shock, M2, is equal to
aie is also plotted. It can be seen that the Mach donstream of a weak shock
is usually supersonic, but in a small region (cross-hatched) near amax for a
given free stream Mach, the Mach downstream of a weak shock can be subsonic.

The wave angle, 8, is generally the unknown quantity in analytical work
and is conventionally plotted versus N for different turning angles, 6
(Figure 6.15).

From this figure, three important points can be noted:

1. There is a minjimin allowable flow Mach for a given turning angle,
below which the oblique shock will detach from the surface.

2. The wave angle of a weak shock decreases with increased free stream
Mah, while the wave angle of a strong shock increases (approaching
90) with increasing Mach.

3. For a given free stream Mach, the wave angle 6 approaches the Mach
angle as 6 is decreased.

3
90

", , -, • - - ,, . -

TO 1I 0 .0 Oa
I -s ,-o w- -

140 
Nil.U

.4,

fIGLW 6.15. WRVE ANMZ AS A FW CK or RP E M'
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Because of the omplexity of the equations for norTal and oblique shock
wavet, it is Cm=mn practice to use tables or charts of their solutions when
solving a cakpressible flow problem. An excellent set of charts is in

Reference 6.4.

6.14.4 Mach Lines
nttat portion of Figure 6.14 uhere M2 > 1, a decreAse in

turning angle 6 co n to a decrease in wave angle e. When " beccmes
zero, e reaches the limiting value given by Equation. 6.53 which was previously
shin to be the Mach angle 0 (Equation 6.20).

m in - 1 1 (6.53)

Analyzing the strength of the oblique shock forzed at zero turning angle,
with the oblique shock relations, Equations 6.48 through 6.52, it -:an be -een
that the so-called "shx-k" has zero strength, or that no physical
discontinuity in the supersonic flow exists.

For any point in a sutexwonic flow, there is a characteristic ngqle
associated with the Mach of the flow at that point. Thia angle is the Mach
angle u. Lines dram at an inclinatin of u at a point in the flow are called
Mach lines or sonatimes Mach waves.

6.15 LSMW IC o MPSICs

A AhDc vwe ccmiresses supersonic flow by increasing the pressure and
density of the f luid in a ve•y shmot but finite diftae. A simple metho- to
cmprees &ereonic flow~ is to deflect the flw bcar-ary into the flow through

"an angle, thereby crwting an obllb hck .e throu.gh :4ch the flow amst

fly dividing the total bcaInary W~lecticn into several woall sepmts of
a 61, the 0 0$11icn can be Vipualized ae occrirrng through several successive
d io s utich divide 'the flow field Mar the bautary into sewnts of

wdib= m f (igwe 6. 16..
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FIGUME 6.16. LSLNTROPIC COMPRESSIN

In each region between oblique shocks, the supersonic flow is independent

of the regions upstream and dqaistream, making it possible to analyze the flow

field region by region.
Using the xrmate equation for weak shocks to compare the one shock

cxnpression to the oulti-shok sson, it can be shown that for each

wave

AP a 6

6.48
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If there are n segments being considered in the conplete turning angle then

and

APtotal nA 6 a 6

AStotal -n (A 6)3 a nA 6 (A 6)2
L 2

Thus, if a large number of weak waves cause the compression, the entropy

increase is reduced drastically compared to a one shock compression for the

same total turning angle.

By making A 6 smaller and smaller, a smooth turn with A 6 + 0 is created

in the limit, the entropy increase becames zero, and the compression can be

considered isentropic.

This limiting process produces the following results:

1. The oblique shocks approach zero strength and becane straight Mach
lines.

2. Each region of uniform flow approaches the width of a Mach line;
thus on each Mach line the flow inclination and Mach are constant.

3. The flow upstream of each Mach line is not affected by downstream
changes in the wall.

4. The apprcadmate equations for changes in properties across weak
waves may be written in differential form, i.e., AP becomes dP.

The above discussion considers flow near the boundary of the supersonic
f low field. Farther away from the wall, due to the convergence of Mach lines,

the fl cw is no longer isentropic, and the Mach lines converge, formin an

oblique shock wave.

S6.16 ISNRPc EXPANSICN ,

Men the boundary of a supersonic flow is deflected into the flow, the

flow is ompessed. If the deflion is abrupt, an obliue sock wave forms
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in the corner. If the deflection is smooth, an isentropic analysis of the

compression may be performed.

What happens when the boundary is deflected away fram the supersonic

flow? If a single oblique shock wave formed and the flow expanded through it,
this would require that the normal caiponet of velocity after the shock be
greater than the normal ctmponent of velocity ahead of this shock, i.e., an
increase in velocity through the shock (Figure 6.17). This is in direct
violation of the second law of thermodynamics because it demands a decrease in

entropy (refer to Appendix F, Derivation F.7), even though the equations of
motion are satisfied.

!! IMPOSSIBLE !!
ENTROPY CANNOT DECREASE

FIGUE 6.17. IMSSBILITY OF SHOCK EORNMTICN FLOW TRuING
AMY FJM ITSELF

Actually, the same nonlinear effect that makes Mach Lines converge in a
oomression makes the Mach lines diverge in an expansion, and the supersonic
expanion is an isentropic phencawn throughout.

Consider the expansion of supersonic flow caused by the boundary
deflection Av in Figure 6.18a.

If P2 is less than Plt the disturbances from the lower pressure will be
tranmuitted out into the stream. 7he pressure P2 will not be transmitted

6A
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upstream since the flow is supersonic, and it will only be felt as far
upstream as the mach line extending out frm the corner into the floa.

Wen the flow passes this Mach line, it will sense the lower pressure and
will tend to turn and accelerate because of the pressure differential.
Associated with the flow velocity increase is a pressure decrease which

changes the flow properties iimediately following the Mach line and
consequently defines a new Mach line upstream of which the influence of P2

cannot be felt. Hence, the flow gradually increases velocity and changes

direction throu9 an infinite nudber of these Mach lines, forming a fan shaped
array referred to as a "Prandtl4-myer expansion fan" as shown in Figure 6.18b.

MACH LINE

S (j

tA

(A AHUEILLUSTRAION "P,

!J.

EXPANSION FAN

FIGURE 6.18. SUPERSONIC FLW AF= A COIER
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As the Mach increases through the first line and the pressure decreases,
the approach of subsequent pressure signals is altered slightly by the

increased Mach, thus causing the next Mach wave to be more inclined to the

free stream. The Mach angle calculated for the last Mach line is that

calculated fron the final Mach, M2, after the turn.
Supersonic expansion occurs not only at abrupt corners but also on moth

surfaces. In this case, the fan is distributed over the entire curve as shown

in Figure 6.19.

AoSERIES OF EXPANSION WAVES

S....../ / J . .K•

FIGURE 6.19. SUPERSONIC FtOW AMRMD A SMOfTH CORER (6.2:212)

Further insight into the reason for the finite distance required to

accelerate the flow around the corner might be gained from a physical

interpretation of the aoceleratiom itself. An instantaneous c4hange in
velocity and direction aronid the oorner would mean that there was an infinite

"acceleration for a given mass of fluid. But from Newton' s law, F = ma, an

infinite aeelerat uires an infinite force or pressure gradient, and no

such source of energ is present; therefore the aceleration cannot be

instant6s5.

S6.*52
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Th eqution

AV = - _ _ _(6.56)V 
-i- l. .

is an aproxiate expression relating the velocity hange through an
isentropic Mach wave to inoming Mach, N1, and expansion angle, Av.
Derivation of this equation is tedious and will be aoitted. It may be found
in many aerodynamic textbooks on supersonic flaw.

For small values of Av and AV, Equation 6.56 nay be written in

differential form

-dv J= -1

•- and integrated

ii d v

To evaluate the integral and thtq find an explicit form of v (M) V awst
be rewritten in t axis of M using the following relationships

.. RT ' T =r 1+ y- M2

a
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frcm which

-V m ( -m+

therefore

This integral ray be evaluated between two Mach and is called the

Prazxitl-*ayer function

"(8 +t 3 -1n (6.57)

The omnstant of integration was chosen such that Y 0 when M = 1. 0.

Thus, for every supersonic Mach there is a corresponding angle v which
represents the angle through which a flow that is initially at Mach 1.0 mast

tumn to adceve that mspersonic Mach,

If M1 prior to turning is greater than Maci 1.0, the associated vI is
greater than zero. To find the Mach follwing a turn thkrngh an angle Av, it

is necsary to add a v to the v, crwponisq to b1 and find the final Mach,

M2. c=epondsng to v2.
In equation fr~n, this may be written

a v1  + AV (6.58)

where A is the turning angle shmi in Figure 6.18a. Absolute values of av
are used to avoid any confusion associated with the sign of the turning angle.
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Tables for solving two-dimensional isentropic expansion problems may be
found in Reference 6.4 and Figure 6.20 outlines the methcd to be used. Once
the Mach after expansion is known, all of the supersonic flow properties may
be calculated from isentropic relations.

Consider the prcblem of M1 = 2.0 flow expanding through an angle of 240.
What is the Mach after the turn? Enter Figure 6.20 with M, = 2.0 and find ol

= 26°. This is the angle M1 = 1 flow nmst turn through to reach a value of
Mach two. Adding vI = Av and reentering the figure at this value of 500, M,
can be found to have a value of Mach three.

If the Mach in Equation 6.57 goes to infinity, which corresponids to
expanding supersonic flow to zero pressure, the maxinrm turning angle is

obtained

AV - (63.59)max 2

Thus a flow that is initially at Mach 1.J can turn 130.50. But a stream
that is initially at 2.5 Mach can turn only 900. The higher the initial Mach,
the lom. the turning capability. Using Equations 6.58 and 6.59, an
expression for the turning capability, vtc' of the flow can be obtained.

V tc = AVmM - 1 (6.60)

Attention is called to the fact that these are the theoretical angles at
which the flow will leave the surface for any initial Mach and that very high

deflection angles are indicated at all Mach. In practice, real fluid effects
such as boundary layer and viscosity will greatly reduce the angle at which

the flow will leave the surface.

Table 6.1 sumarizes the characteristics of the three wave forms
encountered in supersonic flow.
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Type o1 wave (ciaon ..... Obique shock wave ........ Normal stc wave........ Expanaion wave,
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Efect ..... .. ... ....a......e.......No cha iii (no slo

TABLE 6.1. S 34IC SVUP RSONICWAiV (6.2:213)
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6.17 INTERMCMICN OF WAVE FO1•MS

Successive oblique wave forms may interfere with one another. Four cases

are possible:

1. Expansion followed by expansion

2. Cmipression tollowed by compression

3. Compression followed by expansion

4. Expansion followed by compression

This discussion is limited to two-dimensional analysis.

Case one is most easily analyzed because there are no interference

effects. This can be seen with reference to Figure 6.21. The final effect is
equivalent to flow over a rounded corner with the same total deflection angle.

(

FIGURE 6.21. TWO MCPANICS (6.5,132)



COMBINED SHOCK
WAVES
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1  00

FIGURE 6.22. M) CCMPRESSIONS (6.5.133)

When one oblique shock is followed by another, as in Figure 6.,22,
interaction nust occur and results in a single shock of increased intensity at
sane distance away fran the wall. Recall that the Mach after an oblique shock
is always decreased and the flow is bent toward the wave. A second oblique
shock generated behind the first with a subsequent second change in flow
direction increases the shock wave angle because of the reduction in stream
velocity, and the we will be tilted toward the first oblique shock due to
the initial deflection. Therefore, the two shock lines nmst intersect. The
intersection of the t separate waves rust fozm a wave which has the same
angle as that applyirn to a wave fozmed by a single intersection of the
initial and final surfaces. The wave formed by the combinetion is therefore
stronger than either con almse.

If we have an oblique shxc followed by an expansion, we nmust also have
an intersection. Becauae of the nature of expansion waves, the intersection
will be a diffuse effect which tends to weaken the shock at points away

from the surface. Because the velocity of the wave is dependent upon its
intensity, the wakeninU effect in the regions away from the surface will

redwe the propagtion velocity and caume the oblique shock wave front to bend
as illustrated in Figure 6.23.
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FIGURE 6.23. SHOCK FOLLOE BY MPANSION (6.5:134)

The case of expansion followed by compression is very similar to the case

just discussed.

Intersection with a weakening of the shock wve must occur. The details

of the intersection are different because the intersection occurs on the free

stream side of the shock instead of in the reduced velocity region behind the

shock. Intersection cannot be avoided because the shock wave stands at a

higher angle w1th respect to the expanded flow lines than do some or all of

the local Mach lines at the expansion corner. This case. is illustrated in

Figure 6.24 (6.5.132-136).

AA

SFIG=R 6.24. EANSIM4 FOLLOWD BY SHOCK (6.5:135)
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6.18 TWO-DIMENSICNAL SUPERSCNIC AIRFOILS

In order to appreciate the effect of these various wave forms upon
aerodynamic characteristics in supersonic flow, refer to Figure 6.25. Parts a
and b show the wave pattern and resulting pressure distribution for a thin
flat plate at a positive angle of attack. The airstream moving over the upper
surface passes through an expansion wave at the leading edge and an oblique
shock at the trailing edge. Therefore, a uniform suction pressure exists over
the upper surface. The airstream moving underneath the flat plate passes
through an oblique shock wave at the leading edge and an expansion wave at the
trailing edge. Therefore, a uniform positive pressure exists on the underside
of the section. This pressure distribution produces a net lift and also a
drag due to lift. The drag is analagous to induced drag in subsonic flow but
is not a function of downwash as is the case in subsonic flow. RePmiber that
pressure disturbances cannot be transmitted ahead of an object in supersonic

flow, so the fluid is not aware of the approaching object.
The flat plate, although aerodynamically quite efficient at supersonic

speeds, is not structurally satisfactory. It is difficult to give it enough
strength to withstand the loads imposed on the airfoil during high speed
flight.

Parts c and d of Figure 6.25 show the wave pattern and pressure
distribution for a double wedge airfoil at zero lift. The rasulting ptessure
distribution on the surfaces of the double wedge produces no net lift, but the
increased pressure on the forward half along with the decreased pressure on

Ote rear ialf of the section produces wave drag. This wave drag is a result
of the acmqments of the pressure fozes which are parallel to the free stream
:directior, and can be a large portion of the total drag at high supersonic

Parets e and f of Figure 6.25 illustrate the wave pattern and resulting

A. emsure diatribution for the &ub1.e wedge airfoil at a mill. positive angle.
of attack. The nt pressure distribution produces drag due to lift in
additicm to the wave drag at. zero lift. Parts q and h show the wave pattern
and pressure distribution for a cimiiAr arc airfoil (also called a bi-convex
airfoil) at z=ro lift. Notice the"large W*v drag even though no net lift is
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6.19 PIRESSURE COEFFICIET FOR V4 -DIM ICNAL SUPERSCNIC AIRFOILS AND
INFINITEWIG

The preceding paragraph on the different supersonic waveforms have
developed all of the mathematical tools required to compute the lift and drag
on a simple two-dinmsional supersonic airfoil. Consider the double wedge or

diamond airfoil shown in Figure 6.26.

If the flight Mach, M, remote ambient pressure, P , angle of attack, a,
and the geometry of the wing are known, pressures in areas 2, 3, 5, and 6 can

be computed. oblique shock relationships can be used to determine P2 and P5

from P., and Prandtl-Meyer relations can be used to determine P3 and P6 fran
P2 and P5 . Occ these pressures are known, lift and drag can be readily

determined from geometric relationships.

This problem can be attacked in a more systematic manner by recalling the

definition of pressure ooefficient

S0 t®

X-1

}FPIE 6.26. DUBLE M= AiRFOZL IN SjutPS3C FUM
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For an examrple of the diamond airfoil, the local pressure coefficient can
be expressed as

- PX - (6.61)

when x = 2, 3, 5, or 6, depending on the area of the airfoil under
•sdrtion.

In terms of remote Mach, M,, Equation 6.61 can be rewritten as

2 PX- a] (6.62)

Given a, the geomtry of the airfoil, M.., and y = 1.4, C2 and C can be

determined directly from Reference 6.4 and use of Equation 6.61.
The evaluation of Equation 6.62 for C2 and C6 can also be easily made.

In determiningP C, for example,

P3/,. - [P2 ij [PT2/P2] [P 3/PTJ (6.63)

All of the ratios on the right side of Equation 6.63 are found in
Mferee 6.4 tables after '2 and '3 are CP2  CP323  C I' and

C6 are detendned, the forces normal to each surface can be calculated, since

- 6 qS
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when F is the force norma1 to the surface, and again x = 2, 3, 5, or 6,
depending upon the area of the airfoil under consideration. Once all the FI's

are known, they can be resolved into cmponents perpendicular to and parallel
with the relative wind to determine lift and drag.

6.20 THI WN M THEM

Although an exact analytic determination of lift and drag forces acting
on even a simple two-dizensional supersonic airfoil is a scmewat lengthy
prcblem (as shown in the paragraph on tw-dimensional wings), an approximate

determination is readily acomuplished.
Probably the most widely accepted of the apprcximate (or thin wing)

supersonic theories is the one due to Ackeret which is either called the
linear theory or simply the Ackeret theory. For thin airfoils set at
relatively small angles of attack, the kckeret theory agrees well with
experimental data from Mach of about 1.2 to 5.0, and therefore the assumptions
made in its developmnt are eMirically justified.

A pressure coefficient is developed (Derivation F.8 Appendix F) such that

C _ AP = + 26p q - M -

where the minus sign holds for an eansion and the plus sign holds for a

caupressicn.
For the double wedge, Ackeret Theory predicts that

cL - (6.64)

4a 2 + 42
"C 4 ( (6.65)

'~ 1

We can write the drag coefficient of the double wedge in the same form we
had for msubonic flow,
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C~o C D %+CDP (6.66)

Cmaring the terms in Equaticn 6.66 with Ackeret theory gives

4 (t/c) 2 (6.67)

& ~4a2

r-D (6.68)

As in subsonic flow, CD is not a function of a. It is often defined as
p

the wave d-ag coefficient when a = 0. This term is due to the profile shape
and is similar to the profile (parasite) drag term of a subsonic wing section,
although it does not depend on viswsity. C is a function of Mach and

the thickness ratio (t/c) defined in Figure 6.26.
"he second term, C, can be defined as drag coefficient due to lift and

2

is a direct function of a
By allowing t to equal zero, Equation 6.65 imuediatdly simplifies to

the coefficient of drag equation for a flat plate, Equation 6.69.

4a2
=tot . 4a. 1 (6.69)

FroM Ackeret theory the equation for lift coefficient for both the flat
plate and for the ftible wedge turns out to be

4a
CL =(6.70)

The Ackeret theory presented here may be extenIed to other airfoil
shape, and in all cases the form of the equations is similar. Figure 6.27
summarizes the lift and drag coefficient relationships for the double wedge

and circular arc airfoils, the t types most commly used for mpersonic

flight vehicles.
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DOUBLE WEDGE SECTION CIRCULAR ARC SECTION

WAVE DIM; COEFFTICIENT:

2 2
CD 4 (t/c)2  CD 5.33 (t/c)

LIFT ~TICIET:

4ct 4ct

4 42

CDj - 2 (( j 4
i-2 v'm;____

LIFT CUMM SIME:

CL,4 clm4

a4 --

(tic) - AnMIL THICKNESS RA.TXO

aL AHE.E OF XVKK (IN R~ADIANS)

(6.2:225)
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6.21 SPMSMIC FIWW IN TIHRE DIMSIONS

In supersonic three-dimensional flow we must consider the fact that the

stream lines do not turn nimediately as they do in the two-#iisional case.

Therefore, the shock wave for a typical three-dimensional shape, i.e., a cone,

will be weaker for a given velocity. The stream lines approach the object's

surface in a rather asyWptic fashion. This is seen fram the fact that at

all points off the apex of the cone, the section presented to the flow is a

hyperbolic section rather than a sharp point. Because of this fact, we have
the gradual transiticn sL - in Figure 6.28.

HYPERBOUC SECTION
SHOCK WAVE PRESENTED TO FLOW

OFF CENTER UNE

( .¢

tRAY Of CONSTANT

Fn= 6.23. STM LDM AB=(7 A CM (6.5:123)

As wold be eq*,ceds the p.essure, density., tmIerature, velocity, and
Mach all vary betbtm the sboc*k v and th surface. After increasing

thr* the shock ,av,, the static presawte ard dwity would continue to

ixrease alon a stream lie, and the velocity and Mach wuld therefore P

Cnt.iM, to decrease. 1mkxevr, the presmn almV any ray from the apex of
the •mw is oxmstant. Since the surface of the cum is essentially the

limiting ray ftm the apex, the surface presmse is constant, Bceuse of the

nature of the 11m, this pressre is consideraly 1*r than that found at the

surfam of an infinite weg of the sme apex angle. Fbr a given vertex angle

Cand f See atrzwn fi- tha prvare obane for a cone is
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about one-third that for a wedge.

If the cone we have been discussing is suddenly flared out at a ned

angle, we will have a condition in which the surface is formed by the
intersection of two coaxial cones. 7his situation is illustrated in Figure

6.29.

i)

CURVa OF

Erl=E 6.29. TEFLAMMD COM (6.5:,123)

StI cUL-A of intersection of the two surfaces is a circle as sham. If

this circle is of lax"e radios, we shall have the appra-cxlmtion of tw,)-di-
nensional flow at the ormer as the air is forced tot tr throuh the angle e.
IM effect of the rourd slape, hmowr, acts to relieve the sevezity of the
shock ad modify the &tails of the flow. Because of this action,, the line of
the shock wave will be a cuv rather than a straight line. This is

:lluAtvated in Figure 6.30.
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SHOCK WAVE

SURFACE I

FIGURE 6.30. F1EW IN A ROUND CORNER (6.5:124)

As shomi, the stream lines change direction at the shock wave. However,

they continue to change gradually to approach the condition of parallel flow

as we expect on the surface of a cone. The bending of the shock line is

related to the surface cixvature (6.5:122-124).

Practical application of the three-dinensional effects discussed above

could be applied to the juncture of canopy and nose on an aircraft or to

conica plugs found in engine inlets suuh as those on the SR-71.

6.22 EE-DIMESICNAL SJPERSCNIC WINGS

To cis oint we have considered only the infinite wing in two-di=n-

sional flow. If we have a finite vpImform such as that given in Figure 6.31,

we can expect the apex to generate a Mach cone as indicated. This will be

true in any practical case of an aircraft in flight because of the nose

section ahead of the wing. 'he nose will generate a cone of disturbance Li

which at least a portion of the wuing will fly. As the velocity of flight, V.,

incz,. ses, the cone narrows as indicated in Figure 6.31b.

men the leading edge of the wing is behind the Mach cone angle as shown

in Figure 6.31a, the normal Mach is subscnic, and no shock wave is created at

the leading edge. The pressure distribution and the forces resultin will be

equivalent to those found in an airfoil nomial to the stream at the

corresponding mssonic Mach. In this case, it is advantageous to use a

,bsamic airfoil section rather than a supersonic section if the wing will

C always be below the effective Mach of unity.
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(A) WING WITH SUBSONIC
LEADING EDGE

MACH CONE - V- -

(B) WING WITH SUPERSONIC v m
LEADING EDGE

/\
/

/

/

FZIG 6.31. MACH COME LmIM,

If the Mch ame fa•ls b6hind thO leading edge as SWM in Fig=u 6.33b,
the effwctive flo an the wing is supesonic at the leading edge, HWw,*r, it
is quite pssible that the ef ftive flow may be supermuc at the leading
edge but mubeoi at the trailing ed9ge 7his w certainly hap behind a

stk 0ne. The XeSsure distri±ition is Uxf.ed by the transition f70in
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supersonic to subsonic flow.

These effects are also involved in the analysis of tip losses. Let us

consider a flat plate wing of finite aspect ratio as shown in Figure 6.32.

Since the tip losses are confined to the region within the tip cones, the

tips could be cut off at an angle slightly greater than the Mach angle so that

none of the wing is contained within the Mach cone. Then there are no induced

effects, and the wing acts as in two-dimnnsional flow, and Equations 6.69 and

6.70 apply.

TWO-ODIMENSIONAL FLOW

FLOW

MACH CONE-A

6.23 TRANSONIC FLCW RBGIME

In the previous paraahs, the subject of transonic aeromynanics

has been judidcously aoided. It can be seen fran Ackeret thin wing theory
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(Equations 6.67 - 6.70) that lift and drag tend to became infinite in the

vicinity of Mach 1.0. A similar result is also found fran subsonic theory

proposed by Prandtl and Glauert, shawn in Figure 6.33.

I4
I12 \ I 4___

C1.

1.0
S,-ACTJkL.CL

1;0 M

FIGURE 6.33. TBANSCNIC LIFT COTIcim CHMRUTRISTICS

Frmn this figure cces the conoept of the u•thcal sonic barrier. In the
actual case, the lift coefficient follows a trend more like that indicated by

the dotted line.
Transonic flow uver a body is ccqplicated by the fact that both subsonic

and supersonic flows exist si ultaneously on the surface of the aitcraft. The
interaction betwen these two types of flow plus the viscous effects in the

boundary layer create a oandition that defies direct WtVmatical analysis.
Even eperimental results in the wind tunnel are difficult to obtain

because of the tunnel choking effects caused when a model is placed in the
nearly sonic throat of the tunnel. noe a=ch in this chapter will be to
extrapolate the oaq*p of viscous, subsonic fl iw and nonviscous supersonic
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flow into this region of mixed flow conditions resulting in a qualitative look

at the transonic speed range.

Tte transonic speed range begins when sonic flow first occurs over the

surface of the vehicle and ends when the flow is supersonic over the entire

surface (with the possible exception of a small insignificant subsonic region

at the. leading edge).

Fran Bernoulli's theorem, it has been shown that the velocity increases

and the pressure decreases as air flows subsonically over the surface of an

airfoil. As the Mach of the vehicle is increased, the flow near the thickest

portion of the airfoil approaches Mach 1.0 as in Figure 6.34a.

This is the critical Mach of the airfoil and is always less than 1.0.

When the vehicle velccity exceeds the critical Mach, regions of subsonic and

supersonic flow are created on the airfoil as shown in Figure 6.34, parts b

and c.
A shock always exists at the trailing edge of the supersonic region, and

as the vehicle velocity is increased above the critical Mach, the superscnic
region grows fore and aft of the point of maximum thickness until it reaches
the trailing edge and is very nearly attached to the leading edge as in Figure

6.34e.
Mien the bow shock attaches to the leading edge, the airfoil has left the

asonic speed regime and has enteed the supersonic regime.

6.23.1 Thickness
As speed increases from subsonic to transonic, thick, unswept, straight-

tapered wings show increases in lift-crve slope up to Mach slightly beyond

the critical. The slope then drops to a lower value followed by a rise
starting near Mach 1. 0 to a value almost as high as the value at the critical

Mach. This type of behavior is illustrated in Figure 6.33.

Reducing either the aspect ratio, the wing thickness ratio, or both

redums the magnitude of these eftý..-.d. Flor very thin wings and for wings of
very low aspect ratio, these tranwnic nxmlinearities do not exist, and the

CL-M curve resw es Figure 6.35.
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MAXIMUM LOCAL VELOCITY
EQUAL TO SONIC

(M -. 72

(CRITICAL MACH)

SUPERSONICTIO 4- NORMALNSHOCKOWAVE

suSONIC A-*PO801" SEPARATION

SUPERSONIC

(o)N .12 PARATION

S ~-o- NORMAl. SHOK

(da

M, 0.06

-4vrRALSOC

FIM1R 6.34. TRANSOWC PLW PATTEW (6.2:216) )
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2tir• (k44 aVa

AW€,.A C,

1.0 a

FIG= 6.35. TIN WING TPM NIC LIFT COEFICIEZR

Further evidence of the benefits of reducing airfoil thickness for the
transonic flight regime is shown in Figure 6.36, where pressure coefficient as
a function of critical Mach is shown for various thicknesses of airfoils.

THICK

qj MEDIUM

STHIN

S'C

CA. THICK AIRFOIL IN

AIRFOIL CI ,

II

• FIGIE 6.36C. CRITICX AIROL % OICIT A) ~ IIA
II

MI A(RFOIL

0~ (?"*A bM (T% v
F= 6.36. CRITICAL PFESSRE Ca~nIcWz AND CRITICAL NAL1M FORAIRFlO S ' ODF T ¶IISES (6.6:167)
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6.23.2 Supercritical Airfoils

Another method %kiich can be utilized to increase critical Mach and delay
the transonic drag rise is to use a supercritical airfoil. Such ar. airfoil is
depicted in Figure 6.37. The supercritical airfoil is thicker than the
cnventional airfoil; this results in greater rigidity and internal voluTe.
At the same time, the recvery shock wave on top of the wing is weaker and is
moved much further aft than on conventional airfoils. The supercritical
airfoil causes less boundazy layer separation, zesulting in a delay in the
drag rise which ocurs on a conventional airfoil section at the critical Mach.
The result is that the drag rise associated with passage thrzogh critical Mach
is delayed.

SUPERSONIC
STRONGPLOW REGION

FLOWRIION-40o WE/// //2 AKK

CONVENTIONAL SUPERCRITICAL
AIRFOIL AIRPOIL

FIG=E 6.37. 00MUL9o IF DRAiG RME PHOOO AT CRTCAL m.m

6.23.3 W

The final method to be disomsed for delaying critical Idch to higher
values is wing sp. To the airstream, the velocity (or Math) that is

important is the owit that is perenozlar to 'he leading edge of the
wing. By referring to Figure 6.38a, it is seen that the oopwnnt of velocity
perpendicular to the leading edge of the wing is less than the free stream
value by the cosine of the s angle A. Thetefme, the critica Mach is
4inzeal, ad the transomic 4M rise is delayad. &djction in drag
coefficient as a fuction of Mach for smevral values of wing soep is
illustrated in Figure 6.38b.

Ther are, h•iver, soe negative aqxu of wing A. A sp ise f )
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VELOCITY COMPONENT
PARALLEL TO LEADING
EDGE

FREE STREAM
VELOCITY

(a) SWEEP ANGLE, A

VELOCITY COMPON ENT
PERPENDICULAR TO

A LEADING EDGE

(b) A10'
,./ SW° E EP ANGLE, A

COEFFICIENT
CC)

0 1.0 2.0 3.0
MACH

FIG(IM 6.38. (WAL EFFECTS CE SWEEPBAC (6.2:227)

tends to develop frcm the root toward the tip as depicted in Figure 6.39.

iis samuise flow oontributes to the strerqth of wing tip vortices, thereby
ibmeaMing indued drag at high angles of attack. The swept back wing also

tends to seprte and stall first at the wing tip. This is, of ccurse,

Aucsirable from a control point of view as ailerons are normally located

toward the wing tip. 2mese stall characteristics are also depicted in Figure

6.39. 2W tenhnny can be decreased by twisting arid/or tapering the wing, but
again a penalty ars due to the structural cauplications caused by bending

• to•ard the wig tips this twists the wing and iqmmoes torsional loading.
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TIP STALL TENDENCY
OF UNMODIFIED WING-

1.0-

•,. WING MODIFIED BY

WASHOUT, CAMBER,
SECTION VARIATION, ETC.'0

0 ... 1.. .. 0
ROOT TIP

TYPICAL STALL SEQUENCE

DEVLOPS AT 11143H CL ONMA)I

0 Q

SSTALL AI•

ARA OF TIP ow I
4TALL INLAPM8 INSD

FIXG.P 6.39. v z aAC mEmmITcS o•' m c wIn (6.2:232)

A further disadmattAgeo f wing v~,~e in illustrat.ed in Ficp~e 6. 40'. Note.
that-for the ase angle o~f attack, a straiqAt win~g is capeble of producinq a
aw~h hlq~r lif t o.diiit tn a swept wing,,
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LIFT 
STRAIGHT.

COEFFICIENT 
SWEPT

CUF

ANGLE OF ATTACK, a

FIGURE 6.40. EFEDCT OF SWEEBAM CKN IM SPEED LIM CURVE (6.2:228)

Aerodynamically, the effect of wing sweep with regard to delaying
critical Mach aplies to forward sweep as well as sweep back. The spanwise
flcow on a forwad swept wing, hmever, is from the tip toward the root and
tends to be beneficial. The major reason forward swept wings have not been
widely used in the past is because of aeroelastic divergence problems. The
present day prc-wemIent in ecuposite materials has provided us with a material

that has the stiffness needed to cwtmat such problems.
Despite many disadvantages, reamward wing sweep has been for many years

the ptgiyr mthod used to delay transonic drag rise. Reference to Figure
S6.38b, however, shms that at higher suersnic Madi, a straight wing becomes

a~e~io9f=m a drag gtAndpit.

6.23.4 and Area Ruile
2W o=Pet of s•1k fomation is also ied by a very severe drag

Srise. Ebr an aixc aft the best f xselage shape and the best wing fuselage

(: c •ination that will delay the drag rise and/or tend to limit the severity of
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its effect is of major interest.
As matter of both calculation and testing, it is foumd that a body of

revolution with high fineness ratio (ratio of length to diameter) gives the

least drag. The nose section should not be a cone. The best shape for the

nose resembles that shown in Figure 6.41.

CIRCULAR

FIG= 6.41. OPTnW, NO.S SH.

Unfortunately, a true body of revolution is not found in actual vehicles.

As an exanple, the canopy will foxm a bulge in the fuselage. The wings, ,Ahen

attached, will further modify the shape. Hawever, without the necessity of

Wmnrin the exact form of the aircraft, the equivalent effect of wizrq and

canopy can be preserved by making an equivalent body of revlution with the

proper bulges located in the appropriate regions. This is" shoMn in Figure

6.426

FIG= 6.4. EqIAMTB X D=.
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The abrupt offsets in the surface will cause an increase in drag above
that for the ideal body of revolution. To minimize drag it will be necessary
to remcve material from the region of the bulges. Because the wings nmust be
present, the contour of the fuselage is changed in this region to canpensate
for them. The sawe thing can be done in the region of the can.oy. In some
instances, it may be necessary to introdue bulges in the fuselage behind or
ahead of the wing to introduce the equivalent effect of the smooth aerodynamic

contour.
A striking exanple of this effect is the extending of the "cab" of the

Boeing 747. Wind tunnel data show that the Mach at which drag rise shows a
significant increase is delayed by smoothing the area distribution by fairing
the fuselage-cab juncture. The drag effect of the fairing is insignificant
until Mcr is reached for the unfaired juncture; then the fairing delays the
Mach at which waves are generated. As shown in Figure 6.43, the fairing

causes anincrease inM crfOr0.3 CL <0.5.
The application of the transonic area rule will delay the drag rise, but

in any event shack formation cannot be avoided if the flicht Mach is
sufficiently inreased. The oontour of the fuselage that will be effective at
Mach 1.0 is not as effective at Mach 1.2. In fact, the conditions which
provided an advantage in the transonic region may beccme a disadvantage at
higher Mach. It is generally considered that area rule application is
pointless above Mach 1.5. Fuxther illustrations of the effects of area ruling

are alxmn in 'igure 6.44.
Tran=c fliow also producs ioportant changes in the aerodynaic

pitchinM moent characteristics of wing secticos. The aerodynawic center of
airfoils it mdxm i 1fw is located at about the 25% chord point. As the
airfoil is s jectd to uprsonic flow, the aerodynamic center changes to
aim- the 50% chord poirt. T~ms, the aircraft in transonic flight can
e-merIence Lue changes in langitt4inal stability because of the large
caW in te position of the aerody ete. If an aircraft st--sbilizes
in the tra i rzegion, the aery iC c-nter may oscillate between the 25%
chord point and the 504 chord point, often at very high frmpxy, thj s
furt-er aggn ftes lAmtudinal stability problem.
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FIGURE 6.44. "COKE BOTTLE" FUSELAGE (6.1:166)
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6.23.5 Transonic and Supersonic Control Surfaces

The design of control surfaces for transord c and supersonic flight

involves many important considerations. This fact is illustrated by the

typical transonic and supersonic flow patterns of Figure 6.45. Trailing edge

control surfaces can be affected adversely by the shock waves formed in flight

above the critical Mach. If the airflow is separated by the shock wave, the

resulting buffet of the control surface can be very objectionable. In

addition to the buffet of the surface, the change in the pressure distribution

due to separation and the shock wave location can create very large changes in

()ntrol surface hinge moments. Such large changes in hinge moments create

very undesirable control forces and present the need for an "irreversible"

control system. An irreversible control system would employ powerful

hydraulic or electric actuators to move the surfaces upon control by the

pilot, and the airloads developed on the surface could not feed back to the

pilot. Of course, suitable control forces would be synthesized by bungees,

"q" sprirgs, bchweights, etc.
Transonic and supersonic flight can cause a noticeable reduction in the

effectiveness of trailing edge control surfoms. The deflection of a trailing

edge oontrol surface at low subsonic speeds alters the pressure distribution

on the fixed portion as well as the movable portion of the surface. This is

true to the extent that a 10 deflection of a 40% chord elevator produces a

lift change very nearly the equivalent of a 1-degree change in stabilizer

setting. Moever, if supersonic flow exists on the surface, a deflection of

the trailing edge control surface cannot influence the pressure distribution

in the supersonic area ahead of the movable control surface. This is

especially true in high supersonic flight %•iere supersonic flow exists over

the entire chord and the change in pressure distribution is limited to the

area of the control surface. The reduction in effectiveness of the trailing

edge caontrol surfam at transonic and supersonic speeds necessitates the use

of an all ombhle sturface. Application of the all movable control surface to

the horizontal tail is =ost usual since the increase in longitudinal stability

in superscnic flight reiUzes a high degree of control effectiveness to

a&Ii, Yv.qu, ired controllability for supersonic maneuvering (6.2:236, 238).
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CONTROL SURFACE
FLOW PATrERNS

TRANSONIC FLOW ON

TRAILIG oEDGE CONTROLS

M =.85 4M=9

SUPERSONIC FLOW CONDITIONS

TRAILING EDGE ALL MOVA18LE

CONTROL CONTROL SURFACE
SURFACE

FIGURE 6.45. PLANFORM EFFEM'S AND CONTRML SURFACES (6.2:237)

6.24 SU.WARY

In this chapter we have studied the theory of supersonic and transonic

flow. %Ahasis was placed on the practical application of the theory to

realistic two and three dimensional flow problems about aerodynamic shapes.

Udrstanding and application of supersonic theory will be necessary in

Chapter 7 on Propulsion.
Present day supersonic aircraft and space shuttle operations necessitate

a thorough understanding of this material by the flight test pilot and flight

test engineer.
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PRCBEMS

6.1 Calculate t!ie velocity of sound in air at a temperature of 70°F.

Express it in (a) knots, and (b) ft/sec.

T- 8860A - 50OF

FlND: (c) At station Q , V, in ft/sec.

(d) At station 0 42.

6.2 Sketch the Match oone for M - 2.0. Show that

5.3 P= 2116 lb/ft 2

M W 4.0

To* 165°R

P ?
T
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6.4 At point Q in a nozzle, air flows with a velocity of 500 ft/sec,
2pressure of 2116 lb/ft , temperature of 400 F, and density of 0.0024

slugs/ft3 . Assuming isentropic flo,

(a) Calculate the quantities listed at point Q where the area is
reduced by 15%.

(b) Calculate the quantities listed at point Q where M = 1.0.

I0

V, $500ft/sec V2  = V 3 =

P 1  = 2116 lb/ ft 2  P 2  W P 3 M

P w0.0024 slugs/ft 3  02 =03 f

T, -• 40FT

A,. = A A2 = 085A1 3

1 0 M2  = M3 = 1.0

='%= "2 T3%
T2  3

PTI " T2 = T3 =

SM* * *

2 8 3
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6.5 A surface tewperature of 1000°R is recorded for a missile that is flying

at an altitude of 50,000 ft in a standard atmosphere. Assume that the

conditions on the surface are the same as those at a stagnation point

after an isentropic cmpretsion. Weat is the velocity of the missile?

Wnat is the pressure at the stagnation point on the missile?

6.6 An intermittent wind tunnel is designed for Mach 4.0 in the test section.

The tunnel operates by suckinq air from, the atmospere thrcugh a duct and

into a vacuum tank. The tunnel is at an elevation of 5,000 ft (standard

atmosphere). hiat will be the static temperature, static density, and

velocity in the test section assuming an isentropic process?

6.7 Find M2' P2 , T2 "

M, - 3.0 ?
P, - 2,11 ae L/FT' T . ?

T, - 625-R P2 - ?

-NORMAL SHOCK WAVE

6.8 An intake is a diffuser to skw the flow and recover as nuch free stream

pressure as possible, i.e., to recover all of the total pressure possible

while slawing the flow to 1 2 0. The sketch below sows a typical low

spersonic inlet (F-l00 type).
C
0

451 145* -, 2  It

0

-®-

71W: PT /PT assmiixg an isentztpic Process behind shock- fran to
6 .
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6.9 FIND M2, P21 T2' and maxium= 6 possible without detaching shock. Assume

a weak shock solution.

M - 3.0 6-200

P 1 =•! 111 1 IIIIII1

P, -2,116 LWF'

T1 - 625"R

6.10 Inlets designed to operate in the high supersmic flight regime (F-104

type inlet) usually utilize multiple shock wavs, unlike the F-100 type

inlet. Using the tabular information in NACA 1135, you can estimate the

improv•eInt in pressure recovery to be oxected.

MM3O

U I 4 18 THE

FACE

Flor a uwsk shock golution~ fro to fi0 PT /P T asumn an

iawetropic prooess behind shocks from to h) . se id shock is a

noral shock. ompare this presre recovery to that of the P-lOo type

inlet in Problm 6.8.
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b

6.11 M, -2.0

200

(a) Assuming a flow Mach of 2.0, what will the Mach be after an

expansive deflection of 200 as shown above?

(b) Find T 2/T 1 and P 2/PI1

(c) what is the entropy change?

(d) Draw uI and V2 and find angle of the expansion fan.

6.12 GIVEN: S2 = S5 = 75 ft 2

s3 S6 - 125 ft 2

tic - 0.20

P, - 2.0
p,- 244 LU/PT'

The flow in front of a double wedge airfoil (infinite wing) is inclined

at an angle of attack of 50 and has a Mach of 2 (region 1). Weak shock
waves are attached at both the leading and trailing edges. Calculate:
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x

(a) The pressure ooefficients in regicris () ),C and D

(b) The net drag and net lift using the pressure coefficients found in

Part (a).

(c) The drag and lift using thin airfoil theory and compare to the

answers derived in Part (b).

AM9

"• ~6.91



\0

ANSERS

6.1 (a) 668 kts

(b) 1128 ft/sec

(c) 1442 ft/sec

(d) 2.12
0

6.3 321,261 lb/ft'; 693°R

6.4 2709 ft/sec; 6582 lb/ft 2

6.5 119R; 5.68 x 10-5 slug/ft 3; 2141 ft/sec

6.6 0.46 638 ft/sec 1021 ft/sec

2446 lb/ft2  1933 lb/ft 2  1291 lb/ft 2

521°R .00225 slug/ft 3  .00169 slug/ft 3

.00266 slug/ft 3  487"R 434%R

0.49 0.59 1.0

0.62

6.7 0.4752: 21858 lb/ft 2 ; 1675R

6.8 0.9298

6.9 2.01 8096 lb/ft 2 , 981'R; 340

6.10 98.6% recovery (93% Problem 6.8)

6.11 (a) 2.83

(b) 0.692

0.275

(d) 29.310

6.12 (a) 0.25; -0.217; 0.66; -0.078

(b) 19,166 lb drag; 30,428 lb lift

(c) Lift 26,858 lb; drag 14,655 lb
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7.1 INT...I r.X•r-

'>"•1te steady progress of pamered flight has closely followed the develop-
ment of suitable aixrafrt po)wrplants. Inlike the question of the chicken and
the egg, there is no dcV- bt as to which was necessary first. Without a
lightweight and yet &kquately VpAerful engine, controlled flight of
sufficient distance to serve a useful purpose would not be possible. Had it
lacked an adequate mans of propulsion, the machine conceived by Leonardo da
Vinci could not have flown, even if it had been otherwise capable. Although
Gerrany's z. N. A. Otto created the four-stroke internal ccmbustion engine in
1876, it wa. not until tonty years later that Daimler was aole to perfect the
eight horsepcir engine which enabled the Wolfert "Deutschland" to make the
first gasoliiesoo-pored dirigible flight. Wilbur and Orville Wright had to
develop their t-n engine before they could achieve successful flicght at Kitty
Hawk in 1903. Later Glenn H. Curtis met with outstanding success due largely
to the engines which he #as instnemntal in developing. And so it has gone,
down through the pages of aviation history; larger and more efficient engines
lead "ID Luger, faster, and higher flying aircraft.

7.2 THE FLIGMT SPE

The pros and cons of w-,,-q.lant ty.Gg .5= airmraft have been hotly
debated since the earliest days of poxred flight. 'rte reciprocating engine,
turboprop# turbofan, turbojet, rmojet, and te ro-ket each has its limitations
as well as uses for which it is best iuitad.

The recipoCxatizq eWgine. -,. has Mac d its iltijbste size and
horsepxwr, has lon bewn '4th �s as the workhorse of low and vedium altituzes
and aireeds. The tb OP Cxvb~ine the advantage, inherent in propeller

driven aircraft, of sthrt takiaoffs with the higher and faster flying

capability of the qa turbine engine. The turbojet, with its increased
efficiency at high al-tita-es and airspeeds, is ideal for uigh-flying, high
performanr� �~4itay a rcrft and buast? long-range airliners. The turbofan

ccabines the adhewitagws of both the turboprop and turbojet. It offers the
-high thrust at low airspeeds of the tUboprop but without the heavry, coorlex
redction 9aring and propeller, and iqurved fk1 specifics at mIerate
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airspeeds. Cn the horizon is yet a buther advance, the prop-fan, which

further ccmbi-es turboprop and turbofan technology. A ramjet engine is

particularly suited to high altitude and high speed, but it must be carried

alaft by some means other than its oma thrust to reach a velocity sufficient

to allow the engine to start and operate.

Man is a creature who lives miles deep on the bottcm of an ocean of air

that forms a protective canopy over the surface of the earth. Place him in a
vehicle a few miles above the bottou of his ocean, and he cannot survive

unless some means are provided to duplicate, approximately, the air
temperature and pressure of his normal enviramnt. Above the altitude

litdtations of the human body, the vehicle must supply pressurized oxygen or
aix for its passengers and crew. Above the air limitations of the engine

which propels it, the vehicle must carry all of its fuel and air (or other
means of supporting combtustion) with it, as is the case for the rocket.

Aircraft or missiles can be operated in continuous level flight only in a
restricted area of the altitude-flight speed spectrum. The mtint= speed

boundary of this level flight "corridor* is readied when the oczbined effect
of wing lift and centrifugal foroe is no longer sufficient to support aircraft
weight. Transient flight is possible at lower flight speeds by use of a
ballistic-type flight path, ,Awre altitude is being varied throughout thwe

flight, or by aircraft sumwrttd directly by pcswarplant thrust. Ecept at
very high altitudes, the maximn speed for continuous flight occurs where the

increase in aircraft and poWerplant structural weight required to ovexc the
adverse effects of high ram air pressure and tafwerature bexms excessive.

The effects of pressm-e predominate at law. altitudes, whereas th rapid
deterioration of the strength of stU-ctufal materials at high temparatures is

the primary factor at high altitzzes. Development of better materials and

iaroved costnrction technicpes will tend to raise these maxiutm speed
Uiits. At wry high altitudes, the maximu speed for continuous level flight

is limited to the orbiting velocity. Figure 7.1 shows the limits of the

so-called ooatirus level-flight corridor.
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ORBITING VELOCITY (CENTRIFUGAL FORCE JUST
COUNTERBALANCES THE EARTH'S GRAVITATIONAL ATTRACTION)
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7.3 PRINCIPLE OF ~JET PRCPUISIOtN

The principle of jet propulsion derives frcu an application of Newton's

laws of motion. Wn a fluid is accelerated or given a momentum change, a

force is required to produce this acceleration in the fluid, and, at the same

time, there is an equal and opposite reaction force. This opposite reaction

force of the fluid on the engine is called the thrust; therefore, the

principle of jet propulsion is based on the reaction principle. A little
thought will indicate that all devices or objects that move through fluids

must follo this basic propulsion principle. The fish and human swigmer move

themselves through the water by this principle, and, in the same manner, birds
are able to propel themselves through the air. Even the reciprocating engine
with its propeller (which causes a irnentum change of air) obeys the same

principle of nmuentum chYnge,

Any fluid can be utilized to achieve the jet propulsion principle; thus,
steam, combustion gases, or the hmt gases generated by any heating process can

be applied to propel a device through a fluid or space. Since many of these
devices operate in the air, they crange the momentun of the air for their
propulsive thirust. These devices are called air-breathing engines because

they utilize the air for their working fluid.

7.3.1 The Basic Gas Turbine Engi__

The gas turbine is an air-breathing angine. The term, "gas turbine,"
could be misleading because the word "gas" is so often used for gasoline. The

name, however, means exactly what it says, a turbine type of engine which is

operated by a gas, differentiated, for instance, from one operated by steam
vapor or water. The gas which operates the turbine usually is the product of

the cwbustion which takes place when a suitable fuel is burned with the air
passing through the engine. In most gas turbines, the fael is not gasoline at

all, but rather, a low grade distillate such as JP-4 or commercial kerosene.

Both the reciprocating engine and the gas turbine develop power or thrust
by burning a coxbustible mixture of fuel and air. Both convert the energy of

the expanding gases into propulsive force. The reciprocating engine does this
by changing the energy of combustion into mechanical energy which is used to
turn a propeller. Aircraft propulsion is obtained as the propeller imparts a
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relatively small amount of acceleration to a large mass of air. The gas
turbine, in its basic turbojet configuration, imparts a relatively large
amount of acceleration to a smaller mass of air and thus produces thrust or
propulsive force directly. Here, the similarity between the two types of
engines ceases.

The reciprocating engine is a ccuplicated machine when caopared to the
gas turbine. If only the basic, mechanically coupled caopressor and turbine
are considered, the gas turbine has only one major moving part. Air cames in
through an opening in the front of the engine and goes out, greatly heated and
accelerated, through an opening in the rear. Between the two openings, the
engine develops thrust.

Fundamentally, a gas turbine engine may be considered as consisting of
five main sections: an inlet, a canpressor, a burner, a turbine, and a
tailpipe having a jet nozzle. Turbojet versions of gas turbine engines are
devices to generate pressures and gases which provide mass and acceleration.

Newton's Second Law states that a change in motion is proportional to the
force applied. Expressed as an equation, force equals mass multiplied by
acceleration (F = ma). Force is the net thrust. Acceleration is a rate of
change of velocity; therefore, we can write

F = mdv/dt (7.1)

The velocity change is between the low velocity of the bicoming air, the zero
velocity of the fuel, and the high velocity of the outgoing gases, all
velocities being relative to that of the engine. Since momentum is defined
as mass times velocity, when velocity changes are substituted in the equation
in place of acceleration, the idea of nmoentum changes within the engine being

equal to force or thrust can be understood.
Mass, in the case of the turbojet, is the mass of air plus the mass of

fuel which pass through the engine. Acceleration of these masses is
accoplished in two ways. First, the air mass is carpressed, and pressure is
built up as the air goes through the carpressors with little change in
velocity. Secondly, the fuel and part of the air are burned to produce heat.
The heated gases expand in the burner section and accelerate through the
turbine inlet nozzle at the outlet of the burner section. The turbines
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extract power to drive the compressors. This process decelerates the gases

but leaves same pressure. The jet nozzle allows the gases to attain their

final acceleration and generates the outgoing mtmentum.

Trhe inoming msmntun of the air and the zero mutentum c'F the fuel

entering the engine must be subtracted from the outgoing momentum of the gases

in order to arrive at the overall change in mnmentzn which represents thrust.

The thrust developed by a turbojet engine, then, may be said to result fram

the unbalanced forces and mumentums created within the engine itself. Nen

the static pressure at the jet nozzle or the tailpipe exit exceeds the ambient

outside air pressure, an additional amount of thrust is developed at this

point. Figure 7.2 graphically represents the manner in which the internal

pressures vary throughout the engine. These pressures and the areas on which

they work are indicative of the n•nentum changes within the engine. Since

engine pressure is proportional to engine thrust, Figure 7.2 indicates how the

overall th~rust produced by the engine is developed. The final unbalance of
these pressures and areas gives, as a net result, the total thrust which the

engine is developing. In practice, this unbalance may be measured or

calculated in terms of pressure to enable the pilot to monitor engine thrust.
While turboprop engines function in a similar manner, the chief

difference is that the jet thrust produced is held to a minimum. Their

relatively large turbines are designed to extract all of the power possible

fram the expanding gases flowing from the burner section. This power is used

to rotate the propeller which, in turn, accelerates a large mass of air to

produce thrust to propel the aircraft.
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7.4 ENGINE CLASSIFICATION

There are five basic air-breathing engines used for aircraft propulsion.

These are the ramjet and the four basic gas turbine variants: turbojet,

turboprop, turboshaft and turbofan.

7.4.1 The Ramjet Engine
The simplest type of air-breathing engine is the ramjet engine, or, as it

is soetimes called, the Athodyd (Aero-rHermO-DYnamic-Duct) or Lorin engine

(in honor of its original proponent).
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FIGURE 7.3. PRINCIPAL EIL'S OF A RAbMJET GINE

This engine (Figure 7.3) consists of a diffuser, D,, a combustion chanber,

H, and a discharge nozzle, N. The function of a diffuser is to convert the

kinetic energy of the entering air into a pressure rise by decreasing the air

velocity. The diffuser delivers the air at a static pressure higher than

atmospheric pressure to the combustion chamber, where fuel is mixed with the

air and ignited.

The burning causes the specific volume of the air to increase; thus, the
air is accelerated in the combustion chamber, where it burns at approximately
constant pressure to a high temperature. The air temperature can also be

raised by heat transfer from a heater stch as a nuclear reactor. In this

case, of course, the fuel consumption is effectively zero, since the required
energy is derived from the nuclear fission in the reactor. Either way, high

temperature and high pressure gases are delivered to the exhaust nozzle to

produce an exit velocity greater than the entrance velocity.

Again, the process is one of changing the momentum of the working fluid
fran a low value at entrance to a high value at exit. The fuel used in this

type of engine is usually a liquid hydrocarbon; however, solid fuels can be
used to produce a propulsive thrust. Toward the end of World War II, the
Gerumns were experimenting with ramjet engines which operated on coal and
oil-cooked wood. It should be noted that the ranjet engine (in its basic

form) cannot operate under static conditions, since there will be no pressure
rise in the diffuser. Usually, a Mach of at least 0.2 is required for any

operation at all, and performance improves as the flight speed is increased.

7.
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It is readily apparent why this engine is scmetimes called the "flying

stovepipe." An ignition system is required to start it. However, once

started, the engine is a continuous firing duct in that it burns fuel at a

steady rate and takes air in at a steady rate for any given flight velocity.

7.4.2 The Turbojet Engine
The r&mjet ",ine is simple in construction; however, its application is

limited, and to date it has not been used extensively. The most comn type
of air-breathing engine is the turbojet engine illustrated in Figure 7.4.

O C ý -,- .. V1

______ _ _ T N

tFUEL
FIGURE 7.4. PRINCIPAL ELEENS OF A TURB= ENGINE

This engine consists of a diffuser, D, a mechanical ccopressor, C, a
combustion chamber, H, a miechanical turbine, T, and an exhaust nozzle, N.
Again, the function of the diffuser is to transform the kinetic energy of the

entering air into a static pressure rise. The diffuser delivers its air to
the mechanical coapressor which further compresses the air and delivers it to

the ccmbustion chamber. There, fuel nozzles feed fuel continuously, and

continuous catitstion takes place at approximately constant pressure. Here
also, the air temperature can be raised by heat transfer from a nuclear

reactor. The high teaperature and high pressure gases then enter the turbine,
where they expand to provide driving power for the turbine. The turbine is

directly connected to the compressor, and all the power developed by the
turbine is absorbed by the campressor and the auxiliary apparatus. The main

function of the turbine is to provide power for the mechanical compressor.
After the gases leave the turbine, they expand further in the exhaust nozzle
and are ejected with a velocity greater than the flight velocity to produce a
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thrust for propulsion. It is evident that this engine is not a great deal

different fran the ramjet engine. Here, a compressor and a turbine are used

to provide the additional pressure rise which could not be obtained in a

ramjet engine. Since this engine has a mechanical compressor, it is capable

of operating under static conditions; however, increases in flight velocity
improve its perfrmance because of the benefit of rain pressure achieved by the

diffuser. It is again pointed out that the overall pressure ratio of the
cycle may be increased to a value greater than that which is possible in a

ramjet engine. However, at very high flight speeds (Mach 3 or more),

sufficient pressure rises can be obtained from the diffuser alone. Thus, at
higher speeds, the ramjet engine may become more attractive than the turbojet

engine.

Turbojet engines can be further classified by the type of crmpressor
they employ. The centrifugal compressor works very well in the analler
turbojet and turboprop engines where a high oampression ratio is not too

essential. This design was standard for early aircraft gas turbines. Large,
high performance engines require the greater efficieni' and higher compression
ratios attainable only with an axial flow type of compressor. Axial flow
ccmTressors have the added aavantages of being lightweight and having a small

frontal area. Either a single compressor (Figure 7.5a), a dual compressor

(Figure 7.5b), or a triple-spool may be used. The latter types result in

(a) N•N=E AXI CO PEUSOM TuROJET (b) 0OUAL AXAL COMPROeS it TURBojU

FIGURE 7.5A. SINGLE AXIAL COMPRESSOR FIGJME 7.5B. DWAL AXIAL COMPRESSOR'••BWE TURBOJET

higher ccmpressorefficiencies, compression ratios, and thrusts. In dual
compressor engines, one turbine or set of turbine wheels drives the high
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pressure coumressor, and another set drives the low pressure compressor. Both

rotor systems operate independently of one another except for airflow. The

turbine for the low pressure compressor, the rear turbine, is connected to its

compressor by a shaft passing through the hollow center of the high pressure

coupressor and turbine assembly drive shaft. The dual compressor

configuration is often called a dual-rotor, two-spool, or twin-spool engine;

the sirgle compressor configuration is likewise called a single-rotor or

single-spool engine.

Frequently, a turbojet engine is equipped with an afterburner for

increased thrust (Figure 7.6). This increase in thrust can be accomplished

regardless of the type of caomressor used. Roughly, about 25% of the air

DUAL AXIAL COUPRESO TUNRIOJ WITH A"IMRN

FIGURE 7.6. DUAL AXIAL ODPRESSOR TURW= WITH AFTEBU1NER

entering the oopressor and passing through the engine is used for combustion.

only this amount of air is required to attain the maximum tsa rature that can

be tolerated by the metal parts. The balance of the air is needed primarily

for cooling purposes. Essentially, an afterburner is simply a huge stovepipe

attached to the rear of the engine, through which all of the exhaust gases

must pass. Fuel is injected into the forward section of the afterburner and

is ignited. Combustion is possible because 75k of the air which originally

entered the engine still remains unburned. %e result is, in effect, a

tremerx1ou blowtorch which increases the total thrust produced by the engine

by ap tely 50% or more. Although the total fuel consumption increases
two to ten times, the net increase in thrust is profitable for takeoff, clinb,

or acceleration. A turbojet aircraft with an afterburner can often reach a
OW given altitude with the use of less fuel by climbing rapidly in afterburner

than by climbing more slowly without the afterburner. The weight and noise of

an afterburner, which is used only occasionally, precludes the
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device being employed on present day, transport type aircraft; however,

afterburners are used to maintain cruise Mach on the SST.

7.4.3 The Turboprop or Turboshaft Engine

In principle, this engine (Figure 7.7) is very similar to the turbojet

engine, differing only in that it uses a propeller to provide most of the

propulsive thrust.

P
FUI•EL SHAFT

FIGURE 7.7. PRINCIPAL MDOMI OF A JI•ROP"RP EGINE

The engine consists of a diffuser, D, a mechanical coMpressor, C, a

ct&tion chamber, H, a turbine, T, an exhaust nozzle, N, reduction gearing,

G, and a propeller, P. The diffuser, mnhanical copressor, and combustion

chaber function in the sme manner as in the turbojet engine. However, in

the turboprop engine, the turbine extracts mich more power than it does in the

turbojet engine because the turbine provides power for both the coapressor and

the propeller. When all of this energy is extracted fxcm the high

teaperatwme gases, there is little energy left for producing jet thrust.

Thus, the turboprop engine derives trost of its propulsive thrust from the

propeller and derives only a swall portion (10% to 25% depending on the flight

velocity) fro the exhaust nozzle. Since the shaft rotation speed of ga-

turbine engines is very high (approximately 12,000 RRM), reduction gearing

rmust be placed between the turbine shaft and the propeller to enable the

propeller to operate efficiently. The turboprop engine is essentially a gas

turbine power plant because, as pointed out before, little power is derived

from the exhaust nozzle; still, as flight speeds are increased, the ratio of
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jet thrust to propeller thrust for maxinum thrust tends to becone higher. The

propulsive thmst is provided by a dual m•entum change of the air. First,

the propeller increases the air mcmentum, ard second, the overall engine, from

diffuser to nozzle, provides an internal nurentum increase. The sun of these

two thrusts is the total thrust developed by the engine.

The conversion to a turboprop can be accaplished with either a single or

multistage centrifugal c~mpressor, a single axial, ccupresaqr, or a dual amial

coreswr. In most cases, the propeller reduction drive geariu-g is oonnected

directly to the cmpressor d4ive ..*ft (Figure 7.8a) or, -hen a dual axial

compressor is used, to .the low pressure cci,,essor drive shaft (Figure 7.8b).

On still another type, the propeller is driven inde endetiy of the cqpressor

(b) DUAL AXIAL COM MR466M WWECT

PROP61L1.94 OmmV TURBOP~O

FIGURE 7. 8A. SINGU AXIAL C(OWRESSOR: FIGURE 7. 8B. DUAL AXIAL COMPRESSOR:
DI•acT PI2PELLER DRIVE DIRIM PrOPELLER DRIVE

by a free turbine of its ow (Figure 7.9). In one version of the free turbine

turboprop, both an axial and a centrifugal caiprussor are used. A single

SC stage turbine, operating by itself, supplies the power to drive both the

.cpressors and the accessories. If a turbine of a gas turbine engine is
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connected to a drive shaft which, in addition to the ccmpressor, drives

smething other than a propeller, the engine is referred to as a shaft turbine

or turboshaft engine. Turboshaft engines are most often used to power

helicopters.

FIGURE 7.9. S3•LE AXIAL COMPRESSOR: FREE TUINE PMP1LER DRIVE TJMROPI•)P

7.4A4 T Te

The turbofan engine cmrbines features of both the turbojet and turboprop

engires. As a result, it has performance characteristics somMx•ere between

"the other two engines. Figure 7.10 schematically illustrates the principal

elemnts of a front fan vrsion of the turbofan engine.

FIGURE 7. 10G. PRINIPAl. ELS FIGURE 7.10B. PRDNIPAL MEaorS
OF A UR1BOFAN ENGINE OF A TURBOFAN LROGINE
(FiRT FAN) (AFT PAN)

The engine o~nsists of a diffuser, D, a front fan, F, a mechanical

compressor, C, a combustion chamber, H, a turbine, T, a bypass duct, B, and an

exhaust nozzle or nozzles, N. As before, the function of the diffuser is to
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convert the kinetic energy of the entering air into a static pressure r
The diffuser delivers its air to a fan, which further conpresses it a smwA'
amount (a pressure ratio of approximately 1.5 to 2.0). The airflow iJ5 then
split, and a portion enters the bypass duct, while the remairncez continues
into the mechanical coapressor, ombustion chamber, and turbine. T"he ratio of
the airflcw through the bypass duct to the airflow through the gas generator
is defined as the bypass ratio. The turbine, as with the turboprop engine,
provides the pwer for both the fan and the ccapressor. Unlike the turboprop
engine, however, there i&s still considerable energy available in the gases
downstream of the turbine. The exhaust gases are, therefore, further expanded
in the exhaust nozzle to a velocity greater than the flight velocity,
producing thrust for propulsion. The bypass air is also expanded, either
through a ccmnr. nozzle with the exhaust gases or through a separate nozzle,
to a 6elocity higher than the flight velocity, producirg additional thrust for
propulsion. The turbofan engine thus derives its propulsive thrust frmi the
high velocity exhausts of both the bypass air and tie gas geaerator gases.

The version of the turbofan engine illustrated in Figure 7.10b differs
from tie front fan version in that the fan, F, is located aft of the gas
generator turbine, T, and is driven by a separate turbine, T 2 Only bypass
air, which can entar a xmmrn diffuser, D, or a separate diffuser, ), passes
through the fan. Wtwever, the propulsive thrust of the engine is still
deriVed from dth lhi-gh velocity exhaust of both the fan and thwe as generator.

Altdk4 these are the two basic configurations of the turbofan engine,
many vriations are possible. Three different c•--igurations of actual
engie are illustrated in Figure 7.11.

As cxxa~rad to the turbojet and turboprop engines, the turbofan engine
derives its thrust freM th acceleration of a mediut amonmt of air trough a
mdium velocity incr9Ment. The turbojet accelerates a small antuit of air
through a large w-locity incr nt; the turboprOp acclerates a large anvunt

of air (throg4i the pTtlller) thugh a mall velocity increment.
As with the turbojet engine, significant thrust augtentation is also

possible with the turbofan e•gi•n. A•terbumrnig can be accrpaiWhed in either
or both of the exhaust streams. In fact, since the bypass stream has no
coatustion products, very large tesperature increases and, hence, exhaust
velocity or thrust increases are possible with the turbofan engine.
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FIGURE 7.11. SOMTI4rC DIPMRA OF~ IWOE'AN ELGINES. (A) CCaJRMh PRA~T
&WIhY AnCRUT DIVISION~ OF' UtUT AIWW? CcRP. (B)

COMMhS ILES-ADYCE. (C) L)==Y~ FLIGHT INTEATICWAL.
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7.5 THRUST

one speaks of horsepower when describing a reciprocating engine or a

turboprop. Power is defined as work per unit of time, and work involves a

force operating over a distance. Expressed as an equation

p Fs (7.2)t

where: P = Power
F = Force
s = Distance
t =Tim

one horsepor is the rurt used to describe the equivalent of 33DA0M
foot-pounds of wurk performed in one ntinute, or 550 foot-poutnds of work in one

seownd. In a reciprocating engimae or tuxh=rb op, it is possible to measure
distanoe and time. Torque and I44 are used in ccuwtingo horsepower. However,
t!ese same distance and time elements make the use of the tenns "power" and
"horsepcer" inuwceptable for a turbojet ernine. Men a turbojet engine is

static, as in the case of an aircraft parked on the ground or when an engine
is mounted in i ground test stand, distawe and time are zero because no
wapant is involWd Oat can be meamsred against a period of time. Although
torque and V4 ax-e produced by the turbine, the horseoewr developed is used

entirely withit the engine itself. According to the definition and equation

for poqer, none is being produced; yet, a forward force is being exerted when
the ergine is operating. It might be said that thrust is the uareavnt of

the amount that an engine pushes against ýts attacixent points. The
propu.lse force developod by a turbojet is meAsurd in pouns of thrust.I ~~~ ~ ~ e in oower of evtut vroussv

In Oxder to evhluatel varl.c- Wpruls i devices and provide a basis for
OAisn, we wilA write an e ression wtich ýrime a values for thrust.

Onsider, for exa~le, an air-breaftthi engmne that uses ma slugs/swc or

4a lb/sec

"a 2 (7.3)
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lb sec/ft of air per second, as shown in Figure 7.12.

II

0 10 of

FIGLUR 7.12. AR-BRFATflMf EXINE

we coinsider the air as it flows between the streaulires from entr-ance to

exit as illbstrated. Ul air12eathin, engines take in air at appraxiuately

flight velocity and atmsph~eric pressure (in the absence of shwk waves),

Ccypress it byj somi awans, h~.at it by ccartw~tion, &-4 discharge it thrug a
nozzle so as to incteasa the TomntwTm of the exit gases. The subscripts in
rigure 7.12 have the following mmanin: 0 refers to froe stream conditions, 1
refers to the engine inlet secticn, 1-1 xeters to the engine exit section, ari
ef refers to the section ~4m.-e the pressuie of the engine exhaust gases is
first eq~ual to the pressure of the curoundng. abu~spem

The thrust of such a device is given by the tine rate of umowntw11 change
betwm m0ctionz ure the pressure ig a1 (0 and ef). w can write the

ioltsng eillstteon for tie net thrust acting on the engine

F WeV2 Vh) (7.5)

To aeoua t for the cpr nge of t s flo udue to the addtion of fuel we
e sdegt eost write

P -•4o -ef (P.6)

LI

STo account f~~~r the •e o£~ *as flw. e 18ea~ii f lw
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In most air-breathing engines, this addition of fuel is small (about 2%);

hcwever, to be analytically correct, we shall consider this factor in our
thrust equation. ýben thrust is evaluated, measurements are usually made at
the actual engine exit section and not at Section ef. Therefore, it is
desirable to write the first term of Equation 7.6 in terms of conditions at
Station 10. The pressure at 10 can be greater or less than the atmospheric
pressure, and when this is true, the pressure unbalance will provide an
additional force term to the thrust equation. When the thrust equation is
written between the free stream condition 0 and the actual engine exit Station

10, it becomes

Factual = 50I0 + A10 (P1 0 - 10) " a0 (7.7)

Equation 7.6 or Equation 7.7 may be used to evaluate the net thrust of a
propulsion device, and it has been found from flight measurements that either
equation will give satisfactory results. The various terms contained in these
equations are given specific names. First, there is the gross thrust, the
thrust produced by the nozzle, which is defined as

F1g - Ovef 8F g~eal m~e 78

r " 0 ii 0V10 + A1 0 (P10 - PO) (7.8a)

Note that these are two forms for the gross thrust. The first is the
Momentum flux at the effective exit section, and the second is the sum of the

-mwntum flux and the pressure thrust at the exit section. The latter form is
the one preferred.

The other term of the thrust equation is called the negative thrust or
ram drag. It is defined as

tv Fr - aV ( 7.9)

This famce is a negative one because it represents the equivalent drag of
taking on the flight-velocity air. The diffeience beteen these two terms

(the grOs thrust and the ram drag) is called the net thrust because it is the
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net force acting on the engine to produce propulsion power. Thus, we can

write for net thrust

F =F - Fr =I iCvl + Ao(P - P0) - ioV (7.10)n rg±O1ti00 aO0

or

Fn = ý(V10-Vo) + A1 (Plo-PO)

neglecti~ng fuel added.

Mien

P10 = P0

i.e., for an ideal nozzle

I Vn - m1 0) (7.11)

Satinmes it is more convenient, when evaluating thrust, to ecpress the
mumentum flux as a function of Mach rather than velocity. This relation was
derived frcm the cotinuity equation and from the definition of Kich.

*V m PyM2  (7.12)

The various fm•s of the thrust equation are sumaarized in Table 7.1.
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TABLE 7.1
SUMMARY OF ST EQCATINS

Gross Thrust

Fg = o1 V10 + A1o(P1o - Po)

2

Fr - 0 A P0 YoM0

Net Thrust

F n-F -Fr

It should be remeubered that the net thnust is always the difference

( between the gross thrust and the ram drag; therefore, it is given by any
combination of the various gross thrust and ram drag terms.

Mmen the aircraft and emine are static, net thrust aud gross thrust are

equal. •en the term, "thrust," is used by itself in discussing a gas turbine
engine, the referenoe is usually to net thrust, unless otherwise stated.

Static er"ine thrust is measured directly in an engine test stand.
Stands are usually constructed in such a mannr that they float, pushing
against a calibrated scale which accurately measures the thrust in pounds.

Thrust stands are also available to measure the static thrust exerted by a
xwplete aircraft and engine installation and are often used, althofti saw

additional cailicatians are itwolved. once an installed engine becoxies
airborne, direct measure*unt of thrust is not usually practical. 1'
Obnsiuently, coquvsgor RR4 ard turbine discaMre pressure (or enine
pressure ratio), that vary with the thrust being developed* are measured and
used to iuicate the propulsive force which an engine is producing in flight.

7.6 PCM Iiý TM
If a turbojet engine were operated only u-,er static oonditions in an

air-conditioned rom at standard day t ature, there would be no need to
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change the quantities used in the foregoing equations for net and gross thrust

at any given throttle setting. However, all engines installed in aircraft

muost operate under varying conditions of airspeed and altitude. These varying

conditions will radically affect the temperature and pressure of the air

entering the engine, the amount of airflow through the engine, and the jet

velocity at the engine exhaust nozzle. This means that, for any given

throttle setting, different vales must be entered in the thrust equations as

the airspeed and/or altitude of the aircraft c1anges. Although some of these

variables are cxqpensated by the engine fuel control, many of the changes that

will occur affect the thrust output of the engine directly.

In actual practice, the equation presented previously will seldan be used

directly to calculate engine thrust. Nevertheless, an understanding of the

effect on the thrust equations of the several variables that will be

encountered during normal engine operation will serve to illustrate how the

changing conditions at the engine air inlet affect engine perfonmance in

flight and on the ground.

7.6.1 Dam Effect

As an aircraft gains speed going dam a runway, the outside air is moving

past the aircraft with increasing speed. The effect is the sane as if the

aircraft were stationary in a wind tunnel and air were being blown past the

aircraft by mieans of a fan in the tunnel. ThMe mvment of the aircraft

relative to the outside air causes air to be rammed into the engine inlet

duct. Pam effect increases the airflow to the engine, which, in turn, means

more thrust.

Ram effect alone, hcwver, is not all that happens at the engine air

inlet as airspeed increases. There are sae changes in pmea-!%e ana velocity

which occur inside the air inlet duct because of the shape of the duct

itself, as will be explained later. Neglectinqj these changes for the •ruent,

it has been shoam that, as an aircraft I-. L'-4endi the thrust being

produe by the engine decreases for any given throttle setting because V0 at

the engine air inlet is increasing. Yet, because of ram effect, increasing the

airseed als iree the Wewre of the airflow into the engine a

Wh~at actually takes place, therefore, is the net result. of th~ew twoS

different effects, as illustrated in Figure 7.13. In the sketch, the "A"
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curve represents the tendency of thrust to drop off as airspeed builds up, due
to the increase in free stream velocity, VO. The "B" curve represents the
thrust generated by the ram effect that increases the airflow, ma, and,
consequently, increases the thrust. The "C" curve is the result of ccubining
curves "A" and "B". Notice that the increase in thrust due to ram as the
aircraft goes faster and faster, eventually becomes sufficient to make up the
loss in thrust caused by the increase in V0 . Ram will also compensate for

some of the loss in thrust due to the reduced pressure at high altitude.

RESULTANT EFFECT OF A & B

He -MCONST

(*'BRA EFFECT

FIGWE 7.13. EMWCT OF RAM PRESURE ON TH

Ram effect is inportant, particularly in high speed aircraft, because
eventually, when the airspeed beumes high enough, the ram effect will pmduce
a significant overall increase in engine thrust. At the subsonic speeds at
which aircraft powred by nonafterbUrning engines usually cruise, ram effect
does not greatly affect engine thrust. At supersonic speeds, ram effect can
be a major factor in detendninq how much thrust an engine will poduce.

7.6.2 atitga Effect

The efbfet of altitude on thrust is really a function of density. As an
aircraft gains altitude, the pressure of the outside air decreases, and the
tampeature of the air will, in general, become colder (Figure 7.14). As the
pressure dereases, so does the thrust, but as the tea~erature decreases, the
thrust incra.e. OiMer, the pressure of the outside air decreases faster

Apt,• than the te r•atute, so an engine actually produces less thlrst as altitude
is icreased. ', temprature becxs constant at about 36,000 feet. aut the
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aniient pressure continues to drop steadily with increasing altitude. Because

of this, thrust will drop off more rapidly above 36,000 feet.

Nott I MO ,- CONerr

ALTfIUDE - FT -

FIGURE 7.14. EFFECT OF ALT1W ON THRUST

7.7 SIMP'LE C'YCL ANALYSIS

The thermlynamic cycle of the jet engine will be examined in order to

obtain an insight into the factors affecting performance. An ideal cycle

analysis of the turbojet and turbofan engine will be presented with a number

of assumptions that will make the analysis simpler and easier to understand.

Although the approach may appear somsiat restrictive, the results will be

surprisingly close to those of the actual engine.

7.7.1 E"iqine Station qsignat
Figure 7.15 shows the engine station terminology that will be used

throughot this chapter. This designation is normally used for a single-spool

(single cXutWessor-sirqle turbine) turbojet engine. 1he system can be

expanded to include dual axial Ocpresors and turbines by adding Station

Bober 2. 5 and 4.5 between the low and high pressare caxoressor and turbine

respectively. Aftezbene uechwrization is designated by Station rmtbers 6 to
9, a required.

47 2

4 1 )
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FREESTREAM

INLET COMP- COMdBUSTOR TUWt TAIL.PIPE NOZZLE
RE8SOR BINS

0 1 3 4 a 9 10

FIGURE 7.15 SIN- O URBa ENGINE STATION DESIGNATIONS

7.7.2 msic slutions an Pr2 s

The steady £flo energy equatioon, aluation 7.13, will be the primary

relationship used trugfiut the analysis.

40 - 6W a dT (7.13)

whaer

aQ is the heat energy aded to the cycle less. the heat energy
rejected,

aW3, net work outrpt of the cycle,

ahqr, net change in total enthalpy.

Eithalpy is a conenient term used in flow analysis because it inchwles not

only the internal energy of the wrking gas but also the flow and expansion

work potential. Tbtal entvhlpy is composed of a static term related to

"r C



absolute temperature and a kinetic term resulting fran the velocity of the

gas

hT= h + V (7.14)

h = ST (7.15)

The term gJ = 25,050 F-lb/BTU is a conversion factor to keep the equations in
standard heat engine units. The specific heat at constant pressure (Cp) is a

function of temperature, varying from 0.24 to 0.27 BTU/lb°R within a typical

cycle.

The function of each engine c~onet along with the apropriate form of

Equation 7.13 is listed in Table 7.2. All proce-zes in an ideal cycle are
reversible, meaning there are no friction losses. In addition, all ideal

processes exept for cmustion are isentropic. Isentropic means that entropy.,

does not change during the process.

Entropy can be defined in several contexts, but in general, wxt
debinitions seem to be rather abstract. Although a thorough understanding of
entropy is not required to comprehend the thermodlynamic cycle, the basic

concept is useful in understanding the limits of any heat engine. Entropy is
a measure of the relative anmnt of heat energy that can be converted into

mechanical energy, the rsaning heat being rejected as lost enrgy. The
Seco4id Law of Thermynamics gives some insight into the relative wount of
energy which can be oonverted and the efficiency of the process. A process
can be isentropic only if there is no heat transfer. Consequently, a
combustion process can never be isentropic.
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7.7.3 The Ideal Cvle

A thermndynarnlc cycle is a series of processes that are repeated in a

given order. The working fluid passes through various state changes,

retumnirq periodically to the initial state. An ideal cycle is one ccmpased

entirely of reversible processes.

The cycle can be constructed with any two inlependent variables, b at a

plot of enthalpy versus entropy is most useful. A typical h-s diagram for

air is shown in Figure 7.16. Entltalpy and texrature ar- related by Equation
7.15; however, note that on the diagram the temperature variations of Cp have

been incl•I. The les of omstant prassuxe are given by the equation

ds = C In (P - cnstant) (7.16)

The idwal cycle for a turbojet engine is easily constructed using the

equations from Ible 7.2. A typical cycle is shown in figure 7,17. The ideal

cycle c=nsists of the folltcing proK-wsses in which the working gas is assumed

.to have negligible vlocity at the coupras and turbin= inlet and exit, L

"0-3 Air is oxiressed aijabatically

3-4 Ur is heated at constant pressure

4-10 Gas is waux d isentropicAlIy

10-0 Gas is oooled at C tanzt px•.te'•u within the ataxr .w
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NOTE: h BASED ON VAIABLE C. p - 300
PSIA 200 150

50100

soo ,, s/ /
200

_ .14.7 1402200

40 -2000

'-'0'-_ _ 0,2 .800 aI..

_ _1600 C

100 4000

:.Goo

.56 .62 .66 .70 .74 .78 .82 .66

ENTROPY(S) - BTU/Ib °R

FIGURE 7.16. h-s DIAGRAM FOR AIR

The energy relationships which follow dizectly from Equation 7.14 are:

Conpreisor wrk, Wc hT3  hT2  Cp (TT3 - TTV) (7.17)

Turbine work, • hT4 " TS Cp (TT4 "T- ) (7.18)

Net wok oit, N "h~o "% S -"T0) (7.19)

Hea.t ade, QiN 'o hT" 3 Cp (TV TT) (7.20)

-a I"t rejected, Q.,= ho "h o •Cp (T0 - TO) (7.21)
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e HEAT ENERGY •,/WARn

IN WTA

NET WORK

(W 0.-o INToPY, 9, sTui/un
4

t TURAWNE WORK

"VEAT ENERGY IN

4W' t
too ENE1RGY "&*CUD

RAM COMP OJlt1#bl

FIGURE 7417 T1WO.Th7 ECCNr IDIWJ CycL

A .. enocy. babm .ot t.e cy.l4 vielda

wc- QXN iý WN .qw(7.22)

~n '~vr tu by the tudL A.is eqjual to the ¶ q~cnuire by the carprtsso~r

WC 4. -bara M .uAtioc (..22),. t rk out
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WN IN QRF

= (T4 - "T3 ) - (H10 - H0)

=Cp (TT4 - TT3 - T10 + TO) (7.23)

7.7.3.1 Note on Tan~erature Measuruents. Equation 7.23 suggests that tle

output energy of a turbojet engine could be calculated by neasuring the

turbine inlet temperature (TIT - TT4 ), cmpressor exit teiprature (TT3),

nozzle e~rit teuierature (T10 ), and the ambient free stream temperature (T0).

The net %,ork output could then be easily calculated with a simple calculator.

This is in fact dcne for some engines. However, TIT is very difficult to

measure de to temperatures sometimes in excess of 24000 R.

Another approach follows directly from the ideal relationship Wc WT.

Subc-ctituting Equations 7.17 and 7.18

C (TT3  TT2) Cp (TV4  T 5)

IPa-raxnga~

-TT4 TT3  TT TV-

SubatitutiM into equation 7.23

WN CP (MS - • + T% - T1 0) (7.24)

TT ST, exhiist gas twerature, \v4~

TV C'T, Cxvressor inttefilerature.

* • •Sim WT is omxsiearably lower then TIT, this method is more easily applied

in practice and more often used. iwmvar, it is not as accurate as the first

vaetbod becausie of dm- asstiv*~~* % r

¶bermal efficienq( is a mWasU- of hw efficietaty heat ewrg can be

Xawvrted into net wrk. By &ainition*
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TH= - • -% "%T IN

- p (T4 T3 10 T)
CP (TT4  -TT

T10 -TO

1 T 10 T 04- %(7.25)
TTT 4  T3

Equation 7.25 is not very transparent in terms of engine design

parameters. From the relationship for an -ideal gas undergoing an isentropic

expansion,

S Y (7.26)
2 T2

we can write

In the ideal cycle P 10 PO and PT4 = PT3 so the right side of kation

7.27 is unity. Hence,

( T 
' (T 

10  

4

i - A C.: T, 5L (7.28)

PROBLE: Using Equation 7.28,

To T TA10 - To
Al 10-0 7..29)TV ,,4 -. 7.32

'•"• %,1 % 77.32



Substituting Equation 7.29 into 7.25

T3

and applying Equation 7.26 again

Y- 1

1-(P 0  Y
= 1 (7.30)SP T 3 / 7 0

Note that

(T3(

where 
OT2 

ýO 0

PT

PT2 is t ompreion ratio, CR,

P•

PT2 inlet recovezy factor (which is unity in the ideal cycle)PO'

P ( O is the free stream Mach

1 -CR.3 (7.31)
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The significance of this equation is that thermal efficiency is now shown

to be a function of two design variables: campression ratio and Mach.

Efficiency increases with an increase in either parameter. These variations

are shown in Figure 7.18 for two different Mach.

Turbine inlet temperature (TT4 ) also has a small effect on thermal

efficiency. Efficiency decreases slightly as TIT is increased, but the effect

is smaller than Mach variations. The effects of TIT on thermal efficiency are

shown in Figure 7.19.

Thermal efficiency does not tell the entire story because the operating

teaperatures of the cycle must also be considered. Arbient air temperature

(T0 ) is fixed by the flight condition. The maxi=un TIT is also fixed by the

metallurgy of the turbine blades. TIe current state of the art limits TIT to
about 30009R, but higher limits may be permissible with a better technique for

cooling the turbine blades.

Fixing To and TIT, a variety of compression ratios are possible with each

one yielding a different thermal efficiency. Figure 7.20 shows three cycles.

Cycle 0-3-4-0 has a low pressure ratio, a low efficiency, and a low work

capacity as denoted by the well enclosed area of the cycle. In the limit

(cczpression ratio - 0), the work capacity and efficiency wuld be zero. At

the other extreme, cycle 0 - 3" - 4" - 0 would have a very high compression

ratio and high thermal efficiency, but the work capacity would again be low.

In the limit as the ocapression ratio is increased, the work would be zero,

but the efficiency 100%. obviously, neither of these cycles would be

satisfactory in any practical application. These trends are summarized in

Table 7.3.
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MACH 0.75

0.S MACHO.

0.5
f ..

0.4.
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0TURNE INLET TEMPERATURE 2000 oR
O �0.3C, AND If VARIABLE WITH TEMPERATURE

0.2
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FIGURE 7.18. IDEAI 'URBOM THEMAL EFFICIENCY

20OWR

GOAiSTANDARD DAY SIIA LEVEL

0.3 MICH NO..- 0Sf Co AND 1, VARLAIZ WITH

TIMP11RATUREK
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COMPRESSIONRATIO A - PufP
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4 IN MAX TIT LIMIT 4 FT 4

--4 -n- ---- - - - - - - - - -e

3IN

w 10

3 FT

3 NOTE- W 0C AREA

ENCLOSED BY CIRCLE
To 0- 0 IN

ENTROPY

FIGMS 7.20. T1Htl4AL EFFICMY VE1MUS NET WOIR

TABLE 7.3

EFW1TS OF W Q6 MSICN RAT~IO CNTT AM W

CKLE CR THWN

0-3-4-0 MOW LOW LOW

0 - 3' -4' - 0 MED MED HIGH

0 3- 4 -0 HIGH HIGH LOW

What is needed is a caq mise ooa io n ratio which will give an adequate

work capacity at a reascmAble tkhrmal efficiency. The optimm cqx ion

ratio is derived in Appetdix F for 2ximm net work.
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7.7.5 Ideal Turbojet Performance
We are now ready to determine the ideal cycle for an actual turbojet

engine. bwveur, let's slow down a rent and look at the plan of attack.

We would like to determine the net thrust (Fn) and thrust specific
fuel consuaption (TSFC) of the turbojet engine. The two basic equations

are

Wf

TSFC =- F (7.33)Fn
where W5a and f are the air and fuel flow rates respectively. We will then be
able to exnmine trends and tradeoffs as a function of the variables.

The variables can be divided into flight conditions and engine
parameters. 7he significant flight conditions (V1 , To, and P0 ) define the
free stream. The engine parameters are compression ratio, turbine inlet

(temperature, and airflow rate. An actual cycle analysis would also include
the individual ooqxxient efficiencies.

These a ons will be u•e:

1. Individual cooponents are 100% efficient

2. WT - WC (no auxiliary drives)
3. No bleed air

4. Nozzle perfectly expands gas to amrbient pressure
5. Addition of fuel to mass flow rate is negligible

7he problem (to determine F. and TSFC) can be solved analytically or
graphically using the h-s diagram. The analytical approach is presented in
A perF. P. The remander of this chapter will be concerned with the
graphical approach. 'Th latter approach not only requires less mathematics
but also gives a better insight into the actual processes occurring in the

*engine.
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7.7.5.1 Ideal Turbojet Cycle Analysis. In this section we will construct
the h-s diagram for a J-79 turbojet and then calculate Fn and TSFC. The

specific flight conditions and engine parameters are listed in Table 7.4.

TABLE 7.4

FLIGHT OCKDITICNS AND EGNE PARAMETERS
MOR J-79 URJDBJET A1ALYSIS

FLIGHT C•DITICKS ENGINE PARAMEERS

v0 T0 00 Tr1. CR Wa

230K 40OF 16,000ft 1810OF 13.5 170 lb/sec

*FRE STREAM ALTITUDE

SOLUTICN

The problem will be solved in a series of steps. The resulting h-s
diagram is show in Figure 7.21 so that the reader may more easily follow the

actual construction.

A)
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STEP 1: OCATE STATICN NOTES

Only ambient temperature and
H0 =16,000 ft > P0 = 8.0 PSIA pressure are required tor locate station 0 .

T = 40°F = 500°R From the TPS Performance Manual
we find 16,000 ft corresponds to

Enter h-s diagram with P0 and TO; 6 = 0.5420. Hence P0 = (14.7) 6
PSIA.

read h0 and so directly Always remetber to convert OF to

absolute.

h= 120 BTJ/lb (OR = OF + 4600).

s = 0.63 BT1/JbPR

STP 2: LCATE STATION ( NOE

V12  The purpose of the inlet is to
bTI -M hl + -gJ- a hT 2 slow the free stream airflow,

thereby converting the kinetic
02 energy of the flow into a

VO pressure rise. This is a
= h0 + 09 consequec of Bernoulli's

equation.
2

- 120 + j[(1.69).23,O)j50*100''

'ýTl hT2- 123 BTU/lb
sI a2 - 0.63 BTU/IboR in an ideal inlet operating on

design, V V . Don't forget to
Read PT2 directly from h-s diagram convert kots Knto ft/sec,:
S(interpolate) (iK - 1.69 ft/sec.)

PT2 i1 PSIA Since the inlet processes are all
isentropic, there can be no loss
in total quantities. Hence

k0 1 20
However, V1 - V2 as the kinetic1 V.. nd: sttcvausma ay



STEP 3: LOCATE STATION Q NWjES

The carpressor increases the
PT3 = (CR) (PT2 total pressure of the airflo.Since the ideal process is

wkire PT3 isentropic, s2 = s3.

PT2

PT3 = (13.5) (11)

= 150 PSIA

Bead hT3 from h-s diagram

bT3 280 B'TJ/lb

s3 0.63 BTJ/lbR

STEP 4: LOCATE STATIC )

"PT4 ' PT3 - 150 PSIA The ideal caobustion process
occurs at constant pressure.

TT4  TITMA - 18100  - 2270OR The exit teaperatu of the gasis limited to 1810-F which
Locate on h-s diagram; read oorrespcds to MIL PC•MR.

h & s directly

"64" 565 BU/M

84 - 0.80 MXU/M1%
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STEP 5: LO=ATE STATIMI (D N(YrS

Frn Steps 2 and 3 The turbine, located between
Stations 4 and 5 drives the

h3- "T2  ccipressor.

= 275 - 123

= 152 BTIU/lb

The addition of auxiliary drives
Hence, does not add a significant error

in the results if neglected be-
WT= 152 BTJ/Ib cause they require only a smll

percentage of the energy required
T - 4 - WT by

- 565 - 152

= 413 BTU/lb

s5 W s4 = 0.80 BTU/lbPR

STW 6: ILCXAE STATIW G NOTES

P10 " P0 - 8 PSIA Up to this point, the results
could apply equally well to a

S 1 0 * 0.80 BTU/ib0R turboprop, turboshaft, or
tvubofan. In other words, the

Lootte on h-s daga; readh 1 )
could be used to drive a semod

hl 0turbine or a fan.
0 iThe turbojet uses a nozzle to

convert the static enthalpy at
h0 a 255 WVU/lb Station 5 into a high velocity

gas at Station 10. I ideal
WN - TS -h, 0nozzle isentropical~ly expands- thei gas to ambient pressure

a 413 - 255 (PI 0  0 P0}"

a 158 ',U//lb
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SPECIAL NX'VIE:
The cycle is closed in the armoc'sere as the gas at the nozzle exit cool$

at anbient pressure to the aabient temerature. The enthalpy, pressure, aid
temerature at Stations 0 and 10 are static quantities (these are total
quantities at all other stations). The total enthalpy at Stations 0 and 10
are

This shos that the diffuser (inlet) ar~ nozzle perfoun exactly oposite
fun•.~s

STW 7: CALUIATE EXT VEfLCITy Nam

V10 - zgJ•(hT h0•) sinm hno hr5

f (50,100) (158) and
+102

4T1 hl10  2.10
V10 - 2814 ft/sec O

'10 is easily determinad.

SM 8: CWZMM NET T W IST=

wa Toh fuel cttribution has been
Fn m - 10 - V0 ) neglected as it is typically

small cupared to air flow
0(4 0.02 ,a).

32.2(2814 - 389)
If the gas at the nozzle is not
WPandled to the arbient prps-w-e,Fn 12800 Ib then E*ation 7.10 wiust be used.

74
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STEP 9: CALCULATE FUEL FM7l RAT'E NCTE

The heat energy input in the
wf = 0.195 a (hT 3) cycle (Q0N) is obtained from

.ombustion of hydrocarbons.
= 0.195 (170) (565-280) The average heating value (H.V.)

for hydrocarbons is 18,500 BMJ/lb
wf 9448 b/hr fuel. Each pound of air requires

a heat input of QIN = hT4 - T3"

The total heat input per second
is then

% (hT 4 - hT 3 ).

The total heat added is

W (hT4 - hT3 ) ' 'Wf H.V.

Hence
aw

f- (hV 4 " hT3

However, fuel flow is normally
given in pounds per hcur, so the'.. last equation must be multiplied
by 3600 sec/hr.

STEP 10: CALCIULATE TS. NOTE

TSFC is another measure of
ewf thermal efficiency and is more

' F commonly given with engine
n specifications. In this

9448 particular example, nTH !. 0.54,
128-OU which does not convey nearly the

information that is contained in

TSFC = 0.74 ib-tuel TSF.

lb-thrusthr

This completes the ite.l cycle analysis of the turbojet .ngine. The

results were:

Fn 12,800 lb

""<.• = 0.74 lb/hr

Wf =9448 lb/hr

C Do these values -eem reasonable for the J-79?
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- 1T"T, I m1o8 4 - 2400

400

101

I U b-

VW 1400~
200

.2.70 .74 .78 82
V, 3 M~/Ib S~~"7 G5'F 'IN~ t

?IGLIM 7.21. MFAL MCLE KRI M J-79 TMMJ (PE LB OF AIR).
"0 230 MTS.- "0 IS 40 , H0 - 16000 PTv 0

7.7..2 ~All ~t popusion oevices dvelop thrust by

changing the velocity of the workigq fluid, aYId it is desirable to demine an

efficiency factTr which shows how efficiently the lo-- ss is carried out.

This efficiency factor is called the prcpilsive eff•ciencyý and it is

indicative of ho efficiently the kidmtit mvrTy of the qime is used. ,t i•q

defined as the ratio of saeful thrust power .otput to the available
Spropulsive •wmy, with, in turn, is -sual to te useful outpt plus the.

kinetic energy lwse at the exit. Ithat is,
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THP O2tjeItnp = output+ 1 osses at ext'

F nV
np = n K (734)

p FnVo V-

1o- Vo) Vo + ih( 40-

"nP = V V0 (7.36)
10 0 V

It sbould be noted that this definition ignores the heat losses which
occur at t/m nozzle exit and considers only the kinetic energy loss at that
particular section.

Equation 7.36 applies to the air breathing engine. Note that when flight
velocity is zero, there is no useful power; therefore, the propulsive
efficiency is zero. Propulsive efficiency is equal to unity when the
effective exhaust velocity is equal to the flight velocity. The latter case

has no physical matng because, in this condition, the thrust is zero (no
mmentiz change).

Figure 7.22 illustrates variatio of n with V0 for the different
aix-i.reathing aircraft wnines.
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* ZERO THRUST
*. 1.0 .. . ....

" i"

0

FREE STREAM VELOCITY, VO

FIGURE 7.22. PROULSIVE EFFICIENCY OF
AIR-BREATING ENGINE

7.7.5.3 Overall Efficienacy. The product of the propulsive and thermal

efficiencies yields a further criterion for jidging the performance of jet

propulsion engines. It is called overall efficiency and is written

no = npnrH (7.37)

7.7.5.4 Ideal Turbojet Trends: Net Thrust. The ideal net thrust per unit

mass flow of a turbojet engine is given by

Fn/ w ( V0 ) (7.38)

TIT[1- (Cr f ()) Y -TO [(CR f (M)) + V o

where (7.39)

f (M) 12 =I 2

2 M0 & V 0 M0  Y
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Equation (7.39) is derived in Appendix F. This equation shows that the net

thrust per unit mass flow is a function of two design variables (TIT and CR)

and two flight parameters (N and TO). The variations in net thrust per unit

mass flow with these parameters are shown in Figures 7.23 and 7.24. The

results are summarized in Table 7.5.

TABLE 7.5

SUMARY OF NET THRUST TMW

Ideal Turbojet

VARIA~BLE I1NASEM( /i

TURBINE INLET ATE JRE INCREA•E

CCMRESSICM RATIO OPTnYM

MACH NUMBE - Mo DECREASE

CALTITU¶DE - H 0  I!CREASE

To fully appreciate the results, it must be understood that the varia-

tions tabulated above are valid only when all other variables are held con-

stant. For exsple, the increase in (Fn/ g with altitude does not mean an

increase in net thrust. The net thrust actually decreases with increasing
altitude because the airflow through the engine decreases.

A particular variable of interest is Mach; the decrease in (F1 -a

with inreasing % is primarily due to the increase in v0 , Which isthram
drag per unit mass flow. If ram drag is deducteC from the net thrust, the

gross thrust per unit mass flow would result, which increases with Mach.
One observation worthy of note can be seen by looking at Figures 7.23 and

7.24. The optinmn compression ratio (TIT constant) for maximum thrust

decreases with increasing Mach number. The limiting case is for CR 1. This
engine is called a ramjet.
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7.7.5.5 Ideal Turbojet Trends: Thrust Specific Fuel Consmtion. The fuel

consumption of an engine is usually given in terms of the amout of fuel

"required to produce a given amount of thrust. It is the key paramecer for

comparing engines. For exanple, a particular flight condition for *any given

aircraft produces a drag which the engine(s) must overcome. If Engine A has

better TSC (lower) than Engine B for the same flight conditicns, Engine A

will yield better range or require less fuel since both engines must develop

the sam thrust.
7hrust specific fuel conazntion is defined as

C f lbs fuel(
TSFC =•F lbs thrust hr (7.40)

n

wa (HR4 - "T3)

gCP (TT4 TT3)

H.V. Fn

Comparison of Ejuation 7.41 with 7.39 shows that TSFC is a function of the
same variables as net thrust per unit mass flow. Note that the canpressor
discharge temperature is established by the CR, altitude, and Mach. The

effects of these variables are shown in Figure 7.25 and 7.26 and are
swziarized in Table 7.6.

TABLE 7.6

SUIAIRf OF TSPC 1MMS
Weal Turbojet

VARIABLE INCRSE TSFC

.UMINE fLT TA••DUTE fl=RE

SCDWSIXN RATIO DIEASE

In4CRESE SLIGH1PY*

ALTIMfE - H0  D•CREASE SLIGHTLY

* This effect is not the inverse of rH' due to the difference in the (V
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The definition of TSEC can be related to the overall efficiency by

converting the jet thrust to jet thrust horsepor r. The following expression

is obtained:

0 0 (7.42)
0 sfc (H.V.)

%here H.V. is the lower heating value of the fuel. Here also, the overall
efficiency and sfc are indicative of the same thing. A typical value of sfc
for a turbojet engine at sea level static is 0.9 lb per lb-hr. For a turbofan
engine a typical sfc for the same condition is 0.7 lb per lb-hr.

Increasing TIT increases both thrust and TSFC (lower efficiency). Also,
the optiu~m compression ratio for optimum thrust is lower than for optimum
TSFC. Consequently, the selection of an engine operating point ie a
ccmpromise. In fact, each design point of every engine ccuponent is a

X, ccmprcmise within itself. In addition, off-design consideration must also be
considered as performance tends to degrade much faster for the off-design

condition in some areas. The nozzle is a good exanple of off-design
considerations dictating the operating point.

7.7.6 IDEAL TURP)FAN PEROMANCE
The turbofan engine has two primary advantages over the turbojet engine:

higher net thrust and lower thrust specific fuel consumption. in this section
we will demonstrate this by converting the J-79 turbojet engine into a
turbofan engine and then calculate Fn and TSFC. Although the results will be
optimistic, the overall isprnovent is considerable. However, the turbofan
does have sawe disadvantages when ccarped to the turbojet. We will examine
the relative merits of each in a subsequent sectiOn.
7.7.6.1 Trbofan Operation. The fan stage consists of two primary
czqxaents: an inlet and a fan ccmpressor. The purpose of the inlet is the
sane as in the core engine-slow the free stream and thereby convert the
kinetic energy of the flow into a pressure rise. In some turbofan
configurations, the core and fan stage inlets are identical. The fan

Coxesm= increases the total pressure of the bypassed airflow. The ideal
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process for both cponents is obviously isentrcpic.

Before starting the turbofan cycle analysis we need to discuss the

interaction of bypass ratio (a) with fan compression ratio (CRf). Bypass

ratio is defined by

Wýa

* dut - -(7.43)

where *a is the air flow rate through the fan duct that doesn't go through the

core and *ac' the air flow rate through the core engine.

The effect of fan compression ratio and bypass ratio on TSFC is shown in

Figure 7.27. The turbine work limit is reached when all of the net energy

output of the core engine is used to drive the fan stage (no core engine

thrust). The optinum TSFC (and net thrust) is obtained when the core exhaust

gas velocity is equal to the bypassed exhaust gas velocity. TSFC inproves as

the bypass ratio is increased, the limit being a shrouded turboprop engine.
However, high bypass engines suffer from lack of perfonnance at higher Mach.

Note that the optimnu fan ccmpression ratio decreases as bypass ratio

increases.

tlfl

7.5
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PAN PRESSURE RATIO (PnIPuo)

FIGURE 7.27. EF"E£S OF FAN DESITG N VARIABLES Cl TSFIC

NOTE: EAC BYPASS RATIO HAS AN OPTDM FAN CaMPRESSICN RATIO. THE RATIO

OF TSPV OF THE URBOFAN MXIME TO THE TURBJET ENGINE IS

WHERE THE OPTIK24 PAN OOCPRESSIMN RATIO IS USED WITi B. FOR

EX-MuEL, A BYPASS RATIO oF TWO WITH THE ASSOCIATED OPTIK24 FAN

* l COWRESSICN RATIO ("' 4) WOD CUT TSEC IN HALF.
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The effect of bypass ratio on net thrust is shown in Figure 7.28. The

curve shows that net thrust continues to increase with bypass ratio, but the

relative increase becaoes Smaller for the higher ratios,
Core compression ratio also affects thrust and net TSFC as shown in

Figures 7.29 and 7.30. TSFC inproves with increasing bore compression ratio,
whereas there is an optimn core cmpression ratio required to optimize net

thrust. These are the sawe trends displayed by the core engine.

7OOO

6M00

2 000-4000. FLIGHT CONDITIONS ENGINE PARAMETERS
Z STANDARD SEA LEVEL CRO 1

3000 , MACHI O. 0 C 1.15
2400011

0 2 4 a 8 10 12
BYPASS RATIO

NOTE:
FOR A SPECIFIC CORE ENGINE AND PAN COMPRIESION RATIO

FIGURE 7.28. NET TMR=T IMPROVEWS wITH BYPASS RATIO

NOTE: MOR A SPCIFIC OWE ENGINE AND FAN CC)PRESSIoN RATIO

)
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Ic
goo GTANDARDISMA•LEVEL. M -0

0 4 s 12 16 20 24

CORE COMPRESSION RATIO (PT.PIp.J

IGE 7.29. OF COR~E C ~ESSIC)N PAtTIO ON NETO 'US

FOR THME 1flM)F1M (TIT -2400'-R AND Rf 2)

1.4- STANDAD ISMA LEVEL, 1101 0

S1.2

~0.6-

~0.4

0.2.

S0.0
0 4 4 12 Is 20 24

CONE CAOPN le 011010M, PATIO (P,,IPj.

FMMW 7.30. EFW OF CORE COfMMSSIO RATIO
CN TSM FOR TH¶E WP"1AN4
(TIT 2400OR AND C~y 2)

7.7.6.2 Variation In TSF of a Turbofan With Mach. As Mach increases, the

opt•.u (lowest) TSM occurs at a progressively lower bypass ratio. This

trend is sham in Figure 7.31. tn addition, •T degrades with
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increasing Mach. In designing an engine, the propulsion engineer optimizes
the performance for the specific mission of the aircraft. For instance, a

transport aircraft designed to cruise at Mach 0.8 might have a bypass ratio

and fan compression ratio of two.
M 1.0

1.2 \J0.4
1.0 0.6

IoI

'U'
0.4 CN• 2-3

0 1 2 3 4 5

BYPAS RAYIO
FIG=IE 7.31. MAM EFTWM FOR AN AC=

•UmBOAN •

A fighter type aixcraft presents a more coiilex prablmi since tAe overall
mission is divijad into several phases, each requiring a diffcront
4ach/altituxde cumbination. Two solutions are possible: (1) ca-lrise

engine, and (2) a variable cycle en•gine. Ourret production erqines
cupramise ovoerall performance while attmWting to retain adequate perfo•mace

in the most crucial phases of the mission.
7.7.6.3 ¶lie Variable Cycle , ine. The variable cycle engine is basically a
variable bypass engine. [he Mi t of bypass air is varied over a wide range
and pregranned so that the engine has the opti•n_ bypass ratio for vtery

flight sped. It also has the potential for substantially reducing

installation loews in both the inlet and the nozle.

)
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Engine technology required to inplement variable cycle engines includes

(1) variable-pitch, variable-cambrer fans (similar in basic principle to the

variable-pitch propeller but more complex), (2) variable-area turbine inlet

nozzles, (3) variab]e-area convergent-divergent (C-D) exhaust nozzles, and (4)

a propulsion control system capable of integrating all the variable-area

caponents with a fuel control.

7.7.6.4 Ideal Turbofan Cycle Analysis. In this section we will construct

the h-s diagram for a turbofan engine using the J-79 turbojet as the core. We

will then calculate Fn and TSEC and compare these with our original values for

the core engine. The specific flight conditions and core engine parameter

will be the same as in Table 7.4. We will arbritrarily pick a bypass ratio of

two and a fan conpression ratio of three. The flight conditions and engine

parameters are summarized in Table 7.7.

TABLE 7.7

FLIGHT CONDITICNS AND ENGINE PARMETS
FOR CONVERDED J-79 TURWBFAN ANALYSIS

ENGINE PARAMETERS

FLIGHT CONDITIONS CORE ENGINE FAN ENGINE

Vo T0  H 0ac

170
230K 40F 16,0OOF 1810°F 13.5 lb/sec 2 3

The subscript "c" refers to core engine parameters, and Tf," fan engine

parameters.

-- I SOLUJTICN

The solution to the problem is identical to the ideal turbojet eng.ne

analyEis up to Step 7. The net energy output of the fycle was found to be 158

BTU/lb. Part of this energy will now be urd to drive the fan, while the

remainder will be expanded in the core engine no.zle to prohuce the core

thrust. Continuing the analysis fram Seep 6 of the turbojet engine, we must

next construct the h - s diagram for the fan section.
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100 - 0,10

.58 .82 .6.7-0 .74

ENTROPY (M/lb -R)

FIGURE 7.32. h-s DIA(MAM F(O THE FAN STASM

STEP 7A: LOCA=E FAN SMATICN 00 NC1

Locate on h-s DIARAM. Thbis step is idezitical with Step
1 fozr tJ* turbojet because the

PO = 8 PSIA free stream is identical.

T = 500°R

Iead h and s directly

ho = 120 8u/llb

O 0.63 B'1U/lbR""

STEP 8A LCMt FAN STATION t NTES

V0
2  A this step is identical with

IF • 2f -h0 -- • S~tep 2 far the turbojet analysisbe-'ause the fan and core inlets

• (1.69) (230) 2 see the same free stream
•i • I:'•o + 5o ib•vel~cct.- .

* 123 DV/.T"
•q 0.631M/1b, R

' .2
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STEP 9A: LOCATE FAN STATI 0 NOTES

PT2.5 = (CRf) (PT2f) This is the first step which
differs.

PT3f

e Cf =P-T2f

PT2.5 = (3) (11)

4 = 33 PSIA

Read h directly

hT2.5 = 175 IL/lb

s2.5 s 2 f i5Sf 0f

STEP 1iA: LXACI F.AIV STATIN NOTES

P lf , P0 f 8 PSIA The high pressure gas is now
expanded to the ambient pressure

h1Qf = h0 = 120BTJ/Ib without any additional
processing. The ideal fan

Sl0f = so section is isentropic; hence, the
entropy does not change
throughout the cycle.

STEP 11A: CALIATE FAN EXIT VELOCITY

V lQf '_ý- ---- "-h0f) A duct burning fan would add heat
energy at this point instead of

S(50,100) (175-120) expanding the flow . The analysis
would then follow the turbojet

VI 0 f 1660 fps cycle, but there would not be a
turbine to drive.
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STEP 12A: CALCUIATE WORK THE CORE ENGINE NOTES
MUST SUPPLY TO DRIVE THE FAN

This step is straightforward but
requires some thought. The fan
acts on an airflow equal to ý*ac.

Each pound of this air requires
an amount of work equal to Wf.
The total work required by the

WF 8Wf = (hT3f - hT2f) fan is thus aracWf. The core
engine supplies an amount of work

=2 (175 - 123) equal to W. per pound of core

airflow. The total work supplied
WF= 104 BT'/lbcore by the core 'ngine is then *acW"

Since this must be equal to the
work required by the fan,

acWF = ,acWf

WF = 'W=

STEP 13A: WCATE SATICN 5 OF CORE NOTES
ENINE ON CORE h-s DIARAM

The turbine which drives the core
"T4.5 = Ht4 - Wc compressor is located between

Stations 4.0 and 4.5. The
"T4.5 = 413 turbine which drives the fan is

located between Stations 4.5 and
" = "4.5 - W 5.0. Generally, the rotor speed

of the core turbine is higher
= 413 - 104 than the fan turbine. Why?

(Think about blade tip Mach
S= 309 BTU/Ib effects versus diameter.)

)
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0
STEP 14A: CALUJIATE CORE GAS EXIT NOTES[ ~VELOCITY

The two exit velocities, VI , and
v V~i;J ( hT ) V 1 ~, , are almost identical. s

means TSFC and Fn are nearly

- V'~~~""~'J"optimized for the particular a! chosen.
"Vlok:= 1645 fps

STEP 15A: CAIMATE F nYNOTESn

= aC[ 0 - V0)+8(Vi 0f - vJ Actually we have just combinedn g the to thrust equations

= [(1645-389) +2(1660-389)1
32 -.2 L i C ac- (V 1 0 - V0 )

F = 20,039 l -- (vF0 = a

where

n = nc + Fnf

STEP 16A: CALOIATE TSFC NTES

Wf
TS = F Here lies the beauty of the

n turbofan. we have increased the
9448 net thrust at absolutely no

S-•, penalty in fuel. No additionalfuel is required because the

bypaus air is not heated. 1&
TSFC -0.47 says you can't get something for

A•- nothing? l
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7.7.7 Carparison of the Cycle Turbojet and Turbofan Ideal Cycle

ANALYSIS
The ideal cycle analysis results for the J-79 turbojet and J-79 turbofan

are shown in Table 7.8.

TABLE 7.8

6 COMPARISON OF RESULTS

J-79 TURBOJET J-79 TURBOFAN InP1fPIEM r

Fn (ibs) 12800 20,039 57%

TSFC (I.bs-tfuel) 0.74 0.47 36%

You may ask, "If this nuch improvement can be made by just adding a fan stage,

then why hasn't it been done?" It was . . . the CJ805-23A turbofan with

Fn = 16,000 lb and TSFC - 0.53. But there are more problem associated with

reconfiguring an old core engine (J-79 is 1956 vintage) than starting from

scratch, which permits use of the latest technology in caopressor and turbine

design. When a turbojet aircraft is refitted with a turbofan, inlet

cofpatibility beccnes a serious problem. The inlet was designed for an

airflow rate of wa. The turbofan requires an airflow rate of (a + 1) Wac.

Since the inlet cannot be redesigned without major aircraft modifications in

the case of fighter type aircraft, the retrofit is not generally practical.

Hever, a retrofit would be practical for transport type aircraft that use

engine pods.

7.7.8 Ccmiparison of Turbojet and Turbofan Engines

SThe relative merits and disadvantages of the turbofan engine are

summarized in Table 7.9.

7I
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TBLE 7.9

tCHARACTERISTICS OF THE MJR3)FPN U'EM4I

CARACTERISTIC SIGNUFCANCE

ADVANTGES OF ¶RBOFAN OVER TURI -.

Bypass air is not heated Lower TSFC

Accelerates larger air mass at a Yields higher prorUlsive efficiency
lower velocity

More thrust at lcoer airspeed Shorter takeoff roll or higher gross
weight potential

Lower average exhaust lower engine noise
velocity

DISADVANTAGES OF JRWOFPN OVER W Ca)JTET

( Addition of fan Moskre Techanical canpiexity and
bigger EOM potential

larger mass flow rate. Rlight harder in flight

Fan tip losses lower airspeed limit

In sWuMary, the turbofan Wngine is More efficient in producing thrust for

a given ammmt of fuel. Vbs gas generator (coqzessor-coubustor-turbine)

produces a qmiefied energy mtput. Tbi energy can be used in many ways, but

the ultimate puIPM ig t- Produe thrMt. lhe nozzle is a means of

oonverting a high pxessure fluw into &. high velocity thust. Howver, nozzles

are not as efficimnt as p .eilers at low flight v•locities as the p-ropsler

is a mmentmu trnnsfer device. These trinds are shown in Figure 7.33. Nkte

that the t 'rbop-op engine is the most efticient at low velocities.
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AIR 1LOW NET VELOCITY
RATE CHANGEITURBIOPRlOP "'!

TURBOPROP LARGE SMALL

TURBOFAN MEDIUM MEDIUM

ITURBOJET SMALL LARGE

NET
THRUST

TURBOFAN

" ~TURBOJET

S1 ,I ,)I ,
0 200 400 O00

AIRSPEED (KNOTS)

FIGURE 7.33. CQMPARISCW OF NET THRUST VERSUS
AIRSEED FOR THE ¶ OPFCP, WV0FAN,
AND TWUX)= ENGnM

In most present day applications, the overall characteristics of the
turbofan engine are superior to the turbojet. The biggest advantage of the
turbofan, of course, is sigiificantly more net thrust output at a lower TSFC.
Wmieer, in smie application such as Mach 2 to 3 cruise, the turbojet is
still epployed. Sometimes the relative merits of each are about the ac.
The F-16 uses a turbofan engine while the YF-17 used two turbojet ergines en

though both aircraft ere desigi-ed for identical missionsi

The Opysical features, functions, and performance of the major ccnpcnents

included in the various types of gas turbine engines will be discussed in the
ordr of their location, front to rear, on the engine.
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7.8.1 Air Inlet Duct
The engine inlet and the inlet ducting serve the function of a diffuser

and furnish a relatively distortion-free, high-energy supply of air, in the
required quantity, to the face of the compressor. A uniform and steady
airflow is necessary to avoid ,cmpressor stall and excessive internal engine
temperatures at the turbine. The high energy enables the engine to produce an
optimum amount of thrust. Normally, the air inlet duct is considered an
airframe part, and not a part of the engine. Hwever, the duct itself is so
iuportant to engine perfnmance that it muust be considered in any discussion
of the c=mplete engine.

A gas turbine engine consumes six to ten times as much air per hour as a
reciprocating engine of equivalent size. The air entrance passage is
correspondingly larger. Furthernore, it is more critical than a
reciprocating-engine air scoop in determining engine and aircraft performance,
especially at high airspeeds. Inefficiencies of the duct result in
successively magnified losses through other components of the engine. The( inlet duct, or diffuser, has two engine functions and one aircraft function.
First, it =ust be able to recover as nuch of the total pressure of the free
airstream as possible and deliver this pressure to the front of the engine
with a minimum loss of pressure or differential. This recovery is know as
"ram recovery" or, sometimes, as "total pressure recovery." Secondly, the
duct must unifrmly deliver air to the compressor inlet with as little
turbulence and pressure variation as possible. As far as the aircraft is
concerned, the duct rust hold the drag effect it creates to a minimum.

Pressure drop or differential is caused by the friction of the air along
the sides of the duct and by the bends in the duct system. Smooth flow
depends upon keeping the ammmt of turbulence as the air enters the duct to a
nminimum. The duct nust have a sufficiently straight section to ensure smoth,
em airflow within. The choice of configuration of the entrance to the duct
is dictated by the location of the engine within the aircraft and the
airWed, altitude, and attitude at 4hich the aircraft is designed to operate.
A detailed discasion of the diffuser will holp in understanding how the above
design reTuremnts can be met.
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7.8.2 Diffuser

In the aeronautical. sense of the word, a diffuser is a device wqhicll

reduces the velocity and increases the static pressure of a fluid, such as a

gas or air passing through a gas turbine engine. A diffuser operates on the

principle of physics stated by Bernoulli's theorem which says that at any

point in a fluid stream tube, the sumi of the pressure energy, the potential

energy, and the kinetic energy is a constant;- that is, if one of the energy

0% factors in a gas flow changes, one or both of the other variables munst. also

change in order that the total energy mnay remain constant. Specifically, if

velocity decreases, the pressure increases.

The primary purpose of the jet propulsion engine diffuser is to increase

the static pressure of the free stream fluid. This function is acccnplished

by converting the available kinetic energy of the free stream air into a

pressure rise. The basic function of a diffuser is exactly the same as the

function of a mechanical ccmpressor; thus, anything that can be done to

improve the diffuser performance will benefit an engine's overall performance

in the same way as an inprovemnt in mechanical cctrpressor design will benefit

the overall engine performance. Since mcdern jet propulsion engines are

operated, for the most part, at subsonic flight velocities, consider first the

subsonic diffuser.

7.8.2.1 Subsonic Diffuser. Figure 7.34 illustrates schematically a subsonic
diffuser with a simple inlet that is operating in an airstream of velocity V.

V 0 1

0 12

FI.MM 7.34.* SUBSCRIC DWEUSER

F

Since the diffuser iS designed to transform kinetic energy into a
pressre rise, it is necessary to evaluate the total energy in the free stream
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and express it in terms of the total pressure that might be available for an

ideal diffuser. The total-to-static teaperature ratio can be expressed in

terms of the flight Mach, as was done before and then the isentropic pressure-

temperature relation can be applied to give the following expression for

total-to-static pressure ratio

TT0 = 1 + Y21MO02 (7.44)
TO

S= + (21 M2] 17.45)PO 2 0

The total pressure in Equation 7.45 is the maximnu available pressure

energy that can be derived from the free stream Mach, M0 . It is the job of

the diffuser to slow down the fluid so as to increase the static pressure at

- Station 2; however, it is still necessary to try to achieve high static

pressures at the diffuser exit, and if we have an ideal diffuser, the total

pressure at the diffuser exit will be equal to the total press re in the free

stream. This obviously cannot be achieved in practice because every diffuser

has certain losses, primarily due to the friction that exists between the

fluid and the diffuser walls. Figure 7.35 illustrates the diffuser process on

a T-s plane and shows the relative pressure rise accarplished by an ideal and

an actual diffuser.
In Figure 7.35, the free stream condition corresponds to Point 0. An

ideal diffuser will accuplish isentropic carpression to Point 2'. The actual

diffuser, which has losses and therefore causes an increase in entropy, will

follow a cured path from 0 to 2. The total temperature for the ideal and

actual diffuser will, of course, be the same because we are assuming an
adiabatic flow process (See Equation 7.44). From this diagram it is readily

apparent that the total pressure in the ideal process is greater than the
total pressure for the actual process, and the total energy and terperature in

both processes are exactly the same for the adiabatic assuption. In the
actual procesa, some of the available pressure energy goes into friction,

C. hich a~pears as heat, bringing the total ta•erature back to the value
achieved by isentrcoic oaxpression.
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FIGURE 7.35. DIFFUSER PROES ON A T-s PLANE

The losses in the diffuser are usually accounted for by an efficientc

factor. In these notes the total pressure recovery factor is defined as

PT2 PT2 PO(7.46)
r TO T P0

where PTO is the ideal free stream total pressure. This equation can be

expressed in terms of a flight Mach by the use of Equation 7.45 to give

P

PO nr [(-1

Figure 7.36 presents graphically the solution of auations 7.14 ,c44 • I. i7,
$ allowing direct determination of the pressure and t perature ratio. .!-u..ss a

"diffuser for a given n r and Mach.
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Fbr. subsonic 4iffi rS, ccnsiri only Mach less than one. It is readily

apW nt that the maximkn pressure riae occurs whmhn 1. Note that one

curve applies to, the total tmp4rature ratio acrs a diffusr. This
•elation-hip is true because the total temperature, which is representative of
total energy, UI indeperdent of tha amont of friction in a process. rigure
7.36 is very useful for findg tl/ total pressure at a diffuiser exit when the

flight KLch aal diffuser ram rocmry fact" are kirm.n
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i Exarile

A turbojet engine is operated at a flight Mach of 0.6 at standard sea
level conditions. If the diffuser ram recovery factor is 0.90, what is the
total pressure and temperature at the diffuser exit?

Solution

From Figure 7.36 for n. = 0.90, read

PT 1.148 aund -- 1.072P T

Thus PT2 = 1.148 x 14.7 = 16.9 PSIA

and TT2 1.072 x 520 - 557R

7.8.2.2 Sussonic Duct Ipsses. The fundamental causes of pressure losses in
stubsonic duct azrponents are skin friction and flow separation. Skin friction
is present in all flows and is the primary contributor to pressure losses in

straight, constant area ducts. Flow separation losses can be much larger,
hnever, and major effort in subsonic duct design is directed to ndinimiziNg
such losses. Flow separation tends to occur when forces arise in tle stream
which oppoe the direction of flow (adverse pressure gradient). 7he pressure
rise in a diffuser due to the flow deceleration causes an adverse pressure
gradient. Bends in the duct also produce forces that tend to separate the
flow from the izmer surface of the bend. The total pressure recovery for a
sibsonic &=c is detasminix by analyzing the duct for each of tho-se areas of
pressure loss.

7.8.2.3 Supersmic Diffusers. Jet propulsion devices designed to operate at

Spersonic Mach present an &oen more ampler proble for the inlet designyer.
At these high flight speeds the available total pressure is higher, but the
drag associated with the diffuser can beoaxn pnrhibitive. Couple these t
&fctors vith the nateity to operate well down into the subsonic flight
rsiws for la anmd it beclms difficult to fulfill the design objectivs
of high total pressure reery and min-mal ram drag over %=h a
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wide range of flight conditions. One method of classifying these car•lex
diffusers is by ge-amtry. The tw basic geaoetric shapes are:

two-dimensional and three-dimensional. Figure 7.37 shows two types of

two-dimensional inlets.

r2

a A- A

FIGURE 7.37. TWO-DIMfISICNAL INLETS

The axisynvetrical inlet of the Lightening, illustrated in Figure 7.38, is
typical of the three-dimensional supersonic inlet.
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FIGURE 7.38. AXISY C INUET

Another, and perhaps more useful, means of classifying supersonic inlets

is according to how the compression takes place. Basically, there are three

types of inlets under this scheme of classification: (1) normal shock inlets,

(2) internal compression inlets, and (3) external compression inlets.

However, mixed compression inlets, that combine internal and external

compression, appear to be the most attractive design for most supersonic

applications of the future.

7.8.2.3.1 Normal Shock Inlets. The normal shock inlet is very similar to
the subsonic diffuser of Paragraph 7.8.2.1. The chief differences are that it

operates in a supersonic flow region and the lips are usually somewhat sharper

than those of a subsonic inlet. But it is simply a diverging duct, as shown

in Figure 7.39 operating in supersonic conditions. In this figure, there are

two distinct effects of ompressionz (1) the static pressure rise across the

normal shock, and (2) the diffusion process which follows the normal shock.
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It can be shown that the Mach after a norml shock, My, is always

subsonic; therefore, the process frcn y to 2 is merely a duplication of the

subsonic diffuser which has already been discussed. The pressure ratio across

t. the normal shock can be found in any normal shock tables.
For supersonic flowi in a simple diffuser, the curve for n r = 1 is the

maximum possible pressure ratio that can be achieved with a normal shock at a
diffuser entrance and isentropic cfrmyession inside the diffuser after the

normal shock.

Even if r 0 1, however, the total pressure loss through the normal shock

becorms prc oibitive for Mi > 1.5.1. Figure 7.40 illustrates the total
pressure recovery through a normal shock (with r r 1) as a percentage of tfe

total pressure recovery expressed by ruation 7.45. At Mdfs 1.5, the total
pressure recovery is 93%, whereas the total pressure recovery is 72% at

Mo - 2. Because of this loss in total pressure recovery, the normal shock
diffuser is not used for aircraft designed to fly ih excess of M0  1.5.
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FIGURE 7.40. TOMAL PRESSURE LOSS INNOF44L SHOCK INLET

The performance of the normal shock inlet deteriorates rapidly when

operated at off-&sign conditions. If more air is required by the engine than

the inlet is delivering, the flow adjustment must take place within the inlet,

since pressure signals cannot mow upstream of the normal shock wave. The

normal shock wave is "swallowed" as shown in Figure 7.41 to make this flow

adjustment.
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FIGURE 7.41. NORMAL SHOCK MM1Sr WIT
SWALMD SHOCK

(i in this case, though, the flow is accelerated in the diverging duct, and

the total pressure recovery is reduced because of the stronger shock wave. On
the other hand, if the engine requires less air than the inlet is delivering,

t& flow adjustment is made b, a repositioning of the shock forward of the
Silet lip as shown in Figure 7.42. The total pressure recovery remains high,

,ut air is cmpressed by the slck wave and spilled axwud the inlet. This

spillage causes additional drag and therefore degrades the overall

engine-inlet perfonw-ee. lese disadvantages, along with other less
iaportant ones, force the inlet deaigner to look for alteratives to the

normal. shck inlet.
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SPILLAGE

FIGURE 7.42. NO(MAL SHOCK INLEr WITH
EXPELIE SHOCK

7.8.2.3.2 Internal Ompression Inlets. Figure 7.43 shows three ways

inlet designers have approached the problem. In this section, the internal
contraction or internal mpression inlet will be discussed. This type of
diffuser is in essence a reversed supersonic nozzle. The convergent section up

to the throat slews the supersonic flow to sonic velocity (ideally) and then

further slows the flow in the diverging section. Tbeoretically, this type of

inlet would provide very high total pressure reoovery when operating at its

design Mach bocause the ocmpression would occur without shock waves. At

off-design conditions, even this idealized inlet would suffer serious losses.

If the free stream Mach is greater than design Mach, for examle, a strong
shock wave could develop in the divergent section downstream of the throat,
giving high total pressure losses. 0onversely, a strong shock wave could

develop in the oonverging section upstream of the throat. This shock wave

could easily be eqxelled, resulting in high ram drag.

7 .7 )
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LOCATION OF COMPRESS1ON

(a) INTERNAL COWL

COWLOUP
AT INLET THROAT
WALL EDGE

WALL

(b) EXTERNAL

COWL UP AT (a) EXTERNAL-INTERNAL

THROAT -
COWL UP BETWEEN
WALL EDGE & THROAT

COWL UP AT

THROAT - ---

FIGURE 7.43. TYPES OF SUPETCSNIC

From a practical viewpoint, the internal ccmpression inlet has several

other disadvantages. The boundary layer in such an inlet is very difficult to
predict since an adverse pressure gradient exists along the length of the

duct. The boundary layer thickness alters the flow area and directly affects
performance of the inlet. Another problem is "starting" such an inlet. If

the inlet is accelerated from subsonic speeds (as in an aircraft), the

convergin section will awcelerate the flow. Choked flow will exist with a

normal shock ahead of the throat until the design Mach is reached or exceeded,

when the normal shock will be swallowed and thus disappear. The losses

through this nomal shock are not acceptable for an aircraft, generally, and

could even prevent the vehicle from reaching the design Mach. Figure 7.44

shows one anowr to the starting problem - variable gecmetry.
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DESIGN ELEMENTS OF SUPERSONIC INLETS
INLET CROSS-SECTION

(a) TWO-DIMENSIONAL
(RECTANGULAR)

RAMP MOVES TO
VARY OPENING-\ "

(b) THREE-DIMENSIONAL
(CIRCULAR)

SPIKE TRANSLATES TO
VARY OPENING___ _

FIGURE 7.44. TWO C4NCEPTS ILWUSTRATING
VARIABLE GMErRY

At flight velocities lc'wr than the design Mach, the throat is enlarged for
less flow restriction. As Mach is increased, the throat area is decreased,
thereby allowing the inlet to function shock-free over a range of Mach.

7.8.2.3.3 External 0zmgession Inlets. The problems of the internal
compression inlet are such that a better solution was sought. Such aircraft

as the F8U, the F-104, and the B-58 use an inlet similar to those labelled
"external caopression" in Figure 7.43b. At the design operating conditions,
the oblique shock wave generated by the leading edge of the ccrression
surface (Figure 7.45) should intersect the cwl lip. The flow is slawed due
to passing through the oblique shock wave and the turning of the flow to
parallel the omipression surface. At the cowl lip (where minim=m area also
occurs), a normal shock wave slows the flow to a subsonic Mach, after which it

is slowed still further in the duct delivery to the compressor face.
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OL- COMPRESSOR FACE

SH1OCK-\\ My j 4  DUCT-e

----. ENGINE

COMPRESSION SURFACE

FIGURE 7.45. EM(TENAL CCtPRESSICN INLEr
AT DESIGN CONDITIONS

A shock wave system utilizing two shock waves, one oblique and one normal,
recovers significantly more total pressure than the single normal shock for

free stream Mach greater than 1.5. Farther, such an inlet avoids the starting
problem since the normal wave is forward of the cowl lip for M <_
MES. However, this type of inlet also suffers a deterioration in performance
at off-design flight conditions. Furthermore, the total pressure recovery can

be increased still further by increasing the number of oblique shocks.
7.8.2.3.4 Mimed 2Om.sion Inlets. Typical examples of two-shock,

three-shock, and multiple shock ccmpression schemas are shown in Figure 7.46.
The inlets utilizing a pattern of three or Irre shocks are frequently called
mixed compression or external-internal contraction inlets. (See Figure
7.43c). These inlet. capitalize on the better total pressure recovery ratios

available with oblique shock waves. Figure 7.47 graphically illustrates the
improvement in total pressure reovery f= mixed presmsion inlets.
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NUMBER OF SHOCKS

NO-SHOCK ONE-SHOCK
(PITOT, SUBSONIC DIFFUSER)

TWO-SHOCK THREE-SHOCK

MULTIPLE SHOCK

1.00 NORMAL SHOCK + 3 OBUQUE SHOCKS

0.00 NORMAL SHOCK + 2

0.80. OBUQUE SHOCKS

0.70

P"-

; 0.40 .
• 0.40,- NORMAl. HOCK+ 1

0.30 OBLQUE SHOCK =-2

0.20

0.10 - NUMI OF SHOCKS Ns-I

1.0 1.8 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5
PIQWr MACH, Me

FIGURE 7.47. F•CT rOF NUMER OF SHOCKS
OX TOTAL PRESSUE RirowY
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However, mixed compression inlets are susceptible to starting difficulties and

may expell the normal shock (or "unstart") if the inlet is operated too far

from the design conditions. Consequently, variable geometry is frequently

used with mixed compression inlets. Mixed compression inlets can also be

susceptible to inlet buzz or other forms of instability.

7.8.2.4 Mass Flow. 7he criterion of diffuser performance discussed thus far

has dealt solely with the ram recovery factor. This factor is important, but

does not, in itself, dictate the overall performance of a diffuser. In

addition to having a high ram recovery, a good diffuser nust have air-handling

characteristics which are matched with the engine, as well as low drag and

good flow stability. For exanple, if a given installation had an nr value of

0.95 for the air which it handled but supplied only 80% of the air required by

the engine, it would not be a good diffuser. The importance of the airflow

matching characteristics can be shown from the area considerations of Figure

7.48 which is a sketch of a typical subsonic diffuser and a typical ramp-type

supersonic diffuser.

----- A0 - FREE STREAM FLOW AREA
A0  AI, ' A, - FLOW AREAAT INLET

j 4- .J A. - CAPTURE AREA

0

,,,STATION

Aj AQ STTO Aj STATION 21
le 0 (COMP INLET)

FIGURE 7.48 TYPICAL SUBSONIC AND SUPERSOIC DIFFUSERS

If an inlet were designed for M0 - M2 , there would be no requirement for

Ato be different than A. Hover, most of the time the subsonic inlet will

be operating with M0 greater than M2. M2 is a function of capressor ram and
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inlet geac1 'v , and the ccmpressor will usually demand airflow at .3 to .4

Mach. By use of the Area Ratio relation found in shock tables, Equation 7.48,

which was derived in Supersonic Aero, one is able to relate inlet Mach to

inlet areas.

A = f (M,1X 7.48)
A/

For a typical fixed geometry, subsonic diffuser operating on design at MO

0.8 and M2 = 0.3, the inlet would be like that shown in Figure 7.49.

MO -0.8)

A0  1 2

M- 0.8 MO - 0.3

FMURE 7.49. SJBSCONIC DIFESER OPERATING ON DESIGN

For the given design oxnditions,, o A1 and A2/A, 1.961.

Once the area ratio of a subsonic inlet is determined for a speific

design condition, the inlet contoars are usually fixed, and there will exist

numerous flight/engine conditions during which the inlet is operating

"off-design." These off-design conditions, AlIA/ a 1, may affect the aircraft

and/or engine perIimmice.

For the fixed geaimtry subsonic inlet, the engine RM will dictate the

Mach that will exist at both compiressor face and inlet entrance as long as MO

< 1.o. For an inlet operating at a flight Mach agreater than design, A1 > AO,

spillage will occur and the drag increase. This of f-design condition is shown

in Figure 7.50a. The spillage and external flow separation will seldom affect )

engine oration but will adversaly affect aircraft performance due to the

inczeased drag.
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If the inlet is operating off-design with the flight Mach less than

design, Figure 7.50b, the engine will have to "suck in" the air. This may

result in internal flow separation and can result in flow distortion at the

capressor face and low pressure recovery. Distortion can cause compressor

stall. The internal f]-w separation may beccme critical during the takeoff

phase when the aircraft is rotated. one solution for this off design

condition, Figure 7.50c, is the histallation of auxiliaty inlet doors, "sucker

doors," near the inlet entrance to effectively increase A,. The doors may be

mechanically actuated but are usually opened autamatically by the static

pressure imbalance.

For a givttn set of operating flight conditions, the airflow requirements

are fixed by the puTmping characteristics of the engine, Figure 7.51. For the

subsonic diffuser, if A1 is too small to hardle the air, the engine must "suck

in" the lacking amount of air. resulting in a decreased ram recovery. If A1

is too large, the diffuser will supply more air than the engine can use,

resulting in excess drag because the excess air must be bypassed around the

engine or "spilled" back out of the inlet. Too mnch air or too little air is

detrimental to diffuser perfornance.
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a. OFF DESIGN OPERATION Ma > Ml DESIGN

- -
U 0-0.9-

Ao A, 2
M, -. 8 M2 -•0.3

b. OFF DESIGN OPERATION Ma < No *M.IGN

w U 0.5

B. SLOW-IN WOOR OPERATION M < Mo CIDSIN

SLO W4% DOOR~

A, AA, 1

FIGUR• 7.50
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INITIAL CONDITION ENGINE NEEDS ENGINE NEEDS
MORE AIR LESS AIR

FIGURE 7.51. SUBStIC DIFFUSER WITH SEVERAL DEA) FOR INL AIR

In supersonic flow, when oblique shocks are formed, the condition is more

serious because the "pressure signals" from the engine, which are sent to
advise the free stream to give more or less air, cannot get to the free

stream, or even to the i .let section, since supersonic velocities exist within

the inlet. Consider an operating condition as shown in Figure 7.52.
Let us examine qualitatively what happens to the inlet flow

characteristics when the engine demands a change in mass flow rate. If the

engine demands more air than shown in the stabilized condition of Figure 7.52,

it w4'1 decrease the pressure behind the normal shock and actually make that
portion of the diffuser behind the normal shock act as an expanding supersonic
nozzle. More shocks will occur with a consequent loss of total and static

pressure. If the engine demarnds less air, the pressure behind the normal

A0; 0• 8HOr-K

FIGURE 7.52. SUPFEMbIC RAM-TYPE DIFFUSER
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shock will increase and become greater than the normal shock can support for

the given Ml. Therefore, the normal shock will move forward ahead of the

inlet. The problem with the inlet operating under this condition is the

attendant spillage and the possibility of distortion and inlet flow

unsteadiness (buzz). This results because a portion of the air entering the

engine has gone through an oblique shock, and a portion through a normal

shock. This produces a shear layer (distortion) as shown in Figure 7.53.

SPILLAGE

SHEAR LAYER
0.818

M0 -1.61.24 V --
1 2

M, - 0.63 M - 0.35

FIGURE 7.53. MULTIPLE SHO IN= OFF-DESIGN

Because of the significant increase in drag due to spillage and adverse

engine and inlet operation due to the distortion, the shock should be attached

to the inlet lip or slightly swallowed to provide efficient and stable inlet

and engine operation. The normal shock can be moved to the inlet lip by one or

a conbination of means. If bleed doors at . opened downstream of the inlet

entrance but prior to the ccpresor, the total Nirflow through A1 will

increase. The bleed doors have to be scheduled as a function of both free

stream and canpressor Mach to maintain ideal operating conditions. Another

means used to attach the shock is to increase M1 by decreasing A1 in order to

matc& the arua to subsonic Mach after the normal shock. This could be

accomplished by increasing the ramp angle, decreasing A1 as shown by the

dashed line on Figure 7.54. Caution must be exercised when increasing the

r-Vp angle such teat the oblique shock does not detach. If this occurs, a
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second ramp angle may be added to decrease A,. The inlet area could also be
decreased by deflecting the external lip inboard. For optimun inlet
performance, the oblique shocks should intersect the lip to reduce spillage.

Fron the previous discussion, it becomes clear that any off-design
operation produces problems. The ultimate goal would be to have a fully
variable inlet such that all flight/engine conditions are on-design. The
variable geometry inlets described attempt to achieve this goal but may result
in other problems. Each configuration must be weighed, comparing the gains of
increased thrust, reduced drag, and stable inlet/engine operation to the
penalties of cost, complexity, weight, and reliability.

41S
I I

2

FIGURE 7.54. ADJUSTING IN9 AREA
WIT VARIABLE RAMP

7.8.2.5 Modes of Supersonic Diffuser Operation. It has been pointed out
that the performance of a supersonic diffuser is as much a function of the
mode of operation as it is of other factors; therefore, it is appropriate to
examine some typical supersonic inlet operating modes. The three basic modes
of operation freqoently referred to are subcritical operation, critical
operation, and upercritical operation. These three types of operation1 are
shown for a conical inlet in Figure 7.55.

7
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(a) SUBCRITICAL OPERATION, rh, /rn < 1, M•., < 1

SPILLAGE P17COINL LIP

(b) CRITICAL OPERATION, mnj /m -, 1, M, - 1

mom- Ma A, A

(a) SUPERCRITICAL OPERATION, ýIt /m = 1, "cow > 1

FIGURE 7.55. A C.XICAL INLET AT ZEM ANGLE
OF ATrACK AND DESIGN MAH
SM61M TRM MMES OF OPERATION

All three inlets are operated at the design Mach which means that the

conical shock or conical sheck extended will intersect the cowl lip. Figure

7.55a illustrates subcritical operation where the normal shock is external and

subsonic velocities exist at the cowl. For this condition spillage exists,

and the uilet is not swallowing air at maYiimum capacity. Pressure recovery is

low since same of the air goes thrcugh a single, rear normal shock. Inlet

drag is high because of the intense shock. operation is generally unstable

and conducive to a condition called "buzz* (normal shock nmoes in and out of

the inlet at telatively high frequencies). In general, subcritical operation

is unsatisfactory and should be avoided. As the flow resistance downstream of

the diffuser is increased, the mass flow can be reduced to its limit value of
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zero at which point no flow exists. When, for the same design Mach, the
downstream flow resistance is decreased, perhaps by increasing the RPM and
pumping action of turbojet engine compressor, the mass flow will increase and
the normal shock will move downstream. At one unique condition, it will be
located at the cowl lip, Figure 7.55b. This condition illustrates critical
operation. As the normal shock moves downstream fran its location in Figure
7.55a to that in Figure 7.55b, the ram recovery also increases because more of
the shock through which the entering air passes becomes oblique. For critical
operation, both maximn mass flow and ram recovery are attained for the design
Mach; thus, this condition represents the optimum performance condition. It

has the disadvantage, however, of being marginally unstable in actual
applications because small changes in angles of attack, yaw, or boundary layer
separation can induce the critical mode of operation across the threshold into
the subcritical regime. Consequently, for actual operation it is usually
better to operate the inlet in a more stable condition, the supercritical
regime shown in Figure 7.55c. For this case, the mass flow is maximum, but

Sthe recovery factor is reduced slightly because of the more intense normal
shock which occurs downstream of the throat section. As with subcritical
operation, there are various degrees of supercritical operation, the better
operation in this regime being where the normal shock is far enough downstream
from the throat to produce stable operation but not excessively far downstream
to low~r the ram recovery factor to unacceptable values.

The three modes of inlet operation discussed above can and do occur for
other bhan design Mach operation. In accelerating to the design Mach, for
"-<ample, the conical shock will lie outside the cowl lip, and, depending oX
the mass flow required by the engine for a given Mach, operation can be either
sibcritical or supercritical.
7.8.2.6 Other .supersinic Diffuser Performance Parameters. As mentioned
previously, the design of induction systcms for aLcraft involves a number of
cczprcmises in order to obtain the optimmu arrangement. Usually the
couprcmises are directed toward n,,cimnizing the thrust miu drag nd
minimizing the weight of the aircraft insofar as the induction system
influences it. In addition to the factors already mentioned (ram pressure
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recovery, additive drag, and inlet engine airflow matching), there are a
number of other inlet parameters which also influence this optimization.
Included are the following: (1) tIe effect of boundary layer; (2) inlet flow
stability; (3) inlet flow distortion; and (4) the static and low speed losses
of the sharp lips which are required for low drag at high speed.

The boundary layer influences the performance of a supersonic inlet in
several ways. These include friction losses, the displacement effect of the
boundary layer on the compression field, and shock-boundary layer interaction.
Friction losses are similar to the losses in subsonic diffusers. For inlets
located adjacent to the fuselage, the boundary layer buildup on the fuselage
presents a potential additional loss in that the low energy air of the
fuselage may be inducted, significantly reducing the diffuser pressure
recovery. For this reason, it is normal practice to move the inlet fran the
fuselage and to provide a boundary layer removal duct which prevents the low
energy air from entering the main induction system. Even though this increases
the frontal area of the aircraft and the total aircraft drag, the improvment
in inlet recovery more than balances the extra drag. Figure 7.56 shows the
isrovement in total pressure recovery with increasing depth of the boundary
layer removal diverter for a double conical side fuselage inlet.

From Figure 7.56, it may be seen that increasing the depth of the
boundary removal diverter increases the inlet pressure recovery to the point
that the depth of the diverter equals the boundary layer thickness.
Converting the relation in Figure 7.56 into thrust minus drag shows that the
overall aircraft performance also increases to h16 - 1.

Probably the greatest effect of the boundary layer on supersonic
diffusers is in the area of shock-boundary layer interaction. Both the shock
wave and the boundary layer can be significantly modified by this interaction,
depending upon the strength of the Ws k and the boundary layer type (laminar

or turbulent).
In extreme cases, the interaction can result in a separation of the

boundary layer. obviously, such extremes should be avoided in supersonic
inlets when high pressure recmvery is desired. Two methods can be used to
control the interaction and prevent separation. The first is to bleed off the
boundary layer. A boundary layer rewval duct similar to that shown in Figure
7.56 can thus serve two purposes: to prevent low enery air from entering the
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inlet and to minimize shock boundary layer interaction. Where shocks occur

internally, the boundary layer can be bled off though flush scoops. Where

such boundary layer removal is not possible, separation can still be prevented
by maintaining the strength of the intersecting shock below the critical

value.
" TWO-SHOCK CONE AT Ma - 2.90

0.6-

0.5-

PT'

0.4-

0.3 I
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4

DEPTH OP BOUNDARY LAYER DIVERINit h

FIGUR~E 7.56 EFFECT OF BOUNDARY LAYER REMDIAL
DEMFX MI TOTAL PRESSURE RM2OVERY
OF EAGE SIDE INLET

Supersonic diffuser flow stability is another important inlet parameter.
Plow instability, often called inlet buzz, is a very cxmplex phenomno
associated with the subcritical region of inlet operation. Buzz manifests
itself as large and often violent flow pulsations or fluctuations which can
occur randcmly or regularly. There are a number of apparent causes of the
instability, but no final explanation has yet been developed. inlets t-hich

are at all prone to buzz are normally operated 'supercritically even at the
expense of pressure reoovery in order to avoid any possibility of encountering

the bkzz ptexuienon.
Another isportant inlet parameter is the flow uniformity at the exit of

the diffuser (at the engine inlet). Nonuniform flows at this station can
significantly affect the engine performance and hewe the aircraft. Such

• noniniformity or distortion causes a significant reduction in ccompressor stall
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margin, decreases the internal performance of the engine, and increases the

vibratory stresses on the compressor blades. Although distortion can be

either radial or circumferential, the latter appears to be the more iportant

with respect to compressor stall margin reduction.

There are a number of ways in which flow distortion can be minimized with

respect to diffuser design. These include minimizing bends in the duct, low

diffusion angles, and adequate boundary layer removal. Aircraft attitudes,

such as very high angles of attack or yaw, will also tend to increase the

distortion. Probably the best way of reducing the distortion, regardless of

other effects, is to incorporate as long a straight cylindrical section as

possible ahead of the engine.

In the interests of low drag at high Mach, the lips of supersonic inlets

must be as thin and sharp as possible. Flor low speed or static operation,
however, high lip angles of attack occur and flow separation often occurs on

the inside of the lips, resulting in high pressure losses. These losses can

be appreciable for a choked inlet (21% statically). Additional losses will

occur in the diffuser downstream of the inlet.

7.8.3 2nressors
The combustion of fuel and air at normal barometric pressure will not

produce sufficient energy to enable enough powr to be extracted fron the
expanding gases to produce useful work at reasonable efficiencies. The
ccwixessor provides increased air pressure as is needed to increase the

efficiency of the ccutustion cycle.

Finding a satisfactory man•er in which to acoxzlish this necessary

copression phase of the gas turbine cycle constituted the main stumbling

block during the early years of turbojet engine development. Great Britain's

Sir Frank Whittle and Germany's Plans Von Ohain solved the problem by using a

compressor of the centrifugal type. This form of ccapissor is still being
used successfully in many of the wmaller gas turbine engines today. twever,

the engine efficiency levels with single-stage centrifugal coapressors are

somewhat better, but still do not comtare witch those of axial flow

Scmprssors. A compression ratio of 8 to 1 is about the mauimw capability of
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single-stage centrifugal compressors. Axial compressors were first introduced

by Dr. Anselm Franz, an Austrian working for Germany in 1939. With multiple

stages, axial compressors produce nuch higher pressure ratios. A high

efficiency dual axial compressor, for instance, can attain a ratio of 23 to 1,

or better. Axial compressors have the added advantages of being more ccmpact

and presenting a relatively small frontal area, which are important features

in a high speed aircraft engine. Therefore, most large fan and turbojet

Aw engines employ this type of compressor.

7.8.3.1 General 2MerMJdyM c Energy Analysis. Before examining details of

specific compressors, consider a general energy analysis of the compression

process. Figure 7.57 depicts a mechanical compressor which takes in its fluid

at Section 2, does work on it, and delivers the fluid at a higher pressure

level at Section 3.

P73

V2 V

FI•fl 7.57. CC• 5 •k~ FIGUPE 7.58. IDEAL AN)
SEADIAATIC

SI3N P4 herSES

An eneigy balance on this machine considers the various energy terms

which are applicable between entrance and exit. The general enr equation,

whm written beieen these sections, is as follows

22
V2  Z+ (7.49)

~i C2 ~.+h %Xt +3 3
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Since in most ccmpressors the difference in potential energy is

negligible and the amount of heat gained or lost from the machine is very

small in ccimparison to the amount of work which is delivered to the machine, a

logical assumption is that the process is without change in potential energy,

and that it is adiabatic; thus

Az = q =-0 (7.50)

By these assumptions, the work required by a ccupressor can be written

V2 -22

c - 2g + h3 - h2 (7.51)

Note: V3 will usually be less than V2 in practice.

It is usually more convenient to consider the total enthalpy at exit and

entrance in order that one -need not measure the velocity at these sections.
When Equation 7.57 is written in terms of total conditions, it takes the

following form:

Wt0hl -hT Ah% (7.52)
c 3 2

For constant -specific heats, Equation 7.46 can also be written as

w t ~cP(topT -TT) C (7.53)

Equations 7.52 and 7.53 merely state that the work recuired by the campressor

is equal to the total energy delivered to the flkid.

The energy absorbed by the fluid is reflected in a change of velocity,

temperature, and pressure, and since the function of a compressor is primarily

to increase the pressure of its fluid, all efforts are made to make the major
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portion of the energy transfer reflect as a change in pressure. Since

pressure increase is the function of a ccmpressor, it is desirable to

establish an efficiency factor that is based on the pressure ratio of the

machine. Figure 7.58 shows two adiabatic compression processes on an h-s dia-

gram between Pressures PT2and PT3"

For the assumption of the adiabatic flow process, we can state that there
are in general two types of ompression between Pressures 2 and 3 namely, the

isentropic process and the general adiabatic process with friction. Since the

pressure lines diverge with increasing entropy on an h-s diagram, it is
readily apparent that the most efficient adiabatic process of campression is

an isentropic path which is depicted as Line 2-3'. The adiabatic process with

friction involves an increase in entropy and is shown as Line 2-3. The amount

of caRxession work for either process is given by Eqation 7.52, and the
amount of work is equal to the actual enthalpy change of the fluid. An actual

machine requires more work (because of frictional losses) to accomplish the

same pressure rise than an ideal machine. The ratio of enthalpy change of an
ideal adiabatic process to the enthalpy change of an actual adiabatic process
is defined as the cutressor adiabatic efficiency; thus, we can write

Ah'ct
nc f - (7.54)

It should be noted that this efficiency is a camarism between an ideal

machine operating between the same total pressure limits.
Another useful form in which the compressor work can be expressed is as

the shaft horsepower absorbed by the compressor.

" "H cti (7,55)

7.8.3.2 (entrifuqgal OPpressors. The centrifugal comp.-essor was the type
utilized in our first turbojet-powered airplane, and it has long had other

C •, a~plicatims. Its early engiM ering uses lay in pumping water and other
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liquids. Turbo-supercharged aircraft engines utilize a centrifugal cacressor

as the supercharger; many of the earlier turbojet engines and even some
current ones use the centrifugal compressor. The more important advantages of

the centrifugal compressor are that it produces a large pressure ratio for a

single stage of compression, and it is easily manufactured.
Centrifugal compressors operate by taking in outside air near their hub

and rotating it by means of an impeller. The iqpeller, which is usually an

aluminun alloy forging, guides the air toward the outer circumference of the

compressor, building up the velocity of the air by means of the high

rotational speed of the impeller. The compressor consists of three main

parts; an impeller, a diffuser and a ompressor manifold (Figure 7.59). Air
leaves the impeller at high speed and flows through the diffuser, which

converts high-velocity kinetic energy to a low-velocity, high-pressure energy.

The diffuser also serves to straighten the airflow and to turn the air so that
it may be picked up by the oampressor manifold which acts as a collector ring.

The diffuser blades direct the flow of air into the manifold at an angle

designed to retain a maxinum of the energy inparted by the inpeller. They
also deliver air to the manifold at a velocity and pressure which will be

satisfactory for use in the burner section of the engine.

DIPPUSSR OPRAM

FIGURE 7.59. CM90MUS CF A CE~nUIVJAL ;RFSSOR

The owessr shown in Figure 7.59 is known as a single-face or
single-entry cupressor. A variation of this is the double-fave or

double-enttry ca•ressor in which the impller is constructed as shoi• in
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Figure 7.60. The double-face compressor can handle the sarre a-mount of airflow
and has a smaller diameter than a single-face compressor. This adv•,-Iage is

FIGURE 7,60. DCUBL_-E2NTY CEWRESOR IM•ELLER

partially offset by the complications involved in delivering air from the
engine PaUet duct to the rear face of the iieller. rouae-entry cwitrixvgal
cmLpressors uist have a plenw chenber to enable the incu-ng air to be
collectee and fed to the rear inpeller. Plea= duvLttrs are, in essence, air
canters in which the C Ws.r-inlet air is brhcuht to low velocity after
having passed through the inlet duct of the rt. Thiz aix is brought in
at ambient pressure plus r=m uressura. *e presname ui fthe plenum chanmer is,
thereiore, greater than that of the outsi~e at-Ms~i~re. The plenumd cha be r is
actually a diffuser that acts as a to; ii-cl th-e rear iieller is able to
receive its air supply.

WItistage centrifugal Aý4i , Cnsist of tuo or mre single
Ocivessors mamted in ta•i- on the sane shaft (Figure 7,61). nis air
oirpressed by the first stac is paned on to the se=-d stage at its point of
entry near the hub. nti- stte fuxther omipresses the aix before passing it
an to still another stag if there is one. In a•(reasors of this type, the
greatest difficulty is Wotere in twWig the air as it is passed from one
stage to the next.
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FIGURE 7.61. =STPAIE (M1'IFUGAL COWRESSOR

7.8.3.3 Axial Flow Coupressors., During the early development of turbo'et

engines, it was realized that the centrifugal flow ca~res-sors would iimpose

certain performnc limitations upon the high-thrust engines of the future.

(onseqontly, the axial flow oompressor development program was initiated

early in turxbjet engine litozy. This is borne out by the fact tbat the

first all nAwrican turbojet engine vas the 19A engine, an axial flow
ciampressor easine designed and =instuc-ted by WstIJjhowe. As mentioned

previously, the pressure ratios attainable in cenitrifugal flow compressors is

about 8:1 (unless multistagitg is employed, resulting in mIltiple air turning

problens) at an efficiency of about 70 to 85%. The axial flow ompressor,

however, can achieve a nich higýe pressure ratio at a high level of

efficiency; thus, twlre high press-ure ratios are required, it is this ty-p of

opressor that mwst be used. Perhaps the greatest advantage of the axial

flow cmpressor is its high thrust per unit frontal area.

In today's engines, the average axial flow type attains a static thust

per unit area of about 1500 lb/ft 2 , which is about four times the amount of

the average entrifugal flow type engine developing about 400 1b/ft . these
two characteristics of the axial flow oompressor - high pressure ratios at

gmx efficiency and high thrust per unit frontal area - indicate the realm of

its best application in high-thrust engines for high-speed aircraft. Briefly,

the axial flow conpressor provides larte air-hanlling abilitrie .•~th i s ll
ftontal area, a straigh-thro f lmow system, a ,i•i: p sure ratios .hite
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relatively high efficiencies. Its chief disadvantage is its complexity and

cost. Hundreds of blades are needed to achieve the pressure ratios required

by turbojet engines. Figure 7.62 shows thie stator and rotor blades of a

typical axial flow type ccrq-essor.

FIGURE 7.62. CCMPON~NS AND ASSEMBLY OF
AXIAL FLOW COMPRESSOR

The complexity can be visualized from Figure 7.62. In general, each row

of rotor and stator blades is a different size and design. Cormpressor blades
are usually made of steel, magnesium alloy, aluminum alloy, or titanium, and

it is not uncommion for one campressor to have soae steel blades and some alloy
blades. The rotor blades must be secured properly to the rotor disk to

withstand the stresses imposed by high rotational speeds.

7.8.3.4 Principle of Operation and Basic Terms. The basic principle of
operation of the axial flow compressor is the same as that of the centrifugal

compressor, namely, imparting kinetic energy to the air by means of the

rotating blades, and thence convrting t-he kinetic energy to a pressure rise.

Referring to Figure 7.63, the air enters axially from the left and into the

inlet guide vrnes where it is turned through a certain angle to impinge on the

first row oI rotating blades with the proper angle of attack. The rotating

vanes add kinetic energy to the air and increase the pressure slightly, then

discharge it with the proper angle to the first row of stator blades where the
pressure is further Lncreased by diffusion. The air is then directed to the
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second row of rotating blades, and the process is repeated through the reaming

stages of the compressor. A ccompressor stage consists of a row of rotating

blades followed by a row of stator blades. Most compressors have one to three

rows of "straightener" or "diffuser" blades installed after the last stage to

straighten and slow the air prior to its entry into the combustion chamber.

If the purpose of these latter stator vanes is to provide additional air

turbulence (as is saoetimes necessary to alleviate ccmbustion problems), they

are called 'mixer" blades.

The pressure ratio accomplished per stage of ccmpression for subsonic

stages is very modest when compared to one stage of a centrifugal compressor.

For a typical axial flow compressor, the average pressure ratio per stage is

about 1.20. Modern technology demonstrations have produced stage pressure

ratios of 1.4. The over-all pressure ratio of an n stage compressor can be

calculated by the relationship

SPRn = TPR (7.56)

where

SPR = stage pressure ratio

n = number of stages

TPR = total compressor pressure ratio

For a 10-stage compressor with an average SPR of 1.14, 1.1.410 = 3.7. The

Allison /Rolls Royce TF-41 engine used in the A-7D and A7E has SPR' s up to

1.36 in the low pressure compressor (Reference 2). These relatively low stage

pressure ratios are the reason for the large number of stages to achieve an

overall pressure ratio up to 21 (as in the '7-41).

7.8.3.5 Velocity Vector Analysis. The velocity vectors entering the

compressor and through the first stage of the compressor are defined in Table

7.10. (See also Figure 7.64).
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TABLE 7.10

Axial Flow Conpressor Velocities

Symbol Definition

co = ca absolute velocity of air entering the inlet guide vanes

c1  absolute velocity of air leaving the inlet guide vanes

u 1 absolute linear velocity of a point on Rotor Stage 1

(u1 = 21r r1 N/60)

w I velocity of air entering the rotor, relative to Rotor Stage 1

c 2 absolute velocity of air leaving Rotor Stage 1

u 2 absolute linear velocity of a point on Rotor Stage I

(u2 = 2i r2 N/60)

w 2 velocity of air leaving the rotor, relative to Rotor Stage 1

c3 absolute velocity of air leaving Stator Stage 1

u3  absolute linear velocity of a point on Rotor Stage 2

Ow3 veloc ity of air entering Rotor Stage 2, relative to Rotor Stage 2
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Figure 7.64 is a schematic diagram of the inlet guide-vanes and two

stages of compressor blades that shows the air flow path through these blades,
the velocity diagrams for each row of blades, and the static and total
pressure variation of the air as it passes through the blades. This figure
provides a vivid illustration of the principle of operation of an axial flow

compressor.

The inlet guide vanes direct the air to give a proper angle of attack for
the first row of rotating blades. During this process, the absolute air
velocity, c, increases and the static pressure decreases. The first row of
rotating blades imparts kinetic energy to the air proportional to
(w2 - w22 + c2 - c2), which brings about a total pressure increase proportional12 2to the same term and a static pressure increase proportional to (w1 - w2 ).

i M C, PRESSURE PLOT

GUIDE VANES S8TATIC TOTAL
PRESSURE PRESSURE
wit_ 4\4 11t1 It it

ROTOR
STAGEI-I f-f-A02
STATOR U2

STAGE I

,w 2=-w 2  
W 2 w1o W34-

3 W4 4 C23

ROTOR U3
STAGE 2

FIGURE 7.64. SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF
CCMPRESSOR BLADNG EFFECTS

"The air velocity relative to the rotating blades decreases (w2 < W ) because
the flow area increases (A2 > A1). The stator blades of the first stage
decrease the absolute air velocity (c3 < C 2) to bring about a static pressure
rise and turn the air to achieve the proper angle of attack for the second )
stage of rotating blades. Table 7.11 shows the pertinent variation that
occurs in a typical axial flow compressor stage.
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TABLE 7.11

VARIATICN ACROSS A TYPICAL AXIAL FLOW CCMPRFESSOR STAIGE

Absolute Relative Flow Static Total
Velocity c Velocity w Width Pressure P Pressure PT

Rotor increases decreases increases increases increases
Stator decreases increases increases increases about

constant

Normally, the temperature change caused by diffusion alone, is not

significant. The temperature rise which causes the air to get hotter and

hotter as it continues through the compressor is the result of the work being

done on the air by the compressor rotors.

Because the airflow process in an axial compressor is diffusion, i.e., an

adverse pressure gradient exists; it is very unstable. High efficiencies can

be maintained only at very small rates of diffusion. When compared with a

turbine, quite a number of compressor stages are necessary in order to keep

the diffusion rate small through each individual stage. Also, the permissible

turning angles of the blades are considerably smaller than those which can be

used in turbines. These are the reasons why an axial ccmpressor has such a

small pressure ratio per stage and must have many more stages than does the

turbine which drives it.

7.8.3.6 Dual Axial CcnMressors. A single axial compressor might

theoretically be built to consist of as many stages as would be necessary to

produce any required compression ratio. If such were the case, at low

off-design speeds the rearmost stages of thn compressor would operate

inefficiently, and the foremost stagns would be overloaded. Such a condition

would produce "compressor stall". This condition can be corrected by bleeding

interstage compressor air overboard or varying the airflow and pressure ratio

of the stages by use of variable vanes durirg part-throttle operation.

Excessive air bleeding, however, is wasteful. Greater flexibility for

part-throttle cond-itions and for starting can be attained more efficiently by

splitting the compressor into two mechanically independent rotor systems.

Each is driven by its own separate turbine, at its own best speed (Figure

7.65). The high pressure caopressor has shorter blades than the low pressure

C compressor, and is lighter in waight. Since the work of compression by the
high pressure coapressor heats the air within the compressor to higher
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temperatures than occur within the low pressure compressor, higher tip speeds

are possible before the blade tips attain their liditing Mach, because the

speed of sound increases as the air temperature increases. Hence, the high

pressure compressor can run at a higher speed than the low pressure

compressor.

LOW PRESSURE COMPRESSOR AND TURBINES

COMPRESSOR AND TURBINE

FIGURE 7.65. DUAL AXIAL CCMPRESSOR
OR TWIN-SPOOL SYSTEM

When dual, or, as sometimes called, split or twin-spool, compressors are

used, high comression ratios can be attained with minimum total compressor

weight and frontal area. Usually when dual compressors are used, the high

pressure compressor rotor is the rotor to which the engine starter drive is

connected. Only the lighter part of the compressor is cranked, which

considerably reduces the torque required to start the engine. The size and

weight of the starting system may therefore be appreciably less. The speeds

of the two rotors are matched for best efficiency and stall margin.

7.8.3.7 C2npressor Performance Charts. Ccompressor performance charts map

the various regions of operation of the compressor. Their use gives a quick

visual presentation of operational characteristics that could not be matched

by scores of equations or tables.

Fran the dimensional analysis techniques discussed in Chapter 2, several

dimensionless ratios used to analyze engine coapressor performance can be

derived. Zhese ratios are listed in Table 7.12.
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TABLE 7.12

COMRESSOR DIMESI(ZNLES PERFORMANCE RAIOS

Actual Value Corrected Value

Thrs-t nF n/6

Fuel Flow WF

Ai Flaw w a

RP' n N

Figure 7.66 showis a typical coopressor performance chart, which presents
pressure ratio plotted against the corrected weight-flow rate for various

corrected R14' s.

3- ~ ~ -TL

0 0203 4 0 0703 3 0 110

COR RET lUD MRPOW0R A

6TO

FIGUR 7.66. TYIPICAL CCMPRESsoR
PER)1aMNE CHA4RT



Note that all RPM operating lines reach the limiting surge, or stall, line.

Operation to the left of this line is unstable. Thus, the slope of the RPM

line in a stable region must always be negative. A positive slope indicates

unstable operation; therefore, do not operate to the left of the surge line.

kOne dotted line in Figure 7.66 shows the RPM line as it appears in unstable

operation.

Normally, a cross plot of compressor adiabatic efficiency is also made on

the performance chart as illustrated in Figure 7.66. These various

efficiencies show that at one optimum design flow rate, REM, and pressure

ratio, maximum efficiency is achieved. This point is properly called the

design point. It should be noted, therefore, that a compressor should be

operated as mich as possible near the design point in order to maintain

reasonable values of efficiency. For example, if the RPM is decreased from
the design condition, the efficiency drops off. Furthermore, if the pressure

of the system is decreased or increased, the efficiency also drops off.

The ccmpressor performance chart can be used to explain many turbojet

engine operating characteristics. In Figure 7.66 the curve labeled "Operating

Line' is that line on which the crapressor operates when installed in a given

fixed geometry engine. This line corresponds to the flow resistance of a

given assembly of combustion chamber, turbine, tailpipe, and exhaust nozzle.
Any change of tliese components would produce a new operating line. If the

exhaust nozzle area were reduced, flow resistance would be added and the

operating line would move upmtrd nearer the surge line.

Compressor Stall Margin is defined as the difference between the

compressor pressure ratio at the stall line and the CPR at the operating line

divided by the CPR at the operating line for a cxistant value of 1A0CZ.

Mathematically

SRT4 -CPRoP (7.57)

WAT=Z CCMST

7.8.3.8 Cmpressor Stall. It is a characteristic cimmon to gas turbine

compressors of all types to stall under certain operating conditions. Sane

call this surge. Others endeavor to differentiate between stall and surge,

but usually the two terms way be considered synonymous and may be treated as



one and the same thing. Conpressor stall occurs in many different forms and
under many different conditions. Stall is neither easy to describe nor to

understand, particularly because the stall characteristics of no two engine
designs will be the same. In general, stall results when the caopressor

attempts to supply pressure ratios higher than its capability.

In its milder form, compressor stall can be recognized by the condition
know as "ctugging" which is occasionally encountered during ground engine
operation at low thrust. In flight, under severe conditions of "slam"

acceleration, or when slipping or skidding during evasive action, or when
flying in very turbulent air, stall may beccme sufficiently pronounced to
cause loud bangs and engine vibration. In most cases, this condition is of
short duration and will either correct itself or can be corrected by retarding
the throttle to IDLE and advancing it again, slowly.

If a physical occurrene took place which greatly increased the blade
angle of attack, the blade would stall. For example, if the air flow rate
were reduced, the blade engle of attack would increase, and stall might occur.

This same phenomenon can occur during rapid rotor acceleration if the fuel
scheduling to the combustor is improper. If the fuel flow rate during
acceleration is too high, the high temperature and pressure resulting in the
combustor will produce excessive back pressure, causing an increase in blade
angle of attack, which if great enough, will produce stall. Compressor stall

due to engine acceleration and afterburner initiation are the most common types
of stall. Another type cuipressor stall is "rotating stall." This type of
stall is characterized by the stall region progressing from ore blade to the
adjacent blade, and the resulting stall cell rotates in the direction of the
rotor at .4 - .5 rotor speed. The flow separation on the stalled blade causes
the angle of attack to increase on the adjacent blade. This stalls it,
causing stall on the next blade, and so on.

During rotating stall, althog the pressure ratio and flow rate of the
engine system may be in equilibrium, the compressor and turbine torques are
not equal. The turbine toque has fallen off becauie the turbine pressure
ratio and flow rate are at lowr values, and it generates less torque. The
compressor torque is reduced, but not as much as the turbine due to large
energy dissipation in the compressor. The compressor torque will usually

ewceed the turbine torque significantly, and the rotor will tend to

d7celerate.
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The occurrence of rotating stall also causes combustor gas tenperature to

rise rapidly because the airflow rate drops quickly and the fuel-to-air ratio

in the combustor is increased. The danger of rotating stall operation in a

gas turbine engine is that the ccmbustor gas temperature will exceed allowable
limits for the turbine and/or that the rotor speed will fall below the
self-sustaining level. Generally, it will then be necessary to shut down the
engine and allow it to cool somAieat before restarting. All but the very
minor degrees of compressor stall are to be avoided by both design and

operation.

There are a number of other factors that tend to induce coupressor stalls
h- igh altitude operation, with its consequent reduction in compressor inlet

Irynolds nwtber, causes a slight reduction in the carpressor stall pressure
ratio. The pressure gradients which may exist over the "face" (entering
section) of the compressor may reduce the stall margin by decreasing the stall
line sufficiently to cause stall. These pressure distortions can result fran
poor inlet duct design, inadequate removal of inlet duct boundary layer,
operation of aircraft at high angles of attack or side slip, expulsion of gun
and rocket gases into the inlets, and so on. Most of these items can be
controlled by good airframe design.

There are many degrees of oirpressor stall. It may range from cv* or
several blades of single stage to (omplete flow breakdown, and the flow will
mnxentarily reverse to cause a loss of combustor flame. planeouts can occur

even In less severe cases.
7.8.3.9 methods of Increasing Stall Margin. Current engines employ several
techniques for either lowering the operating line or increasing the stall line

for increased stall margin.
Paragraph 7.8.3.6 discusses the use of caipressor bleed and variable

couapressor vanes as techniques for improving stall Rargin at the lowr rotor
speeds. New engines also vary the fan operating line based on the level of
distortion the inlet is generating and/or if a throttle transient is being

requested. These techniques for maximizing either performance or stall.
Margin, depending on current conditions, are becoming more viable with the use
of digital flight and propulsion control systems.
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7.8.4 Combustion Chanmers
The combustion chanber of an air-breathing gas turbine jet propulsion

engine is required to deliver large amounts of heat energy to the airstream
and direct it with proper temperature level and temperature profile to the

turbine. A good combustion chamber must provide complete burning of the fuel
with a minimun of pressure loss, operate without accumulating deposits, ignite
the fuel easily, and give reliable service over an extended period of time.

The above requirents must be met over the complete range of jet engine
operation - engine RPM, flight speed, and altitude.

In order to meet these requirements, the combustion chambers of turbojet
and turboprop engines have evolved into two basic types: (1) the can or

tubular type and (2) and the annular type.

SOM VAMUS4YC

FDGURE 7.67. THE CAN OZR Tt•LKAR-T•PE O•3U'ICO CAI<E1R

Both types contain the same basic elements: an outer casing or shell, a
perforated inner liner or flamte tube, a priniary ccnibstion zone, a liquid

fuel-injection systen. and provisions for initial ignition. Figures 7.67 and
• 7. 68 respectively, present a typical can or tubular-type canbustion chamber

and typical annular combustion chan*ber.
. The can-type combustor illustrated in Figure 7.68 is one of several

i••" •.(7-14) suth units that make up the overall combustion chamb~er for a given
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engine. These individual "cans" are interconnected by means of tubes located
between the cans in order to provide uniform caobustion characteristics in
each tube and to allow flame travel between "cans" for ignition since, in the
normal installation, only two cans will be equipped with spark plugs or
igniters. The cans are located around the main rotor shaft and are connected
to the cmpressor and turbine sections. The annular type combustion chamber
illustrated in Figure 7.68 similarly has only two igniters. The relative
merits of the tw types of burners are about equal.

FIGURE 7.68. TYPICALJ AiNULAR CxMUMIONt CHAER

7.8.4.1 Ca•buStor C a.eration, Ombastion chanber design is dictated nainly
by the general characteristics fixun in any type of -.Xxistion process. The
requirements deriving fran these characteristics are basic, whether
considering Oodxwtion in a fireplace or in a turbojet engine. They aret (1)
proper mixture ratio, (2) temRerature of reattants, (3) turbulence for good
mixing, and (4) time for burning. In addition, for aircraft turbine engines,
the combustion process should be acccmplished with a mininum possible pressure
loss.

The first requirement in any ccsbustion process is mixture ratio because
fuel-air rations have lean and rich limits of inflammability beyond which
burning is inpossible. For heat engines, these limits in terms of fuel-air
ratio are about 0.04 for the lean limit, and about 0.15 for the rich limit.
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For most hydrocarbon liquid fuels, the stoichiomtric fuel-air ratio i-.

about 0.066. Thus, it is apparent that any ccfbustion chamber must maintain a
mixture ratio which is within allowable limits if burning is to occur at eVL.

and within much more stringent limits if good burning is to occur, in gas

turbine engines, operation with overall mixture rations which even approach

the stoichiametric value are not feasible, because such mixture ratios produce
exhaust gas temperatures of about 40000R, well in excess of the maximu

allowable turbine blade inlet teuperature. In order to reduce the temperature
of the gases leaving the cctaustion chamber to an allowable value, it is
necessary to operate the oc=bustion ctkmibers with a large quantity of excess
air to provide adequate cooling. The large amunt of excess air required
reduces the overall fuel-air ratio to a value which is generally below 0.02.
This fuel-air ratio is, of couse, too lewi for burning; hence, the burner
design mist provide a method of bypassirg about 60 to 75% of the air around
the actual o'bustion zone. The bypassed air is k-nown as secondari air
because it does not enter into the combustion process, whereas the reainder
of the air, that which actually takes part in the combustion process, is k.rn
as primary air. The amount of primary air is dictated by the fuel-air
ratio in the actual combustion zone, or primary one, of about 0.08, Figure
7.69 presents a schmatic diagram of the cross section of a typical burner.

NEUCAL
8WVIRL VANE$ ...

AIR FROM TO TURBINE

-bo 200 FTI&1C 3W0 FT/SEC

S TO 20 PTiSEC
FUEl

FIG=1 7 .69. S(HWATIC DIAGRAM op su1mm cams sEwrimt

This diagram shows the f low path nf the primary and secondary air. The
* secondary air is progressively mixed with the ccutustion gases as they flow

Swithin the inner liner in order to oool the overall mixture to its proper



texperature where it enters the turbine section, and to provide a film of cool

air to protect the inner liner. It is evident that the combustion chamber

design is largely dictated by the mixture ratio requirements, and the

proportioning of the primary and secondary airflows must be properly

maintained during the whole process. This mixing of the secondary air must

also be acccmplished to provide the proper temperature profile to the turbine.

After proper mixture ratio is attained, ccombustion will not be maintained
unless the three T's of ovtbustion - temperature, turbulence, and time - are

also present. .'e tmerature of the reactants must be above the ignition

terperature. .tr uintial cumustion, this teaperature is usually provided by

means of electrieal energy in the form of a spark. Normally, two spark

icizs are_ located in the cxustxon chamber to initiate corust-ion by

prcviding localized regions where the reactant temperature will be considerably

at•ow the ignition teaperature. After ignition occurs and burning begins,

reac-ýtts are kept at a high temperature by the heat released from the

burnina fuel, v4 the spark enermry is no longer required.

Sufficient turbulerne uust be ..reatad and maintained for combustion to be

complete, because eash fuel molecule requires an exact nunber of oxygen

molecules before ecuplete owbustiun can ocwir. Adequate turbulen;De insures

that each fuel molecule will intioately mix with the air and find its propNr

number of oxygen molecules. Since turbulence is accaipanied by a fluid

pressure drop, it is essential that only enough turbulence be created to

achieve proper mixwrj, otherwise excess pressure drop will oc=cu with a

conseqaent reduction in owvrall engine thrust.

Sufficient time nos be alktxted for the fuel to burn if the cantistion

process is to be ccqlete. If the air flow velocities are greater than the

flame speeds, approximately 60- 100 ft/sec, the flame will be blown dci*n thve

cmctustion chamter and out of the vgrqne, causing flawout.

7.8.4.2 Obrbastion Process and Efficiency. The ideal corbustion process

occurs at cxstant pressure with omplete release of the fuel heating value.

In an actual cabustion process, the total pressure drops slightly due to

friction and the muentum pressure drop due to heat addition (static pressure

drops because of friction as well as gas acceleration), and the catustion is

not ocaplete bcause s of the fuel molecules are rot burned.
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As shown in Figure 7.70, the ideal process occurs at the constant total

pressure PT frcm the burner inlet Section 3 to the burner outlet Section 3 to

the burner outlet Section 4'. The actual process occurs frao Sections 3 to 4,

which, compared to the ideal process, represents a loss in total pressure

(about 5% in modern ccabustors) and a loss in end temperature because of

incomplete combustion. Figure 7.70 shows the camtustor process for the

maximu= full throttle position where TT is equal to the maximum, allowable
4

turbine inlet temperature. Operation at less than full throttle will produce

TT values, which are less than that shown on the figure.
4

P
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S• i •h aarbusti~n chamber ~3tficiency is defined as the ratio of the acutal
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TT4 TT3

"b= T' -T
T4 T

In most turbojet and turbofan engine operations, ccmbustor efficiencies vary

between 98% and 100%.

7.8.4.3 Fuel Control Units. The amount of fuel supplied to the combustion

chanber must be closely controlled and adjusted for different engine operating

conditions; altitude, temperature, engine RM, and forward flight speed. This
job is performed by the fuel control unit. In basic fuel control units, the
unit senses throttle position, engine REM, engine air inlet pressure, -

engine air inlet temperature.

Many aircraft turbine engines h-ve a ruch more ca=licated fuel con _rol
sy.stem than the basic unit. T't1se are the variable geomtry ongines, th-se

equipped with variable Area exhaust nozzles, variable angle inlat guide vanes.
or variable angle cmgresusr stator vanes. On engines of this type, the fuel
cowtrul uiit, in addition to sensing these variables, must also sense. turbine

outlet teiperature and control the exhaust nozzle drea or inlet guide vane

area.
7.8.4.3.1 Digital Fletoc Eine Contl. The Digital Electronic

Engine Control (DEM is a uwh more &dvanced system than the current
generation of ordin•ry fuel control systems. Although it is a campletely

electronic s.stm, a hyd-o-awe•Aical Back-Up Control (But) may be selected
either by the pilot or a•atatically by the DEEC if the need arises.

The primary engine variables that are sensed and controlled by the D=
are illustrated in Figure 7.71.
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FIGURE 7.71. DEC VARLABLES

( Seqncing and control of these variables allow the DE to provide:

1) Reliable engine starts (including airstarts)

2) Safe throttle transients without stall, overteprature or bloot

3) Consistent idle thrust

4) Stable intermediate thrust without exceeding speed or twporature
Limits

5) Smooth augmentor transients without blowout or stall

6) Backup control capability

7) No reuired engine trim

Pilot workload is reduably reced with incxrporation of DMZ.

.7.8.5 Gas Turbines
2w primary purpose of the gas turbine in a turbojet or turbofan engine

is to extract mechenical energy ft the hot gases delivered to it by the

Oi-.&s t to d i t o ssor. -Me
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turbine must also supply power to the auxiliary equipment, such as fuel pumps,

oil pumps, and electrical generators. In turboprop and turboshaft engines,

the turbine must also supply power to drive the propeller or helicopter rotor.

Typically, three-fourths of all the energy available for the products of

combustion is necessary to drive the compressor. If the engine is a turboprop

or turboshaft, the turbine is designed to extract all the energy possible fran

the gases passing throu4 the engine. So efficient is the turbine, in this

case, that in a turboprop aircraft the propeller provides approximately 90% of

the propulsive force, leaving but 10% to be supplied by jet thrust.

The axial flow turbine is comprised of two main elements: a turbine

wheel, or rotor, and a set of stationary vanes (Figure 7.72).

FUMRE 7.72. T'RBIMNE ELE

The stationary section oansists of a plane of contoured vanes, concentric with

the axis of the turbine, and set at an angle to form a series of small nozzles

wihich di•cage the turbine gams onto the blades of the turbine 1eel. br

this reason, the stationalry vane assembly is usually referred to as the
turbine nozzle, and the vanes, the.selves, axe called nozzle guide vanes.

-dnAe ayraimc design of turbine blade is less critical than cmpressor blades

because the ojpexat* in a r•"em of favorable pressure gradient rather than an

adiverie pamze gradient. TUWine-nozzle amea is a critical part of turbine
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design because it establishes the engine (compressor operating line). The
jets of escaping gases which are formed by the nozzle discharge are directed
against the rotating turbine blades in a direction which enables the kinetic

energy of the gases to be transformed into mechanical energy which is

generated by the rotating turbine wheel.

Turbines may be either single or multiple-stage. Wen the turbine has

more than one stage, stationary vanes are inserted between each rotor wheel

and the rotor wheel downstream, as ell as at the entrance and exit of the

turbine unit. Each set of stationary vanes forms a nozzle vane assembly for

the turbine wheel that follows. 11he exit set of vanes serves to straighten

the gas flow before passage through the jet nozzle.

7.8.5.1 Turbine Design Considerations. Turbines are subjected to both high
rotor speeds and high teqperatures. High rotor speeds result in high
centrifugal forces, and because of high teperatures, turbines mast operate

close to teqperature limits which, if eceeded, will lower the strength of the

construction materials used in them. Turbine blades with continued use
Sundergo distortion of the blade, wfich i8 know as "creep." Creep means that

the blade stretches or elongates. This condition is cimulative, the rate of
creep being determined by the load immpoed on the turbine and the strength of

the blade, which is detrmined by the tererature within the turbine.
Prom Figure 7.73 it may be seen that the highest stress plus fatigue

consideratimis near the blade root require a looer temerature to maximize the

blade material strength.
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Creep is the mdinant factor in the middle of the blae Higher teqperatures
are allwble further out because of the lower stresses. Near the blade tip,

erosion or stator blade stresses agdn redue the temperature level. With

these limits established, the ombustion char design objective is to match

the desired gas termature profile as closely as possible.

The turbine wheel is a dynamically balanced unit consisting of steel alloy
blades, or buc)rts, as they are mtimes called, attached to a rotating disc.

7be base of the bld is usufly of a so-called "fir tree" design to enable it

to be firmly attached to the disc and still allow room for expansion. In same

turbines, the rotating blades are open at their outer perimeter. In others,
the blade is shrouAi• .,the tip, as shcw in Pigure 7.74. The shrvuded

blades form a band around he perlmeter o" je turbine wheel, Mtich serves to

reduce blade vibrations. The weight of the shrouded tips is offset because

the shrouds permit thinner, more efficient blade sections than are otherwise
possible bcaue of vikat.on Limitaticrs. Also, by acting in the same mannrr
as aircraft wingtip fenos, the shrouds lnprove the air flow characteristics



and increase the efficiency of the turbine. The shrouds also serve to cut
down gas leakage around the tips of the turbine b1aes.

FIN TRES BAS!

FIGURE 7.74. SHMD2 TURBNE- IMYr BIAS

7.8.5.2 xal TMmý ic Analyis. Figure 7.75 depicts the energy
balance of a gas turbine. It receives high-taperature, high-pressure gas at
Section 4, extracts energy fr&m it in the form of -shaft work, and discharges
the gas at a lower level of pressure and temperature.

V 4

MFIGW 7.7S. TURD BANMCE -
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The energy equation for this machine, when written for no change in

potential energy and an adiabatic process, is

V 4 = h V + h 5  (7.60)

Solving Equation 7.60 for the turbine work and expressing the gas energy
content at Sections 4 and 5 in terms of total conditions gives

'I =hCb -IrT 4 - T T5 (7.61)
4 5)5=

Total conditions are used in preference to the sum of static enthalpy and
kinetic energy, because it is far easier to mreasure and evalhate tm total
enthalpies than it is to meastre two static enthalpies and two velocities.
Equation 7.61 merely states that the turbine work is equal to the change in
energy content of the gases passing through the tuirbine.

Figure 7.76 shI• the actual and ideal turbine process on an h-b diagram.

AI*OUT 14 F 9/ MA.

FG= 7.76. IWEAL AN XILU ADIABmTIC
7UBINE MANSION * 120
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Note that the ideal and actual processes for the turbine are defined in
the same manner as they were for for the ccapressor, namely, between the same
two total pressure lines. For the asswmntion of an adiabatic flow process
between pressures PT4 and PT ' we can have either the ideal isentropic process

4 5
4-5' or a general adiabatic process with friction 4-5. It is evident that for
an adiabatic process between two pressure lines, maximum turbine work will
occur along a constant entropy path; therefore, great effort is expended to
minimize the friction in turbines. The turbine adiabatic efficiency is
defined as

= 'T - T1 =AhT(7.62)

The work produced per pound of fluid can be expressed in terms of the ideal
path 4-5' as

W-t - rCp(T4 TT) (7.63)

Since, by definition, the total pressure at points 5 and 5' are equal, the
turbine work cAn be exprssed in terms of pressure ratio and inlet tgeperature

as

WT I%'' T (7.64)4 (P T 4,

Gmsiidering Eqpation 7.64, the important factors which affect turbi.z ,e
work, nazmeyt turbine ef f iciency turbine inlet teoperature TT , and tur-

4bine pressure ratio P may be seen. An inca in any of these three
T45Sfactors will allow the turbine to 4eMIop mre work per pound of fluid. oily
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small gains can be expected to accrue fran improvements of turbine efficiency,
since present efficiencies are up near the peak of development, 85% to 93%.
Because of gas friction over the many turbine blades and the leakage losses
over the blade tips, turbines inherently have about 10% overall loss.
Homever, the prospect of operating turbines at higher inlet tenperatures is
indeed an attractive one to achieve more work per pound of fluid because, as
shown in Equation 7.64, the turbine work is directly proportional to the
absolute tenperature of the entering gases.

Turbine Shaft HrsePc5-- (7.65)

7.8.5.3 Velocity Vector Analysis. Recalling the definitions of the velocity
vectors c, w and u fom the caTressor section, Figure 7.77 illustrates the
velocity, static pressure, arA total pressure chanwes through a two-stage

turbine.
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7.8.5.4 Iroit of Turbine Inlet Temperature. The most attractive

method of increasing thrust and turbine work per pound is to increase the

turbine inlet temperature. Increases in turbine inlet temperature are

directly tied to the need for better materials in construction of turbine

blades and efficient methods of cooling them.

7.8.5.4.1 Materials Osnsiderations. Much work has been done in recent

years toward improving the high-tmperature strength characteristics of metals

and alloys. Fram this effort has cime a series of cobalt and nickel-based

alloys that offer significant high temperature strength improvements over

iron-based alloys. Newar, wore exotic materials hold still greater promise.

Iiixroed metallurgical techniques have allowed blades made of materialz which

have been directionally solidified, subjected to rapid solidification rates,

or even constructed of a single czystal to be manufactured. Gains due to these

metallurgical techniques are illustrated in Figure 7.78.
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Some manufacturers are presently investigating the use of ceramic

materials for use in turbine blades. while these blades hold a significant

advantage over metal blades with regard to their ability to withstand high

teaperatures, problems associated with stresses due to centrifugal loads

associated with high rotation rates open new amnues of difficulties to

overaoe.

7.8.5.4.2 Turbine Blade Cooling. Turbine blades can be cooled by several

different methods, but basically, each method uses a cooling fluid that passes

thrcoigh the blade so as to keep the blade metal within safe operating limits.

The fact that air-cooled blades can produce appreciable powr gains makes
utilization of co•pressor bleed air appear to the the best overall system for

blade cooling. The criteria for achieving good cooling effectiveness core
directly from the principles of heat transfer of a fluid in a closed duct.

To attain high heat transfer rates in srh a system, it is necessary to meet
two basic requirenents, namely, (1) flow the cooling fluid with a high

Reynolds nzister, and (2) provide a large surface area for the heat flew path.
141h these points in mind. it is obvious why a finned blade is many times

better than an open tnicI blade. ¶he open hollow blade does very little

cool=ing, because a nuniray Layer wfich acts as an excellent insulator to heat
transfer fo-ms over the inner surface of the blade. The insertion of fins or

tubes in the blad =ms the =xUxV air to pass over greater surface axes
wit high turbuleruc or a. ntbing ation, whidc prc&ks a urblent iunxdaxy

tayft'r that readily passes heat.

Another diradvantage a-t the open hollow bla$e is its structural

linttstIOQ. Without fMIS oWr 94.nrtq membrs, the cpen holiow blade
vibrates reoIily, and with large magnitude at its resonant fruency, to

produc a "enahiMM actiornu with can~sit fatigue failure.
There arm thre general wttixx EiOployed for b1e cooling. These are

thecovectiono, izpinqeent, and film voliag methnis. A ttvrth 'rethod cailst
tr'anq~ation .coolin •ay be fcnnd ir. th literatu=e, but the differnces
b a film =ingq and tranwpiration opolinq. at* difficuxt to distirngu .

un" th ns,," nos •e j".&" are ilAalwtaea in Figure 7,79.
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CONVECTION COOUNG IMPINGEMENT COOUNG FILM COOUNG

FIGURE 7.79. GLIOAL TJRBINE BIADE COOLING METHODS

Convection cooling is the simplest and was the first turbine blade

cooling method used. With the convection cooling method, the coolant air

flows outward from the base of the turbine blade to the end through internal

passages within the blade. The effectiveness of convection cooling is limited

by the size of the intenal passages within the blade and the restriction on

the quantity of cooling air available.

Impingement cooling is a form of convection cooling, but instead of the

air flowing radially through one or more sections of the blade, the air is

turned normal to the radial direction and passed through a series of holes so

that it impinges on the inside of the blade at the area where cooling is

desired. Mpingement cooling is a very effective method in local areas and is

easily adapted to stator blades. This methcd is usually employed at the
leading edge of the. blade where the highest temperatures are expected because

of impingement of hot gases, but may be employed in any desired area.

Film cooling involves the injection of a secondary fluid, usually air,
into the boundary layer of the primary fluid (hot gas). Injection of too ruch

air into the boundary layer can defeat the purpose of increasing turbine inlet

temperature. Film cooling is more effective than either convection cooling or

impingement cooling. The air used for film cooling muat be tuner high

pressure because it is quickly dissipated by d~astream mixing of the f' im air

with mainstream hot gases.
The effectiveness of the three cooling methods Is copred in Figure

S7.80.
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FICUR 7.80. RE"ATIVE EP 1IVE SE OF
'IU1RBS BLADE COOLING ?'MfliI

LiWke 'y other system which presents advantages to engine performance,

there are •lsO disadvantages incurred by cooling turbine blades. A cursory

examination of the turbine blade-cooling problem leads one to think that the

solution is relatively simple, that is, merely pass scme compressor bleed air
thruh hollow turbine blades, and the job is done. A more detailed study of

the subject, howver, will show that the overall turbine blade cooling problem

is very complex. The basic problems of heat t.ransfer in a duct are made more
difficult and mmre complicated because the cooling air within the blades is

accelerated by centrifugal forves while it absorbs large quantities of heat

and the tendency for internal gas choking is present. At a given turbine

inlet teaperature, an engine with cooled blades suffers a definite performance

loss relative to one with unr•oled blades because the coolant air bled from

the compressor does not take part in the cobustion process, nor can it

develop poer in the turbine. It also roeuires pumping work to foroc it

through the cooling system. Pftwps the gneatest disadvantage of turbine

blad caling is moat -de to complexity in fabrication. It has already been

pointed out that the simple, open, hollow blades do not cool well enough, the
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ones with fins, inserts, and bundles of tubes, are difficult to manufacture
but do provide adequate cooling. -fhese carplex cooled blades =ct be
manufactured properly. In addition to providing adequate cooling, they must
withstand the high stresses imposed on then by centrifugal loads, T•he tur-ine
rotor required for cooled blades is also difficult to ma-ufnctur-. :n
addition to the fabrication problems, a rotor sipplying cooling air is further
complicated by the air-sealing problem at the section where the coolant is

brought into the rotor hub.
Some advantages and disadvantages of turbine blade cooliiV have been

discussed, and in spite of the many complexities add&d tu the exigiie by a
blade cooling system, the performance attractiveness is still great,
especially for turboprop engines, turbojet engines for high Mach flight, and
high bypass ratio turbofan egines.

Historical and expected gains in turbine inlet temperature from cabined
materials uqprovement and cooling effectivwess are shcsh in Figure 7.81.

PRlOJECTED
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7.8.5.5 Engine Internal Temperature Control. In the event of a malfunction

or under extreme flight conditions, regulation of engine internal temperatures

can be marginal or even above the desired limits. Overteaperatures can't be

treated lightly. Just because the turbine does not melt away, there is no

reason to assume that the engine cannot be or has not been damaged. Several
mumentarily high overtemperatures will have as profound an effect on the

engine as a single prolonged one of a lesser degree. Excessive internal
temperatures aggravate such conditions as creep, deformation of sheet metal
parts, and drooping. operating the engine within the specified limits of
teqperature, RPM, and turbine discharge pressure or engine pressure ratio
should became an instinctive technique to the turbojet, turbofan, and
turboprop pilot. Modern digital electronic controls will autanatically
eliminate overtemperatures without pilot attention.

7.8.6 Exhaust Duct/Nozzle
The term, "exhaust duct," applies to the engine exhaust pipe or tailpipe

connecting the turbine outlet and the jet nozzle of a nonafterburning engine.
Although an afterburner might also be considered a type of exhaust duct,
afterburning is a subject in itself and is dealt with subsequently.

if the engine exhaust gases could be discharged directly to the outside

air i- an exact axial direction at the turbine exit, az exhaust duct would not

be rwcessary. This, however, is not practical. The largest total thrust can
be obtained from the engine if the gases are discharged from the aircraft at
the velocity obtained when nozzle exhaust static pressure is equal to ambient

presr ire. This was discussed in Chapter Six. An exhaust duct is therefore
added, both t, collect and straighten the gas flow as it comes from the
turbine, and to Increase the velocity of the gisev before they are discharged
from the exhaet nozzle at the rear of the duct. Increasing the velocity of
the gases incase their amuentwn 9nd inarea.es; the thrust produced.

7.8.6.1 Co -%r~Exha••t .xhau-t Nozzle. The velocity of the gases within a

oonvexgent exhat2t duct (Figure 7.82) are e .A to Mach 1 or less. These
nozzles are used on aubsonic aircraft where vi~ll performan penalties are

incurzd clm to non•optimum expansion, but the weight and cost of a divergent
nozzle is not cost efF'bitive. )
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B>b EXHAUST NOZZLIE
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EAUST DUCT

7.8.6.2 Convernt - Divergent Exhaust Nozzle. Whenever the pressure ratio
across an exhaust nozzle is high enough to produce gas velocities greater than
Mach 1, more thrust can be gained by using a convergent-divergent type of
nozzle (Figure 7.83). The advantage of a convergent-divergent nozzle is
greatest at high Mach because it allows maximu thrust to be obtained.

SUlSS1KNIC SUPERSONIC
CONVEM GENT DIVERGENT

SECTION I SCTMO

MI 1.Mo.

L M ATTAINS SONIC VELOCITY

FIGURE 7.83 CCNVElD-DIVEF4TM
EXHAUT DUCT (NOZZLE)

In the discussion on thrust, it was pointed out that all of the pressure
generated within an engine cannot be converted to velocity.
7.8.6.3 Variable Area Nozzles. In order to obtain optimum performanoe, the
pressure at the nozzle exhaust plane must match the ambient pressure. Recall
that for a fixed area ratio, only one pressure ratio will give optimum

rpermance. Therefore, in order to ensure a continuous pressure match over
the entire flight spectrm, scme method of varying the area ratio must be
employed. This can be ao1mmlihed by varying either the nozzle throat area
or the exit plane area.

For an engine with an afterburner, the governing flow parameter which is
a •oastant for choked flow is
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Looking at this relationship, we can analyze the changes that occur when
the afterburner is ignited at supersxric speeds. First, mass flow rate (w,) is
almost constant, increasing only by the fuel added to the afterburner which is
a small fraction of the total mass flow. (n the other hand, TT goes up

T8
dramatically when the afterburner is lit. Since PT8 changes little in the

a u nozzle, A* must inczease to keep the flow parameter a constant.
Thus for supersonic flight, Ae/A* must be variable to maintain optimuM
pressure balance for peak performance.

7.8.6.4 Tw-Dimensional Nozzles. Research is presently being conducted on
the use of tw-dbinsional exhaust nozzles. Tests have shown that there is no
degradation in thrust with a 2-d nozzle from that of the axisymmetric nozzle
for a given engine.

An added benefit with a 2-d nozzle is the capability for thrust
vectoring. Thrust vectoring capability would be beneficial in helping to
control glidepath angle during approaches. vectored thrust might also be
useful during spin recoveries.

Thrust reverses are more easily incorporated in a 2-d system than an
axisypmetric one. The 2-d nozzle system can be installed with aerodynamically
clean contours and may have a more efficient cooling system than its
axisyimetric counterpart.
7.8.6.5. Jet Nozzle Velocity. At the higher throttle settings and airspeeds
encountered during normal aircraft operation, the nozzle throat will probably
be "choked" most of the time, which mans that the gases passing throug the
convergent section of the nozzle will be at or near the speed of sound. Wien
the nozzle is choked, the only variation in the exit velocity of the gases
will be due to changes in the engine exhaust gas temperature. Ownever the
nozzle is not chced, varied abwqpheric conditions will cause sawe change in
jet nozzle velocity. As can be seen by the thrust equations, changes in the
exhaust gas or nozzle velocity (V10) will affect thrust.

7.8.6.6 Nozzle Eficieny. Since loses are present in an acual nozzle)
flow process, it is desirable to examine nozzle flow with friction. Let us
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consider a nozzle which operates between a pressure at inlet, PT5 and a lower

pressure at exit, P10. Figure 7.84 illustrates such a nozzle with its

expansion process on a T-s or h-s plane.
As pointed out previously, the function of the nozzle is to transform the

high pressure-teqperature energy (enthalpy) of the gdses at this entrance

position (Point 5) into kinetic energy. This is done by decreasing the

pressure and teaperature of the gases in the nozzle. Referring to Figure

7.84, it is evident that the maxmnu amount of transformation will result with

an isentropic process between the pressures at entrance and exit. Such a

process is illustrated as the Path 5-10. Now, when nozzle flow is acoompanied

with friction, an increase in entropy results, and the path is curved as

illustrated by Line 5-10. It is noted that the actual enthalpy change is

somewhat less than the enthalpy change for an isentropic process. The

difference in the enthalpy change between the actual process and ideal procesw

is due to friction.

ppie

STAh,, 8

the bio sao

ozlmits. This ratio is defined as the nozzle adiabatic efficiency and

"n an - Chio ofT Trh) (7.66)
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The value of nn for a good nozzle should be somewhere in the range of .9
to .96.

7.8.7 Thrust hxpentation

To achieve better takeoff performance, higher rates of climb, and
increased performance at altitude during combat maneuvers, there has always
been a demand for increasing the thrust output of aircraft pcwrplants for
short intervals of time. In addition, a recent desire for sustained operation
at supersonic speeds requires a sigificant increase in the thrust/frontal

area output of aircraft engires. 7W basic methods of providing thrust
augmentation for turbojet and turbofan engines will be discussed: (1)
aftrburin or tailpipe burning (by far the most popular current type of
thrust auentation); and (2) water injection (either at the compressor inlet
or in the octlsticn chanter). Each method provides a substantial thrust
increase over the normal engine thrust but also requires a considerable
increase in liquid consumption. Because each method produces overall engine
efficiencies uich are less than that of the normal engine, thrust

augmentation devices should normally be operated for oily short time
intervals. 7he exception to this is for sustained supersonic operation where
the only method of achieving the condition is with thrust augmentation. Each
mathod of augmentation also makes the basic engine more carplex - additional
controls are required, engine gaetry is changed, and special liquids with
suitable lines and controls are required. Despite these disadvantages, the
reqirments for thrust etation have provided sufficient stinutlus for
ich d lqoient effort. This effort, which continues, has resulted in

reliabilities for the thrust aietation system essentially equivalent to the
basic engine.
7.8.7.1 The Afterburner. rbine t eratre limits the basic engine
fuel/air ratio to about 0.025. As a result, the gases wich are exhausted

form the turbine section are primarily air; thus, if a suitable burner is
installed between the turbi and diaust nozzle, a comsiderable amount of
fuel can be hwr.d in this e-ction to produce twperatures entering the nozzle
as high as 3500 0F. The a taperature greatly auirits the exhaust gas

"velocity and Iec povmes a thrust increase.
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Figure 7.85 shows a typical af turbojet engine. 7he figure
identifies the various afterbrving ca•onents and reveals that the
afterburner meets the basic requixments of the nornral comstion chamber.

( First, the air discharging from the turbine nust be slowed dow to a low
velocity so that ombustion can be stabilized. To decrease the air velocity
adequately, a diffuser section kown as the turbine discharge diffuser, is
placed Letwen the turbine and the burner section (note the gradual area
increase betan the afterburner wall and the tail coa downstream of the
turbine). FURl in injected through a spray nozzle system which produces a
mist that will thoroughy mix with the air.

Provisio-ns mut also be made for igniting the fuel-air mixture. ignition
is a je either by spark igniters wtich function in the same man: as
in the normal burner or by the so-called whot streak" method. The latter
scheme reqTaire that a smll-diamter, high-velocity fuel stream be squirted
from the main cxxistion chamr through the turbine blades into the
SafterbunerThi wall fuel Strom, literally a hot streak, is ignited in
the main bunwer and its flme volus increases progressively as it flows into

the aW e it ignites the fuel-air mtxtutre. The turbine blades are

not overheated by the hot streak because of its relatively low energy content,
and since a portion of the fuel vaporizes in the fuel stream, sem cooling is
povidad; furtheor, the hot streak is operated only briefly.
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To maintain a flame after ignition is accomplished, the afterburner
requires the equivalent of the primary coabustion zone in the normal burner.
This is accomplished by a series of so-called "flame holders", which are
usually V-shaped gutters mounted concentrically about the longitudinal axis
of the burner.

TlO allow tine and space for good ccrbustion, the afterburner must contain
a volume which is considerably larger than the normal combustion chamber.
This extra volume requirement is necessary, because the after-burner consumes
up to three times as much fuel as the normal burner. In general, when an
afterburner is added to an engine, the overall engine length is about doubled.
External cooling can be acomaplished by producing airflow between the
afterburner and aircraft structure. Insulating blankets may also be wrapped
around the outer shell to provide an additional restriction to heat flow.

7.8.7.1.1 Afterburner Performance. It was mentioned that it is necessary
to increase the nozzle area when the afterburner is operating. It is
desirable to examine the reasons for the necessity of increasing the nozzle
exit area. Assume tat an afterburner 'engine is initially operated
nonafterburning with full-throttle conditions (military thrust) so that the
nozzle flow is choked. Wen the afterburner is turned on, each pound of air
passing through the afterburner grows in volume by a factor of about two
because of the increase in tesperature. Therefore, in order not to reduce the
mass flow rate through the nozzle, the nozzle must be opened to cctpensate for
the increased gas volume.

A good fterburnsr installation is one which produces no uncalled for
changes in the operating conditimns of the basic engine components when the
aftrburner is turned on and off; that is, the basic engine should not be able
to feel the difference between afberburne and nonafterburner operation.

Figure 7.86 shows the cycle diagram of a turbojet engine equipped with
aon the h-s plane. 1Th process lines up to the turbine section are

the same as for a basic ergine. !lhe afterburer process 5-6 is ideally a
cOmbntat Presswe proMe, but the internal drag losses and momentum pressure
los pro&= a total. pressure drop such that is alont 5% less than .

65It is aR=Eent that nore thrust can be realized per pound of air by exanining
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the relative magnitude of the enthalpy drops across the normal nozzle 5-ef

(see dotted line) and across the afterburner nozzle 6-ef.

PT:

PTS

ADOUT35OOF P0.P

ii ANOUTIOOP @

-- NOZZLE Pima"C
WTHOUTAFITERBURER

ENTROPY, a
FIGURE 7.86. h-s DIAGM CF A IURBOJDM ENGINE WITH AFrERNER

S(

Afterburner performance is normally expressed in terms of the ratio of

augmented thrust (thrust available with afterburner on) to military thrust

without afterburnr. Expressing this ratio in terms of gross thrust

(w1 0) a _V0  (7.67)
FG 10 10O

where sulbcript a refers to the augnted =ndition.

Table 7.13 mms arizes the characteristics of soma 'current U.S. and

British afterburniiz turbojet engines.
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TABLE 7.13

CHARACTERISTICS OF SO4E CURRENT U.S. AND BRITISH
ABFT RWNG TURBJET ENGINES

Afterburner
Engine Manufac- Afterburner Cn Off Weight Diameter length
Designation turer Takeoff Takeoff Takeoff (lb) (in.) (in.)

Thrust sfc Thrust
(ib) (lb/hr/lb) (lb)

J85-GE-5 G.E. 3850 2.20 2500 538 20 104
J79-GE-8 G.E. 17000 2.00 12000 3630 32 209
J57-P-20 P.& W. 18000 2.35 10700 4750 40.5 267
J75-P-19W P.& W. 26500 2.20 16100 5960 43 259
J58-P-2 P.& W. 32000 - 25500 7000+ 45 -
YJ93-cZ-3 G.E. 30000 - - 5800+ 52.5 237
Olynpus 201R B.S. 24000 - 17000 4550 42 354
Orpheus 12SR B.S. 8170 1.62 6740 1560 32 181
Gyron Jr. D.H. 14000 1.80 10000 3100 32 191
Avon (300) R.R. 16600 2.0 12500 3800 42 256

*G.E. - General Electric; P.& w. - Pratt & Whitney; B.S. - Briston-Siddeley;
D.H. - DeHavilland; R.R. - Rolls-kyce.

7.8.7.1.2 Afterburner Screech Liners. Afterburners are occasionlly

subbject to a type of caxiuation instability known as "screech". Screech is a

condition of periodic, violent pressure fluctuations in the afterburtnr duct,

resulting from cyclic vibration due to unsteady release of coaustion emergy.

Cyclic vibration is a pressure variation of high fraeuency, 400 - 600Hz, and

intensity, which can sometimes attain destructive proportions. Screech is

characterized by intense aise. •hen screech oocrs, heat transfer rates ard

terperatures of the afterburner parts incmtrse greatly. Motdrate to severe

screech can cause rapid deterioration or failure of the fltneholders or the

afterburner duct. Screech is controlled by placlin so-called "screech liners"

in the duct. These are inmer steel sleeves which are Itterally perforated by

tinhasams and thousands of small holes. The special &sign of the sleems

tends to absorb the periodic, combustion-energy fluctuations, and to pramnt

rand= prss=e flwcuations frm developing into cyclic vibrations of )are

II
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7.8.7.1.3 Rumble. With the introduction of the mixed-flcw augmenter in
turbofan engines, a type of low frequency instability known as rumble or

chugging became a serious problem. Rumble is a periodic afterburning

coutustion instability (pressure oscillations fed by the combustion process)
usually occurring at high fuel-air ratios at flight Mach and altitude when low

duct inlet air temperatures and pressure exist. This instability usually

leads to afterburner blowout and/or fan surge and engine stall. 2m frequency

of oscillation usually lies between 30 and 200 Hz.
Even subtle chanes in flaneholder designs have altered the rumble

characteristics of a turbofan engine. With some experience at hand, the design
enginer has successfully produed "fixes" for unstable conditions.

Redistribution of the fuel-to-air mixture ratio has worked, and deriching the

fan duct has lessened rumble problems in the past.
As a result of analytical and experimAntal efforts, the following major

ooclusions have been reached:

mRuble was identified as a system problem in t-tich the airflow dyiumaics
couple with the combustion process.

Experkwi*Rta rig tests identifiA fuel distribution as a ruvble
ountributor.

The moat significant driver of rumble is the falloff in cerbustion
efficiency as ue3l-air ratio is, increawd.

The variations of a&*mentor efficiemy caused by pressure, velocity, and
mperature ware i _itified as miuor rumble drivers.

7,8.7.2 Wter. 2nJeto The sensitivity of gas turbine anires to
cmtressor inlet teixrature reslts in areabls toss of thuust available

for takeoff on a hot day. It is frequently necmsry, thetefore, to pramide.

scMe eans of thrust augmentation for non-aftaeburniig eiqin" durbg takeoff

onon wa or hot days. Ten to thirty permnt aiitional thrust (paerý cw. be
gained by injecting water into the engine, either at the omtre ax inlet

or the oxubastor inlet.

When water is &ked, thrust or power aupntation is obtained principally
by cooling the air entering the engine by means of vaporizatim of the water

" intro3ced into the airstrea. Cooling the air has the effect ol reducing the

c o essor inlet terature. e edai in temperature inrreases the air
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density and the mass airflaw. More and cooler air to the ccmbustors permits

more fuel to be burned before limiting turbine inlet tefperatures are reachead,
which, in turn, means more thrust.
7.8.7.3 Summar, of Thrust Nugmentation Devices. Table 7.14 presents a
swmazaY of the augmented thrust ratios and specific liquid consumptions
Obtainable fran typical turbojet engines. Penmrks are inclded in the table
to s~au•rize the application and limitations of th-e va-iou thrust
augmentation devices.

TABLE 7.14

Set4ARY k7 PW*'ORVE DATA OF TYPICALTHRW•' ALO•nCt DEVICES

Ratio
Method and sea Level 35,000 Fet iRearks

S• Vtian •O ,-2.0 fwO M-.020

r .r 1.5 3.0 1.5 2.5 Utllited by stoichicmetric
mixture or thwm1
Chokcing.

2.4 2.4 2.0 2.2 Li service use on an
6extensive basis.

;iater in- '/ 1.4 2.6 1.2 2.0 quii-es separated quid,.
jectio at .a Limited by air saturation
c•ro •at cohpressor outlet. Ln
inlet SIC 3.2 9.0 2.4 6.0 service use wu limited

basis, primarily for
thrust ce.storation at
take-off.

water in- Fn /Fn 1.3 2.4 Not practical on engines
Jection into na o'erating near stall
o tuor line.

SIc 8.0 15.0 Limited by ca*ressor
stall. In service use on
limited basis.
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7.9 O•qM•L ENGINE ANALYSIS

The individual c.ponents of gas turbine engines have been discussed in

detail. To suu1arizti, it might be beneficial to examine the variation of gas
propel .es throughout the overall engine. Figure 7.87 is a sketch of a

typical axial flow turbojet engine showing the variation of T, TT, P, PT' V1

and thrust force though each engine component.

The figure applies to an in-flight condition where the diffuser develops
a positive pressure rise. Thrust force variation is shown below the engine -
positive slopes indicate that forward thrust forces act on the er.gine, and
conversely, negative slopes indicate rearard thrust forces. For example, the
axial flow ccapressor receives a forward thrust force which increases in
magnitude as the flow progresses through the stages. The unbalanced engine
force, labeled Fn, is the net force that is delivered to the airframe for

propulsion.

TY

VW~ D C 7 1

P ELOCMY *REFIMENCI1 Ff
-'m ZE NvEILOCrry REFERE~NCeS

FIGURE 7.87. VARIATICN OF GAS PMPMR'IFS TýRCTMGI
A 7IRBDJET ENGINE DUR.IG FLIGHT
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Figure 7.88 shows an enthalpy-entropy diagram for a real engine with
reasonable irreversible effects and typical ten•eratures, for a corpressor

ptessure ratio of ten. Aftexburning and non-afterburning processes are shown,
with the exhaust pressure equal to ambient pressure in both cases.

?*0.63 0ln.so TY4 - 25OR

7u.-o.97 n1-o.go T, -,400RGA

U-2 - T,- 40R
"-•--. 10

3000 -4 
F
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PN•,P SI Ui'U/Ul,,R

F=MUJ 7.88. T-s DIAWI FOR TYPICAL r acGINwS

The proos beings with atbosieric air at ho, PO. By virtud of the
relative (flight) velocity beten the air and the engine, this air has a
stagnation enthalpy hTo¶ higher than ho. Frther, since no work or heat

transfer occurs between - ard 2, the stagnation enthllpy is constant through
Station 2. The air is externally decelerated from 0 to 1. Flor all practical

purPoses this external decweleation is an isantropic process (unless an

'.14)
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external shock occurs), hence State 1 is on an isentrope with State 0 and PT

= From 1 to 2 the air is further decelerated, accompanied by an increase

in entropy though frictional effects. Note that this results in a decrease in
stagnation pressure. From 2 to 3 the air is compressed, again with an
increase of entropy due to irreversibilities in the compression process.
State 3' is defin-3d as that state which would exist if the air could be
compressed isentropically to the actual outlet stagnation pressure. State 3
is the actual outlet stagnation state.

From Station 3 to Station 4, some fuel is mixd with the air and
combustion occurs. Strictly speaking, the fluid ccomosition changes between
these stations, and a continuous path between them should not be s~hown.
However, since the fluid characteristics do not change markedly, there is no
difficulty in shoing the two substances on different portions of the same
diagram. The stagnation pressure at 4 must be less than at 3 because of fluid
friction, and also because of the drop in stagnation pressure due to heat

( addition at finite velocity. As we shall see later, it is advantageous to
make TT4 as high as material limitations will allow.

From 4 to 5, the fluid expands through the turbine, providing shaft power
equal to the shaft powr. input to the compressor (plus any mechanical losses
or accessory powr). Since no work or heat transfer occurs downstream of
Station 5, the stagnation enthalpy remains constant throughout the rest of the
machine. State 6 depends on the geometry involved, but pT6 must be less than

PT. MTe exhaust pressure P10 generally equals the atmospheric pressure Pop
5

but it may be different if the exhaust flow is supersonic, If the afterburner
is o•erative, the fluid is raised in teerature to State 6A, after which it
expands in the nozzle to State 10A.

Aqain it can be seen that the exhaust kinetic energy is the relatively
small diffrence between the total available enthalpy drop from State 4 and
the ca.ressor work input. For a given compressor-pressure ratio,
irreversibilities increase the =qaessor power iveqirument while at the same
time increasing the necessary turbine pressure drop. Both effects decrease
the exhaust kinetic energy, so that overall performance may be expected to be

Ci: € vbry sensitive to coa•ressor and turbine performance.
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77.9.1 Effect of Humidity on Engine Performance

Humidity affects turbojet and turbofar engine performance because the

mixture of water vapor and air has gas properties which differ slightly fran

those of dry air. The primary reason for this difference is the fact that

water vapor is lighter than air. This is evident from their relative

molecular weights: H20 = 18, and air = 29.0. However, even at 100% relative

humidity, the effect on engine performance is only about 1%. Many Flight

Manuals give the method for correcting for humidity in those cases where

extreme accuracy is desired.

739.2 Thrust Horsepower
Thrust horsepower is defined as the rate of doing work. Therefore thrust

horsepower can be expressed as

THP = FnV0  (7.68)

The units of the above equation are ft lb/sec. Care nust be taken to convert
horsepowar units depending on the units in which velocity is given for a
particular calculation.

For the propulsion of aircraft, thrust horsepower is used to overcome

drag. When the maxlmum thrust horsepower is equal to the power required for

steady level flight, the maximnu velocity for a particular engine-aircraft
combination is achieved.

7.9.3 § ,pific Dpuse
Specific impulse is another term for measuring fuel and thrust

efficiency. It is generally used for rockets, but occasionally used for
turbine engines. Specific impulse is defined as the ratio of thrust to fuel

oonsmued, i.e., Is - Fn/,f, and is the reciprocal of thrust specific fuel
consumption. High pressure cryogenic rocketry provides I in excess of 400s

sec. The 4f for a rocket includes both fuel and oxidizer since there is no
cIcuprasr. For c0rparison, a Jet engine with a tsfc of 0.5 would have an I

• - 1/0.5 hr - 2 x 3600 sec/hr = 7200 sec. Or 18 times better than a rocket.

I7ierefore, vehicles operating in the atmosphere for any flight duration
"should obviously use the air for an oxidizer.
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7.10 ENGINE OPERATICNAL CHARACTERLSTICS

The foregoing sections have described the features of the three basic,
gas turbine engine types: the turbojet, the turboprop and the turbofan.
Particular attention has been given to the turbojet because this is the most
common configuration. Less has been said about the operational
characteristics of the other two engine types or the particular use to which

each is best suited. Like engines of all types, each of the three engine

configurations has Limitations and advantages.

7.10.1 hAdvantages and Disadvantages of the Turbojet
Because the efficiency of the straight turbojet is sustained at high

altitude and high airspeed, engines of this type are ideal for high-flying,
high-speed aircraft that operate over a sufficient range to make the climb to
their best operating altitude worthwhile. Exceptionally high thrust at low
airspeed is not a turbojet characteristic. Hence, aircraft powered with these

( engines reguire a relatively long takeoff roll or a low wing loading.
Turbojet thrust specific fuel consumption (TSFC) is higher than that of a
turboprop or turbofan; this disadvantage decreasing as the altitude and
airspeed increase. In addition to their high-speed capabilities and the very
high altitudes at which they can operate, axial compressor turbojet engines
present a relatively small frontal area. The smaller diameter of the frontal
area of a turbojet, however, does not necessarily mean less drag in flight,
because the large frontal area created by a propeller or fan does not produce
a proportionally high parasitic drag when turboprop or turbofan engines are

operating. Nevertheless, the small diameter does mean that turbojet
engine-nacelle ground clearance is less of a problem to the aircraft designer
than in som. aircraft, particularly when it is necessary that an engine be
mounted in a pod beneath a wing.

7.10.2 Turboprop Characteristics
A turboprop engine has some f ament characteristics wich make it

quite different from a turbojet fr= the standpoint of the pilot.

A turboprop engine coines the advantages of a turbojet engine with the
* propulsive efficiency of a propeller. The turbojet engine derives its thrust
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by a rapid acceleration of a relatively sall mass of air. The turboprop

develops propulsive force by imparting less acceleration to a relatively small

mass of air. The turbine of a turbojet engine extracts 6nly the necessary

shaft horsepower to drive the compressor and the accessories. The turbine of
a turboprop is designed to absorb large amounts of energy frm the expanding
"carbustion gases in order to provide not only the power required to satisfy
the compressor and other ccpmnents of the engine, but to deliver the maximum
torque possible to a propeller shaft, as well. Propillsion is produced through
the combined action of a propeller at the front and the thrust produced by the
unbalanced forces created with the engine that result in the discharge of
high-velocity gases through a nozzle at the rear. The propeller of a typical
turboprop engine is responsible for roughly 90% of the total thrust under sea
level, static conditions on a standard day. This percentage varies with
airspeed, exhaust-nozzle area and, to a lesser extent, temperature, barometric
pressure and the power rating of the engine. The powr supplied to the
propeller is measured as shaft horsepower (shp), to which miust be added the
effect of jet thrust when the total power output or equivalent shaft horse-
power (eshp) of a turboprop engine is calculated.

Although some turboprop engines employ a compressor of the centrifugal
type, larger, high-performance models albost invariably require the greater
efficiency and higher compression ratios attainable only with an axial flow
compressor. The compressor may be either of a single or dual rotor design;
the latter having both a low pressure campressor and a high pressure
octpressor. M=en a single compressor is used, the propeller reduction and
drive gear is usually connected directly to the compressor shaft, and, when a
dual, or so-called split, compressor is used, it is connected to the low
pressure rotor. Sometimes, the propeller is driven independently of the

compressor by a free turbine of its own.
In spite of the fact that it is aore complicated and heavier than a

turbojet engine of equivalent por, the turboprop will deliver more thrust up
to moderately high Subsonic speeds (Figure 7.89a). This advantage decreases
as airspeed increases.* In normal cruising speed ranges, the propulsive
efficiency of a turboprop remains more or less constant, whereas the
propulsive efficiency of a turbojet increases rapidly as airspeed increases. )
The spectacular performance of the turbqopr during takeoff and climb is the
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result of the ability of the propeller to accelerate a large mass of air at
relatively low flight speed.

If it is asstmied that the fiel flow of a turbojet and a turboprop of

approximately the sawe size will be substantially the saws under similar
conditions, it follcws that tbh.- one pliverinx the .wst thrust will have the
lower TSFC. Becausea of its propellkr, this will be the turboprop version of a
basic gas generator. 7he TSFC for a turbofan version of the same gas
generator will fall between the TSPC for the tu~x-prop and the TSFC for a
turbojet (Figure 7.89b).

TAKE-OF ThRUST
Ir(TURUOPROP)

TUTURBOJET
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TAKE-OFF
THRUSTT
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TURBOJET

TRUE AIRSPD KNOT R SA LEVEL TRUE AIRSPEED - KNOTS SEA LEVEL

7.89a. C24WARATIVE NET THfRST AT 7.89b. COMPARATIVE THRUST
SEA LEVEL 8P.IFIC FUEL CMSUWI(N

The turboprop attains its most econLuical. operation at a smehat lower
airspeed than a turbojet of equivalent power. Usable power at a high
efficiency is prodc only when the engine is operating within a narrow range

of high RR4. The efficiency of a vane-type oagrressor, whether centrifugal or
axial, is depedlent upon high rR4. Progressively larger amounts of tutbopro

C powr are obained by increasing the propeller blade angle and fuel f low

rather than by increasing RR4.
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Figure 7.90, portraying typical turboprop performance as it relates to
throttle setting, gives an indication of what to expect when this type of
engine is operated. The curves, as presented, are more or less representative
of the characteristics of a Pratt & Whitney Aircraft PT2 or T34 turboprop
engine. 7h* curves will change somewhat when different fuel controls are used.
STypical curves for other turboprop engines (the RPM curve, in particular) will
not be the same, although they, in all probability, will reflect the same
general engine characteristics.
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7.10.2.1 The Trboprop Propeller. The propeller of a turboprop engine
retains most of the esentUal features common to those employed on large
piston engine installations. both hydramecZ anical and electrically controlled
propellers are in c-rrent use. frum an operational standpoint, the )
differences be en the two types are minor.
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The fuel control operates in conjunction with a propeller governor in a
turboprop engine. The propeller and engine RPM are mechanically governed in
the flight operating range. In the Beta or ground operating range, propeller
pitch varies with throttle position. Propeller blade angles from full feather
to full reverse pitch may be cbtained throughout the entire range of operating
RPM. Because of the high RPM of a gas turbine engine, a reduction gear
arrangement, is usually used.

The blades of a turboprop propeller must have very rapid pitch-changing
characteristics. The narrow RPM operating range of the engine requires that
the propeller blades change angle at a much more rapid rate than is required
in the case of the reciprocating engine. The blades of a turboprop propeller
must change from about 5° to 450 in only 10% of the RPM range (Figure 7.91).
Translated into flight-operating-technique, this means that the turboprop
engine is very sensitive to throttle movment.

45.
ONORMAL

FORWARD OPEOATIONAL LOWBLIADE ANGLE S1TOP
00 (OPTIONAL,)

ROTATION - % r8" FUIGHT IDLE

(TUR3OPROP•

FIU 7.91. PRLL• BLADE AN=LE VARIATION

The turboprop propeller blade angle at Flight Idle is snall
(approximately 200) during a glide at minimum powez. The turboprop aircraft,
Scoseqtently, can have high aerodynamic drag, provided that the fuel control
and propeller governor are adjusted to provide this characteristic during
glide and appoach. High drag will result in a rapid rate of descent.

7.10.3 2w Turbofan Egine
In Principle, the turbofan version of an aircraft gas turbine is the same

as the turbopro, the geared propeller being replaced by a duct-enclosed fan
driven at engine speed. one fw-damental, operational difference between the
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turbofan and the turboprop is that the airflow through the fan of the turbofan

is controlled by design so that the air velocity relative to the fan blades is

unaffected by the airspeed of the aircraft. This eliminates the loss in

operational efficiency at high airspeeds, which limits the airspeed capability

of a turboprop engine. Also, the total airflow through the fan is much less

than that through the propeller of a turboprop.

Because of its greater inlet-area, the fan draws in considerably more air

than the compressor of the turbojet. However, a great deal of this air, after

being compressed by the fan, is released through the fan exit ducts,

completely bypassing the burner and turbine sections. This bypass air is

ducted outside the basic engine because the air has already been accelerated

by the fan and has therefore served its purpose of providing additional

thrust; the same kind of additional thrust that would be gained from air

passing thmugh the propeller of a turboprop or reciprocating engine.

One might ask, "shy not use a conventional propeller instead of a fan?"

There are two reasons. First, the engine and propeller combination in a

propeller-driven aircraft cammsnces to lose efficiency rather rapidly at

airspeeds above 400 knots at cruising altitude, while turbofan engines produce

thrust efficiently at the airspeeds flown by present-day ccanercial aircraft

(Figure 7.89a). Secondly, the complexity and weight of the propeller
reduction gearing and the intricate propeller governing feature of a turboprop

are completely eliminated in a turbofan. The turbofan is therefore not only

lighter than a turboprop, but, of even more importance, the turbofan can never

be plagued by any of the malfunctions to which the propeller and its

associated systems in a turboprop are sometimes susceptible. Here, then, lie

the main advantages of a turbofan over a turboprop version of the same gas

generator.
Ducting the fan exhaust overboard instead of through the caobustion

chader enables a turbofan engine to obtain low specific fuel consinption.

From the time that the air enters a turbojet engine until the burned gases

leave the combustion chamber, teneratures are progressively rising. First,

the c e works on the air, raising its t -erature, and then the

"n coiustion process adds energy in great quantities. To do all this, of

course, takes ery which nmust o- from the fuel burned. If the fan exhaust

wre passed all the way through the engine, its teqperature would be greatly
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increased, only later to be wasted as heat energy thrown out the engine

exhaust nozzle. Not having to heat the air that passes only through the fan

serves to add to the efficiency of a turbofan engine.
Like the turboprop, a turbofan accelerates a relatively large mass of air

to a relatively low velocity. WMen large air masses are accelerated at

reduced velocity, the propulsive efficiency of an engine is vastly improved.
Therefore, a turbofan engine operates more efficiently and thus operates at a

lower TSFC than a turbojet engine of similar size (Figure 7.92).

35,000 FT M - .82
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AT MAXI"~ CRUISE

A fan engine accelerates much larger quantities of air than a turbojet.

This enables the turbofan to produce more thrust than a turbojet at low

airspeeds, such as during climb (Figure 7.93), or even whan an aircraft is

standing still on the ground. This thrust increase for a turbofan in
comparison to a similar basic turbojet varies as mTF/ Tj where mTF is the
mass flow rate through the turbofan engine and m• is the mass flow rate
through the basic turbojet (Reference 7.1). For this reason, an aircraft

powered by turbofan engines will have more available thrust for takeoff
(Figure 7.94) and therefore will not need as much distance for takeoff as will

the same aircraft pamred by turbojets of Uie sam pparoximate size. By the
same virtue, the aircraft with the turbofans can take off at a much higher
gross weight than can the aircraft Powered by turbojets. This feature,
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combined with the much higher speed characteristics of the turbofan when

compared with a turboprop, makes the engine a very attractive powerplant for

passenger and cargo type aircraft, whether short or long range.
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Still another advantage of the turbofan is a lower engine noise level.
This is because the velocity of the gases as they leave the engine tailpipe is
lower than that for a turbojet engine of comparable size. The decrease in
velocity is cbe to the fact that a turbofan engine has an additional turbine
stage which extracts power from the exhaust gases to drive the fan. Less

velocity results in less noise.

7.11 PEOPEL~L~ ¶EXR Y

A propeller is a device %hich absorbs the horsepower from the engine and
generates a thrust which propels the aircraft. The propeller can be
considered as a device which accelerates the air passing by it, thereby
generating thrust by the rate of change of momentum, or as a rotating wing
that generates a lift which is a thrust.
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It is obvious from Figure 7.95 that aircraft operating at vehicle speeds

less than 300 knots will be using propellers as the most efficient means of

propulsion.
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The efficiency of the various types of propulsion systems depends
primarily on the disk loading of the system, which essentially means that a
propulsive system is most efficient when it accelerates a large mass of air
throa4 a small velocity incement. As the mass of air decreases and the

4 velocity increment increases, the overall efficiency decreases as is obvious
from the curves in Figure 7.95. The reason that the rotor, w..ich is very
efficient at low speeds, peaks out at approximately 150 knots airspeed is
because of retreating blade stall and advancing tip compressibility problems.
Low disc loaded propellers of large diameter, and therefore high tip
velocities, have high speed limitations due to tip Mach cmpressibility
problaes. Not only are propellers much more efficient than jets at low air
speeds, but with proper design and low tip speeds, they can be much quieter.

Regardless of the type of propulsive method, the thrust is produced as a
consequenoe of Newton's Second La:

dV
,Force Mass (acceleration) m m
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which states that the force or thrust produced is equal to the rate of change

of mmontum.

7.11.1 Mommntum 2Meory
The simplest theory describing propeller action is the mmenturn theory

originally used by Froude in the last century in his study of screw propellers

for ships. This theory assumes that the prUpeller disc is replaced by an

actuator disc that has an infinite nimrer of blades and is capable of

producing a uniform change in velocity threuh the disc. It also assumes that

the flow has no rotational coqxoants, that there are no hub or tip losses,
and that the actuator disc has no profile drag.

V V+V V + P

A1UOMOV9IVC PRESSURE

.a. PRUE STREAM V.OCrITY

Mm-AAU's equation applies in front of and behind the disc, but due to

the dsot=tnuity of the disc# not trough it. Trebore:

2 m 2

22

2 oP÷ V' 2'
7btal pressre behind thedisc P11 +L p +P 7.25)
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where p = Atmospheric pressure

p' = Pressure just ahead of the actuator disc

p = Density

V = Free stream velocity

v = Velocity increment at the actuator disc

= Velocity increment in the wake

The change in pressure across the disc must be equal to the change in
total pressure.

The thrust acting on the disc is T = AAp

where A = Disc area

T = AV + Vi (7.69)

Newton's Second Law also applies
dv

T = ma = m

The mass per unit time = Q = A (V + v)

and dv v i

dVT m a- Ao (V + v) v (7.70)

Equating 7.69 and 7.70

PP (V+ viAo (V 4.V)V

or Vi = 2v (7.71)

which states that theI chan.qe in velocity at the exit of the control
volume is exactly twice the increase in velocity at the actuator disc.
Substituting Equation 7.71 into Equation 7.70 yields

Thrust (T) = 2PA(V + 0-,•
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The ideal or theoretical efficiency is defined as the ratio of the power

output of the actuator disc to the power input.

TV V (7.72)

Another useful expression will result if the wake velocity V is
w

substituted for V + v.

2 v (773)
V VT U

1+ -w
V-

4ere

V =V+2vw

This ideal efficiency cannot be obtained in practice due to the initial

assumption; however, the mtmentum theory can give a simple iteration on

propeller operation. The actual design of a propeller or rotor requires a
nuch more detailed analysis than the simplified mmmentum theory, one of the

big shortcoigs being that the actual shape of the propeller is not defined.

7.11.2 Blade Element Tfeont
The momentum theory is useful in determining theoretical maximm

efficiencies but tells nothing about blade geometry and the effects of a

finite number of blades with profile drag characteristics. Therefore, the
blade element theory was developed; it gives more realistic results in the

prediction of propeller and rotor operating characteristics. The b1ede

element theory consists of determing the force acting on an elent of the
propeller blade, then integrating over the entire blade to obtain thrust and

torque characteristics. 2lw primary assiziqtions in the blade element theory

are that uniform inflow exists, the flow is irrotational, and the blade is

twisted such that each element of the blade is operating at its maximmi L/)

angle of attack.

71)
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The resultant velocity (Vr) that each blade element sees is the geometric
( u of the aircraft forward velocity (V) and the local tangential velocity of

the element (6r) where w = angular velocity in rad/sec and r is the radius of
the element from the center of rotation (Figure 7.97).

S.Vv2 ÷(774)
Vr a V V (w~r) 1 7.4

The blade element lift = dL - 1/2PV-2 (Ma) CL

where c is the average chord and CL average lift coefficient

and the blade elemnt drag = dD - 1/2 V2 (C6
R

where CD is the average drag coefficient.

Note that the bld element lift and drag are perpendicular and parallel
to the relative local free streaw respectively and to convert to a thrust and

a torque recpires sudn the owponent of lift and drag perpendicular and in
the plane of rotation of the propeller.

Th • mt ch Lmen t - dT - dL cos 0 -dD sin 0
Therefte by substituting and integratingi the total thrust (T) can be

deteu.ind
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Thrust (T) = 1/2 PV (CL cos -CD sin 0) dr (7.75)
R1R

Similarily, the total torque required to drive the propeller at the

angular velocity necessary to develop the torque (Q) is

Torque (Q) = 1/2 0 2 cr (CL sin 0 + C cos 0 ) dr (7.76)R1R

The above blade element theory gives results with the accuracy

ccmrcomised by the basic assuaption of irrotational, uniform inflow and

optimized twist distribution.

7.11.3 Vortex Theory

The vortex theory using the technique of finite wings caoputes the
induced flow velocities at each radial station rather than assuming uniform

inflow. More exact theories have been developed by Goldstein and Theodorsen

which account for tip loss, nonuniform blade twist distribution, and

interference losses. The computer time required to perform the above vortex
theory computations is extensive in cmparison to the relatively small

increase in predicted propeller performance accuracy.
Figure 7.98 gives a comparison between the calculated and the actual

thrust distribution on a propeller blade. It can be seen that the difference

primarily occurs on the inner one-third of the blade where it is difficult to

achieve :he necessary blade twist distribution to generate lift. Figure 7.98

show that only the outer two-thirds of a propeller blade generates thrust and

the inner one-third is there to provide attacbment to the shaft. Designers
try to minimize the drag of the inner ore-third to prevent reverse flow,

inmprove engine cooling, and reduce the torque required. Due to the fact that
propellers often operate in proximity to engine nacelles and other parts of

"the airfranw, etc., as well as problems with si91e accurate prediction
itethods, light aircraft propeller manufacturers operate from past experience,

N!A. propeller charts, and black art.
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FIGUR 7.98. OMPARISCNt OF CALCULATED AND MEASURED
THUJST DISTRIBUTIIN CN A PROPELLER BLADE

The above thrust distribution is good for one carbination of free stream

velocity and propeller RR4 and assumes that each blade element is twisted to

achieve its optiznu L/D ratio. It is obvious that if either the RPM or free

stream velocity changes, the propeller advance ratio, (J), where

V Free Stream VelocityJ " • (R~i(Diar eter) =Advance Ratio, (7.77)

changes. Therefore, for a propeller with a fixed pitch, the thrust to torque
ratio will be non-optinun, and the propeller efficiency will decrease.
Similarily if a propeller is designed for a certain advance ratio and
horsepower, increasing the horsepower driving the propeller will require

either increasing the propeller RPM, which may cause tip compressibility
problems, or increasing the blade pitch angle to absorb the horsepower.
Increasing the blade pitch angle means that each blade element is not at the

optimum L/D angle of attack and the propeller efficiency will decrease.

Another method of absorbing more horsepower with a propeller is to
increase the propeller diameter. Besides runnJi into tip compressibility
"problema, the diameter is limited by ground and airframe clearance problems.

Increasing the number of blades increases the problem of hub design, enlarges

Sthe hub diameter, and creates large aerodynamic interference problems between
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blades. Five blades seem to be the maxinum operationally feasible number.

Counter-rotating propellers are capable of absorbing large amounts of

horsepower at reasonable diameters as there is more blade area. An additional

benefit from the use of counter-rotating propellers is the lack of rotating

slip stream and the lack of an out of balance torque on the aircraft. To have
an equal amount of horsepower absorbed by both counter-rotating propellers,
the rear propeller must be set at a slightly finer blade angle (approximately

1-1/2°) to allow for the slip stream of the front propeller. The
disadvantages of oaunter-rotating propellers are weight, complexity and cost,
and their non-availability for general aviation use.

7.11.4 Propeller Performance
To obtain an understanding of the factors that influence propeller

performance, the laws of similitude will be applied, i.e., since a propeller

is a rotating airfoil, the laws of airfoils will be applied:

Airfoils: Force = (Dynamic Pressure) (Area) (Coefficient of Lift)

(At constant angle) (1/2 P0 V) (S) (CL)

Propellers: Force = (Dynamic Pressure) (Area) (Coefficient of Thrust)

(1/2 p (ND) 2) (D)2  (CT)

(thrust)
where D - Reference length

D = Reference Area
ND - Reference Velocity

"Note that all of the constants have been droped in the above referenced

dinmnsions.

Thlierefore pr'Opller thrust (T) , p (ND)

-o - pN- 4•C (7.78)

-41 The factor 1/2 is included in the thrust coefficient CT and is not

carried around as it is in airfoil aerodynmics. From the above equation it
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is clear that the thrust gene.ated by the propeller is a very powerful

function of propeller diameter.

Similarly, propeller torqte is a thrust multiplied by an additional

reference length D.

Propeller torque (Q) .N2DCQ (D) pN2 DCO (7.79)

where CQ is the propeller torque coefficient

Propeller power is the propeller torque iultiplied by the angular

velocity, which is a linear function of the RPM (N).

Vropel ler power (P.) = PND-C (7.80)

whare Cp is the propeller poawr coefficient

The coefficients CT, C , and C are functions of angle, Reynolds number,

Mach and propeller tlanfozm shape, similar to the airfoil coefficients CL and

CD = f ( , Re' M, Shape).

( The resultcnt inflow velocity is a function of both the aircraft. forward

velocity and the local angular velocity of the propeller, Figure 7.99.

U

U V

FIGtU 7.99. REP MLrATWIE ANGLE FOR PIOPEU• tS

he propeller advance ratio (J) can be considered a representative angle

for a propeller in a manner similar to the anzle of attack (a) being used for

1'airfoils.

1
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The propeller efficiency (W) = P Ipt

(Thrust) (Velocity)
S(Torque) (Angular Velocity)

1 T V
27r Q N

and since T = PN2D4CT and Q =pN 2D5C 0then,

Propeller Efficiency D j (7.81)

This indicates that the propeller efficiency is a function of thrust to
torque ratio and propeller advance ratio which is similar to the efficiency of
airfoils, i.e., the lift to drag ratio.

7.11.5 Propeller Wind Tunnel Testing
Wind tunnel testing of propellers is generally performed in special large

test section wind tunnels that have reinforced test section enclosures and are
equipped with large, variable speed and variable power electric motors capable
of driving most propellers. The propeller thrust, torque, and power
requirements are generally direct measurements from strain gauge
instrumentation. The final data are plotted in the form shown in Figure
7.100.
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T The data presented in Figure 7.100 are not in the most useful form for )
aircraft desiwgers, and often the prcteller data are presented as shown in
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Figure 7.101. The propeller efficiency curve is used by the aircraft
designers to ensure that the condition of the local free stream at the
propeller or ccmtressor in conjunction with the propulsive RPM are sufficient
to achieve the peak efficiency. The three states of the propeller are also
shown in Figure 7.101: the propulsive state in which the propeller absorbs
power and delivers a thrust, the brake state in which the propeller absorbs
power and delivers a drag, and the windmill state where the propeller absorbs
power and delivers power from the free stream and produces a drag. Many

propellers, especially those in turbo propeller installations, are placarded
against extended operation in the windmill state because of propeller
governor, bearing oil pressure, and bearing stress problems.

The data shown in Figure 7.101 apply to the propeller at one fixed blade
setting, which is the blade angle of the propeller with respect to the plane
of rotation. A fixed pitch propeller has the characteristic curves presented

in Figure 7.101, and peak efficiency occurs only at one advance ratio.
Therefore, most fixed pitch propellers are designed for use in optinum
conditions such as cruise or climb, and non-optimum conditions are accepted in
other flight regimes. The ground adjustable propeller used between 1925 and
1940 was the first attempt at using one propeller and having the capability of
adjusting the pitch on the ground only for the most used flight conditions.

The two pitch position propeller controllable in flight is a simple two
position propeller in which one position is used for takeoff and clinm and the
other position for the cruise flight conditions. The controllable pitch
propeller, similar to the early electrically operated propellers, had an
infinite number of pitch settings between mechanical stops, that could be
selected by the pilot for most efficient operation in every flight regime. To
efficiently operate the controllable pitch propeller, the pilot must be given
sufficient data by the airframe and propeller ranufacturer regarding power

settings, fo r We.d1 and engine fT4.
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FIGURE 7.101. PROPELLE POWER COEFFICIENT A~ND
PROPELLER EFFICIENCY CURVES

The constant speed propeller operates under the principle that the pilot
sets the desired RPM on the propeller governor and uses the throttle to
camiand the power output of the engine. Once the power is sufficient to drive
the propeller to the set RPM, additional power is absorbed by the propeller at
the preset RPM by changing its pitch angle automatically. The use of a
variable pitch or constant speed propeller nmdifies the propeller efficiency

curves to those shown in Figure 7.102.
Obviously, fran Figure 7.102, near peak efficiency is attainable on these

variable pitch propellers throughout most operating conditions encountered in

flight. A caqmarison of the characteristics of various types of propellers is
shown in Figure 7.103 for a particular engine and airframe configuration. The
variable pitch and constant speed propellers deliver the most thrust
throughout the omuplete speed range of the aircraft, and the selection of a
fixed pitch propeller depends on the aircraft's mission such as cruise

efficiency or glidexrtang.

EPICIENCY OP CONSTANT SPEED PROP

.FG•7.0. PROPELLER ADVANCE RATIO, J
• ~FIGURE 7.102. PROPELLER MTICIMCY AND VARIABLE piTaH PROPELERS
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FIGURE 7.103. PROPELLER CHARACTERISTICS OF VARIOUS TYPES OF PROPELLERS

7.11.6 The Effects of Blade Geometry on Propeller Characteristics
7.11.6.1 Blade Width. The propeller power coefficient increases with blade
width; however, the propeller efficiency drops off with an increase in blade
width. Both effects are due largely to increased slipstream velocity with the
wider blades.

7.11.6.2 Number of Blades. The number of blades affects the solidity ratio
of the propeller disc where the solidity ratio,

Bb
a = (7.82)
B - Number of blades

b - Blade width

r - length of blade

The factor Bb is very important in propeller work, and it has been found
that a two-bladed propeller should have the same thrust, torque, and
efficiency as a propeller having four blades, each half as wide, i.e.,

constant solidity. This is not completely true, due to an increase in
interference drag, scale effects, and tip losses. Howver, an increase in the
nutmir of blades ensures a smoother operation.
7.11.6.3 Blade Thickness. Blade thickness has little effect on propeller
performance exept in power requirements. wooden propellers tend to be
thicker due to structural requiremnts whereas aluminum blades can be thinner.
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Metal blades tend to be 4% to 7% more efficient than the equivalent wooden

blades. Thinner metal blades would have a higher critical tip Mach.

7.11.6.4 Blade Section. The airfoil sections of propellers are often made

with a flat lower surface to facilitate measurement of the twist distribution.

Therefore, the shape of the profile is fairly well limited by the thickness

ratio. With these factors fixed, any reasonably good airfoil section will

give very nearly the same propeller characteristics as the best possible

section. Promising results are being predicted for super critical airfoil

sections in which relatively high lift, to drag ratios can be achieved with a

thick blade. 7he thick sections of the super critical blade look prcmising

for hollow, blade type construction; this would be a big weight savings.

7.11.6.5 Planform. The effect of planfaom on propeller performance is not

great. The difference between a constant section planform and a tapered

section is less than 1% efficiency. The tapered blades are advantageous fran

strength considerations.

Sweep back and rake of the blades have appreciable effects on the

aerodynamic characteristics of a propeller; they affect the twist of the

blades while operating and, therefore, the pitch. The blades on wooden

propellers are often swept back in order to obtain smooth running qualities

and to eliminate flutter.

7.11.6.6 Blade Tips. The geametry of the blade tips is very similar to the

effect of wingtip geometry on wing characteristics aEd is difficult to measure

in flight test because, of the very small increments of thrust or drag

involved. Due to the high centrifugal loads iposed on propeller tips, very

little work has been performed on the effect of the geometry on propeller

performance. Recently, the '0' tip propelle.., has ben advanced by the

propeller manufacturers as a method of ingrarii propeller efficiency and

decreasing propeller noise. Since the blade tip is nmt backward (similar to

a wingtip being bent downward) opposite to the -,,rvitt growth of winglets on

aircraft, the perfrmance inrovements ar; q, stionable, and measurements

have shown no perceptie noise decrease -•--'regular prvpellers on the sawe

aircraft.
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7.11.7 Shrouded Propellers

Shrouded or ducted propellers have been used on tug boat propulsive

systems since the early 1900's to increase the static thrust of the propeller

at very low vehicle forward velocities. The use of the shrouded propeller for

aircraft propulsion has been slow to catch on with the light aircraft

manufacturers in the United States. However, a inumber of shrouded propeller
military research vehicles were test flown in the mid 1960's with encouraging

results, and a shrouded propeller is used on the German Fan Trainer.

A shrouded propeller, shown in Figure 7.104, consists of an airfoil
sectional circular shroud around a propeller with the shroud cambered on the

inside and the propeller located near the mnim diameter point in th•e

shroud. The inherent circulation of the cambered shroud induces a velocity
increment at the propeller plane. This increase in circulation produced by

the thrust of the propeller promotes a low pressure region close to the

leading edge of the shroud, which, when integrated circumferentially, results
in a thrust perpendicular to the plane of the shroud and in the sawe directioo

" as the thrust of the propeller. This thrust increment, together with the
increased efficiency of the propeller blades due to the end plating effect rf

the shroud, gives a oansiderable increase in thrust over the open propeller at
both static and s3cw forward velocities.

SlAMi KIom GPME
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The thrust increase due to the presence of the shroud decreases with

fowrd velocity. As the forward velocity increases, the front stagnation
point on the shroud moves to the front of the shroud, thereby reducing the
shroud circulation. Also, since the shroud has a parasitic drag which
increases as the square of the forward velocity, it is cbvious that there is
sawe break even velocity where the thrust increment of the shroud equals the

drag increment of the shroud (Figure 7.105).B
S UREAKEYE.

RM STROM VELOCITY

FIGURE 7.105. TnWST AND ODw xI •w op
A SIUMMD W•IT E ) VWCTY

The shroe propeller, which is a catination of a propeller and a
shroud, mmst be designed as a unit because the propeller and shroud are

mutually intoractii-.
The general problem is to determine the flow -ield around a ring airfoil

of know cambar and thic\-new distribution iside of which exists a pressure
dis~ontimity normal to the axis of SYMetry and uhich i, in the presence of a
uniftm free Strom of arbitrary dirction and magnitude. From the details of
the flow field, the aerodynamic forces, tvawts, and overall efficiency can be

calculated by integratir'j presrs over the various surfaces. Sm*e of the
methods of wiving the above problem are briefly outlined as follows.
7.11.7.1 mthod of $i.•qularit es. Using this methVxd, the shroud airfoil
canber lise is replacW by a distribution of vortices which produce the
deAred Wxrclation egual to that of the strwd. Also, the effect of duct
profile thickofs and of centexbodieB could be included by the use of
additional distribited sinularities. The mathematical expressions for
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determining the velocities induced throughout an inviscid, ideal,

incompressible fluid due to an arbitrary distribution of potential vortices

are well known and can be used in solvring for the flow field. Helimbold, in

advancing his method, assumed that the mathematical form of the shroud

vortici y distribution had a number of unspecified coefficients for each term

and that he had to satisfy the boundary condition at a number of points on the

shroud equal to the number of unknown coefficients. Using this approach,

Helmbuld calculated the performance of a family of shrouds having assumed
parabolic camber lines. These solutions of assumed vorticity distributions

represent rather sFecial cases and are not generally applicable unless a small

chord-diameter ratio is used.

The mathematical difficulties encountered in the method of singularities

make it very unpopular with designers; therefore, they use either the nnmrntum

methods or sane modified method of their own.

7.11.7.2 Manentum Methods. The total thrust and power relationships of
ducted propeller are quickly found by the application of Newton's Second Law

to axial flow in front of and behind the duct. For example, the thrust can be
expressed as a product of the mass flow per unit time through the duct and the

change in velocity Lram infinity ahead to infinity behind the duct. This

method is simple; however, certain assumptions nust be made. The flow must be

irrotational either by counterrotating propellers or by straightening vanes.

Also, it generally is assumed that the jet area at infinity downstream equals

the exit area of the duct. This overcomes the necessity of resorting to the

method of singularities of linking the wake area mnd the wake velocity with

the shroud design. However, assuming that the duct exit area is equal to the
wake area inplies that the velocity distribution in the wake is constant and

also that the static pressuro at the shroud exit is equal to ambient pressure.

In other words, using this theory, the entire character of the wake is

assumed.

Another wake area assunption suggested by Weinig and developed by

Treffitz is that the final wake area is related to the cross-sectional area
and diffuser angle at th trailing edge of the duct, i.e.,

SFinal i

1 0.453
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where e is the angle of inclination of the inside surface of the duct trailing

edge with respect to the duct axis. The above equation, of couroe, is

restricted to small values of 6 unless sane means of boundary layer control is

applied to prevent flow separation.

7.11.7.3 Other Methods. These methods are generally approximate methods
that either place emphasis on the propeller, by using a blade element theory
and modifyirn the blade element theory to take into account some of the
influence of the shroud, or the emphasis is placed on the shroud, which
usually consists of an approximation to the method of singularities. For
exanple, the shroud may be represented approximately by a single vortex ring.

An electrical analogue to the method of singularities for
three-dimensional potential flow problems has been applied to the ducted
prQpeller problem by Malavard. The boundary conditions are satisfied by the
application of appropriate electrical potentials at the shroud and at the wake
boundary, which is assumed to be of constant diameter.

In summary, it can be said that the mathematics are at our disposal for
solving the problem of ducted propellers, provided that either the shroud
camber line or the shroud vorticity distribution is specified. Hc~ver, the
mathematics are involved and complicated, and in practical applications where
the inflow to the dicted propeller is not uniform, i.e., a ducted propeller at
the rear of a fuselage, approximate methods using the mrwntum theory
developed by Kudmnn and Weber are generally sufficiently accurate. once the
shroud shape is determined and the velocity distribution through the disc
calculated, the required propeller twist can be detenmined using existing
propeller design techniques.

7=11.8 Shrouded Fans
The multi-bladed shrouded fan, driven by any rype of engire including

reciprozatinq, rotary or gas turbine engines, closely approximates the high
bypass ratio turbofan in operational concept. Hith bypass ratio turbofans are
ir-h quieter than turbojets and therefore more envirormentally acceptable.

Shrouded propellers tend to be much quieter than open propellers, primarily
due to the shroud end plating of the propeller blades and the fact that
shtouded fans and propellers direct their noise output forward and rearward, )
thereby having low sideline acoustic signatures. nhe 1980 noise standards for
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general aviation aircraft in the United States and particularly in European
countries have increased the possibility of using shrouded propellers on light
aircraft for normal operational use. In 1978, Dowty of England
installed arn flight tested two shrouded fans on an Islander aircraft with an
ixrpressive reduction in propeller noise.

Design and trade-off studies of shrouded fans and propellers have been
made by numrous campanies, and a typical cormparison is shown in Table 7.15,
together with a drawing of the shrouded propeller/Q Fan. (Figure 7.106.)

FIGURE 7.106. SHRU)E PROPELLER/Q FAN

TABLE 7.15

COWPARISON OF PRM=M AND Q PAN MWACTM=ICS

SPropulIor Characteristics Propeller 0 Fan

Diameter (Ft.) 6.5 3.0

NRumber of Blades 3 9

Tip Speed/RPM 915/2700 640/4060

Ihrust at 66 Kts./M = .33 880/316 880/329

Weight (lbs.) 77 175

Noise Level (dB) 99.5 83.5
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When both the propeller and the shrouded fan are designed for the same

climb and cruise performance characteristics, the noise level of the fan is a

fraction of the noise level of the propeller, but the weight penalty of the

shroud is apprcKimately 100 ibs. This weight penalty may be offset in the fan

by elimination of a gear box so that high speed engines such as rotary engines

can be used to drive the fan directly.

7.11.9 F.A.A. Certification Requrements

The F.A.A. airworthiness standard for propellers, F.A.R. Part 35,
requires that a whirl test be performed to demonstrate that the propeller can
withstand 200% of the maxinum centrifugal force encountered in normal

operations. Vibration tests must be performed on metal propellers, and an

endurance test of 10 houcs at maxinuu MRM and maximum certified diameter must
be performed. The endurance test can also be accomplished with 50 hours of
flight time consisting of 5 hours at 100% RPM and 45 hours at 90% RM4 for

fixed pitch propellers. Variable pitch propellers require 100 hours at maximum
RPM and power on the engine for which they are to be certified. Functional

tests of manually controllable, constant speed, feathering, and reversible

systems must also be performed for a number of cycles without malfunctions.

The F.A.A. Part 23 requirements essentially deal with installation of the
propeller(s) on the airframe, callingl out ground clearance, water clearance,

propeller tip, and structural clearances.

7.11.10 Ground Testing

Most of the ground testing of propellers is performed to demonstrate the
structural, vibrational, and endurance reqtirements for certification on a

particular engine. HMMver, performance ground testing can often be very

rewarding if the necessary facilities are available. Static thrust
measu ements as a function of power input will give an insight into the maximum

poer that can efficiently be absorbed by a particular installation as shown
in Figure 7.107.

71
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POWER INPUT

FIGURE 7.107. STATIC THRUST MEASUREMETS
OF EMINE PROlPELLER COMBINTIONS

7.11.11 Flight Testing

Most propeller flight test hours are spent on endurance flying and
( ensuring that the engine-propeller caobination is vibration free and the

fatigue life of the blade is acceptable. The blades are strain gauged and the

signals fed through slip rings on the shafts to recording equipment in the
aircraft. Flight tests to determine propeller efficiency can be performed,
but they require either a strain gauged propeller shaft that can measure shaft

torque and propeller thrust or a special thrust and torque load cell mounted
between the erqine and the propeller.

Propeller Efficiency - (Thrust) (Forward Velocity)
(Torque) (Angular Velocity)

The incremental drag method of measuring the propeller efficiency in
flight is based on the assufption that the propeller efficiency does not
change significantly with swall incremntal power changes where the propeller
advance ratio is maintained constant. Instrumentation required is a small
drag device swch as a training cone connected to the aircraft by a load cell
capable of directly measuring the drag of the trailing cone. The flight test
technique is to obtain power-velocity data of the cruise configuration
aircraft at a constant altitude and engine rpm and then return and attach the
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load cell and trailing cone and repeat the cruise tests at tne same RrM and

altitude. The data analysis is as follows:

Cruise Configuration- Aircraft

n (B.H.P.) =(Dra) (Velocity) D.V. (7.84)550 T 5• (704

Aircraft with Cone

n (B.H.P. + B.H.P.) = (Drag + A Drag) (Velocity) = (D+ AD) (V) (7.85)p 550 550

The unknown in the two equations above are propeller efficiency, (n) and
aircraft drag (D). The solutions are:

Propeller Efficiency (ne) = (7elocity)() Drag)(550) (A B.H.P.) (.6

(B.H.P.) (A Drag

Aircraft Drag (D) (A B.H.P.) (7.87)

The problems with the incrmental drag method are that the technique
consists of measuring, small differenoes between large numbers. The drag
device must be large enough to be able to measure differences in horsepower
required, yet not large enough to violate the basic assumption that the
propeller efficiency will not change with small increases in power absorbed.
A caqparison of theoretical predictions with propeller test results is shown
in Figure 7.108.
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7.11.12 Advanced Design Propellers
1he previous paragraphs on propeller theory, FAA certification, and

ground and flight testing all apply to o-called conventional propellers.

During the last few years, due to the constant quest for higher and higher

fuel efficiency, muxh research has been done concerning a whole new generation
of advanced concept propeller designs. Most of this work has been conducted

at the NASA Lewis facility in Cleveland, (Oio. Figure 7.109 is a typical

exan•le of what this new generation of propellers looks like.
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FIGURE 7.109. GENERAL ELETRIC/NASA EUCTED FAN(UEF) DEOSTAO ENGINE

These advanced propeller designs are intended for use with a turbine

power plant rather than a reciprocating engine because of the mich greater
thrust to weight ratio of gas-turbines.

An advance design propeller would have very thin and highly swept blades
to minimize both compressibility losses and propeller noise during high speed
cruise. An area-ruled spinner and an integrated nacelle shape would also be
used to minimize x essibility losses in the propeller-blade hub region.

Propeller diameter would be kept to a minimu= by using 8 to 10 blades with a

high propeller power loading. These blades would be constracted using mtodern
propeller blade fabrication tehniques. The advanced propeller must be
powered by a large, modexn turboshaft engine and gearbox.

The basic reason for the attractiveness of this advanced turboprop
concept is its potential for high propulsive efficiency in the Mach 0.7 to
Mach 0.8 speed range. Older model turboprops had relatively thick, unswpt
propeller blades and experienced rapid increases in compressibility losses
"above Mach 0.6. Owrent high-bypas-ratio turbofans exhibit their highest
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propulsive efficiency (about 65%) at cruise speeds somewhere above Mach 0.8.

The advanced turboprop concept is estimated to be about 20% more efficient

than high-bypass-ratio turbofans at Mach 0.8 At lower cruise speeds, the

efficiency advantage of the advanced turboprop is even larger. This high

propulsive efficiency of the advanced turboprop makes it an attractive

powerplant for many aircraft applications.

7.12 PROPULSICN SYSTEM TESTING

Propulsion system flight testing remains the only true test of the

marriage between an engine and an airframe. Altbough extensive test cell/wind

tunnel testing of engines at sea level, altitude, and various Mach is

accomplished prior to flight qualification, the almost infinite number of

variables to uhich an actual flying installation is exposed can not yet be

duplicated on the ground. As engines become more ccmplex, even more variables

are intrcduced such that ground test programs also beccm extremely ccmplex.

Duplication of high angles of attack, high positive or negative load factors,

and high yaw angles cannot be adequately duplicated in a test cell. Efforts

are continually underway to design programs and ground test facilities to

reduce the risk and cost of developing an engine. The final proof of any

propulsion design requires testing the installation in the environment for

which it was designed, i.e., flight test.

7.12.1 Drýusion Flight Test Categories

Propulsion flight test activity may fall into three categories: (1)

flight test of a new engine, (2) flight test of components of an existing

engine (Omponent Bqxprment Program, CIP), and (3) flight test of an

existing engine with a new fuel. Typically, when a new engine is developed,

the engine manufacturer perfoms the bulk of ground testing under the
aipervision of the Populsion System Program Offioe (SPO). Tis ground

testing starts at the factory and eventually progresses to "wind tunnel tests"

sinilating in-flight conditions. After the engine has been exposed to the

aircraft flight emwelope in the wind tunnel* it is ready for flight test.

The types of flight tests perftrmed in a propulsion program fall into two

basic categories: (1) tests to extract engine aerodyna•ic performance, and
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(2) tests to evaluate systems operation. Since aircraft performance is

directly linked to engine thrust, aircraft performance testing and engine

performance testing are inseparable. Therefore, the same performance

maneuvers are flown for engine and'airframe performance data. These maneuvers

consist of the classical performance tests such as cruise performance, level

accelerations, turn performance, and climb and descent performance.

To evaluate the engine operation from the systems aspect, the following

types of tests are typically made:

1. installed ground tests
2. Throttle transients
3. Transfexs to backup control
4. Climbs and descents
5. Airstarts
6. Engine handling/response (i.e., formation, air refueling)
7. Fuel/oil temperature exposure
8. Gas ingestion
9. Ice ingestion

7.12.2 Installed Ground Tests

Installed ground tests are initially performed to ensure comatibility

between engine and airframe systems operation. Prior to installation in the

aircraft, all aircraft unique systems operations such as bleed air and power

extraction are simulated. Installed ground tests serve as a final check of

e-qine/aircraft interface prior to first flight. Additionally,

instrumntation parameters are exercised as much as possible to ensure proper

operation. All possible engine functions are exercised during these tests,

such as starting, throttle transients, transfer to backup control, etc.

Typically, these tests are performed with the instnmentation system

fully operational and data is telemtered to a ground station for real time

monitoring of critical parameters.

7.12.2.1 G StartS. Ground starting of operational engines is usually
a routine event. tmever, many problems can arise during initial test and

evaluation of now engines or old engines in new airframes. Numerous starting

mecemniums [air, gas generators, turboshaft starters (jet fuel starter), cross

bleed systems, etc.] can all have their own peculiar problems. Cocpressor

spin-up rate# fuel scheduling, starter cut-out speed, ignition systems, and
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ambient atmospheric conditions can all take their toll in hung starts, hot

starts, no-lights, and starter failures. Unless specific problems arise,

ground engine starting evaluations are confined to monitoring engine
parameters during numerous starts in varying ccnditions.

7.12.3 Throttle Transients
SThe ability of the engine to follow pilot-caunanded changes via the power

lever (throttle) is essential to successful mission cmpletion. Rapid engine
acceleration and deceleration are required without any adverse effects such as
turbine tenperature overshoots or undershoots, compressor over or under-speed
conditions, compressor stalls, or flameouts. The purpse of throttle
transients is to (1) evaluate stall free operations throughout the flight
envelope under worst case conditions, (2) evaluate engine acceleration/
deceleration requirements and afterburner light requirements, and (3) evaluate

back-up control operation.
The two basic types of transients used in flight tests are BODIES and

A BODIE is a transient that exposes the engine to operation nearest the
compressor stall line. It is usually performed in dry power (ron-afterburner)
conditions, and involves a rapid throttle movement frum military power to idle
and a reversal back to military power prior to the engine Rpm reading its

steady state idle RPM.
A SNAP transient is a rapid throttle movement (approximately one second

or less full travel time) from one end of the throttle range to another.
1hese transients are performed under steady state flight conditions
(Mach/altitude) at one g and under '"mneuvering" conditions such as maxinmm
angle of attack (a), maximum sideslip (8), and maximum a and B simultaneously.
Typical throttle transients are sowin in Figure 7.110.
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FIGUIE 7.110. TYPICAL THROTTLE TRANSIENTS

Of utmost inportance during engine testing is the use of the "buildup

approach" when performing throttle transients, especially on single engine

aircraft. Normally, transients should start at same agreed upon "heart of the

envelope" flight condition and build up to critical parts of the envelope. A

typical buildbp approach is shown in Figure 7.111.

7.1)
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FIGURE 7.111. TH*XTRflAE NSIENT BUItIP APPROACH

( Several problems frequently occur during these tests, especially on early

development models of engines. Off-idle stalls, that is, cumpressor stalls

that occur as functions of caqxessor map stall/accelerating lines, fuel flow
scheduling, compressor inlet guide vane scheduling, bleed valve scheduling, or
inlet air flow distortion. Stalls of this nature are usually mild and

self-clearing with throttle retardation.

Sub-idle aoxnitions or hung stall conditions below normal idle speed can

occur, usually at high altitude, upon rapid throttle retardation. Fuel
control s"uhlling is usually the culprit in these cases. In one airplane, a

SLor" was added to the fuel control schedule so the burner pressure co.1.d

not decrsa below that required to maintain cacpressor speed.

...fteruiher ignition au4 flameout are almost always problem areas on now
engines. Afterburner design is based as much on "cut and try" processes as it

is on theoretical design analysis. Because of this, uich wind-tunnel and

flight testing is requirod. A new engine development program may ezcamass
ZIV r-my handreds of afterbw-r tests using many ocabinations and ignition

schemes. Variable exit-area nozzles are typically prcAlem areas because of

C' their !stile environment and oxinp. catiA operating demands, especially when

attached to a fan engine. Far stalls duo to duct pressure waves traveling
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forward in the fan duct caused by improper scheduLin or operation of the

nozzle are caruon occurrences in development engines.

Evaluation of transport type engine response is typically less demanding

than it is on a fighter type aircraft, simply because of the difference in
mission. Throttle transients on these types of engines are more closely

related to electrical generator load and bleed air extractions. Because of
the lack of an afterburner, testing is usually simpler. The advent of
in-flight use of engine thrust reversers such as installed on STOL type

transpcrts may complicate this picture.

7.12.4 Climbs and Descents

Since ambient tmerature and pressure change with altitude, these two
parameters are incorporated in same manner in virtually all turbi-:,- engine
fuel controls. In order to evaluate the adequacy of these controls with
respect to accuracy, lag times, repeatability, drift, and the like, climbs and
descents are performed at various rates of altitude change and at various
engine power settings. The throttles are normally "locked" in a fixed
position so that any changes detected are a function of the engine controls
only and not pilot izxt. These maneuvers are usually caitined with
performance evaluations in the interest of conserving flight tim.

7.12.5 Airstarts
A flight test program to determine the airstart characteristics of an

engine will bt a critical portion of any engixe test program. The purpose of
in-flight testing of engine airstarts is two-fold. First, the airstart
envelope must be determined and second, emergency procedukes for airstarts

must be developed.
In general, there are three types of airstarts: wirmillirq, spooldow,

and assisted airstarts.
A windmlling al. start is one in which the ram air - to aircraft

velocity is used to maintain oapressor speed sufficient wor an airstart.
NMst turbojet engines wil winfdll at 10 - 154 RM at miniim flight speed

which is enough to begin an airstart. Turbofans, however, s~l• wincr£il
satisfactorily and, if allowed to cage (engine rotation stops), may require )
over 400 kts to regain rotation.
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Spooldown airstarts are done by initiating the airstart as the RPM

decreases after shutdown. These can be tire critical as beginning the

airstart at too high an RPM frequently results in a hot start requiring

shutdown and beginning at too low an PPM may not prevent the engine fran

caging.

An assisted airstart is one where either crossbleed from a good engine or

a smaller starter nmotor is used to motor thle carpressor during main engine

start. Engine starters are more ccamn on modern turbofan engines and allow

lower airspeed starts.

Airstart testing is normally done very early in an engine test program.

Because of the critical nature of engine tests, especially in single-engine

aircraft, the heart of the predicted airstart envelope should be verified

within the first few flights. Optimizing pilot procedures, expanding the

airstart envelope, and demonstrating back-up fuel control airstarts can be

delayed to later phases of the test.

'Typical airstart characteristics for a turbofan engine are shown in

Figures 7.112 through 7.114.
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7.12.6 Engine Handli:nc and ._sponse

Engine handling aid response will be evaluated to swe degree on every

"flight. Pilots should report on the ease or difficulty encountered in doing

all engine related tasks. However, certain tasks should be planned to

investigate specifically how the thrust respnse affects pilot workload. TWO
of dte best ways are to perform close formation tasks and air refueling. If
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there is an appreciable delay in thrust response these tasks should show the

severity of the problem

7.12.7 Gas Ingestion

On fighter or ground support type aircraft, gas generated from firing of
guns, cannons, and forward firing missiles can be ingested into engine inlets.
This is a function of the physical relationship of the engine inlets to the
source of the gas. Severe engine compressor stalls and complete engine
flameouts have been experienced due to ingestion of hot, noncaobustible, gun
or rocket exhaust gases. The system test programs consist of initially
firing guns and rockets at high altitude at various representative delivery
conditions of airspeed, angle of attack, sideslip, etc. Once the system is
clear of any problems in this flight regime, air-to-air and air-to-ground
firings are performed in thv normal operational mode. Engine inlet rakes and
engine instrumentation monitoring inlet temperature, compressor discharge
pressure, and exhaust gas tenperature, and chase photography are used to

verify the presence or absence of foreign gas ingestion.

7 1.
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PROBLEMS

7.1 Calculate gross thrust, net thrust, and TSFC for the following engine

wM wo - 0 434.7 lb/sec l7.76 b sec
0 -g 32.2 ft/sec2 =7 ft

V0 =2805 ft/sec P10 = PA = 15 W 2in2

V10  3922 ft/sec A10 = 6.0 ft 2

t15 b15

sec

7.2 Construct a typical h-s diagramn for an ideal ramjet. what is required to
allow a ramjet to function compared to a turbojet?

7.3 If an "ideal" compressor has a pressure ratio of 8.0 and an inlet
temperature of 1000 F, what wioud be the value of TT3?

3

7.4 What TT3 should be used to get maximum net work for an "ideal" engine

designed to run in the isotherm region at M0  
3 .0 if TT4 is limitedto

3000oR?

7.5 At what oampressor pressure ratio would the engine of Problem 7.4

operate?

7.6 If EPR (PT10/PT2) - 3.0, T91 0 = 2000OR and WT2C - 250 lb/sec, what is

ideal net thrust at M0 - 1.0, sea level? AsSumIe standard day oonditions
with 5007D ram recovery (refer t6 pgs. 68-84 of 91 H/B).

7.7 An F-100 fan flows 200 lb/sec airflow at sea level standard day when the
rotor speed is 9000 RR4. If we fly to 40,000 ft, 0 = .8, maintain the
!sai oonected flow and rotor qeed, at what airflow and rotor spe• d

and N1) will the engine be operatilng?
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7.8 Sketch a subsonic inlet operating below design Mach. What is the

potential result?

7.9 Sketch a subsonic inlet at a Mach above design. what is the major

penalty?

7.10 Explain how total pressure is increased in a carp.essor.

7.11 List the advantages of an axial flow compressor over a centrifugal

campressor.

7.12 A fan is operating at S.L.S. (Mo = 0, Alt = 0). Its pressure ratio

(PT2 .5 /PT 2 ) is 3.0, and its discharge total temperature is 272.0°F.

%bat is the fan's efficiency?

7.13 Sketch the fan's operation (Prob. 7.12) on an h-s diagram.

7.14 If the fan from Problem 7.12 had WATC2 = 250 ib/sec, how much horsepower

does the rotor shaft have to deliver to the fan?

7.15 Discuss the 3 T's of ombustion.

7.16 If the oampressor from Problem 7.12 is powered by a turbine with TT4 =

2000'R and PT4 - 30 Wb/in 2 , what would TT, be assuming turbine

efficiency of 100%?

Assme Cp - 0.28 and 6 - 1.33

7.17 List three methods of air cooling turbine blades and vanes.

7.18 Wbat is PTfor Problem 7.16?

7.19 List 3 types of rczzles and explain good and bad points of each.
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7.20 What nozzle would you expect on
a) a subsonic transport

b) a STOL fighter

c) a supersonic interceptor

arnd why?
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ANSWERS

7.1 F = 52,947 lb

Fn = 37,868 lb

TSEC = 1.43

7.3 =3 = 556OF

7.4 TT3= 10820F

7.5 PT3'pT2 = 1.0

7.6 Fn = 37,868 lb

7.7 w. = 61.2 b/sec

N 1 = 8290 RR4

7.12 90%

7.14 18,080 HP

7.16 -5 1817R

7.18 PT5 - 20.4 lb/in2

C
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8.1 INTRODUCTIMN

A very important part of the testing of any aircraft is the takeoff,

landing, and operation in close proximity to the ground. Takeoff and landing

are greatly dependent upon pilot judgenent and technique and, therefore, are

subject to considerable variation for any given aircraft and set of

conditions. Because of this largely unpredictable variable, the pilot, it is

neither possible nor practical to make exact prediction or correcticn of

takeoff and landing performance. It is only possible to estimate the

approximate capabilities of an aircraft within rather broad limits. 'or this
reason, takeoff and landing performance will be considered fran a rather

general point of view taking into account only the major variables and ma1ing

sone assumptions concerning the lesser variables.

The major purposes of these types of tests include developmnt and'or

verification of pilot techniques appropriate for the test aircraft,

formulation of performance estimates for inclusion in the flight manual, and
verification of compliance, or lack of compliance, with contractual

specifications. In addition to normal takeoffs and landings, a complete
series oi tests will include refused takeoffs (high speed aborts), crossind

operations, uet/icy runway tests, barrier tests, and engine out operations.
This chapter will not cover the specifics of such parameters as refusal

speeds, mininmxn xntrol speeds, or critical runAy lengths, since theose will

be covered i detail during the "engine out" phase of instruction.

8. 2 TA1KEW OIIM

8.2.1 Mthod of pTlopnent
The mchanics of the takeoff can conveniently be examined in two phases,

the air phase and the ground phase. The air phase is noxmally considered to
- be that portion of flight frao leaving the ground until reaching a menasured

altitude above ground level of 50 feet. In a few rare cases, itm nmay ne

possible to stabilize at a constant climb speed before reacing 50 feet, in

which case the air Oiase of operation mist be broken into a transiticn phase

"and a steady state cliab phase. Eor most high perfoxrine aircraft, the
* transition to a steady climb speed will not be couplezed before reaching 50
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feet.. even for a maximum climb angle takeoff. The ground phase begins at

!r•,ake release and terminates when the aircraft first be .olmes airborne.

In this chapter, equations will be developed that can be used to study

the effects of the various factors which influence takeoff performance. The

assuxptions reqaired to achieve workable equations make the equations unusable

for pr(ction oef takeoff performarce but do not make then invalid for

analysis and correction.

8.2.2 Forces (Ground Phase)

In addition to the usual forces of lift, weight, thrust, and drag, an

aircraft on takeoff roll is affected by an additional "resistance" force which

includes wheel bearing friction, brake drag, tire deformation, energy absorbed

by the wheels as they increase rotation speed, etc. This force will beccm

smaller as the wight on the wheels is reduced and can be mathematically

expressed as v (W-L). Typical values of jz, the "coefficient of resistance"

range between .02 and .05 for a dry concrete runway. The forces actig on the

aircraft during the ground roll are illustrated in Figure 8.1.

w

FIGURE 8.1. TAK F P= QU=Ft

Note thtt this depiction of forces includes the assotion that engi.-e tjiust

is parallel to the runway. Fbr aircraft with engines mmiited at an angle, the

horzi•t• l owponent of thrust is not reduced s34nific=ntly until the angle

b taws qaite large. The vertical ompxment of thrust from inclined engines

re••,cs the effectie weight of the aircraft. The mass of the aircraft,

ho,6vr, aust be owuputed using the actual weight.

S89.2



8.2.3 Ground Roll Equation

Setting the work done equal to the change in energy, we can write

.2J F-D-u(W-L)] ds = 1/2 Wig (VT; - 0) (8.1)

0

where Sg is the total ground distance and VT, is the ,ond speed at liftoff.

None of the terms under the integral are constant during the roll, and an

exact evaluation is virtually ihqossible. If, however, we make the assumption

that the entire quantity remains constant at some average value, the

integration is siLqe and the expression becares

IF-.-1(W-L) 1a5  Sg - 1/2 w/g v, (8.2)

or

VT; (8.3)

At first glance, this assumtion appears gra!ss but further examiination of thU
idividual fxrces shows it to be reasonab1t. Engine thlust can be expected to

dAcrewse slightly as sped inrease. A jet engine may enter ram recovKry
prior to liftoff and realize an increase in thrust omlr that at lower speed.

Propeller thrust will decrease thraghout the takeoff roll. Aerodynamic li'._f
and drag increase during the roll in direct proportion to the square of the

airspeed. If the aircraft attitude is changed considerably at rotation, both

lift and drag will increase sharply. The coefficient of re-kstaac. ;, a,
the aircraft gross weight remain nearly oonstant. These variatios in forces

for a turbojet aircraft are shown grapiically in Figure 8.2-
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THRUST

FORCE
DRAG

F-D-J(W-L)

/14(w- L)

0 GROUND SPEED VTo

FIGURE 8.2. VARIATION OF FORCES DURING TAKEOFF GROUND LL

For a propeller aircraft, the thrust curve will show a greater decrease, while

the shape of the drag and wheel force curves will not change. In general, the

excess thrust (the vector sum of all three forces) at liftoff will be about

80% of its initial value for a jet aircraft and 40% for a propeller aircraft.

In either case, test data show that use of the actual excess thrust at 0.75

TOas the average value in Equation 8.3 gives reasonable results.

8.2.4 Shortening the Ground Roll

Equation 8.3 shows that ground roll can be shortened very effectively by

lifting off at a lower speed, since the distance increases with the square of

the takeoff speed. Looking at the problem from the standpoint of minimizing

the ground roll, the aircraft should be lifted off at . However, the

aerodynamic drag created by this technique may reduce the excess thrust to an

unacceptable level. In extrenm cases, rotation to C•a may reduce excess

thrust to zero or negative values, a definitely unacceptable situation. If

sufficient thrust is available to overcome the drag penalty, high lift devices

such as slats and flaps can provide a higher available lift coefficient.

A second approach to decreasing S is through increasing the thrust

g
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available, F, either by operating the engine above its maximum rated power,

such as by water injection, or by use of an auxiliary engine such as JATO (Jet
Assisted Take Off), RATO (Rocket Assisted Take Off), etc. Thrust augmentation
is of maximmn value if it can be used throughout the takeoff roll. If it is
limited to a time shorter than that required for takeoff, then it is of
interest to find whether the augmentation should be used early or late in the

ground roll.
Since the energy gained equals the work done, limited augmentation is

most efficient if used where the work done is a maximum. If the augmentation
provides an increase in thrust, AF, for a fixed period of time, At, -during
which distance, AS, is traveled, then AS = V At and the work done will be

work done = AF x AS = AF x V At (8.4)

Both &F and At are fixed by the limitations of the augmenting engine. The
pilot can obtain maxirmn= gain by making V as large as possible. For minimu
ground roll, therefore, limited thrust augmentation should be fired late, such
that it will burn out or reach its time limit just as the aircraft beccmes

airborne.
Excess thrust during the takeoff roll is also dependent on aircraft angle

of attack through both the drag term itself and the inclusion of lift in the
wheel force term. we can determine the best angle of attack to maximize
excess thrust by finding the optinum value of C.

ex= F- D- v (W-L) (8.5)

Recall that

D = CDqS

L = CLS

2
CD CD p+ CAe
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Substituting into Equation 8.5

2

F F - (c + CZR qS-~ (W-CL qS) (8.6)

Differ-entiating with respect to C.

ex - qS + u qS (8.7)
C ir ARe

Setting the right side of Equation 8.7 ecual to zero, the velocity term

(q) drops out and the value of CL for maximum excess thrust is constant at

_ iT ARe (8.8)

CLopt 2

This lift coefficient is quite small for most aircraft and obviously
results in extremely long takeoff distance if held throughout the roll. The

optirnmn technique would be to establish the angle of attack which corresponds

to CL in Equation 8.8, maintain that until the speed permits liftoff at the-opt

maxinmum practical CL available, and then rotate the aircraft to the liftoff

attitude.

It should be pointed out that this technique is very seldom used. The
inherent danger of overrotating, lack of elevator powr, crosswind effects,

and possible aircraft stability problems usually override any gain achieved.
However, most aircraft are configured so that in the taxi attitude, the wing

is near the optimxn angle of attack for minimizinq the total tsistance

throughout the takeoff roll.

8.2.5 Air Phase Equation
The equation for ground distance covered between liftoff and 50 feet

altitude is obtained in a similar manner to the ground roll equation, except

that the wheel force no longer exists. However, a potential energy term must

be included:
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where Sa is the air phase distance and V50 is the ground speed at 50 feet.

If we make the same assuaption o~ncerning excess thrust,

W(vO2 -V;) + 50] (8.10)

(a (F-d)

speed clib at maximeum excess thrust. Maxim= excess thrust occurs at the
speed for minimum drag (max L/D). Most aircraft, how-ever, lift off at an
airspeed much slowr than that for max L/D. In most cases, the gain due to
an increase in excess thrust realized by accelerating prior to the initial
climb is more than offset by the increase in distance due to the large kinetic
energy change required. The number of variables involved, particularly if
tire limited thrust augmentation is included, makes definition of a single

"best" technique impossible.

8.3 LANDIN THEORY

8.3.1 Ground Distance Equation

The forces acting on an aircraft on landing roll can be depicted
similarly to those shown in Figure 8.1 for takeoff. Lmw power settings and

the increase in u, the coefficient of resistance, due to brake application

result in excess thrust less than zero. The equation for landing ground roll
is also quite similar to the takeoff equation.

Ss-.

(F-D-ij (W-L)] dS = W/2g -8.11)
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Where VTD is the ground speed at touchdown. The required integration is

accomplished using the same assumption. Equation 8.11 becomes

WV 2
S = (8.12)Sg 2g (F-D-v (W-L) ]avg

8.3.2 Shortening the landing Roll

Touchdown speed is obviously one of the most important determinants of

distance required to stop. In addition to weight and speed at touchdown,

landing roll can be influenced by all the factors in the excess thrust term.

Thrust should be reduced to the winiunn practical, and reverse thrust, if

available, should be employed as soon as possible after touchdown. The logic

for early application of reverse thrust is the same as for thrust augmentation

on takeoff. Additional drag, whether from increased angle of attack or

deploy•ent of a drag chute, is most effective in the initial part of the

landing roll for two reasons. Not only is a given force most effective at

high speed, the force itself is greater due to its dependence on V2 . Runway

surface condition, as well as the mechanical design of the brakes themselves,

can cause the value of u to vary over a considerable range.

Our assumption of constant excess thrust is not unreasonable as long as

the attitude of the aircraft remains relatively constant. It gets a bit

shaky, however, if nose high aerodynamic braking is followed by maximum effort

wheel braking. This technique is, for saw aircraft, the recommended

procedure for minimum landing roll. The question arises as to the most

advantageous point to transition fram one braking mode to the other. The

relative magnitudes of the forces involved are shown in Figure 8.3. Note that

P2' with brakes applied, is much greater than pl, which is the same as takeoff

resistance. For minimum stopping distance, aerodynamic braking should be

employed only as long as it provides a greater decelerating force than maximu=

wheel braking. An equation can be developed for the appropriate speed at

which to make the transition using Equation 8.6 evaluated for both conditions.

Unfortunately, the form of the resulting expression does not permit

generalization of results.
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FIGURE 8.3. VARIATION OF FORCES URING LANDING ROLUT

8.3.3 Air Distance Equation
The landing air distance equation is developed in exactly the same manner

as the takeoff equation.

w [T; -g -5 51 (8.13)
Oa = (F-Davg

Rearranging signs for consistent form,

-w B5  + 5( 8.14)

sa (F.D) avg

Examination of Equation 8.14 shows that air distance is minimized if touch-
down speed is maintained throughout the final descent (no flarel) and a high

drag/low thrust configuration (steep glide path) is used. The structural

integrity of the aircraft becomes the limiting factor.

O8.
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8.4 CORrETICNS TO STANDARD CNDITICNS

Now that a set of equations are available, we can use them to determine

the effects of nonstandard conditions on actual takeoff performance.

Remember, the equations were developed for this purpose, and cannot be used to

predict exact performance.

8.4.1 Wind
The wind correction is normally the first to be applied. The velocity in

Equation 8.3 is ground speed at liftoff, since this defines the energy level

required. The aircraft, however, flies according to its airspeed which can be
considerably different from ground speed in significant winds. Since ground
speed and true airspeed are equal in a no wind situation, the ground speed

required with wind is

VM = "TO(8.15)
w W

where Vw is positive for a headwind, and includes only the ccnpxnent of wind

velocity parallel to the runway. Fran Equations 8.3 and 8.5

wo
Sg 9 2g FeX w (8.16)

avyw,

where the subscript w indicates parameters in the wind environment.
Substituting Equation 8.15 into Equation 8.3

W (Vo + Vw 2

"S 2g F (8.17)
g~ex xavg

4 Dividing Equation 8.17 by Equation 8.16
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ex = w (8.18)
g exavg TOw

a VTC

SSg = S exavw + VWw (8.19)

The difference in excess thrust due to wind is difficult to determine, but has

a significant effect on takeoff roll. An eapirical relationship has been

developed which works well for steady winds less than 10 knots. This

relationship provides the following equation for correction of wind effect:

5g = S9(1 + v (8.20)

Equation 8.20 does not account for gusts, which might have considerable

effect if occurring near liftoff speed. For this and other reasons it is

often required that winds be kept below 5 knots before takeoff data will be
accepted.

For the air phase an exact determination of wind velocity is even more
difficult. The correction, however, is quite simple, based on the fact that

change in distance caused by wind is &S = Vwt.

Sa = Sa + aS (8.21)

8.4.2 nmay Slope
If we define runay slope angle e as positive downhill, we can obtain a

correction equation by adding a potential energy term to Equation 8.2
(subscript sl indicates sloping runway parameters).
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S1 W 2
F se - WS sin e (8.22)

WV 2
w v2(8.23)g5 = (F +Wsin 8)

2Avg

Solving Equations 8.3 and 8.23 for Fexavg and equating the results

WV 2 W V 2
T Wsin e (8.24)

S2Sg S g Wsl

Solving for Sg,

S = Sgsl (8.25)S9 2g Sgsl

1 - sin 0
V 2;

The relationship is such that a fairly large slope is required before

data will be significantly affected. Lw thrust-to-wight aircraft with

relatively low takeoff speeds (trash haulers) will be affected more than high

thrust-to-weight, high wing loaded (fighter) aircraft.

8.4.3 Thrust, Weight, and Density
Atospheric conditions will affect the thrust available fran the engines

as well as changing the true airspeed required to fly a given weight at the

standard lift coefficient. As the weight changes, the airspeed required to

fly at that CL will also change. The analysis of these effects results in

extremly complex expressions, and sophisticated cputer operations are

required for their evaluation.

Empirical relationships have been developed which provide reasonably
accurate results. For jet aircraft, the expressions are (subscripts s and t

refer to standard day and test day parameters, respectively):
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S1.3

=S92" sae" W F nt~ l

Sas (8.26)

(w)24.3 )0.7 (F)t1.6 (.7

The accuracy of these equations depends very heavily on the determination
of net engine thrust, Fn. Equations developed from thrust stand data are

nomally used.

For turboprop aircraft with constant speed props, the correction

equations are o-.5
Sg .(w.," '.6 ot -9"ý07 a

(PSS

Sa .(w)2.6 /,)t 9 ( N)O.8 (P)tO0 6  (.Wo . - "(829

were N iL propeller rpm.

8.4.4 Pilot Technique
Individual pilot technique is prcoably the factor causing the greatest

variation in takeoff data. Unfortunately, it cannot be quantified and

mathematical corrections are inpossible. Scoe of the factors which can

1 "sicnificantly affect takeoff perfrmance are:
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1. Speed and sequence of brake release and power application.

2. The use of nose wheel steering, differential braking or rudder
deflection for directio al control.

3. The number and amplitude of directional control inputs used.

4. Aileron and elevator position during acceleration.

5. Airsped at rotation.

6. Pitch rate during rotation.

7. Angle of attack at liftoff.

8.4.5 Landing Data Corrections

The corrections of landing data to standard day are basically identical
to the methods used in takeoff. The wind correction equations and runway

slope correction are identical to takeoff performance. The equation for

thrust, weight, and density will be the same if revrse thrust is used, but
may be sioplified if idle thrust is used by setting Ft Fn

Then

_t 2

WWS cSqt (8.30)

Sa s 9 t s /1,1

,~~ ~( + hv hv •e • r lSa S a )( tv) at+ (8.31)

wtexe hvq is the kinetic ersergy change during the air phase

4 hv-" 2

S2g (8.32)
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Experience has shown the weight correction to be valid only over a very

small range. In order to obtain data over a wide range of gross weights, a

large number of tests must be conducted at carefully controlled weight near

preselected standard weights.
Pilot technique is even more inportant in landing data than in takecff

data. Data scatter will result from variations in:

1. Power handling during approach, flare, and touchdown

2. Altitude of flare initiation

3. Rate of rotation in flare

4. length of hold-off time

S. ItwZ&ban speed

6. Rapidity of initiation of braking (aerodynamic and/c- wheel)

7. Use of drag chute and/or reverse thrust

8. Brake pedal. pressure

8.5 FLIGHT TEST

Takeoff and landing tests are izportant portions of the flight test
program far any aircraft. Generally, during the oourse of a flight test

prox=ram, all takeoffs and landings will be recorded for data purposes wtmnever

weathor and other factors permit; in addition, a number of test missions may
be devote-d entirely to takeoffs in various configurations, refused takeoffs,

and landings in various ocfigurations, all done at various gross weights.

More than any other tests, takeoffs awd landings are affected by factors
which cWMnot be accurately measured and properly ecrVtnsated for. It is only

possible to estimate the capabilities of the airplane within rather broad
Limits, relying on a statistical average of as many takeoff a"d laxnLng

mareuvers as possible to cancel residual errors.

Dedicted takeoff and laning tests are typically delayed during the
developzent flight test phase of a new aircraft. This is, mainly due to the

"" fact that these tests take a fair amonnt of sport and tire to perform.
Except for basic initial data taking and safety considerations, the delay is
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due to higher priority of other airframe and systeas tests. A .t~uum amount

of initial tests in the takeoff and landing phase are pc -lm:ctt to clear the

aircraft envelope and "spot check" estimated perfonranc• . The bulk of the

more hazardous takeoff and landing tests are perforitd downstream of the

initial development flight test ptase when more opportune test resources and

airframes are available. It is the responsibility of the program manager to
ensure that adequate flight test data is available in this area prior to

critical phases of aircraft development such as operational deployment.

8.5.1 HiqSpd Taxi Tests

Since the takeoff precedes the landing of an aircraft, it is logical that

takeoff tests precede landing tests. Howev-er, because the possibility of a

refused takeoff is always present, high speed taxi tests are normally
conducted prior to actu4 takeoff or landing tests because certain parawi.ters

lbt be detezmined which are izAworant to both.

The parameters nrozally detennilned from high speed taxi tests are thrust
transients, drag, and rolling coefficiwnt of friction. Trtts aurst be S

condtted on surfaces of different ccnWnsition ar4 under wt and dry

conditions. Aircraft should also e tested at several gross weights and in
all configurations within t1e aircraft's mission capability.

Soue braking tests wmuld also be cmducted as par of the high spjed taxi
tests. Hotever, full braking effective*•ss can only be evaluated during

refused takeoff or actual landing tests.

8.5.2 Takeoff Tests
In a takeoff performance test, ground roll distance and air distance to

clear a 50 foot o•bstacle trust be determined. Effort riust be rade to determil

optimum rotation speeds for different gross weights and aircraft
configuraticu. RMnumy corposition and condition mist again be considen$.

In the event of an unplanrd refused takeoff, knowledge of the parameters

determined during high speed taxi tests is very beneficial.

Planial refusa takeoff tests must be ocntxcted to determine stopping
distances and trakinq capability with the aircraft in the three point

attitude. The controllability of the aircraft and operation of the antiskid

system (if installed) must be assessed.
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8.5.3 landing Tests

A typical landing test is broken down into several phases. The

importance of the parameters determined during the high speed taxi tests

cannot be overeaphasized.

The initial phase of a landing test would be to determine the air

distance from 50 feet above the ggrour4 to toco . Methods of determining

this distance are contained in Reference 8.3. Othler than determination of the

air distance, the particulars of this phase of the test are more pertinent to

handling qualities of the aircraft during landing approach.

(Cme thL aircraft has touched dom, stopping distance and brake

effectiveness must be evaluated. Stopping distance is, once again, a function

of the type of surface and condition of the surface.

Braking effectiveness is a function of brake energy, temperature, and

aircraft weight. Weight variation up to the maximin enermy capability of the

brake system sbould be explored, keepirn a careful record of degradation of

braking effectiveness due to temperature increase. Brake wear must also be

recorded to determine intervals at which brake system cconents must be

replaced to prevent hazardous landLngs.

The effects of a arolmomic braking and other tods of reducing ground

roll distance, i.e., thrust reversing and drag chute, should also be

determined. If the aircraft is equipped with an artesting hook, tests must be

made to ensure that the aircraft can withstand the structural la1s durtg an

arrestment aw still be stopperd safely and effoctiveIy.

ame last area that has a definite effect on iziding chracteristics i&

crosswind. once again the airbor-e phase of this particular test iA. ore

pertinent to flying qualities testing. The ground handling characteristics of

the aircraft during takeoff and larding rollout and taxiing must be evaluated

to detenrdne the effects of c-ossi~ls up to the maxim= crossurind coqxxaent

acceptable for the aircraft.

8.5.4 Safety

The importin•e of safety during conduct of all high speed taxi, takeuff,

and Landing tests cannot be overeffphasized. These tests are all classified as

hazardous. The danger of losing control of the aircraft is ever prescnt.

L xDuring braking tests, elevated taqparatures may cause overheating of the brake
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S
system or even fire. Therefore, safety must be considered during the initial

test planning, and proper safeguards should be ensured throughout the test

program.

8.5.5. Data Recordin 1jeths
Data recording during takeoff and landing tests is divided into two

categories:

1. External Data - Ground roll, distance to 50-foot height, ground
speed and acceleration, runwy temperature, ambient pressure, and
rumay wind conditions.

2. Internal Data - Poar parameters, VI, Hi, Ti, T etc. The most
desirable method of recording internal data is by use of on board
instrumentation; hcwver, limittd hand recmoded data can be taken.

External data is usually recorded }1y a piototheodolite whiich yields
distai=, velocity tground epeed), and acceleration as ihown in Figure 8.4.

"TIME
GROUND SPEED

-,R~q.-PO NO-ACCELERATION
S~HEIGHT

'0 D ANCE + S,

FUZGU 8.4. AKE" DATA
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The theodolite data will normally be in the form of printed digital

readouts which can be used to develop plots similar to those in Figure 8.4.

If a phototheodolite is not available, the pilot can estimate ground roll

and total distance to a 50-foot height. Distance can be estimated by
reference to runway markers and edge lights. (The lights at Edwards AFB are

200 feet apart). If takeoff roll is started abeam a light, ground distance
can usually be judged within + one light. Air distance determination by pilot

AS estimate is at best a rough approximation and probably almost useless. Not
only is it difficult to determine distance down the runway, it is virtually
impossible to accurately judge 50 feet altitude.

Temperature, ambient pressure, and wind velocity and direction should be
nmnitored continuously at the runway. This information may be supplied as
part of the technical support data; however, the pilot should record the same

information as a cross-check and back up. The pilot should always attempt to
(stlmite takeoff performance by reference to runway markers even with
theodolite covrage to provide an additional means of correlation and

( cross-c1e-ck.

8. 5.6 Sta zati
The large amoknt of data scatter intrcduceW by pilot technique was

discumed in Sections 8.4.4 and 8.4.5. Although this scatter can never be
eliminated, it can be minimized by as much standardization cf tecludque as

missible awong members of the test team. IJtas whict can be staxdardized

1. Toh1 tle setting prior to brake release

2. . riottke technique at/1mwdiately after brake release

3. 3ntxol pocition durin gacceleration

A 4. Airspeed at rotation

5. RatS O tf aAtiw1

4 6. 1&xcraft attitude at liftoff

7. Gear and flap retracticn points



These are by no means the only items to be considered. The degree of

standardization available and the effect on data scatter will vary

considerably between different aircraft types.

8.5.7 Sumary

Takeoff and landing tests are an important part of the performance

testing of any aircraft. The large number of variables involved, especially

the strong infhmence of individual pilot technique, results in a vast amount

of d&ta scatter and a wery low degree of repeatability. A large number of

data points a-e reuired to accurately predict the actual capabilities of the

Ei=x4.: f L.

)

i)
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PROBLEMS

8.1 Certain simplifying assumptions may be made to the takeoff problem with

very little loss of accuracy. Consider the following aircraft during

takeoff roll:

T/W = 0.80 
L

CD 0.02 + .2 CL 2

CL 0.1

u 0.04 , (W-L)
w

W = 40,000 lbs V,- 1.2 V

S a 550 ft 2

a. Assumiing that the acceleration is constant over the takeoff ground

run, show that

SG 1 /2 a- where a 3E

b. Using EF ma, derive an eipwaaion for the average acceleration

c. Using the data given above at sea level, calculate a value for each

term in thM e(aation fOr a008leation. Asm V 100 oKrAS.

d. ObserVe the quantities foiAd in Part U: %Auch of these can be

-lminatld from the equation with only a wll loss in accuracy?

A 8.2
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e. Show that a good lst order approximation for takeoff ground run may
be expressed as

1.44

f. Using the approximation of Part e: anser the following questions.
Assume all other conditions remain the same.

1. Calculate the ratio of takeoff distances for an aircraft at a
gross wight of 55,000 lbs to one of 35,500 lbs.

2. Calculate the ratio of takeoff distances for an aircraft at sea
level to one at 6,000 ft. Use standard day conditions. Do not
neglect the change in thrust.

3. Calculate the ratio of takeoff distances for an aircraft in a
cruise(c~ cofgrto 0.9 to one with takeoff flaps

4. Calculate the ratio of takeoff distanes for a day when the
teebrature is 20°F to a day uhen it in 9 0 Ft. The atmtrm -eic
Prem.u in both case is sea level stmnard day. The effect
of tesierature chane upon the thrust output of the engine is
not easily detemimd. Use the asoxtion that there is

tely a 25% ca in thrst for a 700 temerature
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ANSWM TO PROBLESS

8.1 d. Al but thrust

fl. 2.47

f2. .67

f3. 1.78
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9.1 lbnrwDUTION

TO evaluate modern aircraft and aircraft systems requires an under-
standing of how aerodynamic performance can be optimized. Performance
specifications today gc well beyond point design specifications and depend
heavily on optimization to fit specific tactical requirements whether the
vehicle is designed as an interceptor, an air supremcy fighter, a strategic
airlifter, a strategic bomber, or for any other operational role. The goal is
to demand a performance efficiency covering the entire flight envelope that
will meet the operational need with the best cverall combination of arnmant,
engine, and airframe. The F-14 and F-15 were the first generation of fighter
aircraft to be designed and evaluated within this approach. Newer fighter
designs like the F-16, the F-18, the Tornado, and the Mirage 2000 have been
conceived with full cognizance of the need for optimized performance. At
least since the mid 1960's, fighter performance has been driven by fuel prices
and shortages. Service airlift oxmmands and the airlines have shown renewed
interest in optimized performance for C-141's, L-1011's, and other transport
aircraft. Nw systems, based on optimization that are closely akin to the
energy state aprotiMation, have been proposed and put into service on these
aircraft. All in all, interest in performance optimization of this type seems
to be increasing. Hence, the test engineer and test pilot must have a working
knoledge of the energy approximation and the concepts associated with
performance optimization.

9.1.1 Aircraft Performance Models
7ho almost universally accepted mathiatical model for aircraft

performance is a point-mass model; that is, we need only consider the forces
acting on the center of gravity of the airplane. Baut even this simple set of
governing equations can be m i td under a wide range of asawptions.
Bryson, Deaai, and Hoffman (10.l:481ff) have conveniently catalogued several
:. of 5 apthcmemons from an optimal control perspective. For cur con-

venienc, we will li* these mdels into three categories:

e1. Steady state aw ximation

2. Dwxg~y state approxcimation

9.1
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3. Higher order optimal control approximations

In this chapter, we will consider only the first two of these models, with by

far the heaviest emphasis on the energy state approximation.

9.1.2 Need for ne State Models
The classical approach to aircraft - n problems is a "static" or

steady state one. For this aggoimation, either true airspeed or altitude

(or both) mist be held constant. Therefore, the model is inadeuate for

analyzing climb profiles, for example, of supersonic aircraft. Both true
airspeed and altitude change rapidly for such airplanes. obviously, the
steady state approximation cannot cope satisfactorily with vehicles like the

Space Shuttle Orbiter Ad4ich never achieves steady state flight.
At the other end of the sophistication spectrum, we do not require test

engineers and test pilots to have a oomplete working knowlede . of the calculus

of variations and optimal control theory. Hence, higher order moxels will be
considered only eursorily, usually for cxrq=ison purposes.

9.2 STEADY STATE CLfMBS AND DESCEWXS

Climbs and descents at onmstant true airspeed (dV/dt = 0) are a subset of

problems associated with performanc optimization. They could Le called
"static" performanoe problems and, as such, are useful as first order tools of

analysis. For our puposes, they also serve as an intrcduction to the enegy

state 0tin.

9.2.1 Forces Acting onan Aic=aft inE FLt
The forces acting on an aircaft in flight are conventionally resolved

perpendicular and parallel to the direction of flight, as shown in Figure 9.1.
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"0 HORIZON

FRL.
w

FIG= 9.1. FOrCES AMMON AN AIRCPMF IN FLIG-r

Perpendicular to the flight path

L- os +Fnsin (a + aT) m maz

Prallel to the flight path

F•o•n (a + ) -D- Wsn Y ma

With the following relatively minor siplifying aswupticns

a 0 and oa 0

az 0 aa4 a× a

-t,-w euations take on si9le1, more reco)izable for'.

L. - W a•, = 0 (9.1)

Fn D - W siny WV(9.2)

Pk Fr puposea of e.•amining haw to maximize y, true airspeed is held
am stalut. At a onstant true airspeed, dV/dt 0 0. with this restriction,

i9atio3 9.2 bwomes
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Fn- D=Wsin y

which gives a useful expression for y

yW D] (9.3)

or

V siny LY2]

But V sin y is simpy the rate of climb or rate of descent, as Figure 9.2

illustrates.

vh

F MM 9.2. RATE OF CLLM

~(Vn - D)

W" V sin y m.-- V .9.4)
rt W

ihts Mxp.,eSsian clearly sxms that if not thrut is getrthan i~ g, dh/dL

i 1 *01is P)ositive; that is, 'r ) D prx1~ces a clinb. COnve Msely, Fn ~D pradkcea a
descent and dh/dt is negative. Gliding flight is the sciauzdape .Ivn
F - 0. 7his sima expresaicn also allow the careful stbnent to deduce the

9n
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effects of altitude, weight, wind, and velocity on angle of climb performance

and rate of climb performance.

9.2.2 Angle of Clinb Performance

As Equation 9.3 clearly shows, the flight path (or climb) angle y depends

on "specific excess thrust": (Fn - D)/W. As an aircraft with an air breathing

powerplant climbs, the propulsive thrust decreases. Drag remains essentially

constant. Thus, there is an absolute ceiling where Fn = D and y = 0. In

other words, increasing altitude decreases specific excess thrust and the

climb angle.

The effect of increasing weight on angle of climb is also obvious from

Equation 9.3. Increasing weight directly reduces the climb angle because of

the reciprocal relationship.

A steady wind actually has no effect on angle of climb. However, the

prinme reason for optimizing angle of climb (or descent) is to gain obstacle

clearance during either the takeoff or landing phases of flight. The maximun

climb angle must give the most altitude gained for horizontal distance

covered. Winds do affect this horizontal distance and give apparent changes

in y as depicted in Figure 9.3. Not surprisingly, the obvious point is to

always land and takeoff into a headwind if obstacle clearance is a concern.

'Y Ii

HEAD NO TAIL
WIND WIND WIND

FIGURE 9.3. W= E =TON aM6 ANGLE
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Thrust curves show that excess thrust, Fn - D is a function c . airspeed.
Figure 9.4 illustrates this point for the T-38. Watever the type of
propulsion - jet, turboprop, or reciprocating engine--the aircraft must be

flown at the velocity where maximum excess thrust occurs to achieve the

maximum climb angle.
Typically, the net thrust available from a pure turbojet varies little

with airspeed at a given altitude. The JT-85 operated at militaty thrust in
the T-38, as shown in Figure 9.4, illustrates this characteristic well.
Therefore, a jet aircraft, lacking any fonn of thrust augmentation, usually
climbs at the velocity for minimum drag (or minimum thrust required) to
achieve the maxinun angle of climb. This classical result leads to the
sometimes overemphasized notion that y occurs at V/D

max L/max

8
WT 10,000 LOS
ST"ANDARD DAY

7 -CLEAN- -FnMAXC)

1.06

04
0

LIM

100 200 300 400 O0 60
TRUE AIRSPEED (KTS)

MM~W 9.4. T-*38 THKWS1 AND DRAG
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This generalization is based on too many assumptions to be absolutely

accurate. Any variation in thrust available with airspeed obviously affects

the optinmm velocity for maximun climb angle. Careful examination of Figure
9.4 reveals that in the T-38 any true airspeed between 240 and 270 knots

results in approximately the sare specific excess thrust, hence about the same
y. Any large variation in thrusL available with airspeed, as is illustrated
in the maximu afterburner curve for the T-38, clearly destroys the idea that

ymax always occurs at VL/D
maxThe point is that precise determination of maximn angle of climb per-

formance depends on specific excess thrust, which in turn requires knowledge
of both airframe drag characteristics and propulsive systen characteristics.
Tte rule of thimt that a jet aircraft should climb at VL/Dmax for obstacle

clearance can be grossily in error for tuxtofans, turboprops, or any form of
thuust augmentation. Propeller driven aircraft mist account for propeller

efficiencies and has its own peculiar thrust available, curve. But, whether
specific excess thrust is measured directly or calculated fran independent
estimates of thrust, drag, and weight, this parameter determines angle of

clixb performmx*.

9.2.3 Rate of Clirb Perfomance
Referrb-g again to q@uation 9.4, rate of clintb, dh/dt, depends upon

"specific excess power.o The terminology is analogous to specific excess
thrust, which was defined as the difference between net thrust available and
drag (or thrust required). Excess pwr is similarly defined as the
differenm betbeen the pamer available to do work in a unit of tiz and the

work n by drag per unit of time.

SFnV a pawer available

V E "pcwer dissipated by drag (or power repired)

S (F- % D)V FV - I -v

_ _ Ar (9.5)
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Altitude has an effect on rate of climb similar to its effect upon angle
of climb. ?ate of climb at the absolute ceiling goes to zero because Fn = D

and, obviouely. excess power is nil. In military specifications, there are

tvx) other porformance ceilings defined by rate of climb perfonmance. The
.srVioe ceilirg and combat ceiling are respectively the altitudes where 100
ft/min and 500 ft/min rates of climb can be maintained.

Weight affects rate of climb directly and in the same manner as it does

clinb angle. Increasing weight with no change in excess power reduces rate of

WAn affects rate of cliot negligibly unless gradient and direction

changes are large within the air mass.
True airspeed strongly affects rate of climb performance since thrust and

,ra, art functions of velocity then•selves, and further specific excess power
ex.liCitly depends upon true airspeed according to Equation 9.4. Figure 9.5
illustrates the typical power available and pawxr required for a turbojet and
propeller aircraft. The nropelher driven aircraft obtains maximum rate of
climb at d true airapeed close-to the velocity for maxim=m L/D. For jet

aircrafL, maxnumu rate of climb oo.-urs at some higher true airspeed. Figure
9.6 copares the pou-r iequired ane pow-x available (both at military and

maximunm pcwer) for the Tý-38. This chart, brsed on Figure 9.4, supports th.ý
validity of the idelized estimates of Figure 9.5. Whatever the shape of the

actual measured curves, matxnna specific excdss power produces maximun rate of

climb in a ontiarit airsxed clt.

49.
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9.2.4 Tim~e to Climb Dete•iaton
The climb er parameter of =at Interest to the operational pilot

is usually time required to climb to a given altitude. Rates of climb
discawed so far we instantaneous values. At each altitude, there is one

,• ~velocity whtich yields maximu= rate of climb. 2hat vwlue of maxim=, rate of
.•i. climb pertains only to that discrete altitude. Continumm variations in rate
S• ~~o f c lim b s ugg e s t a s u mm a t io n th r ug hint e r i o (se e F ig u r e 9 .7 ) .

2t -, -ar h

F.. 
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dt t dh (9.6)

dt O

Hoever, dh/dt is usually not available as an analytical function of altitude;
hence, Equation 9.6 can rarely be integrated, except with graphical or
numerical techniques.

II

'- ' I4,'

ALTITUDE, h

FIGURE 9.7. TDM TO CMS

9.2.5 Glidipg Perfonnhnc
Glidi flight (Fn - 0) offers a simple application of Squations 9.3 and

9.4. This qpecial cae also 1eds to results that further illuminate the
usefutbmse and ipwortance of the velocity for maxi•nu LID. Attacking the
angle of desoent (negative angle of climb) problem first, the ratio of the
horizontal distance omfered to altitue lost defines Y. As can be seen frum

Figure 9.8,
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L = WCOS Y

D = Wsiny

or II
V .= cat Y (9.7)

HORIZONTAL

W "*Fn-O

FIGUW 9. 8. MFM ACT-r IN A MME

Equation 9.7 expresses the fact that when I I is a nimum, cot I is a

maximum. In other words, when L/D is maximum, the maximum horizontal distance

is achieved for a given altitude loss. The trigonoetric relations sho that
the ratio of horizontal distance travelled to vertical distance (or horizontal

velocity to vertical velocity for a constant true airspeed descent) is equal

jC to LiD. Ue=ce, LID. gives the "best* glide ratio and is frequently called

the glide ratio.
k ,b minimize the rate of descent in a glide, B;Mticn 9.4 is specialized

th 9F -0.

dIW (9.8)
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Once again, dh/dt is a function of "power" dissipated and is not a simple
function of drag. If one asms a parabolic drag polar, it can be shon that

the velocity for minimum rate of descent is about 25% less than the true
airspeed for mininum glide angle. This result (which will be demonstrated in
hoxmwrk and class discussion) means that the pilot who tries to stretch his
glide by minimizing sink rate is actually reducing the horizontal distance
covered (range) for a given loss in altitude.

Two identical sailplanes operating at different gross weights will have
identical glide ratios, since they will have the same L/D ratio. Figure 9.9
illustrates two sets of equilibrium conditions. Note that L2 > L1 to support

SHNORIZON

WI, W

F2MMRE 9.9. E C OF WEIGHT( GLIDm RP2AO

the increased weight. But to obtain (L/D)Max, the pilot holds the same angle
of attack. Thus, to maintain the force equilibrium, he must increase speed to
increase L, to L2 . As the heavier sailplane flies faster, it also generates
More drag. Hence, the heavier aircraft flies faster, arriving sooner and
descening faster, but covers thse distazce. This principle is the
driving influe~ce behind jettisonable water ballast for competition sail-
r~w e a ,hw one of the goals is to cover a given closed course distance in

9.13



9 *.2.6 Polar Diagrams
Polar diagraum are graphical means of stnmiarizing aircraft steady state

~rfozance.Three amzditions are assurmed for any one diagram.

1. Aircraft weight is constant

2. Altitude is constant

3. Throttle setting is constant

A change in any one of these constants calls for a new diagramn to describe the
new steady state. Figure 9.10 is a typical polar diagram for military thrust
in a jet aircraft.

-MAXIMUM RATE
300OFCLIMB

~ ~ BEST ANGLE MAXIMUM
7A- OF CUME 2 LEVEL

O a 5STALL. FLIGHT SPEED

HORIZONTAL
VEO4 TY- 1

'UI /IN1RZA0IN)ML
RaL

VELOCITY VELOCIT

II
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This plot represents all the carbinations of vertical and horizontal

velocities that the airplane can attain in unaccelerated flight at a given

altitude, throttle setting, and weight.

Point 1, for example, represents the maximum attainable level flight

speed with these conditions. Point 2 represents a steady state climb at the

flight path angle (Y2) indicated. A line drawn from the origin to any point

on the diagram represents vectorially the true airspeed for that flight

condition. The angle of climb for any steady state pair of velccity

coaponents is the angle e the true "airspeed vector" and the horizontal

velocity ccamonent (x-axis). Point 3, the maximum value for rate of climb,

obviously provides a lower climb angle than Point 4. The fact that V is

greater than V is driven home, if one notes the magnitudes of the trueYmax
airspeed vectors for Points 3 and 4. It is graphically clear that from a

diagram like this, one can obtain ymax and the VYmax by simply drawing a line

from the origin tangent to the curve. Point 5 depicts the stalling speed.

t This example represents an aircraft that is capable of climbing at military
thrust when it stalls. Point 6 represents the vertical velocity the airplane

could attain if it were diving with y - 960 at military thrust. This speed,
termed the terminal velocity, is often of academic interest only because many

aircraft would break up before it could be attained. This point highlights

the fact that polar diagrams show only aerodynamic (thrust and drag)

information; structural limitations, control Limitations, and other non-
aerodynamic constraints are not usually noted. Finally, the polar diagram can

also have angle of attack annotations. At Point 5, the angle of attack is as;
at Point 4, * is that for L/DmaX; and at Point 6, a is the angle of attack for

zero lift. Hence, a increases as one travels in a counterclockwise direction

around the polar.
Since weight, altitude, and power setting are constant, a family of

curves is necessary to describe the effect of these variables. However, since

each of these variables affects performance in a similar way, qualitatively
S.... any o- of these Changes can be represented by shifting the curve itself up or

down. The par-off polar diagram, Figure 9. 11, shows the differences in
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airspeed for (1) minimu glide angle, (2) mininun rate of descent, and (3)

mininmm speed. The fallacy of trying to "stretch the glide" by flying slower

is graphically portrayed, since y.a occurs at Point 1, where the true

airspeed vector is tangent to the polar.

VX- 
MIL THRUST

vv

VH

' 1 PARTIAL THRUST
2 OR ABSOLUTE

CEILING OR HIGH
GROSS WEIGHT

POWER OFF OR
"OVERWEIGHT

FIGURE 9.11. FAMILY OF POLAR DIGM

In summaiy, polar diagrams are handy for visualizing same of the basic

concepts of steady state climb and descent performance. Important parameters,

likey xm V I Vm rlc' are graphically portrayed. However, because of

the constraints used in their constr•tion and the consequent necessity to

examine families of curves polar diagrams are little used by operators.

Soaring buffs do use them in *' wspeed-to-fly" charts that specify

V-:, optinun transit speeds betieen theiml.l activity. Apart from such uses where
VIA the variables are limited by the nature of the vehicle, polar diagrams are

largely useful only as a teachimq tool.
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9.3 BASIC ENWY STATE CCNCPTS

A more general approach to aircraft perfonrance was fonaulated by

Ratowski in the early 1950's. His analysis is based on "the balance that nust

exist between the potential and kinetic energy exchange of the aircraft, the

energy dissipated against the drag, and the energy derived from the fuel"

(9.2:187). The definitions and explanations which follow are based on and
generally parallel Rutowski's original develcpment, though portions have been

altered to clarify and anplify the concepts.

9.3.1 Asstyptions
There are usually four basic assumptions made for elementary energy state

anilyses:

1. Configuration is fixed

2. weight is constant

S3. Load factor is constant

4. Thrust level is fixed

I1e underlying reason for each of these asatqxions is to reduce the
ccaplexity of the mathematical pr•blem. In fact, as we will see, these
assumptiona allow us to define an erv-gy state with only two Arariables-
altitude and true airspeed. However, we will also see that these assumptions

can be relaxed for specific purposes. Weight and load factor will

specifically be considered as paramters, for example, later on.

In addition to these four basic as ptions, we will be rather cavalier

in this introductory =rse with the intmxtuange between different forms of

energy. As a first order pradmatio, we will assu that airspeed and
altitude can be exchanged instantaneusly with no energy dissipation. Such

processes are, of ourse, idealked ones and oWold exceed angle of attack and

load factor I'm'tations if you att4ptAd srh maseuver. But to add such
xxns&rainto c cates the ener state ation and obcure too mny

cancepts foro purposes.
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9.3.2 Energy Definitions

The total energy of an aircraft is comprised of kinetic energy in the

form of airspeed and potential energy in the form of dltitude.

E = PE + KE

=t + -V2  (9.9)g 2

An aircraft in a clinb is increasing potential energy either by the

expeniture of chemical energy (by the poe•rplant) or by decreasing kinetic

energy (trading airspeed for altitude). Descents are also a change in

potential energy which may or way not be accmwned by a change in kinetic

energy. Constant true airspeed descents, for exanple, involve a decrease in

potential energy (and therefore total energy) due to the work done by drag

forces.

9.3.3 2Speific EnerMy
In analyzing clizr& and aocelerations for aircraft having different

%eights at the samw altitude-aixspeed combinations, energy per pound of

aircraft weight or Osoecific energy* is irere c•nvenient than total e.ergy.

Eqation 9.9 can be rearranged and E. defined as specific energy.

Es E= h + V2 (9.10)

(OcaxioMly, Es it called "e Wgy haightO since it has units of length only.

PhYsically, this tezmihaM suggests that "efrqy height- is the altitude the

aircraft would attain if all its kinetic eergy oumld be converted with no
loss to potential mnjy. Altamtively, if all the altitude were cmverted

to. kinetic enstgy the creczifwtueairqeed is the maximim speed
attainable %ith a give qwci ic enwW level.
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9.3.4 Setcific Excess Power

Perhaps the most ineortant carameter in the energy methodology is

obtained by differentiating Equation 9.10 with resp:ct to time.

dEs dh-V •E s h + . Z7 (9.11)

It is not necessary to asstme dh/dt and dV/dt are zero as was done for steady

state perfornance analysis. However, frcx Equation 9.2

Fn-D-Wsin Y = WdV
n

Dividing through by W/V and transposing

(Fn- D) V V dV
w V sin y + F

But V sin y = dh/dt, therefoie

dE3 (F_• D) V
dE FDW (9.12)

The term on the right side of Equation 9.12 is excess thrust multiplied by

velocity and normalized fcr weight. Since thrust tims velocity is power,

dEs /dt may be defined as specific excess power. We will define a new symbol

for this term, Ps:

PS dE

Ps characterizes the engine-alfrfme caapziility to change energy
levels at a given airspeed, altitude, and power setting.
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9.4 THEORETICAL BASIS FOR ENERGY OITIZATICNS

Having defined terms and introduced the energy approach by reviewing

stezady state perfrzmance considerations, a theoretical foundation for applying
energy techniques must be laid. TIta idea of apalying powerful mathematical
tools like the calculus of variations to aircraft performance was suggested by
Graham (9.2:190) in kIutwski's original paper. Theoreticians are still adding
to our store of mowledge in applying these tools. Test personnel need to be
introduced to the basic variaticnal principles so they can apply energy
concepts to flight test problems and understand how flight test data provide
operational users with information to develop optimized tactical profiles.
However, the flight test team normally does not require a complete working
knowledge of variational techniques. This sectim-t introduces only the most

elementary ideas from the calculus of variations, but these simple notions are
key to appreciating the power of the energy approximation.

9.4.1 Maxima and Ki.iima

The calculus of variations is a branch of mathematics concerned with
determining maxima and minima of expressions involving carefully specified
urknn functions. Said another way, the calculus of variations pr:ovides a
way to mathematically select optimized functions "ar paths) from a set of
functions (functional). Tchniques of the calculus of variations are
analogous to procedures used in the differential calculus to determine maxiim•
and minimu= values of a mction. For examle, if y = y (x) is a continuxusly
differentiable function over the interval (a, b), a necessary cevndition for
the existence of a maximu= at xo (with a < x0 < b) is that dy/dx - 0. A
sufficient condition that y 1- a maxiamm is that d2 y/dX2  0 at x0 as shoun in

Figure 9.12.

3%,;)
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Taking the next step up in cailexity, assume that z = z (x, y) is a
continuous function of two in eent variables throughout a region R. Then,
the necessary conditions that z possess a relative maximin or minirun at an
interior point (x0 , y0 ) are: az/ax = 0 and az/ay = 0 siuultaneously at
(x0 , yO). Said another way,

dz , dx + - dy o 0ax By

at (x0 , y0 ), for arbitrary values of dx and dy, is a necessary condition for a

relative maxinm or mininm. It can be shown that the sufficient conditions
for a relative maximun at (x0 , y0 ) (9.3:193) are:

=2 < 3x2  a > 0

further, z (x0 ' y0) is a relative miniun only if

a z 2z a z /a (2) 0
S0 and 02
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Conditions for relative maxima or minima can also be shown for functions

of n variables.
Simply maximizing a function, however, does not satisfy the demands of

any physical problems. Generally, the interest lies in selecting a function
of several dependent variables fran a set of possible functions. Said another
way, in most physical problems like the aircraft performance optimization
problem, one must select an optimized path fram a set of several varied paths.
This set of possible solutions or paths is called a functional. Selecting the
optimal path (or paths) from a functional requires a mathematical tool like
the calculus of variations.

9.4.2 Basic Problems of the Calculus of Variations
The basic ooncern of the calculus of variations is to determine a

function such that a certain definite integral involving that function and
certain of its derivatives takes on a maxinum or minimu= value. If x is the
independent variable, y = y (x), and F = F (x, y, dy/dx), the task is one of
finding an extrem value (maximum or mininun) for the integral I

2

I F (x, y, y) dx (9.13)

fX

It can be shown thatI d 3F8F- 0F ( 9 . 1 4 )
ays T

The cammn form of the Euler equation expresses the necessary condition for
y(x) to maximize or minimize the integral given by Equation 9.13.

This elementary development of the simplest case of the variational

calculus (single independent variable, one dependent variable, and the fiLst
derivative of the dependent variable) can be generalized to n dependent
variables and one indqpendent variable. The necessary caftitior-s that

i.:•:: i9.22
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x2

I~ F dx,

I I I V

uhere F = F(x; Y,' Y2,' Y3  "" Yn; Yl' Y2' Y3 1 "" Yn1'

have an extreme value are that

d aF a F = 0 for r = 1, 2, 3, :.., n (9.15)
ayrayr.

9.4.3 Application of the Euler Eq.uations

The mathematical results of the previous paragraph can be applied to the
specific energy relationship of Equation 9.11. The corresponding variables,
functions, and functional are shown in Table 9.1.

Table 9.1

MATHEMATICAL CCPIESPONDENCE

Equation 9.15 Equation 9.11

F p5 (i.e. t

x t

•Yl h

Ik 
Y2V

yl ii

'Y2
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Note that time is now the independent variable. Substituting into Equation

9.15 gives:

Tt 3h - -3V

(F -)

t,Ps = V = PS (h, V)

since F n =F (h, V) and D = D (h, V)

which implies -- = 0 and -- = 0

Thus, the necessary conditions for existence of extreme values of
specific energy over any path between t1 and t 2 are:

aP-

(9.16)aP s
I -9h- = 0

Shis brief excursion into mathematics provides the theoretical underpinning
for practical means of maximizing the rate of transfer between specific energy
levels. Remmembr that this mathematical technique applies to any integrand
for an integral to be optimized that can be written Li the form of Equation

9.13.

..-

9.5 GRAPHICAL TOOLS FOR ENEIG APPFOLIMAION

Solutions to even the basic calculus of variations problem outlined in
the preceding paragraph are best left to optimal control specialists. HOw-
ever, a number of simple graphical approximations and tools provide useful
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infonmation to designers and operational tacticians. Since the most reliable
raw data to construct these graphical tools caon fran flight tesý-s, it is
imperative that the test pilot and test engineer have a working knowledge of
them.

9.5.1 Specific Energy Overlay
Having specified h and V as dependent variables, it is custaoary to

utilize standard linearly scaled rectangular coordinates to depict energy
states in term of these two variables. However, since the energy
approximation requires consideration of events that take place at levels of

constant energy, a constant Es grid is cammly overlaid on the h, V axes.

Figure 9.13 shows such an overlay.

30

20'

LD

TRUE AIRSPEED, V, KNOTS

FIGRE 9.13. SPCIC Eta= OVELAY
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As Equation 9.10 suggests, these lines of constant Es are parabolic

segments, with the altitude intercept (Point A) representing a body having

only potential energy (V = 0). Point B, on the other hand, represents a body

having only kinetic energy (h = 0).
one of the limitations (or perhaps fallacies) of the energy approach is

also apparent fram Figure 9.13. Note that time (the independent variable)
does not appear on the specific energy grid. In his original formulation,

Rutowski assumed that an exchange of potential energy for kinetic along a
constant energy path could be made instantaneously. Anyone who has ever tried
to trade airspeed for altitude recognizes this apprcximation as rather crude;
such maneuvers quickly exceed the assumptions of small a and negligible normal
acceleration. Much of the work done to build on Rutowski's concept has been
aimed at optimal solutions relaxing this impracticality (9.4:93 and 9.5:315).
This simplification mans that an aircraft could ideally zoom or dive betwen
points C and D or any other points along a constant E. contour in zero time.

Si %% % 4
404

\ 
\k

1.0 2.0 40 so

MANV 2 (1,00OOPT)

"F•JWE 9.14. =WITVE SPECIFIC aMW OVERAYS
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In addition to the basic representation of E. on h, V diagrams, there are
several alternative ways to display the same information. Two such
alternatives are shown in Figure 9.14. The h, M plot is a comon substitution
of dependent variables (M for V) for supersonic aircraft in operationally
oriented literature. Notice the "knee" in the B grid lines when they are
plotted on the h, M axes. It will be left as an exercise for the reader to
show why this discontinmity in slope arises.

Sometimes, plotting specific potential energy versus specific kinetic
energy (V2/2g) is useful in graphically obtaining the points of tangency ( a
procedure to be elaborated upon later). The form of the overlay should be
suited to the user's purpose; in any case, the information is essentially the
same. These overlays of comstant Es allow one to choose paths of constant Es
or paths of know change in E.

9.5.2 Specific Excess Power Plots
The specific excess power plot is the basic graphical tool used to

display total perfortmance capability of an aircraft with the energy approach.
Values of Ps are determined for the entire envelope, and then points of equal

P5 are connected to form the contours of constant P5 as shown in Figure 9.15.
Ways to determine these values for P5 from flight test will be discussed later
in this chapter.

The P5 - 0 contour has special significance. For points outside this
ia

dividing line, the aircraft has negative specific excess power. Frm Equation

9.4,

""--) v = Vsin Y + xdv

dh V dV

ThUs, Zuation 9.11, which defined P., becomes:

(Fn - D) Pa Prr (9.17)
PS W W
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iwhere Pa = power available

Pr = power reuired

Hence, the Ps = 0 contour represents the locus of states for which Fn = D,

since the difference of these two variables is the only term in Equation 9.17

that can force Ps to 0 with the aircraft in flight. At any point along the

Ps = 0 contour, the aircraft has no capability to increase its specific

energy, so long as throttle setting, load factor, weight, or configuration do

not change. It will, therefore, stabilize in steady state level flight on a

PS = 0 contour (state A in Figure 9.15, for example). Values of Ps inside

this contour are positive, and if the aircraft were at state B, it could

either climb, accelerate, or both at the same energy state. This aircraft

could, for example, climb to an altitude of about 47,000 feet while reducing
its kinetic energy to give M = 0.8. In fact, the pilot could zoom all the way

to state C (if he did not stall) with the same energy level. However, he

would have a negative P. at C and could not stabilize there. Point D also

represents the subsonic maximum h stabilized point. If there is a slight

reduction in speed and the pilot increases angle of attack in an attempt to

maintain altitude, the aircraft will lose specific energy and stabilize at

some lower altitude point on the Ps - 0 curve. This portion of the PS = 0

Scure is akin to the classical "back side" of the power curve. This process

can occur repetitively until the aircraft reaches stall speed (point E in
Figure 9.15). Of course, this chain of events can be broken if the pilot

j !reduces angle of attack (and thus, drag) and exchanges potential energy for

kinetic energy. In other words, P s contours, and the Ps - 0 contour in

paurticular, are direct measures of an aircraft's capacity for climb,

acceleration, and stabilized flight.

92
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COMBAT WEIGHT- 18037 POUNDS
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FIGURE 9.15. F-104g ig SPECIFIC XCEOSS POWER

It must be eqphasized that each Ps contour plot is valid for only one
configuration, one load factor, one weight, and cne power setting. They are
also valid for one set of atmospheric conditions, usually standard day.
Increasing drag, increasing load factor, or reducing thrust all have the

effect of shrinking the P - 0 contour as shown in Figure 9.16. Notice that
this shrinking is not a proportional shrinkage; the Ps - 0 contours also

change shape (distort) as these factors change.
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FIGURE 9.16. EFFI OF INCREASING DRAG, INCREASING = FAC"IOR, OR REDWING
THRUST

To round out this introduction to PS plots, note that the maximum energy

level attainable is about 123,000 feet, state F in Figure 9.15.

Theoretically, this point is the state frm which an. ideal zoom to maximun

altitude or an ideal dive to maximn mpeed should begin. However, the
aircraft simply cannot reach the energy level represented by point G in Figure

9.15. But there are other factors which may further constrain aircraft

performance. The Ps - 0 contour recognizes no aircraft limitations --

aerodynamic, structural, or controllability; it considers only what the

engine/airframe combination is capable of producing in terms of potential and

kinetic energy. Figure 9.17 illustrates how dynamic pressure loads, inlet

taqerature limits, fuel control perfonmnce, external store considerations,

loss of control, and other factors can modify the usable Ps envelope.
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9.6 TIME C'PTIMAL CIMS

9.6.1 Grahical AhML~ximations to Rutowski Corditions

Having now laid the theoretical groundwork (which is too caTnlex,, as

usual) and developed the graphical tools (that are usable), one can nw marry
the two to obtain optimized perfiumance. Mitawski proposed a very easy to use
graphical means of obtaining climb schedules frum PS plots (9.2:190,191). .e
reasoned that one obtains maxiimm unaocelerated rate of climb under the
mathematical onditions expressed by EqIution 9.16.

Perhaps w can illustrate the method starting with subsonic aircraft and

its Ps contours as shown in Figure 9.18, using two different types of Es grid
overlays. Ho~lding altitude COxStzAnt, we graohically satisfy the partial
differential equati on

S - 0
Sh, constant

49.31
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by picking the true airspeed where the Ps contour is tangent to a lire of
corstant altitude; that is, the peak of the Ps contour. This peak is labeled
A in Figure 9.18. The climb schedule associated with such points for each P

s
contour plotted is usually termed the maximmu rate of climb schedule. The
term is not ubolly descriptive since, though the schedule minimizes the time
to reach a given altitude, it is not necessarily unique.

9.6.2 Minimum Time to Lerm lvel Profiles

In a similar wvin, Rutcoki suggested that Bquation 9.16 could be
satisfied graphically by choosing a point where the P s contours were tangent
to lines of constant Es. The climb schedule generated along this so-called
Rtowski path represents minimum time to achieve a given energy state. This
profile is labeled "optimum energy" in Figure 9.18.

To help locate these points of tangency, it is sometimes useful to plot
Ps contours as a function of specific potential energy (h) and specific
kinetic energy (V2/2g). Depending on the shape of the redefined Ps contours,
the points of tangency tray be easier to choose with these straight line S
CtUtors. Of course, it is then necessary to caipute the c•imb schedule

(obtaining V form V2 /2q), rather than reading it dirwtly.
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9.6.3 Subsonic to Supersonic Transitions

No matter what kind of plot is used, Rutowski suggested climbing along

the optimum energy path to C, which would put the aircraft at a specific

S~energy level equal to that at A. However, the aircraft's potential energy

"• ~would be lower with kinetic energy making up the difference. Up~on reaching C

S~(in less tirri than that required to follow the maximum rate of o:linb path to

•- A), Rutowski a~sumed the aircraft would transition in zero time with no loss

:= 'V

-1•Im in energy along an ideal zoom to A. It becomes inmediately obvious why these

-----. •mtransitions are of vich interest to Rutowski's successors in performance

optimization; the potential gains predicted by the energy approximation can be

completely negated by the real process of exczhanging kinetic and potential

energies. in fact, for susnc aircraft, the difference in. the two c linb

paths is usually within measrmn t error Zor flight test p•:r-=ss.

However, for a supersonic aircraft, the energy apprxbation becoms .much

Smore meaningful. Figure 9.19 illustrates a typical climb schedule for a
!::-i• •supersonic aircraft. The path essentially consists of four segments to reach

•,: •'•"•energy state E in minimum time. Seg~nt AB represents a constant altitude

S i , 9 .33
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acceleration from V = 0 to climb speed at state B. The subsonic climb segment

follows a path similar to the one illustrated in Figure 9.18 approximately to

the tropopause (state C). As a rmle of thumb, this subsonic climb is usually
a nearly constant Mach schedule. An ideal pushover or dive is then carried
out at constant Es from C to D. Finally, the supersonic clinb segment fran
state D to E is normally very close to a constant calibrated airspeed climb.
Notice that this path is an idealized Rutowski path except for the takeoff and
acceleration to clib speed and the ideal (zero time) dive between states C
and D. Segments BC and DE fit KRutewski's conditions by passing through points
on Ps conturts that are tangent to lines of constant Es.

OPTIMUM

•NN

ENERGY

C3URE91. Z LIBPT

CONSTANT 'Ký

MACH

~'Fl= 9.19. SAUPMCIC CLDIB PAM

Of course, there is a question of when and hmw to transition fram the
subsonic segment to the supersonic segment. The P. contours near M = I are
poorly defined, and there is not oxumilete agreement on when to start the
FpKUhver. Hwst analysts suggest flying toward the most expeditious path

toward the highest P s contour available without decreasing Es. Such an

SSSimplies that one should climb nay until int eptg an 3s
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S
level tangent to two Ps contours of equal value - one in a subsonic region

and the other in the supersonic region. Path CD in Figure 0.19 illustrates a

typical transition following this reasoning. However, Figure 9.20 (9.6:17)

illustrates rather well how difficult the choice of transition paths becames

when Ps contours becmne irregular in the transonic region. The ideal climb

path for the F-104G resulted in a tin- to 35,000 feet and M = 2.0 of about 194

seconds. This time ccmpares to a tire of 251 seconds for a subsonic climb at

maximin rate to 35,000 feet followed by a level acceleration to M = 2.0 at

constant altitude (9.6:18), a gain of 23% in time to intercept.

However, before the rosy glow gets too bright, how about the story with

real transitions as opposed to ideal zoams and dives? Figure 9.20 shows a

more realistic cl3irb path with the "corners rounded off"--meatting that abrupt

discmitinuitie-s in angle of attack and attitude were avoided in the actual

climb. For one supersonic airplane, the ideal minimum time path to h = 65,000

feet and M = 1 took 277 seconds with zero time for dives and zoatm. Using a

more complete mathematical model, Bryson and Desai estimated 40 seconds for

the dive and 60 seconds for the zoom for a total time of 377 seconds to the

desired energy state. However, by treating V, h, y, and W as variables and

controlling them with angle of attack, the same aircraft was estimated to

require 332 seconds to reach h 65,000 feet and M = 1 (9.1:483).
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FIGUPE 9.20. F-104G MINIM"M TIME TO EEGY LEVEL CLIMB PATH

9.7 FUEL CPTIMAL CLIfS

The energy apprccimation can be used to treat a number of performance

optimizations other than minilnm time to climb. For example, if it is desired

to expend minimum fuel to achieve a given energy level, the mathermtical

formulation of this optimization proposed ky RMtcwski (9.2:192) is identical

to the minki=u time problem with appropriate variable changes. The objective

is to increase total mechanical energy while conserving internal energy (fuel)

for future use.

9.7.1 Fuel Efficiency
To achieve the stated goal ("expend minimu= fuel to achieve a given

energy level), we must define a measure of fuel efficiency that can be
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Squantified. These words suggest looking at how much total energy i.s added to
our mechanical system (the aircraft) per pound of fuel burned. In symbols,

our measure of merit is

AEs/Awf

where AWf is the weight of fuel burned. In the limit

lim AE s AEs/At dEs/dt Ps
At +0O w - = __ IN F ___dt

Usually, fuel flow rate can be treated as a function of h and v, just as
thrust and drag were in Equation 9.17. The integral to be maximized in this

case is

W2 dE
Es =s-- dw

E S,

W1

Since dE = Ps dt

and
dW =-f dt

dE P

Wf

the integral to be maximized can be written as

W2

dP s
Es dW (9.20)wf

af WW f

.1 3
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9

Clearly, Equation 9.18 is of the same form as Equation 9.13, and if PS =Ps

(h, V) and f- (h, V) the Euler equations are:

a~s/f-

ah 0

r aps/*f

= 0av S- V

As before, both these partial derivatives are evaluated at constant Es in the

graphical approach to minimizing fuel used to reach higher energy levels.

These conditions are satisfied at those points in the H-V plane where the Es

lines are tangent to the l-g P /*f contours, as shown in Figure 9.21. This
s f

path is the locus of points where the maxinun energy per pound of fuel burned

is instantaneously attained at a given specific energy level. These kinds of

paths, while mathematically and qualitatively similar to mininmn time paths,

consistently lie above the mininui time paths on an h-V diagram--as will be

illustrated shortly.

~P

•+, MACH

SFIGURE 9.21. MfINIM FUEL TO EERY LEVEL CLIMF PCLIMB
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9.7.2 Maneuver Energy
Ss/Wf contours are a measure of efficiency since they depict tle specific

energy gained per pcund of fuel expended. However, it is more caman to use
maneuver energy (formerly called energy maneuverability efficiency) which is
defined as the amount of energy gained for the internal enei.gy expended.

Maneuver energy, then, can be expressed as

a~ a.s

where P*s is the average Ps over the fuel weight interval nd wf is tne fuel
available. Notice that wf will vary with mission profi.le and required fuela

reserve, as well as the fuel required to reach a give2n energy state. Hence,
we can define Wf arbitrarily, making the maneuver energy plot independent of

f a
the path taken to reach a given energy state, or we can base Wfa upon the fuel

consuniz in reaching a given energy state. In the latter case, the Em plot is
dependent on the path used to reach the energy le,el.

9.7.3 Path Independent Maneuver Ekery Dirm•__

A path it maneuver energy diagram is one in which all
owputations of P5 are based on a constant fuel weight, usually 50% of total

fuel weight. For this case

Ps

and P5 is not tied to weigh interval, but is simply taken from a constant
weight energy rate diagram. Suh a diagram Is path independent because the
amout of fuel available it each eergy state is not affected by the path
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taken to arrive at the state. Figure 9.22 illustrates such a path independent

maneuver energy plot.

CONSTA!NT
Es Em 0 FT

S• • 10,000 %.

:: 20,000
100 FTOOFT

FUEL 30,000 FT %
PATH

TRUE AIRSPEED, V

FIGURE 9.22. PAT INDE NDSC'W•mwVER E PLOT

9.7.4 Path Dependent Maneuver Eergy Diagram

The second type of maneuver energy diagram looks very much like the path

independent plot. The difference between the two lies in reccoputation of
fuel weight for each interval of time. For the second class of diagrams, it

is assumed that a minimum fuel path has been flown fram sane reference energy
level to the energy state under consideration. This assumption leaves the
diagram heavily dependent on the path previously flown to reach each energy
state. The function (P*/4f)wf varies with the path in two ways. First,

a a
available fuel weight wf is obtained by subtracting required fuel reserves and

fa
the fuel used in reaching the present energy state along a & i fuel path

fran total usable fuel. Second, P* is the average P,* value over a given,
usually small, aircraft weight increment. Constructing such a path dependent
maneuver energy diagram is n=re complex thanl constructing a path iWepenent
one. Further, as we shall eup*asize later, one of the main values of such
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diagrams is comparison between two aircraft. More often than not,

constructing the path dependent maneuver energy diagram is not worth the extra

effort.

9.7.5 Maneuver Eergy and Persistency

From a tactical viewpoint, maneuver energy levels and Ps provide a

measure of the time available to engage the enemy. Observe that

wf
At Z= fa

f

can be used to corpare caiPeting designs in tenrms of ccabat time available.

Clearly, if the maneuver energy level is known and Ps is known at any altitude

and velocity, we have a measure of persistency of the design, that is, how

long it can fight under the prescribed conditions.
S(

9.7.6 CMrison of Fuel 9ptimal and Time optimal Paths

Figures 9.21 and 9.22 illustrate paths similar in appearance to the time

optimal paths of Figures 9.19 and 9.20. How do they copare for the same

airplane? Figure 9.23 (9.7:118, 124) answers this question specifically for a

clean F-105D at maximum powr and is representative of the general case.

Typically, as these data show, the fuel optimal path lies above but roughly

parallels the time optimal path. Note that to reach the desired state

(h - 45,000 feet and M - 1.85) requires an ideal climb, an ideal dive, and an

ideal zoom in the time optimal case. Hence, for this example at least, the

fuel optimal path is closer to achievable reality than the time optimal path.
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9.8 MANEUVEABILITY

Though we have defined and discussed maneuver energy, maneuverability in

the sense of three-dimensional trajectories has not been discussed.
(Remember, maneuver energy is a measure of efficiency-fuel efficiency to be
precise.) Now we need to re-examine the optimization problem with a view to
extending the prolem to include turning maneuvers. Indeed, several authors
have used names like "extended energy managment" (9.5:314) or "energy turns"
(9.8:575). %bat w must do first is describe turning maneuvers and

acknowledge at least two different types of maneuverability-both of which are
related to turning maneuvers.

a .9.8.1 Instantaneous Maneuverability

The rate and radius of turn can be instantaneously expressed as
94
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R - , •(9.19)
gnr

S= r (9.20)
-V

where

R = radius of turn

V = true airspeed

nr radial load factor

= rate of turn

The most cmmon way to present such instantaneous data to the pilot is a V-n
( diagram illustrated in Figure 9.24. Notice that altitude strongly affects the

V-n envelope.
The purpose of such a diagram is to provide a pilot with useful

information on the maxim=m instantaneous turning capability of the aircraft.
Corner velocity is defined as the indicated airspeed at which design
structural limits and aerodynamic limits coincide. Mn considering only
instantaneous turning capabilities, minim= radius and maximum rate of turn
occur at the aircraft's corner velocity. Corner velocity is located on the
V-n Diagram at the point of intersection of the horizontal structural limit
(upper line) and the aerodynamic buffet or stall line (curved line on the

upper left). Of course, the V-n Diagram also shows other limits, like the
maxim=n true airspeed or Mach limit depicted by the right hand vertical line.
Overall, the V-n Diagram provides maxinum available instantaneous turning
performance in terms of available load factor. But it has a very serious
limitation: V-n Diagrams give no infonmation at all with regard to loss of
energy during turning maneuvers. This limitation leads us to the need for
information on sustained maneuverability.
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FIGURE 9.24. T--38 V-n DI~oRAM

9.8 2 SustaLned MaeuverabiW!ty

Asnoted in th previous p~arjagr, maneuverabliJty• i• related to chane
in heading (turning). H•ve, ma•u'ewbi•lty is not chracterized solely by
the capacity to make directional changes. A maneuvering aircraft must also
remain within its maxinodin airspeed and altitts~e limits; that is, maneuvering
must be conducted within maxilnu enrg levels attainable and mininim energy
levels usually associated with controllability limits. ?•eoe, in an
air-to-air battle, a maneuverability advantage belongs to the pilot who can
attack and oc mterattac while retaining a elative energy advantage. Hence,
the rate of change of energy, Ps'5 becies a key player in sustaining the
capacity to maneuver. Tob gain enrg uore rapidly than an adversary and thus

,,.•, gain offensive maneuvering advantage, a combatant ua/st first have an aircraft ..
• capable of achieving a higher positive Ps and then must follow a profile of

S icapacity to lose enrg faster than his attacicer, he may choose to temporarily
.*, use• thi cabiliv to •,c his c•oet tO Ovea1xo~t, Th essential point)

Sfor this discussion is that sustane maneuverability suggests there is a
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tradeoff between P. and turn performance in the air-to-air chess game. To

understand this interchange better, we must first understand how load factor
(a convenient measure of turning performance) affects Ps contours.

9.8.3 Effect of Load Factor on Ps Contours
So far, all energy rate diagrams have been presented as 1-g contours.

Changing the load factor obviously changes drag and the excess thrust term in
44" .This change is by no means a linea' change with increasing load factors;
after all, induced drag is certainly not linear with load factor. Hence, P

contours invariably shrinrk with increasing positive load factor, which

suggests that maxinan Ps versus load factor for most aircraft occurs near zero
load factor (minimum induced drag). Figure 9.25 graphically portrays the

changes in the Ps = 0 envelope for the F-5E as load factor increases. Notice

that the 3-g and 5-g envelopes characteristically shrink and distort in

camwaison to the 1-g Ps = 0 envelope. As expected, applying load factor is a
very expedient way to decrease energy rapidly. Though the contours are not

( shown in Figure 9.25, an energy decay of over 2,000 ft/sec is achievable at

42,000 feet and M - 1.2 in the F-SE. Clearly, this energy state is well

within the F-SE's l-g Ps M 0 envelope.
As Zzations 9.19 and 9.20 explicitly show, both turn rate and turn

radius are related to radial acceleration. Thus, radial accele.ation can be
taken as the measure of merit for turing perfon•nace. kor the !iacticing

tactician, who really sees aircraft load factor on the g-ueter, this measure

of maneuverability also depends on orientation with respect to the earth's

gravitational pul as shown in Figure 9.26. In other words, the acceleration

of gravity can be used to "tighten up" (decrease the iistantareous radius and
increase the rate of a turn) by maneuvering in the vertical plane. Needless
to say, this vertical maneuvering advantage is very useiul. fkvomver, for our
theoretical pzrposes, this illustration serves only to Wxw that our equations

deal wvth radial anoeleratiou, rot actual uAlerwater readings.
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FIGJW 9.25. MT= OF LOAD E•.• ON Ps OXUVRS

it• o turn rate, turn radius, and radial aoceleratia are very i iortmnt

* p.rw~ters, alon with Pe, in cmparing relative perfoznwime of mwvearinu

aircraft. Such ccaparias~O , derived ftm the eney ,prcecmation, are of
"".eme interea t to designers, operalxs, and test personnel.
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9.9 COMPARISON TEaiIQUES AND TOOLS

There are many ways to compare competing aircraft with tools based on the

energy approximation. In this section, we will consider only a few of them.

The central puirpose is to expose the prospective twt pilot and test engineer

to enough formats and different kinds of plots qo that he or she will be

prepared to critically analyze any set of data, no matter what the

presentation look, like.

9.9.1 Ps Overlays

Perhaps the simplest comparison tool is the specific excess power overlay

chart. Ps envelopes for two or more aircraft can sinply be plotted an the

9.47
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same chart as suggested in Figure 9.27. Aircraft A in this case is clearly
superior to Aircraft B throughout the Ps = 0 envelope. For every energy
state, A enjoys a positive Ps greater than does B. Such a chart as this can
very graphically portray areas of superiority and inferiority for any pair of

aircraft. But sinple overlays can became very confusing if the tno aircraft
do not have quite similar Ps = 0 envelopes. Extrapolation is necessary to
quantify the difference in Ps at any energy state.

---- 5JACPrT "" - -

a4' "

TRUE AIRSPEED, V

FGR 9.27. TYPICAL P (W•EMAY

9.9.2 Differential P s Ch ,;
The next logical step if one is corparing two aircraft is to form the

difference

.1ps-Ps A" P 1B
= PSA

at every point in the envelope (or even outside the envelope). Fiqure 9.28 is
a sketch of how this difference functicn might look if plotted in the h-V
space. Such charts clearly identify those areas where one aircraft can
sustain an energy state while the other caanot-the so called "exclusive"
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regions. Exclusive, in this context, means that Ps for the opponent is

negative. In Figure 9.28, for example, Aircraft B wuld lose energy if

operated in the shaded region. It is in this sense that Aircraft A owns this

energy space, for A can either gain or sustain energy here.

AIRCRAFT "A"
EXCLUSIVE

< ~&PS"- 50 /

TRUE AIRSPEED, V

FIGU=E 9.28. DIPFFRMIAL Ps C UIMM

Differential Ps contours also quantify areas inside the Ps 0 O envelope

where the relative energy rates still favor A, but in this carparison plot,

the superiority of A is quantified. Quantifying the relative superiority

produces a very graphic depiction of viere in the energy space Aircraft A

should atteit to engage Aircraft B.
Figure 9.29 shows a more likely set of 0Ps ccntours; that is, there are

areas where both aircraft have exclusive regions. Aircraft B, in this case,

c•n gain or sustain P. in the horizontally crosshatched areas. Much of the

region where Aircraft B is exclusive Lies at higher energy levels than
Aircraft A is capable of reachding. In these areas, Aircraft A is incapable of

even t'ansient oparations. In other areas of the B-exclusive region, Aircraft

A could transiently operate at negative Ps, but could not sustain the flight

Ccorditiws. in the B-eoclusive region, APs contours are not shoun for reasons

of clarity, but if they were, all values would be negative.
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S1 B-EXCLUSIVE

TRUE AIRSPEED, V

FIGURE 9.29. TYPICAL OERLA O PS CCTCR

9.9.3 ps Versus Turn Rate.,

There is little standardization in presentation of energy data in the Air
Force, and much less so between aerospace contractors. Hence, in the next
three paragraphs, we will examine three other ways of looking at this kind of
information. It is all based on the principles previously presented, but as
test pilots and test engineers, you will be expected to analyze data from any
source, whatever the fbniat, and compare the results to specifications or
competing designs.

One such data format is the P. versus turn rate chart illustrated in
Figura 9.30. Such a chart relates energy data from several energy rate
diagrams for various radial accelerations through Equation 9.20. In this
sense, the chart is a croes plot of these Ps diagrams for a given altitude and
airspeed. The maximum turn rate that can be sustainwd by the aircraft is
easily obtained by noting the point where Ps - 0. Of course, Equation 9.20
wuld also give the waxiun radial acceleration (load factor for a level turn)
that can be sustained without losing energy. Figure 9.30 also shows that the
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maximun instantaneous turn occurs at maximum lift or where maximum radial
acceleration (V = constant) occurs. Finally, of course, the turn rate starts
to decrease as angle of attack is increased beyond that for maximum lift.
Indeed, for some aircraft, maximum lift and maxinum angle of attack occur very

close together.

h AND V CONSTANT

+ := + / SUSTAINED

'U MAX INSTANT ,., F

'U UPT

: • POMIN

FIGURE 9.30. P VERSUS TIUM RATE
t5

Clearly, we can use these kinds of plots to compare aircraft, as
suggested by Figure 9.31. Each of the increments in performance on these

* plots represents tactical usage. The difference in 1 g P5 represents a
difference in climb or acceleration capability. It could, for example, be

¶ used to separate from an adversary. The difference in sustained turn rate
capability suggests that one of the aircraft could maneuver to obtain a gun
firing position. The instantaneous turn rate difference indicates an ability
to force an overshoot as a defensive maneuver. A measure of ability to slow
down rapidly is AP , a capacity that can also he used to defensive advant-

smixi
age. Clearly, then, such charts are useful in developing new designs as well
as indicating tactical options for operating against potential adversaries.

SC
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W +

U TURN RATE, w

O--Oj-- • • ' A INSTANTW
CL FU.

CA AP$MIN

FIGURE 9.31. COMPARISON CIF tRNING PEMRFOMNCE - SPECIFIED ALTITJDE AND
AIRSPEED

As noted on Figure 9.30, the sixrple charts depicting Ps versus turn rate are

good for only one altitude and one airspeed. obviously, a large number of

them would be required to define the complete performance envelope of an

aircraft. Figure 9.32 (9.9:5) is an attempt to consolidate several such

Ps w charts. Note that it still shows only one Mach.

"9.5)
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load factor. Conversely, if Ps is negative, the aircraft must either descend,
lose Mach, reduce the load factor, or accept sane combination of these energy
losing possibilitie.

For example, if the aircraft of Figure 9.33 has established 0.8 Mach
at 15,000 feet, itcan sustain 6 g in a level turn. Enter with M = 0.8,
proceed vertically to 6-g contour and read Ps ; 0 by moving horizontally left
fron point 1. If the pilot relaxes to 3 g, he then has ths option of
initially climbing at 840 ft/sec (point 2) or increasing Mach, all at 3-g.

• 15.4 . .* 1.0 1.2 1.4 1 .6

FIGURsE 9.33. P8s vs MP0 AT SICW G LOADS, sPIFIWu •LTIuD )
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S The diagonal reference lines on Figure 9.33 also provide useful

information to the tactical planner. They provide a reference indicating the

rate at which the aircraft gains or loses airspeed and suggest a way to

estimate the time needed to change airspeed by a given amount for a specified

load factor. Notice-that acceleration along the flight path can be defined in

g by

aFP

But since acceleration along the flight path is also given by Newton's Second

Law, F = ma:

F FN-D K- =

F -DnFP n

Recalling that

(Fn - D)V

Ps

S• -(9.21)

From this expression, it is a relatively simple matter to obtain the initial
rate of acceleration along the flight path for any Match and load factor at the
specified altitude. For example, to accelerate from 0.4 to 0.6 M while in a

2-g level turn, the initial flight path acceleration (point 3) would be about
0.90-g and the final acceleration woXd be about 1.18-g (point 4). These
flight path accelerations can be obtained graphically as shown by constructing
a straight line through P. - 0 amd points in question (3 and 4). Extending

C •these lines to points 5 and 6 and recalling that at 15,000 feet,
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M = 1, V = 1058 ft/sec in lieu of figuring TS in ft/sec (at points 4 and 6),

the initial flight path acceleration is

= 950 = 0.90
1058

with 950 ft/sec the Ps at point 5. Similarly from point 6, the final flight

path acceleration is

1250 = 1.18
F -F 1058

Since aFp = AV/At if the time interval is small, we can crudely estimate that

the average acceleration is

n nFP 0.90 + 1.18 1.04 = avg
avg 2 .2 g 0

or

aFP avg 1.04 x 32.2 = 33.5 ft/sec2

So

At = AV
a FP v

At - (0.6 - 0.4) (1058) 632 secS33.5 =63 e

Clearly, this approximation improves as the increment of time decreases, and

as the averaging process becomes more accurate, the procedure becomes a

menurical integration that is relatively simple for coauters of today.

-, This simple illustration indicates the power of the energy approximation

to provide useful tools to designer and tactician alike. The test team must

be clearly aware of such uses and strive for accuracy in collection, -
reduction, and presentation of such data.
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9.9.5 Rate-Radius Diagrams
Another camion method of depicting turning perfonmance is to plot rate of

tw i versus radius of turn for a level turn at a given altitude. Figure 9.34
illustrates such a plot. In the siiple rate-radius diagram, only one overlay

is shown, that is, P5 contours for the aircraft in question. Recalling the
parameters used to calculate w and R fram •cuations 9.19 and 9.20, it would
have been quite a simple matter to overlay additional information on the

chart. For example, calibrated airspeed and load factor are often plotted on
rate-radius diagrams. Obviously, one could also overlay different aircraft

rate-radius diagrams for caoparison purposes.

•% ' MAX POWER
15,000 FT

20 - I

u"STRUCTURAL

2,0004,000 6,000

TURN RADIUS, R, FT

• ~FIGURE 9.34. RATE OF MM VS RADIUS OF T •W

S • ~Figures 9.35, 9.36, and 9.37 (9.9.-4,5) represent a slight variation on --

i• the rate-radius chart, but present essentially the same information. This"

99.57
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series of diagrams eqhab.-es the fact that each set of data is goodl only for

one altitude and only level turns are depicted. This particular format show's

all the information that is on the rate-radius chart plus load factor

(including both maxiimum and sustained g), Mach, corner velocity, and

structural Limits. About the only thing missing fran this chart are values of

p S.

28

..................

24 ~ :2. . .:;... a~gMN.f. .

mANA .

20*I~t3

'%W 444R

4

o 0.2 OA 0.6 061 1.0 1.12 1.4 1.6 1.8

FIGM1 9.35. F-SE WMha P EO!-aýý - 5, 000 EM~
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9.10 PROFILE PIMIZATICO

Application of energy analysis to butber/cargo and airline application

follows the same basic principles, but is usually more concerned with cost
functionals having to do with range, endurance, and operating constraints (Air

Traffic Control restrictions or local fuel costs, for example) than with Ps or
parameters derived from P s iderations. Of course, fighter operators have

the same concerns when faced with ferry flights, combat air patrol, or similar

missions. Usually, it is best to break up the profiles into clinb, cruise,

and descent segments. Thus, the optimization beozes a caiposite problem.
Furthermore, the functional to be optimized in each segment frequently is more

oomplex than just minimum time or minimumt fuel. Finally, since each segrent
may be optimized with either different cost functionals and/or different
constraints, great care must be used in piecing together each segment. In

this section, w will look only at the descent segment and the appropriate way
to piece together total profiles. The optimization clinb profiles have
already been adequately covered in this chapter, and cruise perfomnace is

cov-ered in Chapter 11 of this textbook.

9.10.1 Maximo Mne clio
gx* shuttinq all engines do•w to minimize fuel conwned in the descent

is hardly a practical operational procedure, it is useful to understand the
optimization of maximum range glides in oonstrcting total profiles.

Horizontal range rate is given by

dR

Ss V(Fn -D) F -D)

TWA, if Fn 0 9or gliding flight

dE
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Es2

R = W dEs (9.22)

Es1

Thus, to maximize range in a power-off glide, fly at minimum drag. If drag

contours are plotted on an h-V diagram, with an Es contour overlay, the

results are typified by Figure 9.38. The graphical approximation to

Rutowski's conditions once again give maximum conditions where the integrand

(in this case, Drag) contours are tangent to the lines of constant E.

Connecting these points of tangency results in the maximumn range glide. Also,

as with earlier ideal optimizations, if initial conditions are off this

maximum range glide profile, constant energy dives or zocm are the most

energy efficient way to reach this opti.mn profile.

k \ ,0 00 0

- Es - K \\000

MAXIMUM RANGE 1 000

N./,

" • . . • \ \D R A G "
\ \ I10,000 LBs

\

TRUE AIRSPEED, v

FIGURE 9.38. MAXIMM RANGE GLIDE PATH
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9.10.2 Maxinu Range for Given Fluel
Having examined the optimization for unpowered flight, which canes close

to maximun tange for descents with minimum power, we now turn to the problem

of maxnmzn range for both powered flight and a descent. The first
approximation could include a cruise segment, but for our purposes such an

internediate sepnt is not imp)erative. But we must consider both a climb
segnent and a descent segment and then decide how to piece the two together.

9.10.3 Maxinmm Range at Fixed Throttle
For a given amount of fuel, maxinun range at a fixed throttle setting

amounts to maximizing V/wf as the following development indicates.

t2

t V, 1  Vdt

It1

dwf
since i•f

wf
2

R f f (9.23)

71vough it may not be intuitively obvious, V/Af is a function that maximizes at

maximau a!titiude fo)r any value of E%. Hwmver, rmmber that we are looking

not for a maximmn value of VAwf, but an optimal path which gives naxiu•n

range. (This description clearly illustrates the difference between a
Sfunctional ad a function.) This optimal path, which is maximua range for a

given amount of fuel at a fixed tIurottle setting or minimum fuel for a given
range at fixed throttle, starts close to the mininum fuel for a given energy

level as Figure 9.39 illustrates. After gaining some energy, the path departs
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from this initial trajectory to maximize V/Wf at higher altitudes. There is

no convenient graphical solution to this optimization problem. Notice also

that the path typicblly tracks well outside the steady state Ps boundary.

This unconstrained optimization would thus not be practical if a cruise

segment were planned; nor does this kind of optimization consider a gliding

descent after the given fuel is expended. So let's consider the case for

total range, including the glide.

"MAXIMUM RANGE
: "• "q, . / PATH

STEADY STATE
"N F POWERED BOUNDARY

' •',.• PFUGHT i
X\ / /

-" \.-MINIMUM
4( / \ FUEL-TO.CUMB

%%E / / \ PATH

TRUE AIRSPEED, V

FIGE 9.39. MMI" RA= FOR A GI F=L AT FUXE 790r=E

9.10.4 Maxim=u aN Profile

The total range for a fixed throttle climb followied by a power-off

descent is given by

wf2 Es

Vf +d (9. 24)VWf D W

W19 .

R ---f I's dE (.4

il's
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In this case, a critical factor in the optimization is the energy state for ¶
starting the descent. Rememiber that when only the maxirmi range achievable in

the poered climb was considered, gaining altitude to reduce fuel flow was the

driving consideration. Now that we wish to consider total range of both a

climb and descent segment, we must concern ourselves with the enezgy state at

the end of the clinb in order to give ourselves reasonable starting conditions

for the descent segnt. Figure 9.40 graphically shows this optimization.

MAXIMUM RANGE CONSTANT ENERGY

NGLIDE PATH. ZOOM CLIMB

ES -K /' ,, # -END OF POWERED

• "2 ",• .-- FULL
"- THROTTLE

a N CLIMB
-N N "--' MINIMUM

" ,FUEL-TO-CLIMB

TRUE AIRWPED, V

S~~FIGLM• 9.40. KMAXvM RANGE M0R A GIME F= WITH GLIDE

Figure 9.41, which comtpares these two profiles, clearly shovs the

difference that enrrgy state at the end of the powered clixmb makes in total

range. A maximum range glide has been added to the path Shown in Figure 9.39

to clearly show that maximum total range, is obtained when the climb endIs at a

higher kinetic enezgy.
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FIGU•E 9.41. OtARISON OF M RANGE PROFILES FOR A GIVEN FU E

These range profiles are more theoretical than practical. They are

i discussed in this text only to highl-ight the optimization approaches to using
S• "thaw principlev.

9.11 ORATxaL APPLCATIONS TO TiMSPORT OPERATIONS

Both the military and the aixlines became increasingly interested in more

energy efficient operations when fuel costs soared in the 1970's. For the Air
Fbrce, cargo/barter/tanker aircraft accounted for over 60% of fuel used, and

tha C-141, C-5, C-130, and KC-135 accounted for over 40% of it in 1973

(9.10:9). Owwqn tly, there have been a variety of proposals to inilm•mit

energy management principles at varying levels of sophistication. Werythinq

"fram flight plans cont•ted with these near optimal techniques to fully

autcmated systems have been suggested, tested, and in a few instanres,

installed.

( One ccuputer study of C-141A operations cauzared two near optimal
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profiles to conventional profiles (9.10:78-84) for stage lengths up to 500 rnm.

These profiles exhibit the characteristics suggested in the preceding

paragraphis and~ illustrated in Figures 9.40 and 9.41. Two types of

optimizations fxr a 200 rnm stage were compared to the conventional profile

consisting of a constant 250 KIAS climb, fran 2,000 feet to 10,000 feet, a 280

KMS cl~imb to 23,000 feet, cruise for approximiately 65 nm at 80% throttle, a

300 KIAM descent to 10,000 feet with throttles at idle, and a 250 KIMS,

thrott-Ies idle descent f=a 10,000 feet to 2,000 feet. Optimization 1

utilized a normal rating thrust (NYC) climb at a constant 279 KIAS to a range

of about 100 rin, followd imme~diately by an idle thrust descent at near

miaxim=z LID. COt~mization 2 produced the best results with a profile also

utilizing throttle manipulation as well as constant mach climb. Figure 9.42

shows each of these profiles.

The fuel conazption for these three different profiles is shomn in Table

9.2. Both optimized trajectories employ idle descents at speeds near the

speed for maxmumz LID. These descents produce considerable fuel saving~s even

tho~ugh they take more t~ime. The mechanics of flying optimiization 1 are quite

simple, and the results in terms of fuel cconsurr*tio are quite ccmyarable to

those for Cptimization 2, which would require sawe formn of throttle schedule

or auto-throttle mechanization.

Table 9.2

FLUL CCNSUM'IXCN FOM 200 NM4 P!"FXJP

Percent over
Profile Fuel Used (Ibs) Optimization 2

Optimization 2 7420-

Optimization 1 7515 1.3

Colentioial 83712.5

(9.10:81)
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:• •'F== 9.42. PWFI=• FOR 200 W• RA (9.10s82)

For medium, and long range profiles, the driving factor becmes the cruise

oonditions selected. Paever, if one chooses both altitude and Mach for
maximnu range and follows the clift* and descent schedules suggested for

iC optimization 1, a oonstant altitude cruise segment gives results fairly close

to those for cptimization 2. (Ti optimiztion provides the minim= fuel
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usage of the three profiles discussed.) Optimization 1, with either a

constant altitude cruise segment or a cruise-clirb, provides fuel usage within

1.5% of Optimization 2 (9.10:88,89, and 92).

Notice so far we have considered fuel as the optimizing variable. But
fuel consumption alone is by no means the only cost, and, of course,

commercial operators like airlines are certainly driven by the profit motive.

Costs, like personnel, frequency of overhaul, and life expectancy of
equipment, can all be related to flying hours. Hence, profiles optimized for

minimm fuel consumption miay not be uminimu cost. Needless to say, as fuel

costs increase, minim=u fuel profiles tend to be minimun cost profiles.

All sorts of perfonrance oriented systems, from hand held calculators up
through systems coupled through autopilots and autothrottles, are now in use.

Such systems have been in service for some time and are now standard
commercial equipment. Such systems include both minimnu fuel and miniuma cost

options and claim a 3% to 9% saving in fuel (9.11:124). Clearly, the
principles of energy management are important for all types of aircraft in
making design tradeoffs, in developing tactics and operational procdures, and

in laying out test programs.

9.12 DATA COLtrICON FOR EN4RY ZMETHOS

9.12.1 Measurement Tchnies
One of the strengths of the energy methods is the variety of means

available for data collection. Pitot-static data, if accurately calibrated
and correlated with thwe, can give the basic infonration. Of course, for real

time profile management displays or feedback information for autcmatic flight
path control, one must have corrected air data as well as acceleration sensors

of considerable precision and sensitivity. Evaluacion of such systmns
requires careful planning on the part of the flight test engineer, with
careful note taken of the range, precision, and dynamic resmwse of the

required flight test instrwmtatlon.

, 9.12.1.1 Pressure Methods. SMBtUmes called airspeed/altitude (A/A) methods,

the collection (and correction) of pitot-static data has been rather

*.• cmpletely discussed in Chapter 5 of this textxook. Since these data are
* available in one fbon or another on any military aircraft and since they have
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been collected and used fran the very beginning of flight, pressure data must

be considered one of the most readily available and reliable sources of data.

The required aircraft system for data collection, however, is not always

suitable as flight test quality data. Sensitive instinxents and panel

vibrators, for example, are often needed to provide usable airspeed/altitude

information. Further, time correlation through photograpihic means or in some

other fashion is essential to obtain rate information. Further, some form of

numerical differentiation, which is an inherently inaccurate process, must be

carried out to get accelerations and rates of cliub or descent.

9.12.1.2 Position Measurements. There are a number of ways to directly

measure position in space, and they can be used to obtain energy state and

energy rate. Radar tracking (RT) is a very common method, and it has been in
use for a number of years. While it requires a moderate amount of data

reduction including transformations for both rates and positions as well as

wind corrections, it is a relatively costly and not very accurate technique.
Ccupounding these drawbacks is the relatively low availability of flight test

quality radar data expt on highly instrumented ranges.

9.12.1.3 Optical Trackingq (OT). OT is also a means of obtaining usable
position information. No on board transponders or cagiting devices are

necessary. It is less available than radar and is located only at a few

sites. Such devices are limited by weather conditions and are generally used

for shorter ranges. It is fairly accurate, better than radar, but not

ooqm able to laser deviceo.

9.12.1.4 Ler Tacki T). LT are now caming into wider usage but are not

oompletely reliable so far. The promise of better tracking accuracy is

clearly present, but ore experience is needed to prove their utility. There

are s-me mobile systems for close-in work to help alleviate the scarcity of

such devices. Laser tracking also needs very little on board equipment to
povide good results.

9.12.1.5 Acceleration Mearents. There are at least two very accurate
devices for measuring perf•-mance an board the aircraft. Changes in energy

"states are readily available from the flight path accelearceter (FPA) and/or

inertial navigation Pystems (INS). Both have been a'd are being used
successfully to collect energy data. Both techniques are very accurate and

seem to be quite reliable, but the installation and calibration of the sensors
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is a special problem. The FPA, for example, must be calibrated for boom
bending at various air loads and load factors. Further, at some point in the
data reduction process, correction to the data must be made accounting for the
relative position of the accelerometers and the aircraft center of gravity,

especially when significant angular rates and accelerations are involved.
(That is, nearly all the timel) Any inertial measurement scheme, like those

using the INS that may be installed, requires similar corrections. At least

these techniques measure accelerations and rates directly, and numerical
integrations produce position (potential energy) data instead of numerically

differentiating to arrive at rates and accelerations.

9.12.2 Relative M'erits
From the preceding discussion, it should be clear that no single means of

taking energy data is superior for all aircraft and all time. The choice of
measurement is one of the many engineering judgments based on the intended use
of the data, the available equipment on the test article, the cost of the

instrumentation, the need for reliability, availability, and the time and
money available for data processing. Table 9.3 is an approximate rank
ordering of the techniques discussed under five possible headings. This
matrix should not be used blindly; instead, develop your own with rankings
based on your system, your test objectives, and your constraints. Then, keep

updating it as priorities change.

Table 9.3

RANK U OERING OF MEASREMENT TMMNI(MJ
(1 is most desirable)

Reliability
or Data

Rank Accurapy Availability Proce.3si!S Cost

1 FPA A/A FPA A/A

2 INS ?PA INS OT

3 LT Ri RT FPA

4 Or MNS OT LT

5 RT OT LT RT

6 A/A LT A/A INS
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9.13 CLIMB AND DESCET TESTS

The tests that are associated with the determination of the climb

performance of an aircraft will now be explained. The climb performance is

determined fran an airspeed schedule, and the first order of business is to

determine that schedule. Lower performance aircraft can use the sawtooth

climb method for climb speed determination. The level acceleration method is

more suitable for high performance aircraft.

once the climb speed schedule has been determined, the actual climb

performance of the aircraft is obtained by running check climbs to altitude.

In general, the same procedure is used for both reciprocating engine and jet

aircraft. The factor which complicates cliub performance determination is the

fact that all data must be corrected to standard day conditions. Test day

performance is easily obtained but has no meaning if used to comp:are two

aircraft flown on two different days. It is therefore necessary that

sufficient data be recorded and proper techniques employed to reduce the

results to standard day conditions.

The most important factor is nonstandard teperature, from a perform=%ce
standpoint. Other corrections such as those for nonstandard weight, vertical

wind gradient effects, and climb path acceleration are normally of lesser

importance.

Since large lag errors occur in the measurewont of the free air

temperature, the temperature as obtaLned from a weather station tray be
satisfactory and is scmetimes more accurate than that obtained from the

aircraft instnruent when insufficient time has been allowed for stabilization.

9.11.1 Sawtooth climb Test

The sawtooth climb test is one method of obtaining the airspeed schedule
'for maxim=m rate of climb. Its mme is derived from the barograph trace

resulting from a series of short, tmLd clifts throgh the sae pressure

altitude band- This test provides little or no useful infobratio on climb

vrf~omancmi. " it merely establishes the best airspeed at -i,&ch to clinm.

Essentially, this test employs a trial. and error net'ic., A series of
"..ti ied- clizrbs is made at diffarer-t speeds frcn a point below the test altitude

to a point above it. Speeds are chosen to bracket the expected best climb
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speed of the aircraft.
Climbs are performed at the same power setting and aircraft configuration

as will be used in the check clint. The altitude increment should be chosen

such that the aircraft will traverse it in about one minute. Smaller time
increents will introduce excessive scatter in the data.

The aircraft is first trimmed in the climb configuration while still well

below the naminal altitude. Power is applied and final trim adjustments are

made before reaching the lower limit of the altitude band being measured.
The exact time of entering and leaving the altitude band is recorded by

stopwatch or instrumntation system.

Upon emerging from the altitude increment, data are recorded, and a 1800

descending turn is initialized to bring the aircraft below the altitude band
for another run. As many points as possible should be flown at each altitude.

In addition, a full power unaccelerated minimum speed point and a maximum

speed point should be obtained at the test altitude in order to complete the
curve. "rheze latter tw points should be flown at the beginning of the test

so that weight orrections will be minimized.

An effort should be made to confine the flights to the bounds of a
limited geographical area since the primary concern is the shape of the curve
obtained rather than the magnitude. If the aircraft remains in this area, the

effects of lifting and atmospheric conditions should be minimized.
E each altitude, a standard data card should be prepared with the aim

indicated airspeed (aim Vi) included for each point. Provision should be made
for recording in flight actual Vi, A time, fuel counts, and either outside air

temperature or time of day.
On the back of the data card, a running plot of observed time to clint

versus Vi should be kept, and before leaving the test altitude, it should be

e-mined for points that might need repting-

9.13.2 eve.l Flight Acceleration Istt
:with the advent of high perfobnance aircraft, the perfonnnce envelope

has greatly expanded, and additianal areas of investigation have become

inTOrtant. Higher wing loadings req1ire highdr wun speeds, and the
"acceleration fron brake release to climb speed assumes greater importance. 5 1
Superasmic capabilities result in a wide differential between best climb speed
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and nmaximzm level flight speed, and the level acceleration performance at
altitude beccies important. For most supersonic aircraft, a supersonic clinb

speed schedule is of interest in a&ditton to the familiar subsonic schedule.

The level flight acceleration tei.t ýervaes two purposes. It makes

available acceleration time and fuel consumption data in level flight, and it

may be used for detenninic climb speed schedules both subsonically and

supersonically.

9.13.2.1 Method. Level flight accelerations from near mininmm to near
maxinumi airspeeds are noz.•ally flown at a variety of altitudes. As in the

sawtooth climb test, pwer settings and aircraft configurations are those
which will later be used in the check climb. Since a number of simultaneous

readings are required and timnce data points are only a few seconds apart,

recording nust be mechanical, usually by a Data Acquisition System (DAS).

Values of indicated airspeed aud time are the primary parameters. Fuel flow
and free air temerature data are recorded, and indicated altitude is included

so that errors caused by climb or desc~t may be corrected.
9.13.2.2 Preflg!it ýeparation. A data card should be drawn up,, a4d entries

should be recorded in order that correlation between runs, uer settLngs,

time of day, etc., may be facilitated. Requied exntrie& =14a:

1. 10 Wa

2. ALTITUDE

3. POK"M SL"ITIMS WL MR m)

4. RPM

S. TIM Or 0"• (TCO)

6. O A NU MR (SrAPIr AND FINISH

My ote dezsixd Wt aein to OAS may be recorded a~s

The pilot Shoud make himself f•miliar with alt~itne position error
e Co&0rivc, s of t•h aircraft so that he can plan for a slight indicated rate of

CU'b ar des'ent %4ich will result in a nearly lvel flight path.
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9.13.2.3 Uses. The level flight acceleration is th7 method used to obtain

climb schedules for high performnoe aircraft chiefly because:

1. It is relatively easy to obtain good data at values of Ps where

climb rates would be too high for accurate sawtooth climbs. In
fact, the data aocuracy improves at higher values of P3S

2. Flying time required is much less than for the sawtooth climb.
Usually one-half the time or less will cover the same speed and
altittde range.

3. wind gradient errors are smaller.

4. Acceleration data is obtaine in conjunction with climb speed data.

S. Supersonc climb speed schedules can be found by this method.

9.13.2.4 Limitations. Limitations in the method exist in that:

1. At low climb rates, the peaks of the curves are poorly defined.
This limits the usefulness of the method for low performntce
aircraft ard for any aircraft as it approaches its service ceiling.

2. Data reduction processes are tedious if a bAnd reduction method is
used. OCmputer data reduction programs reduce the time
considerably, although loading the raw data can still be tedious.

3. Unless saw form of mechanicalk recomrdin device is available, data
cannot be collected rapidly and accurately ,~ough to be of value.

4. Becauie scatter is always fairly high, a single level acceleration
is not reliable. From twO to ten or more runs at any altitude are
raquired to properly define the cuve.

9.13.3 Che6. Climb Test for Jet Aircraft
T.e chck climb test is flown to evaluate the standard day climb

performance of an aircraft in a specific configuration. The three main areas

of investigation are:

2. DOTIACE~ TRAVELE

3. F=.E USED

In adLdition,, data may be obtained on various engine parameters s=h as
engine %4xd, exhaust gas teMeeat engine pressure ratio, grof s



etc. These are useful to the analyst but are secondary to the three main

parameters.

The general method is to climb the aircraft to just below the maximum

ceiling while maintaining precisely a predetermined climb schedule. This

schedule may be a best climb schedule a- obtained by flight test, a schedule

recommended by the manufacturer, or same other schedule for which climb

performance is of interest. Care should be taken to specify on each climb

performance chart the schedule flown.

Data should be recorded at approximately equal increments of altitude and

should include time, speed, fuel used, temperature, and any other desired

parameters. For most jet aircraft, a mechanical recording means will be

necessary to obtain simultaneous reading of the many parameters of interest.

9.13.3.1 Preflight Preparation. The data card serves a dcuble purpose; it

provides the pilot with a list of aim speeds for each altitude and is used to

record pertinent data facts. The first portion of the data card is used to

record fuel used to start and taxi, and fuel and time required to accelerate

from brake release to climb schedule. A sample layout is illustrated in

Figure 9.43.

Aim speeds s1ould be adjusted for instrument error and position error of

both the airspeed indicator and altimeter. If the anticipated rate of climb

is low, airspeeds would be presented every 1,000 or 2,000 feet with speeds to

1/2 knot. If the rate of climb is high, every 5,000 feet is sufficient with

speeds to the nearest knot. It may be advisable to decrease the interval to

every 2,500 feet or 2,000 feet as the rate of climb decreases with altitude.

Perhaps the most difficult step in obtaining good check climb data is

finding an area of satisfactory meteorological conditions. An area of smooth

air, light winds, and stable temperature gradients from ground level to the

aircraft's maximum ceiling is desirable. A survey balloon should be sent up

before the flight for wind and temperature data and an area chosen where the

climb can be performed at 900 to the average wind direction.

Since aircraft gross weight and fuel density are extremely important,

arrangements should be made, if possible, to wigh the aircraft fully fueled

immediately prior to takeoff. In any case, fuel samples fram the tanks should

be taken to obtain fuel temperature and density.
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RUNWAY PRESSURE

TEMPERATURE ALTITUDE WIND

TAXI AND TAKEOFF

DATA POINT TIME FUEL COUNTS OAS TIME

ENGINE START

BRAKE RELEASE

INTERCEPTING CLIMBSSCHEDULE

CHECK CLIMB

HI Vi EVENT NO. TIME OF OAY OTHER DESIRED
ITEM

4000 370

6000 3112

8000 354

10000 347

ETC. ETC.

FIGURE 9.43. SAMPLE DATA CARD

9.13.3.2 Flight Tecnques. Data on fuel used and time for taxi, takeoff,

and acceleration to clinb schedule should be taken whenever conditions permit.

Upon reaching climb speed, it is usually advisable to discontinue recording

data and start afresh with the check climb entry.

Two basic methods for entering a check climb are available. In either

case, the first step is to establish the aircraft in level flight as low as

possible, ccnsistent with safety, and on the climb heading. If a DAS is being

used to record data, it should be on and running before entering the climb.
If the insrtmtentation system is a type that can't be run continuously such as

a photopanal, take readings every 500 feet (every 1,000 fre-t is adequate for

training purposes).

If the rate of climb is high, the best entry is usually achieved by first I
stabilizing in level flight with partial power at sane speed below the
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scheduled climb speed. The aircraft should be trimmed for hands-off flight.
When all preparations are complete and the data recorder is running, power

should be applied, and as the climb speed is approached, the aircraft should
be rotated to intercept and maintain the climb schedule. If rotation is begun

too early, the aircraft may climb several thousand feet before intercepting the
desired schedule. On the other ha.i, if rotation is begun too late, the rate
of rotation will be rapid, and it will be difficult to avoid overshooting the

A desired pitch attitude.

If the rate of climb is fairly low, a better entry can sometimes be.

achieved by stabilizing on the aim speed 1,000 feet below entry altitude.
When preparations are ccnplete and the aircraft is trimmed, the power should

be advanced smoothly, and the aircraft should be simultaneously rotated to
main-tain airspeed. As the desired power setting is reached, the rotation

should be stopped, at which time the aircraft will be approximately

established on the climb schedule.

During the climb, the aircraft should be constantly trimmed for hands-off

flight. The climb schedule should be maintained to within one-half knot where

possible, taking care to keep a steady bleed rate. A rapid crosscheck between
external horizon and the airspeed indicator is required. If the pitch

attitude is very steep, it may be necessary to substitute the aircraft

attitude indicator for the external horizon during initial portio-Ls of the

climb.

During climbs, wind gradient effects will appear as sudden airspeed

changes. If these affect the climb speed schedule, corrective action is to
make a small, but immediate, attitude correction. If the aircraft does not

respond at once, another correction should be applied. The pilot should also

be prepared to take instant corrective action as the wind gradient effect dies

away, resulting in a climb speed error in the opposite direction.

At high altitudes, the problem of maintaining a precise speed schedule
bexoes difficult. A slight rate of change of indicated airspeed implies a
much larger rate of change of kinetic energy. Therefore, any undesirable

trend is difficult to stop with relatively ineffective aerodynanic controls.
The best way to cope with this problem is to avoid it by a rapid crosscheck,

precise control, and constant attention to trim. If corrections do become
necessary, care shoulcd be taken to avoid reversing the motion of the airspeed
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indicator because of the resulting hysteresis problem.

Upon completion of the climb, data recording should be shut off to

conserve tape, and pertinent items such as time of day recorded.

9.13.4 Reciprocating Engine Check Climb Test

The primary purposes of the check climb test for reciprocating engine

powered aircraft are identical with those of the jet check climb. Minor items

on which data are obtained at each altitude include available manifold

pressure and brake horsepower.

Preflight preparaticti and in-flight techniques parallel closely those

described in the jet check climb. An additional complication at lower

altitude arises fram the necessity of maintaining a predetermined manifold

pressure with the throttle. A satisfactory method is to set the manifold

pressure to approximately 0.5 inches Hg above the desired, then readjust every

1,000 feet until critical altitude is reached.

If hand recording is to be used, data shculd be recorded every 1,000
feet, if possible. The following items should be recorded:

Actual Vi Carburetor Air Temperature

RPM Free Air Teoperature

Manifold Pressure Fuel Counter

TIMe

The same precautions used to obtain accurate fuel consumption and gross

weight data for jet aircraft would be observed.

9.14 SUMM4AR

In this chapter, the subject of performance optimization has been

introduced. A point-mass model was accepted, and the fundamental (classical)
performance equations were developed. Certain limitations in this steady

state formulation led us to consider at length the energy state approximation.

The purpose has been to expose you as a flight test engineer and a test pilot

to the underlying notions of performance optimization without going through



S
the tedain of numerical calculations. The understanding you have gained is
merely a beginning; you are by no means optimization experts. But, hopefully,

some of the mystery has been removd. Rjmvmber Rutowski!
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PRBLEMS

9.1 What are the four basic assumptions used in the development of the energy

approximaticn? Briefly explain how each of these assunptions simplifies

the mathematical fonmlation.

9.2A Assuming steady state conditions hold, derive an expression for a

sailplane rate of descent, starting with the following free-body diagram.

L

9.2B A Schweizer 2-32 sailplane weighing 1020 lb is flown at 55 mph. At this

speed, its rate of descent is measured at 150 ft/min. What is the drag

of the sailplane?

9.3 An F-15C weighs 45,000 lb, with the F-100 engine producing 25,000 lb of

thrust from each engine at 10,000 ft. At 400 KTAS, drag is 12,000 lb.

a. At this speed and altitude, what is the maxinum rate of climb if

true airspeed is held constant?

b. Miat is the initial acceleration, holding altitude constant?



9.4 A proposed replacement for the T-38 is a nonafterburning turbojet, having

the estimated thrust and drag curves shown below.

IDRA

50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450

TRUE AIRSPEED, V, KNOTS

a. At approximately what velocity does L/Dx occur?

b. At what velocity will maximum climb angle occur?
c. Outline how you might graphically determine the speed for maximun

instantaneous rate of climb.

9.5 Write an expression for each of the following energy relationships. Give
the physical meaning for each term in the expressions in your own words.

a. Specific energy

b. Rate of change of specific energy

c. Relate specific energy to specific excess thrust.

9.6 Use the energy plot and data on the following page. Assume constant

Toss weight.

c a. Sketch the maximum rate of climb schedule to 50,000 ft (subsonic

only).
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b. Sketch the minimnum time path schedule frao takeoff to Point K.
c. What is the maxiamu altitude at which the "SPAD X-rRA" can maintain

an unaccelerated rate of clirb of 12,000 ft/min?

SPAD X-TRA MAX PWR 10 10,000 LBS

60-

4 00

030

20FIN

10 
I

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1,000

TRUE AIRSPEED, V, KNOTS



d. Can the "X-TRA" stabilize at the following points?

(l-g conditions - max thrust)

A

C

I

e. Can the "X-TMA" reach Point L?

f. Can the "X-TRA" reach Point J?

g. What is the total specific energy at Point A?

9.7 Energy diagrams using H and M usually have a "knee" (discountinuous

slope) as shown in the accompanying sketch. Should this be shown? why?

80 10 120 Es
60

14..-
sao

Ui°
~20

10

F 0.6 1.0 1.4 1.8 2.2

MACH

, I, 9.83 . )



9.8 a. Is it true that minimnu fuel paths to an energy level normally make

the transonic transition to the supersonic portion at a lawer-

altitude than minimum tine paths to the same energy level?

b. Name the units of Ps, and Ps/If, and maneuver energy (E.).

c. What is the difference between path-dependent and path-independent

E diagrams?

9.9 The following boo aircraft (A & B) arrive at Point C with 50% internal

fuel:

Aircraft "A" Aircraft "B"
Empty Might 20,000 lb 18,000 lb

Max Internal Fuel 10,000 lb 6,000 lb

Max Power Fuel Flow 30,000 lb/hr 20,000 lb/hr

SAIRCRAFT 8

IRCRAFT A- WfAVAIL

/ / 2 x 105

MACH

a. Which aircraft has tlhe highest specific excess power (P.) at Point

C? (Justify your answr).
b. Which aircraft has the most excess thrust at Point C? (Justify your

swr).

f)



9.10 What factors usually determire the boundaries for a V-n or V-g diagram?

What is the major lintation of such a diagram?

OPERATING
5XTEFNA•. LM: MChA

FLIGHT LIMITS 24.700 Lam

MAX DVSION 7.33 Q

-2 -

-31

" " - -'"• - . - i

MA C~ esieN -$300G



9.11 The following energy plot was obtained for a subsonic aircraft:

60 - --.... ..
so- F-88H

MIL PWR

140II-

30 ....... 10

4 /20 . -r 00' IS

10- 200

ýA N
S0-2 0.4. 0.8 0.8 1.0 1.2

MACH

a. Sketch t*oretical n i • optim ezrgy f light path frcut

SPoint A to 30,000 ft.

"b. Sketch thleoretical miniiiu time optimu energy path from B to C.

c. can the aircraft stabilize at Point D?

d. Can the aircraft reach oint v-

9.12 A
1G - 4

TRUE AIRSPEED, V TRUE AIRSPEED, V

Vhich aircraft probably has the highest wing loadinM/1owest aspect ratio?

Briefly explain your answer.
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9.13 The following figure depicts maneuvering (climb and turn) capabilities of
two aircraft (A & B) at a particular altitude and airspeed.

+

W

0 TURN RATE, w

w

a.
(A

a. Which aircraft has the greatest instantaneouws clizb potential?
b. Which aircraft has the greatest sustained Maneuvor capability?
c. Wich aircraft has the greatest instantaneous turn capability?
d. Suggest One feature that =ouad be designed into your aircraft to

increase its maneuvering capabilities 1W relative to Pd

.C



9.14 Using the 1-g P diagrams for the two aircraft shown below, mark those

areas where Aircraft A is superior and where Aircraft B is superior -

superiority being defined for this problem as an edge in energy rate.

A-\•/

W/=f

FO

TRUE AIRSPEED, V

9.15 Using the Ps - Mach Cuu-ts given below, aro-er the followinq questions
cxqparinq the eto aircraft reresanted.

U200 A20

* -200 .FO0

.4 .8 1.2 .4 .8 1,2 1.6 2.0

"MACH MACH

.a. At M 0.8 and 3-9s, what optic does the pilot of Aircraft A have?

The pilot cf Aircraft B?

b. 4Wich aircraft will dissipate energy faster in a 5g lift lizited
turn? How much faster?



9.16 Major Sack set up for a low level bamb run in his XB-13. At 10,000
ft/672 KrAS all engines flJamed-out.
a. What is the theoretical maxinLx altitude he could zoan to -ssuming

no losses and no aerodynamic limits?
b. Sketch this ideal zoam on the H-V Plot below.
c. Sketch a real world zoom for this zero thrust bcmber on the same

plot.

30 -- --. t --.

20

10 FLAME0UT~-4b

100 200 300 400 5oo 6OW 700

TRUE AIRSPEED, V, KNOTS

9.17 a. Is it tLruE that the variable of most interest in perfxl3ance
evluati-ons is specific ew-gxy (s)?

b. List tuo xrasns we have non-steady state testing (dynamuic

perfonw*~m flight testing).
c. Th1 F-5 Program utilized a flight path accelertwter (FPA) for

1, perfo W= data acquisition. What are two other methods mentioned

, it, class or notes used to oain r data?

d. N= two souros of possible errors in data gathering usin a FPA.
S 'There are more than two.
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9.18 The Ps/wf contours for Aircraft A are shown on the next page.
a. Determine the Maneuver Energy for the aircraft at 15,000 ft/i.0

MAM/max thrust with 5,000 lb of fuel available.

b. If the fuel flow (,f) at this point is 18,000 lb/hr, detemnine the

maximum longitudina1 acceleration potential in Gs, (nx).
C. Aircraft A engages Aircraft B with the following characteristics at

the san point:

P = 1,000 ft/sec
wf = 24,000 lb/hr
wF A= 8,000 lb

Which has the greatest Maneuver Energy, A or B?

A0
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9.19 The time rate of change of specific energy is equal to the specific
excess power, which is often represented by the synbol P s" P. represents
how rapidly an airplane is gaining or losing energy height. We have

(Fn- D)V =P d ~w ' s += -

a. What does each term represent?
b. If thrust, drag, velocity, and weight are known, then PS can be

evaluated. Once Ps is known (at a given altitude, weight, load
factor, throttle setting, and configuration), then the airplane's
capability to cliirb and/or accelerate is Ianwn for that flight
condition.
1. Estimate P. for a T-38 with n - 2, H - 0.5 at sea level in the

cruise configuration at maxim=m thrust, given that

(T/Wj - 0.676, W - 10,000 lb, % .0152 + 0.126 CL

c. If an airplane can be flight tested and Mach, velocity, time, and
altitude are record*I, then rate-of-climb and acceleration can be
tomzt"4 at a knom flight condition (altitude, mach, load factor,
throttle setting, weight, and oonfiguration). Thus, PI can be
evalated by flight testing. Two methds are frequently used: (1)

the o~mtant velocity climb, (2) the constant altitude acceleration.

1. Estimate PS and find the Mach for which it is valid, given that

a T-38 (with n - 2, max thrust, W a 10,o00 lb, at sea level, in
the cruise Ocguratin) does a level turn uhile accelerating
foM- 548 ftWSW to 568 Wotwec in 1.18 sec.

2.- Estimate P for a T-38 at n a 1, W - lO,000 lb, M 0.85,
altitude * 30,000 ft, in the cruise configuration if the
aitXplaw oAS a cOstat Velocity clitrb fr=n 29,000 ft to

31,000 ft in 11.4 sec.
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9.20 Once Ps values are known for differing airplanes (for example,
adversaries in combat), then their performance capabilities may be

cOmpared. From the data given, compare the airplanes' performance

capabilities.
a. Both airplanes at M = 0.80, sea level, n = 1, max thrust, cruise

configuration, combat weight.

1. F-16: Ps = 1,030 ft/sec

2. Mig 21: Ps (estimated) - 670 ft/sec
b. Both airplanes at M - 1.2, 30,000 ft, n= 5, max thrust, cruise

configuration, carbat weight.
1. F-16: P (estimated) - - 100 ft/secs
2. Mig 21: Ps (estimated) - 400 ft/sec

c. When ccmparing airplanes in combat, what other factors (besides Ps}

should be considered?

(9
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ANSWERS

9.2b. D = 31.6 lb

9.3a. R/Cmax = 34,228 ft/min

b. dV/dt = 0.84 g

9.4a. 135 kts

b. 135 kts

9.6c. 40,000 ft subsonic; 50,000 ft supersonic

g. 30Mft

9.15b. 25 ft/sec

9.16a. 30,000 ft.

9.18a. 50,000 ft

b. 0.047 q

9.19b. PSl 27'9 ft/sec

9.19c. 1. Ps w 294 ft/sec

2. Ps - 175 ft/sec
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Turn performance is of primiary importance for fighter type aircraft where
parameters such as turn rate, turn radius, and sustained g capability are used

to assess combat capability. Large mteniecargo and trainer type
aircraft are neconcerned with instantanx~xw g capability to define the lift
and structural limits of the aircraft. These limits are established in what
is comxmony knowna as the V-g or V-n diagra.

10.2 TH V-n DIAGRAM

Instantanecois inxAveur capability is defined with the use of the V-n
diagram. A typical V-n diagram is shown in Figure 10.1.

A - LIFT BOUNDARY
8 - STRUCTURAL LIMIT

A A

CAUBRATED AIRSPEED, V.

F==A 10.1. V-n DMIGAGM

Althiugh a V-n diagrama is publisheid for most aircraft, the informat~ion
oontairied in it does not include the aircraft thLust capability whiich is

necessary to datorimin wustainaid maneuverability.

The aircraft limitations shom an the V-n diagram am:a

1. 7he lift bmkx~ry Limit~ation
2. The structural Limitation

C 3. 1h q limitation
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10.2.1 Lift oury Limitation
The lift limitation on turning performance refers to that portion of the

flight envelope in which the aircraft is limited in angle of attack because of
aerodynamic stall, pitch up, or other controllability factors. This is
depicted by Cuves A in Figure 10.1, the upper curie being in the positive g
environment and the lower curve for values of negative g. Every point along
the lift boundary curve, the position of which is a function of gross weight,
altitude, and aircraft oonfiguration, represents a condition of C%= or angle

of attack limit. It is inportant to note that for each configuration, Cmax

occurs at a particular a independent of load factor; i.e., an aircraft
stalls at the sawe angle of attack and C in accelerated flight, n > 1, as it
does in unaccelerated flight, n - 1.

This area of operation is investigated through a test called the "lift
bouwday investigation. Since this is primarily a problem in aircraft
controllability, it is investigated in tba F1lyiAV Oaities prtion of the
course.

All aircraft can be flown to the lift Wwudary limitation in level flight
in the low speed portion of the flight envelope. By combined diving and
turning maneuvers, this- Z4itaticn may be explored thr-ough a largep tortion of
ttW airspeed range.

10.2.2 Structural Lmitati.on
Structural limitation is no !y dae to the aircraft lUmit load factor,

which is defined as the load factor -Qhe pe•r•uent stnctxral def&mation may
take place or to the ultimate load factor, uhu% is defurd a: the load factor
where stzuctural failure may occur. N 011y, the ultimate load factor
equal to aprmodmately 1.5 times the -lmit load factor am is a property of
the materials frm wtich the aircraft is construc d. Limit Load fato-rs are

indicated by Ouves B in Pigure 10, .
It will be evident that all aircraft, regardless of design or weight,

will achieve the same rate and radius of turn uhe maintaining the same
velocity and load factor. Mwus, when the limit load factor is reached in
flight, tests can be discontinueds, and the rate and radius of turn can be

calclated for that portion of the airspeed range in which limit load factor
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can be maintaiued.

Even among high performance aircraft, there is only a small portion of

the flight envelope in which limit Icad factor can be maintained in level

flight, although it can be achieved in maneuvers such as dives and pullouts

through a m=h lazger portion of the envelope.

10.2.3 q Limitation

q limitation is simply the maxinun dynamic pressure the aircraft can
withstand or the maxiamm flight velocity. Th q li-itation is shown by Curve

C in Figure 10.1.

* ~~10.3 PIIIM LDU¶TATIM~

Another limitation which must be considered is the physiological

limitations of the human pilot. Although physiological limits have nothing to
do with the V-n diagram directly, g limits on the human body can be thought of
in the sawe terms as g limits upon the aircraft.

If the pilot can withstand greatar g-loads thmn the aircraft, he must
always be aw1re not to exeed the aircraft limitations. If the aitcraft can

withstand greater g-loads than the pilot, the pilot must always be alert to
the possibility of gray-out or black-out whe pushing the aircraft to the
boxidaries of the flight envelope. Naturally, tUs physical limitation will
vary wit1h the indivi••al pilot.

10.4 TMH L4M.T rA S

'the thrust limitatum" on turning performianc is the primatx area of

A invesati n in the perfmw- *a of flight testing. in stabilized lwv-l

flight, thrust and drag uinsiderationa will be the limift"n factors through a
large portion of the flight envelope. For cwbat flying, this is the
lImitation on mmtained trning ability without loss of energy Ps 0). Por
aircraft which are not expcted to engae in cmuat, this phase of testing is

of uwh les i. crtanoe and is ge-•aly omitted.

Si0.3



10.5 SESTAINED TMUN PERFO NCE

Sustained turn performance is very useful in establishing a fighter type
aircraft's capability for air-to-air =gbat. orce determined, this

information can be used to ccm.are an aircraft to possible adversaries.
Unlike the V-n diagram, sustained turning performance analysis includes the

thrust capability of the aircraft. This performance is defined at the point
where thrust equals drag in a level turn at a specified power setting (usually
MIL or MAX power). We see then that aircraft sustained turninug performance

may be lift limited, structurally limited, or thrust limited depending on the

aerozynamic design, structural st-cength or thrust capability.

10.6 F(EE.S IN A 'TU1

In a stabilized level turn, it can be senm from rigure 10.2 thtat the lift
must be significantly increase o that requi- for level flight.

D/

Y j A

Fn'

PIGUM 10. .FOM IN A "M
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The greater the bank angle, the greater -the increase in lift required.

Naturally, an increase in lift produces an increase in induced drag. The

increase in induced drag requires an increase in thrust to maintain the

aircraft in a constant airspeed, ccnstant altitude turn. The vertical

component of lift is still required to offset the aircraft weight, and the

horizontal component of lift is the force which is offset by the centrifugal
force in the turn. The aircraft experiences a centripetal acceleration toward

the center of the turn.

To analyze mathematically the forces acting on the aircraft in Figure
10.2, we will consider an aircraft of weight (W) in a stabilized level turn of

radius (R) with bank angle (0).

Since airspeed is constant, thrust equals drag, and forces in the X-Z

plane are balanced. The aircraft centripetal acceleration is given by V2 /R.

Summation of the vertical forces yields

EF z=-Lcos +W = 0

L cos W (10.1)

fran which

L 1
W Cos--

L
But n -w

Therfore,

n o-- (10.2)

Note that n is dependent only on the bank angle and is independent of aircraft

typt or cmnfiguration.

Summation of the horizontal forces yields

L sin t6- a
10.
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but the oentripetal acceleration is

ay - R (10.3)

Threfore

wv2
L sin * g (I G10.4)

From the trigwmetric identity Cos 2  + sin2 0 1, we can say that

T, (L cos )2  + (L sin )2

using

L - nW or L2 , n2 w2

L cos o W or (L cos ) = W2

wiV' 2 ( V)2

L sin or (L sin 0)

and substituting

n 2 w2 W2~ ..( v2)

dividing throgh by W2 yields

n 2 +(V + 2'

or

• R~2 • .. V4
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R ad (10.5)

which is the radius of turn and is seen to be a function of velocity and load
factor. Miniiun turn iadius will be a function of the sustained g capability
of the aircraft and the velocity.

Recall that w, the turn rate, is given by w = V/RM

Substitution of Equation 10.5 into this relationship yields

V

or

(• ~(10.6) i(W

Ekuation 10.6 tells us that turui rate is also a function of load factor V
and velocity.

Solving Equation 10.6 for n yields

n7 v (10.7)

Equation 10.7 is a very important relationship used in turn flight
testing because turn rate can be measured directly.

10 .7 TIMM ý OIAM'T

Oimbinr~i the relationships for turn rate and turn radius yields a chart
sochi as Figure 10.3 uhich Is good for a single altitude, but indepwent of
aircraft type.
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5 6 7 R He CONST

Sn 45,000 FT
3

MACH

FI=W 10. 3. TURN RATE - UM RADIUS OaMSHIPS

Ovorlayluq a Ps a 0 curve for at pdrticular aircraft onto Figure 10.3 will

yield three Mach nmters of inter .t as illustzated In Figure 10.4.
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5 6 7R Ho-CONST

n 4 5,000 FT

MACHl

MW 10.4. URN MTE/MDIUS P.- VERLAY&

The point where the P s = 0 curve is tangent to a ccwtant load factor
line (Point a in Figure 10.4) yields the Mach for maxi=un sustained g for that
configuration. The peak of the Ps - 0 curve (Point b in Figure 10.4) yields
the Mach for mmitu turn rate, and the point where the Ps - 0 curve is
tangent to a value of onstant turn radius (Point c in Figure 10.4) is the
Mach for minizn turn radius. For all cases

%Xax 4'iiax ti

Graphs of this type are published for fighter aircraft to define theirC sustained turn capIilities and are nonally classified.
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The turning capability where thrust equals drag (Ps = 0) may be better

visualized by analyzing Figure 10.5.

a D
Fn (MIL)

. !o

M OR® IFA- CONSTANT

- M14 -ýAVurn V,,X

CAUBRATED AIRSPEED, V0

FIGUIC 10.5. FACTORS AFFECTING UJSDIN PWFO1ANM

Note that for a given weight and altitude there are two stable points for

each value of load factor, n.
Figure 10.5 isplies that a graph of n as a function of M for a sustained

turn (Fn - D) would look like Figure 10.6.

POIN-S WMERE
PamD

O- MIL ON MAX

F=;31• 10.6. ACTO R VS M14N1 lEM A SUSTAINED IM
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Cnce n is knCon, w and R can be calculated. Typical results are shown in
Figure 10.7.

C

L

NOW
F= 0.7 USMM TM RA J MU

* M..... W, w-Co#E

"presen0.7 in Figur 10.5 are V-

presentd Elgir are Usefulea to cqieatiOrA]. arAlysts to study

. , eror a1•

0 -

• O.1•



10.8 M ET AND DRAG ANALYSIS IN A TU

For a sustained turn, thrust equals drag. 7hrust is nomally fixed at
either military or maxim= power, but does vary according to the relationship

Fnr" - f (1, N1Y -)

As was previously stated, the drag increase in a sustained turn is
strictly induced drag due to the inmrase in Lift required to sustain level
flight. Therefore, we can write

AD - PD + AD,

p -o
but

awi 1D % qS

tbr a gien vigh e

or s

ACO K

ACLUW

10.12



ca11ing that

ADi AC A qS

and that

&C K(&CL) 2

"CDi a 
2

Di -S q

( Bt qcan be mritten

q - 1481 6 M2

or

KhK " l•'j -S

1481S

Dividing both id of tis equation by 6 yields

0Di.2
K, ) (10.8)

J1
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S
Equation 10.8 is helpful in analyzing the independent variables that

control induced drag in a sustained level turn and contains parameters which
can be measured directly in flight tests.

10.9 ¶M M TESTS

Turning performance of an aircraft is usually obtained by one of two
general methods. gse two methods are;

1. Stabilized turn method

2. Level acceleration method

10.9.1 Stabilized Turn Method
The stabilized turn test is usually performed at several different

altitudes with a series of turns flown at each altitude. If airspeed and
altitude are constant during the maneuver, then Ps - 0. The stabilized turn
test is good for hand-held data acquisition and is usually performed to spot
check values that have been detenrmned frcm the level acceleration test.

1hree tehniques are used to obtain the stabilized turn data,
as illustrated in Figure 10.8.
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C BACK SIDE FRONT SIDE

CONSN•STBLE g

TrIMED TURN--

CALIBRATED AIRSPEED, V. VUAX

FIGUR 10.8. STABILIZED TURN TEST MEMO

( The general method of performing the stabilized turning performance test

is to fly the test aircraft in a level turn at either MTI or MAX power at
constant airspeed, altitude, and load factor. The aircraft instrmzentation
accuracy, data reduction capability, and the test aircraft itself will
"determine the most important parameter for the test pilot to maintain
constant. If the aircraft load factor can be measured accurately, then this
is the parameter that should be held constant.

10.9.1.1 Stable gMethod. 'The stable g method is flown by holding an aim
load factor for aprximately ten seconds. Load factor (n) and velocity

should be recorded, Knowing n and V allows computation of rate of turn (w)
and radius of turn (R).

10.9.1.2 Constant Airspeed Method. The constant airspeed method is flown by

holding an aim airspeed and recording the resulting load factor. Normally,
conditions need only be bald constant for alrxmately ten seconds at the
higher load factors and through 360o of turn at the lowr load factors

(n < 2).
10.9.1.3 Timed Turn Method. The timed turn method is normally used at low
airspeeds and for n < 2. It is also used if a coarse or inaccurate method of
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measuring load factor is available. For a timed turn maneuver, the bank angle
(•) or the velocity is held constant, and the turn is maintained through 3600
(2 n radians) from which

Lr_ (10.9)

At

Since w is kncnM, n and R can be calculated.

10.9.2 Level Acceleration Method
Generally speaking, the level acceleration test is the best data source

for turn perfrnance. This method is most commonly used if the aircraft has a
good instnmwntation system. An additional benefit from the level
acceleration test is the fact that level acceleration and turn performance can
be determined concurrently. The method is, however, dependent on good thrust
curves and good drag polars being available.

The determination of turning performance through a level acceleration
test first req.ires calculation of energy height fram the relationship

Es - H + V (10.10)

Differentiating E. with respect to time yields

dEs
d8 dli V dV+ •(10.11)

which you will recall is the definition of specific excess powr, P".
Sinme the level aweleration is perfomd at a constant altitude

d - 0
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S The aircraft is accelerating. Therefore,

F- =Fn-D= max

but

dV isg
ax d t V*

from Equation 10.11. Therefore,

F Wex gx

g V

or

Fex = E(10.12)V

Ccmpiters are normally utilized to determine is- Howver, if a
ccmputerized data reduction system is not available, ts can be deternied

gradhically. Es and V can be plotted as functions of tiue for the duration of
the level acceleration test zun as shown in Figure 10.9.

inmr.. t

II

.,•,.;- FIGUR 10.9. MRAMICAL DMM MI OF is'!
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For each At, the slope of the curve &Es/At or Es can be determined.

Similarly, AV/at = ax. Excess thrust for a given velocity is then

readily determined from

Wkst = constant

ex v Vt = constant

and can be nonrmlzed by dividing by the pressure ratio, 6.

Since the test must be performed at several altitrdes, F,/6 d must be

plotted as a function of Mach for each altitude as shown in Figure 10-10.

Fox
_6 . CONSTANT

MACH

1 1 0.10. N"ALZ Ms VS MvT C

F im Figure io.1o and Squation 10.8# F A/• can be plotted as a function

of (MI&/N at a given Mach and at n 1 &.9 shm nin Figure 10.11.
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S"TOWARDS
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i JMUE 10.11I. EXCESS TIM]ST EXRPITION

Lines of constant -Mach should appear in Figure 10.11 as straight lines
and can be extrapolated tto zero thrust. The point at which zero excess thrust
is reached i,- ýhe point of maximum sustained load factor in a turn (P. = 0).
Load factor car, be calculated once the value of K is known.

2

Ki 6 mi (10.13)

for e,;.b cr~oss weight and each altitude. The sustained load factor calculated
can then be plotted as a function of Mach as shw in Pigure 10.12,

pN

N N
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t CI.

/N H-CONSTANT

MACH

FMM 10.12. SMMI= g VS MACH

Turn rate (•) a turn radius (R) can be obtained ftwr Squations 10.5 ani

10.6.

1wo limitations of the level acceleration nethod, are:

1 . The thrust owponent due to angle of attack is not aocounted

for.

2. Ergine lag characteristics during acceleration are unaccounted

* The net result of these limitations is that the values for sustained load

factor will be sliqhtly lower using the level acceleration method than the
stabilized turn method. .
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10.1 a. Generate a set of force equations to evaluate level turn

performance.

b. Generate a general equation for %"rtical turn radius and a general

equation for turn rate. Sketch a constant velocity, constant "g"

loop.

10.2 Find the load factor, bank angle, and turn radius for an aircraft in a

level turn at a true airspeed of 120 kts and a turn rate of 3 deg/s.

10.3 a. Show that for vertical turns (e.g., pullout and loop) the turn

radius at any point in the turn is given by:

R 
V

R g (n - cos 0)

where 0 is an angle measured from the upward vertical direction to

the lift vector.

b. Discuss, in terms of load factor and speed, how a pilot can fly a

"perfect" loop; that is, a vertical 3600 turn of constant radius.

Sc. For an airplane flying at 150 m/s, which is capable of "pulling"

7.33 g's, find the radius of turn at:

*1. The bottmn of a pullout.

* 2. 2we top of a loop.

10.4 The quickest, tightest turn occurs at the combination of 1w -. peed and

high load factor called the mneuvr Point. At the manduver point:

2.W
maxm and V-Vs. 0C

*10.21
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by using the following data for a T-38 at sea level:

n1  = 7.33 = = 0.015 + 0.220

(based on buffet limit) = 0.65 W/S = 2500 N/m2

a. Calculate V at the maneuver point.
b. Find the (instantaneous) mininun radius of turn.
c. Find the (instantaneus) maxlnun rate of turn.
d. Find the ratio L/D in a turn at the maneuver point.

10.5 The following information is provided for a non-afterburning fighter at
sea level, static, standard day conditions. AnMwr the questions below.

5mx = 7.23 T/W = 0.40

K = 0.12 W/S = 60 lbf/ft2 2

C~=1. 12 .015

a. Calculate the corner velocity.
b. Find the minimum instantaneous radius of turn for a level turn.
c. Find the maximum instantaneous rate of turn for a level turn.
d. What is the aircraft's L/D in this corner velocity turn?
e. Does this aircraft have sufficient thrust to sustain this turn at

corner velocity? (Assume a small.)
f. Calculate the maximum load factor that the aircraft can sustain and

the velocity at which this occurs for minimul sustained turn radius.
g. Find the minimu sustained radius of turn and velocity at which this

occurs.
h, Fi-Id the Jmxin Mutained rate of turn and velocity at which it

10..22



10.6 For an aircraft in level turning flight, derive the equations of motion
accounting for variation of thrust with angle of attack. Fran these
equations, develop an expression for

(

'4
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ANSWERS

10.3 c. 1.) R = 362 m
2.) R -275m

10.4 a. V , 215 m/s
b. R = 640 m
c. w = .334 rad/sec
d. L/D - 6.02

10.5 a. 574 ft/sec
b. 1,409 ft
c. .41 rad/sec

d. 6.77
e. No
f. n - 2 .7 1; V =349 ft/sec9- R= -1,502 ft; V = 349 :ft/sec
h. w a .232 rad/sec; V a 349 ft/sec
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11. 1 CMJISE PERFOF14ANCE THEORY

This chapter examines the theory and flight tests required to determine
cruise data presented in aircraft flight manuals. Aircraft performance is
dependent upon the combination of airplane aerodynamics and engine
characteristics. Basic aerodynamic and engine theory applied to flight
testing are covered. Aerodynamic forces acting on the aircraft, i.e., lift
and drag, and engine parameters are presented as functions of easily measured
parameters. Pigine and aerodynamic functions are then combined to cm:lete
the analysis. The end result provides a method by which engine and airplane

1 performance characteristics may be determined with minimum flight testing.
7he data obtained from the flight tests are used to determine cruise data
(nautical air miles per pound, endurance, range, etc.) presented in the flight

manual.
cnly those aircraft and engine characteristics which pertain to level,

unaccelerated flight will ba investigated. By definition,, the aircraft is in

level, unaccelerated flight whn the sum of the forces acting upon it equal
zero. Therefore, the lift force M) is equal to the aircraft wight (W), and
the net thrust (Fn) is equal to the aircraft drag (D) (Figure 11.1).

L

~~ FIMWE 11. 1. SMDY S7=E FLIGHT

Ii

Ž.1-
11.1;
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11.2 LIFT AND DRAG FUCT L RMATICS•SMS

Functicnal relatiomships are used to ccmbine the aircraft's aerodynamic
characteristics with the engine's performance. The equaticns of lift and drag
are used to develop these functicnal relationships. These (in conjunction
with flight test data and engine thrust curves) are used to plot drag polars.

Fcx aerokyamic theory lift can be written as

La~L - (11.1.)

In steady state flight, lift eqals weight, therefore

L -W - PavsCL (11.2)
2

From aerodyamic thery
V
a

Sa.refore

VI M a2  (11.3)

Using the Perfect Gas law

TPa " Pa RT

Pa

" g RT (11.4)Pa •

Substituting Equation 11.4 into the definition of speed of sound

& v'qR1'(11.5)

11.-i
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or
a a (11.6)

a = a

Now Equation 11.3 bec s

12 . 2 . (11.7)
rP

Substituting this result into Equation 11.2 we obtain

PaV2S C = Pa SCL (M2 Pa\
-2 2 SMCLay

W C Y Pa (11.8)

2Z(iltipyin •tion 11.8 by P0/P0, • bti

s CL My~a% P
W -. Po (11.9)

Fr cPeroynamics 6 - a/P0; therefore, Equation 11.9 becomis

S CL M2 y 0 (11.1

Solving SqWti.n 11.10 for the lft coefficient

2Wj
CL0 0 ,2.

For a given aircaft and standard a level conditions, y, P0, and S are
cmetants. N

11.3
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Therefore

CL 1481 MS

This shows that

Stabilized points can be flo at different values of W/6 and M to deternine
lift coefficients.

From aerodynamic theory drag can be written as

D = 2 (11.13)

By analyzing this equation as we did the lift equation, we obtain

D
CD = 6 (11.14)

1481 M2s

From the level flight assuztion, thrust equals drag.

Therefore
D Fn
, n -(11.15)

and

(11.16)

Equation 11.16 coupled with engine thrust curves and flight test data fran
stable points, is used to cmpute drag coefficients. The coefficients of lift
and drag from Equations 11.11 and 11.16 are plotted to construct the drag
polar as shown in Figure 11.2. This drag polar represents the aerodynanic

characteritic of an aircraft and is 6ctenaively used to develop perfonance
data presented in a fight manual. )
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DRAG COEPFICIENT, Co

FIGURE 11.2. DRAG LAR'

Eq•ticn 11.14 can be rewritten
(D = M (11.17)T CD

Th total, drag coefficient (%) is the s~m of the parasite (D)induced

(CD), and Mach (CD) drag crefficients. Mach drag will not be cxsidered.

Thrforej, CD +

IT*e parasite drag coefficient is constant for a given aircraft configuration.

27ie induced drag coefficient was defined in aerodynamic theory as
2

CL (11.19)

For a given aircraft, AR and e are constants. 'Tefore

C. f - (C..) (11.20)

and,

C %p + C f (CL) (11.21)
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Substitutingc CL f 4 from Euation 11.12 into Equation 11.21

- f ~.M)(11.22)

From Equations 11.16 and 11.22

D - (11.23)
T r f RM)

11.3 NGInE PARAMMIR FUNCTICNAL NZATINcSHIPS

Re~atlonshi for engine paraweters can be developed using the

Bukinghm vi technique of dimensional analysis.
From an analysis of the variables which affect thrust, we can write

F n = f (V # T f P , N # D , u#1 qI t n o' nB ' nt' nn)

Since the ow onent efficiencies are primarily functions of V, T, P, N,

and D, and u is primarily a function of T and P, we can simplify the above
equation and express thrust as a function of its prime variables

- f (V, T, P, N, D)

Since this relationship consists of six variables, and since we have
three findantal units, 11.kingY1M' s 1 theorem states that we can express
these variables in to of three dimiesionless numbers.

We are primarily interested in tw of these possible dimansioleas

numbers, i.e., the cxrrected thruat parameter and the corrected fuel flcw
parm ,tere although both are related to N/ 4, the corrected M parameter.
The functional tionship for the corrected thrust parameter is

F
n f ,4) (11.24)

This functioul relationship states that the corrected thrust parameter (F1/16)
is a fWwtiu of the Hach and the corrected RE( parameter (N/ Nr').
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Similarly, the functional relationship for the corrected fuel flow is

%N
f= f M(11.25)

11.4 ENGIM TO= CURVES

Accuzrate thrust data can be obtained by flight testing an aircraft and

mneasuring the thrust at various airspeeds, altitudes, and temperatures. ihis

thrust data is desirable, but aircraft ezgines frequently are not adequately

instnumented to provide all the engine parameters necessary to obtain thrust.

The ground static test is a cheaper and more frequently used method to obtain

thrust data. Figure 11.3 is a plot of net thrust versus Mach for an engine at

100% RRM,

S- C"' !.

(I C-1.4"C" 1.2

0OPT
M

: tvO I '

FIGUR 11 . 51MTK UV,10I. .7
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The dotted lines represent specific fuel consumption (C); the solid lines
represent altitude. Figure 11.4 is a plot of net thrust versus Mach for the

samx engine at 95% RPM.

-c-1.

20,000 0 FT

10,000 FT

1000 20.,000 FT

.1 ,~30,000 Fr

I I

1.0 2.0

MH

FIGURE 11.4. -INE MTMJST CME•OJ, 95% RPM

Note the thrust variations between the 100% and 95% MP, plots. Many plots

similar to Figure 11.3 and 11.4 are nemesary to *cimletely describe the

thrust characteristics of the engine thghciut the Mach and altitude range

required. Data can be crossplotted to obtain Figure 11.5, which is a plot of

engine thrust at all altitudes and Mach.

11.8
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M INCREABING

CORREC•ED RPM, Wi-f-

FIGURE 11.5. EGINE THRUST CURVE

(Note that these data are presented in the form of the functional relationship

dveelo earlier

/ )_f , (11.24)

The engine manufacturer nrrmally supplies this thrust curve, presented as the

engine-airfraw thrusn deck.

11.5 ENG -AIRPLANE FtLIXICt0L . 0,MCt IN S

In prev-ios paragraphs the folladuv aircraLt and engine perfomance
relaticnwhips were shom.

- f (11.24)
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f M) (11.25)
-40

In this paragraph these relationships will be combined. The thrust curves in

conjunction with the drag polar are used to detexmine all the aircraft's

performance characteristics.

In steady flight, thrust equals drag. Therefore Euation 11.24 can be

written

D = f N

Substituting this result for D/6 into Equation 11.23, we obtain

W(2I M) f fiM)

A further reduction prodir-ss

M H f( -, ) (11.26)

This functional relationship is extrumly important and leads directly to a

manner in which we can flight test an aircraft to obtain perfotmance data used

in the flight manual. It is the basis for the "Speed Power Flight Test."

Flight test personnel have learned from experience that th-e easiest and

the most aocrate method to solve this functional relationship is to fly a

constant W/6 and vamy M and N/'. The test pilot preplans what pressure

altitude (6) he should fly for each fuel weight in order to maintain a

constant W/6. While flying a constant W/6 profile and stabilizing at various

SMach, the test pilot reoords airspeed (Vi) RPM (N), temperature (Ti),

altitude (Hi)o fuel quantity at start of time interval, fuel quantity at end

of time interval, and the time intezval. Data obtained in this flight test

can be plotted in many different forms. Flight test data obtained from

qsed power tests is directly uNd to plot the functional relationship given

in Equation 11.23 as shomi in Figure 11.6

Fn
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il •-NINCREASING

FIGURE 11. 6. CORB THRUST

I ____

Substituting M = f (-1 _)into Equation 11.25 we obtain

Wi N (11.27)

Flight test data cbtain ftrm speed pmer tests are directly used to plot

this functional relationship as sbown in Figure 11.7. Parts (a) and (b) of

Figure 11.7 are for different engines/airframe cnbinatian31 thus they are

considerably different.

I -

S:. 000'e

•t I km-.1,. 2am. .. i

PIG=.~E 11.7. COMWMI FML FUW.
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11.6 ENDURANCE, JET AIRCRAFM i

Endurance (E) is defined as as

E = dt (11.28)

Fuel flow (•f) can be defined as the time rate of change of aircraft gross
weight

wdW l
f= ( lb (11.29)

The negative sign indicates the gross weight decreases with time.
Turbojet specific fuel ccnswption (C) is defined as

C fCF
n

There fore

Cf n (11.30)

Substitutiv Equation 11.29 into Equation 11.30 for

andW

dt 
( (11.31)CF n 

•

Substitutixq Equation 11.31 into Equation 11.28 for dt yields

L;'. '-dW

E~J

W

E. dW W
ZnW

Int~atzqfrm~ an. ini~tW4 grosa weight (Wi) to afinal gross weight (Wf)

';E W

:•" "11.12



Reversing the limits of integration to change the sign yields
w. •

E ndWW

In stabilized level flight Fn = D and L = W. Therefore

Assuming E and specific fuel consumption are constantD

(w. E In(~ 1 i()()n (11.32)

Equation 11.32 illustrates that in order to obtain maximum endurance at a

particular altitude, the jet powered aircraft m•ust fly at a speed where CL/CD

is maxinun. The drag coefficient equation must be examined to detennine where

this speed occurs.

2
CD CD + AR e (11.18)

1Replacing - by the constant K

%e

CD aCDP + K C

Dividing both aide of the equation by % yields

C- I K.

kCL CL
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Differentiating with respect to CL and equating the result to Yaro

(CD + K 2 L
Cz 2 .(CD + )

2 2

2K CL -V K CL 0

CD = C (11.33)

The secon derivative of CD/CL with respect to CL is positive ; therefore,
CD/CL is a mininu whnCD CDP. Thmrfore CL.J% maximon occurs where

induced drag equal parasite drag. Frcm Equat.ons 11.32 and 11.33 is apparent

that maxin endurance can be obtained by fQ. ing at a speed where CL/CD or L/D

is maximum. This is shom in Figure 11.8.

T" a,

;TA
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Equation 11.32 may indicate that a jet powered aircraft could loiter
equally well at all altitudes, provided the engine and intake duct efficiency
did not change with altitude and C remained constant.

In practice, this is not a true statmaent, because specific fuel
consumption is dependent on thrust developed, internal cmponent efficiencies,
free air temperature, true airspeed, and ambient air pressure and may change
appreciably with increased altitude. Because higher engine speeds are
required to maintain a true airspeed cammsurate with the minimum drag point
and engine efficiency improves with an increase in RPM, endurance should
increase with an increase in altitude.

11.7 RANGE, JET AIRFT

Range is defined as

R = fds -fVdt (11.34)

Substituting Equation 11.31 for dt into Equation 11.34

dt - (n 11.31)

f"
Fo teady Stt L WwF

SR - -{

S •- If we intrapae ft~m final to initial

ww

R 1 V L " (11.35)

WcF

1 (11.15



This is the general range equation. In order to maximize range fran Equation

11.35, we nust maximize VL/D, minimize specific fuel ccnsaqption, and have a

Large fuel fraction Wi /Wf.

Fram aerodynamic tbeory

L 2

or
V 2L

V Ta CLS

For steady state flight, L = W

V ~C

Substituting this result for V into Equation. 11.35,

fwf

WdW

A
W,

1/2 1C
- dW

Asuming a =wntant altituie, angle of attack profile, and cwtant specific

11.16



q/2(W

so, R = 2 q " (11.36)

Examination of this equation gives the following conclusions for maximun

range:

1. The aircraft should be flown at a speed where q/yCD is maxiMum.

2. Increasing altitude (decreasing pa) will increase the range. (This

is limited to the optinnu cruise altitude.)

1/2
The point where CL / is a maxiun should be examined. The drag coefficient
is

( 2�

1/2 1/2

Differentiating with respect to CL and equating the result to zero:

+d C) - P CZ j 0
2

;.'4 (C% + ,i)1/2c1,2c o

1 .12 3/2

, •.•11.17



1 CDP/ 2 3/2

1 P 2 3/2

2 p/2 /

Ci/

32
Cp X

Cp =C.Di (11.37)

The second derivative Of CZ/2/ with respect to CL, is negative. Therefore

S is nC =

Cruise flight for nxiimum range -oditions stýould be conducted so that

the maximnm number of miles can be flown with the mininmm, amont of fuel.

Specific range (SR) is defined as )
dRSR - (11.38)

Multiplying byd'dt

dRdt . dR/dt V (11.39)SR. = = = (NA4PP)(1.9

Were NAMWP is defined as nautical air miles per pound.

Figure 11.9 is a classic drag (thrust required) curve with the vertical axis

labeled fuel flow as opposed to thrust required.

EQU!VAIRNT VELOCrrY, V.
FIGURE 11.9 FUEL FLOW
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Since a level flight drag curve is the only place an aircraft operates under
cruise conditions, it is apparent that to maximize specific range (SR), the

aircraft nust be flown at the tangent point of a line from the origin to the

drag curve. At this point

F n
tan 1= = v (11.40)

1
= PO OVeoS

Substituting
2 1/2

Ve S)

tan 0 =(OW) 1/2(%

CD(1.1
I - tan e K (1141

CL'

Flying at this tangent point, minimnm 6, results in maximizing specific range

11.8 THE CRUJISE CUMB
( ) , i

It is wl nown that the specific range of a jet airplane increases with
increasing altitude. The reason for this may be seen from an examination of

Equation 11.36, which shws that range varies inversely as the square root of

the density, so that as lcng as C, the specific fuel canmurqion, does not
buxeme markedly, a oontinmus gain of range is experienced as altit.ie: is

gained.
Actually,, up to the stratoqf ,ret C tends to dcease for most .±:b .nos,

sothat greater gains in range are obtained than would be fa=-o If C were
assumad =uttant. *zewoer, at kow altitudes, inefficient part thc.rottle

Co qration further increame the obtainable C,, producing an additional

I
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decrease in range. At high altitudes (above 35,000 to 40,000 ft) C starts to
increase so that present test data reveal a "leveling off" in data range for
stratospheric conditions. As airplanes fly higher, this leveling off should
result in an optiMn best rarge altitude for any given gross weight, above
which altitude, decreases in range will be encountered.

Because increases in altitude result in increases in specific range, it
may be reasoned that a gradual clinb should increase overall range, provided
that the clinb were made at close to the optinum aerodynamic speed for best
range and close to the engine throttle setting for best thrust specific fuel
consunption. This thinking lead& at once to the concept of the cruise clint.

The cruise clint amounts first to setting the airplane to fly at the
optiuzm range Mach at a given value of WI6. Then, as fuel is used up and W
decreases, allow a gradual climb so that the ratio of W16 is kept constant as
the Mach is also held constant. This amounts to flight at the cptimum Mach

for the selected W/6 value.
Flight test has established that the cruise clint procedure results in

inproved range performance over that obtained by flight at constant altitude
(varying W/6 and M). A plot of maxinum specific range in nautical miles per
lb of fuel as a function of gross weight and W/6 is shmm in Figure 11.10.

In practice, the cruise clinb is accomplished by starting out at some
value of W/I, ar4 establishing the optimum Mach for that W/i. Given a
schedue of we-ght versus altitude presented in some convenident form, the
pilot then cl/it the airplane so as to maintain a constat WI atad M as the
gross weight decreases. This i,*ans that he flies frcm Point (1) to (2) of
Figure 11.10 with the net range being given by the shded area of the figure.

In this sae figure, flight at costant altituti& is illustrated by the
dashed line between (1) and (3), with the increase in range of the cruise
clncb-slnr as the area botnld by t!* Lines 1-2, 2-3, 3-1.

Wa have asnal that the fuel cau~ntion data obtained in level flight
will be aceate to desctibe conditions in the cruise cltib even though the
cnuse climb does not represent level flight. owc ttis. Eperizents have
cdumistrated that chis asmGntWi is satisfactioy, at least for pesent day

airplanes, for the iwle reason that th Clinb rates are quite small and •

na t, Anordi"gy, zuis climb ful camumptsSo

11.20
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I.

characteristics may legitimately be ocuputed on the basis of data obtained

dur'ing level flight runs.

3i

F IG= 1110. CfMARMLM,: OF cmuisE L'
AM CONSTAT ALMTZ FLIGQnT

The w•M range Profile is deVeloped from specific range data obtained
on spwd p-k-" test flights. To develop the! maim rang/e prafle, an

•- addtioml panv~ter t.eeft to be denn-ad.

Paq *Acr is deLne as

,ki. R ,, (,SR) (W) (11.42)

Sm

we. .s1i.sT



Recalling that

R V dt (11.34)

SR = V (11.39)

*f

dW (11.29)

then
R = "SR dW

Vtltiplying by yields R~ RdW

R =- (SR) (W)--W

and therefore,

R = - RFd (11.43)

For a constant Mach, constant W/6 cruise climb, if range factor can be proven

to be constant, it will be easy to integrate the ranqe equation. The

following analysis is offered for proof of this factor.

Therefore,

N / L

The maxinm, range profile is flown at a c-nstant W/6 and.M. Thewrfore

Nf6- is constant. As previcusly discussed,

Wf f:~ziw (11.27)
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For a constant N/-;Tand W/6, Wf/ is constant.

- = K1 (11.44)

each is define M • therefore

V

M =

vJ

M=K2

Since Mach is constantA..

V - K 3 Ve (11.45)

Specific range is
SR VSRV (11.39)

Wf

Substituting ESTation 11.44 and 11.45 for V andý f yields

K1 6-vT

K4
SR ( -- (11.46)

Substitutuig quation 11.46 into the range factor definition yields

44
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Since W/6 is constant, range factor is constant and Equation 11.43 becanes

R=- fRFdW=-RF-W

Integrating frmn initial gross weight (Wi) to final gross weight lWf),

dW

R=-I

or wi

W,

J = RFF dR

w

wf
wi

R = RF ln W- (11.47)
Wf

.~ ~ ~ FMR 11 -C- - 1 S .PIIWM7U RAN-GE -

I I

II
I

": I

Frcin the speed pasr test data the range factor for each maximu specific
range is cxmputf-d using )

R~ SRj Wi
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0
where Wi is the standard wight used to caipute the particular WIS. These
data are plotted versus W/S as shown in Figure 11.12. Mach for each
corresponding maxiun specific range are also plotted.

II-

w I

ifz eo

(

CORRCTEDll WEIGHT, W16

FIGURE 11.12. DETER4IMATICN CF OPTIfVM MACH

FDR ANY GIVTN RANGE FACTOR

The maximum range of the aircraft is obtained by flying a constant Mach,
constant W/6 cruise cliub at the optimum WS and associated Mach fram Figure
11.12.

It is inportant to understand that Figure 11.12 is good for all
altitudes, gross weights and associated W/A6s. Hweover, the range factor
urve may have gross wight breakouts if the ratio of fuel weight to maxin

gross eigit is extremely large. The mmcmi range for any given W/6 can only
be attained by flying the Mach associated with the maxium= specific range for
the W/S as sham in Figure 11.12.

/"1C2
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11.9 DRAG POLAR DLTEIvinAMON

Another important outcome of the speed power flight test is the

determination of the aircraft's drag polar. Recalling that

w/6

- 148,9s
and

CD= D1n/6=

148 M2S 1482M2S

Knowing the test W/6 and M, CL can be calculated.

Frao the functional relationship

NI /f6 can be determined. 40 f M 2i

Using NIV-O and the functional relationship

F f N I

CD can be calailated.

The i•ircraft drag polar can be determizd by plotting CL as a function of

Sfran thew speed power flight test data.
In smmary, cruise performance of a jet aircraft is determined by using

the speed power flight test method. The data can be analyzed to determine
maxim=u specific range and endurance fuel flow and associated airspeeds

(Mach). Further analysis results in detemination of the optimum W/6 and Mach

to fly to obtain the maxim= ranwe of the aircraft.

11.10 VAD GEM AND D• UALM ENGINES

Previous sections of this chapter we restricted to constant geometry,

single rotor engines. In this section scme of the ccaplicati•cs encntered
with variable geometry and dual rotor engines are analyzed. In defining the
par mn characteristics of a variable gecutry engine, it is advantageous

to directly measure thrust. If thrust is directly mmasured, then this
functional relationship is still %%lid.
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Fn f(M'W) (11.23)

This relationship comtined with the constant geometry engine analysis gives

M =f (W N\ (11.26)

If thrust parameter is not used, then the following caoplex equations must be

used:

For variable geometry

M = f N A)

For dual rotor
N N

M =, (11.49)
Ire- Ire)

where A is the ratio of the variable area to some reference area; NV, N2 are
the two rotor speeds of a dual rotor engine. Engine speeds in a dual rotor
engine are physically more difficult to measure and are less directly a
function of thrust output. However, engine pressure ratio (EPR), is a direct
measure of the thrust output of the engine. EPR is defined

EPR = P 10(11.50)
PT2

PT10 is the total pressure at the exhaust nozzle outlet. PT2 is the total

presure at the ccqpressor face. When the EPR is used, it replaces the N/ T
tam used thrcý ut this chapter.
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1.1 PROPELLER-DRIVEN AIRCRAFT CRUISE THEORY

The cruise performance of a propeller-driven aircraft can be obtained
with the engine horsepower curvs and steady state aircraft flight test data.

The data reduction equations and constant altitude flight test technique will
be briefly discussed in this section.

Up to this point, only drag and thrust have been considered, but in the
case of the propeller-driven aircraft, it is more convenient to consider the
aircraft re*uirements in terms of p r. Power is defined as the time rate of
doing irk.

Power = work Fd

ZEW t

Since distance (d) divided by time (t) is true airspeed (V), power may be

expressed

Power - FV

Hn-sepower (HP) is the unit of power most commonly used and is defined

HP 33,000 f - 550 ft-lb
ME- sec

Wen the velocity is expressed in ft/sec, horsepoer is expressed

Awsimng steady state flight (Fn - D), HP mut be expressed as thrust

-rsepýcer reqired (THPr).

DV
THPr (11.51)

The drag equation may be witten

•/•.-:Oav S + .. 2 .L2 -(152
2LC (11.52)

i 11.28
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Substituting Equation 11.52 into Equation 11.51,

DV P a _ S +_L_2

0= CD 1100l + 2 75 Pa VS T AR e

For steady state flight L = W,

%pa v% w2
r100 +275 Pa VS ir AR e

SSubtituting,

v
V=

Tr 11003/2 2 7 5 Pa Ve S ARe

Multiplying by 0q-- P0

CD p'a 0 e0 ,r
THPr w 1100o3/2p0 + 275 pa 00 Ve S i ARe

DP 0 e sW2

CD0V3 S q
Wr i1T7 .275 aV=o 0 Ve S w AR e

Dividing both sides of the eqwation by ;/2

•i V3 S<•~C~ ,r Tr 0 e 1/2

WM 1100 W12 0275 Po V S. AR'e

, 11.29



The W in Equation 11.53 is the test weight (Wt). Eliminating weight as a

variable by multiplying both sides of Equation 11.53 by Ws3/2 (the standard

weight),

CD P0 S

K1 = II0

3/2 1-00 1/2 275 Po 0 S i ARe
W- 1/

2et

Subtitutinr tbese omstants into Equation 11.54, )

-. e ] + s (11.55)

T Smplify Equation 11.55, substitute

11.30
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Viwu /2

kW12]
Where P is power required, corrected to a standard weight, and V. is

equivalent airspeed corrected to a standard weight.

Now Equation 11.55 becomes

3 2 s
i K1 (Vi 3  (111.56)Viw

Figure 11.13 is a plot of the power required for level flight of a
propeller driven aircraft at all altitudes, temperatures, and weights. This

data can be obtained fr= level flight test data in conjunction with engine
horsepower data.

EQUIVALENT AIRNPMlD MOR~t
"mrA aom WIMN-H, vtW.:

n=t• 11.,13 POWER RE= Fok IBMT FLIGHT .;

Figure 11.14 is a typical plot of propeller engine horsepower data. The

111.31
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The constant altitude flight test technique is used to determine cruise

data for the propeller-driven aircraft. Steady state points are flown at
different -:-speeds throughout the flight envelope. Airspeed (Vi),
temperature (Ti), altitude (Hi), manifold pressure, RP4, and fuel weight are
recorded at each stabilized point. BHP is calculated from Figure 11.14 with

the manifold pressure and RRM recorded from each stable point. Propeller
efficiency (ri) is defined

STHP

The propeller efficiency is obtained fran wind tunnel data. Propeller
efficiencies normally vary from .50 at stall airspeed to .75 at cruising

airspeed. Piw is calculated with the wind tunnel propeller efficiency, the
BHP from the engine horsepower chart, test altitude (Hi), test weight (Wt),
and the standard weight (WV).

!.P Va-"H npPi I' .32(11.57)
iw 3 2?

(w)7

Equivalent airspeed (Ve) is calculated with Vi, Hi, and Ti. Viw is calculated

using.

vw /211.58

Data are obtained at different airspeeds throughout the flight envelope. Data

scatter is reduced by plotting (Pii) (Viw) versus (Vi) as in Figure 11.15.
A straight line can be drawn through the data points.
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MU-E 11. 15 LUIEARIZED POWE RU(•UIME

Points are crossplotted from Figure 11.15 to obtain Figure 11.16 (the WH

required for level flight).

THP AVMLAILS

FIGUVE 11.16 1CI RYRED 0R L ,VEL FAGkr
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A drag polar can also be construced from level flight cruise data.

Fran Equation 11.51

(THPr) (550)
V

From Equation 11.57

3/2

P iw w

Threfore

3/2

3/2

Pi () 550
De 

(11.59

Frun aarokiiamics

..D .½ oVe2 SCD

or

aV 2 S01.



Substituting Equation 11.59 for D

3/2

L Ii100Pi

CD (11.60)
p V, S

Frotm Equation 11.58

1/2

Or

3/2

w Vi

Substituting this result into Equation 11.60
i ii100Pi

CD 1100 3 V (11.61)
p S 3
0 viw

Fran aerodynamics
2 2L

For a steady state flight L = W, or

2W 2 Wt (11.62)
% 2 2 -0 (1.2

PO Ve S 0POVe S

From Equation 11.58

2v w
t s

Viw2
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Substituting this result into Equation 11.62

2W
s (11.63)

POs V iw

Using Equation 11.61 for CD and Equation 11.63 for CL, we can plot a drag

polar frao level flight cruise data (Figure 11.2).

ORA Co, 5PPtCIET, co -

F"IGURE 11,2ý, DRAG POLAR

11.12 PIRPELLR-DRIVEN AIIRP ENDURWAE AND k RANGE.

The coffputation of both maxinui encurance and maximmu range airspeeds for

a propeller drivn aircraft can be simplified if the brake specific fuel

consmrtion (C) anwd te IopeUer efficienq =vI •re asswed Co0ntant.

fThe change of aircraft gross wwg.ht due to fuel with time is

S, - C (BHPI. (11.64)

•- ~~C- lb-@:.•,:

""herefore, the unzts for dW/dt are lb/hr.
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11.12.1 •

Recalling that range is defined as
R = ds =1I Vdt (11.34)

Rearranging Equation 11.64

dt = dWdt(BHP) C

Substitutirg this result into the range equation

"RV d
R = - BHP) C-

Substituting for BHP, BUP = = V

R =- p 550 npni 550 V$'W

DVVC

550 d 5Wd

Tip 550

f VC

•...Mu~tiplyin by ~w

(Wi

, 550 d.

J Wf

Sn .p 550

.~~~ D°

- f::.

Yh~tiply11. b
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For steady state flight L = W, or

W.
I

ri 550 CL % W
= C CD W

JW

Assuming a constant angle of attack,

n 550 C id
R= P j;L)(11.65)

R= 550 ln 11(11.66)R= C ýCD ff

, Equation 11.66 indicates maximum range requires

1. nP/C be a mucir.

2. Fly at CL/% maximm.

Note that the altitude does not appear in the range equation for a
reciprocating engine. Howver, C will decrease with an increase in altitude.

CLC/ maxium occurs when parasite drag equals induced drag. This occurs
at the tangent to the Piw verss Viw curve as depicted in Figure 11.15.

Therofore, the airspeed for maximn range is available from level flight
performance data discussed in the range section. Figure 11.15 also

illustrates the air-seed for maximn endurance (min"ium Piw point).

11.V
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VJ,

FIGURE 11.17 DETEM4INATION OF MAXIMUM EN1JRACE
AND MAXIME24 RANGE AIRSPEEDS

11.12.2 Endurance

For .naximzn endurance an aircraft should fly at an airspeed to minimize
dw/dt. Assuming specific fuel consumption is constant, this airspeed occurs
at minimuzn BHP. Asslming propeller efficiency is constant, the airspeed for
maximmn endurance occurs where Piw is minimnu on Figure 11.12. Therefore,
fight test results (Piw versus Viw) provide the maximu= endurance airspeed.

Endurance is defi ned:

E - dt - f

S DVC
Sinlce ng that BWP

ii550 d

,ince D =

Em- J- • "W 'M

1/2

Velocity cn be eressed as V r2w1
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E=nP5 -J f() ( 2  )
1/2 dj 1/2

3 /2 S r id
E =- Ti CL dW ? 2

CD 
w3/

3/2

EcC (11.67)

f )p

Fiat-ion 11.67 shows that maxinmn enduarance should be achieved by flying at

3/2

high altitude at a speed wha ee C Dtis maximmdu n ized. The velocity for maxitm
endurance shoam in Figure 11.15 occurs where ir~xed drag equals three times

parasite drag.
In conclusion, we fly stable points in a propeller driven aircraft to

obtain a power required for level flight curve and drag polar. The maximm
enturance and maxlmim range airspeeds are obtained fron the power required for
level flight curve.

11.13 CRUISE PEPROANM TEMrI=

The speed paer flight test is a comm method used to obtain the cruise
performance of an aircraft. This method allows determination of both maxim=m

enduranc and mawirm range airspeeds and considerably reduces the number of
flight test sorties reuired.

The speed power flight test involves gathering fuel flow data at various
altitudes, gross weights, and airspeeds that sufficiently define the operating
envelop of the aircraft. These data are generally presented as shown in
Figure 11. 18.

11.41
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MACH

FJM3RE 11.18 STANDARD FUEL FLOW

Each of the curves depicted in Figure 11.16 represents one altitude and
one gross weight and therefore one W/6. It is inmortant to note that these
curves do not represent all altitude and gross wight coabinations that result
in the particular W/6 of the curve, but are restricted to one altitude and one

gross weight. As an example, an aircraft weighing 100,000 lb at an altitude

of 18,000 ft has the sawe W/6 as a 200,000 lb aircraft at sea level. However,
it should be obvious that the fuel flow at 18,000 ft will be much less than

that at sea level, resulting in a different fuel flow versus Mach curve. Mien

the specific range is multiplied by the aircraft's weight, hawver, the range

factor will be the same in both cases.

Since it is not realistic to consider taking data at only one altitude
and oie gross wight due to fuel conoxeption, the data must be collected

within a reawmable tolerance and then standardiUed to the altitude and gross

weigt of interest. As a rule, if the W6 of the test is held within + 2% of

the standard W/1 and the altitude is within + 2000 ft of the standard
altitude, this functiona relationship will hold true.

PecaliLzig Equation 11.27 f=ui the dimnunal analysis of the fuel flow
parawter, we have

)
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With the data frcm the speed power flight test, this functional

relationship can be determined and plotted as s1an in Figure 11.19.

pw
A!

iii

MACH

F•GE 11.19 CORRrXI FUEL FUN

This functional relationship states that for a given corrected RPM, NI/ ,
and corrected %eight, W16, these is only one corrected fuel f low f/6 ,r6
If W/6 is held cstant airing the flight test, then

wf w

6 T test standard

for a given N -r6 and therefore

s t

since

M - f for the

wRAsured N/VT'8rdW/6, then Mt Ms.

1t1
i'*,,•,11.43



This is the method by which the standard fuel flow versus Mach graph is
obtained.

Fram the *f/6 v'- versus Mach plot, the maxiian endurance airspeed can be
determined for any given W/6 by picking the point of minimum fuel flow.
However, this particular plot does not readily indicate the altitude effects

and whether climbing will increase endurance (decrease fuel flow). However,

maxinum endurance is the point of minimum fuel flow, and the effect of
climbing is evident from Figure 11.18, the fuel flow versus Mach plot.

Fecalling the definition of specific range,

SR Vwf
Wf

the naxiumn specific range for a given corrected weight, W/1, can be
calculated fram the fuel flow versus Mach plot. It is the point of tangency
of a line drawn from the origin as shown in Figure 11.20.

ir

FIGUR 11. 20 F=E FTI0W

From Figure 11.20,

a.Itan -
.A..

: ~1].44



From this equation it can be seen that maximum specific range occurs at the
mininun angle, e.

Specific range can be plotted frao the fuel flow versus Mach data. A

typical set of curves is shown in Figure 11.21.

nl I_ I Ii

MACH'
FIGURE 11.21 SP=IC RANGE

The saire information obtained fran the fuel flcw versus Mach curves can

also be obtained from the specific range versus Mach curves.

i
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FIGURE 11.22 SPEC•C RANGE, ONE ALTITUDE

Refe~rring to Figure 11.22, it can 1ý'. seen that maximum specific range
occ/s at the peak of the curve. Maxinum endurance occurs at the tangency
point of a line drawn• f=< the origin.

tan elf v~

•k~am this relationship it can be seen that minimtum fuel flow occurs at the
ma.ximn value of 6.

Taking the peaks of the curves, (the points of maximum specific range)
and multiplying by the qmecific weight, the range factor (RF) versus W! 4'cumv
can be generated. Thi curve is good for all alttuesp and all qxws weights.

0I
2 "I

/C i

11.4
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W/6

... 1GU 'Al. 23. RANG FACTM1, ALL ALTITJDES AND tZEIGMS
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11.1 Define and write syntois for:

weight-pressure parameter (ratio)

Specific range

C•orrected thrust parameter

Corrected fuel flow parameter

Corrected drag parameter

Euige factor

Specific fuel consmption (turbojet)

Corrected engine speed parameter

11.2 The design lift cxafficient of the T-381 for crUise i's 0.28, If design

optijnu Qruise Mwh is 0.88 and the aircraft wino area is 110 ft

estimate the optimuk cruise weight-pressure ratio.

11.3 For the T-38A design cru.is* conitton in kcblem 11.2, the T-,IA parasite

drag coefficient is 0.15, the aircraft officiene fac,•or is 0.79, an the

aspect ratio is 3.75. What is the utiall c.cA-ct.i thqrst parmeter

Fn/6 reuired for cruise? dos c-,-ctel thrust p.ramiter chaune

duwrni cxuise cUnb?

D~ 1481C!,M K + n41v ~() 1

11.4 During a Vwa ppa\. test point at 360 kts, the fuel flow was

1090 Wb/hr. Wat ia the specific range for this aircraftt?

11.48



11.5 An aircraft in-flight is attaining a specific range of 0.33 NAMPP at a

grozis wight of 14,000 lb. Mhat is its range factor?

11.6 Hev far will the aircraft in Proiem. 11.5 cruise on 4,000 ]b of fuel at

the same rarqe factor if itz end cruise gross weight is 10,000 lb? H

is this atxWjplistwd?

11.7 An aircraft was flcwm on a constant W/6 profile of 60,000 lb. The

aircraft standard wgkit ýxs 17,820 lb. On one upeed-pcwr point

stabilized at 30,300 ft, the fuel flo was measured to be 2,000 lb/hr at

96% RPM. The anbient tamerature while stabilized was measured to be

225.75°'. What is the standard fuel flow and RM4?

HINT,: Use Apmidix A. Perf=mue Hancbook, FTC-TIH-79-1, for
atmospheric data-

11.8 ShM that straight lines tb=4-hi the origin of a plot of SR vvrs true

auirpeed repesent lines of c=-stant fuel flow.

11.



11.9 Given the following equations:

E W.
E1 -C n

•2

E2 =% +7rAR e

EW3 =RFn E7 7 F( M

1/ 2 2 (ý 1/2 %L/2 W

E 5  IN./

Answer the following questions:

A. Equation is the general range equation, turbojet or
propeller.

B. Equation is an endurance equation developed fran aerodynamic
analysis for t--urbojet aircraft.

C. Equation is equ&l to standard day corrected RPM parameter.

D. Equation is the drag polar equation.

E. Equation _ is used to calculate range available from a given
fuel load at a given range factor.

F. Equation is used to determine an aircraft's thrust deck.

G. Equation is a range equation developed fran aerodynamic
analysis for turbojet aircraft.

H. Equation is used for determining standard day corrected fuel
flow pararater.

I. Equation __ is used for determining standard day range factor
fran flight test range mission data.
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11.10 A. The manufacturer's est-imated drag polar of a YAT-37D aircraft is
presented below. The aircraft reference wLng are is 184 ft 2 .

Using the equation developed in class for corrected drag parameter

(repeated below), estimate D/6 for a speed power point flown at

W/6 of 16,168 lb (%eight is 6,000 Ib, altitude is 25,000 ft)
stabilized at Mach 0.4.

CO

1.00

L)024 

1.

CL2

D 1481%CD S M 2 + n2 ( 1

11.10 B. At the same speed powe~r point described in Problem 4A, the ambient

teiqperature was determined to be 233 deg K and engine RPM, N, was

measure as 11,700 RPM. Using the manufacturer'sa furnished chart

below, what is the engine corrected thrust parameter? Does this

agree well with the results of Problem 4A?
YAT-37D

MANUFACTURER'S ENGINE THRUST CURVE
TWO J85/J2 ENGINES CRUISE

1,600-

800
11 12 13 14 15

N
x0-,RPM

11.11 The following questions apply to the YAT-37D with the drag polar and

aircraft data given in Problem 4A.

11.517



A. Estimate the aircraft's LIDx. What is the significance ofmax
this point?

B. If the aircraft weighs 6,000 lb, what equivalent velocity
should be flown to obtain maximum L/D?

C. Estimate the aircraft's maxinmu value of C1/2/C/. What wuld

this value be used for?

D If the aircraft weights 6,000 lb, what equivalent velocity

should be flown to obtain maxim=m - 1/2 at is the
significance of this velocity?

E. What is the maxim= range L/D for constant altitude cruise?

11.12 The following problem is based on data from the T-38A Category II
Performance Test, PIC-TDR-63-27, Nov 63, AFFIX, Edwards AFB, CA.

A. The contractor initially estimates that maximum range will
result frum a constant 0.88 Mach cruise at a constant W/6 of
54,000 lb. Since you have three speed power missions available
to determine optimum cruise, you elect to fly the three
missions whose results are tabulated below:

Altitude Maximum Mach for
(lb) (H ) ft SR Max. SR

10,094 36,000 0.357 0.87

9,990 40,000 0.380 0.88

9,805 45,500 0.388 0.89

Does the soeed power data verify the contractor's prediction?

B. The contractor revises his estimate and now predicts that
maxiinz range will result from a constant 0.88 Mach cruise

11.52



at W/6 of 58,000 lb. You elect to fly a ferry range mission at
these cruise conditions. During the climb nearing cruise
altitude, ycu notice you have burned 1,006 lb of fuel. You

estimate that it will take 60 lb to stabilize at your initial

start cruise altitude. Using the weight and fuel dat.a given

below, at what altitude should you begin cruise?

Gross weight at engine start 12,330 lb

Total fuel. 3,650 lb

MIL-C-5011A fuel reserve 805 lb

C. After flying your constant W/6 profile for one hour and twelve

minutes, you have to terminate cruise because of an emergency

with a fuel reading of 980 lb. Data reduction shows that the
cruise climb was flown at a constant Ta of -760 F, and at a

constant 0.88 Mach. If the aircraft traveled 75 nam in the

climb to cruise altitude, what was the total test range?

D. What was the test day range factor?

E. What was the standard day range factor?

F. Estimate what the total range of the test mission would have

been if the emergency had not occurred and you could have

continued cruise to your MIL-C-5011A fuel reserve.

G. Does the test day range factor verify your speed power data?

H. If you had ane more speed power mission to fly to verify maximum

cruise range, what test conditions would you pick?

4 ,-
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11.13 Given the flight test data below, which of the two altitudes wuld
you choose for max endurance holding? Why? (Assume you're already
at the selected altitude when you establish max ernurance; i.e.,
ignore fuel required to climb/descend to holding altitude).

.8-

/0000ý30,000 PT

A -20,000 .T

0 - I - I I I

0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5

11.14 Given the flight test data below, does Point 1 or Point 2 give the
best range? Explain.

SINGLE TWO

6,000 ENGINE ENGINES

A-37F

2,000- 20,000 FT

ji- 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
115
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11.15 (a) The contractor has provided the plots in Figure I of range

factor and cruise Mach versus weight-pressure ratio based on his

initial flight test data. You have just flown the speed power

mission plotted in Figure 2. Does you data agree with the

contractor' s? Explain briefly.

(b) Using the contractor data in Part A and the fuel and weight

data below, estimate the maxim= cruise distance available.

Gross weight at engine start 15,745

Gross weight at start cruise 14,618
Total usable fuel 4,375

MIL-C-5011A fuel reserve 952

11.5
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(C) Based on the contractor data in Parts A & B, what altitude and
Mach would you plan to stabilize at to start cruise for maxim=m

range?

(d) You were held at the end of the runway for 20 minutes and did

not start cruise until 2820 lb remaining. You also landed at your
alternate, terminating your cruise cliab 45 min after level off with
1400 lb. Given a constant tmperature of -580 F, what was the
standard y range factor?

(e) Do your results confixm the contractor's estimates? Explain

briefly.

(f) You are carrying an AIM-9J with a special lens limited to .8

Ma~ch. Assuming a start cruise weight of 14,781 Ib, at what altitude
should you plan to level off for best range?

11.16 Given the test data belmw, plot the aircraft drag polar.

SW .4M
S2,000 1.00-

t.

'AR 18.0 100 -

S - 175 
.5.

At MH 0.4, N/ -e 8o

At M k 0.5, N/be 90 1300

%• . ~ ~ ~~12 0 0 w - I .. . . i-

180 90
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ANSWE

11.2 54,590

11.3 30,880

11.4 .33

11.5 4620

11.6 1550 mi

11.7 w f 1815

N =87%

11.10 A. 1,394 lb
B. 1,400 lb

I1.1I A. 13.4

B. 207 ft/sec

C. 19

D. 272 ft/sec

E. 11.6

11.12 B. 39,00O ft
C. 675 nhm

D. 3,909
F. 747 nam

0 o s • OOW"llli lB plkl''l O I=IIL1• •"91"
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CHAPTER 12

DATA REDUCTION AND CORRECTIONS
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S12.1 INTRODUJCTICN

An ancient report, fran the early days of flying, discussing the crash of

a "Jenny" shortly after takeoff on a hot summer day, concluded that the

primary cause was "there was no lift in the air that day." The determination

of the effects of nonstandard atmospheric conditions on aircraft performance

has cane a long way since then. These determinations are particularly

important in flight test, since performance specifications must be written for

soae set of "standard" conditions, and flight tests are not usually conducted

on "standard" days. Modern conputer data reduction capabilities have greatly

reduced the manual labor required for performanc calculations. On the other

hand, they tend to hide assumiptions and factors which can turn out to be

extremely important in performance testing.

This section examines how test day performance data may be reduced or

related to performance under standard conditions. Doiasis is placed on the

relationship betv.en data reduction end available instrumentation. The

tochniques are th•ose used in the WS performance data rdluction programs,

which are similar to those used in AF1;'C flight test programs.

12.2 STAN[NID C(WDI T IaNS

Ito procuring activity, usually the systau prograi office (SPC), normal ly

deterndins which txmditiaos will be considered starndad for performance

spoeci fication coupliance. Some of the parameters which Ovist be considercd are

discussed below.

12.2.1 AtnuInieric Ooblitions

e.se. include the variation of antbient. toVeqxrature awi static pre.%sure

withi altitutie. Depenxling on the aircraft mission, a standarx), 1rctic

stindard, tropical standard, or some corbination will. be specifixIe. Stzu'nard

day conditions are discussed in Ciapter 5. ¶i'Ki TWS data reduction programs

use the 1962 U.S. Stadard Atmosphere.

1 .



12.42.2 Weight

A standard weight tiust be specified since weight affects the angle of

attack, drag, and acceluration characteristics for a givun set of Ilight

conditions. This depends on the aircraft mission and several standard

weights will normally be specified for various portions of the mission

profile. To determine standard weight for any aircraft:

a. Ite average maximum gross weight for the aircraft is found in thve
Flight Manual or fran manufacturer' s data.

b. The average fuel used during engine start and ground maneuvering
is isubtracted from the max ium gross weight to determine the
standard weight for takeoff data reduction.

c. 'Ie aircraft weight at level off at a particular altitude is the
standard weight for level accels, sawtooth climts and check climbs.

1. Coqmpute the sea level standard weight by subtracting the fuel
required to accelerate to climb speed fran the takeoff standard
weight.

2. Subtract the fuel required to clinb to different altittxles fr•a
the standard weight at sea level. This gives a standard weight
at each altitude.

d. Determine the M41-C-5011A fuel reserve, This weight is added to the
aircraft euipty weight and used as a standad weight for descent
performwace. (e.g. 5% of initial fuel + 20 minutes at sea level at
maxi m endurance.

e. The standard weights for perfonmanco trests such as turns, W/A
planning, or ferry range missions can be determitwd by
averagng the results from c and d.

12.2.3 (lmter of Cravijyj3qj)
The W pevition detemind s tie elevator (or slab) position rcwquirod to

maiptAijn a given wet. of flight, conditions. This directly affcs. parasite

drag and ýcAn have a large offect on performuve. (The Tf'S programs do not
correct for 03 position.)

i I12,2



S 12.2.4 Wind

No-wind conditions are specified in most cases. wind and wind shear

influence climb and descent performance. (The TPS progr-ms do not correct for

wind.)

12.2.5 Configuration

Standard configurations must be defined and tested. -n TPS performance

testing, only the cruise (clean) and speed-brake out (for penetration

descents) configurations are specified.

12.2.6 Schedules and T'echiies

Clinb, descent, cruise, and acceleration schediules must be specified for

specific perfornk-e determinations. Off-schodule tests may be corrected to

standard schdulots but the TI'S prc %its do. not include these corrections.

1227 Otheýr (bnsii,-tions

xOth.r factors may be s.•ecified depu.iOing on the aircraft. TMe- can

ne lule tOw ntmwtr of operating ewjines, trim W.sition, and s'eral o.-thr

factous. cific roquirwe-ints ilust. be stated for cach flight dimitn -and

desi red pot floriace parameter.

12.3 PIMIr-STATIC DAA MUXTIM

Alt itwI aix! airsspevd are the tim variables that are of primary' -(xtorl

througheut perfOuinarwv an.d flying qualities tostinq. u f. r t-tely, the

measurrmunt of h-sese variables by tlie aircraft's pitot-statie wsttau is

oxxplicated by the ertors disc-buso in Cliapter 5.

12.3. 1 Uwr Fly-by Data 1Lduction

Ibsition en-or is founwd fraoi tower fly-by data using tie following:

1



1. Find the test aircraft HC

a. Plot pressure altitude versus time as shown in Figure 12.1 from
the preflight and postflight ground blocks. This is called the
ground block method. Ramp H is the pressure altitude read on
the altimeter corrected for Ehstrument error.

SECOND GROUND BLOCK

HFIsT Q1ROUND BLOCK

I
TOD PT #3

TOO

FIGURE 1,2-1. GM (' U= PREMM AL'TI'MMSL' PLOTT

+ 6 ft ic 12.1)

Tbihs plot prov&idr. rivp It for atytiuit during tut flight.

b. Find thlodolite It by adding the diffuronce in elevatioe,
betww-i tJh ranp ar t1h t1todolite.

H ,Vatio ) (12.2)

Ani alternate metkcd to cbtain H, is to read it
'% M-do1ite

directly in a theodolite towar with a sensitive prnssure
instrdment at thŽ towr zero gridline.
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3C. Find the test aircraft H by adding theodolite reading, TR, and
correcting for nonstandard temperature.

T

CTest Aircraft Cnheodolite Tas -. 31.4 (12.3)

where 31.4 is the geaoetric conversion factor for the Edwards

Tower - Theodolite System.

2. Find instrnment-orrected altitude H velocity Vic, static
pressure ratio Ps /Pasl differential pressure ratio qci/Pa, and

insetruent-corrected Mach

a. Hi = H. + i. (12.4)
ict ic

b. V v. + LV (12.5)

c. Use the low iltitude altimeter equation for:
op t SL"t 8

[r •5 2559
P t/P sI [ 6ict L - 6.87559 x 10 6 Hic J (12.6)

t d. Use the subsonic calibrated airspeed equation for:

ic )2 3.

2.5(12.7)
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e. Use the Mach equation for:

M Pse + (12.8)

where

t sa i (12.9)

Pst 6ict

3. Standardize AHpc and V ic. Altimeter position error and instrtnemt

corrected velocity are standardized to 2,300 feet for the tower
fly-by test at Edwards.

a. Find . The necessary informwation is available to cuiaete
$t

altimeter positiion exror correction ALPC at the test Hic and
SThe test points wKxe taken in steady state conditions )Mic.

when lag orrection is 7zro so the test altimeter position
error correc-tion is ccnputW accordirn tn

41 1ct = 1ct - Hict (12.10)

This is oam form of positiem error for the test xanditicais Iic,
Mic, and gross weight.

b. Orzect Actto 'fl (12.11)

The altimeter positim error nst be standardized to one
altitude. Dch data point was taken at a different instrwnt
corrected altituie, Hic, and m]Wt be corrected to a cWiwn

for curprison. When altitude changes axe smal or angle of
attack effects are not significant the followiznj oorrection can
be made:

0

AHfl 6Hl.. - (1.2

~2300 ~ t OSt

IiI
,Al
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where 0 is the standard temperature ratio evaluated at thest
St

if of the test aircraft.

a = 1 - 6.87559 x 10-6 (12.13)
St ict

c. Correct Vic to Altimeter position error is assunedSVic2300"

to be a function of Mic and Hic rather than Vic and Hic so a
corrected Vic is computed assuming the data point was flown at
an Hic of 2,300 feet and the test Mic. Fran Equation

12.8, the differential pressure ratio for the standard
altitude of 2,300 feet is the same as that for the test
altitude.

qcic 2300 qcic t
2 = t (12.14)

2300 t

From

q 23000(12.14)

Vic can be carputed using the calibrated airspeed equation.
ic2300

,V ico "as•. 5 \ qc 30 + -1 (12.16)
~2300 %11

4. The parameter rul6ic is necessary to evaluate the angle of attack
effect. First, determine the most represitntative gross weight. The
gross weight and speed determine what angle of attack is required
for flight at a given Mach during a level steady state test point.
The gross weight during the IOW sp~ed test points is r,=st
repretative because of the relatively high angle of attack.

SiAverage .w d Gos wei•.t (1

2300 62300

".1. ";• ! 12.7



The ratio W/6 cannot be held constant for a tower fly-by test so )
all low speed points should be flown at nearly the same gross
weight. During pacer missions, W/6 may be held constant by
increasing altitude as the gross weight decreases to eliminate the
angle of attack effect entirely.

Sideslip angle may also affect position error. If sideslip angle
effects are suspected, data points should be repeated with known
variations in sideslip angle.

5. Calculate the other forms of position error, position error pressure
ratio APp/Ps, airspeed position error correction AVp, Mach position

error correction A , and position error pressure coefficient,

3.61382 X 105
a. APp/P = 3 6182C (12.18)st

where 0 is the standard atmospheric taemrature ratio
st

Os 1-6.87559 x 10-6 Hic (12.19)

Position error pressure ratio is the difference betwen static
and ambient pressure to anbient prossure

IfP 6

s ic

and is a convenient fozm of position error for deterniniig AV

asl12 a ic APp
b. .ic 2.5 P (12.21)

14 [I + 0. (a)
This converaion is good for Vic 5 661.48 knots.
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= ~L O~2Mj0 )(12.22)cMP 1.4 M -i( 22

This conversion is good for Mic 6 1.0.

d. (12.23)
qcic qi/s

This position error pressure coefficient should be plotted as a
function of Mic.

12.3.2 Pacer Data Reduction

With the exception of finding H and V , the data reduction is the same

as for tower fly-by.

1. FindI pacer aircraft H and V

H i + Aic + AH (12.24)

V (V.-fV + V (12.25)
-p p P P

Bqwtactis are available that represent position error for thO pacer
aircraft.

2. Find the test aiiraft Itixic as im the tower fly-by data
reduction. t

KI 3. eotet dw altmeter position error 4•c and airspeed position error

aIP. AaaI oad
Sa. Assume I Ctest aircraft = cpacer aircraft a test aircraft

- since aircraft were level and co-speed.
ipacer aircraft

b. Find AH and correct it to the desired test altitude as in

I.. KA t flyby data red12t.9
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I

C. AV v - vi (12.26))

This yields airspeed position error AVPC iindependently fran the
altitude method and provides a comparison to see if total Pressure

PT is fully ferretred.

d. Find •ct from the AVpc using I•]uations 12.18 and 12.21.

pt pct

e. Correct &Pt determined fran AVpct to the desired test

altitude and canpare the results.

12.3.3 Radar Data Reduction

1. Select data point aoguired from on-board instnnvntation and correct
for inst~rwnt error, if necessary.

Hic , Hi + Anic (12.27)

2. DetexrIi

H Cpace Iti + Oic + 4c (12.28)

3. Change tapeline difference to prewmre altitude differwen through
the teqpature correction

Ta
t

Ut~ere Ali Iat. and1 HR represent radar measured
-•,altitud.t w

4. Determine test pressure altitu, %Wi position error and standardizn
to the test altitude

An H (12.30)

5. ~ ~ -w CaClttvlct
:s. ccuste veoi positio error ft-am as in the tam fly-by

12.10
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t 12.3.4 Speed 0ourse Data Reduction

1. Find the average true airspeed VT.

VT = 1800 i+t 2) (12.31)

where D is the course length in nautical miles and tI and t2 are the
course times in seconds.

2. Ambient tenperature: Ta = (Ti + ATic + 273.16) - fT (12.32)

where Kt is the temperature recovery factor.

3. M T (12.33)
38.967 7

4. H ~ Hi +A1i~
ii

S4. it = i +•ic

V
d vict Vi + AVic

%. 2ic 3.5

5. a. 1 + 0.2 j -1 (12.34)!'Pa Ca-•-- i

Silic ] .2559
b. 6ict I - 6.87559 x 10(-6 12.35)

2. + 2/7
5C. 5 (12.36)
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where 4

F 6s tictt t%

6. -

Mach position error correction does not need to be standardized.

It always remains constant over small altitude changes and remains

constant over large altitude changes if angle of attack effects are

not significant.

7. Find position error pressure ratio AP /Ps, altitude position
error correction AH, and airspeed position error correction AV

PC PC
as in Section 5.7.2.3.

.Mi +

t 23

+ X--
Mic 2

Standardize V ic to the instIxMwint correct airspeed that would lhiav been
oczputed if the test Mach had been flom at the stardard test altitude.

1'.

A2.4 TAhMWfI DATA uX nT [ii
Takeorr data will be recorde on all udissions cduring the performance

phae. "le purPOs is to det~emine the 9wtd roll at the instant of lift-off
and to ore tis data for no m xmditione. While cinethealolite
data is the most accurate, the resxte required prohibit its a uisition on
all Misae•in. MM* data must o00 ft pilot etimates. To improve the
quality of this pilot estimated datam there are oertain steps that should be

taken..
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* 1. obtain current pressure altitude and temperature from ATIS or ground
W control just before takeoff, also record fuel used or remaining.

2. Record the wind speed and direction given by the tower with takeoff
clearance.

3. Align the aircraft with a rnuvay light for run-up. Consider
selecting the appropriate light so predicted liftoff will be abeam a
runway marker; e.g., with a predicted 2600 feet roll, line up three
lights before a rumway marker and expect to be airborne after
passing two additional runway markers.

4. Assign one crewmenber primary responsibility for obtaining takeoff
airspeed, the other crAmber for distance, but attempt to verify
each other's readings.

5. Take off using the test tean's standardized procedures as specified
in the test plan.

Reduction of takeoff data to standard conditions is not difficult but

beczznes rather tedious when accmplished manually due to the large number of

data points required. By using Equations 12.41, 12.42 and 12.43 as a basis to

correct for wind, slope, thrust, weight, and density, the test day data can be

corrected for nonstandard conditions.

(The use of these equatiois requires test day ground roll, grou=4 speed,
headwind, rwunay slope, aircraft test and standard woiqht, test and sta'dard

day air density and thust. Ib determine tUs, collec.t the following data:

I. Takeoff spwed (kts, V c for pilot data, VGs for Cinethoodolite)

2. Gkund roll distance, S (ft)
gt

3. F'Uei r•iining (lbs)

4. Rnmway teuierature (0C)

5. Pressure altitude (ft)

6. Wind spwd, Vw (kts)

7. Wind direction, l, (dog magnetic)

8. kuiwiay heain, Xr (dog magnetic)

9. k•iway slope angle, e (deg)
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Ground speed at liftoff is obtained directly from Cinetheodolite data.
For pilot estimated data, indicated airspeed at liftoff must be used along 3
with pressure and temperature to calculate true airspeed. Subtracting

headwind yields the ground speed.

a. Calculate headwind

V ýCOS (VXwr) (12.39)

b. Calculate true airspeed and ground speed. Fbr cinetheodolite data,
ground speed is measured and true airspeed is calculated.

V ' GS +V w (12.40)

Fbr crew observed data, true airspeed, V , is obtained using
pitot-static equations. Ground sixol 4s za1aulated by subtracting
the test day hoa~xwI.

VS"VT -V (I 2.40a-)
wh

C. Orrect ground roll for winW

""(-) S.g (12.41

d. Wrxvct ground toll for slow

S

GS
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S e. Standardize ground roll to sea level standard day for the test day
true airspeed by applying thrust, weight, and air density,
corrections.

[5

The terns F and Fn represent the test day and standard day net thrustTh •a•Ft s

respectively. These values are calculated frcon the model furnished by the

manufacturer in the engine thrust deck. For example, Appendix D contains

simplified thrust curves for the A-37B, T-38A and RF-4C aircraft. Knowledge

of 0, 6, and M is sufficient to determine net thrust from these curves.
The weight and air density corrections to ground roll include not only

their effect on acceleration, but also their effect on correct takeoff speed.
A similar correction msst be applied to the takeoff speed.

f. Standardize takeoff spe*d for wight and air density.

(V, 4[ ( 'jT / (12.44)
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Standardized ground roll sho.rud be plotted as a function of standardized

takeoff speed as shown in Figure 12.2.

aa

F•ICI 12-2. GRR0-LLL TAKOF DISTANC

11*re wi 11 be significant scatter in% the data Pointit sitx:• it is

difficult to &-,termtmý liftoff point and the cor~t-esporailnq grow-dx-roll. Use•

of air•atmwodolite data greatly inproves ,,be data, altUOVII nost data will
still W, crow estimte~td. Sinc saw• data will requv-4,wt Ilightir than txmial
takeoff spwd or late readirqs, and scma will rt~x~eset la.4Qr than nominal

qpvxts or early, readirqa, a cumv through tho dato showd bo rouoily "

Warbolic. Ihis oorrmisponds to the. cuarve one wcxId obtain uting a qrakuvJ

'i~~ii c.ieration test. By/ plotting the final portion of the takeoff, accevleration .

... ,;• abairmA from cinetlienoolite Missions, the shape of thw curw cAn be obtaixtv.: .,

-- °',:'•Thi vt ill assist imn drwing a curve through the largo nkber of data points. •,•

,,,,•" b- sea level atamard day ta•of f distanoe is then read irum the cmw at the :l
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12.5 ENERGY METHOD DATA REDLCTICNS

Energy characteristics are of paramount importance to the effectiveness

of fighter aircraft. Specific excess powr Ps, as a function of Mach, and

altitude H, graphically display an aircraft's ability to climb, accelerate and

turn.

12.5.1 Excess Thrust

Every performance parameter, except fuel flow, is a direct function of

excess thrust

F = F - D (12.45)ex n

where F = net thrust (along the flight path) and D = total drag

L

F9 BODY
•• AXIS

000

D

riGUR 12.3. FORCE DIAGRAM
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Fg = Gross thrust

F = Ram dragr

S= Thrust incidence angle

S= Angle of attack

y = Flight path angle

D = Drag

L = Lift

W = Weight

V = True airspeed

Suminig Fbrces alonr the flight path (velocity vector)

FX= Fgcos (j,. + a) - Fr - D-Wsiny =x g

Defining

Fn g9 I rr

ax V + sin Y

Then

Fn-D Fex m -ax (12.46)

SSimilarly, pezp.•ndiculdr to the flight path,

UZ = L++ nsiln (%ci)-Wc y w.
9

-Defining ,noal acceleration,

-V Y+ cooY

"L +. Sin (LT + 0) a2  (12.47)

?40.
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W Note that Equations 12.46 and 12.47 make no assumptions concerning steady

or non-steady flight. These equations are the basis for the in-flight

measuremnt of Fex by the use of flight path accelerometers or inertial

systems.

Specific excess power is

FV
Ps == + V - (12.48)

where A is the true (tapeline) altitude rate of change, and V is the inertial

velocity. This equation is fundamental to data reduction for many of the

flight test methods, e.g.

Level, unaccelerated flight: Fex 0

Cons-tant airspeed climbs/descents: H = Fex V/W

F V

Clinb potential from level accels: H -- V-
SW 9

Any perfunnince parameter can be deterained by knowing P, for an

arbitrary set of flight conditions. This is the parameter that is. most easily
cowrct to determine stilxard day performance. Therefore, F., is the basic
porSrmance parameter whtich nust be determined fr-an flight test.

12.5.2 Wteormination of F
Cassically, Muationi 12.48, detenmined excess thrust frau flight test

data. Iy recording pitot-static data (H, wyl V1) during a controlled

maneuvwr, test day Fax may be calculated diroctly. This mthod is

ine.q•Insive, reliable, but subject to many errovat inistnzrunt lag and
Srysterosia, thn results of iprecise flyina, ard the nee for precise
UtqraturL measurement. Additionally, time measurament nust be vey precise
since rates must be calculated from difference equations, i.e.

AV AHH
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Ano'er approach is the use of flight path accelerometers or inertial )
systems to measure ax and az directly. These systems are accurate and do not

rtquirc prccise flying, buL they are expensive and require prcci;.,

measurenent of angle of attack (to determine direction of the flight path).

UIV;ash, vibrations, and nose boom bending can cause large errors.

Finally, H and V may be determined by radar or cinetheodolite tracking.

The accuracy of this method depends on equipment accuracy, range, and

atmospheric conditions (winds, pressure levels, etc.)

The first (pitot-statics) method is the most widely used and is used at

the TPS.

12.5.3 Correction to Standard Conditions
There are several approaches to data reducticn. They are similar in that

they correct the flight test data for nonstandard cmnditions, essentially

predic-.ing the performance of the aircraft flown on a standard day at the

standard altitude and at the standard weight. They differ primarily in the
sequence and method in which the corrections are applied. One method is to

apply corrections in a "one-at-a-timne" sequence. This step-by-step method
clxariy d ineates the assumptions and apprcximations used to reduce the data,
but must be modified for each type of test to be analyzed. An example of this

method is presented below for both climb and descent performance.

A more general appr ach is the method of standardizing excess thrust.
bhis method used in the Test Pilot School's data reduction system, is

described followinm +., steep-by-step method.

12.5.4 Climb rerformance Data Rkduction Using tep-By-Step Method

12.5.4.1 General. Once ; ,liib speed schedule has been obtained, using any
of the methods discussed in (Chpter 9, the flight test program will call &or a

series of climbs to be per ftwned to dete,.mine the following:

Rate of rlLb (or Lim to zlixb)

Fuel ued d the -lim

1ý`,
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In order to permit meaningful ccaparison between flight test data

performed under varying conditions, it is necessary to correct all values to

sane standard condition. Normally, all climb performance data are reduced to

ICAO standard day conditions for ccmparison and presentation.

The fuel used and the distance traveled during the climb are, to a large

degree, dependent upon the rate of climb. Therefore, the major emphasis is

devoted to adjustments of the rate of climb.

Seven corrections are required in our analysis. Four are associated with

temperature variables, one corrects for wind, and two result fran nonstandard

weight differences. The corrections are listed below in the order in which

they are generally applied to climb data:

Correction Cause

1. Tapeline altitude Nonstandard temperature

2. True speed Nonstandard temerature

3. Thrust Nonstandard temperature

4. Wind Wind gradient

(.. 5. Acceleration Nonstandard temperature lapse rate

6. Inertia Nonstandard weight

7. Induced drag Nonstandard weight

In the following analysis the numerical rate of climb subscripts will
maintain their identity from beginning to end. Subscript "t" will refer to

test day uncorrected climb conditions. Subscript 'T' will refer to values

corrected for tapeline altitudes only. Each succeedirg subscript will refer

to values adjusted for all preceding corrections. The subscript "s" will

refer to standard day data with corrections applied.

12.5.4.2 Tapeline Altitudes. With the aircraft altimeter set to 29.92" Hg,
accurate values of Hc, and therefore of Pa, are atailable from climb data.

But a given change inP on a test day does not represent the change in tr-ue,
Pa

or wtapeline," altitude that it would represent on a standard day, since the

change of pressure with altitude is not a linear function. Figure 12.4

illustrates the pressure versus altitude relationship for a standard day and

for a hotter than standard day.

C"
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Let us assume that during a clint on a hotter than standard day our

altimeter sensed a change of pressure of AP. Since the altimeter is

constructed on a standard pressure lapse rate, this GP will register a change

of altitude of AHi on the instrument. Hcwever, we are actually on the

nonstandard pressure curve and our actual change of altitude would be AHa. As
shown in Figure 12.4, this actual altitude, or true altitude change, is

greater than registered by the altimeter. The additional energy for this

increased altitude must be provided by the engine, and a correction is

required to determine the standard day rate of clibb.

STO HOTTER THAN
STANDARD

S----

AP

FIGURE 12.4. PRESSJRE (ALTIMDM READING)

Sinoe we fly pressure altitudes,

=P 8 (as sensed by atmtrA ~P

'45Y
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V ¶terefore

P t gRT = P s gRTs

or

P8s TtSPt %t

Recall fran Chapter 5 that
dH 1

Then, for small changes,

P9
pg

For a given AP (as sensed by the altimeter)

Indicated or apparent &I AP

Psg

Acul( AP

Now dividing •a by Mli

AH p&a O s 8
a- or AH AH CIS

AU1  Pta

Since

PS Tt

t

and dividing by At

AHa U Tt
At At Ts

wher AH •/At is the a•m t rate of clim (R/Ct) and •AH/At is the actua

(: rate of climb (R/C)
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This can be written as

T
R/C1  R/Ct Ts (12.49)

s

This is called the tapeline altitude correction. This correction is

always applied to climb data. Temperatures are absolute and are taken at the

midpoint of the altitude band under consideration.

12.5.4.3 True Speed and Thrust Correction. The nonstandard temperature

effects on true speed and thrust are so closely related that they cannot be

easily separated. A change in teuperature will produce a change in thrust and

in true speed, V, and the change in V will, in turn, produce a secondary

change in thrust of a jet engine or in thrust horsepowr of a piston engine or

turboprop. Ultimately, the thrust correction must be based upon known thrust

data, which is obtained from manufacturer's thrust stand data for the
particular engine. For sinplicity, the two effects (true speed and thrust)

will be analyzed simultaneously and separated into the two causes after
Sanalysis. The analysis is based upon two premises:

anl) ysuist horsepowr available (WPas) changes with true velocity and

S~with thrust.

2) Thrust horsepower required (THPr) or drag, changes with true
• , velocity, but not with thrust. The only effect of teaperature on
drag is assumeto be thrcx4i the change in V.

Assuming an unaccalorated climb and recalling the energy relationships

(Fn - D) VSR/C n

.•,•. • FnV -D
S~W

FnV THPaandDV -T~r

I.N
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nI F V8

an% It
SinceM Mt andv M y-gRT = KM V-

(F S 5) (12.50)

similarly

"Prt (D T(12.51)

From aerodynamic theory, drag is given by

D = 1481 6MSD

( AssdM test and standard day CD are equal (while this is not true, this

correction will be made in step 7), and sinceM8 M t, then

Ds 6s
Dt= (t (12.52)

THT-

R/C 3 =W

•,- •:v•[/a5  r• j •• •

[s 225 (12.53)

(n t fat ,r 
} .4
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Let 0
Fn FF

s t

Then

s - \ t) ÷- z.( n S = 1 +L(Fnt) (12.55)

tt

and th eqato 6t:

(FF

6i .IS A- I he to4 t fort 1

3 =1 --F -

-a (2

I" T

,Tt4 Tt w

lb r cownene thTexn t(mo ~ain12.56)i einae RC

and the equation beoans

fl/C 3  + AR/C 1  (12.57)

Fquation 12.57 is now the total corection for tapeline altitudie, true

qpeed, and thrut.
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S 12.5.4.4 AR/C 1 Determination. Values of A F6/• must cme from thrust data,

and are often presented in chart form. Fbr jt aircraft, a common approach is

to organize the charts so that a plot will be entered with Mach, engine speed,

Nt, and test day temperature, Tt, to get the generalized thrust parameter,
(FnI )~t.

The same chart is entered at N and Ts to get a standard day thrust

parameter, (Fn 6)s

Then

Note that five variables, tenperature, RPM, altituxde, speed, and wight,

go into the determination of the thrust effect AR/C 1. If thrust stand data is

available in the correct form at each speed, altitude, and temperature flown,

then a simpler form of the AR/C 1 equation can be used.

Substituting

T _ and THa FnV

AR/C1  = 6 V5 F~t(~

\6ti

AR/C 1  - -=.) (12.58)

AR/C 1 is usually a large correction and is always applied to nonstandard

climb data.

12.5.4.5 Wind Oorrection. A wind of constant velocity will not affect the

k- rate of climb of an aircraft regardless of its magnitude or direction.

F owever, it is nornal to experience some wind gradient in a climb even under

12.27
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the best of conditions. A wind gradient affects the climb performance in two
ways. First, if an aircraft is climbing into an increasing headwind (called

a positive gradient), its inertia will carry it along at essentially a

constant inertial speed. But the increased headind velocity will register on

the pitot-static instruments as an increase in airspeed. The pilot will
corrct the airspeed by raising the nose of the aircraft, and the rate of

climT will increase.

Secondly, if the wind direction changes, the relative wind vector is
rotated and the effect on the pitot-static instruments is similar to a wind

gradient. Since the mechanics of calculating this effect are quite detailed,
and because the effect is usually much less than the gradient effect, it will
not be considered during this discussion.

The term V will be used to denote the total resultant headAind/tailwindw
craqxmnt. The wind gradient with altitude is equal to dV,/dH. Fr purpose
of analysis, dVW/dH may be treated as a sudden acceleration equal in magnitude
to the change in wind velocity. Frnm the energy equations

(Fn - D) V dH4 V dV

W St- gdt*

Assuwing an unacoelerated standard day clirb

P/Cs a R/ct + V d

Mpanding dV/dt into dV/dH dH/dt
n/C V V dV dH•'s rCt + •ii a•

ct + _VdV p/ctgCdH (12.60)

The quantity dV/df is prvduced'by, and i. elual in magrnitu&e to, the

vertical wind gradient, dV,/dH, but haa the opposite sign. This is due to the

diferecein sign ooammtions bebame wind velocities and aircraft
velOCities. - w maintain the =MItim of a W&Jnd being positive, the

1226
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VdVW
R/Cs R/Ct 9 v /Ct (12.61)

Recalling that we make corrections in the proper order and that we must
always use test R/C corrected for all previous nonstar•ard conditions, the

equation becanes

R/C R/C3  V dV- R/C3  (12.62)

where R/C3 is the test rate of clinb corrected for tapelime altitude, true
spxad, and thrust, and R/C4 includes the wiml correction.

As for most correctioms, the wind correction is less valid if the error
is large. Attepts are made to-muumize the erxor by flying 900 to the wind
direction, by flying in light winds, and by flying successive cl•ift in
opposite directions when possible. This .last. procedure also serves as a cl..k

. -. on the magnitude of wimd error, since the vertical displacmat of the R/C
curvm will be a i•c• -measure of the wind gradient (Figure 12.5).

A -

A A
• 0 0• r N • ~ '-

A :00 KNtATI WIMD 1RA2.W

F==fl 12.5. KM GRD AiMM' EnqX (IN RA2~c <tcaim
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Since winds are generally not constant in speed or direction during

climbs, there will normally retain sane residual error. The valid application

of the wind correction equation requires that this wind gradient he known

accurately. This requirement seriaw'y limits the effective use of this
correction. Thtr release of a weather balloon at the time the climb is being
performed will give fair, but far fran perfect wind data. Nowally, the
correction equation is not used. instead, the most widely used technique is
to perform a nruber of climht in different directions (900 to the wind, if
possible) on different days, plot all data points on a single chart and draw
an average line through them, and ignore the residual wind error altogether.
It is hoped that the error will thus be averaged to a negligible value.
12.5.4.6 ModAcmeeration Error. The first three corrections that were nade,
adjusted the rate of climb for a nonstwnard temperature. Caopensatlon was
made for a nonstandard true velocity due to nonstandard timperature. Under
most actual atuospt*ric oonditions, thero will exist not ally a teaperature
-differenc frcm standard, but a cMe in this ttwperatwre dif ferezce with
altitude or a onswtanard temperatue la rate. This cxnVariscr is
illustratWd in Fituro 12.6.

M bAM n OnA
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S Since true velocity changes wi;- , temperature (for a constant indicated

velocity), this nonstandard tmarerature gLradient will introduce a nonstandard

acceleration for which a correctioii to the rate of clint must be applied.

Considering a clJmh 0'.,.ring which data are taken at altitudes HI and H2
let AH = H2 - HI and AV = V2 - V1, where V -.s taken at H and V2 at H2.
To correct this climk, to zero a:;xeleration it is only necessary to apply

Equation 12.60
R/Cs = R/Ct + V R/Ct

where dV/dH is obtained from test day data and is equal to AV/AH. However,
this will produce the corrected rate of climb only if the desired standard day
climb schedule is a constant V (zero acceleration) schedule. Most climb
schedules are not constant V schedules, and a slightly different correction
equation is required. If '-he test day acceleration between altitudes H and

H2 is not equal to the desired standard day acceleration, the equation must be
modified to

R/C = R/Ct + A'i g A ) R/Ct (12.63)

assuming that Vt - Vs, then

Vt
R/C = R/Ct -- (AV -A

at gAH Vs Vt) R/Ct

adjusting this to the usual form

Vt

RIC5  RIC4 - - (AVs -Vt) RIC4  (12.64)

where R/C4 is corrected for tapeline altitude, true speed, thrust, and wind.
The acceleration correction is always applied to climb data and should be

applied in incremental altituae bards.
12.5.4.7 Weight Corrections. "Standard weight" is determined by the test
force a. d may be any weight so designated. The standard weight parameter, at
any given altitude, should nori,."ly be the weight at level off following a
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standard day takeoff and climb to that altitude. Th' standard eight often

involves an average ot many test weights and may be adjusted, if necessary, as

the test program progresses.

Nonst•ndard weight of an aircraft affects its climb performance in two

ways. First, an aircraf.tr which is heavier tflan normal requires more energy

fran the engine to increase its altitude a given AH, since potential energy

increase equals WAt. Seocnd, a heavier aircraft must have a higher wing

loading to maintain equililriun; therefore, at a given speed it must fly at a

higher angle of attack and will generate more induced drag. This extra drag

rmist also be overcome by the engine.

For purposes of this analysi.s it will be assumed that the total excess

t"-rust (Fn - D) is expended in generating rate of climb. While this is not

strictly true in all cases, the portion of energy spent on acceleration will

have little effect on the analysis.

Prom energy concepts

(Fn -D) FnV- DV
R/ : W V W

Differsitiating this expression with respect to eight

d R/C (Fn- D) V V dD

The assuTptioi was made that the iall change in angle of attack due to

weight will not affect the thrust (i.e. dFn/dW a 0). Then, evaluating; these

terms at the test coxndition

d (R/C) R./C V t 1

Multiplying by dw, and using the weight danges &W -Wt for dW,

&D =Da - Dt fordD, and wA/C R/Cs -R/Ct for d(R/C)

'R/Cwigt &W 4 VAD (12.65)

.)
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S The first term in the parentheses in the above equation is the effect of

increased potential energy required for heavier aircraft, and is called the

"inertia effect". The inertia correction by convention is called AR/C2 and is

given by

(wt - ws)
AR/C 2 = R/Ct - Wt (12.66)2wtt

(wt - w)
AR/C 2 = R/C5  wt S (12.67)

2 5 Wt

where R/C5 incorporates all previous corrections.

The "induced drag" portion of the weight correction is derived fran an

equation for induced drag in terms of known aircraft parameters as follows:

Di = K(nW) 2Cos 2 (12.68)b2eM2 6

( when K is a dimensional constant.

The change in induced drag caused by weight is then

SO2

AD = K Cos / 2) (12.69)

12.5.4.8 SmunwEy. Using the above information, the total standard day

correction for climb performane may be summarized as

./C 1 (R/C1)
•S

AR/C 1 '

Wt S t

R/ ;C AR/C 1
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V dV.
R/c4  - RIc 3  g -[ R/C3

R/C5 =R/C4 - (-,&H • / R/C4

(W- w Vt 2 2 2
AR/Cweight R/C5 t + W bt 2e6t S

R/CS = R/C5 + AR/Cweig

Applying the corrections in this order should result in the larger corrections

being applied first to minimize enors. This may not always occur,
particularly if the test weight varies considerably from standard. But in

most cases, climb testj are made directly from takeoff and weight corrections

can be kept small.

12.5.5 Descent Performance Data Reduction Using Step-By-Step Method
Descent performance can be analyzed in exactly the same manner as climb

performance, and the same equations apply. Obviously, a negative rate of

climb will result, which can be considered as a rate of descent if desired.
Corrections to descent performance are not always as valid as those to climb

performance, howeer.

12.5.5.1 Thrust Correction. Thrust data is usually complete for engines
operating at military or maximn power. At idle power, however, data is not
omplete, and the engine trim is often less reliable. Since the thrust is
usually relatively small at idle, it is often a Sood procedure to simply
consider it zero and apply no thrust correction. Of course, an increase in
thrust will decrease the rate of descent.

12.5.5.2 Weight Correction. In a descent, the induced drag portion of the
weight correction will remain as in the climb. The inertia portion is
different in a descent since the fozward caonent of force acting on the Y

aircraft is primarily a conpionent of weight.
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A change in weight will result in a change in induced drag but also in

the component opposing drag. If the speed is held constant the result may be

an increase or a decrease in rate of descent depending upon whether the glide

speed is above or below that for best L/D ratio. If the best L/D is

maintained, the induced drag will remain constant, and the glide angle will
also remain very nearly const+ant, but the rate of descent will increase.

In flight test operations descents can usually be made at or near the
desired standard descent weight, and the weight ambiguity can usually be

neglected.

12.5.6 Standardization of Excess Thrust.
While the step-by-step method clearly delineates each assumption and

approximation to correct climb performance data to standard day conditions,
it is extremely laborious and must be modified for each type of test. A

simpler, and more general technique is to standardize the excess thrust to
standard day conditions. This allows each energy test (level accel, sawtooth
climb, check climb, descent, and turns) to be analyzed using a similar

approach.
( The first step is to calculate the test day excess thrust using the

expression

F ex + g (12.70)

where Vt is the average true airspeed on the test day, Vt is its rate of

change at the instant under investigation, and Ht is the rate of change of the
aircraft's tapeline altitude. This can be obtained from calibrated altitude,
using the same tapeline altitude correction derived in the step by step

approach, that is

t (12.71) I 'h

The second step is to estimate, or predict, what the excess thrust would
* have been on a standard day by using the relationship

F =F +AIU,-AD (12.72)ex ex n
s t
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The terms AF and AD represent the predicted change in the net thrust andn2drag, respectively, between the test day and standard day.

AF = Fn -F (12.73)
n ns n

s nt

AD Ds - Dt

As with the step-by-step method, the change in the net thrust is calculated by

using engine thrust data provided by the manufacturer. Test day and standard

day drag are calculated by using the relationship

D =1481 6 M2SD

where 6 and M are measured in the flight test and CD can be calculated from

CL, using the aircraft's drag polar. The aircraft lift coefficient, CL, is

calculated fran the relationship

CL = nW
14816M2S

where n and W are measured quantities.

At first glance the need for both the engine thrust data and the

aircraft's drig polar to perform the data reduction appears to be a ridiculous

requirement. Given thrust and drag, the performance characteristics being

tested could be calculated. So why bother with the test? The answer lies in
how this data is used. While test day net thrust and drag are calculated from

the thrust data and drag polar, respectively, they are not used in an absolute
sense. TIhey are used only to obtain correction terms. That is, test day net
thrust is not used by itself but only in conjunction with standard day net

thrust to calculate the delta change. As a result, small errors in the thrust

data have little effect on the accuracy of the data reduction, provided

standard day and test conditions are nearly identical. This is because bias

error will be present in both and should cancel. This is in contrast to the
accuracy reuirement for predicting aircraft perf=omnCe fron thrust data and

drag polar, without any test data. In this case, errors in either will
translate directly into errors in predicted excess thrust and therefore 31.
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SS aircraft performance. In summary, while data reduction requires thrust curves

and a drag polar, these data can be slightly in error (i.e. estimated data)

without significantly affecting the quality of the flight test data reduction.

The third, and final step, is to use the predicted excess thrust to

calculate the other quantities of interest. For exzmple, standard day

specific excess power can be calculated from

F

p ex ss (12.75)ss ws
5 W5

and standard day climb performance can be calculated from
%s Vs vs Vs(1.6

H = S (12.76)s wsg

where Vs represents the rate of change of true airspeed associated with the

desired climb schedule.

12.5.7 Level Acceleration and Sawtooth Clinb Data Reduction

The level acceleration and sawtooth climb tests are used to gather data

to determine Ps and to predict sustained turn capability. Fran a data

reduction point of view the two techniques are similar, only differing in the

magnitude of the altitude rate versus airspeed rate terms. A time history

of the following parameters is the required input to the data reduction.

ii

Indicated Airspeed, Vi (ft/sec)

Engine REM, N (RPM)

ou~tside Air Teaperature, Ta (o

Aircraft Weight, Wt (ibs)

In addition, the altitude at which the data are to be standardized, as well as

the corresponding aircraft's standard weight, W (Ib) are required. The
s

follwing calculations should then be perfomed.
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a. Use pitot-static relationships to calculate 9
Hz' VT a M'

HC2 1 T2 2 M

where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to two adjacent data points, e.g.
two different speeds for level acceleration tests or two altitudes
for a sawtooth climb.

b. Calculate test day average values

H H
c 2

M M1 + M2M +M
2

Ta1 + Ta2I 1 2

Wt =

N +N1 2N 2

c. Use pitot-static relatiomships to calculate the following test and
standard day parameters.

VTt, a calculated frcm H., M, Tt

VTs s 8s. e frOm M and standard altitude
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I id. Calculate rates

ýH Hc
S1t (12.78)t'.At

VT 2 VTI
VT (12.79)t R

where At is the recorded time difference between data points I and 2.

e. Calculate test day paramters

F e x 1 ý W
t ~T

where T is the standard day ambient temperature at the test
altitude'

Ti
'~t -

(12.80)
Wt oos y t

CLt 1481 M2S 6t

% " From drag curve using r Lt and M

Dt = (1481 M2S at) %t

Fnt From thrust curve usir.n M, N, %t, and 6t
nt

f. Calculate standard day parameters

C 1481 2A36
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C: From drag curve using CL and M
5 5

Ds 1481 MS6.C (12.81)

F : Frao thrust curve using M, N, o, and

AD = Ds - D

AFn F - Fns n

Fexs Fext +AFn AD

g. Calculate standard day specific excess pmoer, Ps

VT

Ps =F - (12.82)
s exs Ws

h. Predict the aircraft's sustained turn capability by assuming that
lift can be increased until the increased drag balances the
calculated standard day excess thrust.

Fex

CD =C + s
im = PS 1481 A s6

CL :From drag curve using CD and m

I. j.

IA'

= Clim

CL8
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S The standard day specific excess power, Ps, should then be plotted
S

versus Mach for a specific standard altitude and power setting. A fanily

of these curves, for various altitudes, is shown in Figure 12.7;

8.L

FT/EEC
45,000 FT

CONSTANT P.

FIGURE 12.7. P VERSJS M FW*M LEVEL ACCEL
5

Thee contour plot of constant P5 as a function of altitude and Mach (Figure

12.8) can now be generated. By drawing lines at constant P5 and reading off

Sthe Mach orresponding to each altitude, the following crossplot is produced.

I1
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H
FEET

FIGURE 12.8. P VERSUS H AND M FROM LEVEL AOCEL

on this chart, the climb schedule for maxinun rate of climb can be found

by a line joining the peaks of the curves. Lines of constant specific energy
may also be drawn and the points where these are tangent to the lines of

constant P will define the optimum energy climb schedule (Figure 12.9).

In practice, it is easier and almost as accurate to obtain an
apprcocimation of the optirmxm energy climb schedule. This is done by selecting

an altitude one percent below the peak of any Pa curve and finding a point at
this altitude on the high speed side. Joining these points will give a climb

schedule which, for the subsonic case, will usually agree with the optimum.

energy climb within the accuracy of data obtained. A supersonic climb
schedule may also be found from this plot, althoug approximate methods may

not be effective.

I2..x
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II

MAXIMUM RATE OF
CUMB SCHEDULE

OPTIMUM ENERGY
UNES OF CONSTANT CUMB SCHEDULE

H

MACH

( FIGURE 12.9. CLIM SCHEDULES FROM- LEVEL Xt 'A,

.The manium sustainable load factor, lirs, pr'edicted from lov•1l

acceleration data should be plotted versus Mach for a specific altitude ane

and power setting. This data should be coarMd with the data go marated

during the turn performance test to assure agreevmnt. Wit since the stwxlard

weight for levol acceleration tests is frequently differ-nt than that for turn

performance, care should be taken to use a commn stadard weight when

cxwpadagi these tunv methods.

12.5.8 Chck Climb Data Rm3uction

A series of check ciibsf are flwn to verify and refine the optim=u
clitb schedule predicted by the level acceleration tests. It is iportant

that the pilot accurately fly the prescribed schedule since the data reduction

technique described belowi uses the test day climb, schedule in the standard day

Icalculations. To ana1yze check cLizb data, a time history of the follwing

paramters should be remrde:
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Altitude, Hi (ft) 6
Indicated Airspeed, Vi (ft/sec)

Egine RPM, N (RPM)

outside Air Temperature, Ta K

Aircraft Weight, Wt (ibs)

The standard weight, Ws (ibs) at the initial altitude of the check cliub is

required.

Check clinb data is analyzed by breaking the clirb into a series of small
altitude bands, with the previous list of paraveters recorded at the botton

and the top of each band. Pairs of data points are analyzed to predict the
standard day rate of climb, time to clint, fuel used, distance traveled, and
aircraft weight for that data band. The cumulative standard day time, fuel,
distance, and wight are then calculated by summing the time, fuel used, and

distance for each of the individual data bands.

a. For the ÷n+1" data band, use pitot--tatic relationships to
calculate.

I it VT, T ai M,

2 T 2. 2

uihetu the sulscripts 1 and 2 refer to the bottom and to data
points, respectively, of the data interval. fth data reduction
tOdhique calculates t-e s*Amhdard day rate of cliub, basad upcxi this
test data, for an altitude and Mach that is the awerage of the t t
day values.

b. Calculate test day average values:

1 2i
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M I + M2
M=

2

T T + 2
1 2

t = 2

t 2 W

1 2
Wt 2

N + N1 2N = 2

c. Use pitot-static relationships to calculate the following test and
standard day parameters:

VT t 0t calculated fran H, M, Tt

VT , 6s' s calculated from M and the standard
s

altitude. For check climb data, the standard altitude is assumed to
be ie same as the test day pressure altitude, and therefore:

s= 6 (hereafter referred to as sinply 6)

d. Calculate rates

2 c
H H(- (12.78)c At t

.T v2 -vT
SAt (12.79)

Tt t

Wi 't 2 _ w t
Wt~t (12.83)

WtA t

where Att Is the recorded time difference between data points 1 and
2.
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e. Calculate test day parameters

~%

TsS

where T is the standard day ambient teqperature at the test

altitude.

Yt =A
Wtex ct *ttt

CLt 1481 M2S 6

%t Fran drag curve using CLt and M4

D = 1481 M 2 S6
tS t

r.n: -rcei thrust curve using M, N, 0t, and 6

f. Calculate standard day parameters:

SkFn rcm thrust curve using M, N, 0, and 6
n s

where AW is the differenoe in the engine fuel flow between the test
day and the standard day. This can be calculated by using
manufacturer's charts of the engine characteristics. If the engine
is a single spool jet engine, the fuel flow should be described by
the following functional relationship, as described in Chapter 7.
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Corrcted fuel flo function of Mach andcorrected RPM

_T f (cM, NI 'FO

If fuel flcw is of this form, then AW can be calculated from M, N, 6 (since

S= 6 t) sO, and et.

Since rate of climb depends upon the aircraft standard weight, and

standard weight depends upon time to climb, an iterative approach is necessary

to complete the check climb lata reduction. Certain variables must be

initialized and are then updated each iteration through the loop.

Y =Yt

At = Att

W W At
sn -

nhe subscript "n" on W refers to the aircraft standard weight at the top of

the previous or "nth" data interval. This is found by subtracting the fuel

used during each of the first "n" data intervals from the aircraft standard

weight at the start of the climb, Ws 0 For example, if the data being

analyzed represents the sixth data pair, the average weight for this

interval would initially be estimiited to be the standard weight found at the

top of the fifth data interval, less the initial estimate of the fuel used

during half the sixth irnverval.

Start of iterative loop

W cos y
CL 1481 WS 6

C:From drag curve using Cý and M
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D 1481M 2 S 6 %

AF =F - Fn ns nt

AD D - Dt (12.85)

F = F +AF -AD

Fe AVT
Ei V STs W gAt

where AVT is the desired climb schedule, assumed to be the same as

the schedule flown on the test day. Therefore

AVT =v -v

T TS TSS2 1

where VT and VT are calculated using Mi, M and the standard days S2

temperatae at Cand Hc2

1 = '
TS

.CW s

Check for convergence by cxmparing the rate of cliab, I, calculated on two
"successive passes through the above calculation. If the rate of climb has
not converged, the calculation beginning with the evaluation of CL should be

14
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S repeated, but now using the updated values for y, W, and At. The following
calculations should be performed after convergence has been achieved.

W cos y

s 1481 M2S 6

CD: Frn drag curve using C and M
s s

D = 1481 M2S CD
s

AF F - F

AD = Ds -Dt (12.86)

F = F + AF - AD

ex T ex A

Hs W gAt

H -Hc2 -CI

Ats C2

Atws Ws Ws 2 •,.WS W + WS -2

V

PS F TS
S ex W.

Sg. Calculate cumulative horizontal distance traveled, time to climb,,
fuel used, and aircraft weight at the altitude corresponding to the
topof the data iteval, that is HC2
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Distn+ - Distn + VT' s

Timen+ = Timen + Ats

(12.87)
Fuel Used+1 Fuel usedn + Ws Ats

n+l =W n At.

n+1 n

The quantities Dist 0 , Time 0 , and Fuel Used0 represent the distance, tine, and

fuel used at the start of the climb. They can be initialized at zero or to
other values to account for the distance, time, and fuel used during the
takeoff, acceleration to climb speed, and the climb to the initial data
altitude. Since they do not enter into the data reduction calculations, the
only effect of these initial values is to shift the curves. The standard
weight at the initial altitude, Ws0, is an important factor in the data

reduction and will change the shape and magnitude of the rate of climb. )
After all the data intervals have been analyzed and cumulative values of

distance, time, fuel, and weight have been generated, a series of plots can be
made as shown in Figure 12.10. The dotted segments represent extrapolated
values to sea level. Additional plots of fuel flow and airspeed or mach
could be shown in a similar fashion.
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12.5.9 Tu:n Performance Data Peadution _

The turn test is performed to determine an aircraft's sustained turn

capability, and associated turn rate and turn radius, as a function of Mach

and altitude at a specific power setting. The following data should be

recorded during a stable turn.
Normal acceleration, nt (g'0) or time to complete a 3600 turn, At (sec)

Indicated Altitude, Hi (ft)
Indicated Airspeed, Vi (ft/sec)

Outside Air Terperature, Ta (OK)

Engine RPM, N (RPM)

Aircraft Weight, Wt (ibs)

The altitude at which the data is to be standardized and the

corresponding standard weight, W., are also required.

a. Use pitot-static relationships to calculate
M, t,6t, fromHi, Vi, andT

VTs, 6s, es from M and standard altitude

b. If timed turn, calculate aircraft normal acceleration (load factor).

1f i VT \2
nt =V I.t_ + 1 (12.88)t Atg/

c, Calculate test day parameters

CLW tt[

%t 1481 142s 5
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C: Frc drag curve using and M (12.89)CDt t

F nt Frcm thrust curve using M, N, et, •t

d. Calculate standard day parameters

Fn : From thrust curve using M, N, Os, 6s

Predict the aircraft's standard day sustained turn capability by
assuming the test day lift can be increased (or decreased) until the
increased (or decreased) drag balances the calculated net thrust
change between the test and standard day.

6t Fn Ft

=D CDt t+ s-nt
~lIx t s 1481 M2S 6

s s

L( lim: Fran drag curve using CDlims and M

1481 M2S 6s CLlims

ns =Ws (12.90)

V2• ~V2

g Rs
iS

The standard day normal acceleration or load factor, ns (g's), turn radius, Rs
(ft), and turn rate, w. (rad/sec) shmaid be plotted as a function of Mach, M,

for the specific standard altitude and powr setting.

12.53
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12.6 CRUISE PEFORMANCE DATA REDUCTION

The importance of cruise performance should not be understated. Accurate

determination of the endurance and range, as well as the corresponding optimum
airspeed/altitude profile, is critical in the development and testing of new
aircraft. The weight-pressure ratio (W/6) data collection and reduction
technique for cruise performance is described in this section. This method is
normally used for turbojet aircraft cruise tests while a constant altitude
method is normally used to determine cruise data for a reciprocating engine
aircraft. Both are based upon the stable speed-power flight test technique
described in Chapter 11. By recording fuel flow data for a sufficiently long
stable point at numerous airspeed, altitude, and weight combinations, an
estimate of the range and endurance of the aircraft can be obtained. In
addition, assuming an accurate model of the thrust characteristics of the
engines exist, or can be measured, the speed power flight test technique can
be used to estimate the aircraft's drag polar. Finally, ferry range missions
can be flown to confirm and refine the range estimates obtained from the
speed-power tests. I

Test techniques pertaining to the constant W/6 speed-pcwer test are
written primarily for the single spool compressor, constant geometry engine.
However, they apply equally well to twin spool ccmpressor, variable geometry
engines. The data reduction outline, on the other hand, applies only to fixed
geometry engines. The power parameters used in the outline are engine speed

for single spool compressor engines or the engine pressure ratio, PT /PT
T10 T2

The outlines described here should be modified for more complex engines.
Because of the variety of configurations that exist, it is not practical, nor

possible, to describe methods for correcting engine data to standard
conditions which are suitable for all types. Frequently, it is not

immediately evident as to which dimensional analys!s methods are applicable.
The characteristics of each of the more complex engines should be studied sothat methods may be modified for the indiv4idual case. Engine manufacturer's 4,

charts are a good source of data when naking this analysis.
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12.6.1 Speed-Powr Test, Oonstant W/6 Method

r The constant W/6 method is used to determine the standard day level

iflight performance of the turbojet aircraft. It is based upon the following

mathematical relationships, as were described in Chapter 11.

D f( 1  ) (12.91)

Fran Buckingham n analysis for jet engines (single spool),

F
Fn f2 (N M) (12.92)

Then, since D Fn

M f W ( f

( ~or I

N (12.93)

The test program covers the range of airspeeds for specific values of

NI -ýI and W/ , and presents the relationship between these parameters and

Mach. This gives the relationship between true airspeed, engine speed, and

altitude at standard weight and tem3perature.

In general, the test consists of stabilizing at different airspeeds and

power settings while maintaining a constant W/6. There may be sane difficulty

in obtaining good data near and below the speed for minimum drag, i.e. the

backside of the power curve. While this data will be for speeds below that

for maximmn endurance, the data is still important. It will be this low speed

data that generates the down-turn in the specific range plot (and up-turn in

the fuel flow) and therefore defines the peak of the curves. To improve the

quality of the data, it is acceptable to allow a slight descent or climb

(about 100 ft/min) to maintain airspeed. This method usually gives more

Sreliable data because hysteresis or elastic lag effects in the altimeter are

alnost eliminated.
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For the best results the W/6 should be maintained as close as possible to

the desired value, however + 2% is usually satisfactory.

12.6.1.1 Preflight Preparation. In order to fly at a constant W/6 certain
preflight preparations must be made. The pilot must have charts relating fuel

counter to altimeter reading for a constant W/6. Consider both altitude
position error and instrunent error when preparing a suitable flight data

card. This test is well suited to hand record data.
The following data are required before the necessary charts and tables

are prepared:

(1) The enpty weight of the aircraft

(2) Fuel density and fuel loading

(3) Altimeter calibrations relevant to altitude and airspeed
of the test

(4) Airspeed calibrations (Position and instrtment errors)

The following procedures may be used to obtain the charts required to
perform the test: j

(1) Determine the standard pressure altitude (Hc) at which the

test is to be flown and obtain the corresponding 6 hunm
standard atmospheric tables

(2) Determine the standard weight (W) corresponding to this
altitude

(3) Calculate (Wi6)s

(4) Obtain the values for the following table:

k."
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S
Pressure weight for

Altitude Ratio Standard W/6.

H + 2000' 6 W
s

H + 1000' 62 W2
s

Hc 6s ws

Hc - 1000' 63 W3
s

Hc - 2000' 64 W4

Ebanple:(I" q (W/6) 8 x

(5) Construct a plot of H versus weight (Figure 12.11).
Given a weight, this $lot can be tsed to detenuine
altittde to fly to adhinve the desired w/6.

f-WI6 "CONSTANT

F FIGURE- 12.11. HC1 AS A FtMCrIW OF' GRO5' UMIcGr
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(6) Convert gross weight into fuel used during the mission in
gallons. Plot HC versus fuel used as shown in Figure 12.12.
The dashed lines shown are the + 2% W/6 variation that is
permitted. If fuel tenperature changes throughout the flight,
use an average value for determining fuel density.

A.0

W/b - CONSTANT 00 -O..I ,,0..
- a

FUE[LUSED(GAL)

FIGURE 12.12. HCAS A FU4CTIJfl OF FIEL USED1 4

Figure 12.12 yields the corect altitude to fly at any value of fuel used

for a given W16.

Note that a plot of fuel counter (F/C) reading versus gross weight is a

straight line and is depemkent upixx the basic weight of the aircraft. If the

basic weight of the aircraft changes or thw test is flown in another aircraft,
this curie (P/C reading vrsus gross eight) can be easily changed.

(7) Sitre the values read from the abore chart are "altitudes to
fly,' curves of A vers Vie and v1 Versus It sould be

used. Give particular attention to the sign (sense) of t-his
aon'ection because the abov proceala neoessitates going frm.
calibrated values to indicated values.

I 25
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(8) Below is a suggested data card to be used by the pilot, showing
typical entries:

AIM V. ACTUAL V. ALT F/C START F/C END T T. N. wf

KTS [ KTS FT GAL'S USED GAL'S USED SEC °C % lb/hr

V 456.5 18540 290.1 295.7 1:06.2 20.0 99.9 2000maux

410 411.0 18810 326.2 331.1 1:14.5 16.5 96.4 .ý900

370 368.5 19060 352.8 359.3 1:25.3 12.0 93.7 1800

12.6.1.2 In-flight Technicrues. The fcllowing is a recommended procedure

for performing the speed-power test using the constant W/6 method so that

flight time may be used efficiently:

(1) Before engine start the pilot should assure himself of the
correct fuel loading and that the fuel counters are set
correctly.

(2) •hen approa•:hing within 2000 to 3000 feet of the test altitude,
read the fuel counters and extrapolate to account for the 3-5
minutes it will take to stabilize on condition. Obtain an
"altitude to fly" for the first data point based upon this fuel
counter estimate.

(3) Using the aim. airspeed fran the flight data card, enter the Ali
versus V. curnfe and determine the correction to apply to H .
Using the allovd fuel, establish a stable point at the aim
airspeed and corrected altitude.

(4) Record the fuel counter reading and start the stop watch Mhen
the aircraft is stabilized within 2 percent of the desired N/6.
Fl* the aircraft at th.ý required altitude for a miniimum of one
minute, then record the fuel counter reading and other data.
Ideally, the fuel counter reading for the correct W/6 Nould

occur midway through the timed period. For low fuel rates a
longer stable point may oe required. This is especially true
for an instrumentation system with a fuel flow resolution of
0.1 gallons or more, such as used at the Tl'). In this case, a
minimum two minute stable point is required to obtain accurate
estimates of fuel flow.
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The pilot should be absolutely certain that the aircraft is
stabilized before recording data. If the airspeed changes more
than + 2 knots using the front side technique or the vertical
velocIty exceeds + 100 ft/min using the back side technique,
the point should be repeated.

(5) Obtain enough stabilized points to completely define the fuel
flow versus velocity curve at the particular W/6 tested. By
plotting fuel flaw versus velocity during the mission, the
pilot can be assured he has taken a sufficient number of
points.

(6) The pilot can expedite stabilizing the aircraft by proper
trimming, pitch control by outside reference, and recording
data in an organized sequence. The aircraft should be trimmed
for hands-off flight when stabilized. Altitude control on the
front side points and airspeed control on back side point can
be controlled precisely by the attitude method. It will be
found that the majority of the data may be recorded while
waiting for the aircraft to stabilize.

12.6.1.3 W/6 Data Reduction. Pairs of data points, representing the start
and stop of each stable point, should be recorded for use in the data

reduction equations listed below. The following parameters should be

recorded.

Altitude, Hi (ft)

Indicated Airspeed, Vi (ft/sec)

Engine RPM, N (RPM)
or

Engine Pressure Ratio, PT10/PT2 (EPR)

Outside Air 1ým3rature, Ta (OK)

Aircraft Weight, Wt (ib)

Time, t (sec)

The standard altitude, fi (ft), and oo0responding standard eight, W. (ibs)

are also reuiired.

The following steps should U'en be performnd

a) Use pitot-static relationships to calcuk-te:

H Ta
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0He, M2, Ta 2

where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the start and stop times
respectively.

b) Calculate test day average values:

:•H = HC2
c 2

M1 + M21 2
2

T1 + T2
Tt 2Wt 2

w1 +w%
S= t t2

(
NtI + Nt2

N 2
2

(c) Use pitot-static relationships to calculate the following test and
standard day parameters.

V c 6t, It calculated from He, M, and Tt

6 s, 0a calculated fran HCs

(d) Calculate average fuel flow rate:

t t
Wf ~ 1 2
t

where At is the duration of the stable point.

(e) Calcalate range performance parameters.
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iThe following equations predict the range performance on a standard day. )
As with all data reduction, it is necessary to determine which parameters are

invariant beten test and standard day conditions. As stated in Chapter 11,

aircraft performance is fully described by two independent variables, Mach,

and weight to pressure ratio, W/6. Corrected fuel flow, Wf/6 V, corrected

RPM, NI / , and range factor, VtW/f, are each a function of only these two

variables and therefore are invariant between test and standard day. This

means, for example, the corrected fuel flow measured on the test day will be

precisely the same value as would have been measured on a standard day at the

same Mach and W/6. This is true even if the test day weight is different than

the standard weight, provided the test day altitude is such that it

corresponds to the same value of W/6. On the other hand, other parameters

such as fuel flow, Wf , and specific range, SR, are a function of more than two

variables, in particular M, W/6, and altitude. They are therefore not

invariant between test and standard day. This fact is shown below in the plot

of SR versus Mach.

The following parameters should be calculated:

(1) qxipare test and standard day weight to pressure ratio

%Error = -- S/--- x 100 (12.94)WS/6s

If the % Error is greater than 2%, then this data point should be
ignored since no equations are given to correct for W/6 errors.

(2) Calculate standard day specific range

W W (12.95)

SR9  - (f (12.96)

where a is the standard day speed of sound at sea level. A set of
specifig ranges, SR , for various tech, at one desired weight to
pressure ratio, Was•, should be plotted as shown in Figure 12.13.&=Uase speific ratje in a ftction of moethan two variables, it
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is valid only for the Mach, weight-pressure ratio, and standard
altitude for which it has been calculated. This is indicated on the
plot shown below, where H is the standard altitude corresponding to
the desired W/6.

~W/6 3 AT H3

0 W/6 4 ATH 4

W/6 2ATH

SRO
•W/b AT H,

M

FIGURE 12.13. SPECIFIC RANGE VERSUS MACH FMR
VARIOUS VEIGHT-PRESSURE RATIOS

Slie data plotted above can now be used to determine the optimum Mach

and weight to pressure ratio for maximum ranre. The range factor, RF, given

by

RF (WS) S% (12.97)

should be calculated for tach of the four pxints (or as many as there are W/6

curves) representing the maximum of each specific range curve. The standard

weight, W., in this equation corresponds to each standaud altitude. Pbr

exanple, for the curve corresponding to W/62 at H2, the standard weight is

given by
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Ws2 ) 62 where 62 is found fram H2  (12.98)
2

These four range factors, as well as the corresponding Mach, should

be plotted versus W/6 as shown in Figure 12.14.

" -070n'- W/b FOR OPTIMUM RANGE

I
HF I

I
I
I
I
I mmmin0 W/b

I. I
I

. .I

MACH FOR OPFnMUM RANGE L

FIGRME 12.14. RAN=E FAC AND WE VHI=hI'-Pi VRE RATIO
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The range factor corresponding to the optimEun Mach and weight to pressure

ratio can now be determined. Fran theory, the range for this optimum range

factor can be calculated from

R = RFlnwf (12.99)
Wf

where Wi is the aircraft weight at the start of the cruise and Wf is the

weight at the end of the cruise. An aircraft's maximum ferry range can be

calculated by using the maxinum weight for Wi, and the mininun weight for Wf.

Maximum Wi should take into account the fuel used for ground operations,

takeoff, acceleration to climb speed, and climb to the altitude for the start

of the cruise climb. Minimun Wf is found using MIL-C-5011A fuel reserve. The

distance traveled during the climb and descent should be added to the range

during the cruise climb to determine the total ferry range.

12.6.1.4 Drag Polar Determination. The aircraft's drag polar can be
predicted from the speed-power test, provided an accurate model of the thrust

"characteristics of the engine exists or can be measured. The calculations

necessary to plot the drag polar are listed below.

a) Calculate test day lift coefficient and drag coefficient

w
S% t 1481 M2S 6

Fn Erom thrust curve using M, N, t and t
nt

Since the aircraft is unaccelerating during the speed-power test,
thrust equals drag.

Dt =F

DtTest day drag coef ficient is calculated fr=

D

St :1481 MKS 6t
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The drag polar can be plotted as shown in Figure 12.13. Since the drag polar )
is a function of Mach, only those points of equal Mach can be connected with

a curve. However, for all practical purposes, the drag polar is irnependent
of Mach below M = 0.75. Hopefully enough data will he below this Mach to
permit an accurate curve of the subsonic drag polar and the corresponding
Oswald efficiency factor "e" to be generated. Test points at higher Mach
can be used to estimate the effect of Mach on the parasitic drag.

M < 0.75

CatrARe

II

% \-HIGHER MACH NUMNSRS
/

I

Co. CO

MFWGRE 12.15. DRAG P(LAM

12.6.2 Range Cruise Control Test
The ranige cruise control test (Ferry Range Mission) is used to verify and

refine the estimates of the range performance generated during the W/6 tests.
Specifically, it should be used to deck the cptlftm WS6 and the total ferry

range. Usually a series of flights will be f1own at W/6 above and below the

12.66
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predicted optinm W/S. The standard day range from each of these can be used

to determine the actual optimum W/6 and capared with the data predicted by

W/6 testing.

Planning of the time or distance flown during the cruise portion of the

test is outlined below:

Fuel Fuel

Used Remaining

1. Prior to Eng Start

2. Fmgine Start + Taxi

3. Takeoff and Accelerate to climb Schedule

4. Climb

5. Cruise

6. Fuel RLeserve

Estimated fuel used for engine start, taxi, takeoff, and acceleration to

climb schedule is obtained from manufacturer's charts. Fuel used in the climb
is obtained from the check climb test. Fuel reserve is determined by

reference to MIL-C-5011A. The total of these fuel increments subtracted frcm

the total fuel available gives the amount of fuel available for the cruise

portion of the test.

The following is a suggested flight data card to be used by thie pilot:

.:,

C1..
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Pilot A/C No. Date __

Data Point Time F/C Vi H. Ti RPM W

Prior Eng Start

Start

Taxi

T. 0.

Start of Climb

End of Climb

Start Cruise

The pilot should plan the fuel used during the climb as a function of the

W/6 profile. When on the cruise schedule, the crew should record data often
enough to obtain at least 10 points.

A fuel counter versus altitude chart for the desired W16 can be prepared I
as is outlined in the preflight section of the speed-power at constant W/6

test.

12.6.2.1 Inflight Techniques. A recomirended procedure for performing the
range cruise control test is:

(1) Prior to engine start, check that the correct amount of fuel is
odboard and that the fuel counter is set correctly.

(2) Record data at each point planned, i.e., engine start, taxi,
takeoff, start of climb and end of climb.

(3) Upon reaching the altitude that corresponds to the fuel counter
reading for the desired W/6, set up the cruise climb at the desired
M3h, .

(4) Increase altitude as the fuel counter is decreased to maintain a
constant W/6 by performing a shallow climb. An alternate method is
to hold a cotstant altitude and stair-step the aircraft in

xincrements of 100 to 200 feet. Cruise should begin in the
stratosphere and the Mach and RPM shuuld remain constant (using a
constant velocity for the Mach is preferred due to the accuracy of
the instrzuents). If cruise should begin below the tropopause, a
slight decrease in RP4 will be reqiie initially. EqUation 12.93
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shows that for a given W/6 and Mach a constant NI / is required and
therefore engine RPM is decreased as T decreases to hold N/ W
constant.

Throttle movements should be held to a minimum. If turns are
required, they should be very shallow.

12.6.2.2 Ferry Range Data Reduction. Record the following parameters

throughout the ferry range test. Collect sufficient data points to minimize

the effect of errors in reading the data.

Altitule, Hi (ft)

Indicated Airspeed, Vi (ft/sec)

Outside Air Tmperature, Ta (OK)

Aircraft Weight, Wt (ib)

Time, t (sec)

The data reduction outline presented below also requires the standard day

initial cruise weight, Wsi (Ib), and the final cruise weight, WS f, (ib).

Pitot-static relationships should be used to calculate the aircraft's true

airspeed, VT, (ft/sec) and Mach. The test day W/6 for each set of data points

should also be calculated to ensure the test pilot flew the planned Mach and

W/6. The test day total range (air miles) is found by numerically integrating

the true airspeed with respect to time. That is

n
R E V. At. (12.100)

j=1

where Atj represents each of the "n" time intervals between data points and Vj

is the average true airspeed during that time interval. The test day average

range factor, RFt, is found fran

RFt t(12.99)

where Wi and Wf are the test day initial and final cruise weights

respectively. Stanidard day cruise range is then predicted using
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R = RFt ln( ) (12.101)
Irf

The total range capability of the aircraft can now be evaluated. Total range

is equal to the sum of nautical air miles traveled during climb plus nautical

air miles traveled during cruise. Range credit is not allowed for takeoff and

acceleration to climb speed. Distance traveled during the climb is obtained

fran the check climb test and distance traveled during cruise is conputed by

using the range factor just determined in Equation 12.101 where is the

standard weight at the start of cruise (end of climb) using fuel allowances

for ground time and acceleration of climb speed and fuel for climb fram the

check climb test. W is the standard weight at the MIL-C-5011A fuel reserve

requir8ennts. Figure 12.16 shws typical format for ferry range data.

-)
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b 13.1 GENERAL INr DUCrION

Flight testing ccnsists almost entirely of experimental observations

from -which we record nudbers: time to climb, fuel flow, short period frequen-

cy, Cooper-Harper ratings, INS drift rate, to name a few. All experimental

observations have inaccuracies. Understanding the extent of these errors and

developing methods to reduce their magnitude to an acceptable level is the

subject of this course.

13.1.1 Type of Errors

In discussing the errors in our experimental observations, we need to

make a distinction between tu* very different kinds of errors: systemic

errors and random errors.

Systemic errors are repeatable errors caused by some flaw in our

measuring system. For example, if we measure lengths with a ruler that has

the first inch broken off, our data will all have a one inch systemic error.

The instrument corrections we apply to indicated airspeed and altitude to

obtain calibrated airspeed and altitude is an example of compensating for a

known systemic error.

Random errors are not repeatable. If we make multiple observations of

the same parameter with the same equipment under the same conditions, we will

still have small variations in the results. These variations are caused by

unobserved cdunges in the experimental situation. They can result from smal1

errors in the jwkwnt of the observer, such as in interpolating between the

marew of the smmllest scale division of an instrument. Other error sources

could be unpredictable variations in te~mrature, voltage, or friction.

Because these errors are not repeatable, they can never be eliminated.

EDpiricakly, however, it has been found that sudi ranba,, errors are frequently

distributrA amcrding to a simple law. Therefore, it is Izx-sible to use

atatistical mithods to ,leal with these random errors.

13.1.2 ?ypea of Data

All data are rw*. of the -uwe type. When we uso a scale of one to ton to

rate the handling qualities of an aircraft, these data namit be mithemati-

( • (cally treated in the same way th3t we treat miss distance data on the lxstibng
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range. In fact there are four different types of data: nominal, ordinal,

interval, and ratio data.

Nominal data are numerical in name only. If we record spin

susceptibility as 1, 2, 3, or 4 (depending on whether the aircraft is highly

susceptible, susceptible, resistant, or highly resistant to spinning), we

cannot treat these data with any of the normal ar.thmetic processes. For

instance, we cannot say that 3 > or that 3 - 1 = 2 or that 4 + 2 = 2. With

nominal data, none of these arithmetic operations are applicable.

Ordinal data contains information about rank order only. If we rank

order different aircraft by their maximnu speed, then the resulting data can

be conpared to say that for example, 3 > 1 meaning aircraft three is faster

than aircraft one. We cannot, however, say that 3 - 2 = 1, or that 4 " 2 = 2.

Ordinal data can only be used to set up inequalities between the data.

Interval data contains both the rank order informaton of ordinal data,

plus difference information. For example, temperature data has rank and

difference information. If it is 30*F, 45*F, and 60"F at different times, the

successive differences in temperature are the same, that is 150F. In both

cases, the same anmmnt of heat had to be added to raise the temperature by

15"F. We cvnnot say, however, that the end tenperature of 60" is twice as hot

as 30* even though 60' $ 30' = 2. The reason is that our zero point is
arbitrary. Zero degrees Farenheit does not mean the absence of tenperature.

Thus, interval data has relative and difference information, but not ratio

information.

Ratio data oontains the information necessary to perform all the basic

methematic operations on the data. Most of our data falls into this category.

Airspeed, fuel flow, range, etc, data all can be compared relatively,

subtracted, and divided. We can legitimately say that a 1000 NM range in an

F-4 is 4 times as great as a 250 NM range in an A-37.

This distinction between romminal, ordinal, interval, awd ratio data is

isjortant. The type of data we have in a particular case may dictate the use

of certain statistical techniques. But, before we can develop and use these

statistical methods, we must first establiah a oomon base of underatanding of

elaewtary probability.
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S 13.1.3 Abbreviations and Symbols The following unique symbols will be used

in this text:

H 0 null hypothesis

H, alternate hypothesis
n number of samples

P(A) probability of event A

s sample standard deviation

U rank sumn statistic

W sign rank statistic

x sample mean

x sample median
A
x sample node

z standard norral deviate
a probability of type I error

8 probability of type II error

Y efficiency of nonparamatric test
'Sdifference in means

• Ppopulation mean
V degrees of freedom

a population standard deviation

13.2 FLMD",APY PROABILITY

A cr-.'.ntitative analysis of the randon errors of nimmurne"it in flicqht

testing (or any other experiment) must rely on prcbahilitv theory. Probabil-

ity theory is a wathematical structure which has evolved for the Pumoe of

pirovidinq a model for chance happenings. 'Me probability of an event is taken

to mean the likelihboid of that event happening. Mathematicaliy, the prcabil-

ity of event A ocurring is the fraction of the total times that we expect A

to oncur, or
n.

P(A)

whIere: P(A) is the probability of A occurring.

na is the rvter of times we expect A to occur.

N is the tota nwbuer of atteapte or trials.

13.3
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From this definiton, it can be seen that P(A) will lie between zero and )
one since the least that nA can be is zero (A never happens), and the most it

can be is N (A always happens).

In order to determine this fracdtion, nA/N, we can approach the problem

in two distinctly different ways. We can use our foreknowledge and make

assumptions to predict the probability (classical or 'a priori' probability)

or we can conduct experiments to determine the probability (experimental or 'a

posteriori' probality).

13.2.1 Classical Probability

The study of classical probability began hundreds of years ago when

games of chance became fashionable. There was much interest in questions

about how frequently a certain type of card would be drawn or that a die would

fall in a certain way. For example, it is almost obvious that if an ideal die

(six sided) is honestly cast, there are six possible outcomes and the chance

of getting a particular r;. - nuuber is one out of six; i.e., the probability

is 0.16667.

The underlying conditions for simple evaluations such as this one are

that:
1. every single trial must lead to one of a finite number of known

possible outoxmes, and

2. each possible outcxim must be equally likely.

If we satisfy these two wlitions, then the probability of event A is
just

P(A)

wiere :',: o4 is the nurber of ways A can lu•w.

N is the total number of possible outcows.

Por exanple, what is the probability of getting no heads uhmn we tos

two fair coins? The possible outoctos are:

S(8,H) (lT) (T,H) (TT)

Thus, N 4 (that is four distinct, equally likely results) and nA I

(only the result TT )has no heads).

Therefore. P(no heads) i 25
This approach to determining pr•babilities is instructive, but, in

"general, it is not applicable to exerimmta1 situatimos uere the nAuber of
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possible events is usually infinite and each possible outcame is not equally
likely. Thus, we turn to experimental ('a posteriori') probability.

13.2.2 Experimental Probability

By definition, experimental probability is

P(A) =lim
NW- Nocbs

where now: nAo is the number of times we observe A.

Nobs is the number of trials

For example, suppose we wish to check the classical result that the

probability of getting a head when tossing a coin is 1/2. We toss the coin a

large mnmber of times and keep a record of the results. A typical graph of

the reuslts of such an experiment is shown in Figure 1. We will never, of

course, reach an infinite number of trials, but our confidence in the proba-

bility of getting a heads will increase as the number of trials increases. As

can he seen in Fiqure 1, he fraction of observed heads fluctuates dramtic-

t ally when N is snall, but as N increses, the probability steadies down to an

apparently equil'briuz value.

.5.

1 10 100 1000

Figre . iP~riM*~uW Probabilty
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13.2.3 Probability Axiomn )
Probability theory can be used to describe the relationships between

multiple events. Several axicms are presented. First, if the probability of

A occurring is P(A), then the probability of A not occurring, P(A), is just:

P(A) = 1 - P(A)

This is easy to accept without a rigorous proof since the probability of

simething occurring has to be one.

The renmining axioms presented below for multiple outcomes assume that

each outcome is independent (A occurring does not subsequently affect the

probability of A or B occurring) and mutually exclusive (only one can occur

in a single trial). The two remaining axioms are:

P(A or B) = P(A) + P(B)

P(A and B) P(A) x P(B)

These axioms are also easily justified (as opposed to proven) by looking

at classical probability. If we take the example of tossing a coin, then )
P(H) = .5 P(T) .5

and

P(H or T) - .5 + .5

which makes sense, because the probability of the coin coming up either heads

or tails "as to be one (excluding the chance of laniding on edge).

Also, from the exanle of getting tbo tails in section 13.2.1.

P(TandT) - P(T) x P(T) .5 x .5 i,25

uh. ich is the same we got by examining all of the possible outcoms.

13.2.4 ProWAility !ýxAnpes

Problem: Based an historical data, suppose we deterindne that 950 of the

tine an P-4 will make a successful approach end barrier e4gaqemait. If W

13.6
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have a flight of four that must use the barrier due to icy rnwy conditions,

what is the probability that at least one aircraft will miss the barrier?

Solution. The probability that at least one will miss is the complement

of the probability that all will successfully engage. That is

P(l or more miss) = 1 - P(all engage)

The probability that all four engage is
P(all engage) = P(ist engages) x P(2nd engages) x P( .....

= P(single engagement)4

Finally, since P(engage) = .95,

P(l or more miss) = 1- (.95) - 1 - .81 = .19

Or rouqhly speaking, about one out of five times, a flight of four F-4s

would have at least one barrier miss.

Problem: What is the probability of getting craps (total of 2, 3, or

12) on a single roll of a pair of dice?

Solution: Since getting 2, 3 or 12 are independent, mutually exclusive

events, w can use the following.

P(2, 3, or 12) = P(2) + P(3) + P(12)

'To get individual probabilities, first note that there are 36 possible

outomes (') with two dice, each having six sides. In order to get a total

of 2 or 12. there is only oe way the dice can mm upz 1 and 1 or 6 and 6,

respectively. Vor a total of 3, the dice can aume up two ways I and 2 or 2

and I. T rfore, since P(A) e-, have:

P(2) - 36

P(3) 2

S~1
P(12)

anti finally
P(,.ol) 1 2 1 1

1Thz, about III of the time that you roll the dice, you will crap out.

13.7
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13.3 'POPULATIONS AND SAMPLFTq

13.3.1 Definition

Thus Fir in otir 1isoiisRinn, we havp mado no (int inotion hpt-wo#n

populations and samples. The difference is an important one in the study of

statistics. The definitions follow.

A data population is all conceivable possible observations of a certain

phenomena. Thus, many populations are infinite. For example, the population

of the totals of two dice are all possible (infinite) outcomes of rolling two

dice. Another example, the population of weapon deliveries from an aircraft

is all the possible drops it could make in its lifetime. A nore limited

population would be the scores of your class on the final exam. This popula-

tion would have only 24 or 25 possible observations, not infinity.

A data sample is any subset of a given population. Thus the results of

1000 rolls of two dice consistute a sample of all possible results. The

scores from 100 P-4 sorties could be another example. The scores of 5 of your

classnates would be a samp]t. of the results of the whole class.

13.3.2 AssuMptctions

Constructinq a population (what should be included as nossihilities,
whit should be excluded?) or selecting a sample fran a population must he done

with care if we are later to apply statistical analysis techniques. The
assumptions w nowrally ifpose on samples are that the data be homoqeneous,

indeperAent, and random.
A homogeneous sample has data fron one population only. If. for

exaw1le, we allow 1.*O-n scores from an P-4C (iron nlqht) and an F-16C

(predictive heads-up display) to he incluWe in a sinqle s&vple, the resultA

wuld nxt be very mnoaingful.

An independent sample is one where the selection of one data point does

not affeuct the likelihood of subsequent Aata points. Fbr example, after

dropping a bomb thirty feet lonq on the first pss, the nrhability that the
next drop will miss ty the saxm distanose (or any other distrnce) is unaffecteA

(irKtewendt). An examnle where the ueoquent probabilities are affected is

sapluing from a finite population without replacement. For exazmle, the

13.8



* probability of drawing a heart from a deck of cards changes if you sample and
discard. The sample would remain independent if you replaced the card after

each draw.

A random sample is one where there is an equal probability of selecting

any menber of the population. An example of a nonrandcm sample would be using

a single F-16 with a boresight error causing a bias in downrange miss distance

to produce samples intended to be representative of all F-16 weapon

deliveries.

13.3.3 Measures of Central Tendency

Given a hcmDgeneous, independent, randan sample, we now turn to methods

to describe the contents of that sample. Suppose, for instance, we wish to be

very accurate in measuring a hard steel rod with a micrameter. The population

of measurements is all of the possible measurements that could be made with

the micrometer. If we take a sample of ten measurements, we will probably get

several different answers. The unpredictable variations could came from any

of several different sources: we may tighten the micrometer more sometimes

than others, there may be small dust particles sometimes, we may make small

U errors in estimating tenths of the smallest scale division, and so forth.

Even so, we would expect to get a better answer by measuring many times rather

than just once.

But what should we do with the multiple measurements, same of which are

different? The most obvious procedure would be to average them. When we

average the contents of a sazple, we call the result the arithmetic mean,

usually denoted biy x=

N 1

The mean is the most ommrn measure of central tendency, but not tie

only one. If we had taken 10 measurewnts and 8 of them were the same, we
might feel justified in stating that this rost common answr is the correct

one and that the other 2 different answers were due to some unseen error.

Using the mest owmin ample is called taking the mode. The nxode (usually

denoted 2) is the moet frequent sanple value. In asme sanq1es, there may be

wre than one mode.
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A third measure of central tendency is the median. The median (usually

demoted R) value is the middle value. If we rank order the sample elements,

then for an add numter of elements the median is just the middle value. Por

an even numiber of elements, we define the median as the arithmetic averaqe of

the two middle values.

Of the three different measures of central tendency (mean, mode, and

median), the mean or arithmetic average is most comonrly used.

13.3.4 Dispersion

Given that we usually use the mean, x, as the single measure of central

tendency of a sample, is that enough to adequately characterize the contents

of a given sample? The answer is no. Using the mean by itself can be very

misleadinq. Fbr instance, consider the following two samples.

sample 1: 99.9, 100, 100.1
Sample 2: 0.1, 100, 199.1

As can he seen, the mean (atv* median in this case) is the same for both

sawles yet there is a siqidficant difference between these two samples. The

difference is in the variation of sample elements from the mean, or disper-

sion. Thus, we now neei sane measure of the dispersion within a satrale.

To obtain a ieasure of dispersion, first define the deviation, dio As

the difference heboeen the ith elemet of the simple and the sample meant

The frt inclination mey he to av•aage t a dviaticn. hit the remlit

is not illuw&natirq since:

Edi ( x

ii~1

I i X

13.-1 0
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Because of tli.- definition of the mean, the deviations above the wean

will always exactly cancel the deviations below the mean. This result may

lead you to conclude that we should average the absolute values of the

individual deviations. Doing so produces what is referred to as the ,*n

deviation:

ll,mean deviatior= Ixi -X1

This quantity is sau.ties used as a measure of dispersion, but for

reasons that will Iecom apparent later on, a more camron measure of disper-

sion is the standard deviation, which is defined next.

In defining the standard deviation, we eliminate the negative individual

deviations by squaring each -term, rather than by taking the absolute values.

W then average .he squares and finally take the positive square root of the

results. Thus, the atandard deviation (denoted by a) is the root-mean-square

deviation:

0 = (di) a

Tho sqt-:,i-e of the statKiard deviation, a,. is called thi variance.

13.3.5 Notation

Normally, we use Groe& lttes t-. -denote statistics (sueh as maNu alv

variance) for prpulatio•n and we use Roiman letteru Vor statistiks of samples.

Tharefore, we will use:

9. aml ol for populatio~*~n wer 4welc
x and 0 for stimAe sa a r ivuice

1here in one other differ-ence bWtv-amirt ;p- ulation aMi awaple statistics.
'the "quo. stautidr'i dovilat~iv i j'~ ie -mqntly dffer tlytar th

Spopuatlon stam"ard d -viat'on:

N

The difference is that Ow- sam of the squares is divided by N -I for the

*wple ra&O than by jUat N as for Oh poulation standari deviatioti. The

1C
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effect is to make the saiple standard deviation slightly larger than it would

have beem and the difference decreases as the sample gets larger. -)

13.3.6 FxwV,1i

Pr.blem: Given the following 10 observations find the sample mean,

median, mude, and standard deviation: (3, 4, 6, 6, 6, R, 9, 10, 12, 15)

Solution:

x= - (3 + 4 + 6+6+6 + 8 + 9 + 10 + 12 + 15)

= 7.9

2 = 6 (Most Frequent)

1(6 + 8) = 7 (average of two middle values)

a ='7 (4.94 ÷ 3.91 + 1.9' + 1.9, +1-.9 + .lP + 1.1, + 2.1' +4.l + 7.11)

S3.695

4.11
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13.4 PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS

Now that we have covered eiementary probability concepts and introduced

the idea of population and samples, we turn to probability distributions.

Application of statistical methods requires an understanding of the character-

istics of the data obtained. Prouability distributions, either empirical or

theoretical can give us these required characteristics. Most statistical

methods are based on theoretical distributions which approximate the actual

distributions.

13.4.1 Discrete Probability Distributions

To introduce the idea of a pi'-bability distribution, lets go back to the

example of tossing two coins in Section 13.2.1. We can calculate frcrm classi-

cal probability the probability of getting 0, 1, or 2 heads. Tabulating this

as f(n), where n is the number of heads:

n f(n)

0 .25

1 .50

2 .25

Table 1. Probability of getting n heads
in two tosses of a fair coin.

Another method of presenting this data would be graphically by means of

a bar graph, as shown in Figure 2.
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to

f(n) .5

0 1 2

Figure 2. Probability of getting n heads
in two tosses of a fair coin.

Thus, f(n) is called the probability distribution of n. The above

example is a theoretical calculation. More frequently, we are concerned with

empirical distributions. For example, suppose we collect a sample of data on

T-38 landings as shown in Table 2.

ITouchdown Distance Frequency in Relative

fram Aim Point Distance Interval Frequency

0 - 100 ft 2 .05

101 - 200 ft 10 .25

201 - 300 ft 18 .43

301 - 400 ft 8 .20

401 - 500 ft 3 .07

Table 2. Touchiown data.

Plotting the data in a histogram as in Figure 3 will give us a

graphical representation of this empirical probability distribution.
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.5

.4

f(x) .3

.2
.1

X(ft)
0 100 200 300 400 500

Figure 3. Probability distribution of touchdown
miss distance

13.4.2 Continuous Probability Distribution

If we acquire more data on T-38 landings and reduce the size of the

intervals, we could draw :. new histogram. In the 1 imit as we acqunire more ani

more data, and reduce the interval size to smaller and ana1ler values, the

histogram approaches a mrooth curve, as shown in Figure 4.

.4
.3-

f(x) .:-

.2

o.1•

0- x
100 200 300 460 500

Fisure 4. Continuous probability distribution of
of touchdown miss distance.
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This smooth, continuous probability distribution cannot be intepreted in

the same way as the discrete distribution. In Figure 3, the height of the bar

above the interval is the probability that x will have a value within that

interval. In Figure 4, the height of the curve above a point is riot the
probability of x having that point value. Since there are an infinite number

of points (i.e., a continuous curve) the probability of x having a single

specific value is zero. We can, however, talk about the probability of x

being between two points, a and b. Then, the interpretion of the continuous
probability distribution is as follows:

b

P(a<x<b) f f(x) dx
a

That is, the probability that x falls between a and b is the area under
the probability distribution curve between x = a and x = b, as shown in

Figure 5.

I j

I I

I I

a b

Figur, 5. Probability vs. the area under a
continuous probability distribution.

From this, we can see that f(x) must always be greater than or equal to

zero. Negative areas would be meaningless. Also, since the mxim= proba-
bility is one, we have:

J f(x) dx 1
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13.4.3 Cumulative Probability Distribution

For some applications, displaying the probability distribution as a

cumulative function is the most useful method. A cumilative probability

distribution gives the probability that a randcon variable x is equal to or

less than a given value, a. In mathematical terms:

a
F(x) = P(x < a) = f f(x)dx

-- W

For exanple, the relative probability of T-38 miss distances from Figure

4 could be displayed in a cumulative distribution as in Figure 6.

LO -

7I
I I

From this type of display, the median, R, can be directly read. Also,

we can see that 95% of the time we expect the miss distance to be below some

Ia IIi,)T

13.4.4 Special Probability Distributions

There are wwrous theoretically derived probability distributions used

in analyz~ing data. In this course, we will limit our scope to only four

distributionst binomial, normal, student's t, and X2. Each is briefly

introduced belcw.

•. 13.17
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13.4.4.1 The Binomial Distribution

The first special probability distribution that we will examine is a )
discrete probability distribution, the binomial distribution. The binomial

distribution is a theoretically derived distribution of probabilities for

trials in which there are two possible results, usually called success and

failure. This can be applied to a large number of problemu if success and

failure are defined beforehand, for example:

1. Toss of a coin - heads (success) or tails (failure).

2. Roll of two dice - total of 7 (success) or other than 7 (failure).

3. Qualitative evaluation of a flight control modification - better
(success) or worse (failure).

To determine the probability of getting exactly n successes in N trials

given the proba )ility of a single success is the problem. Let p represent the

probability of a single success. First, the limiting cases are very simple.

If n = N, then the probability is just pn. If n = 0 (all failures), then the

probability is simply (1 - p)N, or, if we let I - p = q, then qN.

The in between probabilities are not as simple. If we have n successes

a N - n failures, we might be tempted to say the p q-n is the probability, I
but there are multiple combinations of n objects possible in N events.

Luckily, mathematicians have quantified how many combinations are possible and

the probability of exactly n successes in N trials is:

f(n) nN , p qP-n
nl (N-n)1

where xi -l x(x-1)(x-2).... (3)(2)(1)

An example may help illustrate. If two different flight control systens

are really equally desirable, then the probability of 6 out of 8 pilots pre-

ferring system A over system B can be found using the binomdal distribution.

If A and 8 are truely equally good, the probability of a pilot picking A over1
Bis equal to• (p= q = .5). The probability of 6 cut of 8 picking A is

81
f(6) = 6 (.s) (.5)' = .109

131
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Thus, if you assumed that A and B were equally good, then there is only an 11%. chance of getting the test results you observed, implying that your initial

assumption may be in error. In a similar way, the probabilities for all

possible results can be graphed as shown in Figure 7.

.2

i~s) .1(

0 2 3, 5 4 7Se 8

Figur 7. Probabiity that n of 8 pilots
wl prefer system A 0f p-q-.5

13.4.4.2 The Normal Distribution

The normal distribution is the single most important distribution in

data analysis. The theoretical basis for the normal distriubtion lies in the

binomial distribution. If we consider any deviation fran the mean as the

result of a large number of elemental errors, all of equal magnitude and eadi

equally likely to be positive or negative, we can derive the following:

f W = ''-1 0 -(x-P) '/20A
f(x) =/

Thus, the normal distribution is a continuous probability distribution,

valid from- < x <. Its graphical ropresentation is sham• in Figure 8.
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j-@ p p+@

Figure 8. Normal Probability DiutributionL

From this figure, it can be seen that f(x) is symmetric about x = , that

x - u yields the maxuium value of f(x). Also, x = u i a are the two points of

inflection on the curve of f(x).

Notwithstanding the mathematical derivation of the nornal distribution

from a binomial distribution, the most conpelling justification for its use,

and study is the fact that many sets of experimental observations have been

s)%Am to obey it. Accordingly, the distribution has been studied extensively.

Recalling that for a continuous probability distribution, the probabil-

ity that x lies between a and b is defined by the integral of f(x) between a

and b, we come to a major drawback of the normal distribution. For example,

what is the probability of getting x < a if x is normally distributed? Just

P(X<A) a 1 e(x-)1/20' dx

which cannot be solved in closed form. Numerical techniques are required.

Tables could be used except different tables would be needed for each ccubi-

nation of P and a. The problem is overcome by making a substitution of

variables in f(x) by letting
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Z X--P-

then
r- ez /2

Tables are abundant for f(z) which is, in effect, the normal distri-

bution with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one. To use these

standardized normal tables, we must simply change cur variable x to z as shown

above. Values for f(z) are tabulated in the appendix.

A graph of the standard nornml distribution curve, with approximate

percentages under the curve is given in Figure 9.

I34X 34X I
E•I I ES

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3

95K -

Figure 9. Standardized Normal DistribuUon

The following three examples ray help illustrate the meaning of the

lormal distribution and the uses of the standardized tables:

NOML DISTRUBUITION EIAMPLES

1. Find the area between z - .81 and z = 1.94. Using the normil
distribution table in the appendix, proceed down tie column marked z
until entry 1.9 is reached, then right to the column marked 4. The
result, .4738, is the area between 0 and 1.94.

Similarly, .2910 is the area from 0 to ,81. If we subtract these
two values (area between z - 0 and z - 1.94) - (area between z = 0
and z .81), .4738 - .2910 - .1828 P (.81 < z < 1.94).
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2. Find the value of z such that the area between -1.5 and z is .0217.
(Assume z is negative but the left of -1.5.)

Area between z and -1.5 = (area between z and 0)
- (area between -1.5 and 0)

.0217 = (area between z and O)
- .4332

• z = -1.694

3. The mean fuel tised for a given profile flown 40 tines was 8000 lbs,
and the standard deviation was 500 lbs. Assuming the data is
normlly distributed, find the probability of the next sortie using
between 7000 and 8200 pounds.

x- P 7000 -8000
7000 1W in standard units - - 0 -0 -2

820M Te in stardard units 8200• 000 .4

4 p

P(-2< z .4) = (area between z =-2 and z 0) +
(area betwe z - 0 and z = .4)

, .4772 + .1554 .632.
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13.4.4.3 The Student's t Distribution

In order to use the standard normal distribution, we must know the

population mean and standard deviation. In pratical applications, we

frequently do not know these values and instead must use the sample mean and

standard deviation. The difference between the sample mean and true mean of a

population was investigated first by W. S. Gossett. He developed a theoreti-

cal distribution for the statistic

t =

s/An

where t is used as a measure of the difference between the sample mean and the

true mean. As can be seen, the value of t is also influenced by how, much

dispersion we have in our sample and by the size of that sample.

For each possible value of n, we catn plot a probability distribution of

t. The distribution locks very similar to the standard noral distribution,

especially for large values of n. In fact, it can be sho n mathemtically

that as n--, the t distribution approaches the rxnoal distribution. Figure 10

oovares t distributions for different values of n.

SFigure 10. Chan.e in t-distribuUon
with sample size.

Because of this change in t with samrte size, different t distributions

mist be tabulated for each value of n. Typicauly, as in the appendix, differ-

.t t critical values of f(t) are tabulated for different values of n up to
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about n = 30, beyond which one could use the standard norma' distribution with

S= i and s = a with very little error. It should be rnted that most tUbles

use degrees of freedom, v, instead of n, where

The theoretical reasons for this change are of little consequence to us

here.

t - DISTFdfrIotN EXAMPLES

1. Find the t, for uhich the total shaded afroa on the rioit • .05, if

we assism 9 degrews of freeodo.

If the arma ci the right of t -- .05, then the area to the loft it

(1 - .05) - .95 and t represents the 95th percentile, t.9

Referrttg to the t - distrlituticn tablo in the 4j Ix pi

down the ohumn hoaded v urtil reaching •). 7be.a procNtM riqhi to

cohltn headd t. 9 5 . The result 1.83 is the required valh* of t.

2. FiM the ts for which the total shaded area - .05, assuning 9 de-

grees of freedmi. (Tw~o ?&iled)

If the total shaded area is .05, then the shaned aroa on the right

is .025 IV symnmeLry. fthm, the areA to tho loft, of t, ti

(1 - .025) = .975 wid t, iS t. 9 7 5 . From the aNpndix, we find

2.26 as the required value of t.
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13.4.4.4 The Chi-Squared Distribution

Just as the sanple mean differs fran the population mean, we exprýt the

sample standard deviation to differ form the true population value. The

difference is distributed according to the Chii-squared distribution of the

statistic

X' (n-l)s'

which is a measure of the dispersion of experimental, s values around the

population value, 0, caused by taking only limited sawple sizes. A sketch of

the Chi-square probability distrlbution is shown in Figure 11.

-"n-I

(\

1 2 8 4 5 0 7 9 10

Figure 11. Change in xt distribuUon
with ample size.

As w•.th the t distributin,. the X& distributict cldial with sivple size

and therefore critical values of X1 are normally tabulated (as in the

appendix) AV various degrees of freed= (n - 1)
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CHI-SQUARE DISTRIBUTlON •4AMPES

1. -I the value of x I for which the shaded area on the right . OS
asm-ming 5 degrees of freedci.

TE the slhaded area mn the rigit is .05, then the total area to the
Left of xt is (I - .05) = .95 and x* rpresents the 95th peren-
•1.4x, ' - Hef.-rring to the x1 distrtbuticwm table in the appon-
dix, prAM!&A to*n 010 V coltir until entcry 14 is rekuIedI. Theon
2 r. ed right to the coltutim headed x" . he re.ult, 11.1 is th,
required value of xj..9

2. Fitdxl x"amd x! for whichi the total shaded arema .05, asauniing
5 degrees offrda.

Since the distribut ia is ramt synw-tric, there- mre many valthiem f-
which the total shaded area f .05. it if Cnstcmory, u1e0s
otherwise secified, to choose the two areas equal. In this
exas3le, then. each area : .025.

If the shaded area on the right is .025, the are' to the left of
x! is (I - .025) - .975 and x, is the 97.5th pmrcentile, x91h
Whitcb frnm the apptix is 12.8.

Similarly, If the shaded area on the left is .025, the area to the
left of XI is 0.025, mud X14 represents the 2.5th percmetile, x1
which wpnls .831.

3. Find the niuiian v-tlue o w Crxrfxfnldiq t-n 28 d•ere,,w of

Using t)* table in. the aweendix, fe find in the ohmim headed X,
(since the tedian is the 50th percentile), the value is 27.3
aiorrespcvxing to v 28.
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13.5 CONFIDENCE LIMITS

In practical situations, we normally take a sample of a larqe

population such as takeoff distanice or bamb miss distance, and we use the mean

of our multiple observations as a point estimate of the true population mean.

We often report this sample mean as though it were the true answer. We must

realize, however, that any subsequent single observation can he expected to

differ fran our sanple mean and that the true population mean may differ fran

our sample mean. If we design the test correctly (standardize the method and

conditions) and take sufficient samples (to be discussed in a later section),

we will have confidence that our answer is sufficiently accurate* There exist

quantitative methxls for determining how far away our answer is likely to be

from the true an.s"r (a confidence interval). These methods art thp subject

of ti-is section.

13.5.1 Central Limit TheorouSThe central limit theorem is required to estalish confidence limits on

both the population mean and staivard deviation. The central limit theoran

ca be stated as follower

Given a popXulation with Me•,, U am varian.e, 0, thenX
the distri'but-ion of successive emplo means, fran sampoes
of n observations, appraches a ormal distrilbtion voith
mean, 0, and variance a!n.o

In sairler terms, if we start withi a geineral population A, where the
Sis ua te and take multiple eatwles each of size n,

SuA and the i 's oA4hw tle resulting aumple means will also have sae distribution with a mean
and variance (ia, Regardless of the original disetilAution of A, the

distribution of the via will be apurxlmately normal (it gets better as n is

1wnrt%,%sM) . Aluw), t11 wit~n of the means ;A11 tio O~w, P~Air nn Ow, nwmean or A.
ao•l f inally, the variatve of the wfaww is Owe varian.* onf A diviied hy n.

is dpiced i Fiut*12.

•!13.17



Pop. A Pop. 1

x i

II

Figure 12. Central Lmit Theorem.

Although proof of the. eantral limit thearem is beyond our sccpe here, a
cu•soty i 3-•e~tiOn Sb(S tat it paoen the cormon wirse tost. If our sample

site is very wuall (say 1), then for many samples, the distribution of
ou.r mmfn is identical to the original and p;. - pA and a;- =A. At the other

extram, if n Is infinite (ethaustive) then u alwys got the txue population

mand Jariance, Aacrdingly, R' u and a; -0.

We now turn to using the cantral limit theorem to ebtablUh ionfidenoe

-irervals.

13.5.2 2,Cotiiience interval for the mean
If we take a sajplo of size n, ve ncw kw•w that the distribution of the

maz of vultiple swpleL Wauld be XiMtely normlly distributed, as

• K•i1 in Figure 13.

-'A

-'A

.3- -1 44w



f(z)

1- /4 -1 •

Fire 13 M stablishing confidence limits on
the Mean

Frm the definition of a normul proability distribution, we can say that a

( sn,1e z wil be between -zl 1 ,/2 andd zl 1/2 with probability - a, or

12z I12- 1 -z-a,

If or z oee from am of the saiple mean,

or, using the cetral limnit thmeor

- thus

. P('-Zl,ý/2 < <.•,. z:

or
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"That is, (1 - a) i100 of the time, the true pqmlaticn nmen, p, will be within
Z of the sample mean. The range of values is the interval and

(I -) is the confidence level.

As an example, suppose we wanted to know the 95% and 99% confidence

intervals for the maximm~ thrust of new F-100 engines given that a sample of
50 engines produced a mean max thrust of 22,700 Ibs with a sample standard

deviation s = 500 lbs.

1. At 95%, a = .05 and zl-/ 2 = 1.96.

Therefore

22,700 1 1.96 Soo

or U
22,561 < ;a < 22,839

2. At 99%, a .01 and zl-*/2 - 2..

Thus

P = 22,700 t 2.58 5CO

or

22,518 < Va < 22,082

..he dbove exaqA)le points out two iRXltAnt omisiderations. As yCu tight

have anticilmatei, as the requiretwot G- certAtty I a (95 * gg9), the
interval widens. Given that the no~ml prcbability is continuous fnm -•to
+-, if we require that we be 100% certain that the true u falls within our

interval, the confide"ce interval b•oaies mninjqless -,< < <

The s8@cO iVctant point ia that to oConstrut the interval w had to
Use a s *i, estimate of a. This is, in fact, a legitimate estiftte if n Z 30.

Flor wmlter sample SirAo, We c-MA. iM-•e thdiAS a ji r Wrr tt Mesort to

the metlwd described in the next sectim.i

133
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13.5.3 Confidence Interval for Mean for Small Sa§Mles

When the sample size is less than 30 and the population variance is
unknown (the typical case in flight testing), we must substitute t (defined

earlier) for z:

SA, < - < (x + tv, l-a/2 /-A-

As an example, suppose our earlier data on F-100 engines was based on a
sample of only 5 engines. Then at the 95% confidence level:

('/2 .025 and v 4, thus t 4 ,0. 9 75 - 2.78

and

' = i S

= 22.700 :t 2.78

or

"22,078 < < < 23,321

And an you should have expected, the inteval at the sam oc1fidenoe
level had to increase to &ac unlate the smaller sanple size.

13.5.4 • iJdenre Interval for Variance

In a mamnr sbnitar to that of onxfldenev intore is for to m.wvu. we c:n
establish a confidence interval for the varianm hts| on the prevIA*sly

obfined statistic V 's

C 13.31



f(z')

its XX
a/9 z1-a/2

Me~re 14. Mtablsbhig confldene. limits an varieane.

From Figure 14, we can see that the probability of our sanmle statistic

faXt allng betweenXi a xvl,/2 'a just l

PlXV(,6/2< 01' X Ioi/2 --

Tha, wit) (I-.a) 100t cofidenc,

"' "• x'

(P-0

. A

Z•z.s ;,,
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For example, if we take a sample of size 6 and find that the sample
standard deviation is 2, we cmn specify with 95% probabiliity between
what limits the true population variance lies. In this case, we have:

0/2 = .025, l-*/2 = 0.975, v = 5, s = 2

thus

(6-1)21 < * (6-1)21
x5, . 9 75  XT
5,7 5,.025

whe~re

X5  12.8, X .8315, .975 5, . 0225

thus

5(4) < 0, < 5(4)
12.8 .831

or

1.56 < a' < 24.1

( The large band is due to the srall sanple size. If the saiple variance

were the sam for a larger sample (say n 18), then the confidence interval

would be m1ller; for iwstace

< <(70< <

2.25 <8.99

C 13.33
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13.6 HYPOTHESIS TESTING

Closely tied to the idea of confidence intervals is perhaps the most

important part of statistical analysis: hypothesis testing. A statistical

hypothesis is a statement, which may or may not be true, concerninq one or

more populations. Instead of using our sample data to make a point or

interval estimate of sane population parameter, we first hypothesize that a

population parameter is such and such, and then use sample data to determine

the reasonableness of our hypotiesis. The truth or falsity of a statistical

hypothesis is never known with absolute certainty unless we examine the en-

tire population. This is certainly the case in nearly all flight tests. A

simple example may illustrate the concept.

Supoose we assume (hypothesize) that a given coin is fair, that is, the

probability of heads is .5. T7 determine if our assumption is correct we

toss the coin 100 times. If the results are 48 heads, we may conchlde that

it is reasonable to say the coin is fair, If, on the other hand, we get only

35 heads, it may we more reasonable to conclude that the coin is not fair.

The subject of this section is how to draw the line in cases like this.

.. 13.6.1 Null aW• Alternate Woteses

It should be emphasized at the outset that the acceptance of a

statistical hypothesis is a result of insufficient evidence to reject it andl

does tiot necessarily mean that it is true. Because of the fact, we must be

careful in setting up our hypothesis since in the absenoe of data, we will he

forced to accept cr origiral hypothiesis. Usually, we select this lypothesis

"with the sole objective of rejecting (or nullifying) it. 1ence, it is called

the null hypothesis, denoted H.. The null hypothesis ia usually fin-wiated so

tnA in the nuise of irW.fficient data, we retu-zn to the status quo or safe

c " o'. 1aqAlo of null hyp1thesin arei

-.•2I. 1. The defendant is itvxment (not a statistical hypotheais, but a gcot•:••.illustation).

2. 1he lock-on range of a nw PAW is no better than that of the

3. Mh WP of a nsw part is no better than that of tJe existing part.

:.• '•13.348



* Since we are attempting to negate our null hypothesis, we shouldhave

established an alternate hypothesis, denoted H, to reflect what we want to
prove and let He then be the negation of Hi.

EXAMPLES:

1. He: i = 15 Hi:t P 15

2. H.: p _> .9 Ha: p < .9

3. He: P4 0a Hi:- 01a PS

13.6.2 Types of Errors

Regardless of how carefully we set up a test, there is always the chance
that we will com to the wrong conclusion. In our earlier example of tossing
a coin assumed to be fair, the result of 35 heads out of 100 tines could be
siMply due to chmnce variation of a fair coin (the probability of this occir-
ring is snaill, .0026, but not zero). If we reject the null hypothesis when in
fact it is true, this is cNitled a Type I error, maw the ptrbability of doing
so is dewted 0, called the level of significance.

A different error results if we accop the null hypothesis ten it is
false. This is a Type II error, and its probability is denoted by 8. for
exmple, if in the coin experiment, we concluded it was a fair coin based on a
result of 48 heads out of 100, the coin may really have a probability of heads

of .4 and the 48 result was due to chame variation (in this ase 8 u .10).
These two different errors are sumnarims in Table 3. Generally,

because of the fail-safe wording of the nall hypothesis, we desire to have a,
the pxdoability of rejecting He when it is true, very small, usually .05

(occasionally .01). 1he smaller 0 is, however, the latqer 8 beamxxs.

Generally. 0 is Luvr than a since tid is a smo acn *able 'mv (a Luw•e
implies we stay with the stams qun, H,., tre frequently than WO Ahould). 11u,

only way to reduce both a and B is to take more data. If we do exhaustive

* sumoiIgq 'a 0p go~ to zero.

1%~C t13.35



and H. is

True False

Accept H, O.K. Type II

Reject H. Type I O.K.

Table 3. Errors in Hypothesis Testing

13.6.3 (Oe Tailed vs Tuo Tailed Tests

During some tests, we are interested in extreme values in either

direction. Burn times on rocket motors might be an example. Too long or too

slhort of a burn time way have dire consequencos for syston per-fonrw-iv. For

tests of this sort, we would form hypothesis of the fonrm

He: PAm Us aih I t )

In tOwes cases, we skauld reject H. ihbo-wer our sanle piawuced results

tlat were either too high or too low. -Thu, our level of siwiificance, a,

wald be divi5ed into two equal regions as shnn in Pigure 15b.

Int mtrt flight test enqrless, tover, we are ncerned with ertzwes

in one dixecticm only. hr exavple, we hypgothesize that the aircraft mmets

the c•tractural specification for takeoff distance. The only significant,

alternative yApohesois is that the actual takeoff distaso. is ltnyr than the

specificatins Ftor tests of thin sort, we WM" tom hypothesis of this Coam:

list 0 < Ps and H,: U > us

or *14 0 utsnf, AraOt v. u

in these isses, we wculd reject H. only ihni cur swampe praiirei

. reulta that were extreme in one dire*•I•a. Thus, ir lehvel of significanye,

Q. wojMl be in one tail of the curv only as sloui in Figure ISa.

'N •::13.36



. ,Rejet no.
I I I
I I I

I LI

cept 0 Accet ii, 0

a. One-talled b. Two- tiled

Figure 15. One-tailed vs. two.-tailed tests.

13.6.4 Tests o• M'wns

The firot step in hypothesis testing is to fonr-ulate the null arnd

alternate hypothesis. Seocxi, choose the level. of signifioance (a) wvi defime

Owe are,, of acvqtaxe and rejecticn. Thirii, -.1olect data atnd cnrqzre the
results to %&at s etcted. Fourth, a"cct or reject the tnll hptbhesis.

For tests on nw , we will use tho swe statistic we usW in utructinq
oonfldece intei'vals:

I.. Por n > 30 or a ktrn, use z =

2. fOor n 3OD and un , uset =

The folloming two eampleas shwuld illustrate the :etbKrd

I MLE 1: Two tailed test an mean, u kIn , During carly testing of the
F-19 txbvbing system, it was detertrined that the cr"s raixe errors for 30"
dive bomb passes were rmally distributed with a mean Lrror of 20 feet a•n a
Fstam•a-unr deviation of 3 ftet. After a flight control Modification to reduce
adverse hig AD flying qualities, it was foumd that the mran ci-aes rcre

.N-• f. r nine bowb rum was 22 feet. Has the mn divangd at the .05 level

of 37



Step one: Fbnm null and alternate hypothesis:

H#: P = 20 (status quo)

Hi: P 20

Step twoO: a = .05 (given) and this will be divided into two tails, high
and low, since extreme values in either direction would
indicate that P has canwged.

Step tlhree: Since s was not given, we will assume that Q has not changed
significantly from the unmodified system. This ia not an
obvious truth, but its use here illustrates the criteria for
using the z statistic. In any case, our data gives:

22 -20

C(mpare this to the areas of rejection/acceptance below

II

reject I reject

actept I)L Zac

IVfrA *L%

St") four: 8eCauseo 7 > z 1  /2 (2 > 1.96,) w must rjcct the null
hypothe is ail C .tkle that (with 451 Cofidece) t..he moan
croon range bxobing error has chantqed due to the fllight
control modification.

ED(AWUU2: one taile test on mean, ill saslo, o unihuns. S.ut'c'o Uk fly
nine sea level to 20,000 ft PA check cliis to verify a contri-t sciflc.Vict
-thid states that the fuel used in this clitb OAll not he greater tha. !.•
pcxids. We find that our asp!e of nine clitb Uad aW1 average of 1601 ;
with a .swple standard deviation of 200 jnnds.

Step cxes drM vull and 4ltonate hbowmsthsis

S•+ J - ,
* "cH " •>"3.-0.. .3.,

,,9. "'..,
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Step two: Choose a = .05. An a of .01 is usually reserved for safety
of flight questions. At other times, it may be specified in
the contract. This is a one tailed test.

Step three: Since we have less than 30 data points and a is unknown, use
the data to calculate the t statistic:

x - 00o 1600 - 1500t ===1.5

s1V n 200// 9

Ccmparing this to the areas of acceptance/rejection below:

reject

accept 'I

Step four: Because t < tvl_ (1.5 < 1.867) we must accept the null
hypothesis and accept the contractor's claim that he has met
the specification. Another way of saying it is that we don't

have the data at 95% confidence to prove that the contractor
has failed to meet the specification.

13.6.5 Tests on Variance

The four steps for testing hypotheses on means described in the previous

section are still valid here. The only diffe-ence in the two procedures is

the use here of the chi-squared statistic instead of the z or t statistic:

(n-l)s*
• X2 =

.or example, in a bInbing systan, the mean should be close to zero.

• Thus, the goodness of a system can best be measured by the dispersion of the

a•ystom.- Generally, the circular error probable is used as a measure of

dispers4 n. We could, hoiever, use the standard deviation.

Suprose the F-19 contract specification states that the standard

deviation of miss distanw'es Zor a particular ocmputed delivery mode shall not

13.39



exceed 10 meters at the 90% confidence level. In ten est runs, we get a

standard deviation of 12 meters. Can we fine the contractor?

Step one: Form null and alternate hypotheses:

H0: 0 10

Hi: 0>10

Step two: An a of .10 is specified. Since smaller a's -re good, our
test is a one tailed test. Only extreme large a's will
result in nullifying He.

Step three: Using our data, we calculate X':

X" (n-1)s 9 x 144
- 13

Caiparing this to X'

accept I reject

Ie

"Step four: Recause x1 < X 9.9 (13 < 14.7) we do n•t have adequate data
to mclude that the onmtractor has failed the specification.
Accept He.

13.6.6 Sunlrj

At times, it can be a little confusing, especially with tests on
variances, as to when to reject or accept the null hypotheses. Drawing

figures with areas of acceptane and rejection, as has bemn done in the abxve

examples,. can help eliminate "the unextainty. As an aid, the critical regions

•.lineated in Table'4 can also be used to define -areas of aooq*Anoe and

rejecticn.
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Ii

Ho Statistics Hi Critical Region

p < PC z < -Zla

x O- n 11

(n.i 30 or a known) u A P. z < -Z Ia /2' z > Zl_%i2

u < •ot < -tla

iit = u -> lie t >t

S(n < 30 and a fo w 41 A UO t < -t14/1t> .01

41 < C, I1 < X a

a > US

all x a, a

4� <•'>< x' -

@12

X'/ > X I.a/2

Table 4. Test Criteria for Memns and Variances
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13.7 NONPARAMETRIY TESrS

The preceding section describes tests for populations that have normal

or approvimately normal distributions. Most phenomena are in fact normal.

Some, however, are more accurately described by other distributions, such as

the Raleigh., Cauchy, Log Normal, etc. The method of testing hypotheses

descri.bed is itill applicable, but the test statistic and the shape of the

probability distribution would change. Tabulated values of these

distributions are not always £eadily available. More frequently, determining

the correct distribution type way be difficult. This section describes tests

fr pcpuldtions whose distributions are not knwn to be normal.

13.7.1 Parametric vs Nonq•rametric Tests

Nonparametric tests make no assm.ption concerning the shape of the

-pul-ition distibution. These types of tests are less powerful than the

tests described in the previous section when they are used on normally

distributed data. That is, they require larger sample sizes to give us the

sJw information from the te-t. Because of this, the preferred procedure

woud 'e to use vai .us tests (called goodness of fit tests) to detemnine the

populaticn di.stribution and then to use the appropriate parametric test. i
Failing this, a tKxparamWeric test could be used.

Three nonparamatric tests t' .t can be t'seW1 in flight testing will be

presented here: ra-k sum test, sign test, and signed rank test. The

wvierlyirg basis for each of thts tests ip the biromnial probhbility distri-

tbution descritbe earlier. Fosentially, each tesa starts nut asstaninq that

tUo jpxcplations are equivalent (fk(x) - f x) a.0 thus 0' a -o) and calu1,ates

statistics frcmi two samples. BaseW , i these test statistics, you can deter-

mtnit the prd-I1bilt'y o| your otjrvrtLvAmc , -A ,mtittsU lenth-.iI tliis.

Given that probability, we can decide if our orig.nal vswuion was correct.

13, 7.2 The fti Sum Test

The rank am test iS al3 knopi as the ' amt, the Wil own test, and
, the Man -t4& y test~in varioums refereces. Ibis test, along with the other

.'two znonratric tests deeribed in this saction, can be used to test the

nunl hypou is that two different au.1 ocu froi identical populatins.
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The method consists of the following steps:

i. Rank order all of the data from the two samples, noting whether
each data point came from sample one or two.

2. Assign rank values to each point, one to the lowest, two to the
next, etc. in the event that tw, or more datd points have the sam
value, give each an average rank. For instance, if the 7th and 8th
points are the same, give both a rank of 7.5.

3. Compute the sum of the ranks of each sanple (Ri, R,).

4. Calculate the following U statistic where ni and ns are sample
sizes:

ni(ni + 1)
Us = nflat + 2 - Rt

n,(n, + 1)

U, = ni n, + 2 - R2

Note: U,+ U& = nins can be used as a math dceck.

5. Conpare the smaller U to the critical values of U listed in the
appendix for a = .10 or a - .05.

C6. If U < critical value, reject H.,: us ous.

While the procedure may not appear to be very intuitive, its basis is in
the binomial distribution. That is, if two sanples are taken fron identical
populations, Ahat is the probability of getting them in a particular rank

order?

As an example, anrsider the following. The detection ranges of two
radars under controlled conditions were tested with the following results:

System 1: 9, 11, L, 14, 15, 16, 20

System 2: 4, 5, 5, 6, 7, 8, 12, 13, 17

Is there a difference bebeen the bo systems at 90% o~nidene?

Using the steps described above:

isRak order al soores.

Amign Rm* %%low*
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Score 4, 5, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 20

System 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 2, 1

Rank 1, 2.5, 2.5, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16

3. Ccqpue R,, R,.*

R, = 7 + 8 + 9 + 12 + 13 + 14 + 16 = 79

SR, = 1+2.5+2.5+4+5+6+10+11+15 = 57

4. Calculate U1, U,.

n1 (n,+l) 7(8)
U, = nlnf + 2 - R, = 7 x 9 + - 12

Us = n,n, + 2 - R, = 7 x 9 + -2 -57 = 51

5. O(mpare the sealier U (12 in this case) with critical values

for a .10, n, 7, n& 9, U =15
Ucr

6. Since U < U , w can reject the null hypothesis that the tbo
radars 1avelie sar perfot•e' o with 90% confidence.

13.7.3 The Si .Th.

The sign test is an even sinpler nonparametric test which has the

advantage that it can be applied to nominal data. All that is required is
*paired observations of two sanples with a "better than" evaluation. For

exavple, this test can be used Am each of a group of pilots evaluates two

systems and identifies Aich he prefers.

Like the rank sum test, the null Vqpothftis is that the two siples cam*

trom the saw proxilation and therefore the dunoe of preferring Systen A over

11 W JiL-4t Oh w t4- w ia rororrbu1j 8 o wr A (I.e., .5). Theresfore, here %0 t%
use the binomial distribution directly. If System K is preferred x times in N

tests, the podbability of tids bapeaing is,

NI _________-I N N
S.f~)., -Vx) -(.5)s

(Note that wus fow f(a) are taha4t in the aViedix.).
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But this is a point probability in our discrete distribution, and we need the

entire tail. See Figure 16.

INz)

Fi=m 18. Point probability (shaded area) on a
bInomial distribution.

.ihus, if you need to test, a single tailed hypothesis, then sum t-10

probabilities from the end up to the sample data results

-! NI ( . )NP(O < n_ cx) T(05
.--

If the probability of getting a value in the tail(s) of onicern is le-s

than your chosen level of significance, then you should reject the null

)o.pothmeis that there in no differec between the syts.

For -. amFr le, m4Vose 10 pilots evaluate the &er aPP-Ocb haniinQ

qmalitieg of the p-19 with two different omtrol ls anw 7 prefer Systs B, 2

prefer System A, arn I has no preference. SM CI we -switch pr tucticm lit"

to yspten 1? the mat is Wtq. but if we wait tn do more testing thO cost

will bie probibitiVe
The null )Mw*)"is is that System And .B are equally desirable. The

no jtefwruie in diCaradm with that null hypouiwis. Chome a level of

10fcao of .06 since safety of flight is tw a mcern. m musit naw

'Ck
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calculate the probability of getting 0, 1, or 2 pilots to dclse system A if

there really were no differeice. If this probability is less than our level

of significance, then we will reject 1 and conclude that B is better than A.

P(O prefer A) = 91 (.5)' .002

91 = .002
Orm

P(l prefers A) - 91 (.51$ = .018

P(2 prefers A) - 91 (.5)' - .070

'ibtal .090

Thus, we can only be 91% sure that B is really better than A. Not

enough (at 95% significance) to justify the added expense of System A. That

is, accept H.: no significant difference between A and B.

For smrxple sizes of 15 or larger, we can use the normal approximation to

the binomial distribution with very little error. In this case,

Z

As a &z;upAris•n, c4heckkitq the approximation for our last exatple with

n 1 9, p = .5, q - .5, and with x - 2.5 (discrete function so a CXHntinuous

approxination should start 1/2 unit higher), we get

Z 2.5 92 -1.33

From the tables in the appendix, this corresponds to single tail

probability of 90.81, only It off our more exact calculation. While not this

accurate for all obinations of x and no, wm n _> 15, any differewn can be

• nlected.

13.7.4 The Sinýn Rank Tst

'The signsl rank test exubines elmenmts of hoth te., siqn teot NA tW•

rank am atet. T"7s, the Utmertying asst*1ka are the s3m. System A is no

bette or wxee than Sytem B. Atheh the s•ig test va very sit•le, if we

have *a m irIicatioa of bw mUCh better System U is thm System A, ten use o0

13.46
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the sign test alone would ignore perhaps crucial data. The signed rank test

SO incorporates this data.

The method is as follows:

1. First, rank the differences between pairad observations by absolute
magnitude. Ignore cases where a pair of observations is identical
(i.e., no preference). Also, if there is a tie in rank order,
assign an average rank to each tie.

2. Next, sum the positive and negative ranks (W+, W ). The test
statistic in the eualler W.

3. aimare W with critical values in the table in the appendix for the
appropriate level of significance.

4. Reject H. if W < Wr"

As an example, stqose our previous 10 pilots who evaluated the F-19 flight
control system gave systems A and B the following Cooper-Harper ratings
(1 best, 10 worst):

Pilot System A Stem 9 Difference

1 3 1 2

2 5 2 3
3 3 4 -1

4 4 3 1
5 3 3 0
6 4 2 2
7 4 1 3
"$8 2 1 1

9 3 1 2
10 1 2 -1

Ranking the differmvvs by absolute mvaitude, ignoring t0* zero differ-

Sence gives:

Rank 2.5 2.5 2.5 2,5 6 6 6 8.5 8,5
Difference -1 1 1 -1 2 2 2 3 3

• ,•eAXe now

.W+ 2.5+2.5+6+6+6+8.5+8.5 40.0

VW w 2.5(,2.5 a 5.0

, using a - .O5, WV frm the table In the apeedix is A (use one tailed

criteria since 8 to dwmsly not woro than A). Since W <Wý (5 < A), we
can now reject H,. aiad oonlu3e, that System 8 is better than Systau A with g5f
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13.8 SAMPLE SIZE

All of the tests presented so far assune the data has all been col lected

before analysis began. Because collecting data in flight testing can be very

costly in terms of money and time (there are always more things to be tested

than resources allow), a scientific method to determine how many data points

are needed to get statistically significant results would be very useful. We

do not want our results obscured by the random variations experienced during

the test. Cn the other hand, excessive sample sizes would give us little

additional information at the expense of delaying a lower priority (but

required) test.

Presented below are two approaches for determining sample size:

accuracy driven and a general approach for establishing a significant differ-

ence between means.

13.8.1 Accuracy Driven

If we are required to determine a population statistic (say the mean

takeoff distance) within sarw accuracy (say 10%), then we can use the concept

of a confidence interval to determine the ntmber of samples we need to take.

The confidence interval for the mean (a k1mw) is: N

or

or

na
n i E -- Ii

but I 'Iis the error in measuring ui. 1hus, we cani write

Z 0

Fo exanple, "Vws a rewiew of Wmilar aircraft takeoff data &Ow

that historically the stan•utd deviatlon is about 201 of the roan. Itmn if

the SIO wants us to determine takeoff distance to within 1N with 95%

confidence, we can detevaine the nmzer of times to shedUle a takeoff teut: A
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Z = 1.96, a= .2U, E = + .11

•' < (1.96)('2 ii) =2n 1 .. 5.4

Therefore, 16 sorties should be adequate to achieve the accuracy

required by the SPC. As the test is in progress, we should continually check

to see if our assuTition concerning the standard deviation remains reasonable

(tests of hypotheses on variance).

13.8.2 General Approach

Another frequent problem in flight testing is to determine if a system
meets a specification (does u = us?) or caoparirng two systems to see if there

is a difference (does P,= P 1?). Determining the required sample size is a lot

more complex than when the criteria is simply accuracy.

Suppose we sample two differunt populations with means P, and 14,. As we

take paired samples, we calculate the differences between then, 6. If we took

a large nunber of samples, the resulting d's would have smwe mean and distri-

bution, If there really were no difference between the two populations# then

the an would be zero as sh in Figure 17. If the ans were different,

then the nean would be some value 61 as ehown in Figure 18.

`k~s)

41,8i13.

?5u .1 . D• . i . 1;~~ 8w~pm 5

j, "13.49



IMI

0 8a
Figaure 18M DistribuUon of ;-z 2 -8 Wa enp1-p 3-8 .

Combining these two alternatives in Figure 19, we can see that the two

curves cross at scne value 6 = xc. A test result that gave a mean of differ-

ences above xc would lead us to conclude that pjulations ane and two differed

in their means with level of significance of a. on the other haM # a value

less than x would lead us to believe there was not a difference when in fact

tiere was (with probability 0 as shown). The relationship betwmen aQ41M vCM

be seen graphically in Figure 19. If we move xc to the right, we reduce ' but

increase S. Conversely, minimizing 0 by mowing xc left results in an increase

in 'a, Ihe only way to decrease ' and 8 at the sane time is to increase the

sample size.

lo

1(8) - I

.NM, _o I a
for cmeIn.MSae
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S Recalling frci the central limit theorem that a- aj//'n, we can see that=
and * are direct functions of the number of samples taken and the value of 61.

The relaticonship between these variables is:

(Zla+ zi-)l (all + of)
n

The way to use this relationship is as follows:

1 . Specify a. Nornally, .10, .05, or .01.

2. Specify a. Usually larger than a, typically set at .10 or .20.

3. Specify a . This is the least difference between p, and p,
considere; operationally significant.

4. Calculate a, and a,. Initially, this will come frm historicat
examples or be simply a guess.) As the test continues, it can be
refined. Note that if-U, is a specification, then a, 0.

For example. vw, many tests are required to det(aerm if the ownxactor

met the specification for a weapon delivery accurar of 5 mils? Assuw a

mrmal error distribution with a standar deviation of 3 mils (ftwn previous ;

tests).

I. set

2. Set a n1j

3. Lot 64 1 mi (cI0ntionally

4. 3 mils w,, •0 (siecification)

Now, we can calculate nt"

n t V.~)'('+ ' (1.645. +12) 9 st77

thus, 77 data pr£nts are requirad Practically sa ,thissayh" an
umacceptable wuvser, ro*zir~ing that sonethirig int a,, b, or c atofte be chaszeI.
Traleoffs ar the ect Of the next seation..

13.8.3 Tradeoffs

-:As can he setof from the enucp1e a blrw, we canptw alvws. I iW -it ar ix
4 answers. In calculating no there were many choices, sIeo for Wh1ich. kh -e

lYSW•W4Ww, wvre Mt oAwious. &V eigsificsnt is it if we cMwqe e frof

a.,..- -- . .1.e.
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aw-se Choices is to plot ti-e require] n for various changes In at 0, arid 6.

Then engineering judgment can be used where discretioi is available. Figure 1
20 is ome such exaple.

.. ."-=...

U

The .m .. p •

4III Cc.9un-cy. in prac.tice, )".VwerI it bes Mr- ftowi t~Izut' the 4qnt$04 rmtnl

.estis at".ut 1 ...- e.ent as a .... . -a t .i -a inq the . statistic.

yat., wldcalculiate nt as. decr-ibnd earlier and divide h .9,

O"A exAM 0, tto wi Pilot1Js do we need to eva'luate m jrow P r nppon~idi

control lawsa in 'ALI- V-197 We want -to 'be 90% certaiJn*thaIt there 1,6 .4

siqnificwt imjwruit (4f ind hero as I coopesArper ratii-).

1. ." .10

.. •. .,..-.. (8 ) 2 s 4.99

or 10atIt v4•t, .•O pilots a l. -e.phn

13152
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13.9 ERROR ANALYSIS

Thus far in the course, we have only been concerned with the statistics

of directly measured values. Often, h.:-ever, measured values are used to acm-

pute sone parameter of interest. For exanple, fuel used is u-ually obtained

from fuel flow rate times time (h x t), and specific reakge L• velocity divided

by fuel flow (v/ut).

In this section, rules for determining the precision of the computed

results are presented. Specifically, we will discuss significant figures,

error propagation, and standard deviation of calculated values.

13.9.1 Significant Figures

The precision of an experimental result is implied by the way in which

the result is written. To indicate the precision, we write a number with as

many digits as are significant. The nunber of significant figures is defined

as follows:

1. The leftmost nonzero digit is the most significant digit.

2. If there is no decimal point, the rightmost nonzero digit is the
the least significah. digit.

3. If there is a ecimal point, the rightmos+ digit is the least
significant dijt, even if it is zero.

4. All digits between the least and most significant digits are
counted as 49anificant digits.

For example, the following numbers each have four significant digits: 1234,

123,400; 123.4; 1001; 1000.; 10.10; 0.0001010; 100.0.

Although there are no uniform rules for deciding the exact nunber of

digits to use when quoting measured values, the nui*x of significant figures

should be approximately one more than that dictated by the enperimental pre-

ciesion (i.e., small scale division). For example, if we measure an event

using a watch with tenth of a second divisions, we should not record a reading

with more than two decimal places (10.24 seconds for instance). When can

puting a value, the following general rules apply:

1. In addit.Lon and subtraction, retain in the more accurate numbers
one more decimai digit tlan Is coni3ined in the least accurate num-
ber (1.0 + 3.55) + 4.50 + 1.20 1.0 + 3.55 - 4.50 + 1.2 = 10.25),

1C
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2. In all other computations, retain from the beginning one more
significant figure in the more accurate numbers than is con-ained
in the least accurate number, then round ofr the final result to
the same number of signficant figures as are in the least accurate
number (4.521/2.0 - 4.52/2.0 = 2.26 = 2.3).

When insignificant digits are dropped from a number, the last digit

iutained should be rounded off for the best accuracy. To round off a number

to -i smaller number of significant digits than are specified originally,

truncate the number to the desired n•uear of significant digits and treat the

excess digits as a decinal fram.ion. Then

6i. if thti fraction is greater than m , increment the least significant
digi+-.

12. If the fraction -'s less than ~,do not increment.

3. If the fraction equals L, increment the least significant digit
onliy if it is odd.

FOR EMPXLE: 2.53 - 2.5; 2.56 = 2.6; 2.55 = 2.6; 2.45 = 2.4

13.9.2 Error Propagation

It should be obviouts that the precision of a computed value is
dependent on the precision of each directly measured value. In order 'z show

that relationship, consider detevmining the volume of a right cylinder by mea-
suring tbe raius and height:

V r h

Given that there is soae error in each measurement, call them Ar and

Ah, producing amw error in V, call it WV, then

V + aV ,(r+Ar)' (h+6h)

If the errors in r and h are swall, then we can drop products of a's

after expanding the above equation, as those products will be insignificant in

unplariwo. 1%is qivea the follo*in9:

:AV -w(r' ah + 2rh Ar)

or

. Ah(t r') + Ar(2v rh)
4 This grouping of the terms reninis am~ of partial djerivatives,. Spedi-

fically, it is the sawe as:

13.54
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OV v 3v
,A Ah(a8) + Ar(aF)

In general, it can be shown that for a function Q, where

Q = f(a, b, c...)

that the error in a from errors in each independent variable (a, b, c...) is:

AQ = +30 Ab + Ac +

13.9.3 Standard Deviation

As we have seen throughout this course, we can't specify the errors in

our measurements with certainty. Thus, in the place of the A's in the last

section, a more useable equation would specify the error in the calculated

parameter in terms of the standard deviation of each measured value.

From the definition of variance:

Q N ~

Usingj the earlier approximation for AQ,

S1 I (0 Aa + a2 Ab + .
Oa i 3b i

Again, dropping cross products as insignificant, we can write

0 A i+(Q (a) + ( b +

Since the partial derivatives are common to each itmmation, they may be
taken out:

(aQfl 4 (a0l N +

3a N (ai)'

.were now the term following each partial derivation shoold be recognized as
the definition of variance:

-) a +

13+ 3 55
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As an example, consider the problem of calculating lift coefficient 7)
fron the followinq fliqht test relationship:

- 841.5 nW
CL V S

e

Assume that the error in S is insignificant in comparison to other
errors. What is the standard deviation of C for 1% standard deviation in

each of n, W, and Ve?
First, write

0 [ + CL +
CLW =n n ÷V

or

as = (841.5W) (0.01n)' + (841.5nl) (0.01W)l + (-2 841.5 (0.01V)P
CL V'S V'S VSS e

e e e

or
orL Q (0.01)' 1 + (0.01)' 1 + (0.02)' L )

giving

a * 0.024 C

Thus, a 1% error in each term results in a 2.4% error in the final
result.

.13.I
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13. 10 DATA PRESEATEION

This section deals with the display of test data to allow quick
analysis, to facilitate comparisons, and to permit easy reference to data.
Further, by graphically plotting one variable versus another, we may see a

correlation (or perhaps as important, a lack of correlation where we expected
one) between the tuo variables. Data smoothing, extrapolation into regions
not tested, and interpolation between measured points are all procedures most
easily done with a graphical analysis. Thus, good data plots can be an

effective testing tool.

13.10.1 Ocordinate Scales

A poor choice of scales for the coordinates, more than any other single
factor, will make an otherwise acceptable graph unsatisfactory as a tool.
Such being the case, the need for suitability rules is evident. Although none

can be given to fit all cases, where the maximum revelation of content of data
plotted or the maximum of ease and xinfort in the use of the plot as a tool
are concerned, certain general rules may be stated. Granted the best selec-

tion of graph paper, experience has shown it generally desirable to chose the
coordinate scales in accordance with the following rules.

Rule 1 The scale for the independent variable should be measured along the
so called x-axis.

Rule 2 The scales should be so chosen that the coordinates of any point on
the plot may be determined quickly and easily.

Rule 3 The scales should be numbered so that the resultant curve is as
extensive as the sheet permits, provided the uncertainties of
measurement are not made thereby to correspond to nmore than one of
the smallest divisions.

Rule 4 Other things being equal, the variables should be manipulated to
give a resultant curve which approaches as nearly as practical a
straight line.

Sometimes when the data fit a certain type of equation, a straight line
graph can be obtained by plotting the measured variables on other than regular
rectangular graphpaper more simply than by manipulating the variables. Fbr

4 instance, the coordinates X - log x and Y a log y are convenient for plotting

curves of the form n ax Similarly, semilogarithmic paper is especially

C3.
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useful for the graphical analysis of data that are theoretically related by
an equation involving the appearance of one of the variates in the exponent,

4 of the general form y - aBx. The coordinates y = logb y and X x plot a

straight line.

13.10.2 Oualitative curve Fitting

For this discussion, we assume there are sufficient points to justify
drawing a smooth continuous curve to represent the actual variation of the
related variables under consideration in the regions between the plotted

points. Proficiency in judging the most likely course of a smooth curve
through a set of plotted points requires practice. There are several basic

principles, however, which help us in this task.

I. Acquire background on similar type data. A priori estimates of
what our test results are likely to look like are usually avail-
able. Such information as approximate magnitudes and trends are of
primary importance in giving us a hint as to what our plot is
likely to look like. The source of these estimates can be obtained
from classic they, contractual specifications, military specif1-
cations, Dash-l's, etc.

2. The curve which is fitted to the data should be first order, or at
mast, a seox- order polynomial. The only time this priciple would
not be followed is if you knew that the expected vave form is of
higher order, such as the dynamic free response of an aircraft.

3. The curve should be smooth, with few inflections.

4. The curve should pass as close as reasonably possible to all of the
plotted points.

5. The curve need not pass through a single point, much less thrxvgh
either of the end points. Very often, they are end points because
of limits in the accuracy of the instrument or of the method uset.
In such cases, less weight should be given to them than to the
other points of the plot.

6. The curve should usually, but not always, oontain no inexplicablep discontinuities, cusps, or other peculiarities.

"7. When taken in moderate sized groups, about e f-half of the plotted
points of each group should fall on one side of the curve and theother half on the other side.

Using these guidelines and good engineering jud ent can produce

excellent results. On oooassirm bowevn,, the latitude albyrod here may be
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enough to span the gap betwen success and failure. In these cases, a mathe-
matical best fit can be used to reduce arguments over how to fit the curve
through that data. The method of least squares is one accepted way of
defining a math tical best fit.

13.10.3 Method of Least Squares

To obtain a definition of best fit, consider Figure 21 in which th.
data points are (x, ya), ... , (xn, yn). For a given valu, of x, say x,

there will be a difference between the value y, and the correspcnding value as
determined from the curve C. We denote this difference by d,, which may be
positive, negative or zero. Similarly, correaspoding to the values x. 0
xn we obtain the de•iations d,, ... , d n.

yC

Figure 21. Curve Fitting

A measure of the "goodwe of the ft"' of the curve C to the set of
4- (LINS in IvewitkNI by ttW% q11tnttty do, + d1 + +. 1 f~ I t"ir" 'a. 'qmiv' 1 the

fit is gwol, it is large, the fit i.s Wa. We therefore =M the folloidnq

DIMN1TIOCN Of all curves amioximating a given set of data points,
the cam having the prqperty that

is .te beat fitting curve.
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A curve having this property is said to fit the data in the least squares

sense and is called a least squares curve. Thus, a line having this property

is called a least squares line$ a parabola with this proerty is called a

least squares parabola, etc.

For a straight line, for example, the least squares-curve can be found

as follows. The equation for the line is

y = a+bx

* where a and b must be determined from the available data. For each data

point, the deviation defined above is

di a+bxi-Yi

and the stzn of the squares is

N N
d di E ~(a +b x i- Yi

7b find the minimum, sum of the squares, differentiate this expression with

respect to both a and b and ,at the result equal to zero:

N N
( a ') 2(a +b xi -yi) - 0 1

N N
( d') L2xCa + b xi yi)* 0

This gives the following two aoimultwws equatioms with tbo unknowms, a and

b.

N N
"yi "an+b i x

X. ¥i a x.b X.

E Ibr exanle, if we hwave the .blowing datas

(3x.y) (1.1). (3,21. (4,4). (6.4), (e.51) (9,7), (11.8), amv (14.9)
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"Then Z = 40

EX 56

Exy =364

=524

n 13B

'I¶erefioret 40 Ba + 56b

364 =56a + 524b

Solving simultaneously, a =6/11 = .545 and b =7/11 =.636. Thus, the least

squares line is y = .545 + .626x.

Similarly, the least squares parabola which fits a set of sample points

is given by

y= a+b x

where a, b, a are detenrmined from the nrmnal equations

zy =na + bZx +eExt

Zxy = aIx + bZx a+ cIx'
Zxty =a Zx*+ b x' +c Ex'

While the advantages of the method~ of least squares are pretty obviotis,
it does have aame disadvangages. Most importantly, all points are given equal

( weight. Typically in flight testing, the erui points are more suspect than
middle points. Also, use of the metho~d rawkms engineering Juxgment. onie
approach to the advantages andi disadvantages is to use the method¶ first then

urn t~qieornqJtlvqneflt ttm decide if' the re~sultirq rv Kudbusdr

13.10.4 Dt eeto

Be fore oonclu1ing, a few remarkcs are in order about one of the mo~st
difficult problems of data analysist the question of mistakes in the data and]
the rejection of data.

When the measurement of a quantity is repeted several times, it often
happens that one or =r of the values differs from ti-s others by relatively
large amowmtse There ise no pmdlen Ame these ancialousMeasurements can I-e
directly trace to @M- SyStwatio disturbance or fluctuation in the
wontxlled conditions of the test. In this omse, the values can be cxorrected
for the effects cc the data may be rejected. More difficult is the case where

ivcause few the azwml~ous values can mooscrtainoned. The a~nalyst
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is often tempted to discard the anomalous values anyway on the ground that

soane error in reading the instrments must have occurred. Tnis teyptation

maust be resisted strong.
The first point to be made is that seemingly large fluctuations are

possible, as we have seen in our discussion of distribution error. Thus, it
"is very often true that the seemingly anomalous values are perfectly accept-

able. If the normal probability law indicates that the fluctuation is

reasonable, obviously nothing is to be done and the data are certainly to be

retained without change.

Now, let us suppose that the deviation we are investigating has a very

small chance of occurring. That is, we have camputed the chance of obtaining

one of our N values with a deviation from the mean as large as was observed,
and the probability is calulated to be less than 1/N. Because of random

fluctuations in a series of N measurements, we may reasonably expect very much

less. It is a matter of preference at what point one chooses to cut this; a

widely used standard is Chauvenet's criterion, which states that if the

probablity of the value deviating from the mean by the observed amount is 1/2N

or less, the data should be rejected.

Fbr example, if we make 10 observations, then according to Chauvaenet's

criteria we should disregard any data if its deviation froa the mean has a

probability of occurrence less than 1/20. If the data is normally

distributed, then this occurs when Izi > 1.96.
A distinct danger in applying Chauvenet's or any other criterion for

the rejection of data without determinate cause is that important effects may

be "osept under the rug." We should rather adopt the view that Chauvenet' s
criterion should be used to flag suspicious situations. When the deviation

observed is larger than one can reasonably expect, this should serve as a
stimulus to find out what happened. If it appears that nothing happened,

nthe the data should generally be left as is unless the analyst uses his

judgment and experience to determine that it is more likely that the

undetected systematic fluctuation occurred than that the effect is real. We

cannot stress too strongly that judgment is involved .iere. The blind use of
q •Chauvenet 's criterion is a guarantee of never finding anything that was

wianticipated at the beginning.
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PROBLEM SEr NUMBER 1

1. Your data group has been asked to verify the takeoff performance in the
T-38. Your group decides to do 10 takeoffs all on the same dlay in the
same aircraft without refueling between takeoffs. All 5 pilots want to
fly, so it is decided to let each pilot do 2 takeoffs. Are your data:

a. homogeneous?

b. independent?

c. random?

2. TIv cards are drawn from a single deck. Find the probability that they
are both aces if the first card is:

a. replaced

b. not replaced

(I
3. Given the following random, independent 360* aileron roll data:

Test Point Time to 360"

1 3.5 seccnd

2 4.0 seconds

3 3.8 seconds

4 4.2 secolds

S5 3.7 seconds

K Finds

Ja. Sapplie Mean

b. Sample Median

c. Saxple Stamard Deviation

A 13.63



FfiOBLE4 SET NUMBER 2

1. The AFFIc has just ocxnpleted a 100 sortie test to determine the stall
s[p• of the r-19. "ie standardized data were normivlly distriuts1 with
a mean of 125 knots aryl a startlan] deviation of 2 knots. What is the
probability of a random operational pilot stalling the aircraft at
130 knots or greater?

2. Suppose foxir random csratioral pilots stall the F-19 in prolIem one.
Ninety-nine percent of the time, their average stall speed will be less
than what value? Assmte S = U.

-)

3. Ninety-rine percent of the time, the standard deviatien of the statl speed
for the four pilots in prcblem t'o will be lees than ubat value?

-1q.

6, :X.

..4
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• 1FIT S•r NLMBMR 3

1. Ten MIL power takeoff rolls were measured by your data grou. The
standardized data have a mean of 2700 ft and a standard deviation of
200 ft. What are the 95% ocnfidence limits for the actual value?

2. Hocket motors have burn times of 3 sec (po) when produced. A sample of 9
motors Which were stored for 5 years had Wn average burn time of 3.1 sec
and a standard deviation of .1 see. At the 95% confidence level, has the
burn time changed?

3. The spe.-cification for etgine thrst oti th• ,-420 in M?,=0() h, You tit.
11 enqines aml fini that the mmin is 27,5~000 with a Asamland~ud~~ ionf
350 Mha. Did the crontractor meot Owe aai t tOw W4% l O1i~
significance?.

13. 65
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<1 PROBLEM4 SET !IH3E 4

1. We want to know if the logic in a new WAR tape Ima ircreased detection
range. We need to be 90% certain before we give the ISR) the green light.
Given the follwing data, decide. Do not assurma norm fly distributed
data.

DetectionEn

Before: 4, 5, 5, 6, 7, 8, 12, 13, 17

AfLer: 9, 10, 11, 14, 15, 16, 20

2. hIt YP-19 has vertical tape instnmits. Before going into production,
the SM Director polls the test pilots al finds that 10 prefer round
diats, 2 hNwe xN peference, Wal 5 want to Ikeep the tapes. You want to be
96% sumr Wbere aj~xovInq an FW. %bat ahczxbi you do?

)

%, ,n I )a have rate the Stealth tzmter's two proposed offensive estss
*taticlsvw an a smale of one (best) to five (W=00t. 'The results area

I0 1 2 1 4t75 9 1

System A 2 1 32 3 4 4

systa a 3 2 4 1 5 32

System A coats 50 wore than Syatm You want t tbe 95% confident that
"Systam A is sigificamntly better than Should W b Sstaa A?

'-Nt 13.66



PROBLEM SET NUMBER 5

1. How many samples do we need to determine the mean at the 95% confidence
level if we want the error to be-

a. less than .1 a?

b. less than .2 a?

c. less than a?

2. A new RADAR ccnonent is being tested to determine its effect on detection
range. From previous tests, the standard deviation of such tests is about
1.5 MI4. How rrany test points must we fly with both the old and new
component if we want to detect a mean difference of 1 NM at 95% confidence
while guarding against the false positive with probability 90%.

13.67



PIUBLEM SET NUMBFM 6

1. To what fractional accuracy (%) can we specify the volume of a sphere
4 s(V = rr) if we can measure the radius to within 1%?

2. Use the method of least squares to find the best straight line to fit the
following data:

X 1 7 9 1 5 12

Y 13 21 23 14 15 21

13.68
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Areas
under the oK.
Standard

Normal Curve
from 0 to z 0

z 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0.0 .0000 .0040 .0080 .0120 .0160 .0199 .0239 .0279 .0319 .0359
0.1 .0898 .0438 .0478 .0517 .0557 .0596 .0636 .0675 .0714 .0754
0.2 .0793 .0832 .0871 .0910 .0948 .0987 .1026 .1064 .1103 .1141
0.3 .1179 .1217 .1256 .1293 .1331 .1368 .1406 .1443 .1480 .1517
0.4 .15U4 .1591 .1628 .1664 .1700 .1736 .1772 .1808 .1844 .1879

0.5 .1915 .1950 .1985 .2019 .2054 .2088 .2123 .2157 .2190 .2224
0.6 .2258 .2291 .2324 .2357 .2389 .2422 .2464 .2486 .2518 .2549
0.7 .2580 .2612 .2642 .2678 .2704 .2734 .2764 .2794 .2823 .2852
0.8 .2881 .2910 .2939 .2967 .2996 .3028 .3051 .3078 .3106 .3133
0.9 .3159 .3186 .3212 ..3238 .3264 .3289 .3315 .3340 .3365 .3389

1.0 .3413 .3438 .3461 .3485 .3508 .3531 .3564 .3577 .3599 .3621
1.1 .3643 .3665 .3686 .3708 .3729 .3749 .3770 .3790 .3810 .3830
1.2 .3849 .3869 .3888 .3907 .3925 .3944 .3962 .3980 .3997 .4015
1.3 .4082 .4049 .4066 .4082 .4099 .4115 .4131 .4147 .4162 .4177
1.4 .4192 .4207 .4222 .4236 .4251 .4265 .4279 .4292 .4306 .4319

1.5 .4882 .4345 .4357 .4370 .4382 .4304 .4406 .4418 .4429 .4441
1.6 .4452 .4463 .4474 .4484 .4495 .4505 .4515 .4825 .4535 .4545
1.7 .4554 .4564 .4578 .4582 .4591 .4599 .4608 .4016 .4025 .4033
1.8 .4041 .4049 .4656 .4464 .4471 .4678 .4686 .4693 .4699 .4706
1.9 .4713 .4719 .4726 .4732 .4738 .4744 .4750 .4756 .4761 .47017

2.0 .4772 .4778 .4783 .4788 .4793 .4798 .4803 .4808 .4812 .4817
2,1 .4821 .4826 .4830 .4834 .4838 .4842 .4846 .4850 .4854 .4857
2.2 .4861 .4864 .4868 4871 .4875 .4878 .4881 .4884 .4887 .4890
U.3 .4893 .48906 .4898 .4901 .4904 .4906 .4909 .4911 .4913 .4916

2.4 .4918 .4920 .4929 .4925 .4927 .4929 .4931 .4932 .4934 .4936

2.5 .4938 .4940 44941 .4943 .4946 .4940 .4948 .4949 .4951 .4952
2.e .4953 .4956 .4950 .4957 .4959 .4100 .4961 .4962 .4903 .4964
2.? .45 .4AM .4967 .4968 .4969 .4970 .4971 .4972 .4973 .4974
2.8 .4974 .4075 .4976 .4977 .4977 .4978 .4979 .4979 .4980 .4981
2.9 .4981 .498M .4982 .4983 .4984 .4084 .4985 .4985 .4986 .4986

3.0 .4987 .497 .4A98 .4A8 .4988 .4989 .4989 .4989 .4990 .49908.1 .490 .41 .4I A4l .4992 A4Mt2 .4992 A4M92 .4993 .4993"..8 .4098 .4 A A .49 .44 994 4 4914 .4994 .4995 .4995 .4995

&1 .499 , AM49 A.4S .490 .4990 .495M .4996 .499A6 .4996 .4097
8A4 .4W .0 .9 489 .99 .490A9 .4997 .4997 .4907 .4998

L.5 .49 49 .499 .498 .490 .4998 .4998 .4998
U AM .449 .,m .49 .AM .4o9o .499 .499 .4MV.1 .4AM 4 , 49 ., 49 .,A9M .4909 .4M .49 .4090

&I. .4AM .4AM .4 .,9 .,,,, .4,,A .490 .409 .4099 .49998. ..5000 .5w 000 .60 .... 500 M5000 .000 AM 0ow .5000 .5000

Aiendix I
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Percentile Values (tn) ,

for
Student's t Distribution

with - Degrees of Freedom z * 
4

P t.33 t.8 t.70 .7  t.,o I t.O O t 9.7, t.g .9 ,

1 .158 .325 .727 1.000 1.376 3.08 6.31 12.71 31.82 63.66
2 .142 .289 .617 .816 1.0C 1 1.89 2.92 4.30 6.96 9.92
3 .137 .277 .584 .765 .978 1.64 2.35 3.18 4.54 5.84
4 .134 .271 .569 .741 .941 1.53 2.13 2,78 3.75 4.60
5 .132 .267 .559 .727 .920 1.48 2.02 2.57 3.36 4.03
6 .131 .265 .553 .718 .906 1.44 1.94 2.45 3.14 3.71
7 .130 .263 .549 .711 .896 1.42 1.90 2.36 3.00 3.50
8 .130 .262 .546 .706 .889 1,40 1.86 2 :)l 2.90 3.36
9 .129 .261 .543 .703 .883 1.38 1.93 2.26 2.82 3.25

10 .129 .260 .542 .700 .879 1.3. 1.81 2.28 2.76 3.17
11 .129 .260 .540 .697 .876 1.36 1.80 2.20 2.72 3.11
12 .128 .259 .539 .695 .873 1.3(; 1.78 2.18 2.68 3.06
13 .128 .259 .538 .694 .870 1.35 1.77 2.16 2.65 3.01
.14 .128 .258 .537 .692 .868 1.34 1.76 2.14 2.62 2.98 )
15 .128 .258 .536 .691 .866 1.34 1.75 2.13 2.60 2.95
16 .128 .258 .535 .690 .865 1.34 1,75 2.12 2.58 2.92
17 .128 .257 .534 .689 .863 1.33 1.74 2.11 2.57 2.90
18 .127 .257 ,534 .688 .862 1.33 1.73 2.10 2.55 2.88
19 .127 .257 .533 .688 .861 1.33 1.73 2.09 2.54 2.86
20 .127 .257 .533 .687 '.860 1.32 1.72 2.09 2.53 2.84
21 .127 .257 .532 .686 .859 1.32 1.72 2.08 2.52 2.83
22 ,127 .256 .532 .686 .858 1.32 1.72 2.07 2.51 2.32

23 .127 .256 .532 .685 .858 1.32 1.71 2.07 2.50 2.81
24 .127 .256 .631 .685 .857 1.32 1.71 2.06 2.40 2.80
25 .127 .256 .531 .684 .856 1.82 1.71 2.06 2.48 2.79
26 .127 .250 .531 .484 .856 1.32 1.71 2.041 2.48 2.78
27 .127 .250 .531 .684 .855 1.31 1.70 2.05 2.47 2.77
28 .127 .256 .530 .683 .885 1.31 1.70 2.05 2.47 2.76
29 .127 .266 .530 .683 .854 1.31 1.70 2.04 2.46 2.70
30 .127 .250 .530 .683 .854 1.31 1.70 2.04 2.4; 2.76

/ 40 .126l .2511 .620 ,081 .851 1.30 1,018 2.02 2.42 2.70
:•60 .126 .254 ,57 .079 .848 1110 1.117 2,00 2.31) 2.4111
S190 .1261 .254 .56 .677 Ms4 1.1"9 1.,60 1.98 2.36 2,02

- 121 .263 .5,4 .74 .8- a .2 1.0-5 MW 2.-3 -,8
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Percentile Values (x2) 1-

for the
Chi-Square Distribution ______

with v Degrees of Freedom x2

- 2 2 ~ x * x I .
40" 4.0 41 405 0 2, 2 . 4 . x x

1

1 .0000 .0002 .0010 .0089 .0158 .102 .455 1.82 2.71 3.84 5.02 6.63 7.88 10.8

2 .0100 .0201 .0506 .108 .211 .575 1.89 2.77 4.61 5.99 7.38 9.21 10.8 13.8

3 .0717 .115 .216 .352 .584 1.21 2.37 4.11 6.25 7.81 9.35 11.3 12.8 18.3

4 .207 .297 .484 .711 1.06 1.92 3.86 5.39 7.78 9.49 11.1 13.3 14.9 18.5
5 .412 .554 .8Al 1.15 1.61 2.67 4.35 6.63 9.24 11.1 12.8 15.1 16.7 20.5

6 .676 .872 1.24 1.4 2.20 3.46 5.35 7.84 10.6 12.6 14.4 16.8 18.5 22.6

7 .989 1.24 1.69 2.17 2.83 4.25 6.35 9.04 12.Q 14.1 16.0 18.5 20.3 24.3

8 1.84 1.65 2.18 2.78 3.49 5.07 7.34 10.2 13.4 16.5 17.5 20.1 22.0 26.1
9 1.73 2.09 2.70 3.33 4.17 5.90 8.34 11.4 14.7 16.9 19.0 21.7 23.6 27.9

10 2.16 2.586 .25 3.94 4.87 6.74 9.84 12.5 16.0 18.3 20.5 23.2 25.2 29.6

11 2.60 3.05 3.82 4.57 5.58 7.58 10.3 13.7 17.3 19.7 21.9 24.7 26.8 31.3

12 3.07 3.57 4.40 5.23 6.80 8.44 11.8 14.8 18.6 21.0 23.3 26,2 28.3 32.9
13 3.57 4.11 5.01 5.89 7.04 9.30 12.3 16.0 19.8 22.4 24.7 27.7 29.8 34.5

14 4.07 4.66 5.63 6.57 7.79 10.2 13.3 17.1 21.1 23.7 26.1 29.1 31.3 361

15 4.60 5,23 6.26 7.26 8.55 11.0 14.3 18.2 22.3 25.0 27.5 30.6 32.8 37.7
16 5.14 5.81 6.91 7.98 9.81 11.9 16.3 19.4 23.6 26.3 28.8 32.0 34.3 39.3

17 &.70 6.41 7.56 8.67 10.1 12.8 16.3 20.5 24.8 27.6 30.2 33.4 35.7 40.8
18 6.26 7.01 8.23 9.89 10.9 18.7 17.3 21.6 20,0 28.9 31.5 34,8 87.2 4M.3
19 6.84 7.68 8.91 10.1 11.7 14.6 18.5 22.7 27.2 30.1 32.9 36.2 38.0 43.8
20 7.43 8.26 9.59 10.9 12.4 15.5 19.3' 23.8 28.4 31.4 34,2 37,6 40.0 45.3
21 8.03 8.90 10.3 11.6 13.2 16.3 20.8 24.9 29.6 32.7 35.5 38.9 41.4 46.8

22 8.64 9.54 11.0 12,3 14.0 17.2 21.3 26.0 30.8 33.9 36.8 40.3 42.8 48.8

23 9.26 10.2 11.7 18.1 14.8 18.1 22.3 27.1 32.0 36.2 38.1 41.6 44.2 49.7
24 0.19 10.9 12.4 18.8 16.7 19.0 238 28.2 33.2 38.4 39.4 43,0 45.6 51.1
25 10.5 11.5 LI 14.6 16.5 19.9 24.8 29.8 34.4 37.7 40.6 44.8 40.0 52.6
26 11.2 12.2 18 15.4 17.8 20.8 25.8 30.4 35.0 38.9 41.9 45.68 48.3 54.1

27 11.8 12.0 14.6 16,2 18.1 21.7 20.3 31.5 36.7 40.1 43-.2 47.0 49,6 58.8
28 12.5 18.6 15.3 16.9 18.9 22.7 27.3 32.6 387.1 41.3 44.5 48,3 51.0 50.9
29 11.1 14.8 10.0 17.7 19.8 23.0 28.3 33.7 39.1 42.6 45.7 49,6 52.3 5W8
30 18. 15. 16,8 1805 20.8 24.5 29.8 34.8 40.3 43.1 47.0 50.9 53.7 9.7

40 20.7 S2* 24.4 28M 29.1 83.7 ,9.8 4.4 51.8 55.8 69.8 6S.7 68.8 73.4
50 ILO 29.7 &M24 84.8 37.7 429 49. 56 63.2 67.5 71.4 7681 79.5 86K7
so60 -5. 87 40. 4. 46 1. 5•.•1 $,.0 74.4 7M.1 83.3 684 9LO 99.6

70 42.8 45.4 4 51.7 5653 61.7 69.8 "A. U,5 90.5 95.O 100 104 111
so80 51 a8• 57. 60.4 64J. 71.1 7.8 U8.1 96 102 10-7 11 110 126
90 "A Gs 1 46.0 69.1 7 80.6•89.• 9.6 108 118 118 124 12 18s7

100 618• 10.1 i4.ti* 8m.4 S 0.1 0.8 10 118 24 1 80413 140149

* AplpermcU x 3
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2

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 )1 18 19 20
n

2 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
3 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 6 6 7 7 8
4 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 11 12 13 13
5 7 8 9 11 12 13 14 15 17 18 19 20
6 10 11 13 14 16 17 19 21 22 24 25 27
7 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34
8 15 17 19 22 24 26 29 31 34 36 38 41
9 17 20 23 26 28 31 34 37 39 42 45 48

*-.05 10 20 23 26 29 33 36 39 42 45 48 52 55
11 23 26 30 33 37 40 44 47 51 55 58 62
12 26 29 33 37 41 45 49 53 5.7 61 55 69
13 28 33 37 Al 45 50 54 59 63 67 72 76
14 31 36 40 45 50 55 59 64 67 74 78 83
15 34 39 44 49 54 59 64 70 75 80 85 90
16 37 42 47 53 59 64 70 75 81 86 92 98
17 39 45 51 57 63 67 75 81 87 93 99 105
18 42 48 55 61 67 74 80 86 93 99 106 )12
19 45 52 58 65 72 78 85 92 99 100 113 11l9
20 48 55 62 69 76 83 90 98 105 112 110 127

in2

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 11 18 19 20

10 0

12 2 2 3 32/4 4
S3 4 5 5 6 7 7 a 9 9 10 11
4 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 14 ,• 16 17 18
5 9 It 12 13 15 16 18 19 ?0 ?. 23 75

6 12 lt 16 17 19 21 23 25 ?6 28 30 32
7 15 17 19 21 24 26 28 30 33 35 3/ 39
8 18 20 23 26 28 31 33 36 39 41 44 47
9 21 24 27 30 33 36 31, 42 45 48 51 54

10 10 24 27 31 34 37 41 44 40 51 55 50 6 2
11 27 31 34 38 42 U~ 50 54 57 61 65 69
12 30 34 38 42 47 ~il .55 60 64 68 72 77
13 33 37 42 4751 A661 66 70 7580 84
14 36 4146 5156 61 66 7177 A2Z 8.792
is 39 44 50 5561667U 1778388 94100
16 4248 54 60651i 77 83 39 9S101 107
11 45 S157 64 70 7? b3 P9 96102109 115
10 40 b!5 61 68 1-' e2 88,' 95 102 109 116 123
"19 51 SB 65 72 80 37 94' 101 109 116 123 130
20 54 62 6M 7 78492 1 10 11U5 123 130. 138

... ...........-.

Tabl* of *retical Vales of j In t'ie bnrm-WhVtnay Test

•I Appendix 4
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n 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
n

2 .250 .500 .250

3 .125 .375 .375 .125

4 .062 .250 .375 .250 .062

5 .031 .156 .312 .312 .156 .031

6 .016 .094 .234 .312 .234 .094 .016

7 .008 .055 .164 .273 .273 .164 .055 .009

8 .004 .031 .109 .219 .273 .219 .109 .031 .004

)j 9 .002 .018 .070 .164 .246 .246 .164 1.070 .01A .002

10 .001 .010 .044 .117 .205 .246 .205 .117 .044 .010 .001

11 .005 .027 .ORI .161 .226 .226 .161 .0RI .027 .00

12 .003 .016 .054 .121 .193 .226 .193 .121 .054 .016 .003

, 13 .002 .010 .035 .087 .157 .209 .209 .157 .087 .035 .010 .002

14 .001 .006 .022 .061 .122 .1R3 .209 .183 .122 .061 .022 .006 .001

Table of airsox Probabltm for P -q - .5

Ape-13.x 5



Tuv-Tailed Alternative One-Tailed Alceiaative

fn G=. 0 5  a=.01 n a=.05 =.01

4 4

5 5

6 1 6 2

7 2 7 4 0

8 4 0 8 6 2

9 6 2 9 8 3

10 8 3 10 11 5

11 11 5 11 14 7

12 14 7 12 17 10

13 17 10 13 21 13

14 21 13 14 26 16

15 25 16 15 30 20

16 30 19 16 36 24

17 35 23 17 41 2R

18 40 28 iR 47 33

19 46 32 19 54 38

20 52 37 20 60 43

21 59 43 21 68 49

22 66 49 22 7S 56

23 73 55 23 83 62

24 81 61 24 92 69

23 90 68 25 101 77

Table of Critical Values 6dx Siqpis Rankc Test

Appendix 6
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SYMBOLS, TEIMS, AN) ABBREVIATICNS

ARABIC
Symbol or Term Definition Units

a Acceleration ft/sec 2

a Lift curve slope per deg or per rad

a Speed of sound ft/sec, mi/hr, kts

ac Aerodynamic center

A Area ft 2 , m2

AR Aspect ratio

b Wingspan ft, m

Blade Width ft, m

B Number of blades

BHP Brake horsepower

B,L. Base line

C Absolute velocity

c Chord ft, m

C Co1ression

C Specific fUOl "Mswption lb/hr

S0C Degrees centigrade deg

* ~A. 1



SY!M')I, TUN4S, AND ABBRIATrIctS

ARABIC

"Symbol or Term Definition Units

Cr Root chord ft, m
Cr

Ct Tip chord ft, m

C •specific heat at constant btu/lb OR
pressure

Cv Specific heat at constant btu/lb "R
volume

Cd Section drag coefficient

Cf Skin friction coefficient

Ct Section lift coefficient

SCm Section mowmnt mefficient

CF. Force coefficient

Aircraft drag coefficient

Aircraft lift coefficient

.c indicated lift coefficiez.t

;i Lic

'M Aircraft tomnt ooefficient

Pressure coeficient
CP

A.2



* I
SYMBOLS, TE£MS, AND ABBREVIATICNS

S ARABIC
Symbol or Term Definition units

Propeller power coefficient

C Propeller torque coefficient

SCT Propeller thrust coefficient

COf

cg oenter of gravity

cp Center of pressure

CR cmpression ratio

CPR Cobpressor Pressure ratio

d Differential

D Diameter ft
4

D Drag

D Diffuse,

didt Time riate of chune

dCL/dQ Lift curve sIope per dog or Ipr rad

S " e Oswald's efficiemcy factor

E Mhear nkxhllus

A. 3: " I3



ASYBCLS, TEUMS, AND ABBREVIATIONS

ARABIC
Symbol or Term Definition Units

E durance hr

E Total energy ft lbs

EM Maneuver energy ft ].bs

Specific energy ft

EGr Exhaust gas temperature deg

f Function of

f Equivalent flat plate area ft 2

F Force lb
11

P Fan

P Resultant aerodynamic force lb

(Igee Pahrwuaie e

:Fg (irus thrust U)

. :N: e xet thrust lb

Pex Dwe tss lb

P.LL Fuselage re63rese lIne

A. 4



SYMBOLS, TERMS, AND ABBREVIATIONS

ARABIC
Symbol or Term Definition Units

F.S. Fuselage station

g Acceleration due to gravity ft/sec2

G Gravitational constant 32.17405

fft 2 /sec 2 geo-
potential ft

h Enthalpy btu/lb

h Tapeline altitude ft

Sh VKinetic energy

H Total head pressure lb/in2

H Ccmbustor

H Altitude, general ft

H.Ceopotential at a point geopotential ft

Hc Pressure altitude ft

H i Indicated altitude ft

A. 5



SYMbOLS, TEMS, AND ABBREVIATIONS

S 1mbol or Tern Definition Units

Indicated altitude correctedfor instrument error, ftH. + All.ic 
ic

AHic Altimeter instrument correction ft

H. Indicated altitude correctedfor instrument and lag errors,
H.i + All + Al. zft

Aic. Altimeter lag correction ft

AH Altimeter position error
corresponding to AP ft

AHPC Altimeter position error ft
correction

lp Horsepower hp

H.V. Heating value of hydrocarbon btu/Ib
fuel

Specific inpulse sec

J Propeller advance ratio

A constant

1Temairabiare probe Cr~eoey factor

0(DiLgrees Kevin deg 1

A.6



SYMBOLS, TERMS, AND ABBREVIATIONS

ARABIC

Symbtol or Term Definition Units

KE Kinetic Energy

Characteristic length ft

In Natural lcgaritbm

L Lift lb

L Length, dimensional analysis

L Standarg lapse rate deg/ft
-1.98 C/1000 ft

m Slope of a line at a point

m Mass slug

mac Mean aerodynamic chord

M Mass, dimensional analysis

M Mach, flight or free stream

Mi Indicated Mach

Mic Indicated Mach corrected fur
instrument error, Mi + AMic

"Mic Macbmter instrument correction

Macbmter positicon error corresponding
IMP to P

.A.7



SYMBCLS, TER4S, AND ABBREATIONS

ARABIC
Symbol or Term Definition Units

AM Machmeter position error
correction

M Moment ft lb

MAC Mean aerodynamic chord

n Load factor

n Number of stages

N Nozzle

N Revolutions per minute

NACA National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics

NASA National Aeronautics and
Space Administration

Npr Prandtl numTber

P Power hp, ft lb/sec

p Pressure, general lb/in2

p The applied pressure at a point in Hg
at a time, t

•:°• •Pa Atomspheric pressure corresponding
P a t ofg

A.8



SYMMS, TEIMV, AND ABBREVIATICNS

ARABIC
Symbol or Term Definition Units

P Atmospheric pressure at standard 2116.22 lb/ft 2

asl sea level 29.92126 in Hg

P The indicated pressure at a point in Hg
at a time, t

AP P Static pressure error or position in Hg
error

P Pressure corresponding to Hic in Hg

Ps Specific Excess power

Pt or PT Free stream total pressure in Hg, lb/in2

Total pressure at total pressure in Hg
Pý ~ ~sourceinH

PE Potential energy ft lb

q Dynamic pressure, P V-/2 in Hg

qc Differential pressure, P - P in Hg
t a

qcic Differential pressure correspond- in Hg•, ng to vic, q• - ps

Q Heat or heat energy btu

"- "orque in lb

AM

"A.9



SYMBOLS, TE•4S, AND ABBREVIATICOS

ARABIC
Sybol or Term Definition Units

r Blade length in, ft

R Radius of turn

R Range

R Gas constant for dry air ft 2/sec2 OR

OR Degrees Rankine deg

R Radius of the earth fte

Re Reynolds Number

RF Range factor

ROC Required operational capability

ROC Rate of climb

Relative wind

s Specific Entropy btu/lb

S Distance ft

S Tiotal wing or planform area ft 2

Sa Air distance ft

"A. 10



SYMMS, TEWS, AND ABBREVIATIONS

ARABIC
Sybol or Term Definition Units

S Ground roll distance ft
g

34 Stall margin

SR Specific range nam

SFC Specific fuel consumption

SPR Stage pressure ratio

t Thickness in, ft

t Time sec

( ta AtMpheric tuerature PC

tas Standard day atmospheric °C
teperdture correspnding to Hc

t as, Standard sea level atmospheric

tewcrature 159C

tat Test day atimspheric tomperature °C

t Indicated tbeperature °C

tic Indicated tqerxature oorrected °C
for instrument error, ti + At.

.ic Air teezratUre instrument
S .orrection °C

A. 11



SYMBOLS, TENS, AND ABBREVIATIONS )
ARABIC

Sxmbol or Term Definition Units

T Teiperature deg

T Time, dimensional analysis

T Turbine

T Propeller thrst lb

T Atmospheric teiperature OK

%s Standard day atmospheric OK
tenperature corresponding to Hc

Ta s Standard sea level atmospheric 288.16°K
tem ature

Tat Test day atmospheric teareratur K

Ti Indicated teiperature OK

STic Indicated temperature corrcvcted
for instenant error, T. + ATic °x

"ATic Air temperature instrument

correction O
Total tWreraturo °K

T O

TT Tobtal tOperature (geral) deg

S-,

1.: A. 12



SYI'IOI, TERMq, AND ABBRE'IATIcNS

ARABIC
Symbol or Term Definition Units

TE Total energy

THP Thrust horsepower

TIT Turbine inlet taeperature deg

TPR Total pressure ratio

TSFC Thrust specific fuel consumption lb/hr

u Linear velocity ft/sec

V Velocity or true airspeed

(7VC Calibrated airspeed, kts
Vi + AVic + "Vpc

V0  SPuivalent airspeed, kts
Vc+ WC o C

V zindicated airspeed kts

Vic Indicated airspeed corrected for kts
instnvent error, Vi + Vic

Air%,eed indIicator instrument ktscorrection

Indicated airsped corrected for
Sinstmrument and lag errors,

SV,1+ AVic + wik

A. 13



SYMBOLS, TERMS, AND ABBREVIATICNS

ARABIC
Symbol or Term Definition Units

Aic£ Airspeed indicator lag corrections kts

AVp Airspeed indicator position error kts
corresponding to AP

AVpc Airspeed irnicator position error ktscorrection

AVc Compressibility correction kts

Vs Standard day true airspeed kts

Vt Test day true airspeed kts

s
w Relative velocity ft/sec

w or W Work ft/lb

w Downwash velocity ft/sec

W Aircraft gross weight lb

ia Airflwm rate lb/hr or lb/sec

""4f Fuel flow rate lb/hr or lb/sec

W.L. Water Line

x DistaZKae ft

z E•-&gy reftrexa height ft

Proportional to

A. 14
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SYMBOLS, .EM4S, AND ABBREVIATICNS

SymSbol or Tierm Definition Units

Angle of attack deg, rad

Angle of sideslip deg

Bypass ratio

y Ratio of specific heats

y Flight path angle deg

6 Pressure ratio , Pa/PasPresure at a ,aPasl

6ic Ps/Pasl

SL Laminar boundary layer thicxness

6 T Turbulent boundary layer thickness

6 .Wedge angle or turning angle.

i!a Change in any quantity

" £Axial strain

. Dawash angle deg, rad

n!h •Efficienzy

oerall ef ficiency

Prqisrive eofficiency

A.•15



SYMOLS, TEMS, AND ABBREVIATICNS

Symbol or Term Definition Units

'th Thermal efficiency

6 Temperature ratio, Ta/Ta

Ss as/asl

0 t Tat/Tasl

O Shock wave angle

Lag constant sec

H Lag oonstant corresponding to sec
Hic

A Static pressure lag constant sec

.S1Lag constant at standard sea level sec

AStatic pressure lag constant at sec
Ssl standard sea level

A t satal pressure lag constant sec

"" Total pressure lag constant at sec
tsi standard oaw level

SA raprW ratio

5%"T angle ,9

A. 16



SYMBOLS, TEEMS, AND ABBREVIATIONS

Symbol or Tem Definition Units

Coefficient of absolute viscosity lb sec/ft 2

Viscosity at texperature Ta lb sec/ft 2

Viscosity corresponding to Hic lb sec/ft 2
'IHic '

SViscosity at standard sea level 3.7452 x 10-7

lb sec/ft 2

SMach angle deg

Coefficient of friction

v Kinwztic viscosity ft sec

STurning angle deg

3.14159

bxkighamI

p Air density slug/ft3

a ~S•trd•a' y air density
a crrxe~ldiq toticSlug/ft 3

AiL density at standard sea level .0023769
sluq

3
i• ~s Iug/ft £

tTest day air density slug/ft

D a•sity ratio, 1

SOs s/PsI .

a" A. 17



SYMBCIS, TEI4S, AND ABBREVIATICtNS

Sbol or Term Definition Unit-.I

St P t/Psl

aAxial stress lb/in2

Solidity ratio

Acoustic lag sec

TShear stress Wbin 2

Bank angle deg

SRate of turn deg/sec or rad/sec

I:

.A.1



SUBSCRIPTS

Symbol or Term Definition

Ajribient

a Available

cr Critical

e Equiva lent

ex Excess

f Final

1 Induced

i Initial

iw Corrected to a standard

wight

L laminar

M Wave

N Normal (perpendicular)

o Stagnation or total

p Parasite

C
SA. 19



SUBSCRIPTS

9
Symbol or Term Definition

P Pressure

r Required

r Root

s Static

s Standard day

sl Sea level

t Tangential

t Test day

T Total

TD Touchdown

TO Takeoff

X Conditions upstream of shck

wave

Y Conditions downstream of

shock wave

OL Zero lift

1,2,3, etc. SPecific condition or

station

A.20



SUBSCRIPTS

Symbol or Term Definition

Free stream condition

CC

A.21



SUPERSCRIPT-

Symbol or Term Definition

Choked conclition

)

NI

A. 22
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APPENDIX B
U.S. STANDARD AMMSPMl'ME, 1962

Altitude, Temperature, Pressure, and Density

ADOPTED PRIMARY CCKSTANS

Symbol Units

Po 2116.22 lbf ft-2

o 0 0.076474 lb ft-3

T 15C; 59.oF

G 32.1741 ft sec"2

R 1545.31 lbf _-I ib-mol-I

z Tapeline Altit•Ae ft

H Geopotential Altitude ft

.'I

I4
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GEOPOTENTIAL ALTITUDE, ENGLISH UNITS
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GEOPOTENTIAL ALTITUDE, ENGUISH UNITS 4
ALTITUDE TEMPERATURE PRESSURE DENSITY
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GEOPOTENTIAL ALTITUDE, ENGLISH UNITS
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GEOPOTENTIAL ALTITUDE, ENGLISH UNITS
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APPENDIX C-2

PITOT-STATIC CHARTS

Mach Number M versus Calibrated Airspeed Vc for

Pressure Altitude H = Constant with Lines of

Standard Day True Speed Vs = Constant.

(Also Mic versus V.i for Hic = Constant)
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APPENDIX D

CHARS OF INTEREST FOR THE USAF

TEST PILOT SCIDMr
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APPE1DIX D

CHARTS OF INTEREST FOR THE

USAiF TEXT PILOT SCHOOL

PACE NUMBER TITE

D-1 - D-2 Rate of Thrn vs VTrue

D-3 Ram Pressure Ratio vs Mach

D-4 Delta Rate of Clinb Factor for
Tarbojets (..70<nr<l.0)

D-5 - D-6 Test Rate of Climb
Acceleration Correction

3 D-7 A-37B Drag Polar

D-8 A-37B Thrust Curve

D-9 T-38A Drag Polar

D-10 T-38A Thrust Curve without
Afterburn

D-l1 T-38A Thrust Curve withi
Afterburn

D-12 RF-4C Drag Polar

D-13 T-38A Position Error Cliart
(Flight Test Nose Boom)

D-14 PF-4C Position Error Mhart
(Canensated Nose Bcxn)
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DELTA RATE OF CLIMB FACTOR FOR 9
ALL TURBO-JET ENGINES WITH

RAM EFFICIENCIES OF .70 TO 1.0
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T-38A DRAG POLAR
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DISTRIBUTION TABLES

PAGE TITLE

E-1 Ordinates (y) of the Standard Normal Curve at Z

E-2 Areas Under the Standard Normal Curve from 0 to Z

E-3 Percentile Values (t ) for Student's t Distribution

with v Degrees of Freedom

E-4 Percentile Values (X2 p) for the Chi-Squarr.

Distribution with v Degrees of Freedom

E-5 95th Percentile Values (0.05 Levels), F.95 for the
F Distribution

E-6 99th Percentile Values (0.01 Levels), F.99, for the
F Distribution

E-7 97.5th Percentile Values (0.025 Levels), F.975 for
th/e F Distribution

E-8 90% and 95% Confidence Belts for Proportions

E-9 99% Confidence Belts for Proportions

E-10 Sigcled Rank Test Tables

E-11 Sample Size for Nozral Test and for t - Tst

E-12 Sample Size for X2 Test and for F Test
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a
ORDINATES (y)

OF THE
STANDARD

NORMAL CURVE
ATz YK

z 0 i 2 3 4 5 7 8 9

0.0 .3989 .3989 "989 .3988 .3986 2984 .3982 .3980 .3977 .3973
0.1 .3970 396w .3961 3956 .3951 .3945 .3939 3932 3925 .3918
0.2 .3910 .3902 3894 .3885 .3876 .3867 .3857 .3847 .3836 .3825
0.3 .3814 .3802 .3790 3778 .3765 .3752 .3739 .3725 .3712 .3697
0.4 .3683 3668 .3653 .3637 .3621 .3605 .3589 .3572 .35.55 M8

0.5 .3521 .3503 .3435 .3467 .3448 .3429 .3410 .3391 .3372 .3352
0.6 .3332 .3312 .3293 3271 .3251 .3230 .3209 .3187 .3166 .3144
0.7 .3123 .3101 .3079 3056 .3034 .3011 .2989 .2966 .2943 .2920
0.8 .2897 2874 2850 .2827 2M03 2780 .2756 2732 .2709 2685
0.9 .2661 .2637 .2613 25k% .2565 .2541 .2516 .2492 24 2444

1.0 .240 .2396 .2371 .2347 .2323 .2299 .2275 .2251 .2227 .2203
1.1 .2179 .2155 .2131 .2107 2083 .2059 .2036 .2012 .1989 .1965
1.2 .1942 .1919 .1895 .1872 .1849 .1826 .1804 .1781 .1758 .1736
1.3 .1714 .1691 .1669 .1647 .1626 .1604 .1582 .1561 .1539 .1518
1.4 .1497 .1476 .1456 .1435 .1415 .1394 .1374 .1354 .1334 .1315

1.5 .1295 .1276 .1257 .A2MS .1219 .1200 A1182 .1163 .1145 .1127
1.6 .1109 .1092 .1074 A10M7 .1040 .1023 .1006 .0g9 .0973 .0957
1.7 .0940 .0925 .0909 -00"3 A0d:.1 .0863 ,0846 .0833 .0818 .0804
18 .0790 .0775 .0761 .0748 .0734 .0721 .0707 .0694 .0681 .0669
1.9 .0656 .0644 .0632 .0W8 .0 .0596 .0584 .0573 .0%2 .W.51

20 04o0 .0529 .0519 .mi08 .(698 .0488 .0478 .0468 .0459 A0449
2,1 .0440 .0431 .0422 0413 .0404 W0396 .0387 .0379 .0371 .0-W63
2, .03,55 .0347 .,T,39 ,3,2 .025 .0317 .0310 .0303 .0N97 .0290
2.3 .0AM .0277 A= 0'64 -M0258 .0252 .0X46 .%41 .023-5 M0N'9
2.4 Z 0224 A 0M19 .013 A0= .0m3 .0198 .0194 .0189 .0184 .010

2.5 .0175 .0171 .0A67 .01.-M .0158 .0154 .0s5l .0147 .0143 .0139
2.6 AMI86 .0132 .0139 .0126 .0122 .0119 .0116 .01I3 .0110 .0107
2V7 .0104 .0101 M" ,0M9W. ,0 .0 ,00491 -00m 008, 00( 4 .0661
28 .0m79 .0077 .0075 0073, .00A1 M009 0067 -0065 .0063 .00I
2.9 .0(00 MW068 .006 .0 .(X3 .0061 0060 .0048 .0047 ,AM6

10 .0044 .0043 .0Q42 0040 .00VJ .aw3 .0o07 A00 Mi0,5 .0O34
3,1 0033 .0032 ,0031 .0030 ,0(rJ>9 ,1020 .0027 0026 0W026 S5
32 .0or4 ,0023 002 2 .0022 .094 020 ,00 .0019 .0018 A001M
3.3 .0017 .0017 .016 .0016 loo01 m 0015 .014 .0014 .M13 .V13
3A4 .0012 .0012 .0012 .0011 .0011 .0010 .0010 .0010 "o09 .A09

3.5 4m0009 0008 .0o" 08 .00 ,0008 ,00a7 ow0e7r .0007 .00M7 .am0
U. ODDS .i00M cOos .006 a% m o os AM00 .000 .05 .0004

3.? .000M .00040 ,O4 .00MW .o003 ,00m o .Am0N
Uh .0003 . .0003 .003 A0 002 M0002 .0002 .0002 .0002
u3.9 -Wl .002 .0002 .0002 M00 D. 0002 .,002 02 .0001 .0001

C

E.



q9

AREAS
UNDER THE
STANDARD (1 -a)

NORMAL CURVE
FROM 0 TO z

z 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0.0 .0000 .0040 .0080 .0120 .0160 .0199 .0239 .0279 .0319 .0359
0.1 .0398 .0438 .0478 .0517 .0557 .0596 .0636 .0675 .0714 .0754
0.2 .0793 .0832 .0871 .0910 .0948 .0987 .1026 .1064 .1103 .1141
0.3 .1179 .1217 .1255 .1293 .1331 .1368 .1406 .1443 .1480 .1517
0.4 .1554 .1591 .1628 .1664 .1700 .1736 .1772 .1808 .1844 .1879

0.5 .1915 .1950 .1985 .2019 .2054 .2088 .2123 .2157 .2190 .2224
0.6 .2258 .2291 .2324 .2357 .2389 .2422 .2454 .2486 .2518 .2549
0.7 .2580 .2612 .2642 .2673 .2704 .2734 .2764 .2794 28 M252
0.8 .2881 .2910 .2939 .2967 .2996 .3023 X051 .3078 .3106 .3133
0.9 .3159 .3186 .3212 m2 .264 .3289 .3315 .3340 m365 .3389

1.0 .3413 U3438 .3461 .3485 .3508 .3531 .3554 .3577 .3899 .3621
1.1 .3643 .3665 .3686 .3708 .3729 .3749 .3770 .3790 .3810 -3830
12 .3849 .3869 .3888 .3907 3925 .3944 .3962 .3980 .3997 .4015
1.3 .4032 .4049 .4066 .4082 .4099 .4115 .4131 .4147 .4162 .4177
1.4 .4192 4207 .4222 .4236 .4251 .4265 .4279 .4292 .4306 .4319

1.5 .4332 .4345 .4357 .4370 .4382 .4394 .4406 .4418 .4429 .4441 1
1.6 .4452 .4463 .4474 .4484 .4495 ,4505 .4515 .4525 .4535 .45.45
1.7 .4554 .4564 .4573 .4582 .4591 .4599 .4608 .4616 .4625 .4633
1.8 .4641 .4649 .4656 14664 .4671 .4678 .4686 .4693 .4699 .4706
1.9 .4713 .4719 .4726 .4732 .4738 .4744 .4750 .4756 .4761 .4767

2.0 1 .4772 .4778 .47W: .4788 .4793 .4798 .4803 A488 14812 .4817
2.I ,4821 .482A .4830 .4834 .4&38 .4842 4840 .48, .4854 .4857
2.2 .4861 ,4864 .4868 4871 .4875 .4878 .488 t .4884 .4887 .4890

a .4M93 .486 .498 .4901 .4904 .4906 A4 .49 14931 A913 .4916
2.4 .4918 .4920 .49M2 .4925 A4927 .4929 .4931 4932 .4934 .4936

215 .4938 .4940 .49441 4943 .4945 .4-946 .4948 .4949 .4951 4952
2.6 .4%53 .4955 .4956 4957 A959 ,4960 .4961 .4962 .493 .4964
2,7 .4965 .4966 .4967 .4968 .4969 4970 ,4971 4972 .4973 4974
2.8 .4974 ,4975 .4A76 .4977 .4977 A4978 .4979 49779- ,•49O .4981
2.9 .4981 .4982 .4962 493 .4984 4984 49 .495 .4966 .4986

3,0 .4947 .49•7 4987 .49"8 498 .489 499 .4909 ,4990 .49W0
111 4990 4991 4991 .4991 4992 4992 4992 .4992 .493 .4993
3.2 .4993 .4993 4994 4994 4A4 .4A94 .4994 .4-995 .499 A4995
M,3 ,4995 .4995 .499 A4996 .4996 .4996 A4996 A4996 .4996 .4997

3.4 .4997 .4997 ,4997 4997 .497 ,4997 A97 A .4997 49

35 ,4 498 .4998 .4AM .4996 .499 4998 .49%8 .4996 .4998 .4A998
3.6 A4996 4 .4A999 ,4W99 A999 A999 4909 A .99 4999 .4999
:17 .4999 .4999 .4W9 99 499 ,4999 4M9AM .4999 A99M .4999
3.8 ,W ,4999 9 99 999 49 .4999 .4M9 .4999 .409 499 A4999
3,9 W, 5000 . 5000 .5000 .5000 %W5000 .5000 .0o0 .m000 .5000

E.2



S
PERCENTILE VALUES (tp)

FOR
STUDENT'S t DISTRIBUTION

WITH v DEGREES OF FREEDOM i-p
tp

v t55 t.60 t.70 175 .80 t90 t .95 t.975 t.99 t.995

1 .158 .325 .727 1.000 1.376 3.08 6.31 12.71 31.82 63.66
2 .142 .289 .617 .816 1.061 1.89 2.92 4.30 6.96 9.92
3 .137 .277 .584 .765 .978 1.64 2.35 3.18 4.54 5.84
4 .134 .271 .569 .741 .941 1.53 2.13 2.78 3.75 4.60
5 .132 .267 .159 .727 .920 1.48 2.02 2.57 3.36 4.03
6 .131 .265 .553 .718 .906 1.44 1.94 2.45 3.14 3,71
7 .130 .263 .549 .711 .896 1,42 1.90 2.36 3l00 3,50
8 .130 .262 .546 .706 .889 1.40 1.86 2.31 2.90 3.36
9 .129 .261 .543 .703 .883 1.38 1.83 2.26 2.82 3.25

10 .129 .260 .54Z .700 .879 1.37 1.81 2.23 2.76 3.17
11 .129 .260 .540 .697 .876 1,36 1.80 2.20 2.72 3.11
12 .128 259 .539 .695 .873 1.36 1.78 2.18 2.68 3.06
13 .128 .259 53 .94 .870 1.35 1.77 2.16 2.65 3.01
14 .128 .258 537 M92 A8 1.34 1.76 2114 2.62 2.98
15 .128 .2 .56 .691 .86 1.34 1.75 2.13 2.60 2.95
16 .128 258 .535 .690 .865 1.34 1.75 2.12 2.58 2.92
17 .1Z8 257 534 .689 .863 1.33 1.74 2.11 2.57 2.90
18 .177 ,257 .534 ,688 M2 1.33 1.73 2.10 2.55 2,88
19 .127 .257 &53 .688 .861 1.33 1.73 2.09 2.54 2-.6
20 .127 257 .533 ,87 86 1.32 1.72 2.09 2.53 2.84
21 .127 2.57 -Su2 686 ,859 1.32 1.72 2.08 2.52 2z3&
22 .127 .256 532 ,686 £5 1.32 1.72 2107 2,51 2.82
23 .127 25 M2 685 £ 132 1.71 2,07 2.50 2.1
24 .127 .256 S-31 685 £57 1.32 1.71 2.06 249 2.10
25 .127 .26% .,31 £84 A% 1.32 1.71 2.06 2.48 2.79
26 .127 2.6 531 M684 A5 1.32 1.71 2,06 2.48 178
27 12? .256 531 684 £AM 1.-3 1.70 2.0 2.47 2.77
28 127 .286 .40 £w3 ma AS 131 1.70 2.05 2.47 2.76
29 ,127 2M6 530 w 683 i154 1.31 1.70 2.04 2.46 2.76
30 .V0 2S683 & A54 1,31 1.70 2.04 2,46 2.75
40 .126 2 .529 ! 681 A51 1.30 1.68 202 2.42 2.70
60 .126 2 .527 679 .848 130 I 67 20o 2.39 2.66

12D Am6 254 .52 .6077 m45 1.29 1.66 1.98 236 2.6
0 An .2S.3 .524 .674 £42 12 1.645 1,96 2 2-5

wwm IL. A. Fia•be and F, Yste*SWW" TarNa cikgwca Aji*tMhretggMe Rt
p~bla1, by L ac nGrwu Ltd. LaW a(pmtiioufi). pAblshd by oeram& Boyd. Edia.
bnu go) n by P"mA66A Gi~ oE he SAM1c wn " "bisem
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2J
PERCENTILE VALUES (2X)

FOR THE
CHI-SQUARE DISTRIBUTION

WITH v DEGREES OF FREEDOM %2
x~ 01 x$ 2 2 x2 x 2 'k2 x 2 x2 2 x2 ~2
x0 x0 .025 .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95 .975 .99 .9 5 .999

1 .0000 .0002 .0010 0039 .0158 .102 .455 1.32 2.71 3.84 5.02 6.63 7.88 10.8

2 .0100 .0201 .0506 .103 .211 .575 1.39 2.77 4.61 5.99 738 9.21 10.6 13.8

3 .0717 .115 .216 352 584 1.21 237 4.11 6.25 7.81 935 11.3 12.8 16.3

4 .207 .297 .484 711 1.06 1.92 3.36 5.39 7.78 9.49 11.1 13.3 14.9 18&5

5 .412 .554 .831 1.15 1.61 2.67 4.35 6.63 9.24 11.1 12.8 15.1 16.7 20.5

6 .676 .872 1.24 1.64 2.20 3.45 5.35 7.84 10.6 12.6 14.4 16.8 18,5 22.5

7 .9B9 1.24 1.69 217 2.83 4.25 6.35 9.04 12.0 14.1 16.0 18.5 20.3 24.3

8 1.34 1.65 2.18 2.73 3.49 5.07 7.34 10.2 13.4 15.5 17.5 20.1 22.0 26.1

9 1.73 2.09 2.70 333 4.17 5.90 8.34 II.4 14.7 16.9 19.0 21.7 23.6 27.9
10 2.16 2.56 3.25 3.94 4.87 6.74 934 12.5 1&0 18.3 20.5 2312 252 29.6

11 2.60 3.05 1.82 4.57 5.58 7.58 10.3 13.7 17.3 19.7 21.9 24.7 26.8 31.3

12 3.07 3,57 4.40 5.23 630 8.44 11.3 14.8 18.5 P1.0 23.3 26.2 28&3 32.9
13 3,57 4.11 3,,01 5.89 7.04 930 12.3 16,0 19. 22.4 24.7 27.7 29.8 34.5

14 4.07 4,66 5.63 6.57 7.79 10.2 13.3 17.1 21.1 23.7 26,1 29.1 31.3 36,1
15 4.60 52,3 6,26 7,26 8M55 11.0 14.3 1&2 22.3 25&0 27.5 30,6 32,8 37.7
16 5.14 5,81 6091 7.96 9.31 11.9 1W,3 19.4 M3.5 26.3 28,8 32.0 34.3 39.3
17 5.70 6.41 756 8&67 10.1 12.8 16,3 20.5 24.8 27.6 302 33U4 35W7 40.8
18 6.26 7.01 o.i23 9-19 10,9 13.7 17.3 21.6 26.0 28,9 31,5 34.8 37.2 42.3

19 6U84 7.63 8&91 101 11.7 14,6 183 22.7 27.2 30.1 32.9 36.2 38.6 43,8
20 7.43 826 9.59 R0.9 12.4 15,5 193 23.8 28.4 31.4 342 37.6 40,0 45.3
21 &03 & %0 10.3 11,6 13.2 163 20.3 24.9 29.6 32.7 35.5 38.9 41.4 46.8
22 8&64 9.54 110, 12.3 14.0 17.2 21.3 .26&0 30.S 33U9 36,8 40.3 42,8 46.3

23 9.26 10.2 11.7 13.1 14,8 18.1 223 27"1 32,0 35,2 38.1 41.0 44.2 49.7
24 9,89 10.9 12.4 1-8 M5,7 19.0 23.3 2"2 332 36.4 39.4 43.0 45.6 51.2

25 1035 115 13.1 14.0 164 19.9 243 29,3 34.4 37.7 40,6 44.3 46,9 52-6
26 112 12-2 118 1&.4 17.3 2.8 253 30.4 35n6 38.9 41,9 45&6 48.3 54.1
27 110 12.9 14.6 162 1&1 2l7 20. 31.5 36.7 40.1 43.2 47.0 49.6 55.5
28 IZ5 13,6 1S3 16&9 M8,9 22.7 27.3 32.6 37.9 413 4405 4 51.0 569
b 131 14.3 16,0 17.7 1 , 2.6 2V,3 33,7 39.1 42.6 40.7 495 52" 58.3
30 13.8 15.0 I1 185 20.6 24.5 293 3408 403 43.8 47.0 50.9 53&7 59.7

40 20.7 222 24.4 2&5- 29.1 -37 39.3 4&.6 51.8 SU8 3 63.7 KS. 73.4
50 28.0 29.7 3U.4 3438 37.7 42.9 493 W83 W32 67.5 714 7,.2 7795 86.7
60 35S 37.5 40.5 4322 463 5W3 593 67.0 74.4 79.1 83 8&1 M20 99.6
70 43,3 45.4 4.6 51.7 553 61.7 03 77.6 85.6 9M 9&0 100 104 112
OD 51.2 535 57.2 60.4 643 71.1 79.3 88.1 96. 102 107 112 116 .25
90 5•,2 61.1 65.6 69.1 733 0.6 893 9W.6 108 113 118 124 128 137

100 67.3 70.1 74.2 77.9 V.4 ft01 993 109 i18 124 130 136 140 149

Sow".u L &, Pefunm am~i ItO0. ItAtley. akwuoaw TsmawFv gsoift VOL 1(IN"6) T"ble&

pom 17 &W 1A& by petuabike

)
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S
95TH PERCENTILE VALUES (0.05 LEVELS), F95,

FOR THE
F DISTRIBUTION

0.95
v, DEGREES OF FREEDOM IN NUMERATOR

v2 DEGREES OF FREEDOM IN DENOMINAMOR .95

S1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 12 15 20 24 30 40 60 120 00

1 161 200 216 225 230 234 237 239 241 242 244 246 248 249 250 251 252 253 254
2 18.5 19.0 19.2 19.2 19.3 19.3 19.4 19.4 19.4 19.4 19.4 19.4 19.4 19.5 19.5 19,5 19.5 19.5 19.5
3 10.1 9.55 9.28 9.12 9.01 8&94 8.89 8.85 8.81 &79 8.74 8.70 8&66 8.64 8.62 8-59 8.57 8.55 &53
4 7.71 6.94 6.59 639 6,26 6.16 609 6&04 6.00 5.96 5.91 5.86 5.80 5.77 5.75 5.72 5.69 5.66 5.63
5 6.61 5.79 5.41 5.19 5.05 4.95 4.88 4.82 4.77 4.74 4.68 4.62 4.56 4.53 4.50 4.46 4.43 4.40 4.37
6 5.99 5.14 4.76 4.53 4.39 4.28 4.21 4.15 4.10 4.06 4.00 3,94 3.87 3.84 3,81 3.77 3.74 3.70 3.67
7 5.59 4.74 4.35 4.12 3.97 3.87 3.79 3.73 3.68 3.64 3.57 3.51 3.44 3.41 3.38 3.34 3.,30 3.27 3.23
8 5.32 4.46 4.07 3.84 3.69 3.58 3.50 3,44 3.39 3135 3.28 3.22 3.15 3,12 &08 3.04 3.01 2.97 2.93
9 5.12 4.26 3.86 3.63 3.48 3.327 3.29 3.23 3.18 3.14 3.07 3.01 2.94 2-40 2.86 283 279 2.75 2.71

10 4.96 4.10 3.71 3.48 3,33 3.22 3.14 3.07 3.02 2.98 2.91 2.85 2.77 2.74 2.70 2.66 2.62 2.58 2154
11 4.84 3-98 3.59 3.36 3.20 3.09 3.01 2.95 2.90 2.5 2.79 2.72 2.65 2.61 2157 2.53 2.49 2.45 2.40
12 4.75 3.89 3.49 3.26 3.11 3.00 2.91 2.85 2.80 2.75 2.69 Z62 2.54 2.51 2.47 2.43 2.38 2.34 2.30
13 4.67 3.81 3.41 3.18 3.03 2.92 2,83 2.77 271 2.67 2.60 2.53 2.46 2.42 2.38 2.34 2.30 2.25 2.21
14 4:6) 3,74 3.34 3.11 2.96 2.85 2-76 2.70 2.65 2.60 2)53 2.46 2.39 2,3.5 2,31 2.27 ?22 2,18 2.13
15 4.54 3.68 3,29 3.06 2.90 2.79 2.71 2,64 2.•9 2.54 2.48 2.40 2.33 229 2.25 2.20 2.16 2.1) 2.07
16 4.49 3.63 3.24 3.01 2.85 2.74 2.66 2`59 2.54 2.49 2.42 235 2.28 2.24 2.19 2.15 2.11 2.06 2,01
17 4.45 3.59 3-20 Z96 2.81 2.70 2.61 2.55 249 2,45 2.38 2,31 2.23 2.19 2.15 2.10 2.06 2.01 1.96
18 4.41 3.55 3116 2,93 2.77 2166 2.51 2.46 2.41 2.34 2.27 2.19 Z15 ZI 2.06 2.02 1.97 1.92
19 4,38 3.52 3,13 2.90 2.74 2.63 2.54 2.48 2.42 2-3 2.31 2.23 2.16 2.11 2.07 2103 1.98 1.93 1.88
20 435 3,49 3.10 Z87 2.71 2.60 2.51 2.45 2a9 2.35 2.28 2.20 2.12 208 2,04 1.99 1,95 1.90 1414
21 4.32 3.47 3.07 2A84 268 2-57 2.49 2`42 2.37 2.32 225 2,18 2.10 Z05 2.01 1.96 1.92 1.87 1L81
2 403 3,44 3,6 2.82 2.66 2.55 2.46 2.40 234 2.30 223 2,15 2.07 2.03 1,98 1.9-4 1.89 I44 1.78

23 4.2.8 3.42 3.(3 2,W 2.61 2,3 2,44 237 232 227 2.20 Z 13 .W' 201 1,96 1.91 1.86 18) 1.76
24 4.26 3.40 3.01 2.78 2.62 2,51 2.42 2.36 2LI 225 2.18 2.11 2.03 1.98 1.94 1.89 1,81 1.79 1.73
25 4,24 3.39 2.99 2.76 2.60 2,49 2.40 2,U4 2.2 224 2,16 2.0 2.01 1.96 1-92 187 182 1,77 1.71
26 4.23 3.37 2.98 2.74 2-59 2.47 239 2-2 2.27 222 2.15 2.07 1.99 1,95 M90 125 I.S 1.75 1.69
27 421 3.L15 .96 2.73 2.57 2.46 2.37 2.31 225 22• 2.13 '206 1.97 1.93 1.8& [84 1.79 1.73 1.67
2A 4.20 3.34 2,9 2.71 2.56 2.45 236 229 224 2.19 2.12 2.04 1.96 1.91 1.87 1.82 1.77 1,71 1,63
29 4.18 3-M 2.93 2.70 2,55 2-43 2M-5 228 222 2.18 2,10 2.03 1.94 1.90 1.M 1281 1.75 1.70 2.64
30 4.17 3.32 2.92 2.69 2"43 2.42 2,33 227 2.23 2.16 2.09 2.01 193 1.89 1.84 I.79 1.74 1.68 1.62
40 4.08 3.2] 284 261 2.45 2.34 l.25 2,18 2.12 2.08 309 1.92 .84 1.79 174 1.69 1,64 1-58 1.51
60 4,00 3.15 2.76 M53 2X37 2.,5 2.17 ZIO 2.04 1.9t# 1.92 1.W4 1.75 1.70 2.6,5 1W I.53 1,47 1.39

120 3.92 3.07 2.68 2.45 2.29 2.28 209 2.02 1.96 191 183 1.75 1.66 1.61 [5S 1[50 1.43 2.35 1.25

OD 3.84 3.0 2.60 .237 2.2- 2.10 ZI 01 .94 1.8I 8 1,83 1.75 1.67 1.57 2.52 1,46 130 1.32 122 2.00

Saa E, & Pearwo~ and It. 0. Ifartley. &oasd&i~j Tdes fcw &doaxtioma VoL 02(7 TablS,
pW' 179, by pnmawL
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99TH PERCENTILE VALUES (0.01 LEVELS), F.99,
FOR THE

F DISTRIBUTION

v, DEGREES OF FREEDOM IN NUMERATOR 0.99
0.01--,

v2 DEGREES OF FREEDOM IN DENOMINATOR F.99

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 12 15 20 24 30 40 60 120 oo

1 4052 5000 5403 625 5764 5859 5928 5981 6023 6056 6106 6157 6209 6235 6261 6287 6313 6339 6356

2 9&5 99.0 99.2 99.2 99.3 99.3 99.4 994 99.4 99.4 99,4 99.4 99.4 99.5 99.5 9?.5 99.5 99.5 99.5

3 34.1 30.8 29,5 28.7 28.2 27.9 27.7 27.5 27.3 27.2 27., 26.9 26.7 26.6 26.5 26.4 26.3 26.2 26.1

4 21.2 1110 16.7 16.0 15.5 15-2 15.0 14.8 14.7 14.5 14.4 14.2 14.0 13.9 13.8 13.7 13.7 13.6 13.5

5 16.3 13.3 12.1 11.4 11.0 10.7 10.5 10.3 10.2 10.1 9.89 9.72 9.55 9A47 9.38 9,29 9.20 9.11 9,02

6 13.7 10.9 9.78 9.15 8.75 8.47 8.26 810 7.98 7.87 7.72 7.56 7.40 7,31 7.23 7.14 7.06 6.97 6.88

7 12.2 9.55 8.45 7.85 7.46 7.19 6&99 6.84 6.72 6.62 6.47 6.31 6&16 6&07 5.99 5.91 5.82 5,74 5.65

8 11.3 &65 7.59 7.01 6.83 637 6.18 6&03 5.91 5.81 5.67 5.52 5-36 5.28 5&20 5&12 5.03 4.95 4,86

9 10.6 8&02 6.99 6.42 6.06 5.80 5.61 5,47 5&35 5.26 5.11 4.96 4.81 4.73 4.65 4.57 4.48 4.40 4.31

10 10.0 7.56 6.55 5.99 5.64 5.39 520 5.06 4.94 4.85 4.71 4.56 4.41 4.33 4.25 4.17 4.08 4.00 3.91

11 9.65 7.21 6.22 5.67 5.32 5,07 4.89 4,74 4.63 4.54 4.40 4.25 4.10 402 3.94 3.86 3.78 3.69 3.60

12 9.33 6.93 5.95 5.41 5.06 4.82 4.64 4.50 4.39 4.30 4.16 4.01 3,86 3.78 3,70 3.62 3.54 3.45 3.36

13 9,07 6.70 5,74 5.21 4.06 4.62 4.44 4.30 4.19 4.10 3,96 3.82 3,06 3.59 3,51 3.43 3.,34 3Z.5 3.17

14 &S6 6,51 5.56 5.04 4,70 4.46 428 4.14 4.03 3.94 3.0 3,66 3,51 3.43 3,35 3.27 3,18 3,09 3.00

15 ,68 6.36 5.42 4.89 4.58 4.32 4t14 4.00 3.89 3.80 3,67 3.52 3137 3.29 321 1313 3.05 2-% 2.87

16 W53 6>23 5,29 4.77 4.44 4.20 4.03 3.89 3.78 3.69 3.55 3,41 3,26 3.18 3.10 3.02 Z.8 2.84 2.75

17 8&40 6.11 5.19 4.67 4.34 4.10 3.93 3,79 3.16 359 3.46 3&31 3,16 3I08 3,00 2Z92 2.83 2.75 2.65

18 8,29 6>01 5,09 4.58 4.-5 4.01 3.84 3.71 3.60 3,51 3.37 3.23 X08 3100 2.92 2.84 2,75 2,66 2.57

19 K18 &.93 5,01 4.50 4.17 3,94 3,77 1,3 3,52 3,43 3.30 3.15 3M. 29W2 2.14 .76 2.67 2-58 2.49

20 8.10 5.8 4.94 4.43 4.10 3187 1370 1356 3.46 3,37 33 309 2.94 2.86 2,78 2.69 2.61 "12 242

21 &802 5,76 4.117 4.37 4.04 3tl 3.64 3,51 3,40 3.31 3.IT 3V03 24 2.8 0 9,72 2.64 2.55 2.46 2,36

22 7.9 5.72 482 4.31 3.94 3.76 1,59 3.45 3.Z5 3•26 3.12 2.9". 2.413 2-75 2.67 2.,8 2,50 2.40 2.31

23 7.88 5.66 4.76 4.26 394 3.71 3.54 3.41 3.30 3.21 .107 2.93 278 2,70 2.62 2,54 2.45 2-.5 2.16

24 7.82 5.61 4,72 4,22 3.903 3,67 3-50 3.36 32,i 3.17 3103 2.89 2.74 2.A6 2.58 2.49 2.40 2.31 2,21

25 7.177 .5.7 4.68 4.18 "AS 316&1 3,46 V 3.22 3.13 2.99 M 2.70 2.62 2,4 2.45 2.36 2.27 217

26 7.72 ,5ý3 4.64 4,14 348 3.5 3.42 3.129 3,18 3,09 2,96 2.6M 2.5 2.50I 2,42 2:3 2-23 2,33

27 7.68 5.49 4.60 tl 3.78 3M6 3.39 3A -1 5 3.06 2.93 278 2q. US 2.47 2.38 2.29 ;.2 2.10

28 7.64 5.45 457 4,07 3175 3-&3 3. 3.23 3.12 103 2.90 2175 2.00 2.5X 2.44 2.35 2.26 2-17 2.06

29 7.60 5.42 454 4.04 3,73 3.50 333 3.20 3.09 3,00 2W8? 2.73 2.57 2.49 241 2.33 2-23 2.14 2.03

30 7.56 5,39 453 4012 3,70 X.47 3.3 3.17 3.W7 29 2.84 2.70 2.55 2.47 23` 230 2.21 211 2.01

40 7,31 5,18 4.31 3.3 • 51 U.29 1•12 2.99 2.89 2.80 2.66 2.2. 237 .2'9 00 2,11 2.02 1.92 1.h

60 7.08 4.9% 4.13 3,65 3,34 13. M2.9 2.82 2.72 20 VW Mr 220 2.12 2,03 1.94 1.84 1.73 1.60

120 685 4.79 3.95 348 ,.7 2,96 2-79 2,6 2.56 2.47 234 2,19 2.03 1.16 1.86 1.76 1,66 3.S3 1.38

O0 66L3 4.61 3.78 IV 3.2 2.mZo 2.64 2.51 2.41 . 2mII 204 1.m 1.79 170 1-9 1.47 1.32 3.00

5,s;r, ,. S Pearso and 1.. 0t-lk BW14 u TeUMf*SW,•Seak VoL 2 k1972k TaW

E. 6



eL
97.5TH PERCENTILE VALUES (.025 LEVELS), F'975 ,

FOR THE
F DISTRIBUTION

v, DEGREES OF FREEDOM IN NUMERATOR 50.025

v2 DEGREES OF FREEDOM IN DENOMINATOR F.975

\2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 12 15 20 24 30 40 60 1120 00

1 647.8 799.5 864.2 899.6 921.8 937.1 948.&2 956.7 963.3 968.6 976.7 9134.9 993.1 997.2 1001 1006 1010 1014 1018

2 38.51 39.00 39.17 39.25 39.30 39.33 39.36 39.37 39.39 39.40 39.41 39.43 39.45 39.46 39.46 39.47 39.48 39.49 39.50
3 17.44 16.04 15.44 15.10 14.88 14.73 14.62 14.54 14.47 14.42 14.34 14.25 14.17 14.12 14.08 14.04 13.99 13.95 13.90
4 12.22 10.65 9.98 9.60 9.36 9.20 9.07 8&98 8,90 8.84 8.75 8.66 8.56 &51 8&46 W41 8.36 8.31 8.26
5 10.01 8.43 7.76 7.39 7.15 6.98 6.85 6.76 6.68 6.62 6.52 6.43 6.33 6.28 6.23 6.18 6.12 6.07 6.02
6 8.81 7.26 6.60 623 5,99 5.82 5.70 5.60 5&52 5.46 5.37 5.27 5&17 5,12 5.07 5.01 4.96 4.90 4.85

7 8&07 6.54 5.89 5.52 5.29 5.12 4.99 4.90 4.82 4.76 4.67 4.57 4.47 4.42 4.36 4.31 4.25 4.20 4.14
8 7.57 6.06 5.42 5.05 4.82 4.65 4.53 4.43 4.36 4.30 4,20 4.10 4.00 3.95 3.89 3.84 3.78 3.73 3.67
9 7.21 5.71 5.08 4,72 4.48 4-32 4.20 4.10 4.03 3.96 3,87 3.77 3.67 361 3.56 3.51 3,45 3a39 3-33

10 6.94 5.46 4.83 4.47 4.24 4.07 3.95 185 3.78 3.72 3.62 3,52 3,42 3.37 3.31 3.26 3.20 3.14 3.08
11 6.72 526 4.63 4.28 4.04 3.88 3.76 3.66 3.59 3.53 3.43 3.33 3.23 3.17 3.12 3.06 3A00 24 2.88
12 6.55 5.10 4.47 4.12 3.89 3.73 3,61 3.51 3.44 3.37 328 3.18 3.07 3.02 Z96 2.91 2.85 2.79 2.72

13 6.41 4.97 4,35 400 3.77 3.60 3.48 3.39 3.31 3.25 3.15 3.05 2.95 2.89 2.84 2.78 2.72 2.66 2.60
14 6.30 4.86 424 3A 3.66 3.50 338 3,29 3.21 3.15 3.05 2.95 2.84 2.79 2.73 2.67 2.61 2.55 2.49
15 6.20 4.77 4.15 3.80 3158 3,41 3.29 3.20 3.12 3.06 7-9 2.86 2,76 2,70 2.64 2,59 2.52 2.46 2.40
16 6.12 4.69 4.00 3173 3.50 3.34 3.22 3.12 3.05 2.99 2.89 2.79 2.68 2,63 2.57 2.51 2.45 2.38 2.32
17 6.04 4.62 4,01 3.66 3.44 A.28 3.16 3.06 2.9 2.92 218W 2.72 2,62 2.56 2.50 2.44 2.38 2T3 2.25
18 5.90 4.56 3.95 361 3 3.22 310 3.01 2.93 2.8? 2.77 2,67 2.56 'I.) 2.44 238 2-32 2.26 2,19
19 5.92 4.51 3.90 3.% 333 3.17 105 2,96 2,88 2A2 2.72 2.6, 2.51 2.45 2.39 233 2.2 2.220 2.13
20 5.87 4.46 1W 351 3,29 3.13 3,01 2.91 2.84 2.7" 2.68 2-57 2.46 2.41 2.35 2.29 2,22 2.16 2,09

21 5.03 4.42 3.82 3.48 3.25 3.09 2.97 Z2.7 2A.0 2.73 2.64 2.53 2.42 2.37 2,31 2.25 2.18 2.11 2.04
22 5.,79 4.38 3,78 3.44 3. 3.0 2.-93 2.84 2.76 2.70 2.-0 2.50 2.39 2.33 22? 2.21 2,14 2.08 2.00
23 5.75 4.35 3V7S 3,41 3,18 3.02 M}0 2281 2.73 2.67 .57 2.47 2.36 2.30 2.24 2.18 2.11 2.04 1.97
24 5.72 4.32 3172 338 3,15 2.99 2S87 2.78 2-70 2.64 2.54 2.44 2.33 2.27 221 2.15 208 2.01 1,94
25 5.69 429 169 3M 3,13 2W,97 2 .85 27 M 24.61 2.51 2,41 L10 224 2.18 2.12 2.0, 1,98 1.91
26 S.6( 427 3.67 3.33 3.10 2.94 2.2 2.73 26 50 2.49 239 228 2.22 2.16 2.09 2,03 [.% Lm8
27 5-63 4.24 3V6A 3.31 3.06 2,92 2,80 271 2.63 2M57 2.47 2.36 2.25 2.19 2.13 Z.07 2,00 1.93 1,85
2 5.61 4.22 36 329 3,06 2-90 2.78 2 2.61 ?.55 -45 2.34 213 217 2.11 '.06 1.98 1.91 1.&8
29 5.59 420 3.61 3U27 304 2M 2.76 2167 2.5 3 2.43 1.32 221 2.15 2.09 2.03 1.96 1.59 1,81
30 5.57 4.18 3.W9 3=25 303 2,87 2.75 21,5 2.57 2.SI 2.41 2.31 220 2.14 2.07 2.01 1.94 187 1.79
40 5,42 4,0% 3.46 W13 2.90 274 .6 2,53 2.45 1 2.29 2.18 2.07 2.01 1.94 1.88 i.80 1.72 1.64

60 5.29 3,93 334 3,91 2.79 2-63 2.51 2.41 2.33 2.2 2.17 Z06 1.94 1 m 1.82 1.74 1.67 I.58 1.48
120 5&15 3W0 3.23 2.J9 2.47 2.•2 2.39 23D 222 216 2.M 1.94 W.82 1.76 1.69 1.61 1.M3 1.4,3 1,31

052 3.60 312 279 2.57 241 229 2.19 2.l1 2o.5 194 1.,8 1.71 1.64 1.57 1-48 139 2.27 1,00

E. 7



90% CONFIDENCE BELTS FOR PROPORTIONS
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SIGNED RANK TEST

SIGNIFICANCE POINTS FOR THE ABSOLUTE VALUE OF THE SMALLER SUM OF SIGNED
RANKS OBTAINED FROM PAIRED OBSERVATIONS.

n 5% 2% 1%

6 0
7 2 0
8 4 2 0
9 0 3 2

108 5 3
1 11 7 5

12 14 1o 7
13 17 13 10
14 21 16 13
15 2s 20 is
16 30 2, 20
17 : 28 23
1e 40 332
19 48 3u 32
20 52 43 38
21 so 4# 43
22 d, *,4 49
23 n. 02 55
24 81 69 $1
25 so 77 68

W•sE n NUMBER OF PAIRED OBSERVATIONS.

E. 10
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OC CURVES FOR TESTtNG HYPOTHESI/A a BY THE EQUAL-TAILS NORMAL TEST
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OC CURVES FOR TESTING THE HYPOTHESIS or O AGAINST a = a > 00 BY THEX 2 TEST

_4YPT-.SI.: U-Oo
0.8 ALTERNATIVE: a"01 >(ao
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0
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• 0.8 •• ...... LEVEl. OF SIGNIFICANCI: 500
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APPENDIX F
DERIVATIONS
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F. I DERIVATIGN OF RJLER EQUATION (Chapter 2)

Starting with Newton's Second Law

F = ma

for an element moving along a streamline with velocity V in the X direction

dyy"aan

dzz

FIGURE F.1.1. FORCES ON A FfLUJID PARTICLE

EFx = pdydz - (p + ddx) dydz

or

F (dxdydz)

mass = (volume) (density)

i.e.,

m = p (dxdydz)

dV dV dx dVdt dx dt V

dd dV
..- z) pF.(dxdydz) V

Sd p. -- -v d

S~F.1



F.2 DERIVATION OF STANDARD ATMOSPHERE RELATIONS (Chapter 5)

Beginning with Equation 5.4 from 5.7

dPa G dH
P RT
a a

Since T a f(H) below 36,089 ft due to the lapse rate, L, we can substitute

Ta =T - LH = T (1 -L H

Therefore, a LL

dPdPa G dH

SL aSL

Upon integration we get

a
dP a nPaa-Ing (V'.2.1)

aSL

aSL

and H T

- In I - -L- (F.2.2)RL T S)

Equate F.2.1 and F.2.2, the two sides of Equation 5.4

in hi (I H
FSL aSL

F.2



3 DERIVATICN F. 2 (Continued)

or
G/RL

pTaLH

aSL aSL

= (- KIH)K 2

Finally, since

Pa aaTa

ue can get the expression for p from

P Paa/ P a ( Pa 9  aSL)=P T T- P T =f
PaSL aa TaSL asIj a]

(1- KH) K2

o ( H)

S=(I K KH)K21

Similar derivations can be done for H > 36,089 ft.

F.3



F.3 DERIVATICO OF SPEED OF SOUND (Chapter 6)

F---2 i dV - • a - VELOCITY V-0
-- '1 Ip, P, T

PISTON SMALL PRESSURE PULSE

FIGURE F.3.1. PRDPAGATION OF A SMALL PRESSURE
PULSE IN A FRICrIONLESS PIPE

With he piston stationary the velocity in the pipe is zero, and the

fluid has same density, pressure, and temperature. Displacing the piston to

the dotted position (an infinitely small distance) causes a small pressure

pulse (dP). This small dP travels doun the pipe at a speed defined as the

speed of sound, a, for the fluid in the pipe. This speed of an infinitely

small pressure pulse is also known as acQustic velocity. Behind the pressure

pulse the air has a small dV because the piston has displaced the fluid.

Wlile not obvious, this fact can be verified experimentally. To analyze this

situation mathematically, a coordinate change will be made. Such a change is

comon in almost all fluid mechanics and aerodynanics courses and is the basis

for wind tunnel testing. The math model in Figure F.3.2 transforms to that
shown in Figure F.3.3. Notice that the pressure wave in Figure F.3.3 is

stationarry.

F.4



DERIVATICN F.3 (Continued)

dV V 0 a dV p, P, T
PA+dP P+ddP
p+dp P,p.T P+dp V-8T+dT Vl

T+dT

FIGURE F. 3.2. MMVI. WAVE FIGURE F.3.3. STATIONARY WAVE

E~valuatinig the n tm equation across the pressure pulse frcm Q to Q in

Figure F.3.3

dP + PVdV = 0

SdP = P2 P I = P+ dP- P = dP

dV = V2 -V 1  = a - dV - a = -cdV

Substituting

dP + Pa(-dV) = 0

dP = padV (F.3.1)

Evaluating the continuity equation across the pressure pulse frail Q to Q
gives

PAV = Constant

(pAV) 2 = (pAV) 1

(p + dp) (a - dV) = pa

pa - pdV + adp - dpdV = pa

dp = (p/a) dV (F.3.2)

F. 5



DERIVATICN F.3 (continued)

Dividing Equation F.3.1 by F.3.2

dP _ padV
dp (p/a) dV

F.6



F. 4 DERIVATICN CIF STEADY FLOW EERGY EQUATION (Chapter 6)

CONTROL VOLUME

-- I

I I

dq \dWk

FIGURE F. 4.1. CCtqTWL VOLUMiE FOR ENERGY BALANCE

de dq - dw (First Law of TheTnodynanics) (F.4.1)

a- dW hWrk,

dw Shaft work

dc - Heat transfer

d Energy (Capacity of f low to do worek) Several types
of energy are possible.

First k-netic energy:

KE I' -• V2

d(KE) mVdV

or for a unit mass

d(KE) = VdV

P. 7



DERIVATION F. 4 (Continued)

A second type of emergy is potential energy:

d (PE) = gdz

Internal energy is energy due to random motion of the molecules of the fluid.

Consider the two fluid molecules in the accompanying sketch.

0 Vt

V, - Va

271-V N -V i- V V V '•V .

FIGURE F. 4.2. MOOX MOTION

It kinetic eiirgy of each molecule is the same, because the average

velocities V 1 and V 2 are equal. Hoevr. molecule 2 obviously has mor~e random

energy and therefore, more energy. 'Mds type of energy, called internal

energy, u, is solely dependent on absolute tenperature. This type of en~ergy

is a fluid property.

SExpansion and flow work are separated from shaft work and will be written

on the energy side of Equationl F.4.1 by convetion. Expansion work is the

work done in order to expand or compress a unit ma• of matter

d(Expansion Work) = Pdv

Flow work is the work done in moving the unit mass of matter

D (Flow work) = vdP •

SF. 8



DERIVATION F.4 (Continued)

Now, substituting all of these energy and work definitions into Equation F. 4.1

VdV + gdz + du + Pdv + vdP = dq - dWK (F.4.2)

gdz + VdV + du + Pdv + vdP = dq - dwK

BPdv 
+ vdP = d (Pv) = d 

Bu)

VdV + du + d(!)= gdz = - dWK (F.4.3)

Recalling the definition of enthalpy

h u Ep

dh du + d (k~

3 Substitutirng into Equation F..4.3

gdz + VdV = c -j - dWK (F.4.4)

Integrating 2- 2•

n q - K :2 2 hl + 2 + g (+ z2 - Z ) (F.4.5)

Pbtential energy change in our problems- can be considered negligible when

cuipared to the kinetic and internal energy changes of our systtem. In the

case of an adiabatic process with no shaft work, Equation F.4.5 reduces to

h2 - h + 2 0

or

h + = constant (F.4.6)

C2

F. 9



F. 5 RFIATICNSHIP BETIEEN M AND M (Chapter 6)

Starting with Equation F.4.6 in Derivation F.4

v2
2 • constant

Substituting for h

v72 V2

2+ CpT • TT . 2 p CPT

Sa,~2*
Using a2  yRT a* RT

2 2 c
T -- T* R c c y

RYR p v c c

-2 2•.T= T* - *2

Substituting into wuation (F.4.6)

2c 2 c
-2 C-

2 2 V. 2  2

-- + V= + a
2

CV C V

For local sonic conditions M 1.0 V* .a
a*

V1 + a 2  a*2 +a a 2  (y )a* 2 + 2a 2

2 7-1 2 y-1 2 (y-1i



DERIVATION F.5 (Continued)

Dividing by V2

+ a2 a*2 (y 1 + 2) = .2 ( +
2 V2 (y -1) V2 2(y - 1) V2 2( - 1)

_V
But M a a

so

1 + 1 1 (y+l) (+.5.1)
2 M2 ( D-i M2 2 1)

5olving forM2

MT• (y - .) M- * 2-, .... -) M}•.

2T ,

M2 y- 1 N Nw solve F.5.1 for M*2

,, + M. 2

m2 (y -.1) + 2

y+1 2

2

.,, L--±



F.6 NOWAL SHOCK REIATICNS (Chapter 6) S

Assume: Adiabatic flow, thin shock, constant cross-sectional area,

properties constant throughout area 1, and throughout area 2

T,, Pi, PI TS, PS, PS

L0

"" + Y 2(F.6.1! Since process is adiabatic
T2 2

TII = TT 2 = TT" Divide"

(F.6.1) by WF.6.2)

22 2)

T 2 I + I- , M 2

2l +-T- M1

y-1

?)



DERIVATION F. 6 (Continued)

Fran continuity p1 AV, = p2AV2 or p1V 1  p2V2  (F. 6.4)

Fran perfect gas law P = pRI or P Subtitute into F.6.4

S= 0 usittvnt ..

Or

T 2 P2V2
T1 PIv

But

- 22

M = V M

T2-2-!2 (F.6.5)

4ite 14 F.6.3) and (F.6.5)

____ ____ (F.6.6)

Use maxntum Equation dP + PVdV 0 and from contLinity of pV c constant

.+ 2 Cost

•% F.13



DERIVATICN F.6 (Continued) )

P1 P I P2 + P2 2

V = M p again

P +M 2 yRT P1  p + yRT2 P2
1 1 RT1  2RT2

Factoring each side

P22 ] + [ YM

P 1 +YM. 2

2 = (F.6,66a
p 2P1 1 +yM 2

Substitute into Soation F.6,6 and rearrange

2 M~-12

(F.6.7)

Solving for 2

1 (F.6.8)

Sbqtititing •FuaLion 1.6.8 into O/wtian P.6.64 and •uation F,6.3 gives

P.14



3DERIVATICN F.6 (Continued)

p2  2

M 1
T2 = 2 - 1 + 2yM1

Y y Y +7(F. 6.9)

p2/P, can be similarly attained with lots of algebra.

(Y + 1) M 2

2 + 2 (F.6.10)1l 2 + (y - 1)1M

F1

4.

[-,



F.7 SHOCKS IN SUPERSONIC FILW: (chapter 6) 9

A shock has been described as a discontinuity between supersonic and sub-

sonic flow. Nothing has been said concerning the conditions under which it

can or cannot occur. First, the existence of a shock wave must be physically

justified, and then the conditions that nust exist before a shock will form

must be detennined.

It will be shown that a shock is a discontinuity between supersonic and

subsonic flow and it will be shcwn that a shock can ONLY occur when flow goes

fran supersonic to subsonic conditions.

ISENTROPMC FLOW I

NORMAL SHOCK

FIGURE F.7.1. NOIMLA SIMXK

The mass flow rate through a shock is a constant, i.e., no mass is added

or destroyed by the shock, and the cross-sectional area through the shock is

assumed constant. Therefore, the continuity and m rntum equations may be

written

oVA constant (F.7.1)

P 0V 1  2 ~ constani

dP + PVdV 0 (F. 7.2)

P. 16



S DERIVATION F.7 (Continued)

SEvaluating Equation F.7.2 at Stations 1 and 2 (Figure F.7.1) and substituting

m for pV gives

P2-pz = vl-V2
2 1 1 2

Dividing the momentun equation by the continuity equation:

P 2 P1
2 2  p1  v(F. 7. 3)

P;- 2 - -V

Multiplying Equation F.7.3 by y and substituting a2 J-
P

a2 2

- - = Y (Vl-V 2 )
(F.7.4) v V

Writing the energy equatio for a point in the free strewm and at local sonic

conditionis:

cp T = p T' + 1/2 V2

p2
op T* +1/2 V* (F.7.5)

Substitute the following values fDr C T and V* into quation F.7.5:

CpT C -

a*2

CpT* -

V* = a*, sine M =1

F.17



DERIVATION F.7 (Continued)9

and solving for a 2

a2 = y + 1 a*2 y V2  (F.7.6)

Sustituting this equation into Bquation F.7.4 and rearranging (since

a*2 = a*1 = a*)
2a,1

(V1 - V2 ) = V - V2 (F.7.7)

If V1 equals V2 , Equation F.7.7 has a trivial solution, i.e., 0 = 0, or

that no velocity discontinuity exists in the flow. It is an experimental fact

that V1 does not equal V2 across a shock and that shock waves are present

under certain flow oonditions. Dividing by (V1 - V2) admits that there is a
velocity discontinuity in the matimatical flow description and

a02  V1V2 IF.7.8

a* is the. seed of sound at local sonic conditiros and can be shown to be

a m.-stant through the shlck. The shock is assLnmx to be an adiabatic

process, thi~refore

'.1*

.1(F.7.9)
T

I.1



S DERIVATION F. 7 (OQntinued)

Therefore

T*1= T*2

or

a*I =a* 2

Fran Equation F.7.8 it can be seen that if V1 is greater than a*, then V2

must be less than a* in order for the equality to hold. This can be written

VI a*
a V2

and fran definition of M*

* 1 (7.10)3 2

Equation F.7.10 shows that if M*1 is greater than 1.0, then M*1 nust be

less than 1.0, i.e., if M* 1 2.0, ten M*2 - .5.

If thore is a velocity discontinuity in the flow, then the velocity on

om side of the discontinuity must be subsondc and on the other side must be-

sxersonic. This relationship betwan M- *1 and M&2 gives no insight as to

which si&d of the shock is subsmic and which side is supersonic.

Supersanic side of shock: 4

.Next it must be established which, side of the shock aust be supersonic.

Lhperirmnts have provem that a shock occurs only when the upstream Mach is

greater than 1.0, but why? In anwer to this question, an equation for the

change in entropy has been written

T 19
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DERIVATION F.7 (Continued) )
Integrating and rearranging this expression

2 2c
AS _ lin T -In P (F.7.11)
R R

1

where 1 and 2 refer to the stations upstream and downstream of the shock wave.

Evaluating this equation with the stagnation properties at Stations 1 and 2.

R --R T PT

an sinc TT2 TT, an In I = 0
AS iT 2 2

-g -ln (F. 7.12) •
R R PTp

7T
1t

Ubrf S i nx Squatio n F.7.1 2 is positie.teetxp hn•i em ffe t'a

In sncT /PT msit benegtieor T/T<1 fa qainrltv

c-xditions to the entropy change in ten-ms of stantir--. =ndition:

T T P
2 1

pT-n T ,1•i.,

21 .21



DERIVATION F. 7 (Continued)

t Rarranging

1

PT2 1I

PT Y 2(T2y )1

Suhstituting in the normal shock equations for P2 /P1 and 011P2 and rearranging

1
P T 2 Y - 1( F 7 . 3

PT 2
+ • ( 2 2

(+ +
1~(Y + 1 (Yt~**.~(,.3

3 Substituting into Equation F. 7.12 tbe upstream c*sditions necessary for an

increase in entropy can be date=Wined.

' /PT1
M, 1.0 (1T2 /PT, As

M 1 > P~ /PT < 1. 0; As is poiive
T21

1.0; PM T /P T, > 1.0; AS is negative

.Te case whoreM < 1.0 is Dtxtrary to the rUuiremInt that ontru4y niit

C,•" always increase, consequently it is not possible for a shock to form when the

flow goes frcm subsonic to pe•soic Velocty.

F.21'AS



Notice that when M = 1, AS = 0. This is the case of the isentropic )
sound wave or weakest possible normal shock since changes across it are so

small that no entropy change is produced.

F. 8 LINEAR THIN WING THEORY (ACKEOET THEORY) (Chapter 6)

'To develop the Ackeret Theory, the following must be satisfied:

1. Geometric and trigametric flow relations

2. Conservation of mass

3. Conservation of momntum

Geometric and Triqametric Relations:

The gearetry of an expansion flow is shown in Figure F.8.1. The

flow for a onxrression Mach wave is exactly the same except dd, dV, and

dVN are negative. Thus the expansion case equations will be valid for

the caxzession case if the signs are reveised. Only the expansion case

euations will be developed.

VV

8d6

FIGiE '.8l. Ab&s1t FLOW

F. 22



SDERIVATICN F. 8 (Continued)

Since d6 is small then

dV = change in magnitude of V = dVN sin p

d dV (F.8. 1)VN snlnu

also
dVN cos ~

d6 = N C (F.8.2)

Substituting Equation F.8.1 into Fquation F.8.2

dV cos u dV 1
sin .j V tanw

I

FIGURE;' F.9. 2.

Fx= definition of sine and

sin (F.8,3)

Figure F.8.2 can bO oonstructed. FrXM Figure F.8.2

tan (F.8.4)



DOUVATIGN F.8 (Contirmued)

Sixim d6 is snull then

dV = change in magnitide of V = dVN sin 0

dVN dV (F.8. 1)

also



DERIVATI(N F.8 (Continued

and

d6 = V
dV1

dV dr (F285)

Conservation of Mass:

If wr consider a constant area across the Mach wave then frcm the

conservation of mass equation

'*1 ~ PVZN(F. 8. 6)oI V 1N • 2 v2N1F.6

and

"02 VN +dV,

or

P V = d)(V +ddVN)

1 ~( 1 1N +(F.8.7)

Simplifying Equation 8.7 and dropping dodVN as insignificant

VjN do + o1 dvw - 0 (F.8.8)

C.nselation of M=mentin:

Parallel to the Mach waves there are no pressure differential forces
and tOls no mwrenttmr flux charvq parallel to the Mtach waves and tie

conservation of momentum equation beo~s

1 Vl) VlT = (P2 VV) Vr

(P.8.9)



S DERIVATICM F.8 (Oontinued)

but frao conservation of mass

P1 V1N - P2 V2N (F.8.6)

and

V1T = V2T

There is a pressure differential nonral to the wave and by Newton's second
law, this pressure differential per unit area •mnst equal the rate of change of

mnmentun

or

(Pl VIN) VN - (P2 V2N) V2N = P2 - P1  (F.8.10)

but

p1 VN= p2 V2 (F.B.6)

V = VIN + dVN (F.8.11)

P = P1 + dP (F,8.12)

Substituting Equations F.8.6, F.8.11, and F.8.12 into Eiuation F.8.10 givos

VN dVN+- = 0
p1

or

dVN = PV1N (F.8.13)

F.25



DERIVATION F.8 (Continued)

Now we will ccombine the relationships o0 the three previous sections.

Substituting Equation F.8.13 into Equatior F.8.8 gives

dpV I dp - p l PlV--1 0

1NN

rearranging gives

v 2 dP a 2

VN dp

but

a2 
PI

Yp

Thus
Yp 1

p.

or
"YP.

S(F.8.14)

Substituting Sqtmtion F.8.14 into Dquation F.8.13 and rearrarqing gives

2 - V dVN V d N (F.8.15)
I~N

substituting Equations F.B.I and F.8.3 into Equation F.8.15 gives

dP 1

SdP - M dv
yiN

Mltiply right side by V/V and Substituting a for VIN gives

dP .P N2 dV

F. 26



DERIVATION F. 8 (Continued)

Substituting in Equation F.8.5 gives

YPI M2 d6
dP =d(F.8.16)

Equation F.8.16 is valid for an expansion and for a ccmpression the equation

is

dP= YP 1 M2 d6
dP (F.8.17)

if d6 is small W~t not infiniteisimral, tlen d6 becczis 6 anc op boecces AP.

For an approximation

YPI M2

AP = + 1-
D)2fining a pressure coefficient

AP 26.. ~Cp - --- = ------ (F.8.18)

q J(cM2

F. 27



F. 9 DMMIWTICN~ OF TLHRUST EQL(.TION FOR A MLRB)JET (Chapter 7))

The folloing equations fran thenrodynamics and physics will be required

and are presented here for quick reference.

Fran gas dmnamics for one-dimensional gas flow

TTOTAL TT y-I -(F.9.1

TSTATIC T =y

Y

_____ PT (1+Lj I Y) (F.9.2)

PSTATIC 2

For an isentropic process

P(2) Y2 (F.9.3) 4

mach

M v ~(F.9. )

Genexra thmst equation

F = w (V 1o-vo) (F.9.5)
• ~n g

IA

I 24.1

F. 28



DERIM'IQN F. 9 (Continued)

T" T" ta T"4 Two

0 1 2 3 4 5 9 10

FICURE F. 9.1. STATION DESIGNATICNS AND PARAMETER DEFINITICMS

Define

TT2  pT2

20 To 20 P 0

T3 PT3
32 TT2 3 12 PT

T4 PT
T43 T4 T4

TT3

, TT5 pis.
TT4  54 PT4 -.

iii,•.'r, n PT1o,'
T

'105  TT110
pis

TI

1T0 5  43 1 0 5 -1

F.29



DERIWATI@N F.9 (Continued) -9

Required: Fn = f (teperatures)

Solution:

Apply Equation F. 9.1

TTl 0 T10(1 .. Mi)= T 0 T T32 T43 T54 T 0

and noteT = 1
105

Apply Equation F.9.6

and vx)te w43  ' I 1 0 5  1

Assume the nozzle expands gas to ambient pressure so P10  - P0.

Equation F.9.7 yields

Ftro Equation F.9.6

TI0 T20 T20 T32 T4 3 T54  (9

10 20, 20 312)4 5

Cagiing Equaticns F.9.8 and F.9.10

'20 '32 '43 154

Ti T20 P32 P54 Ti S
F.30



U DERIVATICN F.9. (Continued)

From Equation F.9.3
y-1 =T V y-1 T -._=1.l20 y 20 3 2  - = T3 2 ' 5 4  y = T5 4

Substituting these expressions into Equation F.9.10

TOT-10 = T43 
(F.9.11)

Dividing Equation F.9.9 by Equation F.9.11

Y M0) = T2 0 T3 2 T5 4

Solve for MI2

From ,•uation F.9.1

T 20 + Y2

Solve for 2

.M (= _) T2 0  (F.9.13)

"Dividing Equation F.9.13 by Equation P.9.12

/ T2 0 T32 T54  1

ST 2 0 -1(F9.14

•'F.31



DERIVATICN F. 9 (Continued)

Fran Equation F.9.4

MI10 = i V0 yT1

Mo:Vo v/7J

Hence (V) { 0 T10 _ 102 ST4

T ) TO 43 (F.9.15)

0 0)

where Eqation F.9.11 iwas used in the last step.

Cobining Fquations F.9.15 and F.9.16

T20 T 32 T54

, 43 T 2 - 1 (F.9.16)

since W i

hTr3'T2 V N

TT2 (T32 -1 TT2 T~32 -T43  (1 T54 )

T 1 ~(T32  1
T54 (F. 9.17)

V10  T2

0 ~ 2 1) (T4f1)~. (T32 -1) + (.91B

-: ,-.:.O



S DERIVATION F. 9 (Continud)

Fran Equation F.9.5

F 0

S~~w (vi F.9.19)

Substituting Equation F.9.18 into F.9.19

Fn =g V0 T20 1 (T -1) (T32 1 + T -1 (F.9.20)

V ... IP ý IT .1 -1 .T4- -)+T I

Equation F.9.20 shkms that net thrust is dependent only on three design

paraeters.

TV3 43 TT3 proportiTnal to fuel flow

T3

T32  TT3 proportional to coapressor ratio
3 2 -TT 2 o

T T2
T20 To rp~rtional Wo Mach

If T3 2 approaces 1, a ramjet results and Equation F.9.20 reduces to

c, n g - (F.9.21),,

wh•at is the static thrust (M = 0) of the ramjet and turbojet?

* Ramjet.-
*lim F lmm

n nOv 0+0 M0+0.OT

F.33



DERIVATION F.9 (Continued)

Note: V0 = a M0 where a is the speed of sound and T43 is independent of Mach

a~4 ( ,rT3endeo =t

9~ r M0+0

This, of course, is the expected result as a ramjet does not produce any

static thrust.

Turbojet:

1 n g (T20 -f) 43 (T32

inF gli 0 (T4 -1) 32-1) +T4

Si lice

"L2- + y-1)%2

T20 '2 O2 Mo

and

T2 0  __ __ __

W- ÷

Substituting and sizwp1ifying

+T 3  1 12

1 3.)(T 3 2 1)+T 4 3  Mo

F.34



DERIVATIN F. 9 (Continued)

Thus

F aV 1 (T43 1) (T32 1) (F.9.22)

%wich shows that unlike the ramjet, the turbojet produces thrust at zero

velocity.

F
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F. 10 ALTERNATE DERIVATICN OF IDEAL NET THRUST EWMTION FOR A T'IRBOET 9
(Chapter 7)

Starting with

w
S--- (Vg10 - V0) (F. 10.1)

We want to express Fn in terms of engine paramters and flight conditions.

Fran cycle analysis

2v10  = 2gJ (9 - hlo'0 )5 hT9  (F. 10.2)

?0 -2gJ ( -hO , T• 2 (.0

Subtracting Equation F.10.3 fram Equation F.10.2

V 10  - v~ 0 2gJ [T 5 -h1 - T2 + ho] (F. 10.41)

Since

W hT ~~ T2 T½4~T

then

hTS hT2  4u 4  hj¶T3  (10. 5)

Substitutirng Ewation . P10.5 into fuation P.10.4

10 02 2gJ T hl -- h

S IMT 4 -10 • - ..

FTT4  T
L To (TT 3  \j (F.10. 6

P.36



3 DRIVATION F.10 (Continued)

Hcever for isentropic flow

Y- 1

y-1T f0 PO(.1.7

TT'4 CT4 P3

TO 1_ 0 (T4 (F..10.8)

since for an ideal process

PT3 = PT4

and IA p "•p

10 = '0

Substitutinug Sations F.10.8 and F.10.7 into Equation F, 10.6 and subtracting

, -g JL1j (P.10t9)V0 =2J T 
T

?S.Nate

Teii la-z tm ia the ram recomqr, f(4
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DERIVATIcO F. 10 (Continued)

Solving for V1 0 ; TT4 =TIT in Fquation F.10.9,

SV1 0  2gJCP fIT [ T(CR IM))] T C f(M) - (F.10.10)

fberce fran Equatins F.10.1 and F.10.10

a I2JCp 1T  L - T oL(CR f(M)) ljf -VfO
J L 1)

(F.10.11)

- f (TIT, CR, MO, TO)

I

).


